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L. S.

ROWE,

WASHINGTON,

PEDRO DE ALBA,

Director General

The Pan American Union, now

50 years old,

is

an international organization created and maintained

by the twenty-one American Republics:

Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa
Rica, Cuba, the

Director, elected

nally

States,

known

by and responsible

a Govern-

to

ing Board composed of the Secretary of State of
the United States

and representatives

Washing-

in

ton of the other American governments.

Administrative Divisions

Mex-

Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, the

United

Assistant Director

Dominican Republic, Ecuador,

El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras,
ico,

D. C.

Uruguay, and Venezuela.

Bureau of the

as the International

American Republics,

it

Origi-

was established in 1890

in

The

Pan Ameri-

administrative divisions of the

can Union are organized to carry out the purposes
for

which

it

was created.

There are

special divi-

sions dealing with foreign trade, statistics, eco-

accordance with a resolution passed April 14 of

nomics, intellectual cooperation, juridical matters,

that year at the First International Conference of

agricultural cooperation, travel,

American

social information.

States, held at

Washington

and presided over by James G.
United States Secretary of State.
greatly

expanded by

in 1889-90,

Blaine,
Its

then

work was

resolutions of the

Second

Conference, held at Mexico in 1901; the Third,
at

Rio de Janeiro in

1

906 the Fourth, at Buenos
;

Aires in 1910; the Fifth, at Santiago, Chile, in

close relations

in

with

the countries

and labor and

All these divisions maintain
official

and

members of

unofficial bodies

Columbus Memorial Library contains 105,000
volumes and

many maps. The Bulletin

Pan American Union, published monthly
lish,

Spanish, and Portuguese,

is

1923; the Sixth, at Habana, Cuba, in 1928; the

of the institution.

of the Union, see the inside back cover.

April 14

For a

list

of the

In

Eng-

the official organ

Seventh, at Montevideo, Uruguay, in 1933; and
the Eighth, at Lima, Peru, in 1938.

The

the Union.

of other publications

is

celebrated annually throughout the Americas as

Pan American Conferences

Pan American Day.

The Pan American Union
Purpose and Organization

The purpose

of the

manent organ

Pan American Union

is

to

promote peace, commerce, and friendship between
the

Republics of the American Continent by

fostering economic, juridical, social,
relations.

The Union

is

and cultural

supported by annual

American

serves as the per-

of the International Conferences of

States, usually referred to as the

American Conferences.
the programs

and

Pan

In addition to preparing

regulations, the

effect to the conclusions of the

Union

gives

Conferences by

conducting special inquiries and investigations

contributions from all the countries, in amounts

and by convening or arranging

proportional to population.

technical conferences in the intervals between the

Its

affairs

are ad-

ministered by a Director General and an Assistant

International Conferences.

for

special

or

K»S'
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PLAZA DEL CONGRESO, BUENOS AIRES
Buenos

is a handsome,
maritime commerce.

Aires, the largest capital in the Americas,

lively city

and a tremendous center

of
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Maiden Voyage to
Brazil, Uruguay and Argentina
PARKS
Passenger Traffic

B.

PEDRICK

Manager

of the Delta Line

was one in the afternoon, June 20,
1940 when we left Market Street Wharf,

convenient number, for

New

group if he so desires, but small enough so
that he can know all his fellow passengers
well before the voyage is over.
Just as daylight was fading, we reached
the Gulf, 115 miles from New Orleans by
river and 85 miles away as the crow flies.
This is a most interesting sight to one who

It

the

Orleans, on a history-making cruise,

maiden voyage

the

first

of the S. S. Delbrasil

This

of the Delta Line.

new steamer was

of six 14,200-ton sister ships that

the Delta Line will place in the South

American
over two

service in a period of a little
years,

to

give

concrete

and

practical support to President Roosevelt's

well-advised

Good Neighbor

the Americas.

We

Policy for

all

should like to write

it is

large

enough

so that the passenger can keep to his

sees for the first

own

time the intricate system

of lighthouses for guiding ships through

the river's mouth,

the dropping of the

volumes extolling the virtues of these new
steamers, but modesty forbids that this
be done here. Suffice it to say that from
the passenger's point of view these new
vessels are exactly right. They are roomy,
comfortable and luxurious. Here one

second and

may

lead just as active or as lazy a

one

desires.

dark blue as a sapphire. There were deck
and indoor games galore, and of course,
those greatest amusements on shipboard,

The

tions for sixty- five

life

as

have accommodapassengers. This is a

ships

last pilot,

and the Eads Jetties,

a wonderful engineering feat which keeps
this

part of the delta from being washed

away or shifting its position.
Lazy days with lots of fun for everyone
were ahead. The sea was calm and as

1
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talking

who on

and

eating.

Somehow,

who had

to say, all those

the person

shore speaks only a few sentences

crossed

the "line"

a day seems to have been vaccinated with

some very

a talking-machine needle the minute the

were administered.

gangplank

On

is

enough the
Indies

for

On

pulled up.

way

the

south the ships

coast of

many

passengers

to

sail

near

of the

West

glimpse

their

sandy beaches and coconut-palm-studded
mountains. On this trip, we were fortunate to pass fairly close to Martinique,
the birthplace of Josephine,

Napoleon's

rose,

clever,

not previously

were convicted, and
though mild, penalties

the eleventh day out, just as the sun

we docked

at Recife

(Pernambuco)^

Inasmuch as this
port is directly on the Atlantic Ocean and
not on a protected bay or river, steamers
rock gently even while moored to the pier.
Here the climate is practically the same
behind a breakwater.

the year round, since this city

is

close to

Empress, and with binoculars could see

the equator.

The

houses in Fort-de-France, as well as that

traversed by

many canals, and for this
is known as the Venice of

historic

volcano,

Mont

destroyed the port of

In due course

St.

Pelee,

which

Pierre in 1903.

we reached

the equator

and had our Neptune ceremony, conducted
strictly by the passengers, in which the
neophyte was accused of misdeeds contrary to his true nature and the punishment was made to fit the crime. Needless

reason Recife

heart of the town

It consists of

Brazil.

is

three separate sec-

connected by bridges: Recife (the
Reef), lying on a peninsula; Sao Antonio,
tions

on an

island;

and Boa

Vista,

on the main-

land.

Recife
1

See

map

is

the

most important

city

in

on the back cover.

Courtesy of the Delta Line

THE
The Delta Line

is

S.

S,

DELBRAZIL

placing in service from New Orleans to the east coast of South America six
of 8,500 tons costing S3,000,000 each.

new

liners

Courtesy of F.

J. Orfila

&

Co., Inc.

OLD AND NEW

IN RECIFE

influence of the Dutch occupation from 1630 to 1654 is plainly seen in the steep-roofed buildings in
The modern houses of a
the center and in the waterways between the various sections of the city.
suburb might as easily be found in Florida. In the pool is a native Brazilian water-lily, the Victoria regia.

The

Courtesy of F.

J. Orfila

&

Co., Inc.
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Close by sugar

northern Brazil.

duced
ton,

is

pro-

and good
are grown in

in great quantities,

and

coffee,

rice

tooth paste from the United

this

addition to meats,
live birds

district.

we

Just after breakfast,

sallied forth in

automobiles to see the town.
visited the post office,

First

where we sent

market;

it

is

After

that

we

Here may

be purchased a great variety of native
products, such as palm-leaf fly swatters,
shapes

and

Courtesy of F.

descriptions.

J. Orfila

&

On

sale

flowers.

and

many

of land in process of reclamation from the

spent

amulets, and baskets and pottery of

and monkeys, and

crossed eight or ten bridges over

the canals

typically Brazilian in being

a general meeting place too.

in

off

an
interesting half hour in the market, where
many more things to meet human needs
can be found than in a North American

home.

We

States,

vegetables, fruits,

fish,

we

the usual air mail letters to the family

back

shaving cream, razor blades, and

soap,

cot-

all

are

sea,

and came

Olinda, on a

at

fine

in a

it

tied

up

is

is

town

of

suburb can be

of wealthy

Recife

interesting

good

old

state of repair.

here the view of Recife

and

cities,

this

residences

Dutch churches

As

In

the

acres

five miles to the

men and some

business

From

to

last

some

cliff

north of Recife.
seen

passed

rivers,

is

excellent,

interesting to see one's steamer

to the

wharf

the case in

in the distance.

all

northern Brazilian

a large proportion of the population

Co., Inc.

THE CHURCH OF SAO BENTO, OLINDA
Brazilian colonial church interiors are rich with color

and gold

leaf.

MAIDEN VOYAGE TO BRAZIL, URUGUAY, AND ARGENTINA

Courtesy of Brazilian Embassy

RIO DE JANEIRO AND ITS INCOMPARABLE SETTING
is

colored,

and the poverty

in the south.

One

finds,

is

greater than

however, that

of South America is becoming ever
more conscious of the needs of its people,
and in all the countries great strides have
been taken to benefit the masses by sanitary and medical measures, as well as by
social service and economic legislation.
Most appropriately, it was on July 4
that we arrived at Rio, that city which
makes us feel there is some truth in the
all

Brazilians'

boast,

"God

is

a Brazilian,"

country would not be so
has been said that of the

for otherwise the

beautiful.

It

great cities in the world, there are three

whose situation is such as to place them
far ahead of all others from the point of
view of natural beauty. These three are

Rio

de

Australia,

United
to

Janeiro

in

and

San

States.

It is

Brazil,

volumes

in

in

the

well-nigh impossible

describe Rio properly.

written

Sydney

Francisco

and

Experts have

they

have

not

exaggerated.
After entering

hundred small

Guanabara Bay with its
and passing that

islands

familiar landmark. Sugar Loaf,
at

Praga

Maua

we docked

near the heart of the

city.

Immediately upon docking, a great round
of festivities began, as this was the maiden
voyage of the vessel. In the two days we
were in Rio, there were cocktail parties,
luncheons, dinners and general open
house on board, to which representative
government, business, and shipping officials were invited.
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"LA CARRETA" IN BRONZE ORNAMENTS A MONTEVIDEO PARK
The Uruguayans,

like the citizens of the

United States, cherish the tradition of the covered wagon used
by their pioneers.

For most of the passengers a morning
was taken up with visiting the business
and residential sections of the city and
beautiful and fashionable beaches,
its
Praia do Flamengo and Praia do Botafogo,
and riding up in the cable car, in two
stages, to the summit of Pao de Assucar
(Sugar Loaf).

It

is

indeed a

thrill to

be

As we

sailed out in the dark, the lights

along the shore of Botafogo Bay forming
the famous "Pearl Necklace" that

an accident since this
aerial railway was built in 1912. The
bird's-eye view of the city, its beaches,
and Rio's next most famous mountain,
Gorcovado (The Hunchback), is fashas never been

cinating.

An

interesting

delicious lunch

enjoyed at the airport which,
senger liner wharves,

is

was

like the pas-

located very close

to the heart of the city.

After lunch our friends tried their hands
at shopping for Brazilian novelties, such

known

With

regret

we

realized that

Rio was finished.
The next morning, bright and early, we
first visit to

Home

arrived at Santos, "the
Coff"ee,"

Port of King

where on every hand one

thousands of bags of green

sees

coff'ee in

the

warehouses close to the wharves and in
the center of the city,

and

and mule

fact,

carts.

In

breathes the characteristic
coff'ee.

and

is

world over were beautiful beyond

the

our

and there

well as

aquamarines.

description.

opportunity every year,

hardwood

articles, as

those beautiful semi-precious stones,

for

Chicago World's Fair, but in spite
of appearances it is a perfectly safe thing
to do. Many tourists take advantage of
this

multi-colored

boxes and other

trays,

completely suspended as in the Sky Ride
in the

or

butterfly

as

a

The

which looks
its

motor trucks

the city fairly

aroma

of green

Bolsa, or Coffee Exchange,

magnificent building,

with

in

for all the

mosaic

world

floors,

dows, and three fine

the

oil

interior

like a

church,

stained glass win-

paintings depicting

Here we
wide and beautiful beaches where
the history of Santos.

is

of

visited
all

the
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usual North American beach sports are
enjoyed, as well as a typical Brazilian

game

similar to badminton, with the exception

that no racquets are used.

An

evening was spent on a

island just out-

little

interesting

side of Santos called Ilha Porchat,

there

is

where

a casino and night club with the

usual entertainment.

Again we boarded our floating home
and three days later arrived at Montevideo, one of the most cultured and progressive cities in South America. It is a
beautifully clean city, with many modernistic apartment houses, some of which
have been described as "bureaus with
their

all parts of the city.
Another
unique feature is a free underground
parking lot, which can accommodate five
thousand automobiles at one time.

leading to

Buenos Aires

is

very progressive and

has very high cultural standards, but
is

especially

noted for

its

it

cosmopolitan

atmosphere and its great business development. Here, as in New York, one can
hear almost any of the chief languages of
the world spoken on its principal streets.

drawers pulled out" because of their
Like many other

set-back construction.

it has
numerous
and large and small
parks. No visit to Montevideo would be
complete without seeing the famous bronze
monument La Carreta, which commemorates the Uruguayan equivalent of our
covered wagon.
We passed along wide roads lined by
fragrant eucalyptus trees up to the summit
of the hill from which Montevideo takes
At the foot are many neat
its name.
little houses, all alike, which are a part of

South American
beautiful

cities,

statues

a local low-cost housing project similar
to

many

States

recently

built

the

United

From

the top,

in

by the government.

one obtains a comprehensive view of the
city, harbor and beaches.
After stopping in Montevideo for one
full day, we crossed the River Plate to
Buenos Aires, often called the Paris of
South America. Although it is just across
the estuary from Montevideo, the River
Plate is so wide here that the journey
takes from nine to twelve hours by steamer.
While Rio has a natural beauty that can
hardly be surpassed, Buenos Aires has a
dock system of piers and basins of which
it

can truly be proud.

congratulated on

its

It

is

also to be

many wide avenues

THE COMEGA BUILDING, BUENOS AIRES
A restaurant on the top floor a favorite place for
is

place and hour afford a view of the
sunset over the wide River Plate.

tea, since the
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Courtesy of Publicity Bureau, Sao Paulo

The

THE PORT OF SANTOS

greatest coffee port in the world

is

surrounded by green

At Buenos Aires our steamer stayed

for

nine days, and here again there was an
endless

and

round of dinners, cocktail parties
and on the good

receptions, both off

ship Delbrasil.
to

In spite of this,

we managed

do a great deal of sight-seeing, including

a night at the opera at the famous Teatro

Colon and an afternoon

Hipodromo

lovely

at the races at the

Argentino,

We

or

race

had

tea one

afternoon fourteen stories up at the

Comega

track at Palermo Park.

Club and another

ment

store well

at Harrod's, a depart-

known

in

England and

South America.
No one who has ever been in Buenos
Aires can possibly forget the tender and
juicy beefsteaks, an inch and a half thick.
If there are steaks any more delicious elsewhere in the world, we need to be shown,
and even then it would take some convincing.

One day we

visited

the resort called

hills

and beaches of

fine

white sand.

This is a boating resort where
whole families enjoy rowing back and
forth over the intricate waterways and
Tigre.

many

An

club crews take out racing

shells.

was the excurthirty-five miles from
sion to Lujan,
Buenos Aires, where stands one of the
most famous cathedrals in Argentina.
There, too is an excellent and complete
historical museum, which is well worth
even the most casual tourist's time.
After nine days in Buenos Aires, we
interesting side trip

started northward.

was

Santos.

Since

Our

first

port of call

steamer

the

stops

longer in Santos on the return voyage,

we

took advantage of the three days to go by
train

up

to

Sao Paulo, another of the very

progressive cities in South America.

This

forty-nine-mile trip via the Sao Paulo Rail-

way
The

requires a

than two hours.
mountain range between

little less

ascent of the

Sao Paulo and the coast

is

accomplished
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on a cable railway, the cars going up and

down

the

hill

counter-balancing

each

Special types of steam locomotives

other.

are used on this climb for braking pur-

The gradient is one of the
known in railroad construction,

poses only.
steepest

2,500 feet in six miles; the railway passes

through thirteen tunnels and over more
than a hundred small viaducts. Because
this

railway transports the bulk of the cof-

fee shipments,

its

profits are considerable,

no money
roadbed and

and

therefore

ing

the

is

spared in keep-

rolling

stock

in

The

city of

its

wealthy residents.

A
out

stay in this city

a

Sao Paulo, the capital of the

same name,

is

also the capital

to

visit

The

Institute.

is

the

not complete with-

famous

Institute

scientific rather

than for sight-seeing pur-

the world
is

done.

and much other

Notwithstanding

swarm there to marvel
way the poisonous snakes

"The Manchester

the attendants

Chicago

It is

a great manufactur-

of Brazil"

and "The

One

impressed

of Brazil."

is

ous

snakes

is

pre-

for distribution to all parts of

ing center, and so has been called both

of Coffee Land.

Butantan

operated for

is

poses, since anti-snake-bite venin

pared here

apple-pie order.

state of the

enormous modern skyscrapers, as
numerous attractive parks,
both large and small. No stranger can
drive about the city without being aware
of the vast amount of capital and the
diversified architectural talent that have
been called upon to provide for Sao Paialo's
by

well as by the

and

scientific

work

this fact, tourists

the familiar

at

are handled by

to see the non-poison-

festooning

the

trees

like

Courtesy of Delta Line

AT THE BUTANTAN INSTITUTE, SAO PAULO
An

attendant nonchalantly handles the poisonous snakes whose venom is extracted to
venin perfected by Brazilian scientists and sent all over the world.

make

the anti-
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Courtesy of Raul d'Eca

THE WATERFRONT, SAO SALVADOR
The

city of

Sao Salvador

is

built

on two
offer

ornaments on a Christmas

venomous snake

eats

snake dies w^ithin

five

We

when even a

one of them, the
minutes.

its

way

to Rio,

where we put

in

another eventful day of sight-seeing.

Three days

States as Bahia
is

the capital.

known

from the

The

—

Sao Salvador
Bahia de Todos
is

we

after leaving Rio,

at the city generally

All Saints' Bay).

true

in full,

arrived

state

United
of which it

name

of the city

in the

Sao Salvador da

os Santos (St. Savior of

Although the

uptown and downtown really

mean someis

on the

is on a cliff" about two
hundred feet higher and is usually reached
by an elevator, although there are funiculars and an excellent road.

city has

Bahia has

we entered

fine

churches erected in

On

the lower level,

Church of Conceigao da
Praia (the Immaculate Conception by the
Shore), which is built of Portuguese
marble and whose interior is richly decorated with silver and gold, as well as with

We

one almost has to use force to drive off"
vendors at the wharf attempting to sell tiny
marmosets, baby jaguars, baskets, hammocks and innumerable other souvenirs.
Bahia is a city where the expressions

level,

it is

many

the colonial period.

many

it is

left,

lower level or waterfront, whereas the

a veritable tourists' paradise, but

that

one at the

thing, for the business district

so colorful

nearly 500,000 inhabitants,

elevators, such as the

residential district

returned to Santos, and the steamer

went on

which

speedy communication.

Here too

tree.

are frogs so poisonous that

levels, betv^feen

oil

the

paintings.

visited the market, also

and

scenes.

enjoyed

triangular

sails

little

on the lower

ever -changing

Close by the market

the wharf where

We

its

we

could see

fishing boats

with

dock.

ascended to the upper city by auto-
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mobile, and then drove out Avenida Sete

de Setembro, passing residences indicative
of the great wealth and good taste of their
occupants, and here and there catching
delightful vistas of the bay and the ocean.
As is the case on the lower level, many
interesting and sumptuous churches are in

women, with

their gay costumes famous
throughout Brazil, remind one of the oldtime mammies in the South.

Our homeward voyage from Bahia was
restful, and we docked in

uneventful but

New

Orleans

schedule.

We

one

full

arrived

day

home

ahead

of

feeling that

our forty-eight day cruise was perhaps one

evidence.

Here again,
colored

11

as in Recife, there

population

and

is

some

CHURCH

OJb

a large
of

ST.

the

of the most satisfying experiences that
of us

any

had ever had.

FRANCIS, SAO

SALVADOR

This church, built in 1710, closes the vista of a street lined with balconied houses in the picturesque
city of Sao Salvador, or Bahia, one of the ports of call of the Delta Line boats.

The Discoverer

New World

New World

in the
The

of a

of a Book by John L. Stephens^ Archeologist,

Centeiiary

Man

Diplomat,

of

Many

Parts

VIRGILIO RODRIGUEZ BETETA
Minister oj Guatemala in Chile

July 31, 1940 marked the completion of
one hundred years since John L. Stephens

New

of Shrewsbury,

Jersey, graduate of

Columbia and lawyer

in

New

York, ended

journey through the lands of the
ancient Mayas of Central America. He
was an indefatigable globe-trotter, through
his first

whose mind coursed more and greater
dreams than there were lands and seas
beneath his feet. It may well be said
that Stephens, explorer and archaeologist
by passion and diplomat by accident,
was the discoverer of a new world in the
New World. Yet he devoted the last
years of his strenuous life, which ended
before he was fifty, to other great underof

takings

a

organized the

very
first

different

company of the United States and
the Panama Railway, which united
Atlantic

and

century

before

He

order.

ocean steam nagivation

Pacific

the

more than
Canal.

also

the

half a

He was

a

combination of great business man and
great dreamer. After all, is this not a
plant that is often produced by the
university hothouses of the United States?
Students of
stantly

parts

Maya

culture,

who

are con-

becoming more numerous

of the world,

centenary

pass

in

all

should not

let

this

even

in

the

unnoticed,

midst of the clouds that today overhang

our world.
12

Perhaps because of them

it

should be

all

the

more observed.

not the light of the

moon

Is

it

that casts into

boldest relief the terrible hours of ship-

Furthermore,

wreck?

unrelated

to

the

this

great

centenary
interests

is

not

of the

philosophy of race and the great reser-

knowledge called civilization. If
from a purely literary viewpoint it can
be said that the work in which Stephens
immortalized his journey {Incidents of
voirs of

Travel

Yucatan

in

Central

—ten

had the

America,

Chiapas,

and

editions in three months!)

virtue of discovering

among

the

and jungles of Central
America the magic keys to Maya culture,
then from the archaeological and scientific
point of view it can be added that he
found the secret of a purely American
civilization and opened deep and revolutionary channels of thought which drained
off many myths of pretentious ethnology
and religious dogma. Stephens, upon
disembarking on July 31, 1840, from the
ship that had borne him across the wide

millenary ruins

waters of the Gulf of Mexico, might well

have said to his compatriots: "I bring
you treasures far greater than those of
Moctezuma and the Incas."

Two

Two

soldier-historians

beneficent instruments of destiny

influenced Stephens's marvelous journey.

THE DISCOVERER OF A NEW WORLD
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In that book the author wrote of what he
had seen in 1787 with his own eyes at

Palenque, in Chiapas, the northernmost
province of the colony, and he illustrated
his

story

with

vivid

drawings.

Some

similar works had previously been published in France, and the attention of the
world had already been aroused by the
works of Humboldt and above all, by
Lord Kingsborough's volumes with their
splendid engravings and the reproduction
of a very old Central American book.
But all that material had been published
under the generic name of Mexican Antiqwhich diverted attention from
uities,
Central America and led to continued

search in Aztec country for the key to
the

Maya

enigma.

Nevertheless, the needle of the compass,

the faithful friend of travelers in
Courtesy of the author

JOHN

L.

STEPHENS

Explorer and archaeologist by passion and diplomat by appointment, he discovered a new world
in the

New

World.

was Frederick Catherwood and
was a President of the United
States, Martin Van Buren.
Catherwood was an English archaeologist, a gifted and sensitive draftsman and
first

a great globe-trotter

with

whom

Arabia, and

like

Stephens,

he had traveled in Egypt,

many

other places. Together
on the plains or in the open
desert, counting the stars and the centuries, they had shared wonderful dreams.
There came one day into Catherwood's
hands an amazing book published in
London in 1822 under the title of Descripin their tents

tion of the
?iear

Its

Ruins of an Ancient City Discovered

Palenque in the Kingdom of Guatemala.

author was

Don Antonio

del Rio, a

captain in the service of the King of Spain
in the

Kingdom

toward

Guatemala.

tradition prevailed that buried

the second

artist,

persisted,

Mexico,
jungles

The

of Guatemala, as Central

America was called before independence.

unknown

amid the darkness of
pre-history, in swerving a bit and pointing
more toward the south, a little beyond

waters,

cities,

of Central

An

old

among

the

America there were

similar in all respects to those of

Palenque and with the same hieroglyphic
writings that had been so surprising to
scholars, because they indicated that the

deep-rooted concept of the inferiority of

American cultures would have to be
abandoned. There was talk of Uxmal,
of Chichen-Itza, of Copan. But the book
of Captain del Rio was the story of an
authentic eye-witness who was at the same
time a soldier.

Just as in another time

Diaz del Castillo, the soldierhistorian, wrote the most accurate and
precise account of the Conquest of Mexico,
this new soldier might very well be said to

Bernal

have hit upon the true key to the great
problem of American pre-history.

The

other beneficent instrument of fate

was President Van Buren. At the time
when Stephens and Catherwood were
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making preparations

for

their

journey,

there occurred the sudden death of William

who had

Leggett,

just

been appointed

charge d'affaires of the United States in

He was

America.

Central

diplomat to be

named

the

eighth

to that post

and the

mean

Travel in Yucatan)

the

Maya? They

in the definite discovery of

called

"Maya

an American

you

will

have

better

luck

than

your

and

may

not have been the
was he who prepared
the way, clearing away the fiction and the
fog, and it was he who established the
bases for subsequent work by his brilliant
actual discoverer,

be that

to say,

completely diff"erentiated from the others.

Although Stephens

may

is

civilization specifically

fourth to die before reaching the country.

diplomats wrote to him, "It

what should be

civilization"; that

James Shannon had died in Guatemala
almost immediately upon his arrival there.
But Stephens was no man to be intimidated
by superstition and he asked for the post.
President Van Buren gave it to him, and
a close relative of one of the deceased

to the history of

represent the final steps

it

intuitions.

He was the first to proclaim that the
Maya was a special and superior culture
unknown

which, although mingled to some

predecessors."

degree with other cultures, was essentially

The mind of President Van Buren must
have played much with the idea of those
explorations, so interesting and in such
comparatively near places, which Stephens

different

proposed

to undertake.

An

extraordinary

pre-Columbian culture found at the very
doors of the United States! For that
reason the President assisted in smoothing
out all difficulties for Stephens, even granting him authority to travel about from
place to place with no fixed residence
privilege not often conceded to any diplo-

—

mat.

Of

course

it

is

true that Central

America's political situation at that time
made this privilege, and even more, quite

from them all. Then, contrary
from the time of the
first missionaries and chroniclers and still
prevalent among European historians, he
contended that the Maya culture was not
an importation to America from the Chalto the theory held

deans, the Phoenicians,
nians, but that

American

it

or

the

Babylo-

was an indigenous, purely

culture.

In the third place,

contrary also to prevailing opinion, even
that of the most recent

(Dupaix and
tors,

European explorers
and commenta-

his editors

Maya

1834), he held that the

could not be antediluvian; that
the most go back hundreds

it

culture

could

at

and perhaps

as an independent, republican and fed-

thousands of years from the time of the
Conquest, but that some of its ruins could

eral nation (three extremely complicated

date only from times not long prior thereto.

was going through the bloodshed
of a civil war that dated
exhaustion
and
from the days of emancipation from Spain.
When Stephens arrived there were no
Central American authorities to whom he

Finally,

feasible.

The

country, taking

its first

steps

things),

could legitimately present his credentials.

What

What
better

Stephens's book represents

do Stephens's journey and book (or

still,

journeys and books, since the

were followed by a second journey
and second book called simply Incidents\of

first

adding a most daring hypothesis
he claimed that the race that

to the others,

was the source of that culture and of those
structures must still be living, although
perhaps isolated and obscure, in some part
of its vast and ancient domain.
All these theories were the product, as
has been said, of intuitions, their only
basis being

what Stephens was able

observe

his

(October

in
3,

relatively

to

short journey

1839-July 31, 1840). His obwere wise and pro-

servations, however,

THE DISCOVERER OF A NEW WORLD
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Courtesy of the author

MAYA RELIEF AT PALENQUE
An
it

illustrations in Captain Antonio del Rio's book on the ruins there;
book that first interested Stephens in American archaeology. When he and Catherwood
were at Palenque, they set up housekeeping in the corridor of an ancient palace.

engraving of

was

this

this relief is

one of the

found, and to these observations Cather-

and

wood made

in regard

his

a matchless contribution with

admirable drawings, models of work-

manship.

In

the

of

spite

fact

that

forever, in

antiquities.

to
.

our minds,

all

uncertainty

the character of
.

.

American

The people who once

occupied the Continent of America were

some three
thousand miles on muleback and took seven
months, he was able to visit only eight
cities bearing unmistakable marks of Maya

not savages."

culture, although in varying stages of ar-

foundations for a great discovery, Stephens

evolution and of different periods.

traveled around, without being definitely

Stephens's

tistic

travels

covered

Some had disappeared

in

epochs long ante-

But the examination of those eight cities was sufficient to
verify a judgment which had fallen from
dating the Conquest.

his lips at

expected

Cop an: "The
monument put

sight of this unat rest at

once

A predestined journey
Like one predestined only to lay the

aware of it, all the great boundary of the
two ancient Maya empires. If at any
point of that boundary fate had counseled
him to turn and proceed in a diagonal
line across the mountains, jungles, mighty
rivers and wide marshes, he would cer-
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Hum-

to carry his intuitions further, for

Lord Kingsborough had

boldt and

him

led

astray in advance, the latter having

published the marvelous

Codex under

Maya Dresden

aforementioned

the

title

was a great deal
that Stephens should have had a presentiment, and even more than a presentiment,
that those engravings and hieroglyphics
belonged to a Central American civilization and that the beautiful figure of the
Sun in the center of the great Aztec
Calendar Stone was the same that he had
seen in some panels at Palenque.
Mexican

Antiquities.

It

Development of

Maya

studies

The

first triumph of Stephens' book was
which may be deduced from his words
quoted above: the collapse of the his-

that

Robertson's

torian

universally

theory,

held up to that time, as to the "savages

America."
Other contemporaneous
words give us an idea of something more
that the American culture not only was
not savage, it was not even primitive.
These are the words of Dr. Paul Schellhas

of

(1859tion of

Drawing by Catherwood

MONOLITH AT COPAN
Stephens describes
"It

lows:

is

that

Maya monument

as folthirteen feet in height, four feet in
this

front, and three deep, sculptured on all four of
its sides from the base to the top, and one of the
richest and most elaborate specimens in the

whole extent of the ruins."

(Reproduced from

"Incidents of Travel in Central America, Chiapas,

and Yucatan.")

have arrived at some of those great
Maya world which
today can be seen spread in amazing
tainly

centers of the ancient

array on a
covered.

map

of the ruins thus far dis-

His intuitions would then have

),

a survivor of the

European Maya

started

in

first

scholars

France,

the

genera-

—a group
cradle

of

European study of the Mayas, with the
Abbe Brasseur de Bourbourg (1814-74),
the eminent investigator of Central American civilizations, in whom an excess of
imagination may be condoned as a venial
sin; that in England reached its peak
with Alfred Percival Maudslay (18501931), who won, because of his seven
voyages to Guatemala and his two magnificent illustrated volumes, the

"Father
finally,

of

Maya

produced

Studies;"

name

and

of

that,

Germany Foerstewho dedicated most

in

taken on the form of definite assertions.

mann

But he did not know that, like Columbus,
he had set foot upon a vast continent and

of his eighty-four years to deciphering the

had

in

great

Nor would

it

part

traced

its

have been possible

outlines.
for

him

(1822-1906),

Dresden Codex. Schellhas said recently:
"It was thought in those times prior to
that the Old
the rise of Maya studies

—

—
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the seat of such advanced
which possessed such highly
developed hieroglyphic writings), and that
America had been inhabited only by prim-

World alone was

cultures (those

..."

itive peoples.

The fame

All the rest followed.

of the

Mayas swept

forward, like the jungles

that hid their

cities.

Now

corbel

their

arches and spiral staircases, which once

made

had

Carlos

a

III

celebrated

of

chronicler

somewhat

although

smile,

thoughtfully at that, were accepted as an

No

authoritative fact.

one doubted the

round
no one was any
longer astonished when it was stated that
some of the temples of Tikal were two
hundred feet in height, or that the basreliefs at Palenque and the monoliths of
Copan and Quirigua deserved a place in
the history of world art.
But in any event Stephens's intuitions

existence of the veritable forests of

columns

at

Chichen

sufficed

to

destroy

Two

fallacies.

thing

else,

Itza;

many

elements,

had stood

long-standing

more than any-

in the

way

of doing

American preEuropean pride on the one hand,

justice to the real facts of
history:

and attachment to the monogenetic tradition of the Old Testament on the other
hand. Although the soldiers and his-

The Maya remains

torians of the Conquest, beginning with

American

Bernal Diaz,

who was

the

first

to

call

attention to the "buildings of carved stone"

and the wonderful sculptured walls of Yucatan, were struck by these wonders, they
had looked at everything primarily with
the eyes of Spaniards and of conquerors.
The missionaries and historians saw much
and preserved it from everlasting oblivion, but their religious beliefs and the
Old Testament blinded them. Landa
(1524-79), the first bishop of Yucatan and
the principal and most valuable source of
information for modern
tions
until

—

his

work

Maya

remained

investiga-

unpublished

the middle of the 19th century

Drawing by Catherwood

ANOTHER MONUMENT AT COPAN
Copan, the first Central
by Stephens, so excited his
interest that he "bought" the ruined city (from a
lessee) for fifty dollars.
(The drawing is reproduced from his "Incidents of Travel in Central
America, Chiapas, and Yucatan.")

lighted with one

which

at

site visited

his

hand

the luminous torch

own book proved

to be, while

with the other he kindled the blaze that
destroyed the Maya books because he

thought them instruments of the devil.

A

great seventeenth-century chronicler of

Guatemala, Fuentes y Guzman, who saw
much and wished to understand \vhat he
saw, rejected the idea that the builders of
those

monuments could have been

Spaniards,

Phoenicians,

or

ancient

Chaldeans.
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But then, who had wrought those wonders?
Confronted with this dilemma, he had to

conform to the idea of the time: that they
were the work of the devil. Father
Ximenez (1662-1722), a linguist who had
in his possession an original copy of the
Popul-Vuh, the superb bible of the MayaQuiches, translated it, but sought all the
time for correspondence between it and
the Hebrew Bible. So also did Father

Ordonez

another

(1577?-! 626),

who must

linguist,

certainly have

noted

had

in

hands an even more complete original
copy of the book.
Other triumphs were won, too. Ernst
Wilhelm Foerstemann discovered the zero

his

in

the fascinating pages of his

heavy codex

— the

ancient,

zero, talismanic figure

modern mathematics.

Then,

in

the

footsteps of Daniel Garrison Brinton

and

of

C.

H. Berendt came other Americans,

who now occupy first place in
Mayan investigations and who

deciphered, "will be the most important

book

in the

The centenary

The hundredth anniversary of the pubJohn L. Stephens's book should
not pass unnoticed. In a way it has not
been unmarked. What better commemo-

lication of

ration could there have been than the

Again,

1939?

mala,

planets;

has been

es-

they

predicted

advance; that

and thousands of years. Furthermore, it is
practically certain that it was the Mayas
who, having achieved the cultivation of
corn through experimentation and selection, made possible for the early Americans
a stable way of life and thus brought about
first

Spinden,

fruits

of

civilization.

who with Morley,

into

translation

But the most

important commemoration, insofar as the
subject of bibliography

concerned,

is

is

without doubt the monumental book by
Dr. Sylvanus Griswold Morley,

The In-

that region which was cradle and empire

they had numbers that expressed thousands

the

a

discovered

had computed with
that

in

mine,

of

scriptions of Peten: Five great volumes

accuracy the course of the sun

and the

publishing

is

Spanish of Stephens's book.

Maya

scribed

eclipses thirty-four years in

compatriot

a

Benjamin Mazariegos Santizo of Guate-

of the

perfect

Mexico

Congress of Americanists in

the sun of

same time as Foerstemann the figure
on the monuments. The vigesimal
system of the Mayas and the figure zero
were the open sesame to their recondite
It

consti-

tuted the bulk of the contributions to the

at the

tablished that they

on the Mayas

fact that material

20

astronomical calculations.

world in the matter of ancient

Finally,

Tozzer, Gates,

Mason, Blom, Kidder, Rickettson, Lothrop, and a hundred others form the vanguard of contemporary study of Maya
culture in the United States, has said that
the Dresden Codex, when it is completely

on

civilization; thirty cities de-

by inch, piece by piece,
enigma after enigma; three thousand stupendous pages, maps, and drawings!
Morley, recalling the work of Stephens,
inch

"He

says:

with an

Maya archaeology
romance, and charm

enriched

interest,

which have never been equalled."
For my part, I wish on this hundredth
anniversary to place before the tomb and

memory

of Stephens

flower of the

the

ancient Mayas, the orchid, which
the national flower of Guatemala.
the realms of the

is

also

From

Southern Cross that

flower will pass through the three Americas,

taking on

Thus

it

new hues under

will flourish, like the

that Stephens

had planted

every sun.

coconut tree

at the

the grave of James Shannon,

first

head of

diplomat

of the United States to arrive in Central

America.

The

first

thing that Stephens

did upon arriving at those tropical shores

was

to

visit

the

grave of the

unknown

THREE LITERARY LADIES OF SPAIN
diplomat and ask for

it

the sweet shade

L. Stephens

was one of those rare

most affable

he

light, for

19

civilization.

time he brought

all

At the same

the Americas a

little

ancient civilization

knowledge of that
which is for all of us

today a source of

common

closer together in the

presented the Central Americans to the
in a

Maya

tory: the

men who deserve to be called humane.
He was always so, in mind and in heart.
He left to us his book, in which he
world

AMERICAN COLONIES

gave present faults and showed the aspect
of grandeur that had been theirs in his-

of a coconut tree.

John

S

interest

and

pride.

for-

Three Literary Ladies
of Spain's American Colonies
"Amarilis"

II.

JAMES
Professor of

In A

YEAR

—perhaps

it

was the

final

year

—

of the second decade of the sixteen hundreds,

a

young woman dressed

in

habit of a novitiate of a religious order

the
sat,

one afternoon, before a small table in a
cell of a convent in Peru.
We can only
say that the convent was either in a small
city

called

Huanuco

Leon de los
up in the Andes;
Kings, and seat of the
(or

Caballeros), situated high

or in Lima, City of

\^ery Magnificent Prince of Esquilache,

Viceroy of Peru. We may imagine that
our young lady was gazing at a scrap of
sparkling with sunlight, that she
could glimpse through the barred window.
sky,

Occasionally she nibbled at the top of a
quill pen,

and her

dropped

to

shade

eyes that glowed with a light that

would

lids

G.

BARDIN

Romance Languages, University of Virginia

hardly have pleased the Mother Superior.
For long intervals, her brow was troubled
Copyright 1941 by James C. Bardin. Part I, dealing
with Dona Leonor de Ovando, appeared in the Bulletin
for December 1940.
Part III, on Sor Juana In'es de la
Cruz, ^ill appear in a subsequent issue.

with thought

—and then would

clear, as

a

and her careful
fingers traced a line or two on a folio sheet
that lay on her table. An hour two
hours drifted by in a silence that was
broken only by the scratching of her pen;
the lines on the paper multiplied slowly
but steadily, and a poem a silva began
to take shape. At last, the convent bell
smile curved lovely

lips,

—

—

—

sent forth

its silver

chime.

—

The

novitiate,

from her revery, glanced again at
the bit of sky, and saw that now it was
red and gold, and that the light was
growing dim. She put the folio sheet
away in a chest that stood near the table,
and with a contented sigh, rose and glided
out to join her companions, who were
stirred

gathering in the patio for the evening
service.

moved

Singing

softly,

But the

novitiate,

who had been

before a table in a tiny
fingers

the line of

them

into the candle-lit chapel.

still

cell,

sitting

and whose

bore traces of ink, paid scant

20
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heed, that evening, to the droning voice

Her

of the old chaplain.

eyes again be-

came warm with a dream, and her thought
fled

—

out of the chapel and over the

fled

convent wall

—

far

fled

away,

mighty Andes and the great
tropical rivers, until at last
its

over the

forests
it

along

could wing

way eastward and northward,

the wide sea.

On

.

over

.

.

another day, some months later

perhaps

it

was

in 1620; certainly

it

was

not in 1621

—a distinguished-looking man

medium

height and slender, vigorous

of

frame, attired in a somewhat

worn

clergy-

man's habit, appeared one morning, at
his accustomed hour,
on a street in
Madrid.
He strolled along decorously
enough, as a churchman should. But his
once fiery eye now a trifle dimmed by

—

nearly fifty-eight years of gazing
sinful world-

him from afar
drew the

to stare at

pointing

upon

this

—could see that people stopped

fingers

off,

and

that

attention

launch impertinences at him as he
confident that he would return
better than was sent, which he always did.
to

passed

As he strolled along, enjoying the
morning air, strangers who were urged to
look at him no doubt asked: "What is he?",
and the reply might well have come from
some rough-tongued seller of vegetables,
or from a sloe-eyed woman nursing a
baby on a street-corner: "Why, hombre,
that is Don Lope Felix de Vega Carpio,
as any proper Christian ought to know,
and his like is not to be found anywhere,
not even in God's

Cain,
as

who waved

she

passed

ever lived such a

And when

coach.

lingered
bravos

to

and

hipped

girls of

banter

with

the

and lackeys and broad

the people,

who ventured

work ever produced by a

when he

Besides that,

died in

1635, at the age of seventy-three, he

had

been the idol of theatre-loving people, not
only of Madrid, but of the whole Spanishspeaking world, for over

fifty

years, because

He was,

of his genius for writing comedias.

moreover, one of the best
age;

and he

lyric poets of his

also excelled in the writing of

He

sacred and profane epics.

a

also,

number

produced,

of well constructed novels

of several types.
It

is

man
time,

exchange

picaros

European.

write

suitable objects of such

much in a chosen field of endeavor,
He was, among other things, the
who turned out one of the largest

bodies of literary

lumbering

courteous attentions were not present, he

or have accomplished

life,

quite as

a languid hand at him
her great,

in

Few men have

within reasonable limits.

writer

—

themselves

questions about this

to him; and his
now, a little, by decades of
adulation and applause were still keen
enough to make him aware that voices
murmured in the crowds, saying "There
goes Lope!" His hat was scarcely back
upon his head, after a bow to His Eminence, the Cardinal Fulano de Tal, before
it was swept off" again to return the greetings of a most noble, and most powerful,
and most perfumed gallant of the King's
inner circle of boon companions; or to
salute some condescending beauty, certainly no less than a Marquesa whose
family line went back at least to Tubal

strangers

—dulled

pocket!"

somewhat the same
Don Lope Felix de
Vega Carpio. To tell who he was is easy
enough. But to tell what he was is a matter
of some difficulty, if the telling is to be kept
asking

as he.

ears

own

Perhaps some readers of this page are also

of

astonished

—

difficult

even

imagine

to

how one

could have found time enough to
all

that

and

between

to

lyric

Lope wrote.
spare,

and

for

But he had
he managed,

comedia, epic

to lead a very active

life.

tried soldiering for awhile,

and

novel,

In his youth, he

and took part

in

the ill-fated expedition of the Invincible

Armada; during

this disastrous aff'air, his

THREE LITERARY LADIES OF SPAIN
was engaged by eight
was killed
during the combat. In later years, what
occupied hiin more than anything else
except writing was a series of love affairs.
He was one of the most indefatigable
ship, the San Juan,

Dutch

vessels,

and

his brother

Though

lovers of his time.

twice married,
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and who has enough Spanish

plays,

read them, need never pass a dull

he

as long as

One
need

know

to

this:

is

informal

they

would read

engage

As he approached old age, he became
more and more religious-minded. In
1614, he was ordained priest. But even

The members

and he continued to live with his
Marta de Nevares, until she

the evenings with music
of these

names

himself departed from this world.

who

space than

is

available, let

it

his liter-

far

say that in addition to his epics,
novels

number

staggers credulity.

According

editor

of

all

of plays that
to

Montal-

biographical

the

to

lyrics,

and miscellaneous works of

kinds, he wrote a

ban,

more

suffice

Fama

figured

mayor's

own

Lope's

More

tions

by

methods,

religious

seven hundred and twenty-

some of doubtful
authenticity, of which four hundred and
twenty-six survive; forty- two aiitos come
three

titles

of plays,

down

to us.

even

approximately

Montalban's figures are
correct.
Lope de
Vega wrote more plays than all the Elizabethan dramatists put together! As the
If

witty Irish Hispanicist, Fitzmaurice-Kelly,

remarks:

"Facility

and

rarely found together, yet

excellence

4

are

Lope combined
degree that any

both qualities in such a
one who has access to a collection of
277937—41

usually

Men

chose the

such works
Cervantes'

as

Monte-

Galatea,

or

Arcadia; while the ladies took

wanted

to introduce himself as a character

one of his plays, he generally did so
under the name of Belardo. When he

in

lyrics to his

wives and his several

he addressed them by such
names as Fills, Camila, Lucinda, Belisa,
and so on. A very charming custom

recent investiga-

scholars, using rigorous scientific
list

societies

names of shepherdesses, or of the
nymphs, or of various Greek deities. As a
member of several such societies. Lope
called himself Belardo; and whenever he

mistresses,

plus over four hundred

and refreshments.

the

wrote

pieces called autos.

in

Diana,

the grand total, omitting shorter pieces,

plays,

verses,

and enliven

of shepherds, or other rustic folk,

postuma, written shortly after Lope's death,

should be one thousand eight hundred

original

of the pastorals, either of antiquity or of

the contemporary age.

and appraise
ary achievements would require

their meet-

assumed poetic names for themselves, which
were generally taken from the characters

died in 1632, just three years before he

one, to enumerate

At

in poetic competitions,

mistress,

Since any attempt, even a very modest

we

were

that

nature,

ings,

childhood were born out of wedlock.

holy orders could not restrain his amorous-

that

people liked to form literary societies of

somewhat

and

ness,

Lope

in his time, literary

usually called Academies.

his offspring that survived early

to

moment

lives."

further thing about

he maintained a succession of mistresses;
all

21

his

Lope's general literary works, and successive

himself,

collections

of plays prepared

by

enjoyed extensive circulation in

Spanish America.

Lope's fame was also

spread in the far-away colonies by
of his friends,

who went

many

there as officers of

governmental, military, and ecclesiastical
organizations.

By what means we do not certainly
know, copies of some of Lope's books, and
reports of him besides, reached a certain
young lady in Peru the same one upon
whom we spied, as she sat in her convent

—

cell,

at the beginning of this article.

In
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view of the social rank of

this girl,

it is

not

literature,

of Esquilache

himself, might have had
do with her acquaintance
with Lope's works and legend; for the
Prince was a friend of the Madrid dramatist, and was, besides, much interested in
literary matters, since he was an excellent

upon

something

ceived for

to

poet himself.

It

seems reasonable to sup-

pose that Esquilache, and other gentlemen

knew our young lady

of the viceregal court,

and discussed
Just

who

literary matters

this girl

pletely clear.

was

with her.

the device of

of

Venus

her innocent heart con-

him a tender and

which she

expression.

give

knight-errant

this

who bore

his shield,

sion, to

platonic pas-

impelled to

finally felt

So she

down and

sat

wrote something to Lope that any movie

would

star

—

unhesitatingly

call

a

"fan

what it really was,
a most extraordinary example of that

letter"
it is

but,

if

that

is

form of composition, because

it

won

for

writer a very respectable niche in the

its

not yet com-

is

The attempt

upon

Meditating

at all unlikely that the Viceroy, the Prince

temple of Fame.

Once

definitely to

it

was

finished, Doiia

Maria prob-

burrow-

ably put into play some of the wiles for

ing into dusty archives, from which occu-

which Peruvian girls (especially those of
Lima) have been famous since early times,
and succeeded in getting her letter smuggled out of the convent, and started on its
way to Lope doing so with such skill that
she might not have given away the secret of
the identity of the writer of it. Get it out
she did, for sometime about the year 1620,
someone put into Lope's hand a packet
from Peru, and when he took it home and

identify her keeps scholars busy

pation they cease from time to time, to
themselves by indulging in tremendous, but good-humored, controversies over the matter, and to write books
about it. The impressive authority of the
refresh

great Spanish scholar,

supports
called

the

Dofia

that she

Menendez y

Pelayo,

was
Maria de Alvarado, and
affirmation

that

she

was the grand-daughter

noble and illustrious

Gomez de

of the

Alvarado,

one of Pizarro's captains in the conquest
of the Inca empire. Menendez y Pelayo
also declares that she was a native of the

town of Huanuco, or as it was also called,
Leon de los Caballeros, which her grandfather founded. A more recent scholar,
the Peruvian

Don

Luis Alberto Sanchez,

whose word has great weight, disagrees
with the Spanish master, and says that
she was Dofia Maria Tello de Lara; he
agrees that she was a native of Huanuco.

The

writer of this study

inclined

to

accept the opinion of Sanchez: that

is,

is

was Dofia Maria Tello de Lara.
This lady, then, became acquainted
with some of Lope's writings; she had
also heard of the adulation and applause
that were showered upon him by high and
low alike; and she also knew, no doubt,
something about his amorous adventures.
that she

—

broke the

seals,

he found that

it

contained

a letter, written in the poetic form called

the

silva,

rilis."

and signed with the name "Ama-

This signature probably gave Lope

a slight clue to a part, at least, of the real

name

of his correspondent, because

was

it

the custom of literary ladies of those times,
if

they happened to have been baptized

with the
classical

name of Mary, to assume the
name of "Amarilis" when they

joined a literary society, or wished to use a

nom-de-plume.

Maybe

the person

who

Lope told him the
rest of the lady's name, and Lope may have
delivered the letter to

felt
it

a gentleman's scruples about breathing

to

anyone.

However

—

in

what he sub-

sequently wrote about the matter, he gives

no hint that he knew who "Amarilis"
really was.

But what

is

of most interest to us

— the poem.

letter itself

In

it,

is

the

Dofia Maria

THREE LITERARY LADIES OF SPAIN
begins by telling Lope (or Belardo, as she
quite properly addresses him) something

about the place in which she

and

lives,
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Upon the hymeneal altar, as a pledge
Of the honest love he bears her.
But I, alas, must tread a lonelier path.
Resigned to live a quiet spinster's life,

her family's relation to that place:

Yielding

When great Pizarro came in his tiny ships,
He founded cities, and gained such wond'rous

Into God's tender hands:

Tliat history can not find words to

tell it.

By his command, here in a lofty valley
That is so favored in its site and clime
That spring forever dwells here
Under the smile of an ever kindly sun,
The city of Leon was planned and built,
And, blessed by happy fortune.
Became the seat of many glorious heroes.
I

could, Belardo,

if it

my

were

And Heav'n would

not,

helped to conquer

my

all this vast,

ruled vassals, as

men

life

to

my

rebuke

new world;

should

who have

She

.

illusions,

transmutes her feeling for

so, by
and sending

him into a pure
humbly lays

and holy passion, which she
at his feet:

Thus, in the end, Belardo, do I bring
My soul still virginal as pledge to you.

my gift, you who so well will know

humble worth.

And if perchance you send

me in your great heart,

Surely,

You!

it

I'll

must seem strange

to

a place

be content.

you that one

New World should praise you as I do

In this

Who

have heard ten thousand shout your

fame!

But

.

.

let

my rustic Muse attempt to do

The tasks that

I insist

A

hundred Tassos would not

task that a

that

it

essay

She bids her poem go forth

risk.

.

.

.

to cross the

sundering seas:

I call

Perhaps the heritage of our warrior sires
Finds herself drawn to the more vigorous arts.
And not long since, her virtues were the prize

who

—

—

Accept

For

who has dubbed me Amarilis)
Are devotees of more than one sweet Muse:
I, for my part, incline toward poesie;
But my dear sister, of more fiery blood

bridegroom,

spirit.

ever see his face or hear his voice:

Some word to tell me that you've made

My sister,

fortune

him in

With half the world between them, she
knows that it is idle to hope that she will

Its

But Heaven was kind, and sent a sainted aunt
To guard and guide us in our infancy.
Men say that of the beauty which kind fate
Bestows on girls of this far, happy land,
My sister and myself have modest part;
Nor do we lack our share
Of worldly goods and store of jeweled toys.

Of a happy

to

is

says:

dear Belisa (thus

drawn

her soul in search of a mystic solution, she

I have a sister, and we two were born
Of noble parents, whom death snatched away
Ere we were scarcely free of swaddling bands

my

and

heart,

in her naive simplicity she reveals that

abandoning earthly

to their king

originating, very likely, in an unfortunate

love affair.

own

the contemplation of her

— contemplates
religion —her vocation

Maria, that

devoting her

and

tells

fashionable then); but she soon returns to

.

.

She goes on to speak of herself and of
her younger sister.
She intimates that

—Dona

.

inythological figures of speech that were
.

grandfathers,

Pledged blood and life in duty
But that would weary you

I

.

.

mercy

his

purity

Lope that she has read many
and she praises him (in this
passage, she was betrayed into using, with
somewhat unfortunate effect, the pedantic
She

helped, besides, to found this pleasant town,

Where they

she

all

my

she feels irresistibly

Tell of the deeds of those,

And

guard
harm.

of his works,

pride

Who

virgin heart

will forever

Safe from

.

.

wish
think,

I

.

my

Praying that of his kindness and

He

fame

23

laid

fame and

Rude

verse,

what mighty wind

will

smooth your

way.
And bear you forth from this bright Indian land,
And bring you swiftly to Belardo's heart?
Set out, frail bark Let go your winged
!

sail.

And bear my wingless soul to port at last

The

1

reading of this letter, so filled

tenderness,

with

and written in such simple,
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charming

verse,

moved Lope

So
pen

deeply.

impressed was he that he took up his

and, using the musical measure of the

he wrote a reply to

tercet,

Doha Maria

that

of evidence that she did.

tittle

hard

to believe that

it

the post or

by the hand

it

life

history.

when he comes

It is

to praise her art

indeed,

him, are praise indeed), and to express his

have no

appreciation of the love for

But

confessed, that

it

is

over seas,

of a friend, or

both; and despite the endless mischances
that letters en route to

students of Lope's

(which he does in terms that, coming from

never came into her

Assuredly Lope sent

hands.

by

if,

We

she ever saw Lope's poem.

though they be, have been of value to

for

must have been an ample recompense
the effort her epistle cost her:

autobiographical details, however, scanty

America had

to

Lope penned

him

that she

his best lines.

Despite the weight of his nearly sixty years;
despite the weariness that constant adulation

had brought

to his spirit;

and despite

the cynicism that his too easy victories in

Venus had created in his mind,
simple and musical lines
really touched him, and drew forth some
passages of unusually sincere and warm
the

lists

of

an autograph copy
might have got safely to destination. But
if that iTieans failed, there was another way
in which Doiia Maria might have come to
see Lope's reply to her letter. In 1621, he

Doha Maria's

letter

and

published a book called Filomena, and as an

did

a strong indication of his respect for

appendix to the main body of the work,
he included Dona Maria's letter, and his
reply thereto, under the headings De Ama-

her qualities as a poet, and of his feelings

face in those times,

and De Belardo A Amarilis.
volume must certainly have
been sent to Peru and one of them could
easily enough have ended up among Dona
Maria's most cherished possessions.
Lope's reply to "Amarihs" is interesting
from many points of view; but since it
rilis

A

Belardo

Copies of

this

—

belongs to Spanish literature,
discuss
refrain,

shall not

at

three lines, since they are such a

its first

perfect

we

any length here. We can not
however, from making a version of

it

example of Lope's

I believe, and I have reasons for it,
Oh, Indian Amarihs, that I am dead
Since you addressed me from the other world

poem, he gives a very
sketchy account of his life; and it is amusing to note how he skillfully avoids committing himself in regard to his amorous
adventures: as a Spaniard would say, he
scurried
brasas

—

in his

over that subject como gato por
"like a cat over hot coals."

is

fact that

toward her as a
his

very heart.

is

These

way he

woman who had touched
He never did anything

any other time,

like this at

writer

he published her

his reply thereto in the

so far as this

aware.

Taking everything

Doha Maria

into

consideration,

Tello de Lara's achievement

in winning the enthusiastic praise she did
from the man who was, possibly, the
greatest living writer in Europe at the time,
was no small feat. Her poem may be far

from deserving to be placed among the
masterpieces. But no one who reads it
sympathetically is likely to deny that it is
a fine performance.

sly wit:

Now

Midway

The

emotion.

When we

begin to

learn something of the circumstances that
led

up

to

its

being written, and of the

implications that

expressed in

it, its

lie

behind

much

that

is

and the
thought com-

delicate beauty

oftentimes lofty flight of

its

mand

our admiration; and the faint fragrance of mystical love that still pervades
it,

though more than three centuries have
away since it was written down,

passed

make

it

nothina; less than a sheer delight.

The Indian

Service of Mexico

EMIL
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Administrative Assistant, United States Office of Indian Affairs

Indians in Mexico, numbering approxi-

of the First Inter-American Congress on

mately 8,000,000, constitute two-fifths of

Indian Life in Mexico April 14, 1940:

the total population.

Three millions speak

exclusively or by preference their native

language in their daily

life.

fifty-four diff'erent native

languages spoken

in Mexico.)

(There are

Because the customs,

structure of homes,

and

social

who

and eco-

yet speak their native tongue,

they are classified officially

now

is

a rash prophet

that rashness

No

and

I foretell

undertakes to
.

.

but

.

foretell

do commit

I

that verdict of history.

more massively or more significantly
and therefore more has

served the Indian Race
served

all

—

the natives of the West, and, therefore

more has served human justice and the spirit
of mankind ^than President Cardenas has done

—

in the six years behind.

Among

living

men

he

is

the greatest protagonist of the Indian.

Under

as Indians.

This vast native population, which is
only beginning to learn how to cope with

who

individual, public or private, in these recent

years, has

dress,

nomic life of five million more are distinct
from those of the non-Indian population
and resemble more closely those of the
groups

One

the verdict of world history

President Cardenas, lands were

and
was pro-

restored to Indians both individually
collectively,

agricultural credit

the European civilization that was thrust
upon it, has seen and felt the successive
rise and fall of Spanish, Creole, and aristocratic mestizo domination and exploitation
during the past four hundred years.

vided so that the Indians could operate

Probably the most outstanding characterand achievement of President Carde-

of course, Indians) in

istic

nas'

term in

office

was

his effort to

arouse

Mexico to the
needs of its indigenous inhabitants and his
ability to meet those needs by concrete
administrative action of his government
departments. John Collier, United States
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, made the
the national consciousness of

following statement at the opening session
The author was

in

Mexico four months

Commissioner,

assisting

John

United States Office of Indian
Affairs, at the First Inter-American Conference on
Indian Life and in the establishment of the Inter-American
Indian Institute. He conducted this study of the Bureau
of Indian Affairs of Mexico in close cooperation with Lie.
Fernando Siliceo, legal research technician in the Division of Indian Economics and Culture, and other employees of the Bureau.
Eben F. Comins, of Washington, who has drawn
Indians of the United States, Mexico, Guatemala,
Bolivia, and Peru in a series of almost 200 portraits
admirable not only artistically but ethnologically, kindly
granted the Bulletin permission to reproduce on pp.
31-35 five of his Mexican drawings. It is unfortunate
that the beauty of color cannot be shown.
Editor.
Collier,

—

lands

these

intensified

education

effectively,

and extended

most primitive groups

to

in

was

reach even the
isolated areas,

protection was given to workers (including
all

industries,

and

a general social and economic reform was

with special emphasis on improving the standard of living of the hitherinitiated

to exploited, oppressed, illiterate

masses of

Indians in Mexico.
Shortly

sumed
that

after

President

Cardenas

as-

became apparent to him
the services of existing government
office,

it

departments were not reaching the native
groups and that these departments were
not adapted to meet the particular require-

ments of the Indian people.^ He felt that
an independent office was necessary to keep

him informed

of the needs of the Indians,

work out programs for their social and
economic development within their own
patterns of living, and to press for the
social legislation and governmental services
which were deemed necessary.
to

1 Circular
(undated).

No.

9,

Bureau of Indian Affairs of Mexico
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Congress therefore incorporated in the
new law on government departments and
offices,

signed by President Cardenas on

December

30, 1935, provisions estabhshing

Bureau of Indian Affairs (Departamento de Asuntos Indigenas) of Mexico.
In creating this Indian service it was
necessary to choose between one (similar
to that in the United States) which would
the

actually perform

all

the various public

be rendered to the Indians or
one which would simply facilitate and
coordinate the work of other governservices to

mental departments in the Indian regions
and keep him informed of the services
needed by the Indians so that he could
direct

other

functional

departments

to

results for the Indians, and (2) of taking
up and furthering with Federal and state

authorities

measures

all

or

regulations

pertaining to the general welfare of cen-

Since the

indigenous population."

ters of

Bureau of Indian Affairs was to perform a
new function and occupy a unique status
in the government of Mexico, its form of
organization was not written into the law.
It was expected, however, that legal provision therefor would be made after its organization had taken concrete form. During
the last five years, the organization and
functions of the Bureau have become quite
clearly defined and its services recognized
for their

importance to the Indians.

The Bureau has not only

stimulated

Such a bureau,
without functional tasks, would act as the

within Mexico a national consciousness

fact-finding, planning, coordinating, pro-

also

perform

tecting,

these

tasks.

and recommending agency of the

of the needs of the Indians, but

it

program

in the

of inter-American cooper-

President on Indian matters.

ation in improving the conditions of

The latter form of organization was
deemed the most practicable because (1)

among

under the first plan it would be too difficult to determine with exactitude the
Indians to be served, the functions of the
bureau would conflict with the established
jurisdictions of state and local govern-

has

encouraged and actively participated

the

thirty

life

Indians

of

millions

inhabiting the American continents. The
head of the Bureau of Indian Affairs during
President Cardenas' administration was
Professor Luis Chavez Orozco, who continues to be chairman of the executive
committee of the provisional organization

ments and other federal departments, and
the Indians would be set apart from the
rest of the nation; and (2) by utilizing and

of the

directing the services of the established

cho,

Inter-American Indian Institute

located

in

Mexico

City.

The

present

head, appointed by President Avila
is

Cama-

Isidro Candia.

functional departments, the needs of the
Organization of the Office

Indians could be met more economically.

The
Functions of the Indian Bureau

The law

states

that

"the Bureau of

the

organization established to execute

work

Bureau

of the

is

as follows: Di-

vision of Indian Education, Division of In-

Economics

and

Indian Affairs shall be charged with the

dian

functions (1) of studying the fundamental

Procuraduria (Central Office of Indian

problems of aboriginal groups so as to
propose to the Chief Executive the measures and regulations that should be

vocates)

adopted by the various Federal Departments in order that the coordinated action
of the government shall yield beneficial

proximately

and

Central

Culture,

Administrative

Ad-

Division.

These are described below.

Working with

a limited budget of ap-

3,500,000

the Bureau has had to
its

efforts

pesos

($700,000)

restrict the

and the nature of

its

scope of

activities
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and depends mainly upon the cooperation

ation from a state teachers college (pref-

of Federal departments, assured through

erably rural).

and energetic enthusiasm of
the President, to carry on most of its functional tasks. The Bureau has, however,
assumed a few of this nature, such as In-

six regions

the influence

dian education.

Inspectors operating in the

wherein the Indian schools are

located report periodically on the progress
of the

work and the

The

the teachers.
tional

program

is

professional conduct of

objective of the educato preserve the cultural

values and spiritual expression of the InDivision of Indian Education

The

officials of

the newly created

dians, while giving them, at the

Bureau

soon realized that the rural educational

and methods

program of the Department of Education
was neither extensive enough geographically nor properly adapted to meet the
particular requirements of the more primitive groups. A Division of Indian Education (unrelated to the Department of Education) was therefore established under the
Bureau of Indian Affairs. This division

Medical

now

administers twenty-nine vocational

same time,

a knowledge of the techniques, machines
of occidental civilization.

services

were rendered

to

Indian

children in the schools by a small staff of
doctors

and nurses

until

August 1939;

at

that time the law establishing the National

Union

of Indian

Service

Workers was

This provides that members of the

passed.

Union be granted the same

benefits, includ-

ing free medical attention, as other Federal

employees.

Because of inadequate funds
medical services are now

and agricultural boarding schools located

and

in the heart of Indian-inhabited regions.

members.
more schools
in Indian communities. The Department
of Education still has numerous schools

A

number

them were built by the
Indians themselves, the government supplying only materials and technical assistance. Primary schooling, vocational and
agricultural instruction and liberal arts
large

of

facilities,

largely restricted to union

There

serving

is

a pressing need for

indigenous

groups.

in the policies of the

four years to boys between the ages of 14

ernment, there have been

and
and

grams

18.

and girls between the ages of 12
There are approximately 125

students in each school, of
ten percent

may

whom

five to

be non-Indians "in order

to stimulate the learning of the national

Encouragement

of

two agencies of govefforts from time

education are thus afforded for a period of

20,

Because

administrative duplication and difi^erences

to

time to consolidate the teaching proin these schools

under the Division

of Indian Education of the Bureau of Indian

Some

of

the

Indian schools are

now

Affairs.

teachers

in

the

being paid by the

given to the most capable graduates of

Department of Education because of the
inadequacy of the Indian Service budget.

these Indian schools to continue their edu-

This division of responsibility for the educa-

language of Mexico."

and

cation in public schools

is

especially in

the state teachers colleges; transportation
to the

higher institution

Bureau of Indian

is

Affairs

provided by the
under an appro-

One-third of the teachers in these boardincrease the

One of the

number

is

to

of native teachers.

required qualifications

is

between the Department of

States,

where almost

all

of the schools serv-

ing Indians are under the Office of Indian

priation entitled "Indian Assistance."

ing schools are Indians and the policy

tion of Indians

Education and the Bureau of Indian Affairs
contrasts with the procedure in the United

gradu-

Affairs,

although the pupils are permitted

to attend public or missionary schools if

they so desire.

Great progress has been

made

in laying
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the

basis

for

an extensive

program of

Indian education through the
the native language. Much
already begun

among

Tarahumara Indians

medium

work has
and

the Tarascan

preparing text

in

material in the native language,
lating

laws,

of

publishing

trans-

news,

current

educating native teachers,

This pro-

etc.

of the Indians, promotes
tural

and

community

cul-

social activities in native areas,

administers periodical Indian Congresses

where leaders and members of several
Indian groups living in a particular region

meet with the Indian Service officials to
discuss problems and programs, organizes
cooperatives, and performs other similar
tasks.

A

Yaqui, Mayan, and Otomi Indians for

sisting

of a doctor,

whose native languages alphabets have
already been prepared. Reports from
Mexico indicate that it is possible in a
period of two months to train Indian
graduates of normal schools to teach in

lawyer, interprets the needs of the Indians

gram

will

soon

be started

their respective languages.

program

among

the

This linguistic

under the direction of Dr.
Morris L. Swadesh, a graduate of Chicago
University. The employees of the Bureau
of Indian Affairs have cooperated closely
with the School of Anthropology of the
National Polytechnic Institute of Mexico.
A Council of Native Languages (Consejo
de

is

Lenguas Indigenes )

approve alphabets
guages prepared by
to

among

has

the authority

in the native lan-

working

linguists

the Indians in Mexico.

It

may

be

mentioned in passing that in the United
States use of the written Navajo language
in the Indian vocational and day schools
on the Navajo Reservation was begun last
fall by the Education Division of the Office
of Indian Affairs.

(It is also

by the Navajo Indian

being used

interpreters.)

It is

technical

research

staff,

con-

an engineer and a

within their respective

fields in

terms of

concrete administrative projects and legis-

Research into the internal organi-

lation.

and procedures of the Bureau and
efficiency measurement of employee performance is conducted by one of the
staff members.
zation

Decentralization in the administration
is being attempted at
Ixmiquilpan in the State of Hidalgo, and

of these activities

at

Tantoyuca

in the State of

Vera Cruz.

In these two centers of large native groups,
Brigadas

de

Cultural

Penetracion

Indigena

(Brigades of Indigenous Cultural Extension)

have been established by the Office.

In each center there
ing

is

and a cooperative

self-supporting basis.

and

instructors

in

a

community

store,

build-

operated on a

Medical personnel

music, dancing, and

physical education are working in these

community

centers.

At Ixmiquilpan, an

Interdepartmental Board
gether the ability and

is

facilities

bringing toof a

number

estimated that one-fourth of the children

of Federal Departments in developing and

of this great tribe of 50,000 Indians will

carrying on a program to serve the needs

be able to read and write their native

of the

language by the end of

and most numerous native groups

this school year.

ico.^

Otomi

Indians, one of the poc»rest
in

Mex-

Tliese Brigadas perform a function

Division of Indian Economics and Culture

The

functions of the Division of Indian

Economics and Culture are numerous,
varied, and in some cases not clearly
defined.

This Division conducts general

socio-economic studies of Indian groups,

makes

investigations of the special needs

2

La Comision

Intersecretarial de Estudio

y

Planea-

cibn en el Valle del Mezquital, created on September 26,
1936, is composed of representatives of the following

departments and agencies: Finance and Public Credit,
XVIII Military ^one. National Economy, Agriculture,
Irrigation, Communications and Public Works, Public
Education, Public Assistance, Labor, Agrarian, Public
Health, and Forestry and Wild Life; the head of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs is chairman of the Commission.

THE INDIAN SERVICE OF MEXICO
some

that resembles in

Indian

Service

States.

In

Indian

services

The heads

respects that of the

agencies

the

in

United

Mexico, more integration of

needed

is

the

in

field.

of the Indian Schools, of the

Procuradmias

Brigadas located in the

and

exist,

the official state

each

organizations of Indian
as

political divisions or units within

Where they do

to

field.

recognized

not

and

dian Service) are transmitted to the Presi-

dent so that he

governments in
However, in deal-

local

some native groups, the Indian
Bureau has found it convenient and advisable to work through recognized Indian
leaders. These are ofttimes the caciques,
who are very powerful and act as the
spokesmen for their people. In contrast,

among the Pueblo Indians of
Mexico, although they have con-

the caciques

influence

in

secular matters, usually

known

administrative

make

Indian Service

to

the annually elected
of the Pueblo.

or

their wishes

officials

through

Governor and Council

The Pueblo

caciques are

recognized primarily as religious leaders

and hold

Affairs,

Mexico.

ing with

siderable

Bureau of Indian

separate

they are merged with

the particular locality.

New

sponsible to the head of the Central Procuraduria in the

communities within their jurisdiction and
submit periodical reports on the economic,
social, or legal measures needed by the
Indians, which reports (if the measures
recommended cannot be taken by the In-

Mexico City and are not related

are

advocates,

same region report

other administratively in the

The community

The

erated in this endeavor.

or procur adores, paid by the state and re-

are required to visit regularly the Indian

of

directly to their respective division heads in

groups

has established seven of them), have coop-

the

below),

(see

29

may

delegate the

work

to

Federal Departments or state and local
units.

In addition to reporting the medi-

land, and other requirements of the Indians, the advocates are
cal,

irrigation,

responsible

for

protecting

Indians

the

against the exploitation of their land or

them in court on civil
and criminal charges, and for advising
them on legal matters. It is also the advocates' job to serve as interpreters and coordinators of the work of other governmental
departments and agencies working in their

labor, for defending

respective

regions.

Since

with the Indians and their
is

confidence

required in this work, a large

the

advocates are

contact

close
full

number

A

Indians.

of

few are

caciques.

Although the function served by ihe
is
very important and the

office for life.

procuradores

organizational set-up rather ingenious, in

Central Procuraduria

actual practice this part of the

program
owing

Probably one of the most interesting organizational schemes to protect the In-

largely to

dians and to secure information regarding

advocates have been uneducated Indians

their
is

problems and administrative needs

the establishment oi Procuradmias (Offices

of Indian Advocates) in thirty-one indige-

nous centers.
offices,

Each one

by the government of the
is

located.

Some

have refused
offices,

of these regional

with a few exceptions,

is

state in

financed

which

it

of the state governments

has

who
been

not

been wholly

several factors.

of the

some have

politically-minded

that

they

almost forgot the task for which they were
selected,

few

who

exploited

and there have even been a
are known to have themselves
the

Indians.

Thus,

the

fault

has been largely one of personnel and not

such

essentially a

while others, like Vera Cruz (which

organization.

to allow or to finance

Some

not even write,

could
so

successful,

weakness

in

the

scheme

of
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National Union

Administrative Division

housekeeping activities (i. e.,
All
accounting, budgeting, purchasing, personnel matters, warehousing, transportation, and maintenance and repair services)
have been integrated under the Administhe

The head

trative Division.

of this office

reports directly to the Chief Administra-

Mayor) who is next in
importance to the chief of the Bureau of
Indian AflFairs.
In the eflFort to stimulate markets for

tive Officer {Oficial

Indian arts and crafts, a sales section has
been created under the Administrative
Division.

The

to receive

Indian-made products such

blankets,

function of this section

baskets,

pottery,

hats,

is

as

knives,

from the advocates or others who
bring the articles in from the native

etc.

Some

regions.

of the products are

made

and

at Indian cooperatives, schools

Bri-

is

composed

of a local for

the workers in the central offices of the

Bureau

of Indian Affairs,

and one

local in

each of the Indian boarding schools.
national convention of the members
held every two years.

The law

A
is

creating

was passed on August 12, 1939,
and describes in considerable detail the
objectives, organization, government requisites for membership, obligations and
rights of the committees and members,
dues, penalties and strike procedure. ^
Although the Union has devoted its efforts
mainly to defending the rights of workers,
to correcting injustices to its members, and
the union

improving their conditions or work,

to

it

has also been instrumental in improving

and efficimembers through a form of
training and by recognizing the

the standards of performance

ency of

its

in-service

needs of the Indian Service.

At one of the

centers. These are
warehouse adjoining the Indian Bureau
and sold to retailers in Mexico City. The

weekly meetings of the Union, attended

exact price secured for the products

is

Affairs to install a time clock to prevent

returned to the Indians; no charge in

some of the members who were habitually
tardy to work from thus taking unfair

received

gada

at

a

any form is made by the Bureau for this
marketing service. In the United States,
although some Indian tribes are operating
cooperative arts and crafts enterprises,
the government does not actually sell
Indian products to
tion of the Arts
officially

retailers.

The

and Crafts Board

func-

(affiliated

with the United States Office of

is to stimulate and promote
and appreciation of Indian-made

Indian Affairs)
the use

products.
National Union of Indian

No

by the author, a resolution was passed
asking the head of the Bureau of Indian

privileges.

Summary

The Bureau

won

has

officials

in

of Indian Affairs of

Mexico

the recognition of governmental

dealing with the Indian problem

other Indian-inhabited American re-

Its efforts have been directed
toward helping the Indians by providing

publics.

better educational opportunities, training
Office

Workers

for

more

active citizenship, increas-

ing their productive capacity

description of the organization of a

governmental department in Mexico
would be complete without a word about
the labor union for the workers in the department. Membership in the union is
compulsory and limited to employees be-

low the rank of division heads.

them

The

and pur-

chasing power, and improving their health,
diet

and housing,

as well as

by emphasizing

to the nation as a whole the richness and

depth of Indian culture.
^"Estatutos del Sindicato Nacional de Trabajadores
Departamento de Asuntos Indigenas," Oficinas,
Lucerna 55, Quinto Piso, Mexico, D. F.
del

Photograph by Woltz; copyright 1941 by Eben F. Co

ights reserved

YALALAG INDIANS, BY EBEN
The mother

F.

COMINS

has the dignity of an Egyptian queen; the daughter wears the famous rodete of
black wool. These Indians live in almost inaccessible mountains in Southern Mexico.

Photograph by

"U'oltz;

copyright 1941 by

Eben

FRANCISCO
The

artist's

J.

F.

Co

all

rights reserved

CAMPOS, BY EBEN

F.

COMINS

guide, a fine, pure-blooded Maya, was educated in the Agricultural College
of Vermont.

.J

r

Photograph by Woltz; copyright 1941 by Eben F. Comins;

v/-.

all

i\

'j\

rights reservf

A MAYA INDIAN, BY EBEN
The

artist considers

F.

COMINS

Genoveva's nose one of the most beautiful he ever saw or drew.

Photograph by

\V

CAMILO MORALES, BY EBEN

F.

COMINS

This wild, untamed Tlacoyaltepec Indian almost bolted while the artist was drawing him.
Anticipaiion of money was the only thing that held him.

PAULINA SANCHEZ WITH HER GRANDDAUGHTER, BY EBEN
Paulina watched the

with the suspicion of an eagle. Although her home
in Mexico, she might be an American Indian's cousin.
artist

F.
is

COMINS
near Oaxaca

THE PRESIDENT OF THE PAN AMERICAN SOCIETY CONFERS ITS INSIGNIA ON THE
DIRECTOR GENERAL OF THE PAN AMERICAN UNION

The Pan American

Society Honors

the Director General

of the
It

S.

made

twenty years as Director

of the

was on September

Rowe completed

Pan American Union

1,

1940 that Dr. L.

General of the Pan American Union;

in

other words, he has guided the Union's
activities for
five

two of the most

decades of existence.

fruitful of

its

In recognition

Pan
American Society conferred upon him on
November 1 its gold insignia. Mr. Fredof this service to the Americas, the

erick Hasler, the president of the Society,
36

the presentation before the

members

Governing Board of the Pan American Union and other guests, saying:
As we stand here today in this lovely patio,
its atmosphere of good will and peace, it is
a great privilege and honor for me as President of
The Pan American Society, to ask you, Dr. Rowe,
our Honorary President and distinguished member, to accept from the directors and members of
with

our

Society

our

gold

insignia.

bears the coats of arms of

all

This

insignia

the Republics of the

THE PAN AMERICAN SOCIETY HONORS THE DIRECTOR GENERAL
Americas, and the ribbon from which it is suspended comprises the colors of their flags, symboKc of the unanimous desire of all the peoples of
South, Central and North America to stand
firmly together and to live in friendship and
harmony, one with the other.

Climaxing an already

brilliant career,

twenty

became Director General of a great
institution known as The Pan American Union.
Its achievements under your able and far-sighted
guidance are a matter of public record and suryears ago you

pass even the most ambitious dreams of its founders.
During your long administration, your unfailing
courage and steadfastness of purpose, strengthened
by a sublime and unquestioning belief in the ideals
which brought the Union into being, have over-

come

you have never failed to give us the benefit of
your experience and advice, and in the generosity of your nature, you have encouraged us to
come to you for the help and guidance that we
have learned to rely on.
Dr. Rowe, we are very proud of your long
association with our Society, and on behalf of my
colleagues, I ask you to accept this insignia with
the sincere wish and prayer that you may be
given health and strength and inspiration to continue your splendid work for many years to come.
I need hardly add that with it goes the love and
affection of every

statesman.

Never once did you

falter in

your

determination to accomplish what skeptics thought

—the

member

of the Society.

In reply to Mr. Hasler's address, Dr.

Rowe

the inevitable disappointments that always

block the path of the unselfish public servant and

37

I

said:

of the

to express to you
Pan American Society

deep appreciation and

heartfelt gratitude for

cannot find words adequately

and

my

to the

members

the high honor that you have conferred

upon me.

welding together of the governments and peoples of the Western Hemisphere in
bonds of sincere friendship for the common good

tion a purely personal interpretation.

of

behalf of the entire staff of the PanAmerican Union,

impossible

all.

The respect and esteem in which you are held
by your fellow directors and all who know
you come of no momentary enthusiasm for a
deed accomplished and soon forgotten; they are
born of a recognition that you possess those
qualities that stand for the greatest asset of

man-

and dependability. Around the
cornice above us are the names of men who earned
immortal fame because of their willingness to
risk and give their all to free their peoples.
You
have given your all to help maintain and preserve
what they have accomplished, and your labors

kind, character

have not been in vain,

for

today our twenty-one

countries are united as never before

—united

in

a determination that the ideals our forefathers
lived, worked and died for shall survive, and not
be trampled underfoot by the iron heel of the
ruthless tyrant

and

would be presumptuous

like

to

be permitted

Society,

to give to this distincI

should

to accept the insignia

on

whose loyalty and devotion the results that we
have been able to accomplish are in large part due.
The importance of Pan American unity is more
clearly recognized today than ever before. The
high mission entrusted to the Americas is so evident
that it is now engaging the best thought and the
to

best

eff'ort

of all the nations of this continent.

In

world situation, in spite of the
dangers menacing the Americas, we have every
reason to look forward with confidence to the
spite of the critical

important part this continent is called upon to
play as the defender of democratic institutions, of
personal liberty, and of international fair dealing.

In closing

may

assure you, Mr. President, that
Pan American Society has been
bestow upon me will be a constant
I

the honor that the

good enough

to

stimulus to greater

eflPort in

poses for which the

aggressor.

As one of the founder members of our

It

established.

furthering the pur-

Pan American Union was

Photograph by

W.

L. Godahall

CUZCO FROM THE AIR
Under

the auspices of the Touring Club of Peru and other organizations, visits to important archaeological centers were arranged for students at the summer school.
Outstanding among these trips was
that to Cuzco, built by the Conquistadors more than 400 years ago on the site of the ancient Inca capital.
In the foreground may be seen the fortress of Sacsahuaman; the tiers of walls around the hill and the
circular ruins on the summit are clearly visible.
modern road makes it possible to reach this ancient
monument easily and comfortably.

A

South America's Oldest University
Initiates a

Summer

School in Peru

WILSON LEON GODSHALL
Assistant Professor of Diplomatic History

An

effective

contribution

to

inter-

American understanding and good-will
was launched in the spring of 1940 through
the

generous cooperative

efforts

of the

and International Relations, Lehigh University

the United States coincides with winter in
Peru and a "summer school" therefore
falls

into the regular schedule of classes in

Lima.

This was solved by superimposing

University of San Marcos, the Catholic

a six-week program

Lima, the Instituto Cultural
Peruano-Norteamericano, the Institute of
International Education, the Grace Steamship Company, and the Touring Club of
Peru, assisted by numerous other organizations and individuals. One problem was
that of academic calendar, as summer in

versity

L'niversity in

Photograph by

W.

upon ordinary

uni-

Another consideration
Regular steamship fares

activities.

was expense.
would be prohibitive, particularly when
added to tuition and living costs. The
Grace Line offered very low round-trip
rates in first-class quarters; faculty

bers

graciously

mem-

gave their services; the

L. Godshall

INNER PATIO, SAN MARCOS UNIVERSITY, LIMA
in 1551, is the oldest university in South America. With the cooperation of other
Peruvian educational and cultural institutions it held in 1940 a special summer school for students and
teachers from the United States. Classes took place in a colonial building, formerly a residence for
Jesuit novices and now occupied by the university.

San Marcos, founded

39
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Governments of Peru and the United States
encouraged the project. In consequence,
a group of fifty-one sailed from New York
June 27 and arrived in Lima July 9, 1940.

of South

En

and Spanish Composition were offered
Spanish language. In English were
given Economic Geography of South
America, Recent History of Pacific Coast
Countries of South America, South American Archaeology, and Political and International Problems of South America.
Classes met three hours each week, totaling
fifteen hours in each course, for which one
unit of academic credit was given those
who completed the course and took the

route some orientation lectures and

instruction in the Spanish language

were

good advantage.
morning ashore was devoted
to expeditious registration, so that no time
was lost in getting started. The courses
offered to

The

first

in History of

Spanish Literature, Literature

America,

Literature

of Peru,

Quechua Language and Literature, Economic Geography of Peru, History of the
Viceroyalty of Peru, History of Peruvian
Art,

in the

final

The standard

examination.

struction

ably

with

schools

of in-

was high, comparing very favor-

in

that

the

in

the

United

better

summer
although

States,

was no discernible distinction between graduate and undergraduate credit
and more emphasis might have been placed
there

upon student

effort

and

collateral reading.

Doubtless these matters will be adjusted in
future summers,

when fewer thoroughly

enjoyable but time-consuming excursions

and entertainment may be planned.
The Touring Club of Peru and many
other

organizations

arranged

cultural

events and instructive

and important visits
to archaeological sites, museums, historical
scenes, government buildings and enterprises, to the extent that most of the
afternoons and evenings were filled with
things that people enjoy doing.

school

In con-

members of the summer
group became acquainted with

sequence,

the

many Peruvian

citizens

and customs

in

fulfilment of the basic objective of closer

understanding.
Photograph by W.

L. Godshall

THE "HAT DEPARTMENT" OF
SUNDAY FAIR, HUANCAYO
Among

THE

the excursions arranged for students at
the summer school was a visit to the Andine city
of Huancayo, whose Sunday market is famous for
the variety of handicrafts, examples of which
are on sale.

Next summer probably more groups of
about fifty members each will be selected
through the Institute of International
Education
Line.

in

New York and

One may

the Grace

be sent to Lima, Peru,

another to Bogota, Colombia, and a third

YOUR FRIEND BRAZIL
Santiago, Chile.

to

In the other direction,

a group of students from South American
countries

of

will

come

North Carolina

"summer

six-week

summer
visit

vacation.

several cities

in

the

to

University

January 1941

school"

for a

during their

In addition, they will

and

universities in the

41

American understanding.
of conducting a

The

"summer

difficulty

school" in mid-

winter sliould be as easily overcome in the

United States

Colombia and

as in Peru,

Chile, but adequate scholarship or other
financial

aid

probably

have

will

afforded until such time

as

to

United States before going home in March.
In future years a more extended program
is anticipated if United States universities

and unfavorable currency exchange

and

are

colleges are receptive to

bilities

of this

the possi-

form of

concrete

inter-

be

fluctuating
ceases

handicap students from countries where

to

6 soles, 16 sucres, 32 pesos or 40 bolivianos

required

purchase

to

one

United

States dollar.

Your Friend

Brazil

IGNEZ DE BARROS BARRETO CORREIA D'ARAUJO
[Part III]

geographic and climatic conditions in the

Brazil of Today

Now THAT
cal aspect,

YOU HAVE an

idea of the physi-

temperament,

and

From

Brazil

spiritual char-

background,
that is, the biography
of your friend the
giant Brazil, you may be eager for information about his life today.
acteristics,

various sections of the country.

historical

—

the sugar cane plantations,

the

its

is

more than Rio de Janeiro with

magnificent harbor; Brazil

is

half a

continent.

Transportation and communication.

We

have

Brazil.

—

kinds of transportation in

all

Since 1850 there has been regular

engenhos, in the north, to the coffee farms,

steamship communication between Brazil

the fazendas, in the south, a population of

and Europe. For the purpose of interstate
commerce and travel, we have our own
steamship lines. The immense network of
rivers and navigable lakes, including the
mighty Amazon, is traversed by many

thousand in the early period
of the Jesuit fathers has grown today to

fifty-seven

number possibly forty-eight million.^
Though the Brazilian people have a
more or less homogeneous mode of life,

sorts

there

Brazil to the United States

is

great variety in type of settlement

and ways of living, occasioned by
Part

I,

different

dealing with the physical conditions, inhabi-

and language of Brazil, and Part II, with its
history and religion, were published in the Bulletin
for October and November 7940, respectively.
1 Estimated;
the results of the 1940 census have not
yet been tabulated.
Editor.
tants,

—

of boats.

And now we

sail from
on ships called

the "Good Neighbor Fleet," belonging
an American company.
The first railroad was constructed
Brazil in 1854.
is

exceeded

in

to

in

Today our railway system
mileage by that of only one

other countrv in South America.
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Copyright by "The T

LOADING COFFEE, BRAZIL
Brazil

We

have

even cable

is

the world's largest producer ot coffee; in the year ended
17,700,000 bags of 132 pounds each were exported.

of a funicular car,

by means
running on an aerial
It

is

you get to the top of thirteenhundred-foot "Sugar Loaf" that mountain put as an exclamation point in Rio de
Janeiro Harbor by the Creator, charmed
by his masterpiece, as the poet says.
Complete telegraph and cable systems
connect the capitals and towns of Brazil
cable, that

—

with each other as well as with the rest of
the world.

Postal service

is

good.

From

all over the country you can
with the United States and
many places in Europe.
There are broadcasting stations every-

the telephones
easily speak

where.

Air

street cars, buses, automobiles,

cars, in Brazil.

traffic is

June

30, 1940,

developing tremendously" in

parts of Brazil, for airplanes are the

all

ideal

means

of covering the vast distances

our wide country.

in

Among

the

means

of

communication

I

include the press, through which a nation
expresses

its

ideas,

and

I

only wish

could take time to give you some
tics

I

statis-

on the great circulation of newspapers,

magazines, and other periodicals in Brazil.

May
first

I,

however, just mention that the
as long

women's journal appeared

ago as 1808.

—This

is a very broad field
Education was early
As Americans you
established in Brazil.
know about the successive waves of ex-

Education.

for

me

to discuss.

YOUR FRIEND BRAZIL
and surely agree
was not only warriors or
conquerors who were interested in the new
land as a source of amazing wealth.
or colonizers,

plorers

with

me

that

it

have referred to the interest of the
Empress Leopoldina in natural history,
and I wish to mention here the wonderful
1

contributions

made by

43

includes the School of Fine Arts

and the

Conservatory of Music.
In Brazil

we have 404 museums and 700

libraries as well as zoological

gardens.

and botanical

In the botanical garden of Rio

de Janeiro we can yet see the very royal
palm, planted byDom Joao VI,from whose

came

the ranks of those slender

the

naturalists,

seeds

astronomers, and sociologists

who came

palms now growing in that historic spot
and elsewhere in the country.
We have theaters, movies, and clubs,
women's clubs, too. In Rio de Janeiro,
Sao Paulo, and other outstanding cities
all the great artists of the world and the
best drama and opera come every year
during the cool season.
Literature. How can I summarize
for you in a few words the great history of

to northern Brazil

with the Dutch invaders

in the seventeenth century.

We

have

in Brazil.

all sorts

of schools

Education

is

and

colleges

supplied by ele-

mentary, secondary, vocational and commercial schools, besides the military and

naval

academies.

The universities are
modern countries.

similar to those in other

The National

University in Rio de Janeiro

all

—

Photograph by Silva Jr

SUGAR LOAF, RIO DE JANEIRO
Visitors are taken by means of a cable car to the top of Sugar Loaf, which has been described by a Brazilian
poet as an exclamation point put in the harbor by the Creator, charmed by his masterpiece.
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literature

mention
other

and
all

writers,

Father Jose
Brazilian
Basilio

art in Brazil?

names

the

How

can

of the poets

among whom you
de

Anchieta,

author;

epic

the

poets

Castro

Harvard, Yale and Stanford Universities,

and the donor

earliest

such

Alves

friend of the United States, a lecturer at

find

da Gama; romanticists such

Gongalves Dias and

I

and

as

poet; Parnassians like Olavo
and many historians, among them
being Oliveira Lima, who was Charge
d'Affaires and First Secretary of the
Embassy in the United States, a great
supporter of Pan Americanism, a warm

favorite
Bilac;

C,

of the remarkable

library bearing his name.^

as

—my

to the Catholic University

Washington, D.

in

should certainly mention

I

Machado de

the famous novelist; Euclides da

^

Assis,

Cunha, the great sociologist and essayist;
and Joaquim Nabuco,* the outstanding
statesman, orator, and abolitionist, who
was our first ambassador to your country
and, like Oliveira Lima, a great Pan
American leader.
To enumerate here all the contemporary
figures and to classify the different schools
of Brazilian literature would be far too
great an undertaking.
Painting.

— Our National Gallery

is full

of the works of Brazilian painters,

and

every year the School of Fine Arts graduates a

multitude of

artists,

many

of

whom

receive scholarships for further study in

Europe.

At the Centennial Exposition
delphia iTiore than

fifty

awarded a medal

Meirelles of Brazil was
for

his

picture

of

in Phila-

years ago, Victor

the

naval

battle

of

Riachuelo.

—

Sculpture and Architecture. Were
list the names of our Brazilian sculptors
and architects I should have material for
I

to

hours of discussion.
wish, however, to present to you the

I

first

truly Brazilian sculptor, the founder of

our

national

architectural

art,

Antonio

known as
Aleijadinho,
Cripple, who created our mag-

Francisco Lisboa,

The

Little

nificent masterpieces of religious art.^

The work

JOAQUIM NABUCO
The noted

Brazilian diplomat

and ardent advo-

Pan Americanism at the laying of the
cornerstone of the Pan American Union in Washington on May 11, 1908, where, as Ambassador
of Brazil, he represented his Latin American
cate of

colleaarues.

of this talented artist

2 See ''Rare Books
Paul A. McNeill, in

is

Lima Library'^
Bulletin /or June 7935.

in the Oliveira
the

conby

"Machado de Assis, Brazilian Novelist" by
Eqa, in the Bulletin for August 1939.
4 See "Some Heroes
of Peace in the Americas, Joaquim
Nabuco, Brazilian" in the BuLLETiN/or February 1936.
3

See

Raid

5

d'

See

"O

Aleijadinho,

Geraes" by Angel Guido,
1931.

The

Minas
Bulletin for August

Little Cripple of

in the
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SANTOS

DUMONT AIRPORT
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DE JANEIRO

IN RIO

Named

for the internationally famous Brazilian pioneer in both lighter- and heavier-than-air machines,
the municipal airport of Rio de Janeiro is situated on an island near the business center of Rio de Janeiro.

nected with the discovery of gold in Brazil

churches used powdered gold to ornament

and the great supremacy of the Jesuit
fathers.
Here in California this blessed
country, the golden land where most of the
cities bear the names of saints, the old
missions guide your paths and on the long

their hair.®

—

highways one seems to hear the bells
ringing in the campaniles of the padres
how could I omit the name of that artist

whose inspiration immortalized

in pious

creations the sublime achievements of the

missionaries of Brazil.

Minas Geraes, and his artistic training
was purely Brazilian. He lived in the
middle of the eighteenth century, when the
abundance of gold brought forth the historic cities of Ouro Preto, Sahara, Sao
Joao del Rey, Marianna, and others. It
was a period when the glowing words
uttered from the pulpits led the faithful
to erect beautiful temples, and women
of

attended

the

dedication

of

these

gifted Lisboa

had enough

of the

pieces of the hardwood jacaranda. He also
wrought inspired statues from the light
bluish-gray soapstone found in Minas

Geraes.

To understand
should

transport

that epoch
society

Antonio Francisco Lisboa was a native

who

The

precious metal to enrich his handcarved

Lisboa's art better

we

fancy

to

ourselves

when a

in

mixed

semi-civilized,

was shaken by a kind of

religious

fanaticism which held that Lucifer was

almost as powerful as Almighty God.
the imagination of the artist

How

must have

been stimulated while he was decorating
churches built in places like the Gargantas
do Inferno the Defile of Hell which was
supposed to be one of the haunts of the

—

—

devil

Lisboa, like

all gifted creatures,

had

to

8 See "Ouro Preto, Brazil"
by Joaquim de Sousa
Leao. in the Bulletin for November 193S.
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live

with

that

made him

The

tragedy.

awful

disease

a cripple tortured

him

ian
reer

woman

pianists, has furthered

her ca-

by the tours that she has made

toward the end of his life with such pain
that he sought to relieve it by cutting himself with the chisel he used for carving

country for the past twenty years.

his masterpieces.

York

Lisboa had a co-worker in Manoel da
who decorated churches

Costa Athayde,

with

The

his paintings.

durability of his

modern artists to think that
he employed some kind of indigenous
dyes. But now it is known that the secret
of the permanence of his colors was that
colors led our

he used milk in mixing them.

ago

century

casein,

the

modern Duco, was no

basis

of

secret to a painter

must be comparatively
since it would take too

how

long to describe

greatly the art of

cherished in our country, where

the singing of the birds
of the rivers

seem

and the murmur

to blend with the natural

tendency of the people to musical performance and study.
Our best composers are known throughout

the

world,

many

them having

of

studied in Europe.

Carlos

Gomes,

Nepomuceno,
Mignone,

Alberto

Francisco

Laurenzo Fernandez and Villa-Lobos, the

modern Brazilian
names not unknown to

regenerating force
music, are great

They

you.

have

in

been

brought

here

through the playing of their works by
Brazilian

United

One

artists,

New

young Brazilian coloratura
soprano, Bidu Sayao.
In 1939 California applauded the famous
Brazilian violinist, Pery Machado. And if
"swing" is considered an art, there is
Carmen Miranda, who has been the
ambassador of the samba and maxixe, the
folk

dances of Brazil.
General remarks

Money.

—The

known

basis

gold.

is

of the

The

monetary

gold unit

is

which has a par value
of about fifty-nine cents in United States
money. Its exchange value, is however,
subject to great fluctuations. At present
as the milreis,

our paper milreis

is

equal to

five cents;

worth twenty milreis.
Hearing the word money, you think of
taxes. Yes, we have all kinds of taxes in
Brazil, and the same worries over income
thus one dollar

and

taxes

relief

who come

often to the

States.

Citizenship,

votes

rights,

is

administration that you

expositions

sanatoria.

the greatest of Brazil-

is

individual

international

up

to date in

Industries and manufactures for every
need are scattered throughout the country.
In this field our pavilions at the San Francisco and New York World's Fairs gave
better evidence than can any words of

conducted.

Guiomar Novaes,

franchise,

women,

—everything

or poor, for

of the

New York

the
for

Brazil.

most successful concerts of
Philharmonic Orchestra in
March 1939 was the one directed by the
Brazilian conductor, Burle Marx, whose
Ave Maria impressed the audience deeply.
He is also popular in Washington and
Boston, whose symphony orchestras he has
the

in

have.

Braga,

Francisco

of the

stars

Company

the

is

your

—Music

is

most popular

system in Brazil

neglected here,

sound

of the

Thus, a

in Brazil.

Music.

One

Metropolitan Opera

in this

mine.
Careful attention

ment

is

paid by the govern-

to the needs of the unfortunate sick

whom

asylums and schools are

provided at the expense of the

state.

There

are public institutions for the blind, deaf

mutes,

When

and insane

as

well

as

private

your president Theodore Roose-

YOUR FRIEND BRAZIL
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FONT BY O
ALEIJADINHO

%^km^;//l

Unique among

%

of Brazil was

the Little

Geraes.

colonial artists

O

Aleijadinho,

Cripple of Minas
This charming ex-

ample of his skill, carved
from the local soapstone and
touched with gold

leaf, is in

the sacristy of the Carmelite

church at Ouro Preto.

',

velt

came

the

wilderness

to Brazil, his first contact

of the

with

country was the

Butantan Institute, the snake farm near
Sao Paulo.
"One of the most interesting
evidences

of

modern

the

advance

in

Brazil," he said "is the establishment near

Sao Paulo of an

institution especially for

the study of poisonous snakes, so as to

secure

antidotes

to

the

poison

and

to Brazil,

not fear our cobras and other snakes
forget

Cruz

yellow fever

also.

Our Oswaldo

Rio de Janeiro is outstanding in South America as a research
organization for tropical medicine and the
manufacture of sera and vaccines.
I refrain from discussing our popular
festivals
Carnival and St. John's Day.'''
Institute at

—

to

develop enemies to the snakes themselves,"

So when you come

•¥«

you need

7

See "Midwinter^s Eve in Brazil: St. John's

Sao Joao" by Anyda Marchant,
Bulletin /or February 1932.
or Vespera de

in

Eve
the
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PALACIO DA QUINTA DA BOA VISTA, RIO DE JANEIRO
residence of the Emperor Dom Pedro II is today the National Museum.

The former

They
and

are related to legends

and

history,

brandish bows with long poisoned arrows.

Day.

I

No. The band seen by Orellana, the
famous Spanish adventurer who christened

in

the magnificent river in the sixteenth cen-

of

warriors

this takes time.

We

have

should

like,

no

Thanksgiving

however, to establish

it

The

dishes

Brazilian

typical

Indian and African origin.

are

In earlier days

our blue ribbon cooks were, of course, our

own "Aunt Jemimas." Our modern foods
are scientifically prepared, with due regard
for

The

various

the

delicacies

traditional

and

vitamins

calories.

are linked to

I

have touched another vast subject

ofdiscussion, for Brazilian folklore

nous and

its

Indians, Camuris,

is

volumi-

legends are innumerable.

women

Tales, folklore, legends

and romance

is

mean romance,

woman.

we

Brazilian

women most

But

ine,

true

dexterously

who

tribe,

or

I

prefer to introduce Catarina Para-

guassu, the Pocahontas of Brazil, whose

Alvares Correia.

Because of our very special connection
with the mighty Amazon, you may suppose
that

think, savages

Delawares, to the Camuris of the Amazon.

John Rolfe was
Brazilian

I

used to wear their hair long and free as a
horse's mane. I could digress by pointing
out the similarity of your Lenape

legends and folklore.

Here

was not a remnant of the women
who escaped from Asia through
Africa by way of the Hesperides and the
Atlantis. Orellana was mistaken;
lost
the "women" he saw were a tribe of
tury,

Brazil.

the

Portuguese

Diego

Like your Indian hero-

Catarina Paraguassu was brave and

and went with her

husband

to

Europe, where she was baptized in France
and named for her godmother, the Queen
of Portugal.

Catarina was a mediator

YOUR FRIEND BRAZIL
between the conquerors and the Indians in
1510. Mother and wife, she comes to you
as the first lady of the

home

teria,

The

newly

volunteer in a battalion to defend
-

independence;

established

Anita

Garibaldi, the wife of the Italian hero;

Ana Nery,

the

first

nurse of Brazil, whose

courage and charitable aid during the war
with Paraguay led to her being called "the

Mother
I

of the Brazilians."

could go through history pointing out

the numerous successors to the heroines

have mentioned.
ress

Civilization

I

and prog-

did not diminish the high qualities

of Brazilian

womankind

— they pointed

to

a new life. Social and political problems
now take the attention of those who devote
their lives to others:

Jeronyma de Mes-

quita, the great leader of social service

who

movement

into

introduced the Girl Scout
Brazil;

Stela

Duval, Sister Paula, Stela

do Faro.
Another is Bertha Lutz, doctor of law
and botany, leader of Brazilian feminism,
whose term in our Congress signified victory for the cause of

women.

Now we participate in
ties in Brazil.
ers,

all

kinds of activi-

Lawyers, physicians, teach-

secretaries,

clerks,

professional

and

women

business

are found in every part

of the country.

in Brazil.

Other early Brazilian women of prominence were Cecilia Barbalho, the founder
of the first convent; Clara Camarao,
whose bravery in the battle against the
Dutch invaders in Pernambuco was rewarded by the title "Dom" bestowed by
the King of Portugal; sweet Marila de
Dirceu, the muse or Laura of our Petrarch,
Thomaz Antonio Gonzaga; Maria Qui-
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Museum

director of our National

is

Heloisa Torres, a student of Indian art and
customs.

mayor

Maria Thereza Camargo was
Sao Paulo.

in Limeira, a city of

Alzira Vargas Peixoto, daughter of Presi-

dent Vargas, has a degree in law.
Nizia

Francisca Julia, Julia

Floresta,

Lopes de Almeida, Maria Eugenia Celso,
Gilka Machado, Ana Amelia, Maria
Sabina, Rosalina Lisboa Miller,

Cecilia

Meirelles have a definite place in literature.

Georgina d' Albuquerque, Lucilia Fraga,
Sarah Vilela, Haydee Santiago, Olga
Mary, Silvia Meyer, Maria Francelina,
Adriana Janacopolus, Margarida Soutello
rank as painters and sculptors.
Guiomar Novaes, Bidu Sayao, Maria
Antonio, Magdalena Tagliaferro are international

names

in the

world of music.

Ceigao de Barros Barreto, one of
ters,

is

the

pioneer in

community chorus in
In journalism you

my

establishing

Brazil.

see

many women's

signatures in the daily newspapers

magazines.
teresa,

popular

May

I

another of

woman

and

present to you Mari-

my

sisters,

the

most

columnist in Brazil?

After living in this country,
to

sis-

the

understand that

it

is

I

have come

not a mere geo-

graphical accident that the United States

and Brazil are in the same continent. As
young countries together, rich and full
of good will, they were born for the same
end: The ultimate happiness of humanity
brought about by the reign of Peace.

THE AMERICAS
JULIAN
Chief, Statistical Division,

Country

Area square

Population

Argentina

723

1,

079, 965

Buenos Aires.

457 000
002 176

1

419, 470

La Paz

3,

286, 170

Rio de Janeiro

13, 129,

Bolivia

3,

Brazil

45,

Capital

miles

.

.

Population

2,

345, 221

250, 000
1,

896 998

4,

677^

089

286, 396

Santiago

829 830

8,

701 816

439, 828

Bogota

330,

23,

Cuba

4,

639 197
227 597

Dominican Republic

1,

655 779

Ecuador

2,

921 688

Chile

Colombia
Costa Rica

038 061

46,

19,

848 322

Honduras

1,

Panama

Habana

568 913

215 921

San Salvador
Guatemala City

700
332

Port-au-Prince

Tegucigalpa

•758, 258

Mexico City

10,

.

.

166 456
125 000
000

.

.

.

102 316

.

.

.

.

1,

229 576

133 572

57,

143

34,

169

Managua
Panama

70 000

573 351

169, 266

Asuncion

104 819

Lima

450 000

Montevideo ...

703 518

352, 170

Caracas

203 342

738, 395

Washington

Paraguay

1,

000 000

Peru

6,

762^ 881

Uruguay

2,

122,

Venezuela

3,

491 159

628

133, 886 372

72,

3,

153

82 827

.

1

Tentative.

2

Exact area undetermined.

3

Exclusive of Philippine Islands and Military and Naval Services abroad.
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71 297

Trujillo

176
290

13,

312

78 883

Quito

1,

Haiti

3

Ciudad

3,

3,

United States

325

48,

1,

Guatemala

Nicaragua

19,

744 535
284 269
000 000

El Salvador

Mexico

San Jose

44,

000
164

.

.

663 153

AT
G.

GLANCE

A

ZIER

Pan American Union
Foreicn
Principal exports

trade

<

Imports

Wheat, corn,

linseed, oats, barley, flour, frozen

skins, wool, residuary

and

(Approxi-

in thousands
dollars)

of

Exports

chilled meats, hides,

animal products, meat extract, butter, cotton, and

quebracho extract and wood
silver, wolfram, antimony, lead, copper,

and bismuth ....
Coff'ee, cotton, hides and skins, cocoa, oranges, carnauba wax, canned
meats, lumber, chilled and frozen meats, and tobacco
Copper bars, nitrate, gold and silver ores and concentrates, wool, iron ore,
lentils, beans, hides, iodine, and fresh fruits
Coffee, gold, petroleum, bananas, cattle hides, platinum, and tobacco
Coffee, bananas, gold, tuna fish, and mineral concentrates

Tin,

zinc, gold,

.

Raw

— 1939.

mate values
United States

.

.

309, 021

363, 246

24, 237

42,851

296, 127

333, 674

82,160
104,819
16,885

134,280
101,169
9,086

105,862

147,676

11,592

18,643

10,173
8,850

11,341
12,750

15,296
8,180

16,935
7,268

9,703

9,867

sugar, refined sugar, molasses, leaf tobacco, cigars, bananas, copper

and iron
honey

ore,

manganese, alcoholic beverages, sponges, henequen, and

Sugar, cocoa, coffee, yucca starch, leaf tobacco, corn, molasses, cattle, and

bananas
Cocoa, petroleum and derivatives, cyanide precipitates, coffee, gold, rice,
bananas, tagua nuts, hats (toquilla straw), rubber, hides and skins, wood
(mainly balsa), and kapok
Coffee, gold

and

silver, sugar,

balsam, and henequen

Coffee, bananas, chicle, gold, honey,
Coffee,

raw

Bananas,

sugar, cotton,

silver,

precipitates,

sisal,

and

cattle hides

bananas, and cocoa

gold, coffee, livestock, grapefruit, leaf tobacco, cyanide

and coconuts

Silver, gold, lead, zinc, copper,

crude petroleum, coffee, henequen,

cattle,

bananas, and chicle

121, 597

Gold, coffee, bananas, lumber, cotton, livestock, hides and skins, and sugar

Bananas, cocoa, meat, gold, coconuts, cattle hides, rubber, and mother-ofpearl

Quebracho

canned meats, cattle hides, yerba mate, meat extract,
and tobacco
Cotton, copper bars, petroleum and derivatives, sugar, wool, gold, and
mineral ores and concentrates
oil

extract,

of petit grain, lumber,

Linseed, frozen beef, preserved meats, cattle hides, wheat, chilled beef,

and sheepskins
Petroleum, coffee, gold, cocoa, tonka beans, pearls, sugar,

and

cattle, hides,

and goat skins
Machinery, petroleum and products, automobiles and parts, raw cotton,
iron and steel-mill products, unmanufactured tobacco, chemicals and
products, wheat, and flour
alligator

Pan American News
Loans

fund placed at the disposal of the Bank of

Latin America

to

Brazil to cover Brazilian purchases in the

Uruguay

In the interest of the economic security

United

and advancement

finance purchases in the United States;

lics,

American repub-

of the

the lending authority of the Export-

Import Bank of the United States was
increased by an act of Congress, approved
on September 26, 1940. The new act
amends the Reconstruction Finance Corporation Act by making available to the
Export-Import Bank of Washington funds

States; $7,500,000 to

and $4,600,000

to Costa

Rica

for

to

complet-

ing the construction of that country's link

Pan American Highway.
The Export-Import Bank of Washington

of the

of the Bank, to be used "to assist in the

was organized under the laws of the District
of Columbia pursuant to an Executive
Order dated February 2, 1934, to aid in
financing and facilitating exports and imports and the exchange of commodities
between the United States and any of its
territories and insular possessions and any

development of the resources, the

foreign country or the agencies or nationals

not to exceed $500,000,000 outstanding
at

any one time, either through loans

to

or by subscriptions to the preferred stock

stabili-

and the orderly

zation of the economies,

marketing of the products of the countries
."
of the Western Hemisphere.
.

.

thereof.

During

its

earlier years,

1934 to

1938, the Bank's activities in the Latin

American

field

were

confined

almost

The Export-Import Bank is authorized
to make loans to the various governments,

exclusively to a series of credits extended to

banks or other acceptable

mately $27,554,000 and covering silver
bullion coined at a United States mint.

their central

banking

and when proper

institutions,

guarantees are offered, to political subagencies,

divisions,

or nationals of any

The

of the governments.

and

administered

in

loans are

made

accordance

with

terms and conditions to be determined

by the Bank.

Some loans have already been made
from the newly allotted fund, the principal
commitments being a $60,000,000 credit
extended to the Banco Central of Argentina,

to

be

$5,000,000
settling

a

available

balances

United States;

at

the

month during
^

for

rate

1941,

purchases

in

of

These loans have been repaid in full. In
1939 and 1940, however, other countries in
Central and South America entered the
picture and the Export-Import Bank's
recent annual report, which tabulates all
commitments during the period February
12, 1934-September 30, 1940, shows that
credits of approximately $90,070,000 have
been made available to the governments or
to official government-owned or -managed
agencies of twelve Latin American coun(This figure does not include the

for

tries.

the

newly authorized $60,000,000 Argentine
credit, the $25,000,000 revolving fund
made available to Brazil, and the
$7,500,000 loan to Liruguay, mentioned
above.) Actual disbursements have been
about $23,600,000, and, since a few of the

a $25,000,000 revolving

1 This credit was announced a
few days ajter Henry
Morgenthau, Jr., Secretary of the Treasury, had authorized a $50,000,000 loan to Argentina from the Currency
Stabilization Fund of the United States Treasury, for

the purpose of providing Argentina with dollar exchange.
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the Republic of Cuba, totaling approxi-

PAN AMERICAN NEWS
form of revolving funds,
some $66,657,000 still available.
The following table lists total commitments and purposes for which the credits
credits are in the

there

is

Country and applicant

53

were extended from January 1, 1939September 30, 1940, in the twelve countries that

negotiated loans with the

during that time:

Bank
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from approximately three hundred United
States firms have been financed to date.
A $2,000,000 credit was extended in 1939
to

Thomas A.

Jones, Engineer, for con-

struction materials, equipment,

and

serv-

ices in

Nicaragua, and repayment of

loan

a direct obligation of the Nicara-

is

this

guan Government. Similarly, in Paraguay, the Government is responsible for
repayment of a $3,000,000 commitment
to R. W. Hebard and Company for construction material, equipment, and services.

Credits have also been extended

in varying

amounts

to

United States firms

and other equipment
Slightly
to railways in Brazil and Chile.
over $2,000,000 was made available to
selling locomotives

United States companies selling railway
equipment, pipes, pumps, and other machinery to Mexico, but after about $1,000,000 had been disbursed the balance of the
credit was canceled.
At the present time negotiations on the
part of some of these and other Latin
American countries for new credits are
reported to be under way. Mr. Warren

W.

Pierson,

President

of

the

Export-

Import Bank, recently made a trip to
South America, and there is every indication that the United States Government's
program of economic aid to the Latin
American Republics is being steadily
carried forward.
D. M. T.

—

producers

who

participated in the sale are:

Compagnie Aramayo de Mines en Bolivie,
the Compania Minera de Oruro group,
Compania Minera Unificada del Cerro de
Asociacion Nacional de Mineros
Medianos, and Banco Minero de Bolivia.

Potosi,

The

Bolivian

by the

Government

performance

faithful

tin

tionment

among

the

diff"erent

In order to be of assistance to the Bolivians in the matter of current exchange, the

Metals Reserve
to eighty

Company will advance up

per cent of the value of the tin

and concentrates on warehouse reat the ports of Arica and Antofagasta, Chile, from which ports the ores
ores

ceipts

be shipped.
According to the 1939 Minerals Tear
Book, issued by the Bureau of Mines,

will

United States Department of the Interior,
the United States under normal conditions
annually consumes more than 75,000 tons
of tin, or approximately 45 per cent of the
total world output. Since domestic production has never exceeded 170 tons per
year, requirements have had to be met by
foreign imports. During the past five
years 81 per cent of these have been obtained from Asia (69 per cent from British
Malaya), 18 per cent from Europe, and 1
per cent elsewhere.

Scheme and

1940, Jesse Jones, the

show that

figures

therefore subject to controlled

ducer with 17 per cent of the

Of

The

in

production, ranked second as a tin pro-

announced that contracts had been
completed and signed on November 4,
1940, between the Metals Reserve Company and tin ore producers in Bolivia for
the purchase of tin ores and concentrates
sufficient to produce 18,000 tons of fine
States,

a year for the next five years.

mining

interests.

Federal Loan Administrator of the United

tin

contracts

1938 Bolivia, although one of the countries
signatory to the International Tin Control

Purchases of Bolivian tin by the
United States
7,

guarantees

the

producers and proper appor-

World production

On November

of

tin

total output.

27,886 tons of tin concentrates
exported by Bolivia in that year, 73 per
the

cent was treated in England and 26 per

cent of the remainder in

Germany and

Holland.

The
far

smelting of tin in Bolivia has thus

proven impracticable, due principally

PAN AMERICAN NEWS
cheap

to the lack of a

fuel supply

and

to

the refractory nature of the Bolivian ore.
to the Federal

According
trator,

Loan Adminis-

the Reconstruction Finance Cor-

poration

will

at

an

date

early

Bolivian ore.

With present-day interest in the United
States focused on national and continental
defense, and with ordinary peace-time
foreign sources of supply of strategic prime

menaced or cut

materials

new

by the war,

off

sources of supply are of the utmost

importance
military

to

continued industrial and

Tin

effectiveness.

among such

ranks

high

necessary materials, and the

Bolivian tin contracts

may

therefore be

regarded as an important step toward the

maintenance of American

equal emphasis on the Republic and on Chile, an

emphasis which we

security.

all

recognize today as essential

to the preservation of our liberties

and

to the

national independence of each one of the American
republics.

make

arrangements for the construction of a
smelter in the United States to utilize the
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Mr. James Irwin

Miller, vice president of the

of South America,
United States of North America and
news ambassador to Latin America, a man who
has enlarged the realm of news. For twenty-two
years he has been'!' building a news service by
selecting the most able and the best qualified men

United

Associations

Press

citizen of the

available in

many

and public opinion

foreign lands to report events
in the Spanish

and Portuguese

languages for 135 newspapers.

The Hon. Enrique Santos, co-director of El
member of the National Senate

Tiempo of Bogota,
of the

Republic of Colombia, author of the

column Danza de las Horas, journalist, statesman
and interpreter of the liberalism of democratic
institutions which welcome new ideas to the
laboratories of open and inquiring minds.
Seiior Rafael Heliodoro Valle, correspondent in

Mexico City

for fourteen Latin

American news-

papers, pioneer in the development of a coordin-

ated history of the Americas, professor of history

Maria Moors Cabot Prizes

On November 7,
the

1

at the National University of Mexico, contributor

940 the second award of

Maria Moors Cabot

Prizes took place

at a convocation held at

Columbia Uni-

versity.

These prizes are given

papers,

press

journalists

associations

who have

or

to

news-

individual

notably advanced

public understanding and sympathy be-

tween any two nations of the Western
Hemisphere. This year the recipients
were the Hon. Agustin Edwards of Chile,
James I. Miller of the United States, Senator Enrique Santos of Colombia, and
Rafael Heliodoro Valle of Honduras.
They were presented to President Nicholas Murray Butler by Dean Carl W. Ackerman of the Columbia University Graduate
School of Journalism in these words:
The Hon. Agustin Edwards,

publisher of El

Mercurio of Santiago, president of the Universidad

T6cnica Santa Maria, journalist, statesman,
diplomat and educator, doctor honoris causa of
Cambridge University. Dr. Edwards and his
newspapers have interpreted and represented the
Republic of Chile at home and abroad, with

many international historical journals, a scholar
who is at home in the leading libraries of the
to

Western Hemisphere.

When

the stacks, the books recognize

he appears before
him as an under-

standing and comprehending friend.

The Hon. Agustin Edwards spoke
part as follows at a dinner in
Permit

me now

to

pay

New

in

York:

a^grateful tribute of ad-

miration and respect to Mr. Godfrey Lowell Cabot

and founder
His object has been not only to

of Boston, Massachusetts, the donor
of these prizes.

raise to the highest possible level the profession of

journalism,

which at

but

this

something greater, something
has a far-reaching signifi-

moment

cance for the future of the world, namely the
and better understanding between the
peoples of all the Americas, which, I am sure, all
closer

the journalists here present consider the greatest

hope of maintaining the very essence of human
civilization, free from all danger of being destroyed
by this wavCjOf materialism which is causing havoc
in the old world. ^United, we shall, no doubt, be
able to preserve the predominance of spirit over
matter, the rule of right over might, thus showing
that not all the creatures of this world of 1 940 have
forgotten their divine origin, the purpose for which
they were created and their duties towards their
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Mr. Cabot has given many proofs

July 1940, which recomAmerican nations take

of his

Foreign

Aff'airs in

touching to feel that we
are about to receive the Medal he created in
memory of his dear wife, who also devoted to
Red Cross work and other charitable activities a

mended

that the

ejffective

action to cope with the economic

whole life, far too short indeed, in cases like hers,
in which every minute meant something good or

national situation.

Creator.

generous heart, and

it is

at least, the

for her fellow creatures or,

great

alleviation of their sufferings.

Journalism, for those
value and importance,

who

take

it

at

its

may

do.

believe that the

and

so

awkward

The power

power

What

ticipating Latin

American countries

United States and
Bags of 132 pounds

of the press, so great

greater misfortune could

Producing Country

the

discredit.

common

We

should have confidence in

sense of our fellow citizens to re-

pudiate impure journalism and

we ought

to

proclaim that the freedom of the press is, in fact,
the air without which no real democracy can live,
no real civilization can exist. We cannot create
a vacuum for fear of the air being poisoned.

15,545,000

11,612,000

Honduras
Mexico

Quota

tries to

28, 1940, fourteen

minister the agreement.

The

pact

is

in

XXV,^ on
economic and financial cooperation, signed
at the Habana Meeting of Ministers of
accordance with resolution

1

See

from non-American counan annual quota of 355,000 bags

of 132 lbs.

American cofFee-producing countries and the
United States signed an agreement which,
it is hoped, will promote the orderly marketing of coffee under terms equitable for
both producers and consumers by establishing quotas for exports to the United
States and to other markets and creating
the Inter-American Coffee Board to ad-

Bulletin of the Pan American Union for

September 1940.

States will limit the importa-

tion of coffee

Agreement

On November

other

markets

Total

Guatemala
Haiti

The United
Inter- American Coffee

all

Nicaragua
Peru
Venezuela

Cuba
El Salvador

and mischievous doings of certain
unwieldy newspapers find their remedy in their
excesses

Exports to

United States

7,813,000
1, 079, 000
242, 000
62, 000
138,000
89, 000
527, 000
312,000
327, 000
21, 000
239, 000
114,000
43, 000
606, 000

of progress and, in short, the welfare

march
of humanity

Exports to the

9,

Colombia
Costa Rica

Dominican Republic
Ecuador

own

net, or equivalent quantities

300, 000
3,150,000
200, 000
80, 000
120, 000
150, 000
600, 000
535, 000
275, 000
20, 000
475, 000
195, 000
25, 000
420, 000

Brazil

befall the world, the cause of justice, the

The

to the

to all other markets:

of the press,

at times, should be curtailed or

even suppressed.

inter-

is

denied by some, overrated by others, is, nevertheless, a latent one, that spurts out and influences
the course of events at the most unexpected
moments. We know peoples and governments

who

from the present

By the agreement the following basic
annual quotas were adopted for the exportation of coffee from the fourteen par-

true

not an easy task. It
involves great responsibilities, many a time lightly
taken by some who do not realize what harm a
simple sentence

difficulties arising

The

Inter- American Coffee Board, cre-

ated to administer the agreement,

is

com-

posed of one delegate from each of the
participating countries, to be appointed
respective government.

by the
As part of the

Board's duties,

such information

upon approval

as

it

tion

it

of the agreement

will seek

deems necessary to the proper opera and administration of the agreement,

publish such information as

it

considers

and make, at the end of each
quota year, an annual report covering all
its activities and other matters of interest

desirable,

in connection with the agreement, to be

transmitted to each of the participating

PAN AMERICAN NEWS
governments.

undertake

It is especially

study

a

charged

cofTee surpluses in the participating countries

that produce coffee.

The expenses
whose

of delegates to the Board,

Washington, will be
defrayed by their respective governments.
seat

in

is

All other necessary expenses will be

met by

annual contributions of the participating
governments. The Board will prepare an
annual budget, and

manner, and
United States

among

of

pay one-third of the
contribution,
and the

will

required

total

remaining

two-thirds

the

amount,
payment. The

set the total

time

fourteen

be

will

Latin

divided

American

republics according to the proportion of
their total basic quotas.

The Board

Plans for the school resulted from a trip

to

problem of

the

of
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Costa Rica in 1940 by a group of
United States teachers of Spanish, headed
by Miss Fletcher R. Wickham, National

to

The Pan American

Executive Secretary,

Forum.

Student

While

it

that other teachers will
interested in the project,

is

expected

be particularly

some courses

will

be given in English for the benefit of nonSpanish-speaking students. The courses

planned for the

first

and

year include Spanish

advanced students,
American literature,
inter-American relations, Central American history, French, and Portuguese, all
to be taught by Costa Rican professors.
Courses for Costa Rican teachers in
English, American literature, physical
for beginners

for

Central

phonetics,

given authority to increase

education methods, library organization,

or decrease the quotas set in order to ad-

and school administration will be given by
professors from the United States.

just

is

supplies to

estimated

requirements

and to keep a balance between supply
and demand in special types of coffee.
The Agreement will remain in force
until October 1,
1943, although any
participating government may withdraw
after prior notification of one year to the
Pan American Union, and such withdrawal on the part of governments representing 20 percent or more of the total
quotas to the United States will automatically terminate it. On or before October
1, 1942, the Board is asked to make recommendations to the participating governments as to continuing the Agreement.

Inter- American

summer

school in

By a

presidential decree of

American republics in its interest in
education, and has long boasted that it
has more teachers than soldiers. The
school system is excellent, and as the sum-

mer

school will be held in the middle of

the Costa

Rican school year, teachers from

the United States will have an opportunity
to visit classes.

tional

Library,

August

17,

The

facilities

containing

school students.

the other advantages of Costa
Rica are its central location on the American continent, th agreeable climate, the
natural beauty of the country and the
of interesting

objectives

tions.

Miss Fletcher R. Wickham,

Windomere Avenue,

for the functioning of the school are to

whom

issued

by the Secretary of Public Education.

for

week-end excursions, the favorable rate
of exchange, and good hotel accommoda-

be known as the Summer School
of the Inter-American University was
authorized in Costa Rica. Regulations
be

Nathan

Among

1940, the establishment of a private institution to

of the

more

100,000 books, will be at the disposal of

summer

availability

Costa Rica authorized

among

Costa Rica has been outstanding
the

The

registrar of the school for 1941

further

obtained.

is

225 South

Dallas, Texas, from

information

may

be
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A

may

It

Brazilian book for American

be of interest to add that the

carnauba palm

children

"the tree of

The Legend

of the

Palm

Tree, a delightful

picture-book in six colors for children, has
just
first

been issued in English. When it was
published in Brazil about two years

was awarded a prize by the Children's Literature Committee of the Ministry of Education. The author is Margarida
Estrela Bandeira Duarte and the illustrator
Paulo Werneck.
The book tells the legend, based on an
Indian folk tale, of how, following a
disastrous drought, the lovely Carnauba,
who lived in the heart of a palm tree,
ago

it

known

is

products that

to Brazilians as

because of the

life"

which

States imports only the wax,
lects

on the

col-

used exten-

is

the manufacture of American

in

sively

This

leaves.^

many

The United

supplies.

it

automobile,

and

furniture,

floor,

It is also

polishes.

shoe

a vital component of

many other familiar

things, such as phonograph records, carbon paper, expensive
candles, and insulation for cables.

Sarabia Memorial Library in

New

Mexico

helped to make the land green again with
palms that fed the starving family, gave

A library established

them shade, and supplied them with mats,
headgear, and even material for the con-

Sarabia, was dedicated at the

struction of their house.

Sarabia was a student at the college from

In the preface to the book the publishers,
Grosset and Dunlap,

tell

how

it

came

to

be issued:
"Sponsored by the State Department of

our Government, early in 1939 a group
of United States publishers gathered a

the

of

State

to

Mexican

late

on

College

honor the memory

New Mexico

October

1916 to 1918, and

Francisco

aviator,

1940.

13,

was therefore conwhich will
be devoted to Latin American history and
literature, should bear his name.
it

sidered fitting that the library,

Publications of the

library of their outstanding publications

Pan American

Union, July-December 1^4.0

for exhibition purposes in several of the

important

cities

of South America.

result of this exhibit

many

As a

thousands of

During the six months ended December 31
1940, the Pan American Union continued
through

the cultured people of the great republic

to issue,

South became acquainted, perhaps
with what was taking
place in the field of literature and educaIt was only natural that
tion up north.
this gesture on the part of their northern
good neighbors should be received with
genuine appreciation by the public-spirited

terial to serve

to the

for the first time,

people of the Latin republic."

As a gesture of good will in return. Dr.
Gustavo Capanema, the Brazilian Minister
of Education, had this book printed on the
Ministry's press, in the hope that it would
foster friendship between the children of
the two largest republics in the Americas.

its

several divisions,

ma-

not only the general public

but also specialists in various phases of the
life,

culture,

and

relations of the Americas.

In addition to regular publications,

many

were prepared on subjects of
current interest. The Counselor published
in mimeographed form ten volumes of

special ones

Documentary Material jor

Tour of

the

the ^''Good Neighbor''''

General Federation of

Women

s

Clubs, as follows:
I.

II.

Introductory Program; Source Material

Seminar on

the

American Republics and Inter-

American Relations
^

See ''The Carnauba

M. Walmsley,

Palm and

its

Jr., in the Bvli.etin for

Wax,''

by

W.

January 1939.
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Brazil; Uruguay; Paraguay; Coffee in the Amer-

III.

Welfare; Customs oj a Continent

icas; Social

IV.

Music and Dances; Christmas

^^rgentina; Chile;

Customs; the Christ oJ the Andes

V.

Peru;

Bolivia;

Ancient

Civilizations

the

of

VI. Ecuador; Colombia; Art and

Literature of Latin

America

VIII. The Republics of Central America; Inter- American Transportation and Communications;
Economic Gifts of America to the World
IX. Mexico; Cuba; Women in the Americas; Economic Interdependence of

the

Americas

Pan

Haiti; Dominican Republic; Puerto Rico;

American Union; Survey of

The Juridical

"Tour"

the

Report on the Status of the
in

the

Resohdions on the

Codification of International

Law

and

Division of Labor and Social In-

To

Im-

the

Governments,

American

Members

Pursuant

Union,

to

Sub-

of the

Pan

Resolution

XI

Second Meeting of the Meeting of the

of the

Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the American
Republics, held at

The

Habana, July 27-30, 1940.
Portuguese, and

French,

English,

Spanish texts of three international instruments were also published: Convention for
an Inter-American Bank,

the Establishment of

deposited with

Pan American Union and

the

opened for signature by the Governments of the

May

American Republics on
vention

Preservation

in

posited with

October

the

in

12,

by

1940;

and

American States

the

and

1940

the

Union on

American

regular issues in three editions, English,

odical publications of the various divisions
of the

Union have appeared

tion.

—

American

A

Correo

Correio

July);

Pano-

Lectura para

Maes-

(no.

December)

(no. 16,

8,

11, diciembre); Leitura para

tros (no.

cadores (no. 6, agosto); a

American Studies

in

new

same

date.

List

of

Journals;

A

Edu~

edition oi Latin

American Institutions of

Higher Learning, October 1940; and the

first

numbers of a new series, in English, Portuguese, and Spanish, called Points of View:
On the Relations of the Americas (Americo
Castro), no. 1, November; Un Decenio del
Drama Nor teamericano (JohnGassner),no. 1,
septiembre, and Los Irresponsables{AYch\hdi\d
MacLeish), no. 2, diciembre; and Um
Decenio do Drama Norte americano (Gassner)
no.

dezembro.

1,

Division

of Agricultural Coopera-

—Four

numbers in the Series on
were published, two in
English, one in Spanish, and one in

tion.

Cooperatives

Portuguese: Cooperative Rural

Partial

Educational

as follows:

Intellectual Coopera(no. 20, agosto, and no. 21,

of

Division

in the

the

Inter-

In addition to the Bulletin of the Pan
American Union, which has continued its

Pan American

Cooperation were: Latin

Universities;

Commercial

entitled

issue,

dependence of the Americas.

Inter-American

special publications of the Division

of Intellectual

Latin

de-

Washington on November 28, 1940,

and deposited with

The

Con-

Pan American Union

Coffee Agreement, signed at the

Union

1940;

Western Hemisphere,

the

opened for signature
on

10,

Mature Protection and Wild Life

on

on

Latin America.

Commercial Pan America the Statistical

rama

Conference of American States,

Bibliography
in

Division contributed the text of the August

Peace Treaties, approved by the Eighth Inter-

to the

A

prepared

formation

diciembre);

national

Selective

History and the Social Sciences.

provement and Coordination of Inter-American

mitted

A

List of Latin American Journals Devoted to

Spanish, and Portuguese, regular and peri-

Division issued, in English

and in Spanish, A
Work provided for

and

Published in Latin America;

Labor and Social Welfare

VII. Venezuela; Panama; Bolivar and Other Heroes
of Latin America; Panama and the Canal

X.

Selective List of Periodicals of General Interest

The

Americas; Education in Latin America

59

Electrification

United States, Rail (15), The Cooperative

Movement

in

Chile,

Parrao

(16),

operativas Agricolas en la Argentina,

baum

(14),

and

Cremerias

Las Co-

Tenem-

Cooperativas,

Robotka e Shefrin (13). La Pina, Coulter
and others, is nos. 135-5-6 of the Spanish
Series
on Agriculture, and Avicultura
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Remuneradora, ]n\\, no. 83 of the Portuguese.

—

Counselor. To the series on Congresses and Conferences three new pubHcations have been added: Measures Adopted
hy the Pan American Union to Put into Effect
Approved by

the Resolutions

Conference

national

of

the

Eighth Inter-

American States and

Certain Conventions and Resolutions of Other

(EngUsh no.

Inter-American Conferences

Spanish no. 31); Report on

31,

Meeting of

the

Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the American
Republics at

Habana (English no. 32, Spanish
and Final Act

no. 32, Portuguese no. 21);

Maritime

Inter-American

the

of

Conference

Series

These studies

and Commerce of
contain commer-

data for the calendar year

1939, together with comparisons for the
five-year

A

period.

mimeo-

graphed supplement, containing part-year
statistics for 1940, was also compiled to
accompany each report. A revised edition of the chart The Americas at a Glance

was completed.
Juridical

Division.

Conventions

—The

Pan American

the

of

y^B.?,

revised to July

chart

The

Treaties

and

1,

1940.

A

third edition of the compilation Agencies
for the Codification of International
vided for

Law, Pro-

in the Resolution on the Codification

of International

and

Law, Approved by

the Seventh

Eighth International Conferences of Ameri-

can States and by the Inter-American Conference for the

Maintenance of Peace was issued.

Numbers 14 and
Series

15 of the

were Supplements

Law and Treaty

nos.

2 and 3

to

the

Volume Containing Decrees and Regulations on
Neutrality,

Union by
Resolution

Transmitted

the

October 3, 1939.
lists

America have been prepared for each of the 20 American countries south of the United States.
A pamphlet on Bolivia was added to the Travel in
the Americas series, and another for Guatemala is in preparation. Booklets on Holidays and Festivals in Latin America have been
prepared for all South American countries
except Uruguay and Venezuela. Those
for Mexico and Guatemala are in prepara-

of hotels in Latin

tion,

Memorial

Library.-

—The

American Bookshelf, the monthly compilation

cial statistical

Status

to

—Mimeographed

was continued with the pub-

lombia, Commerce of Chile,

preceding

Division.

Library has continued to issue The Pan

lication of three reports: Commerce of Co-

Argentina.

Travel

Foreign

Division.

Statistical

Trade

Panama from September 23

Columbus

(English no. 33, Spanish no. 33),

—The

Foreign Affairs of the American Republics held at

to the

Pan American

Member Governments pursuant

I of

the

Meeting of

to

the Ministers of

of accessions.

Additions to the mimeo-

A

graphed Bibliographic

Series are:

of Literary and Cultural

Magazines Received

List

Columbus Memorial Library of the Pan
Union (22); Fifty Tears of the
Library of the Pan American Union, 1890in the

American

1940 (23), a reprint of material prepared
for the Fiftieth

Anniversary of the Pan

American Union; and a selected bibliography on Hemisphere Defense (24).
Division of Economic Information.
Volume IX of Commercial Pan America, for
1940, was completed with the appearance
of Views of Central Banks after 4 Months of

—

—

War

Argentina, Brazil, Peru (no. 7, July);

Commercial
(no.

8,

Interdependence

of the

Americas

August); Economic Wartime Meas-

ures in Brazil

and Colombia (no.

9,

Septem-

The Present and Future of Mining in
Venezuela (no. 10, October); and Possibilities

ber);

for

Increased Argentine-United States

Trade

November-December).
The booklet Uruguay, in the American

(nos. 11-12,

Nations Series, has been revised.
Division of

mation.

was

—The

Labor and Social Inforsecond number of Noticias

issued in Auarust,
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The Pan American Union, now

50 years old,

is

Director, elected

Assistant Director

by and responsible

to a

Govern-

an international organization created and main-

ing Board composed of the Secretary of State of

tained by the twenty-one American Republics:

the United States

Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa

ton of the other American governments.

and representatives

in

Washing-

Rica, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Ecuador,

Administrative Divisions

Mex-

El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras,

Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, the

ico,

United
nally

States,

known

Uruguay, and Venezuela.

Bureau of the

as the International

American Republics,

it

Origi-

was established in 1890

in

accordance with a resolution passed April 14 of

The
for

which

it

was created.

There are

agricultural cooperation, travel,
social information.

and presided over by James G.
United States Secretary of
greatly

expanded by

State.

in 1889-90,

Blaine,
Its

then

work was

resolutions of the

Second

Conference, held at Mexico in 1901; the Third,
at

Rio de Janeiro in 1906; the Fourth, at Buenos

close relations

in

with

the countries

and labor and

All these divisions maintain
official

members

and

unofficial bodies

Columbus Memorial Library contains 105,000
volumes and

many maps. The Bulletin

Pan American Union, published monthly
lish,

1923; the Sixth, at Habana, Cuba, in 1928; the

of the institution.

Seventh, at Montevideo, Uruguay, in 1933; and

of the Union, see the inside back cover.

April 14

The

of the Union.

Aires in 1910; the Fifth, at Santiago, Chile, in

the Eighth, at Lima, Peru, in 1938.

eco-

nomics, intellectual cooperation, juridical matters,

that year at the First International Conference of

Washington

special divi-

sions dealing with foreign trade, statistics,

American

States, held at

Pan Ameri-

administrative divisions of the

can Union are organized to carry out the purposes

Spanish, and Portuguese,

For a

list

is

of the

in

Eng-

the official organ

of other publications

is

celebrated annually throughout the Americas as

Pan American Conferences

Pan American Day.

The Pan American Union
Purpose and Organization

The purpose

of the

manent organ

Pan American Union

is

to

promote peace, commerce, and friendship between
the

Republics of the American Continent by

fostering economic, juridical, social,
relations.

The Union

is

and cultural

supported by annual

American

serves as the per-

of the International Conferences of

States, usually referred to as the

American Conferences.
the programs

and

Pan

In addition to preparing

regulations, the

effect to the conclusions of the

Union

gives

Conferences by

conducting special inquiries and investigations

contributions from all the countries, in amounts

and by convening or arranging

proportional to population.

technical conferences in the intervals between the

Its

affairs

are ad-

ministered by a Director General and an Assistant

International Conferences.

for

special

or

h
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Foreword
L. S.

ROWE

Director General of the

With each
of

succeeding year the celebration

Pan American Day

added

significance.

takes

The

on new and

events

of

the

Pan American Union

for the institutions

the

continental solidarity has

last

few years, especially the meetings of

fest,

the

Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the

present

Panama and Ha-

sphere.

American Republics

at

bana have given evidence of the increasing
unity of purpose and policy of these nations.

The

place in

tragic events that are taking

Europe have had far-reaching

repercussions

The

entire

throughout

the

Western World

is

and the way of

American Republics.

a spirit

For

and

all

A new
made

life

of

spirit

of

itself

which means much
to

mani-

to

the

the future of this hemi-

these reasons the celebration of

Pan American Day

in 1941 acquires far-

reaching significance.

It

means

that today

the nations of the Americas have

become

Americas.

the guardians of western civilization, re-

now

sponsible for

fully

aware of the menace these events involve

its

maintenance and further

development.
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Problems of America
The development
is

of continental solidarity

sometimes considered an achievement

attained

in

rather

of divera^ences

spite

an outgrowth due to
between the American nations.
than

similarities

In think-

—

analagous

to

International

difhculties.

relations, national defense, transportation,

agriculture,

trade,
fare

— these
of

nations

industry,

wel-

social

matters with which

are
this

hemisphere

are

all

vitally

all but one of
whose component parts are foreign lands
to us
we naturally are attracted first by

concerned today. The following editorials
and excerpts from Presidential addresses,

their differences in geography, language,

Pan American Union,

ing of so vast a territory

—

background, and
to

and we tend

interests,

ignore the fact that they are facing

common

problems and seeking solutions

from

all

members

of the

treat such

topics

the countries,

from the respective national point of view,
yet will waken a sympathetic chord in
every other American republic.

ARGENTINA
An
We

Argentine Merchant Marine

possibility of establishing a national

Undoubtedly, if these communications
were improved as they could be with
Argentine boats economic progress in
such regions would be stepped up almost

chant marine.

immediately.

agree in principle with

prepared by the committee
this

month by

the

report

named

early

the President to study the

merThere are many reasons

for endorsing the proposal of organizing

our

own

fleet, for

as long as all the

mer-

—
—

The

purpose

a

national

merchant marine should be the

establish-

essential

chandise involved in our interchange of

ment

goods

parts of Argentina

is

transported in foreign vessels, a

great part of our national revenue, repre-

by

sented

freight

payments

on

both

imports and exports, will go out of the
country.

Moreover, the existence of a merchant
marine of our own, like anything else
which facilitates, or lowers the cost of,
commercial interchange, would stimulate
industry, give

work

to

more men, and

lead to general economic improvement.

There are some parts of the country with
which communications are very poor.
62

of

of transportation services with those

less isolated

which are now more or
from the rest of the republic,

and

countries

with

interested

in

the

raw materials and
manufactured products but which find it
impossible to maintain an active interacquisition

of

our

change because of the insufficiency or utter
lack of

means

of transportation.

It is

not

on the possibility
of creating a national merchant marine
capable of competing with or supplanting
in whole or in part the powerful organizations already in existence in other counreasonable

to

dwell

PROBLEMS OF AMERICA
tries.

among

Those

who want

us

to

construct or acquire merchant ships should

not

fix their

eyes on the ports of

and the United
tion

competition

to

spire against the establishment of stable

of commercial interchange.
These obstacles must be removed and it

currents

Europe

States, for the dispropor-

of strength

would doom all such
failure from the very

63

obvious that that will be possible only
through most energetic and persistent en-

is

own

deavor in behalf of our

Up

national

beginning.

merchant

Although we might assume that the war
would at the moment give some impulse to
business for an Argentine fleet in important

time the foreign transportation interests

foreign zones,

it is

certain that as soon as

peace were re-established the great world
shipping organizations would

again do

what they did at the end of the
First World War: acquire all the boats
registered in the country and incorporate
them into their own services. Our former
merchant navy disappeared in that manner
and it is well to keep in mind that a repetition would be practically certain, in view
of the financial power of the shipping
enterprises and their great interest in
precisely

acquiring a corner on transportation.

Consequently, the mission of Argentine
boats must be to unite our centers of pro-

with

duction

centers

of

consumption,

marine.

the

to

present

have not considered the exploitation of
certain routes profitable for their purposes,

but there

is

no doubt about the conven-

them

ience of opening

As soon

as

the

for

our country.

possibility

of achieving

transportation which would be acceptable

from the standpoint of both time and
economy becomes evident, interchange
with the countries referred to above will
begin to increase and the initial sacrifices
would be recompensed. To be sure, the
beginning may be difficult and the prospects perhaps do not offer much encouragement to many enterprises, but the
establishment of an Argentine fleet, especially if it can be accomplished through
official efl"ort or cooperation, as has been
advised in the report presented to

the

which at present do not enjoy a good
communications system. Principal among

Ministry of Agriculture, should inspire us,

such regions

but rather in

republic,
tion;

but

is

the southern part of the

which merits most careful attenwe must also take into account

not so

much

in terms of

immediate gain,

thought of giving a

the

economy

vigorous impulse to the

through the

republic

the prospect of interchange with the Pacific

markets, and particularly,

Coast countries and others in America.

America.

Peru,

Ecuador,

Venezuela,

Colombia,

Cuba, the Antilles, and others are consistently showing great interest in our
products and we are likewise interested in
their

exportable

surpluses.

occasions gestures have been

all

come

—

other

words,

the

possibility

of

making

money immediately through competition
with other lines weakened by the war

to

naught

the slowness of transportation, the

long time between voyages,

If we proceed from this basis, and not
from that which on more than one occasion has been considered essential in

made and

because the scarcity of boats, the freight
rates,

new
new markets in

On many

trade agreements have even been signed,

but in practice they

of the

conquest of

and many

other factors resulting from the insuffici-

ency of maritime communications

con-

we

shall

have

to study things calmly, raise

the necessary funds,

and remove the ob-

stacles that stand in the

merchant marine.

way

of a national

These are well known,

but the necessity of definitely eliminating
them must again be insisted upon, for even
if the project now being studied is not
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it would still be advantageous to have the cost of our mari-

carried into effect,

time

traffic

The

of meeting

work

lowered.

creation of a merchant fleet capable
all

these requirements

of a day.

The

is

not the

acquisition of boats,

the assembling of technical personnel and

the most careful study.

On the other hand,

the relationship between a transport fleet

and national defense

obliges us to foresee

certain contingencies,

and

it is

therefore to

be hoped that our authorities and our
business

men

will unite their forces in the

awakening en-

task of providing resources,

crews, the building of shipyards,

thusiasm, and eliminating obstacles for this

related activities involve financial

great

undertaking.

Aires.

October

and all
and legal

problems which cannot be solved without

La

Buenos

Prensa,

1940.

10,

BOLIVIA
Replacement of Markers on the Boundary between Bolivia
and Peru
The mixed commission charged with

formulate claims based on occupation

boundary
between Bolivia and Peru has just completed its task in the first two of the three

accusations

replacing the markers on the

for practical purposes,

sections into which,

work

this

of friendly

demarcation was

divided.

For

and

many

years

now

frequent disputes

even incidents of physical violence

have arisen because of the disappearance
or deterioration of the posts that marked
the boundary line between both countries
in

that region.

Landholders and those

using communal land throughout the zone
did not know what procedure to take to

many

are an opening

cases

of usurpation

wedge

—our

for

Foreign

began negotiations with the Perugovernment by proposing that a
mixed commission composed of technical
experts of both countries inspect the boundary markers and replace the missing
The proposal was cordially restones.
ceived by the Foreign Office of Peru, and
in August of this year work was begun
on these projects, of which we can give a
Office

vian

satisfactory account.

In carrying out their task, the members
mixed commission have met with

of the

could not be solved

protect their interests, for the lack of clear

no

indication of territorial sovereignty of both

according to the dictates of strict justice by

countries led to confusion over jurisdiction,

the proper evaluation of territorial rights

and created insuperable difficulties which,

as indicated

while of no great importance in instances
involving private affairs, in public matters

traces of the original markers,

were beginning

to

constitute a danger-

ous germ of future disputes, which would

have become increasingly more irreconcilable as inspection of the boundaries was
deferred.

In

May

tunately

of the present year [1940J, for-

before

either

side

could

even

difficulty

that

by

and the
which have

tradition, treaties,

now been restored.
The first section, on which work has been
completed, follows the line from the confluence of the Suches and Pachasilli Rivers
to Cocahui Bay. The second section goes
from Cocahui Bay across Lake Titicaca

and the peninsula

mouth

of

Copacabana

of the Desaguadero River.

to the
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MEMBERS OF AN INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARY COMMISSION TAKING
ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS
The

use of modern scientific methods for mapping and marking boundaries ensures
the nations involved against disputes or conflicts formerly arising from loosely defined
limits or from the destruction of markers erected to indicate their common boundary.

Work on the third section, from the
Desaguadero River to a point known as
Mauripalca, will be begun on September
23, and will proceed from north to south
to the joint boundary with Chile, at
Charana.
It

should be pointed out that the marking

real

two

international relations between the
states find expression.

The governments of Bolivia andj[Peru
have given attention, at an auspicious
time and with discretion and skill, to an
important matter, which

has included the sections of our long bound-

diality

ary with the neighboring republic of Peru

bound

that are especially important, because they
pass through the most populated

and com-

mercially important region, in which the

A

Satisfactory

In the region of the boundary between

and Peru,

will contribute

greatly to strengthening the traditional cor-

between the two sister nations,
by ties of blood, by
similar ideals, and by geographical considerations.
El Diario, La Paz, September
as they are

21, 1940.

Agreement
investigations could not be satisfactorily

incidents over cattle

concluded because there was no recognized

ownership or grazing rights have been
occurring for some time between the
communities on one side of the line or the

policy for officials to follow that took into

Bolivia

other.

many

consideration

the

special

circumstances

involved and permitted immediate action.

up

This need has been met by an agreement

cases of suspected cattle stealing, in

recently signed by the Minister of Foreign

It

spite of the

was impossible

to

clear

concern of frontier authorities;

Affairs of

Peru and the Minister of Bolivia
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Lima, to the effect that the governors
of [the Departments of] La Paz and Puno
may, in joint consultation, promptly inin

vestigate

and

find a solution for de jacto

incidents occurring in the frontier zone of
their

respective districts,

to decide cases that

with authority

have taken place in

territory within their jurisdiction.

of fact, the procedure out-

As a matter

countries, but also a source of

up the

incidents.

The arrangement just made is significant
because it embodies a farsighted policy,
undertaken with the laudable purpose of
cooperating in a matter of interest to the
two nations. Moreover, the agreement
contains a final clause on the suppression

lined in the above-mentioned agreement

of delinquincy.

does nothing more than establish bases for
real cooperation between the Departments

future the maintenance of order

of

La Paz and Puno

in order to avoid repe-

tition of the frequent disputes between the

inhabitants of the

not only a detriment to

disputes were

harmonious

These

boundary region.

relations

between

the

two

annoyance

because of the red tape involved in clearing

Therefore

it

assures for the

among the

people living along the boundary, where
diff"erences

can no longer develop

proportions, thanks to the

to serious

new system

of

understanding between Peruvian authori-

and our own.
October 10, 1940.
ties

El Diario, La Paz,

BRAZIL
The

Theoretical and Practical Significance of the Agreement

Between Argentina and Brazil
In compliance with the declaration signed
at Habana, and after a series of agreements

reached

by technical

experts

of

both

That is why it has been remarked that
Pan Americanism is arousing and encour-

way of life that
men and the nations

aging hope as the ideal of a

countries, the Ministers of the Treasury of

tries to

Argentina and Brazil signed day before
yesterday in the main salon of the Itama-

on our continent into forces always ready
to work for cooperation. That is why, too,
it has been said, in a statement above
suspicion because it comes from outside
the New World and is therefore not influenced by our ideas, that our continent
is one and the same throughout its length
and breadth.
In the general statement signed by the
two Ministers day before yesterday in an

raty Palace the texts of the diplomatic in-

struments that inaugurate, in a special and
propitious manner, a new phase in Argentine-Brazilian

commercial

relations.

One

part of these documents discusses principles,

another objectives.

We have said

that, in contrast to what is
happening on other continents, where the

conflict of interests hinders the

work of

peace to such an extent that

is

transform the

ends by continental idealism.

atmosphere of great confidence, as preface
the agreement uniting Argentineto
Brazilian economic interests, the dominating note is the mutual certainty of our

We are trying to bring about, in the face of

nations as to the success of the goodwill

the skeptical, disillusioned, suffering world,

policy of understanding

it

being

destroyed, in America interests are directed
to

better

a peaceful,
tion.

fruitful,

and protecting

civiliza-

and cooperation;
same time both men hope that these
instruments will serve as a model for relaat the
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do not

tions

between the other nations of this
We do not consider that, as a
solution for the problems of Argentine-

practical aims

continent.

continental idealism.

Brazilian trade, the pact just signed

common

is

the

We

want much more than
hope that the benefits
we Argentines and Brazilians shall surely
final

word.

that.

We

gain

may

earnestly

conclusions,

crete

suffer because

We

of

arrive at con-

encouraging

for

the

future of the two countries

and

expanded production that is being
developed in both nations as they profit
for the

by

their respective natural resources.

When

be extended to the whole Ameri-

documents are published,

these

can family, without excluding a single

the public will have proof of the correct-

one of

its members, for common profit
and greatness.
As was said officially in one of the cere-

ness of the considerations just stated.

monies preceding the signing of the docu-

Common sense demands that the American nations put to one side the dangerous
bad example of those countries that

ment

fitting

strayed from the path of peace and, in-

once more the fact that our

stead of economic cooperation, preferred

to

Itamaraty Palace,

in the

recall

it is

economies can complement each other,
if

of each one's contribution, they preferred

same time providing
the way to find an outlet for it; there is no
need for unwholesome friction due to
competition because a healthy competition

to

on the

special conditions

direct their course

boldly along the

circuitous roads of autarchy.

The

facts

what extremes
this leads, making plain the damages
suffered whenever nations use their proare a lesson showing to

always beneficial and necessary.

ductive capacity in order to destroy their

There

mutual well-being.

is

not the slightest doubt that

Argentina and Brazil will accomplish the
great task of adjusting their interests.

If

based on a firm foundation, the organization

of

national

the

nation will prepare the
lead

to

that

economy

way

high aim.

of each

that should

Although our

economies are not the same, there are
similarities between general

occasional
conditions
is

in place

end in view. Therefore, it is enough
adopt a policy of increasing the sources

of production, at the

is

adopt an aggressive economy;

of trade based

that
to

to

they are directed and disciplined with

in

the

two countries.

This

true as regards their foreign trade, for

both have as a basic characteristic the
ease with which Argentine-Brazilian com-

merce
they

adjusts

itself

to

circumstances as

text

Argentina

are confident that Argentine-Bra-

phase of new

and

On

great

hand,

achievements.

we do

the

one

not wish our economies to

we want

do everything
complement
each other, to our mutual advantage.
On the other hand, we are providing an
opportunity not only to stabilize normal
commodities Argentine
purchases
of
wheat in Brazil, Brazilian textiles in
conflict; rather

possible

so

that

to

they will

—

—but

Argentina
facilities

also to utilize the credit

established for the purchase of

surpluses, with visible benefits to the econ-

arise.

The

We

zilian trade has entered a

agreement signed by
Brazil shows that our

of the

and

omy

two nations. Jornal do ComRio de Janeiro, October 8, 1940.

of the

mercio,

CHILE
Children's
Tomorrow

Week

celebration

the

will begin.

.

.

,

An

of Children's

examination of

the program for this noble project is enough
to indicate its deep significance as a means
of spreading the ideals held dear by all of

us

who

find in Chilean history the finest

and example for spurring our
vigorous and enterprising national spirit on
stimulus

to future

The

achievement.

Week

tinuation of that beloved store of memories

by mothers.

To

strengthen in every Chilean boy and

girl

and hopes

personified

and the appreciation

the realization
sanctity of the

the nation

By

tions.

home

and

its

citizens

restoring

to

religious respect that
past,

we

of the

to build the future of

is

on

family

surrounded

shall definitely

equip

founda-

solid

the

it

it

the

in the

for success-

day of the week is dedicated to
mothers, who have ever typified the continuMothers are
ity of mankind and of nations.
the links between the past, the present, and
the future. Around them center the sweet

ful resistance in

the future against the hard

and inescapable
The third day

pitfalls

recollections of childhood; they guide the

combine

first

hopes of youth and adolescence, and are the
presiding

genius

maturity.

They

of

the

serious

are the living

days

of

and sacred

symbol of love throughout the world.
The second day celebrates the humble
glories of home, an amplification and con-

ciation.

souls

a

of our time.

devoted to health appre-

homes,

Clean

athletic fields,

joyous

is

pleasant

to create in children's bodies

sense of

abundance that

expression

in

living

for

all

and

will find

purity,

and beauty.
The fourth day commemorates the
healthful, untrammeled pleasures of games
and recreation.
Children have their
unselfishness

AT A CHILD NUTRITION CENTER IN LATIN AMERICA
68

schools,

our remarkable scenery,

PROBLEMS OF AMERICA
share of work to do at

home and

the duty of their parents

of the noblest of

human virtues:

social con-

by this consciousness that
neglected children can attend school and
receive the education due future Chilean
citizens; such children would not otherwise
receive the benefits of civilized and cultured
society, which is one that wdll not suffer
its children to be neglected, and tries to
sciousness.

offer

The

in school.

and teachers
to complement it by providing games and
recreation suitable for their years and
their physical and psychological development. The preceding day extolled health,
this one will celebrate the means of attaining it. Children's pleasure in games contains the essence of love and of hope.
The fifth day pays willing tribute to one
It is

It is

everyone equal preparation

for

life.

69

day harmonizes with its predeby paying a sincere and filial tribute
schools and teachers. School is part of
sixth

cessors

to

childhood; the teacher
se^?vant of society

is

a self-sacrificing

deserves the respect

community, which has en-

of the whole
trusted to

who

him

the sacred mission of train-

its

sons'

minds.

The

final

day emphasizes the

ing

spiritual

content of the activities of the preceding

week.

It

is

Sunday, the day of

religion.

Belief instilled into the soul of a child
star that will

is

a

brighten his future paths.

In tribulations and despair the

man

will

not forget the beliefs of his childhood;
in the midst of uncertainty

and sorrow,

they will be a source of consolation and

El Mercurio, Santiago, October 20,

hope.
1940.

COLOMBIA
Colombia's Foreign Policy

A

few weeks after the outbreak of the

tion, a process that in the last ten years

present war, a speaker referred ironically

has quickened

to the importance given

systematic

by the present
President, in so far as his temperament
would permit, and then went on to say
that this was only an ordinary fact in
human history, in which periods of war
and of peace follow each other with a
natural rhythm almost like that of the
seasons. It would be difficult to find a
it

more fundamentally erroneous concept.
Among present events, perhaps the war
is of minor importance; what is happening
is, at bottom, a radical revolution, which
is tending to destroy all the concepts on
which the contemporary world was based,
and which marks one of the three or four
decisive eras of humanity in the last thirty
centuries.

It is

the culmination of a proc-

from the chaos created by the
previous war and its unsatisfactory soluess arising

is

evident

its

pace along paths of

and unscrupulous

who

will

violence.

It

be the possible victims

which nothing will
was yesterday: the weak

of that revolution, after

be the same as
nations

;

it

the classic principle of neutrality,

not only raked by cannon shot but repudiated and reviled; the liberal philosophy

which once
and taught men; the relatipns
between the individual and the state,
which have been completely reversed. In
of

life;

the belief in liberty,

guided

the future the objective of the state will

not be the protection, the development,

and the guaranteed freedom of mind and
of action of either the individual or the

family circle; the totalitarian theory as-

sumes

divinity

and

demands that everything be blindly
ficed and made subordinate to it:

sacri-

the

attributes

of

indi-
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weak, and ethical ideas that formerly had

of our democratic ideals, on
economic reasons, and on geographical

seemed indestructible bulwarks defending

reasons.

viduals, families,

rights,

the fate of the

similarity

.

.

.

This Pan American policy and

the dignity of the soul.

this policy

There has also been a radical economic
revolution which replaces with artificial

of friendship with the United States were

powerful

panic; they were planned under the im-

extremely

but

classical concepts

still

conditions

held by some people

too lazy to adapt themselves to
ditions.

A

.

new con-

tendency toward violence and toward
field of activity

gradually replacing former standards of

conduct in international and in private affairs; it is so definitely apparent that there
is

no nation in

feel its eff"ects

the world that does not

all

and

is

as thoughtfully as

and on
defend

future,

its

itself.

not forced to meditate,
it

can, on

on how

its

present

to protect

and

This year of 1940 marks one

stage of humanity's progress

a period

Dolorosa,

more

on

Via

its

serious,

more

deeply and intensely significant for the

mankind and of society than
marked the culmination of

destiny of

not forged in a
petus of

moment

common

the years that

the French Revolution, the discovery of

needs and sentiments,

under the influence,

too, of a strong ideal

free

from the

terrible

In international
so

opinions

clear
I

of

on a continent where
agreement and cooperation are simply the
logical

of

results

These

common

sentiments.

cannot be prevented or

policies

disturbed except by unbridled madness.

The problems

of minorities, of confusion

and races, of the
demands of conflicting interests,
which in Europe create complicated problems almost impossible of solution, do not
exist on the American continent, where to
follow a policy of solidarity and cooperaof tongues,

religions,

inexorable

is

the natural thing to do, considered

advisable by

all

both for expediency and

The

vigorous and

policy has

frank revision of the international policy

some people, whose

of the United States, brought about with

aff"airs

that

my

.

men

real situation existing

for idealistic reasons.

.

are not a

they are the outcome of the very

letters;

ments when history changes

course.

They

theoretical ideal of philosophers or

tion

its

world

problems that have

complicated everything.

America, or the invasion of Rome by the
barbarians. It is one of the critical mo-

been

of confusion or

of justice that will flourish in a

.

.

arrogant control over every
is

the

unhesitatingly disclaim, have

commendable

simplicity in recent times

brand it as indiscreet. I emphasized time and again the determination of
the government to be faithful in inter-

with the utmost candor by the
Under Secretary of State at Washington,

national matters, as in domestic

my message to

tried to

the

democratic standards that

respect for treaties

and respect

aff'airs,

to

demand

for law, set

forth the juridical equality of independent
states,

and

refuse to accept the principle

any reason for repudiating the
I have proclaimed a
strong and open policy of Pan American
friendship, which includes strong and open
friendship with the United States; this
policy is based on a sense of reality, on the
that force
rights

is

of others,

(as stated

Mr. Welles,

in a

document

I

quoted

in

Congress in 1939), gave that
Pan American policy a solid basis, if such

were lacking, and did away with the
possibility of opposition due to rancor,
memories, or suspicion.
Colombia's international policy, on
which the government. Congress, and
public opinion are agreed, was defined
and determined about a week before the
.

conflict

.

And it is evident that
made it more necessary.

broke out.

the conflict has

.
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more urgent, more

closely linked to

our

The American

American ideal
which we

ideal, this

of justice, equality,

and

liberty,

uphold,

enthusiastically

so

jeopardy.

vital interests.
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now

is

in

— From an address by President

Eduardo Santos, delivered September

21,

1940.

COSTA RIGA
From Cartago
Leaving

to

one side theinternational aspect

Pan American highway, a

of the

we have

to the

already discussed,

we

topic that

should like

to devote

our editorial today to what

seems

be an actual

tion

to

now

fact: the construc-

international

of the section of the

Southern Boundary

coming so opportunely, this work of today,
this accomplishment of the project, provides incomparably beneficial prospects
for the future.

Costa Rica will be able to colonize what

American highway from the city of Cartago, where it joins the Costa Rican CenHighway, to the boundary with
tral

where

Panama near

constantly, as

A

highway

Coto,
as long as this

is

expected to

be cannot help giving an almost incredible

upswing

to the country;

can be com-

it

today

is

its

the

soil

is

still

tracts,

waiting to be

where

tilled,

will

cal,

until

will

fall

in the price of coffee, to a

authority and

thanks

and

and noble

Costa

to

activity our

grow as

desires are carried

now

has been largely chimeri-

become a

reality within

men

Cattle raisers, farmers,

living

war, to the

its

And

men's

grasp.

present, while construction

is

be able to

the potential wealth of vast areas,

out;

business

hundreds of skilled workers of various
types will be employed; this activity has
been begun just when the country is in a
precarious economic situation due to the

should,

it

enterprise,

projects

soon be of service to the nation.

For the
under way,

will

citizens will see the cultivated fields

which

work on; great

it

has not exercised absolutely and

Rican labor,

works as the Atlantic and the Pacific Railways or the Puntarenas pier.
Thousands of acres will be made availato

it

sovereignty.

new

men

a vast wilderness;

bring under government control sections

pared only with such great construction

ble for

Besides

lessening of large-scale activities.

draws

men,

all

from

legion
its

those

of affairs,

making up the

whom

our country

sustenance, will have

new oppor-

tunities to help the republic increase its

wealth by extending the
labors.

fields

of their

La Tribuna, San Jose, October

17,

1940.

CUBA
American SoHdarity
These are disquieting and anxious times
through which the world is passing. In

moments when humanity is led astray by
uncertainty, when over mankind hover

the somber wings of egoism and hatred,

with their train of crime, horror,
bloodshed,
greeting to

I

send

all

this

and

brief message of

nations of the

American
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continent,

to

whom we

all

are

peoples of America to

by

linked

ties

of race,

pledge ourselves to continental solidarity

we

reiterate

our conviction that, whatever

and language, and to the
great Anglo-American nation, the United
States, which joined Cuba in writing in
blood and precious human sacrifice a
heroic and glorious page in the history of

contingencies the future

liberty.

way

religion, origin,

In the midst of the material difficulties

which

all

America

is

experiencing,

it

is

unnecessary to recall the strong spiritual

bonds that unite
dangers of the

us,

moment

my own

sentiments and

people

and

noble

sister

or to invoke the
before expressing
those of the

transmitting
nations.

As

them

we

Cuban
to

our

sincerely

we

may

hold for

us,

—

be united in a single cause for
defense, if faced with grave situations or
shall

with danger, or for cooperation, to obtain
for ourselves a more prosperous and stable
of

life.

America

is

brimming over with

latent

energies that can be put to efi'ective use

only through American solidarity.

development, a task in which

all

Their
should

which the best economic
be put into practice, is an
that must definitely be undertaken.

participate

and

in

theories should
effort

The

heroic fellowship of

American na-

MEETING OF AN INTER-AMERICAN CONFERENCE
At the recent inter-American conferences held at Buenos Aires, Lima, Panama, and Habana, a series of
declarations were issued that outHne the American continental poHcy of sohdarity and cooperation to
maintain peace and prosperity for all the nations members of the Pan American Union.

PROBLEMS OF AMERICA
can acquire a real sense of mutual

tions

and

obligation,
ful

find expression in a fruit-

community

and common
true

man

of property,

such as

interests,

regards geography,

as

is

power,
already

and

ethics,

politics.

Because international security and the
normal economic development of demoare

nations

cratic

related,

closely

so

Americanism is no longer a concept held
only by statesmen; it finds expression in
an understanding of economic, social, and
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are unable

to

verted

In spite of the harsh experiences the

world suffered during the war of 1914-18,
when fields were soaked in blood and the
land was strewn with mutilated bodies, the
great tragedy is being once more repeated.
The boundaries of Europe have been
blurred by devastating

ing machine-gun barrage.
of the Apocalypse

is

and

fire

annihilat-

The red mantle

being extended.

has been ablaze for a long time, and

the

problems from

purifying

Evil,

devouring flame,

into

fire,

and

violent

con-

not

is

a

riding

force

roughshod over rights and destroying
property and lives, is not the seed that will
produce stability as its fruit. America,
continent of struggling and free peoples,
be on your guard! Cuba, young, noble,
and generous, loves peace, but in view of
the gathering clouds,

it

scans the horizon

and, with the other countries in this hemisphere, keeps

political needs.

keep

becoming more complicated.

spirit of

its

continental

soli-

darity unbroken.

Like firm and loyal friends, free from all
egoism and unhealthy ambition, in the

name

of the nation

I

represent,

out offense to any other nation,

and with-

we

express

our most heartfelt wishes for the best and

most peaceful future of the American continent, the world, and humanity.
From

—

Asia

the inaugural address of President Fulgen-

men

cio Batista, delivered

October

10, 1940.

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Increase in Agricultural Production
Agriculture

the

is

national prosperity,
will

this

present

should
then,

of

Under

we ought

to the

compensatory, but has increased to a degree that speaks well for our agricultural

importance

these

to give all

conditions,

our attention

neglect others also valuable

to

sales of

many

and important, such as cattle raising,
which constitutes a significant source of
revenue, the lumber industry, and others.
In recent issues we have tried, and we
think successfully, to show how, in spite of
the fact that the exportation of products on
which national prosperity depends has decreased to an extraordinary degree, we
have manasred

volume of

some now unborn

problem of agriculture, although

we should not

exports because of the

other products, which not only has been

extraordinary

arise.

of our

believe that

continue to be true for

years to come, unless

industry

basis

and we

maintain the value of our

resources.^

The

greatest attention should

This statement is supported by the report of the
Dominican Customs Receivership, 33d Fiscal Period
The value of exports from the
{Calendar Tear 7939).
Dominican Republic during the calendar years 7938 and
7939 totaled $74,347,033 and $78,643,302, respectively.
Total increases in 7939, as compared with 7938, were
$4,874,520 and decreases, chiefly in raw materials, were
$578,527, or a net increase of $4,296,269.
While the largest increase ($3,277,578) in agricultural
1

food products was

in sugar, other important increases
were as follows: coffee, $690,378; cacao, $96,876;
bananas, $95,273; corn, $38,607; vegetable products
$30,073; and fresh fruits, $70,867.
{unspecified),
Exports of cattle and other animals increased $67,949,
and in manufactured products the only increase of
importance was represented by starch in the amount of
$556,666, the exports of this item in 7938 having

totaled only $64,788.

—Editor.
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problem for, in
world from
which there is no escape because economic
systems can not be absolutely independent,
therefore be given to this

these critical

it is

moments

for the

we can once

wait undismayed until

more export our principal products in the
same proportions as before, or, if possible,

are forced to act in accordance with

the exigencies of the times

not

let

Now

and we must
unawares

ourselves ever be taken

by an order we cannot

very important to continue to keep our

export figures at a level that will enable us
to

We

is

fill.

the time to intensify production

of those commodities having the greatest
possibility of sale abroad,

ment

of Agriculture

is

and the Depart-

in a position to give

we

due information on market conditions.
Moreover, we have learned today that
an agreement has been drafted ^ for signature by the United States and the various
coffee-producing countries of America, to

succeed in maintaining the same averages

establish quotas for the former's purchases

in our exports,

in spite of the fact that

of this delicious berry; the total assigned

a surplus of the products

Dominican Republic is 120,000
and although this amount does not
represent our whole production, it will
help in no small degree to make the coffee
problem less serious.

in greater quantities.

The

seriousness

depression de-

of the

pends on the ability of the countries
thereby

fected

there

we have

to

withstand

it.

If

af-

formerly the chief items in our economy,

and that therefore we must

some

suffer to

degree the consequences of this depression,
these
less

consequences will continue to be

and

serious

their effects

be counter-

acted by the exportation of other products,

our export balance

so that

tained at the same level.
sible,

may
It

is

the

The situation,

as far as

we are concerned,

could be worse, since, as the figures of the

be main-

General Bureau

very pos-

managed

of Statistics

show,

to keep, during the first

of 1940, at least, our exports at a level

purchasing

than that of the preceding
have thus been able to withstand the depression that America is
undergoing. Although this does not en-

our

are

found,

power

will

be proportionately increased;

it is

that

wise to intensify production to

meet any demands that

may

The

arise.

slightly higher

years.

We

economy

of a country cannot be static;

tirely solve the matter, it is at least

we should

therefore provide a certain flexi-

soling to

bility

we

months

once new markets for minor pro-

ducts

hence

to

bags,

by increasing production

of goods

having a ready market, and restricting
that of others less likely to be sold abroad.

know

that

we

con-

shall suffer less

than other countries whose situation is
more serious than ours. La Opinion,
Ciudad Trujillo, October 18, 1940.

ECUADOR
The Future
There

is

of International Affairs

at present a general conviction

war will be extended to the whole
world and, what is more depressing, that
that the

it

will

be prolonged for several years,

fre-

quently taking the most unexpected turns,
so that

it

is

impossible to imagine

what

the outcome of the struggle will be or to
what lengths it will go. The gloomiest

prospects lurk behind the veil of the uncertain future; even those

who

are neither

2 The agreement was signed November 28;
Editor.
letin /or January 1941.

—

see

Bul-
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fearful

by nature nor

pessimistie in outlook

we

believe that as time passes

experience bitter

hard

trials

have

shall

and be put

to

to

many
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the features of reality; but

it is

war might

loosen

the

Under these circumstances, since we do
know what the future holds for us and

binding the

ties

In that case,

nations of the continent.

tests.

not impos-

or improbable that the tempest of

sible

we

the pacts ought to assure us that

shall

not

be respected or defended, as well as make

cannot divert the course of international
affairs in our favor, the prudent thing to

us confident that

we

disadvantageous

position

do

adopt

to

is

as

many

precautions as pos-

both to ensure our being

sible,

and

tion ©f relative security

it

that circumstances will not be entirely un-

To

favorable or unpropitious.
is

this

end,

it

imperative that, in the remaining days

Congress

in session,

is

proceed to the

it

ratification of the conventions, treaties,

and
by

agreements

approved

Ecuador

recent international confer-

at

ad

referendum

It

would be regrettable

made

future

The Pan American

gatherings at Buenos
Habana, Lima, Panama, and Guatemala have given America a number of con-

Aires,

ventions that together
statutes of

and, although

some

status to

may

be called the

American continental

we have

policy;

to

is

ment

that might have

will see

America caught

war; and

if

we should

morrow

in the vortex of

that fateful event should occur,

find ourselves in

an equivocal or

we had
conventions we

irreparable con-

particular situation,

Not only
it

is

is

it

imperative that Congress

pending conventions and
also

essential

treaties,

that certain old

be revised because, although their

provisions are not prejudicial just now,

they might be in the future.

It is

lament-

able that Congress has been careless about
so

important and transcendental a matter:

of this

should take advantage of these
session

to

revoke,

last

we ought

to

know

exactly

the

mitment that

it

can.

We

days

denounce, or

take action on every international

preferable

es-

in

ratify the

not enacted into law the

is

it

require.

it

It

possible,

economic matters, keeps us
from taking many measures that would
be advisable; but at least we ought to
make sure that we can take action, to the
best of our ability, if circumstances so

disadvantageous position because

have signed.

Our

sequences.

treaties

not unlikely that the

is

the victims of any unexpected develop-

or are awaiting certain protocolary prois

being lashed by a storm

is

wise to take precautions against being

but

It

the obscure

be perhaps baselessly suspicious; but,

are others that have not yet been ratified

cedure.

if

of madness, so that anything

already given legal

of these commitments, there

any

suffer

us timorous and caused us

since the world

pecially

ences.

or

injury.

in a posi-

to see to

be put in a

shall not

com-

must make the

should the war

horizon of the future as clear as possible

conflagration extend to our hemisphere.

and seek the most favorable position it is
in our power to attain, and to this end the

course

Then,

too,

it is

to take

wise for us to have clearly

defined both the duties and the prerogatives

continental union provides for our

country.

Such a fellowship today assumes

Legislature should cooperate in the

indicated
quil,

above.

October

El

30, 1940.

Telegrofo,

manner
Guava-

EL SALVADOR

The

statement

Salvadorean
recently

that

cotton

the

The Cotton

Situation

outlook

dustry,

for

encouraging has

is

become a commonplace. Farmers

throughout the nation are urged

more and more
they will find

to plant

and assured that
a steady local market and
cotton,

where overproduction has been

made worse by

the war, many markets
have been closed, and almost the whole
world supply gravitates to the only accessible market:
the United States. The
visible

stocks

of coffee

from American
on the market

remunerative prices for their crop, and,

countries that can be thrown

moreover, that they can export

at

So many emphatic

prices.

been made that
who do not know
the

man

it

at regular

have

assertions

the farmers themselves,
the underlying facts, and

who

in the street,

is

not familiar

with the problem, have come to believe
that the prospects for cotton could not be

improved.
always

Nusvo,

Diario

national

eager

has

interests,

serve

to

investigated

the

possibilities of the national cotton industry,

and

conclusions do not agree at

its

all

with the encouraging picture many have
painted, because the real state of affairs is
as

industry

outlook

the

follows:

at the

is,

for

cotton

the

moment, anything but

any moment are several times the maxconsumption of the United States.
This is what is happening to our cotton:
The probable stocks of ginned or unginned
cotton in the hands of our manufacturers
amount more or less to 18,000 quintals
[of 101.41 pounds each], and the stocks
in the hands of individuals, to 15,000
quintals, which makes a total of 33,000
quintals on hand, to compete with the
1940-41 crop. Supposing that the probable consumption of our three thread mills
to the end of the current year is 13,000
quintals
and this is a liberal estimate
we should have a surplus of 20,000 quin-

imum

—

tals in

December

1940,

when

the current

crop will be ready to be harvested.

promising.

doubt that

country there is an excess of production
over consumption, and that unless the
manufacture of new products manta [a

According to official data, permits have
been granted for planting some 14,600
acres to cotton. If the estimated production is 3.5 quintals per acre, there will be a

coarse cotton cloth], absorbent cotton, and

probable production of more or

There

is

no

possible

similar commodities

—

is

begun,

in this

this excess

cannot be absorbed by the local market.
Even if it could be, since the economic law
of supply and
prices

demand

would inevitably

is

still

fall

in

to

force,

ruinous

In spite of the protection enjoyed
by the cotton industry in the Salvadorean
tariff schedule, the product would be

levels.

worth very

little

if

excess of supply over

there should

be an

demand, and cotton

growers would not receive even the costs

The same thing would
happening in the coffee in-

quintals,

and

if this

amount

is

less

will

it

reach the enormous quantity of 71,000

quintals of unginned cotton available at

And if we estimate
maximum consumption of the three

the end of this year.

the

thread mills, according to present figures,

we shall have at the
end of December 1941, without counting
the crop harvested during that month, a
surplus of 40,000 quintals or double the
at 31,000 quintals,

surplus of the previous year, that

occur as

end of 1940.

76

to the

excess 20,000 quintals of the last crop,

of production.
is

51,000

added

is,

at the
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The

situation

is

therefore difficuh.

Cot-

and what

77
This means that nation-

ginned cotton.

is

ally-grown cotton would be insufficient

placed in foreign markets will bring so

There is no other solution for the problem but to begin the manufacture of
manta. Of course a study would have to
be made to plan how to compensate the
Treasury for the loss of revenue from the
import duty on manta, the material used for
clothing by most of the inhabitants of the

meet the requirements both of the
mills manufacturing thread for
drill and other cotton goods, and of a
manta factory. Then local consumption
would amount to no less than 75,000
quintals, and although just now the national cotton industry would be unable to
meet this demand, it could gradually do so.
Only in the manner indicated above can
our cotton problem be satisfactorily solved.

country.

Therefore,

ton will necessarily
small a return that

fall

it

the trouble to export

According

to

in price,

will

be hardly worth

it.

data obtained for the pur-

pose from authoritative sources, the im-

amounted

ports of manta during 1939

to

present

it

imperative that serious

is

thought be given
manta

to the establishment of

Until

factory.

this

solution

a
is

to

adopted, the national cotton outlook will

40,000 quintals, which, taking into account

and worse and the industry will
run the risk of collapsing, to the detriment
Diario Nuevo,
of Salvadorean economy.
San Salvador, October 10, 1940.

a certain
first

amount

of thread

of waste in manufacture,

and then of

represent about

would

cloth,

45,000 quintals of un-

get worse

GUATEMALA
The Importance

of Student Tours

A

but

editorial

would

day or two ago there was printed on the
page of El Liberal Progresista a
news story from Boston, telling of the
return to their homeland of several groups
of university students of the United States
who had spent their vacations traveling
in some of the Hispanic American countries.
Among these groups was one entire
class of Harvard University which had
journeyed in a body to Rio de Janeiro,
Buenos Aires, Montevideo, and other
South American cities an unusual departure from ordinary class routine. Upon their return the students expressed
themselves simply and frankly in regard
to the countries they had visited. They

—

said in effect:

"We

found that we knew

nothing of South America.

.

.

not expect to become experts in

.

We

six

we

did hope to get an idea of what
like to

believe

now

..."

They

study

that

we

we

and we

this winter,

did get that idea.

referred with evident pleas-

ure to the courteous

manner

in

which

they were received everywhere, and to the

knowledge they had acquired of many
things which before the journey had been
completely

almost

Some

of

the

unknown

to

them.

by the

sentiments voiced

returning students are worth repeating:

"The
solid

trouble with us

basis

for

is

that

understanding

we

lack a

Hispanic

The people there are charming
and wonderfully hospitable. Pi'esident
Vargas of Brazil took time out from his many

America.

duties to receive us.

The

students of the

did

University of Rio de Janeiro conducted us

weeks,

through their school; we visited govern-
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A GROUP OF LATIN AMERICAN STUDENTS IN THE UNITED STATES
This
currents of student interchange between North and South America are growing in volume.
fact is due partly to better knowledge of each other's academic facilities and opportunities, partly to the
establishment, on both continents, of special "summer schools" in important universities. These are
held in the midst of the local school year so that students from other countries may use their long vacation
period for futher study and research abroad.

The

ment

offices;

economists

we heard South American
we went into the

speak;

country to see coffee plantations, wheat
Continuing in the
fields, cattle ranches."

same
the

many new and

travels

them

or that will enrich their

After

visits

wherein personal

surprisingly agreeable

maintenance of mutually useful relations
by correspondence and interchange of impressions, interesting data, and observations.
It was announced in the press a fortnight

to

life

which

their

them.

This thought comes to mind

:

How much

our countries would benefit if this sort of
excursion and interchange could be sysLike open-minded
and understanding diplomats, university
tematically organized

!

students represent a significant factor in

the extension of friendly relations between
nations.

that interests

knowledge.

contacts are established, there will follow

American

had revealed

and

eager to analyze a^nd to absorb everything

commented upon

vein, the students

aspects of South

fact that as students they are alert

When they travel in

this

way, they

do more than make a vacation trip. Their
minds and spirits are open to everything
they observe, over and above the mere

ago that

eff'orts

of the National Tourist

Commission in favor of a student tour of
Guatemala had been successful and that
groups of university students from the
United States would arrive in Guatemala
on a combination vacation-study tour,
accompanied by several teachers. It is
to be inferred, of course, that when plans
for the visit are completed and the date
known, it will be announced, so that our
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university students,

who

in these days are

and united in purpose, may
extend a worthy reception to the visitors
and that Guatemala, keeping pace with
so enthusiastic

may

other nations in this respect,

receive

and

79

our judgment,

that, in

prime

is

something of
hemi-

interest to the nations of this

sphere, since the

acquire

students

knowledge that visiting
of each country will

advantageously project

them, inform them, and entertain them
to the best of its abihty. This is one way

El Liberal

of fostering interchange in student circles.

ber 19, 1940.

itself later

into the

pattern of inter-American relationships.
Progresista,

Guatemala, Septem-

HAITI

A New
In the mind of any observer
tively

follows

the general

affairs in this country,

carnage and revolt but

who

Order Begins

atten-

movement

of

once the scene of
a land of light

now

and civilization, the essential bases on
which its destiny rests assume, when
viewed clearly, a new and elevated form
of Pan Americanism. Haiti has never
before experienced such a great develop-

ment

of the

these days.

Pan American

present tremendous
cially

spirit

as in

Since the beginning of the

now when

struggle

— and

espe-

events are following one

upon another in hurried, exaggerated
rhythm the people of th'e Americas, as
well as their leaders, comprehend as never

—

before the necessity of safeguarding their
interests

in

order

better

meet the

to

words^ to have confidence in that

new

form of cooperation which we call Pan
Americanism. We are aware of the
danger, and following the example of the
other twenty American republics, we
advocate and shall continue to advocate
the union of all the nations of the American continent in the ideals of Pan Americanism. Without such ideals to guide us,
no new order and no security are possible
on this hemisphere in this somber hour
when humanity is prey to the most terrible
suffering in all history.

—

Our country cradle of glorious deeds
may be poor and its armed forces small,
but we still can effectively support and
work for the preservation of the common
interests of America. And no one can

emergencies which have arisen from the

deny that the present leaders of the nation

collapse of a part of Europe,

or might

are greatly concerned for those interests.

from an eventual victory of dictator-

effectively by every
work of inter-American
aid"
that shall be the austere and noble
device upon which we shall base our

result

ship over democracy.

We, a

small nation of this hemisphere,

understand the dangers quite as well as
do our American neighbors, and with the
welfare of our

make

community in mind, we

every effort to adopt a

shall

new system

of defense of our primary interests which
will

permit us to look into the future with
which will permit us, in other

hope,

"To

means

collaborate
in

the

to

make

—

efforts

plain

to

our

sister

re-

Americn continent that
the people of Haiti will not stand by with
folded arms and witness any aggression
publics

of the

against the Western Hemisphere.
tin,

Port-au-Prince, October

5,

Le

1940.

Ma-

HONDURAS
The

Assimilation of the Indian
of the Gospel

and the

America have before
them the unsolved and highly important
problem of the incorporation of their

which the

indigenous peoples into the general pattern

thousands of primitive men, living almost

All the nations of

Perhaps for them, for the

of civilization.

Indians,

it is

well that this problem

is still

light

civilization of Europe were brought over

four hundred years ago,

like

there are

still

animals in the heart of the mountains

or in small isolated settlements, to

whom

only hand extended

the world. Thus
when we contemplate

by the white
people and mestizos is the hand of exploitaFor this reason it is good to read of
tion.
eff'orts which some governments are making to improve the lot of their indigenous
population and to raise their intellectual
and moral standards of living.
We have been especially gratified to
read in the Mexican press of the official
steps taken in that direction by Mexico
and the happy results achieved.
On Patriotism Day {Jornada de la Nacionalidad), celebrated in Mexico as part

the merciless warfare which darkens the

of the festivities in connection with the

Old World and even
itself into the New.

anniversary of independence, several large

unsolved, in view of the terrible barbarism
that

is

many

now

and destroying so
and

afflicting

of the world's civilized nations

which others are on the point of falling
victim. Ignorant and abandoned to their
fate in the vast magnificent plains and
to

America, perhaps those indigenous peoples are the only ones who may be
saved from the cataclysm that is now assum-

forests of

ing universal proportions; perhaps they

may remain
future

we

as a reserve of strength for the

population

of

think sometimes

threatens to project

moments of
meditation, we repudiate that idea and
But

in

impassioned

less

think instead that

it is

the imperative duty

of the more or less
American nations
the forgotten and exploited

of the governments

and

cultured classes of

all

to bring to

Indian groups the light of literacy, the

knowledge of their natural and political
rights and duties, the benefits of health
and sanitation, and at least the elements of
art and industry. All this would awaken
in them healthy incentives and requirements, would

and

absorption

with

into

the

civilization

all its defects, is still

spirit of
still

their lives more human
and would lead to their

make

pleasant,

man

which,

the best that the

has created and which

man

must pursue.

It is

sad to think that in America, to
80

the

groups of Indian children journeyed to
180
the capital. Among them were

Otomi

children

who

are studying in the

schools of the Valley of Mezquital in the

State of Hidalgo.

who

These Indian children,

already have absorbed

many

of the

and patriotism, pledged
allegiance to the flag and gave abundant
evidence of their knowledge of the historic
and social values of the Republic's symThe Otomi, a very intelligent race,
bols.
brought with them their children's chorus
and their band, both of which have been
organized during the past two years, and

ideals of citizenship

to their

friends in the capital, greetings

written in the

Otomi language.

For generations the natives of the Valley
of Mezquital remained in sorry abandon.
But General Cardenas set about improving
their condition

and

at the present time

'
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"they enjoy modern
sanitation,

a

new

schools,

and expect soon

hospitals,

to inaugurate

irrigation system."

mote
ixtle

81

local industry, such as the
articles,

baskets,

and

making
other

of

art

objects."

On Columbus Day, October 12, a group
of Otomi school children, teachers, and

and other Indian races

adults are to go to the capital to express

being effectively assimilated into the

It

may

in truth

be said that the Otomi
of

Mexico are
life

General Cardenas.

and culture of the country, and that they

This expression of gratitude for the Presi-

constitute a very valuable element in the

their appreciation

dent's

program on

to

their

behalf in

the

Valley of Mezquital will take the form of
"practical demonstrations of speaking

and

writing in Spanish; sewing; proper food
preparation; barbering; and other activities

which have been developed

Courtesy of the United States Office

of

to pro-

progress of the nation.

We

should like to see the same sort of

and assimilation among the
and indigenous peoples of
Honduras. El Cronista, Tegucigalpa, Oceducation

native tribes

tober

5,

1940.

Indian Affa

A CLASS OF PIMA CHILDREN IN THE SOUTHWEST
Throughout the Americas

special attention is being given to making the Indian a part of national
without destroying his individual cultural heritage.

life

MEXICO
Guarantees of the Rights of Workers
Our government

will protect the health of

the nation and with

all

earnestness

we

shall

This step further

rehabilitation.

lectual

advantage

signifies the

country of

to the

stand watch to see that the rights of the

wise solutions of labor conflicts, in which

workers in their struggle for existence are

after all industry

The

maintained.
in

duty

its

if it

state

would be

did not with

failing

strength

all its

who have no

protect the working classes

economic
and the instruments of produc-

and the workers are not

the only interested parties, since the welfare of the entire nation

and the destiny

of the republic are intimately linked to the

direct contact with the nation's

peaceful organization of our productive

structure

forces.

But we shall shape this protection to
harmonize with the thought that the ex-

Let us work for closer union and

tion.

clusive welfare of special

common

cost of the
solidarity

of the

groups at the

welfare disrupts the

nation.

Social

justice

calls for the orderly progress of the

We

community.

must,

then,

whole
our-

feel

united in one purpose, joined by

selves

reciprocal aims; this means, in a word,

we are all Mexicans.
The Department of Labor

that

to

Cabinet

thus

status,

and

Labor

the

will

be raised

under a Secretary of
Welfare,

Social

importance

to

the

indicating

nation

of

progress for the workers, their economic
security, physical

improvement, and

intel-

dis-

ciplined principles in the ranks of labor.

Thus labor

will

gain

gratitude of the nation.

the

support and

The

workers' or-

and spirit
become a source of

ganizations, with their strength

of justice, can easily

national and international confidence.
shall avail ourselves of every just

We

oppor-

tunity to advance these objectives, which
the welfare and greatness of Mexico demand, and we are sure that in our pursuit
of these standards of common welfare and
patriotism we can count first upon the
support of the working classes and second
upon the strength of our institutions and
the approval of

all

the republic.

Nothing Divides Us in Our America
It is

most fortunate that the Americas are

united in a resolve to defend against
aggression

our

doctrine

of

all

continental

and mutual respect. This
doctrine of just and peaceful relationships
is the only hope of salvation for the civilized standards of international life, which
are so needed in this suff"ering, bleeding
world. Nothing divides us in this America
of ours. Difficulties which might exist

respect, a life

mechanized destruction.

With

equality, law,

among our nations are brushed
we strive to make permanent on
tinent a
82

life

of friendship based

aside as
this

con-

on mutual

wherein reason prevails over

brute force, and peaceful cooperation over
these sentiments as our

watchword

we shall day by day be
united. The important thing

in this critical hour,

more
is

firmly

for all

our nations to feel that the defense
is our common cause; that inter-

of America

twined in that defense are the

way

of

life,

children;

of our countries

and that we are now

fate,

the

and of our
face to face

with our historic responsibility for the
highest values of all humanity.

The

entire
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continent, united in a single cause

protecting
will

and

every vulnerable point,

itself at

be invincible.

It

does not matter that

some of our nations are small or weak; the
cause

is

common

to all.

Our

economies,

both great and small, will give strength to

and
bring forth on the continent impregna-

each other by working side by
will

side,

ble

83

economic power.

Our

nations, ade-

quately prepared and determined to meet
all

contingencies, will

present world

crisis,

come through
securely

united

the
in

the strength of their devotion to a noble
ideal.

— From

the

inaugural

address

Manuel Avila Camacho,
ered December 1, 1940.
President

of

deliv-

NICARAGUA
The Government's Strong
On

the basis of experience gained in agri-

cultural cooperation during the few years
the National

Courtesy

of the

Bank has been functioning

United Fruit

Agricultural Policy

economic organism, and by
Government, a
rapid development of the natural wealth

as

an

official

special resolution of the

Company

IRRIGATION AND

MODERN FUMIGATION METHODS ENSURE BETTER CROPS

the basis of national economy in all American countries, there is widespread interest
in improving practices and diversifying crops.
Among the measures adopted to increase production are
irrigation, the use of labor-saving machinery, and scientific means of combating disease and pests, all
being employed on this banana plantation.

Since agriculture

is
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which has

of the country,

dormant,

is

so

long lain

Irrigation wherever possible

ury,

Bank

getting under way.

and a

and the Director of the National
that in order to put these good

—

satis-

intentions into action for the benefit of

factory and adequate mechanization of
farm labor by means of modern implements
and power are beyond doubt the two great
factors which will serve as the foundation
of the anticipated development of our

next season's crops, no time must be lost in
meeting requests already made for tractors
and other equipment. Delay and hesitation now mean that an entire year will be
lost.

agricultural production.

and

The

waters of our rivers and slopes,

turned into the

ficially
tifically

fields,

arti-

can be scien-

drafted into the struggle to pro-

and the

If these requests are filled

soon, this year will

adequately

mark a tremen-

dous step forward in the development of
our agriculture. If our workers, who
always approach any task at hand with

fields,

courage and resolution, are supplied with

waters, will give crops

the tractors and tools they need, they will

benefited by the
which in turn will
mean wealth and economic strength for
the republic. Tractors and other agricul-

duce,

tural

implements,

efficiently

if

handled,

prepare the earth for greater yields

—

be able to produce and at a lower cost
abundant crops for both home consumption and exportation, thus rendering a

and better quality of crops, ease the labor,
and considerably reduce the cost of pro-

double service to the country.
Then, as soon as possible, definite work
should be started on the irrigation projects,

duction.

to free us

will

Day by day
concept

of

importance

there

a widening of the

is

due

according

"man

to the

honor

and

with the hoe,"

and valiant laborer who,
turned toward the sun,
ploughs the fields and by his strength and
the sweat of his brow wrests from the earth
to

the sturdy

with

his

face

the fruits of the
Nevertheless,

soil.
it

is

leaders of the nation

well to remind the

—the

Secretaries of Agriculture

President, the

and the Treas-

from the tyranny of winter,

a

season now, unhappily, the lord and master of

our crops, for

it

possesses the unfor-

tunate faculty of causing famines and other
related

ills

We

trust

good

if

will of

there

that

is

insufficient rainfall.

the understanding

our public

officials will

and

cause

them to give substance to these hopes and,
reminding them of the old saying that
"he who gives quickly gives twice," we
trust above all that they will act soon.
Mercurio^ Leon,

January-March 1940.

PANAMA
Panama's Future

in

Commerce and

Industry

Since Spanish colonial times the Isthmus of

which changed a primitive regionalism

Panama

among Panamanians

has been considered of prime

importance because of its position as the
link between the Americas and key to the

communication routes
compass.

to all points of the

Its stragetic position

been enviable, and that

is

has always

one of the factors

into a high spirit of

and gave origin
Republic of Panama.
patriotism

The people
accustomed
the

of

Panama

to the present

long ago became

to earning their living

commerce developed by

from

the constant

PROBLEMS OF AMERICA
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Photograph by Rebecca Smaltz

A LOCK ON THE PANAMA CANAL
With
other.

the opening of the Panama Canal on August 15, 1914, the Americas were brought closer to each
Established commercial ties were strengthened and new trade bonds created, and intercourse
of all kinds between hitherto widely separated parts of the hemisphere was stimulated.

passage of travelers across the Isthmus.

a great variety of other products, such as

a disregard for the economic development

and
and subtropical fruits, which
are now grown only for local consumption,

and indus-

could be cultivated in sufficient quantity to

This

circumstance,

with

together

the

sparse population of the country, has led to

which the

republic's rich soil

rice,

corn, tubers, chick peas, peanuts,

fine tropical

supply foreign markets.

trial possibilities suggest.

Panama

relatively well without placing great im-

has forests which have never
blow of an axe. These forests
abound in precious woods and their ex-

portance on the development of productive

ploitation, along

Panama's

situation as

an international

bridge has permitted the people to live

in

activities,

spite

of the

fact

that

the

felt

tries,

the

with

all

the related indus-

could be a most prosperous under-

subsoil

taking.

In the subsoil are hidden

are suitable for the cultivation of a great

ganese,

copper,

country's climate

and

its soil

and

variety of agricultural products

establishment of

There

is

many

and the

and tagua nuts (vegetable

The famous

Veraguas are

industries.

intense cultivation for export

purposes of bananas, coffee, cacao, and
coconuts,

minerals.

ivory)

are collected for industrial purposes.

But

lead,

still

zinc,

man-

and other

gold

being worked.

mines

of

The

ar-

chipelago of Las Perlas, a short distance

produced pearls of
and the Atlantic coast offers
an abundance of tortoise shell. Finally,

from the

capital, has

finest quality
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there has been an extraordinary increase

the

in

exploitation

of

particularly

fish,

tuna.

In view of the country's extensive

coasts

on both the Atlantic and

sides,

Pacific

enterprising persons could initiate

fishing industries with certain success.

made above to two of the
have retarded Panama's economic development: its sporadic commerce
with transients and its small population.
We find another no less important factor
Reference was

factors that

which formerly

in the sanitary conditions

prevailed; conditions typical of the tropics

before the spread of scientific knowledge

on the

subject.

The

was

notable

century

latter part of the last

progress

the

for

duties,

may

as time goes on, to go

even

which pays no

re-exportation,

be stored.
It

is

hoped
and to

on both the Atlantic
and Pacific coasts free ports, modernly
equipped and conditioned, where great
international enterprises can build shops,

farther

warehouses, refrigerating plants,

factories,

and

establish

permanent

other

merchandise and carry on
with the man-

to select their

their negotiations directly

ufacturer.

Aside from
tional

the prospects of interna-

all

commerce, the Republic of Panama
exceptional

offers

opportunities

healthy and industrious immigrant

Laveran, Finlay, and Goethals.
Epidemics are now unknown in Panama,
and both urban and rural centers are as
healthful as any in the world.
.

wants

.

.

A

modern central highway crosses the
more populated provinces and numerous
branch roads go through the more productive regions, thus facilitating the movement of products to the centers of consumption and ports of embarkation.
.

Because of
position,

natural that

it is

.

geographical

privileged

its

.

Panama should

permanent development of international commerce, for it is
precisely that commerce which has given
be interested

in the

our republic

prosperity.

its

Our

ports

an

industrial worker.

glass,

cement,

textiles,

others are waiting to

persons with energy and capital.

only locally but

activity

on the

national

firmest of bases.

These

Each day there
six

also,

sail

1.

Reduction of

2.

Facilities

establishment

the

for

assembly plants and

factories,

mobiles, machinery, and

ment destined
exportation

for

may

on luxury items.

tariffs

all

local

be

put

of

where auto-

kinds of equip-

use

or for re-

together

and

completed.
3.

Warehouses, where merchandise

because of transpor-

many more

from the port of Colon

for the

for Europe, as
United States and the

and an equal number for Colomand Central American
countries. From the City of Panama on
the Pacific side boats sail daily for Colom-

Antilles,
bia,

Venezuela,

bia,

Ecuador, Peru, Chile and, in the oppo-

Mexico and California,
Japan, and the islands

of the Pacific.

location,
its

Republic of
unique geographical

sole aspiration of the

Panama, with

its

its fertile soil, its

stable

currency,

and

mineral wealth,
its

democratic

form of government, is to insure the welfare of its people and to contribute to the
progress of mankind. -President Arnulfo

—

Arias, in Boletin de Agricultura
for

Such

bound

or eight boats

The

steps include:

and

tation facilities, in neighboring countries.

as well as to China,

this

preserves,

be developed by

products would have a ready market, not

recent

establish

an
Such

industrial activities as tobacco, matches,

site direction, for

to

who

to settle in the country, either as

agricultural or

have become great centers of re-exportation, and steps have been taken during
years

the

for

achieved in preventive medicine, thanks
to Pasteur,

thus

buildings,

enabling buyers of neighboring countries

Panama, October 1940.

y

Comercio,

PARAGUAY
Agriculture— A Fundamental
There has been lacking among the various
branches of government in our country a
persistent encouragement of agricukure
so as to permit the two elements, land and
men, to organize the economic prosperity
of the country by a more intensified use of
our soil and climate.

The influence
who was deeply

of General Estigarribia,

shown through the measures adopted

No

favor of the rural masses.

made up

entirely of

urban

see

how

If

we

in

country

is

do
any

centers, nor

these even comprise the greater part of

country.

we
our own

accept this premise,

great this disparity

is

in

whose life is based on these two
fundamental sources of wealth stock
raising and agriculture. While the former
land,

—

is

enjoying slow but continuous progress,

the latter,

which

clause that every

is

much more

essential,

has prevailed

among

the

directing organisms.

Two

policy

may

be given for

our agricultural crisis: first, the scarcity of
farm labor, and second, an unfair division
of the land

The

among

those

who work

it.

in

number

a

problem.

this

own

its

piece of

governmental

definite

Since

then

a

of measures have been adopted

pertaining to the legal rights of agriculturists

which, while protecting these, also

protect our general economy.
It

is

mention particularly a
which reveals

to

fitting

recently adopted measure

and emphasizes the intense interest that
problems have awakened in the
Government. The Land and Coloniza-

rural

tion

adopted a resolution ex-

Division

propriating approximately 178,000 acres
of land in the

Department

of Encarnacion.

This land, which had been abandoned by
owners, will be parceled and divided

its

into colonies for the benefit of the agri-

who now occupy

cultural workers

it,

thus

aiding about 1,800 poor families.

This measure should be considered not
only for
it

primary reasons

marked

land,

has fallen into a decline, mainly because a
spirit of inaction

Paraguayan household

should be established on

interested in rural prob-

lems before he became President, was later

Problem

itself,

signifies for

but because of the course
the

Land and Colonization

Division in response to instructions of the

government.
in

A

methodical plan of action

regard to the agriculturists

developed which reveals

the

being

is

firm

and

lack of farmhands resulted in a con-

earnest desire of the public authorities to

tinuing exodus of our rural population,

improve and dignify the workers of the

who

field,

either did not receive sufficient aid

and support from the public authorities, or
whose products failed to find markets and
were often unfairly handled by middlemen
or monopolies. The problem of the land
itself was even deeper and seemed unsolvable. The Agrarian Law (effective on
March 1, 1940), by declaring in its opening

the small agriculturists

who

are the

backbone of our nation. This is not an
isolated measure, but an integral part of a
series of provisions which demonstrate the
definite orientation

of the

government's

policy in one of the most important of

our

present-day

problems.

Asuncion, September

4,

El

all

Diario,

1940.
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PERU
Highways
Highways are a

basic necessity in the hfe

of a vast country hke ours,

phy

creates a

muUitude

whose topogra-

of barriers.

Until

able concrete value for national defense,

highways symbolize the

ment

spiritual develop-

of a nation because they permit, not

everything seemed to

only the transportation of natural products,

conspire against the estabhshment of com-

but also the interchange of the multiple

munications between the various towns

elements composing

a few years ago,

that, scattered

along the coast,

among

the

mountains, and in the montaha [the trop-

make up

ally, as

its

regards Peru,

culture,

make

it

and

especi-

possible for

missionaries to extend their selfsacrificing

the nation of Peru.

labors to even the remotest regions, carrying

Automobile roads are arteries of public
and private economic life, and factors con-

with them knowledge of religious faith and

tributing to the greatest possible circula-

exploitation of the

ical

forests],

tion of wealth.

Besides havinsr an undeni-

civilization.

Roads, in short,

facilitate the

untapped economic possibilities of our varied geography and put an

A MOUNTAIN HIGHWAY
The

construction of highways, often in defiance of formidable engineering difficulties, is being encouraged
in Latin America, because by providing adequate means of transportation the potential wealth of formerly
inaccessible regions may be developed, isolated communities brought into contact with other parts of the
country, and national unity strengthened.
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end to the sterile regional sentiment that
comes from isolation, by increasinglystrengthening the bonds of national unity.
In spite of the depression, the govern-

ment has enlarged

its

highway program,

duly providing for the upkeep of roads
already in service, intensifying construc-

and beginning work on new highways.
The government highway plan as a

tion,

whole includes also the improvement of our
ports, which will be the starting points of
roads into

the

the

interior;

analysis

of

89

possess mineral

and

agricultural resources,

highways that will pass through both the
most populated regions and those with
the greatest economic future.
These roads
will have as their natural termini naviga-

on the rivers in our montana;
way, the products of the various
sectors will have outlets both on the Pacific
ble points

in this

and in the Amazon basin.
During the first seven months of this
year, appreciable advances have been
made on the highway between Piura and
coast

.

.

.

possibilities as

regards defense, agriculture,

Chiclayo, so that the last stretch of the

cattle-raising,

mining, industry, and tourist

Pan American Highway on Peruvian

travel in the sections that

would be

affected

by new automobile roads; the construction
of hotels to make journeys more comfortable; and the organization of maritime and
river

transportation systems, so that, in

conjunction

with

radio-telegraph

and

-telephones, they will constitute a strong
fabric serving as a basis for
to

and a stimulus

every phase of progress.

For the better fulfillment of

have

engineers

been

this

highway

appointed;

at

present they are studying on the spot a
series of

highways of national importance.

In this program, preferential attention
will

be given to trunk highways to moun-

tain

and

montaiia

The work on
tinued in

attempt

the

made

soil
.

.

sections

known

to

coming months, and an
to speed progress, in

view

importance of highways to the
development of the country. The accompof the

lishments of the last seven months have

and comwork already under way; in addiconstruction has been begun on

consisted mainly in continuing

tion,

certain

roads of recognized

importance

that can be completed in a short time.

Meanwhile, technical and economic studies
are being finished so that a new highway
program may be started and systematically
carried on during the next few years.
From President Manuel Prado's message
to Congress,

July 28, 1940.

UNITED STATES
National Policy and Democracy
The

truth

historic

is

that

the

States, as a nation, has at ail times

United
main-

tained opposition to any attempt to lock

Every

way

of

realist

life is

knows

at this

that the democratic

moment

being directly

past.

the world
by arms, or by secret spreading of poisonous'propaganda by those whoseek to destroy unity and promote discord,

their children,

in nations

Americas.

During 16 months this assault has blotted
out the whole pattern of democratic life in

us

in

behind an

ancient

Chinese wall

while the procession of civilization went

Today, thinking of our children and
we oppose enforced isolation for ourselves or for any part of the
.

.

.

.

the highways will be con-

pleting

program, which in the immediate future
will be greatly enlarged, twelve committees
of

be completed as soon as possible.

will

assailed

in

every

part

of

assailed either

still

at peace.
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an

number

appalling

and

nations, great

independent

of

The

small.

assailants

on the march, threatening other
nations, great and small.
The first phase of the invasion of this
hemisphere would not be the landing of
are

still

.

regular

The

troops.

.

.

necessary

strategic

would be occupied by secret agents
and their dupes, and great numbers of
them are already here, and in Latin
points

As long

as the aggressor nations

maintain

the offensive, they, not we, will choose

and the place and the method of

freedom.

There

.

.

.

nothing mysterious about the

is

foundations of a healthy and strong de-

The

mocracy.

by
and economic

basic things expected

our people of their

political

systems are simple.

They

are:

is

republics

why
is

for others.
for those

Jobs

the future of

all

American

today in serious danger.

.

.

.

Just as our national policy in internal

who can work.
who need it.

Security for those

The ending

their attack.

That

by aggressors and sponsored by appeasers.
know that enduring peace cannot
be bought at the cost of other people's

We

Equality of opportunity for youth and

America.

the time

permit us to acquiesce in a peace dictated

of special privilege for the

few.

The preservation of civil liberties for all.
The enjoyment of the fruits of scientific

been based upon a decent
all our
fellow-men within our gates, so our
national policy in foreign affairs has been

progress in a wider

based on a decent respect for the rights

and unbelievable complexity of
The inner and abiding
strength of our economic and political
systems is dependetit upon the degree to

has

affairs

respect for the rights and dignity of

and

And

dignity of

and small.
of morality must and will

all

the justice

nations, large

'win in the end.

Our

national policy

These are the simple and basic things
turmoil

our modern world.

which they

is this:

founded

clusive national defense.

freedoms.

Second, by an impressive expression of
the public will and without regard to partisanship,

of

all

we

are committed to

full

support

those resolute peoples, everywhere,

fulfill

these expectations.

In the future days, which

make

we

The

secure,

upon

four

essential

The second
worship

is

God

Nation.

Third, by an impressive expression of

and without regard to partisanship, we are committed to the proposition that principles of morality and con-

the public

will

siderations for our

own

securitv will never

.

human

freedom of every person to
own way everywhere

in his

translated into world terms,

own

.

freedom of speech and expres-

first is

in the world.

and we strengthen the defense and

.

seek to

sion everywhere in the world.

who are resisting aggression and are thereby

security of our

we

look forward to a world

keeping war away from our hemisphere.
By this support, we express our determination that the democratic cause shall
prevail,

rising

that must never be lost sight of in the

by an impressive expression of the
public will and without regard to partisanship, we are committed to all-inFirst,

and constantly

standard of living.

The

third

is

freedom from want, which,

means

nomic understandings which

will

eco-

secure

to every nation a healthy peace time
for

its

inhabitants

everywhere

in

life

the

world.

The

fourth

is

freedom

from

fear

which, translated into world terms, means
a world-wide reduction of

such a point

and

in

armaments

to

such a thorough
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fashion that no nation will be in a position

commit an

to

act of physical aggression

against any neighbor

— anywhere

the

in

world.

That
nium.

no vision of a distant millen-

is

very antithesis of the so-called

which the

that

new

order

—the moral

order

seek

to

the greater

order

we have been engaged
perpetual

peaceful

in

change

revolution

—

revolution which goes on steadily, quietly
adjusting

This Nation has placed

itself to

changing conditions

its

destiny in

and heads and hearts of its
millions of free men and women; and its
faith in freedom under the guidance of
God. Freedom means the supremacy of
the hands

Our

rights everywhere.

goes to those
rights or

Since the beginning of our American

a

civilized society.

human

bomb.

we oppose

conception

new

dictators

create with the crash of a

history

which we seek is the cooperation of free
working together in a friendly,

a definite basis for a kind of

It is

of tyranny

in

without the concentration camp or the
quicklime in the ditch. The world order
countries,

world attainable in our own time and
generation. That kind of world is the

To
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who

support

struggle to gain those

Our

keep them.

strength

is

in

our unity of purpose.

To that high concept there can be no
end save victory. From President Franklin D. Roosevelt's message to Congress,
January 6, 1941.

—

URUGUAY
Possibilities

The

of Trade Between the American Countries

public has just been informed of the

But

if

this decision

is

to attain the true

intention of our authorities to take advan-

ends sought,

tage of the release of our diplomatic

have stated in previous editorials, for both
our diplomats and our consular agents to
be made aware of the true responsibilities
of their duties and to be given to understand that, by serving with enthusiasm
and earnestness, they will serve the inter-

cers

in

European

countries,

current happenings, to give

offi-

because of

them equiva-

lent appointments in the nations on the
American continent where Uruguay has
not had representation of such rank.
As our readers will easily understand,

we could
comment

not
so

fail

to note

well-taken

a

with editorial
measure, de-

signed to promote trade relations

among

the nations of the western hemisphere

and

put into practice the principles so often
upheld in continental conferences, espe-

ests of

it

will

be necessary, as

we

the country abroad.

To do

this, it is necessary for us to put to
one side that mistaken and comfortable

belief that diplomatic posts are sinecures

who wish a change
and who, to fulfill their
have only to comply with the

to be granted to friends

and

to

of air

Habana, where emphasis was given to the need for real and
eff'ective economic cooperation, as a means

simple routine of protocol.

not

diplomatic representatives of certain neigh-

cially in the last, at

only

of

defending

their

respective

duties,

Looking at this problem in general terms,
and recalling the zeal with which the

economies, but of strengthening the spiritual ties that unite them in the face of an

it

outside danger that

nations to

is

drawinar closer.

scenery,

bor countries serve abroad,
has

we

notice

how

been possible for these
conclude advantageous com-

thereby
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mercial treaties, to strengthen their re-

made by

spective economies.

conclusion that inter-American economic

Moreover, the consuls,

who

are after

all

the real commercial agents of the state,

ought to send regular reports, showing
the

of

possibilities

intensifying

all

trade,

documented with antecedents and statistics, and especially correlating the needs
of the nation as a consumer market with
its capacity as an exporter.

When
terms,

should

noted

matter

the

it is

take
if

is

in

stated

these

evident that our Foreign Office

account

into

new

the

the

activities of the

the

in

its

its

producers.

Confronted with the cruel uncertainty
that the

European

possible.

with the guarantee that trade in

those articles will not be subject, for a

development of our

the interests of

made

Meanwhile, an instructive event worthy
of special notice is the commercial agreement signed by the governments of Brazil
and Argentina. Its clauses include such
wise provisions as that which establishes an
understanding "between the governments
of both countries so that the production of
articles not at present manufactured in
either of the two may be begun as soon as
possible,

national trade, or, in other words, of

economy and

cooperation really can be

to the

above-

mentioned officials are to be wholly beneand mark the beginning of a profitstage

European war leads

factors

ficial

able

the

conflict has aroused in

men's minds, we should nevertheless face
with some optimism those prospects as far

period of ten years, to protective

tariff

duties nor affected

by regulations of an
internal or external character, which
might decrease in one country the imports
from the other."

When,

in the midst of the serious spiritual

and material
world,

it is

crisis

that

possible to

is

come

upsetting the

an agree-

to

mercial relations to be established between

ment on so important a subject, restoring
by faith the principles of liberal economics
and of the Manchester school, there is

the respective governments are concerned.

reason to think optimistically of the future

We

of trade relations between the

the

as

American nations and the com-

should recall that isolation

nations,

due

among

to the practice of autarchy,

only creates suspicion and lack of confidence,

the

end

of

which

bringing nations finally

to

is

the

American

countries.
It

is

because of these

summarily

facts,

we emphasize

enmity,

mentioned, that

terrible

our Foreign Office, in search of a

hazards of war.

the step
satis-

factory solution, has taken to bring about

The

manner in which some South
American countries have tried to draft
commercial conventions

to bridge the gaps

more

by the nations of
La Propaganda
Rural, Montevideo, October 1940.
closely-knit action

the western

hemisphere.

VENEZUELA
The Second Venezuelan Child Welfare Congress
Doctors from
attending

all parts

of Venezuela are

Second
Venezuelan Child Welfare Congress, which
is
meeting in the city of Maracaibo.
Besides official delegates of State Governthe

sessions

of

the

ments many are attending
members.

When we
relative to the

first

received

as

honorary

information

program and the papers

be presented, we pointed out the

to

signifi-

cance

of

congress

this
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Among

the physicians assembled here,

which

now

is

zuela and which
of Venezuelan

is

centering the attention

on the

voted themselves to the study of child

aircles

scientific

Venezuela

in

behalf of

child welfare has been steady

and ener-

in

With

getic during the past four years.

advent of the new regime, a

series of

the

ade-

quately conceived plans was formulated,
ail

which are now beihg put into operain the hope that their establishment

of

tion

and execution will be a source of national
welfare and happiness. The work is going
forward with unwavering zeal and enthusip.sm and the way is being opened for
the definite initiation of a

The problem

Venezuela.

new

is

order in

of the welfare

of our children, the children of
classes,

all social

receiving the heartiest nation-

Child welfare has been one of the most
serious problems of the country for

many

problem,

with

many
to

It

a

is

multiple

different angles,

and

it is

necessary

confront the task of solving

it

with

determination, with the greatest possible
willingness,

The

and with

clear

and able

vision.

greater future of our country rests in

upon

and salvation of our children. The problem is not
only one of education, in which appreciable

large part

one of the

circumstances

that

success

the

the

for

the protection

gains have been made in the last few years.
There are also the problems of neglected

of

who

doctors

is

congress.

Furthermore, we are sure that

the

all

Maracaibo

are meeting in

have come to this significant scientific
gathering with the desire of cooperating

work

vigorously in the

of saving the chil-

dren of Venezuela.
It follows, too,

that those attending the
satisfied

merely

their official participation in

the task

meeting should not be
with

which has brought them to Maracaibo.
From the knowledge they derive at the
congress, from the scientific studies they
hear expounded, from the discussions of
all

new

development

The

of the child welfare

unduly high for
a whole and is particularly

statistics, is

the country as

serious in certain specific regions.

program.

labors of the Second Venezuelan

Child Welfare Congress were begun in a
spirit

that leaves

success.

The

no doubt

significance

presented, the large

as

to

of the

number

their

papers

of doctors in

attendance, and the earnest and attentive

manner

in

which they are seeking the

lution of child welfare problems,

inevitably to the

mortality which,

be

this

knowledge they should be
work ever more diligently for the

will

infant

and with

store of

able to

and above

all,

may

the vital facts, everything that

useful in their future work;

children, juvenile delinquency, child labor,

according to

labors

This

promise

the papers presented, they should absorb

wide support.

years.

find

welfare problems in Venezuela.

capital of the State of Zulia.

The work

we

some of national renown, who
have most earnestly and steadfastly de-

assembled for the second time in Vene-

hope that

leading to a better
for

this

be the point of departure of
Venezuela.

October

26. 1940.

El

all

so-

lead

congress

new

paths

and brighter future
Universal,

Caracas,

Latin America

Source of Strategic Materials

as a

MACGOWAN

H. P.

Trade Agreements Unit, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, United States Department oj
Commerce

Latin America is constantly assuming
greater importance as an immediate and
potential

of supply for

source

strategic

materials normally imported by the United
States

from producing areas eliminated or

threatened by the spread of international

This increasing interest in the

hostilities.

resources of Latin

American Republics

is

primarily the result of a growing convic-

minds of the people of the
United States that national defense must
be planned and accomplished rapidly,
thoroughly, and with farsighted consideration in the

tion of all eventualities.

It also reflects

a

problems

general

Some

volume by Latin America. Others
can be diverted from traditional outlets

and supplied

in considerable quantities.

In the case of

production

is

still

stepped up with

A

little

few commodities

in small

will

amounts because

to the

twenty

aid

them

in

of limited basic

Latin America

is

also of interest as a po-

tential source of supply for other strategic

materials

and

certain substitutes

strategic

Such a move would
establishing or expanding

plant expansion.

be available only

resources.

modern war.
The development of new or more adequate sources of supply in Latin America
republics themselves.

other commodities,

limited but can be quickly

might be acceptable

can scarcely be of less interest

economy.

plied in

growing appreciation of the implications
of events in Europe, Africa and the Far
East and a more complete understanding
of the economics of

defense

of

of these materials are normally sup-

if

in the supply of more specifically

products.

which

shortages develop

adequate

In several countries crops of

importance are being grown on
an experimental or limited commercial
basis, and in others, soil and climatic conditions have been proved suitable for their
production. Given time, the investment
of capital, and the application of modern

may

made

their industries, in replacing lost markets,

technique, these areas

and

contribute substantially to economic de-

in assuring themselves of supplies of

strategic

their

manufactures in exchange for

strategic

raw

materials.

Americas cooperate wisely
heartedly,

all

will

benefit

If

the

and wholeand all will

contribute to a strengthening of the vital

hemisphere defense structure.
Latin America

is

important as an im-

materials which have been designated as
strategic,

though in varying degree,

after

consideration of specific factors and the
94

to

fense plans.

The

possibility of locating

new

sources of

seems even better. Well
authenticated deposits can now be checked

strategic minerals

and quantity of ore, accessiand probable cost of production, in
the light of present requirements and inducements. It is probable that by improvement or modification in recovery
methods, and greater activity in the treatment of important but not strategic ores.
as to quality
bility,

mediate source of supply for numerous

be
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AT WORK IN A TIN MINE
in the defense program, and the United States has to depend
almost wholly upon imports to meet its requirements, which amounted to approximately
71,000 long tons in 1939.

Tin

is

an important mineral

additional supplies of strategic by-products

can be obtained.
for

new

deposits

demand

and the operation of

However, since scarcity and inactwo of the criteria that determine the degree to which materials are
strategic, these very characteristics seem to
preclude any simple or complete solution
of the supply problems involved.

stiffens

and

prices

become

firmer.

Some

enthusiastic proponents of inter-

American trade appear

to

have been mis-

led in their estimate of the possibility of

attaining hemisphere self-sufficiency by de-

pending on

their general impression of the

vastness of Latin

American resources and

overlooking the peculiar nature of
of

the

materials

classified

as

many

strategic.

tion.

cessibility are

On

the other hand, pessimistic observers

have jumped to the conclusion that, except in a few instances, Latin America
will be of but little value to us in our
search for vital raw materials.
fallacy

in

when

this

contribution

of the twenty republics are rich in agricul-

over, they

and mineral prodMoreover, there is every indication
that undiscovered and undeveloped resources, including those under experimen-

the

tural, pastoral, forest,

that

conclusion

the need

There can be no doubt but that the plains,
fields, forests, river valleys, and mountains

ucts.

exceed those readily avail-

now under commercial produc-

able and

marginal producers will be encouraged
if

tal exploitation,

Moreover, exploration

is

is

The

seems

be

urgent, even a small

of definite value.

may have

chief

to

More-

attempted to measure

adequacy of Latin American resources
by those of the chief suppliers. As a
matter of fact, these main supplies can
often be materially augmented by imports
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of comparatively

small

quantities

from

Facts and figures

come

from the

chiefly

individual secondary suppliers.

Minerals Yearbook of the Bureau of Mines

While Latin America cannot be exlost or endangered
sources from which the United States
customarily draws its heavy imports of

and

pected to replace the

from

statistical

observations

Latin America might be of incalculable

survey.

{a)

routes;

{e)

domestic reclaiming operations

and imports of reclaimed material; (f)
production and imports of natural and
synthetic substitutes.

should be borne in

It

mind

that the

rapidly changing international situation

and the increasing tempo and varying
emphasis of our defense effort constitute
troublesome variables in strategic material

is

in
in-

guide

more exhaustive

for

research,

rather than as a finished or conclusive

Tin ranks high among our

stock piles accu-

mulated by the Government, chiefly from
customary sources while still open; {b)
reserves in the hands of industry and commerce; {c) increased domestic production;
{d) such imports from customary sources
as might continue to reach the United
States, possibly via new and circuitous

exploratory

largely

tended as a starting point, and possibly
a

value to supplement:

are

nature and the entire presentation

it can certainly
be considered an important supplementary
source. In an emergency, purchases from

certain strategic materials,

Department of Commerce
and other publications. The

deficient

strategic materials, according to the
erals

Yearbook.

The

Min-

chief reasons are

its

the lack

essential usefulness industrially,

domestic deposits, and our almost
complete dependence on a few remote

of

overseas sources.

World production

of

tin

in

estimated at 181,000 long tons.

1939

is

United

was 34 tons, and
from Alaska. Recovery
of secondary tin, largely from industrial or
new scrap, amounted to some 21,000 long
tons in 1938, but 1939 figures have not yet
been published. United States consumption in 1939 is estimated at about 68,000
tons, a marked increase from the 50,000
States production in 1939

that

came

consumed

largely

equations.

The increasing extent to which

tons

basic facts

and future planning

plicates the

United States imports of tin (bars, pigs,
blocks, etc.) in 1939 amounted to 70,102
long tons valued at $70,591,000. The
chief suppliers were British Malaya (46,785
tons), LTnited

Kingdom

solving specific problems.

Netherlands

Indies

are,

of

necessity, treated as confidential informa-

new unknowns and comdrawing of conclusions by any
but those who are officially charged with
tion also injects

in 1938.

(10,698),

(5,316).

and the

The

only

Examination of the materials designated

Latin American supplier was Argentina,

more or

which shipped 251 tons. However, all
imports of tin ore and concentrates came
from Latin America. Total 1939 imports
were 500 long tons (tin content) valued at
$418,000. The suppliers were Chile (279
tons),^ Argentina (89), Mexico (61), Peru
(51), and Bolivia (20).

as strategic, or characterized as of
less strategic

ment

importance, in various govern-

publications,

and press
some thirty
Latin America

articles,

reports reveals the fact that

are of probable interest to

who are working for
economic, and defense
relations between the American Republics.
and

to those of us

closer

A

social,

brief discussion of the materials that

have both a
interest

is

strategic

and a Latin American

presented in the following pages.

Late in 1939 the Phelps Dodge Corporation

and the American Metal

^

seems certain that practically

^

It

orioinated in Bolivia.

Co., Ltd.

this entire

amount
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Courtesy of C. H. Cameron

A TRAINLOAD OF MANGANESE ORE
essential as a purifying agent in steel making and as
production of special purpose steels. Brazil and Cuba supplied about
total United States imports in 1939.

Manganese

is

announced that they were
domestic

smelting

plants

establishing
for

treating

and other available tin ores.
Commenting on these new projects in a
lecture on tin at Columbia University on
Bolivian

November

M. W.

20, 1939,

Tuthill stated:

Government with 100

To some

extent, ore contracts

have already been

arriving here shortly.

It is

3 months' time before

only a matter of 2 or

we

shall

be once more

turning out American refined tin mostly from
refractory ores.

And

the good thing about

that this strategically important industry

stand on

own

it is
is

to

without benefit of subsidy.
Test runs indicate that the quality of this domestic
its

legs,

refined tin, to be produced

by new and more

methods, will be entirely acceptable to
Output, as now contemplated, will not be large
we shall still have to
import the bulk of our metal requirements but
efficient

American consumers.

—

it is

—

a vital and most interesting step toward

self-

subject to delayed delivery.

made

The Minerals Yearbook

adds:

Although no commercial production was recorded in 1939, in December the American Metal
Co., Ltd. was awarded a contract to supply the

This contract was

as part of the stock-pile purchasing

program

authorized by the Strategic Materials Act.

Manganese ore
industry

is

by the
more important

suitable for use

among

the

problem commodities and of the strategic
minerals it is the one required in the largest
quantities.

agent in

It

steel

is

essential as a purifying

making and

also as

an alloy

in the production of special purpose steels.

Relatively minor quantities are needed in

numerous other industries and frequently a
lower grade ore can be utilized by these
consumers. The Bureau of
Mines estimated the United States consumption of metallurgical manganese ore
(having 35 percent or greater manganese

secondary

content)

sufficiency.

short tons of domestically

refined high-grade tin at 47.22 cents per pound,

steel

entered into, and several thousand tons will be

an alloy in the
a quarter of the

at

about 500,000 long tons in

1938, but in a year of capacity operation
of the steel industry about a million tons of

such ore would be required for
industrv.

this single
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United States production of metallurgimanganese ore in 1939 was estimated
at about 30,000 metric tons. In Latin
America, Brazil is the most important
producer with an estimated 1939 output
of 193,000 metric tons. Cuba ranked
second with 102,000 tons, followed by
Chile (13,000), Peru (4,000), Bolivia
cal

(500),

and Mexico

(27).

In 1938, the

last

including

Malaya, other British
and the Netherlands Indies.

British

possessions

South America, the original home of the
rubber plant, reached its production peak
in 1912 with 49,000 long tons, but the
development of plantation rubber in the

Middle East discouraged the

collection of

wild rubber, and South American production

declined

rapidly

until

in

1938

it

The

year for which figures are available, Argen-

amounted

produced 437 metric tons and Costa
Rica 304. Total 1939 production in Latin

growing of plantation rubber in South
America on a profitable basis has been

America was probably
hood of 315,000 metric

by leaf disease, labor
and labor costs. Mexico produces guayule rubber, and its peak production of 10,000 long tons was also reached in
1912.
Output has declined; in 1938 it
was 3,000 tons.
World production of crude rubber in
1939, according to the International Rub-

tina

in

the neighbor-

compared

tons, as

with the 30,000 metric tons produced in the

United States and an estimated world production (1938) of 5,108,000 metric tons.

Normally more than 90 percent of the
world's manganese ore comes from Russia,
India, British Africa, and Brazil, with
Russia alone usually supplying more than
half.

In 1939, the United States imported

consumption approximately 627,000
long tons of metallurgical manganese ore
valued at about $8,500,000. Of this total,
for

Brazil

supplied 43,000 tons,

106,000—a

total

of 149,000

General

1939

ber Regulation Committee, reached the
total

of 1,004,429 long tons, divided as

Middle

follows:

guayule,

2,861;

Africa, 14,859.

East,

Mexican

970,615;

other America,

16,094;

American rubber manu-

facturers have established plantations in

long tons,

British

came from Latin America.

imports

difficult

shortage,

and Cuba

indicating that about a quarter of United
States imports

rendered

to but 15,000 long tons.

were

Malaya, Netherlands

Indies, Phil-

ippine Islands, Liberia, Brazil,

Panama,

Costa Rica, and Mexico, but these supply

larger,

only about 6 percent of our requirements.

Most of
this difference was accounted for by general
imports from Brazil, which totaled 104,000

In time of emergency the United States
would probably reclaim on a larger scale.
In normal times our annual consumption

long

of reclaimed rubber

amounting

tons.

General

actual physical
States,

so

in

to 698,000 long tons.

imports

movement

represent

to the

United

that a part of this Brazilian

manganese

tons.

about 140,000 long

could be stimulated, but while these are

was probably not cleared
through the Customs until some time in

isfactory for others,

1940.

Natural substitutes

The United States imports and consumes
about half a million long tons of crude
rubber annually. It is the world's largest
consumer and normally buys between 50
and 60 percent of world output. Approximately 97 percent of the total crude rubber
output is produced in the Middle East,

is

Production of synthetic substitutes

well suited to certain uses, they are unsat-

and are

may

certain secondary uses.
difficult

to

escape

the

still

expensive.

be available for

However,
conclusion

it

is

that

prudence demands the maintenance of a
substantial revolving stock pile, with rotation designed to prevent deterioration.

United States imports of crude rubber
and guayule) in 1939

(excluding latex
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totaled 469,946 long tons valued at $167,-

587,000.
British

The important

suppliers

Malaya (266,660 long

tons),

were
Neth-

erlands Indies (129,527); Ceylon (34,778);

and French Indo-China (25,985). Seven
Latin American countries supplied relatively

small

^vas first

quantities

dor ranked second
third

in

1939.

Brazil

with 4,678 long tons, while Ecua-

(243).

and Bolivia,
amounts were

(698),

Smaller

99

principal suppliers were Netherlands In-

(13,509 long tons), British

dies

(11,508),

and

Liberia

Malaya

(2,318).

Latin

American suppliers were Brazil (17 long
tons), and Guatemala (150 pounds).
Latin America supplied nearly 90 percent of United

States

balata in 1939.

Balata can be substituted

for

imports of gutta

rubber in some applications, such as

certain kinds of transmission belting.

Our

shipped by Nicaragua, Peru, Costa Rica,

1939 imports totaled 693 long tons valued

and Guatemala.

The Latin American supwere Brazil (520 long tons), Peru
(46), Colombia (38) and Venezuela (16).
Antimony is a strategic material which
the United States now obtains largely
from Latin America, though formerly
China was the chief supplier. Its principal use is in the manufacture of non-fer-

ited

Several others have lim-

make occasional exOur total imports from

production and

port shipments.

Latin America in 1939 were 5,671 long
tons.

United States imports of latex in terms
of dry rubber content totaled 27,437 long

tons valued at $10,468,000 in 1939.

The

at $265,000.
pliers

AN AMERICAN RUBBER PLANTATION
Rubber

high on the list of strategic materials required by the United States, which in normal times buys
between 50 and 60 percent of world output. Although the rubber plant is native to America, it is only
in recent years that large-scale plantations have been established in this hemisphere.
is
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rous alloys.

Industry requires antimony

Available figures on production and im-

and machinwhich are of interest to the
aviation and communication industries
and services, and thus have a peculiar
strategic value. United States production
of block mica in 1938 was nearly 19,000

ports indicate that United States annual

metric tons, but only a small part of this

requirements are about 12,000 short tons
of antimony. United States production

total

production of such

for the

tery plates,

type metal,

bearing metals,

bullets,

articles as bat-

cable covering,

and

chemicals,

pigments.

for

1939

is

reported at only 328 metric

antimony ores, but the total
from all ores was 929 tons. In the same
year, our imports of antimony ore, in
terms of content, all from Latin America,
amounted to 9,448 short tons, valued at
$1,132,000. Mexico supplied 6,346 short
tons; Bolivia, 2,454; Peru, 430; and Argentina, 218. In addition, the United
States imported 1,045 short tons of antimony metal, chiefly from China, Mexico,
and Europe.
Production in Latin America during
1939 has been reported as follows: Bolivia,
9,255 metric tons; Mexico, 7,243; and
Peru, 775. Argentina produced 174 metric tons in 1938, but output must have
been increased in 1939, since nearly 200
metric tons were shipped to the United
States. Honduras produced about a ton
tons from

in 1936, but recent data are not available.

World production is estimated at 32,000
metric tons, of which over 55 percent now
originates in the

Only a small

Western Hemisphere.

fraction of the world

is

of types considered of strategic

importance.
stitute

ery,

Waste and scrap mica con-

approximately 74 percent of the

many

was

of

suitable for strategic utilization.

Production in Latin America for the same
year was estimated at about 800 metric
tons, divided as follows: Brazil, 521;

gentina, 250; Peru 24;

and

United States imports of unmanufac-

American

suppliers were Brazil (129 tons),

Argentina

and

(59),

can be determined. Probably
than a quarter of Latin American
production can be considered strategic.
interest

Since most of the United States production

is

it would
assume that a con-

of the non-strategic types

seem reasonable

to

siderable part of the imports are of the
strategic

varieties.

plicity of types

to

draw any

and

However, the multimakes it difficult

uses

definite conclusions without

a thorough technical study of the various
available supplies

Chromium

is

and

part

may

be characterized as

strategic.

and

sheets are used in the

manufacture of

deposits.

considered to be one of the

major strategic materials because of its
importance to our metallurgical and
chemical industries and the dependence
of the United States on imported ores.

metallurgical processes.

Practically all of these strategic splittings

An

less

that the manufacturers derive the splitsheets of which, in turn, only a

(2).

was imported from Brazil. The trade
figures do not classify imports so that the
extent to which they are of strategic

refractories

and

Bolivia

additional 2.6 tons of manufactured mica

world output, or about 25,000 tons, but it
is from the remaining 26 percent, represented by about 9,000 tons of block mica,
tings

Ar-

Bolivia, 4.

tured mica in 1939 amounted to 4,730
short tons valued at $301,000. The Latin

mica

production, estimated at 34,000 tons in
1938,

electric appliances, devices,

It

is

extensively used in the manufacture

of alloy

and

chromium

stainless steels,

are

essential

plating has

and chromite
numerous

to

In recent years,

become important

industrially.

Chromite is the only chromium ore of
commercial importance, and about three-
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quarters of the world's supply
in

Russia,

is

produced

Turkey, and

Africa,

British

Cuba. United States production in 1939
was 3,672 metric tons, and in Latin
America, Cuba produced 67,061 metric
tons and Guatemala, 1,933. No 1939
figure is available for Brazil, but its 1938
output was reported to be 934 metric

in

terms of tungsten content, amounted to

pounds valued at $998,000.
which represent the
actual physical movement to the United
States in 1939, were even larger, consisting
of ores and concentrates containing 3,111,629 pounds of tungsten. Of these total
1,485,157

General

imports,

general imports, Bolivia supplied 24 per-

tons.

cent, Argentina 8,

United States imports of chromite in
1939 totaled 318,000 long tons including
66,000 from Cuba and 1,900 from Guate-

Chile

mala.

supplied

Africa

British

and the Philippine

tons

Tungsten,
metals,

is

the

Much

of

base

the

importance as an

of this steel

used in the

is

tools.

How-

United States produces a considerable part of its requirements, and to
some extent molybdenum can be utilized
ever, the

a

substitute.

tungsten
slightly

is

in

now one

World

1939.

production

of

have increased
The United States is

reported

to

of the principal producers,

and

shipments from domestic mines in 1939

were the highest
1916-18.

for

any but the war years

Conditions

in

hampered the Chinese

the

Far

industry,

East

which

normally furnishes a large part of the
world's

Peru

and

3,

China was the chief supplier

America.

with a 45-percent share.
In addition to the above imports in

production of metal working

as

5,

1939 there were imported for smelting,

alloy in the manufacture of high tension
steels.

Mexico

or a total of 41 percent for Latin

118,000

heaviest

its

1,

Islands, 72,000.

usually considered as a strategic

material because of
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supply.

United States shipments from mines in
1939 were 3,889 metric tons, though acBotual production was somewhat less.
livian exports in 1939 totaled 3,334 metric
Other Latin American countries for
tons.
which 1938 figures are the latest available
produced as follows: Argentina, 1,195
metric tons; Peru, 170; Mexico, 76; and
Brazil, 2. Chile produced 5 metric tons
in 1937. All figures in this paragraph
refer to tungsten concentrates.

In 1939 United States imports for con-

sumption of tungsten ore and concentrates,

and export 589,828 pounds

refining

tungsten in concentrates.
cent

of this

of

Seventy per-

amount came from Latin

America, the suppliers in order of importance being Bolivia, Mexico, Peru, Argen-

and Chile.
Mercury is a material which must be

tina,

imported

in

the United
half of

its

substantial quantities,

since

produces only about

States

requirements.

Under normal

conditions, Spain supplies approximately

two-thirds of the world's output,

while

and the United

States

Italy ranks second

third.
In recent years United States consumption has averaged about 1,000 metric
In 1939, United States production
tons.
was just over 642 metric tons, and imports
totaled about 121 metric tons.
Mexico was the second supplier of our

1939 imports, shipping nearly 20 metric
tons, as

tons from
However,
1939 has been
over 254 metric tons, and the

compared with about 90

Spain and 11 tons from
Mexican production in
reported at

Italy.

may be able to obtain
Bolivia
this source.
from
larger supplies
about
a
produced
have
to
reported
is
in
mercury
1939.
of
ton
of
a
third
Mercury has a wide variety of industrial
uses, and is of importance in the manuUnited States

facture of explosives, paint, drugs, dental

amalgam,

scientific

instruments,

various

102
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Synthetic compound substitutes have met
with considerable success, but quinine is
still
regarded as an essential drug for
protection against malaria.

Several Latin American countries pro-

duce cinchona bark on a small scale.
United States imports in 1939 totaled 2,000,000 pounds valued at $857,000. Imports from Latin American countries were
follows:
Ecuador, 26,000 pounds;
Colombia, 11,000; and Guatemala, 2,000.

as

and

Peru,

Brazil,

Bolivia

also

export

limited quantities of bark.
Brazil occupies

first

place as a supplier of

quartz crystal of the form having special
characteristics

make

that

it

suitable for

use in radio frequency control devices, for

and sound reproduction applicaand in certain scientific instruments.

radio
tions,

Available figures indicate that Brazilian

production

quartz

and 500 metric
less

than 10 tons

is

The

Brazil

From

the bark of the cinchona tree quinine is
derived, a drug considered essential for protection
against malaria. Ahhough the cinchona tree is
a native of this hemisphere, the United States
obtained only about 2 percent of its 1939 imports
of the product from Latin America.

disinfectants,

and

felt,

as well as for use in

connection with gold recovery, mercury
boilers,

vapor lamps, and numerous other

Cinchona bark, from which quinine is
derived, is now produced almost entirely
on the plantations of the Netherlands
Indies, although the product is native to
South America. This bark is shipped
mainly to a group of manufacturers in the
Netherlands, who manufacture a large

part of the world's quinine.

lands colony
cent

of

all

is

said to

The Nether-

grow over 90

cultivated

cinchona

per-

bark.

instruments,

and

drills.

considered the only developed

source for the strategic piezoelectric crystal.

The United States depends almost enon Canada for its supply of nickel.
Canada produces over 85 percent of world
output. The steel industry absorbs over a
tirely

half of production
is

and imports.

Nickel

used extensively in the manufacture of

alloy

In

devices.

is

greater part of

used in the manufacture of

optical

jewelry,

CINCHONA BARK

is

200

which, however,

said to be of the type

considered strategic.
the output

between

varies

tons, of

and

stainless steels.

1939,

United

States

production

amounted to but 357 metric tons of nickel,
and this was obtained as a by-product in
the electrolytic refining of copper. World
production was estimated at roughly 121,000 metric tons (nickel content of

and that
tons.

of

Canada

at

ore),

103,000 metric

In 1938, United States consumption

was estimated
percent

at 22,400 tons, of

came from Canada.

estimates

which 80

Preliminary

indicated a heavv increase in
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United States consumption

1939

in

approximately 52,000 short tons.

—

to

tegic interest because

Brazil

available

absorbent

American producer listed
in the Minerals Yearbook, and its output
is given as 375 metric tons in 1938 and 25

canisters.

However,

is

the only Latin

been made

in

103

has been the best

it

some progress has

developing domestic susbti-

tutes for this purpose.

Coconuts are produced along the coasts

metric tons in 1939.

Manila fiber, or abaca, is a long, strong,
hard fiber that is obtained from the leaf
stems forming the trunk of the abaca plant.
Almost the entire world supply is produced in the Philippine Islands, and the
United States obtains most of its requirements from that source. In 1939, the
United States imported 46,000 tons of
Manila fiber valued at over $4,000,000,
and, except for 720 tons from the Netherlands Indies, the entire

amount

originated

of

many

be

difficult to

and

tropical areas,

it

from the countries of Central America,
northern South America, and the West
Indies, though the task of collecting and
shipping the shell might present some diffi-

A small

culties.

amount

of shell

siderable quantities of coconuts in the shell

— 28,000,000

are imported each year
in 1939.

Puerto Rico (U.

S.)

United States 16,000,000 nuts
year.

it is

Rope made from
oil-well

cables

The important
rope are,
ticity,

its

and

essential for the

high-grade

of

this fiber

and

is

also used for

construction

long

life

work.

Manila

in Central

raised

in the

same

Silk, though generally considered a luxury material, has certain industrial uses of

strategic

There

interest.

production of raw

on Japan

silk

is no domestic
and we depend

weather

experimentally

exceeds 100,000,000 pounds, and Japan
normally accounts for about three-quarters

under

ail

its

elas-

conditions.

Abaca has been

nuts

shipped the

our requirements.
consumes more than
half of world production, which usually

characteristics of

great tensile strength,

its

manu-

marine cordage.

would be

available in the United States, since con-

There is no
abaca fiber, and

satisfactory substitute for

should not

obtain considerable supplies

in the Philippines.

facture

gas-mask

for

filling

America, Colombia, and a few

other Latin American areas, but, accord-

largely

The United

for

States

of world output.

United States imports of raw

silk in

1939

ing to available reports, there has been no

totaled 51,600,000 pounds, valued at $121,

Latin American commercial production

000,000.

of this fiber.

cordage

may

Small quantities of abaca
have been made in these

countries for local use.

It is said that

the

development of commercial abaca production in Latin America depends to a
considerable degree on the perfection of
satisfactory mechanical stripping methods.
Certain other Latin American fibers might
be substituted for abaca in some of its less
demanding uses, and experiments with
mixed fibers might develop an interesting
compromise product.
Charcoal made from coconut shells, or
coconut shell char, is considered of stra-

Of

this,

Japan shipped

44,600,-

000 pounds, worth $107,000,000. China
and Italy were, respectively, second and
third suppliers.

Experiments in sericulture have been
conducted in several Latin American countries, but only in Brazil has it assumed
commercial proportions. Probably Brazil
now produces nearly half of its raw silk requirements and the industry seems to be

making

further headway.

Some

types of

long staple Peruvian cotton, in selected
grades, might be utilized to replace or

with

silk in

The

some

mix

of its uses.

large domestic production of hides,
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the increasing use of substitutes for sole

and the decrease

leather,

in

animal trans-

Australia

pounds);

(29,370,000

Uruguay

tina (21,966,000);

New

Argen-

(16,696,000);

port and harness requirements, combine to

and

reduce the urgency of the hide problem

important suppliers in Latin America were

from a

Chile, Peru, Brazil,

we

However,

strategic point of view.

Zealand

(12,408,000).

Less

and Ecuador.

are dependent to a considerable extent

Total imports of unmanufactured wool

on imported supplies of heavy hides suitable for making sole leather.
In 1939 the United States imported
raw hides and skins valued at $47,000,000,
of which supplies worth $19,000,000, or
about 40 percent, came from Latin
America. Other important suppliers were
New Zealand ($4,987,000), British Malaya

United States in 1939 were
pounds valued at nearly
America supplied
$50,000,000. Ladn
over 36 percent of this volume. The total
was divided by general types as follows:

Canada

($4,838,000),
geria

($2,007,000),

was

the

$11,000,000,

Brazil

$5,000,000,

and

$1,000,000.

long

any

if

Australia

America,

Ar-

with

supplier

chief

ranked second with

Mexico

with

third

The balance came from

of Latin

list

and

Latin

In

($1,801,000).

gentina

Ni-

($2,856,000),

American

failing to contribute at least a

thousand

few

dollars' worth.

The supply
gentina

a

countries, few

is

gorifico"
cipal

from Ar-

of particular interest because of

or "Packer" hides.

imports

follows:

246,000,000

carpet wool,
40;

camel

alpaca,

59

hair,

The

prin-

from Argentina were

as

1,893,000 cattle hides valued at

apparel wool,

percent;

mohair and cashmere,

etc., 1.

Nearly every country

in Latin

America

produces some wool, but in most cases
the output is consumed locally, often for
hand weaving. The more industrialized
countries, however, have their own mechanical wool spinning and weaving
industries.

Tanning materials are considered

to

be

of strategic importance, but not to present
as serious a supply

of hides available

large production of high grade "Fri-

its

the

into

ities

that

problem

we produce

as

do commod-

in limited quanti-

is
estimated that the United
consumes about 500,000,000 pounds
of these tanning materials and imports
about half of such requirements.

ties.

It

States

The

principal materials used in convert-

about $7,500,000; 5,133,000 sheep and
lamb skins valued at $1,800,000; and

ing hides into leather are derived from

2,505,000 goat and kid skins valued at

tannic acid.

barks,

woods, nuts,

etc.,

which contain

In 1939 the United States

$1,000,000.

imported tanning and dyeing materials

Wool, the most important animal fiber,
assumes added importance in times of
emergency, because of the increased

valued at $8,328,000. Of this total, Latin
America supplied almost $5,724,000 worth,

demand

volved were Argentina ($4,630,000), Par-

for uniforms, blankets,

and other woolen

felt,

bunt-

or about 69 percent.

The

countries in-

ing,

flannel,

clothing.

aguay ($996,000), Haiti ($31,000), Ecua-

The

general increase in industrial activ-

dor ($26,000), Nicaragua ($16,000), Peru

may

Dominican

($13,000),

Colombia

($4,000),

civilian

Republic

($4,000),

Venezuela

pounds.

and Mexico ($1,000).
By far the most important imported
material was quebracho extract. Imports in 1939 of this item alone amounted

ity

also be expected to bring heavier

buying of woolen manufactures.
In 1939, the United States produced
about 442,000,000 pounds of apparel
wool and imported another 98,000,000

The

principal

suppliers

were

($2,000),
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to 153,000,000

pounds, valued at $5,082,-

which about four-fifths came from
Argentina and the balance from Para000, of

In

guay.

some

bracho

From

logs.

ican countries
ural dye

shipped

Argentina

addition,

half million dollars'

worth of que-

and tanning

materials, including

is

a precious metal with

uses.

It

is

required

many

by the

chemical industry for the production of
sulfuric

and

nitric

acids

and has many

applications in the manufacture of scien-

instruments and

electrical

devices.

chief use in the United States, however,
for the

dental

manufacture of jewelry.

industry also

takes

The

considerable

other characteristics

wood
for

pillows,

make

mattresses,

and up-

Latin American balsa

provides an acceptable substitute

use

certain

in

types

of life-saving

equipment.
estimated at about 21,000 tons, and the

were the principal
However, several Latin American countries produce kapok and it is
probable that imports from these sources

Netherlands

Indies

producers.

could be materially increased.

In 1939

the United States imported 9,379 tons of

kapok
part

By

at $2,336,000.

far the greater

— 8,237 tons—came from the NetherLatin American coun-

lands East Indies.

quantities.

is

having a

too brittle for

is

In 1938, world production of kapok was

industrial

is

its

It

suitable for use as stuffing for life-saving

holstered furniture.

wood, mangrove bark, and coch-

Platinum

Its

specific gravity.

spinning, but
it

inelastic fiber

appliances,

ineal.

tific

low

Commercial kapok

Indies.

soft, lustrous,

Amer-

annatto, fustic wood, logwood, divi-divi,
Brazil

a

of nat-

the other Latin

came a wide range

and the East
is
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World production of platinum in 1938

tries

roughly estimated at 540,000 ounces.

divided as follows: Ecuador (472 tons),

Canada was
percent

of

the chief producer with 54

the

total.

Then

followed

Russia (19 percent), South Africa (11),

United States (9), and Colombia (6). The
United States was the fourth producer in
1938 and again in 1939, with a production
of 43,760 ounces in the latter year. Most
of this production came from Alaskan
placer mining operations.
The United States is by far the largest
consumer of platinum, and in 1939 used
It is also becoming an
100,266 ounces.
important refining center. United States
imports for consumption of platinum
metals in 1939 totaled 306,627 ounces,
valued at $9,882,000. The United Kingdom supplied 250,699 ounces, Colombia
26,747, and Russia 19,846. Other Latin
American suppliers were Argentina (1,773
ounces), Peru (160), and Panama (10).
Kapok is a vegetable down obtained
from the seed pods of a widely distributed
tropical tree indigenous to Southern Asia

525

supplied

Dominican Republic
Peru (8), and Mexico

Aluminum

with

tons,

Brazil

(35),

(8),

(2).

has been considered a stra-

tegic material because of

its

importance

the manufacture of airplanes

products used for land,
transport.

imports

air

in

and other
and water

It is particularly suitable for

such use due to

its lightness and strength.
However, our supply of bauxite, the ore
from which aluminum is recovered, is considerable, and the industry is said to have
been improving its production technique.
In 1939, the United States imported 520,000 tons of crude bauxite valued at

$3,765,000.

Of

this

total,

477,000 tons

came from Surinam and about 30,000
tons from British Guiana. These colonies
normally supply most of our requirements.

There appears

to

be only a very limited

production of bauxite in the Latin AmerBrazilian production
ican Republics.
(exports) in 1938

metric

tons.

was reported at 13,000
is
an important

Canada
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manufacturer of aluminum and supplies
us with most of our imports of the metal.
British Guiana's bauxite production in
1939 was 484,000 metric tons, while that

Surinam was 504,000 metric tons.
Both of these important sources are located
on the north coast of South America; they
are relatively accessible to our Gulf ports
and not far beyond the limits of the Caribbean and the protection of our proposed
chain of West Indian naval and air bases.
Mexico plays an important role as a
supplier of graphite. Normally, we obtain
most of our supplies of the natural product
from Ceylon, Madagascar, Mexico and
of

Chosen, and nearly
artificial

all

our imports of

a form of crystallized carbon and

be either crystalline or amorphous.
used chiefly in foundries and

is

of strategic interest, but the

243,000 short tons of asbestos valued at
$9,000,000,

and of

Canada sup-

this total

plied 224,000 tons valued at $7,600,000.
British Africa, the second supplier,

is

of

particular importance as a shipper of the

graphite from Canada.

Graphite, sometimes called plumbago,
is

Asbestos

problem of its supply is not among the
most acute. The United States is the
largest manufacturer of asbestos products
and in 1939 produced only 6 percent of
its requirements.
United States consumption in 1939 was about 256,000 short tons,
and our production amounted to but 15,500 short tons. However, the extensive
deposits in Quebec, Canada, offer a
nearby supply of great value.
In 1939 the United States imported

may
It is

steel mills

grades

better
fabrics

used

and quality

manufacturing

for

insulation materials.

Asbestos has many industrial uses and
among its more important manufactures are

for linings, facing, core washes,

and cruOther industrial uses are in the
manufacture of paints, pencils, lubricants,

brake lining, clutch facing, roofing, siding,

cibles.

pipe covering, packing, and many insulation

dry batteries,

Production of asbestos has been reported

polishes, electrodes, brushes,

brake

packing,

linings,

bearings,

and

rubber compounds.

and

fire-proofing materials

from Argentina,

and products.

Bolivia, Brazil,

and Vene-

zuela, but always in very limited volume.

Figures for United States production of

In 1939, 11 short tons were imported from

The

graphite in recent years are not available,

Venezuela.

but the 1925-29 average annual output

ica of sizeable

existence in Latin

and

Amer-

accessible deposits of

was

commercial grade asbestos has not been

States

reported.

about 5,000 metric tons. United
consumption of natural graphite
in 1938 was estimated at 17,800 short tons.
In 1938, the Latin American producers
were: Mexico (9,611 metric tons); Argentina (28);

and

Brazil.

No

recent figure

is

available for Brazilian production, but in
late years

it is

said to

have produced an

average of 4 metric tons.
Total United States imports of graphite
in

1939 amounted to 21,950 short tons

valued at $425,000.
supplied

11,042

amorphous

Of this

short

graphite.

total,

tons,

all

Cork
belts,

is

produced only

two narrow

and Portugal, and along the north coast
and Morocco, but
Ecuador and Central America produce
balsa wood which can be utilized as a
cork substitute for some purposes. Several
Latin American countries produce kapok
and balata, which can be similarly subof Africa, in Algeria

Mexico

stituted at times.

natural

imports of balsa

Mexico has been

in

along the coasts of France, Spain,

totaled

In 1939, United States

wood form Latin America

6,467,000

board

feet

valued at

supplying about two-thirds of our imports

$191,000, and the suppliers were Ecuador,

of this type.

Costa Rica, and Nicaragua.

LATIN AMERICA AS A SOURCE OF STRATEGIC MATERIALS
Iodine

and

of importance

is

industrially

in

medicine,

manufacture of

the

in

The

photographic supplies.

last producUnited States
shows that in 1937 our output was nearly
300,000 pounds, valued at $242,000. Production is said to have increased in 1938

tion figure available for the

and again

United States imports of iodine (crude)
pounds valued at
and
came
entirely
from Chile.
$168,000,
Formerly the United States was largely
dependent on imported supplies, but now
it

ranks as the world's second producer,

new production

the result of

as

methods utilizing salt brines from abandoned oil wells as the raw material.
Vanadium, used principally in the manufacture of special alloy steels and irons,
is

America.

also obtainable in Latin

and the United

are

States

leading producers.

the

Peru

world's

Peruvian production

was reported to be 1,016 metric
tons, as compared with United States production of 900 metric tons. Mexico produced 180 metric tons in 1938, but no
in 1939

1939 estimate

is

The

available.

only other

Northern
Rhodesia and Southwest Africa.
In 1939, the United States imported
15,694 short tons of vanadium ores valued
at $992,000. Peru was the only supplier.
producers

The

of

importance

are

imports represented

ore

content.

These

may

compared with 1939 production

in

be
the

United States of ore with 13,755 metric

molybdenum

tons of

content.

United States imports of molybdenum for
consumption, in terms of content, were 13
short tons, valued at $32,000 in 1939,

came

in 1939.

in 1939 totaled 200,000

chiefly

molybdenum
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and

from Germany. In addition, the United States imported for smelting, refining, and export, ore and concentrates containing about 25 short tons of
molybdenum, valued at $34,000, of which
about 3 tons came from Mexico. Turkey
chiefly

and Morocco supplied the balance.
Nitrates, zirconium, and magnesium are
other materials which at times have been
considered of some strategic interest.
Chile, of course, can supply large quantities

of

sodium

we bought

In 1939,

nitrate.

604,000 tons of

this

product, valued at

$11,200,000, from Chile, practically our

imported

entire

supply

for

the

year.

Brazil shipped us 705 tons of zirconium

worth $21,000,

ore,

in 1939,

about a

fifth

None of our 1939 imports of magnesium metal or alloys came
from Latin America, but in the magnesium
compound group Cuba supplied 535 short
of our imports.

tons of magnesite. Venezuelan deposits of

magnesite

may

industry

steel

be worked again
continues

to

if

our

increase

its

operations.

Cobalt also appears to have some claim

3,808,000

pounds of vanadic oxide, or a vanadium

to strategic

content of 2,133,000 pounds.

some production of molyb-

Yearbook states that some cobalt is produced in Bolivia, Chile, and Mexico, but

America. Operations in
Mexico, Norway, and the United States

only imports of cobalt from Latin America

There

denum

is

in Latin

furnish the greater part of world require-

ments.
in the

Molybdenum

is

used principally

manufacture of special alloy steels.
239 metric tons

In 1939, Peru produced
of
ores

concentrates,

with

while

Chile

produced

molybdenum content

metric tons.

In

1938,

of

30

Mexico had an

output of ore with 483 metric tons of

classification.

The Minerals

that output figures are not available.

in

Our

1939 consisted of 38,000 pounds of ore
Chile.
Canada also shipped the

from
ore,

but the metal oxide and

salts

came

from Europe.
Among the minor metals, beryl or beryllium is of some strategic interest, and deserves special mention since our entire 1939
entirely

overseas purchases of beryllium ore

came
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Argentina supplied

followed by Mexico ($57,000,000), Chile

768,000 pounds, valued at $13,800, while
Brazil
shipped
the
balance 149,000

($53,000,000), Colombia ($43,000,000),
and Venezuela ($35,000,000).
Imports from Chile during the JanuaryNovember period of 1940 increased by 91

from Latin America.

pounds worth $800

—making

—

a total of

917,000 pounds, valued at $14,600.
mestic production

is

Do-

estimated at not more

than 300,000 pounds. Beryl's chief use is
in the manufacture of copper alloys and

An

ceramics.

interesting

new

develop-

ment is the use of this alloy for cast setting
diamond core bits and reaming shells.
South American ore moved largely to Germany before that country was blockaded.
The commodity import figures that have
been used to indicate our purchase of
strategic materials in Latin America are

and therefore

for 1939,

the

first

reflect the trade of

few war months only.

some time before detailed 1940

It will

be

figures are

available, but figures for our total trade

with individual countries during the
eleven months of 1940 have just

percent over the trade of the

United States imports for consumption
from the twenty Latin American republics
during the first 1 1 months of 1 940 as compared with the corresponding period of
1939 are shown in the following table:
United States Imports from the Twenty Latin
American Republics First Eleven Months of
1940 Compared with 1939

—

first

Imports for Consumption

become

Thousands

During the first 11 months of 1940 the
United States imported from the twenty
republics of the Western Hemisphere merchandise valued at nearly $537,000,000.

These substantial purchases of Latin American export products, chiefly foodstuff's and
materials, represented

21 percent over the

an increase of

movement

responding months of 1939.

in the cor-

Moreover,

they amounted to over 23 percent of total

United States imports for consumption
from all countries, whereas in the 1939
period imports of $443,000,000 from Latin
America represented a little less than 22
percent of total imports.
In 1940,

Cuba

is

leading the other nine-

while

Brazil

is

in second

place with a total of $92,000,000.
tina stands third with $72,000,000,

Argen-

and

is

of dollars

Countries
1939

1940

Prelimi-

nary

Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil

Chile

Colombia
Costa Rica

Cuba
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
El Salvador

Guatemala
Haiti

Honduras
Mexico
Nicaragua

Panama
Paraguay

teen suppliers with shipments valued at

$102,000,000,

11

clined slightly.

available.

raw

first

months of 1 939. In the case of Venezuela,
the increase was 65 percent, while the gain
for Argentina was 36 percent, for Cuba 17
percent, and for Mexico 14 percent.
Imports from Colombia and Brazil de-

Peru

Uruguay
Venezuela
Total 20 Latin American
Republics

52,487
556
96,533
27,517
43,387
2,977
87,507
5,498
3,084
6,719
9,672
2,765

11,134
7,766
21,356

71,611
4,006
92,983
52,574
42,990
3,611
102,255
4,696
4,111
6,897
10,393
3,164
8,777
56,980
2,821
3,817
1,737
13,992
14,771
35,320

443,259

536,606

6,501

50,146
2,828
3,241
1,585

The Inter-American Maritime
Conference
HENRY

F.

GRADY

Former Assistant Secretary of State; Chairman, Inter-American Maritime Conference

The Inter-American Maritime ConferAmerican Union in Washington between
November 25 and December 2, met at

between the American republics, and the
informal activities of the Inter-American
Advisory Committee itself have provided
effective channels for joint consultation and

the invitation of the Inter-American Fi-

consideration concerning individual ques-

ence, which held

its

sessions at the

nancial and Economic Advisory

Thus

tee.

it

Pan

Commit-

was not an inter-govern-

tions

and

situations arising out of the im-

pact of the general world situation upon the

mental conference in the usual sense of
the term, but constituted rather a further

affairs of the

At

Americas.

the

same time,
and

these processes of current consultation

application of the principle of informal

joint consideration of individual questions

consideration of inter-American problems

arising in the field of shipping gave indica-

and cooperative research that is the essential purpose of the Inter- American Advisory Committee itself.
Beyond question, the Conference was

tions that their objectives could

more

helpfully

and

effectively

arrangements could be made

be even

pursued

if

for a joint ex-

ploratory discussion of the entire shipping

eminently successful in dealing with the

situation

matters that lay within

purpose the system of inter- American

its

terms of refer-

ence and authority.
It

to

is

true that

reduce

all

it

and

background.

its

For

this

consultations operating through

did not pass resolutions

freight

rates

in

inter-

the

Inter-American Financial and Economic
Advisory

Committee

provided

most

a

American trade, or set up new shipping
lines between American ports.
Those

appropriate means of action. Normally, an

acquainted with the nature of the shipping

and formal character must have some concrete and specific objectives for its purpose
and must result in some definite and formal

situation in the
teristics

Americas and the characwould be

of the shipping business

inter-governmental conference of an

quick to recognize the idle character of

accomplishment,

such resolutions; they can appreciate, on
the other hand, the more practical and

success.

useful nature of the

work

of the Confer-

ence and the conclusions to which it led.
This Conference of course has not con-

means of inter-American
by which the nations of the Western Hemisphere have been dealing with
their mutual shipping problems. Regular
stituted the sole
activity

inter-governmental contacts, the particularly

close

relationships long established

The

if

it

is

to

official

be judged a

objective of the Inter-Ameri-

can Maritime Conference, on the other
hand, was rather the achievement, through

and exploration,
more complete understanding of the
general discussion

of a
ship-

ping situation, the circumstances affecting
and the nature of the interest of each of

it,

American republics involved.
spirit and character of the InterAmerican Advisory Committee's procedure and activity were therefore most
the

The
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Courtesy of the Grace Line

A NEW VESSEL

IS

LAUNCHED FOR INTER-AMERICAN SERVICE

The establishment or increase of a national merchant marine

is

a subject claiming the preferential attention

and economists in many American countries. The recently held Inter-American Maritime
Conference recommended that the governments of the member republics join efforts to establish direct
services uniting them all.

of statesmen

THE INTER-AMERICAN MARITIME CONFERENCE
ConMoreover, current inter-Ameri-

aptly suited to the purposes of this

to attend.

ference.

delegation

111

recall particularly the able

I

can consultations and discussions of the

Chile, headed by ViceAdmiral Juan T. Gerken, who rendered

shipping situation had been taking place in

invaluable aid in bringing the Conference

large measure through the Inter-American

Advisory Committee.
appropriate

that

American Maritime

this

Conference

I

diplomatic representatives in the United

should

been

not

am

confident that the precedent thus

The

was a good one.

of the

Inter-

directly

set

Many

other delegations were headed by their

called and sponsored,
by the governments concerned,
but by the Advisory Committee.

have

to a successful conclusion.

and

It w^as logical

therefore

of

character and

States,

who have had

experience in deal-

ing with current matters of inter- American
interest in the shipping field,

through the

channels as well as

regular diplomatic

through

Inter-American Advisory
the
Committee; thus they were well equipped

objectives of the Conference's sponsorship

to

contribute to the general discussion.

procedure and

In

this

served as a clear guide to

its

and spirit of its discussions.
The basis on which the work of the Conference was conducted, determined in
to the course

accordance with the vote of

its

delegates,

took fully into account the integral charthe whole shipping situation.
was necessary for practical reasons
discuss the subject on the basis of the

acter

of

While

it

to

individual topics constituting the agenda,
the discussions in sessions ol the whole took
account of the inter-related character of
the

various

topics

general interest of

The

and the consequent

all

and without reserve in
making known the position, views, and

nity to speak freely

of their respective countries in

the subject under consideration
learn the views of their colleagues

the steamship

the sessions.

company

and
and

all

mission,

who

ably bore the responsibility

States.

ous

The

items

extensive studies on the vari-

of

the

agenda,

which were

presented by the United States delegation

and which,

preciated, assisted in

more thorough and rounded

and information

provided by the delegation of the United

of

enabled

warranted

who was elected
Vice-Chairman of the Conference, and
who had the arduous responsibility of
presiding over the labors of the Committee
on Resolutions. His able assistance and
counsel and experienced judgment greatly
facilitated the work of the Conference.
I should also mention in this connection
my colleague. Commissioner Max O'Rell
Truitt of the United States Maritime Com-

to

representatives in

Thus, we were

is

Dr. Hector David Castro,

of presenting the views

concerned.

delegates were afforded opportu-

interests

connection mention

particularly of the Minister of El Salvador,

was generally apmaking possible the

as I think

informed and illuminating discussions of
the general sessions, were prepared princi-

mutual interest and of the manner in
which it is of concern to each of our

by the experts of the United States
Maritime Commission, under the active
and energetic direction of Mr. Truitt, in
the months preceding the convening of this

countries.

assembly.

to obtain a

understanding both of

The

this subject of vital

character of the persons making

up

pally

As

I

have explained, the primary pur-

much

the various delegations to this Conference

pose of the Conference was not so

contributed greatly to the usefulness of

the formulation of precise answers to indi-

the proceedings.
gates

A number

had come long

of the dele-

vidual questions, some of which might be

distances especially

of specific interest to only two or three of
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the governments represented, but rather

more complete and
background of information and

the development of a
detailed

with

understanding

American shipping
its

various

respect

in general

background,

it

inter-

and

in all

an

such

aspects;

to

enriched

would

was considered,

prove invaluable as an aid in developing
to the

utmost degree our cooperative

American

inter-

relations in the field of shipping

most

effective in developing to the fullest

extent and usefulness our cooperation in
this field.

Since these resolutions are presented in
the Final Act of the Conference,

full in

it is

unnecessary here to recite them in detail.

A

brief discussion of their general nature

may, however, be of

It is partic-

interest.

ularly interesting to note, for one thing,

that

some

thirty-eight individual resolu-

were presented. While a number of
these undoubtedly represented recommendations formulated in advance of the
Conference, many of them appear to have
been the direct result of the course of the

conducted through the various existing
channels of current, daily contact between
our governments.
Even, therefore, had the Conference
reached no expressed conclusions on the

tions

subjects

it discussed, the measure of its
and usefulness would nevertheless
have been the degree to which its sessions
had resulted in more complete information and greater clarity of understanding
of the subject by the delegates who in

discussions

success

substantial

the future will be concerned with handling

with them

particular questions arising from time to

Such a
inherently an
of measurement

was agreed to refer them all to a Committee on Resolutions. In the course of its
sessions of intensive work, which included a
thorough consideration of all the proposed
resolutions and during which delegates

revealed in future results.

especially interested in particular resolu-

time

our

in

inter-American

efforts

to

cooperate in shipping matters.

measure

of

success

is

intangible one, difficult

except as

it

For

my own

by

this

is

part,

it is

standard

my

the

its

of fact, however, the

efforts.

The

individually.

Accordingly,

attended by invitation to explain

purpose more

fully, this

Committee

succeeded in covering the subject matter

its

Con-

of the general discussions, as represented in

Final

the

of the

various resolu-

unanimously adopted and set forth
in the Final Act provide very definite
evidence that, even in connection with so
technical and intricate a subject as shipping, and despite the very wide range and
importance of its significance to our interAmerican relations, it is nevertheless
possible, through the process of general
discussion, to reach an improved mutual
understanding and to point out the
directions of further efforts which will be
tions

all

it

their

more concrete indication

results of

it

for the Conference in general session to deal

tions

of

same ground or overlapped one
became manifestly impossible

the

another,

the

success

ference did leave, in the form of
Act, a

much

conviction that

Conference was substantial.

As a matter

and the

themselves. Owing to this
number of proposed resolutions,
fact that several of them covered

thirty-eight

original

proposals,

in

twelve well-organized, succinct, and purposeful recommendations

which were then

reported to the Conference at

its

final

With some appropriate changes,

session.

were then adopted
which they appear in the

these twelve resolutions
in the

form

in

Final Act.

With regard

to their general form, these

twelve resolutions

two

groups.

directed

to

may

They
the

be divided into

are

attention

all

necessarily

of the

Inter-

American Financial and Economic Advisory

Committee, which,

as

has

been

THE INTER-AMERICAN MARITIME CONFERENCE
said,

sponsored the Conference, and to

achieve greater uniformity in the shipping

was appropriate that

documents that form the basis for cargo,
mail, and passenger statistics.
Other proposals are of a broader nature.
Among those of wide scope is Resolution V,
on tourist travel, which urges the continuance and expansion of studies designed to

which, therefore,

it

the conclusions should be addressed.

Some

of the resolutions request the

recommend

mittee to

policies direct to the

Com-

certain actions or

governments of the

American republics. Thus, the first resolution recommends joint efforts by these
governments
direct

"for

the

that

services

establishment
unite

will

all

of

the

nations of America," and the second, that

pansion of these

studies

now

operating there.

The

sixth

on the important subject of
rates, requests the Committee

freight

suggest to the governments of the
America that they endeavor, through
all appropriate means that may be available, to
assure that in the establishment of inter- American
".

.

.

to

republics of

rates full consideration be given,

among

all

other

pertinent considerations, to the requirements of
the countries affected and that the system under
which merchant marines are operated should not,
in any event, act as a restraint on the normal
development of trade."

Resolution

X recommends that the govern-

ments be requested to "give sympathetic
consideration to the modification of any
laws and regulations which restrict the
transportation of cargo to vessels of

its

own

to

encourage the ex-

facilities.

In general, the resolutions of the Con-

in the inter- American shipping services the

resolution,

and

tourist facilities

ference

vessels

spread of information regarding

foster the

reasonable means be taken to maintain

all
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calling

may
The

classes.

for

new

continued

or

be grouped into four general
first

relates to the shipping

between the American Republics
and may be considered to include: Resolution I, recommending that a study be
made of an adequate system of transshipments in inter-American trade, and
services

Resolutions III and VII, regarding the
transportation of perishable products,

and

marine insurance, respectively. The second class relates to the subject of tourist
traffic and is represented by Resolution V.
In the third class is Resolution XI, regarding the basis for more uniform shipping
statistics.

The

fourth group consists of a
relating

resolutions

charges

and

in

services

IV

number

of

and

dues

port

to

Thus,

ports.

urges consideration of the

registry in trades other than those included

Resolution

in their coastwise laws."

establishment of free ports as centers of

Other resolutions

differ

from the

fore-

distribution

for

the

products

Hemisphere;

of

the

VIII

going in that they propose that further

Western

study be given to various aspects of the

requests that study be given to the estab-

problems discussed by

lishment of twenty-four-hour service for

Some

the

Conference.

of these proposals are of a specific

and restricted nature; thus Resolution III
recommends studies looking to the formu-

official

inspection

American
olution

ports,

and

Resolution

visit

wherever

IX recommends

of ships in

feasible;

Res-

that joint study

governing

the

transportation of perishable products,

and

be undertaken of questions relating to
uniformity of port dues and charges, their

directed toward unifor-

publication, including advance notice of

mity of practice in connection with certain
phases of marine insurance. An important

changes, and the promulgation of standard

lation

of

general

Resolution VII

resolution

eleventh,

of

a

is

rules

specific

nature

is

the

which urges the study of means

to

terms and definitions for analogous services
at different ports.

Finally, the Conference also

adopted a
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further resolution

any

single

which does not

above, but relates in a general
of them.

fit

This

is

way

to all

Resolution XII, which

expresses the desirability of a technically
qualified inter- American

group "to give
Conference
and to study the measures necessary to
continue the improvement and development of maritime transportation in the
Western Hemisphere." In a sense, this
resolution may be taken as an endorseeffect to the conclusions of this

ment

of the objectives

Conference

and

utility of the

since

the

resolution's

provide

for

continuing

itself,

Further evidence of the serious intent

into

one of the groups indicated

that animated the Conference

who sponsored it is to

and those

be seen in the prompt

and energetic manner in which action has
been initiated to carry out its recommendations. On December 13 the InterAmerican Financial and Economic Advisory Committee announced its intention
"to proceed systematically and energetically to comply with the recommendations

Conference in furtherance of

of the

aims and purposes.

.

."

.

Committee has caused

these

its

Already the

recommenda-

be brought to the attention of the

tions to

attention to the matters discussed there,

governments represented on it, and has
made preparations for conducting the

by a group

constituted, like the Confer-

various studies called for by the resolutions.

ence

of representatives of all

purpose

itself,

American

to

is

the

If

evidence were needed of the undoubted
cooperation of the governments

spirit of

republics.

In general, these resolutions

call for the

Inter-American Financial and Economic

of the
it

American republics

for this purpose,

could be found, for example, in the

Advisory Committee to organize the studies

announcement

recommended, with the added specification
in some instances that the governments
themselves and the steamship companies

the United States Maritime Commission,

lend their assistance.

willingness

and technical understandand its problems, some persons might think that a
few resolutions would be sufficient to solve
any problems that might exist, that there
were cut-and-dried answers for shipping
questions, or that the recommendations
for further studies which occupied so
Without a

full

ing of the shipping situation

large a part of the Conference's resolutions

served merely as a

means

for postponing

the settlement of shipping diflSculties.

I

do not think that anyone would hold such
views who had the privilege of following
closely its sessions, and of observing the atmosphere of sincere and forthright intent
to get at the roots of the subject matter and
the

genuine

spirit

of

good-neighborly

inter- American cooperation that prevailed.

expressing

issued

continuing interest in the

its

conclusions

on December 11 by

the

of

Conference

and

its

cooperate fully with the

to

Inter-American Advisory Committee in
carrying out the recommendations.

Thus

it

is

to

be seen that the useful

Inter-American Maritime

of the

results

Conference are to be judged not only from
the point of view of the advantages derived from joint discussion of questions of

mutual

interest

and advantage, which

occupied the sessions of the Conference
itself,

but also in the light of continuing

study of and attention to matters of

sig-

which the Conference
gave new initiative and impetus. Thus
nificant interest to

it

has

made

program

among

of

the

a

new

close

contribution to the

cooperative

republics

of

the

activity

Western

Hemisphere in an important field of
and economic relations.

social

their

DR. CARLOS

A.

ARROYO DEL

RIO, PRESIDENT

OF ECUADOR

GENERAL HIGINIO MORINIGO, PRESIDENT OF PARAGUAY

Pan Americanism

New

or the

World's ''New Order"
WILLIAM SANDERS

Chief of the Juridical Division of the

me

It gives

great pleasure to have this

opportunity to discuss the development of
the policies, principles,

and

practices that

Pan American Union

peace

able

achieved and

nations

can

how

common

interests

can be protected

sovereign American Republics within the

of world history

Pan American movement.

In the present state of world affairs, the

and

their

in those recurring

when

country and of

allotted

nent are of

Twenty

vital

concern to

all

span of

contact, in one

of us.

years ago the end of the

"war

end wars" brought in a period of high
optimism and confidence in man's ability
to

epochs

of the future struggle for supremacy.

given the ordinary

neighbors on the conti-

be

the forces of the past

History shows that

bases of the international policy of this
its

a dur-

between

govern the relations of the twenty-one
the scope of the

how

continental solidarity reveals

it

man

very seldom

live out his
without coming in

life

way

is

to

or another, with the

consequences of war in his

Yet
aware in
time of peace of how relations between

how seldom

it

is

that

he

time.

is

now

nations are shaping themselves to bring

and today we are back to the
methods of international conduct that

national affairs, there has been a similar

about these consequences. It is only when
the impact of the external relations of
his country becomes immediate in the
form of a threat to his life and his interests
that he suddenly becomes conscious of

retrogression in national affairs, with the

the importance of international affairs.

to

in

live

peace.

This period has

ended,

prevailed before that great dream.

Along with

this retrogression in inter-

advent of absolute forms of government
that

had come
of the dead past.

some

things

In view

of us

of these

to believe

developments,

were
it

is

naturally of profound interest to us in this

country to understand the
situation of the
sister

republics

realities of the

United States and of its
on this continent with

and momentous
march of events in Europe and Asia. In
this connection, the history of Pan Americanism indicates clearly the permanent
orientation of the American continent,
both in times of peace and in times of
reference to

danger.

The

the tragic

annals of this

movement

of

Address delivered before the International Rotary
Club of Grand Rapids, Michigan, October 3, 1940.

In looking back over the record of man's

on the planet, one is struck
by the evidence that there have been three
major tendencies in international relations.

brief existence

One

is the tendency towards domination,
based on the idea that because of superior

force or alleged superior merit, a certain

race or people should dominate either

neighbors or the entire world.
tendency, which

came

its

The second

into existence with

the advent of the system of national states
in the

modern

of power.

era, is that of the balance
This trend has been in conflict

with that of universal domination, because
the national state system carries with it as

one of

its

rules of survival the balancing of

forces or the constant adjustment of

117

power
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prevent domination by one state or

to

The balance

power
policy may thus be considered, whether it
group of

states.

of

stance a response to potential or actual
threats

the

to

or

political

territorial

integrity of

one or more of these nations.

receives expression opportunistically or in

During

same period the United

the form of alliances or ententes, a logical

formulated, unilaterally,

concommitant of a system of national

continental defense, the

states, certainly in the initial stage of

the

policies involve

The

tendency

third

relations appears

international

in

be characteristic of

to

the second stage in the evolution of the

system of national

ment towards

states.

It

a move-

is

international solidarity

and

This tenden-

international organization.

based on the idea that the best

is

of

interests

individual

the

and

tained

guaranteed

national cooperation.
present

states,

and

can best be main-

their very existence,

the

the last few

tendencies,

in

the

by

recognition

the

twenty-one American republics of a com-

war.

cy

shall indicate shortly,

I

States

own policy of
Monroe Doctrine.
its

years have seen the merger of these two

establishment of such a system.

Both of these trends or

As

this

It

century

through
is

that

inter-

only during

concept

this

has become the accepted policy of certain
states,

although the idea had been enuna

ciated

centuries.

number

of

times

previous

in

In a world sense

"new

this

maximum

mon

responsiblity for the defense of the

continent.
It was in 1889 that the Hispanic American movement of international cooperation
was expanded, on the initiative of the

United

States, to include all the

independ-

ent nations of the Western Hemisphere.

We

found that the other peoples of the

continent were ready, able, and willing to
join in this endeavor

had a

and that

they, too,

tradition of international peace

cooperation which,

own, became the
ment.
Pan Americanism embraces
of inter-American

and

when fused with our
Pan American move-

relations

all

that

phases
are

of

although

common or collective interest to the twenty-

in the League of
American
continent it
Nations. On
has had a longer history, going back

one republics of the continent. In the
broad sweep of this movement of international cooperation, inter-American commercial, economic, legal, social, cultural,

order" received
imperfect

its

expression
the

virtually

to

independent

the
life

very beginning of the

of the

American

New World "new

republics.

symbolized by the Pan American Union.
The effort to assure a permanent peace
This

order"

is

and

political relations are carried

along a

common

The movement, which
fiftieth

forward

course.

anniversary

this

celebrated

its

year [1940], has an

Conferences were held in the course of

pragmatic spirit. Its advances
been gradual, never spectacular.
A step forward is taken only in response to
the realities of life on the continent. After
a long period of incubation, from 1826 to
1889, its basic ideas have matured slowly

the nineteenth century for the purpose of

in the last half century.

on the continent began
nations of the

pendent.

as

soon as the

New World became

Starting with the

inde-

Panama Connum-

ference of 1826, five political and a

ber of technical or legal Hispanic American

establishing cooperative relations

the

new

among

states in the interest of continental

peace and security.
gresses of this period

The
were

political

in

con-

every in-

essentially

have

An
its

idea of the scope of the movement, of

objectives

and guiding

may be
made by the

spirit,

gathered from a declaration

Eighth International Conference of Ameri-
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can States held at Lima in 1938, in which
the fundamental principles of Pan Ameri-

individuals

canism are reaffirmed. In this document
the American republics pledge their con-

laboration with official national or inter-

tinued support of the following principles:
1.

A

State

may

or

external

internal

not intervene in the
affairs

another

of

All

of

differences

character should be

an international
by peaceful

settled

means.
3.

The

national

organizations

work through

use of force as

an instrument of
policy

international

or

is

un-

agencies, or through activities
undertaken on their own responsibility in
conjunction with other unofficial organiza-

The

tions.

chief

instrumentalities

a special character; five procedures for the
settlement

pacific

continental

law.

security.

and the

faithful observ-

among

The

of

international

and a method

4. Relations between States should be
governed by the rules of international

for

for

movement

are the general and special Conferences of
American States; the Pan American Union
and other Pan American organizations of

putes;

Respect

col-

national

lawful.

5.

unofficial

participate in the

achieving the objectives of the

State.
2.

may

governments

the

to

and

solidarity

dis-

consultation

for

safeguard
continental

International Conferences of

Amer-

the indispensable rule for

ican States are meetings of plenipotentiary

the development of peaceful relations
between States, and treaties can be
revised only by agreement of the parties.
6. Peaceful collaboration between repre-

delegates held periodically for the purpose

ance of treaties

sentatives

is

and

of the States

intellectual

exchange between the nations produce
mutual understanding and establish the
conditions that

make

it

possible to settle

disputes by pacific means.
7.

Economic reconstruction contributes
and international well-being

national

to

and
8.

to

peace

among nations.

International cooperation

is

a neces-

sary condition to the maintenance of these

of discussing

ments

experience

of

of

Pan Americanism
the

is

thus founded on

proposition that the nations of the

New World

have interests in common,
which they can promote through an effective

method

Primarily

the light of

a

program

of

Eight

American

States are usually meetings

Pan
American movement. These are convened to discuss and to conclude agreements, or to formulate recommendations
of experts in the separate fields of the

governments or to the general conon specific subjects. Over one
hundred and fifty of these special or tech-

nical conferences

The
can

life.

in

1890 and the next is scheduled to meet in
Bogota in 1943. The special Conferences

to the

way

needs,

of these conferences have been held since

ferences,

their

and

between the confer-

out,

action for the succeeding period.

These are concepts and rules of international conduct that are based on the experience of the American nations and express

and

map

ences and to

principles.

their desires, their purposes,

Pan American accomplish-

in the interval

have been held.

Pan Amerisummarized as

various chapters of the

program

may

be

follows
1.

Creation of

common

inter- American

administrative organizations, including the

Pan American Union,

the

Pan American

of international cooperation.

Sanitary Bureau, the International Insti-

move-

tute for the Protection of Childhood, the

official in

character, the

ment provides means by which

private

Pan American

Institute of

Geography and
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History,

and other permanent or

special

Continental solidarity and security,

8.

and advanced through the

agencies.

maintained

Promotion of economic, financial,
commercial, and agricultural cooperation,

foregoing methods of international coop-

including the adoption of common policies,

governments whenever the peace of the
hemisphere is threatened by a situation
existing or arising within or without the

2.

uniformity of legislation and standardization

of regulations

mercial arbitration,

and practices, comand means for ex-

eration,

and by consultation among the

continent.

Because of present world conditions,

changing information.
3. Promotion of intellectual cooperation,
including exchange of professors and students; exchange and cooperation in the
cultural field between Latin and North
American institutes and individuals interested in education, art, literature, and

science;

inter- American

copyright

tection;

and means

interchange

for

proof

is

of timely interest to consider in

detail this last subject, that

is,

continental

defense.
It is

an interesting

fact that

during

vir-

tually all of the fifty years of the history of

the

Pan American movement,

its

princi-

and

has been to develop

pal objective

organize cooperative relations

among

the

information.

American republics within the confines

Promotion of travel through the
adoption of uniform legislation to facilitate inter-American travel, and through
the activities of the Pan American Union,
which is specially active in supplying information and publishing material on
travel facilities and places of interest in

the continent.

4.

5.

Up

Pan Americanism

to the last

Increased legal cooperation and inte-

as such has

had

tinent as a whole with other regions of the

This

world.
it

is

not to say, however, that

has been isolationist in

tive.

It

spirit or objec-

was most decidedly not

that.

logical course of development,

The

pacific

field.

settlement of disputes,

through a progressive system of peace
treaties which establishes a variety of
methods for solving conflicts through
peaceful means, namely, investigation,
conciliation,

good

offices

and mediation,

arbitration, consultations

among

govern-

ments, and a method for the prevention
of controversies.
7.

Adoption of standards

for enlightened

international conduct, including the outlawing" of war, the principle of non-inter-

vention, the sanctity of treaties,

and the non-

recognition of territory acquired by force.

a

and
was a prereq-

the fact that the internal organization
solidarity of the continent
uisite to the

It

based on

and private international law, uniformity
and unification of private and public law,
and cooperation between private and
6.

little

or no concern with the relations of the con-

gration through the codification of public

public organizations in the legal

of

few years

was merely that the movement followed

the Americas.

it

some

formulation of a hemisphere

foreign policy.

By

1933,

when

the

Seventh Interna-

American States was
held at Montevideo, Uruguay, this internal organization had been completed,
and all the principles and instrumentalities
of which I have spoken, with the exception
of the procedure of consultation, had
become realities.
That date, 1933, which signalized the
coming of age of Pan Americanism, had
ominous overtones for the world, for in
that year began the chain of events that
culminated in the present armed struggle.
Three years later President Roosevelt
suggested that the American repubhcs
tional Conference of

PAN AMERICANISM OR THE NEW WORLD
meet

at

an extraordinary inter-American
how the main-

conference "to determine

tenance of peace
republics

may

among

American

the

He

best be safeguarded."

indicated that such a step would advance
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any American republic
by acts of any nature
impair them, they [the American

torial integrity of
is

[thus] threatened

that

may

common

governments] proclaim their

cern and their determination to

the cause of world peace, inasmuch as the

tive

agreements that might be reached would
supplement and reinforce the efforts being

respective sovereign wills by

made

in other parts of the

world to pre-

solidarity,

coordinating

con-

effec-

their

means of the
procedure of consultation." It was also
agreed that the method of consultation
should take the form of special meetings of

vent war.

The

their

make

conference the President proposed

where

the Ministers of Foreign Affairs,

Buenos Aires in December
it was this assembly which laid
the foundations for the measures now be-

sary to meet the

ing taken to safeguard the interests of the

second declaration, the Lima Conference

was held
1936, and

at

they could exchange views in person and
agree on the measures that might be neces-

common

danger.

In a

continent in the present period of world

agreed that the procedure of consultation

uoheaval.

would apply "to any economic, cultural,
or other question which, by reason of its
importance, justifies this procedure and in
the examination or solution of which the
American states may have a common

Among
were two

the conclusions of the conference
treaties

and a declaration which

incorporated the principle that whenever
the peace of the continent

is

threatened,

by the possibility of strife between
two or more American republics or as the
result "of an international war outside
America," the American governments
either

shall consult together to decide

upon the

measures that they might take, individually
or collectively, to safeguard the peaceful
interests of the continent.

This represents

a definite recognition of the

common

sponsibility of the twenty-one

re-

American

Republics for the security of the hemisphere.
In these agreements the Americas revealed
their determination to present a united front

against any dangers from beyond the seas.

This

consultative

procedure

was

strengthened and broadened three years
later at the

Eighth Conference, which was

held at Lima, Peru, in

December

1938.

interest."

A short nine

months from the date of the

approval of these agreements, the present

European war broke upon the world.
There was an immediate recognition on
the part of the American governments of
the adverse effects the conflict would have
upon the peoples of the continent, and the
consultative procedure that had so recently
been agreed upon was invoked. Accordingly, the First Meeting of the Ministers of
Foreign Affairs of the American Republics
was held at Panama from September 23 to
October 3, 1939. At this Meeting the
American governments agreed on a joint
program of neutrality, continental security, and economic cooperation in connection with the problems arising for them out

They

In one declaration the American govern-

of the war.

ments reaffirmed the principles of con-

close contact in effectuating the conclu-

and their resolution
and defend them against

tinental solidarity

maintain

to
all

foreign intervention or activity that might

develop.

The

declaration provides further

that "in case the peace, security, or terri-

also decided to

keep

in

upon at the Meeting, and
two emergency committees to
make recommendations to the governments
on problems of neutrality and economic

sions agreed

created

cooperation.
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At Panama it was also agreed that the
Second Consultative Meeting would be
held at Habana, Cuba, on October 1,
1 940, or sooner if it should be found necessary, and specifically, in case any European
colony in America should face the prospect
of a change in sovereignty.

The

acts of savage aggression against the

the governments to consult in case of an

attempted
fer

and

events were

method

continent

—

all

these factors

made

it

im-

The

other view was

moving

in

Europe,

it

safe to wait for the transfer to

lapse of France in June, the aggravation of

American economy, plus the possibility of
Europe's becoming a single monopolistic
economic unit, and the steadily increasing
danger to the security of the American republics from totalitarian activity on the

declaration

which
was not

that because of the rapidity with

before

war upon

a

their devotion to the principle of

self-determination.

Netherlands and Belgium in May, the colthe prejudicial effects of the

and

transfer,

expressing their opposition to such a trans-

made

be

agreeing on a policy and on a

of coping with the situation. The
arguments in favor of this view of the
problem proved more persuasive.
The Meeting agreed, accordingly, that
any transfer or attempted transfer, of the

sovereignty or jurisdiction over, or possession

of,

regions in the Americas from their

present owners to a non-American power

perative to hold the Second Meeting before

would be regarded by the American

Panama.
The Second Meeting of the Ministers
of Foreign Affairs of the American Republics was held from the 20th to the 30th of
July, 1940, at Habana. At this Meeting
the program was, as had been the case at
Panama, divided into chapters dealing
with neutrality, continental security, and

publics as being against the right of the

economic cooperation.

over and administered by an inter-Ameri-

the date fixed at

In response to the

moment, from the opening
day the most important subject was the
problem of defense and security.
realities of the

The

results of the deliberations of the

American
rity
and
against

states

one of which provides that the acquisition
of territory

by

force will not be tolerated.

In the event transfer

permits of no delay, any one of the republics

has the right to assume provisional con-

"may

territory or colony involved,

but must place the matter before the inter-

appropriate measures."

also estab-

terest of the security of the continent

for the benefit of the region "until

time as the region
itself

or

is

latter

also

and
such

in a position to

govern

former

status,

is

its

compatible with the

American republics."
of security and defense
approached from the points of

The problems
were

is

restored to

security of the

to other non-Ameriwas necessary at the
moment was an agreement on the part of

is

or possession shall be exercised in the in-

and the Netherlands,
that

It

lished that the administration of the colony

whenever the

all

in order that the latter

consider the action taken and adopt

present owners, namely, England, France,

can powers,

ter-

can body appointed by the American govIn case of an emergency that

American body,

are the agree-

attempted, the

ernments.

lics of the continent have attained, and
they indicate how Pan Americanism operates in times of emergency and danger.

problem of European
colonies in America. On this subject one
view was that, as an attempt might not be
made to transfer these colonies from their

is

ritory involved will automatically be taken

unity that the twenty-one sovereign repub-

relative to the

and

independence,

sentiments and principles,

their

trol of the

Of paramount importance

maintain their secu-

to

political

Meeting are found in twenty-five resolutions and one treaty. These reveal the

ments

re-
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view of mutual assistance, and of control

and suppression

of activities of individuals

or organizations inimical to the safety of the

American states. With respect to the first,
the Meeting declared that any attempt on
the part of a non-American state against
the territory, sovereignty or political inde-

pendence of an American state should be
considered as an act of aggression against
all.

On

the subject of subversive activities,

NEW ORDER

S

123

governments

the means by which the
economy of the continent might be integrated and vitalized. This is a problem of

the utmost importance,

in

view of the

enormous dislocations that the war is
producing and of the possibility that
Europe may become a single economic
unit controlled by the totalitarians.
The Habana Meeting drew up the blue
prints of a program of action designed to
make the Americas better able to meet the

the Meeting adopted several resolutions in

dangers

which various methods for dealing with
such activities were approved. Measures
were recommended, for example, to prevent and suppress activities controlled or
influenced by foreign governments or
foreign groups or individuals, which tend
to subvert domestic institutions, foment

The

that

we

all

know

different phases of this

ahead.

lie

program

to matters that profoundly affect

relate

our most

The dangers which it conno amount of wishful
thinking can make them disappear. We
are down to bed-rock, and we cannot
vital interests.

templates are real

—

afford to look about us at the world through

internal political disorder, or interfere with

the spectacles of our mental stereotypes.

the existing democratic systems.

In the execution of this program, the
United States has a tremendous responsi-

recommended

It also

that the governments take

On

steps to see that the activities of foreign

bility.

diplomatic and consular agents are con-

depends,

fined to their legitimate functions, so that

may

under the cloak of their
diplomatic immunity, foment trouble and
conspire against the country where they
they

not,

are accredited.

The spreading

its

ability to carry out

am

I

convinced,

its

part

whether the

American continent will continue as the
ground of the principles and

proving

practices of the democratic

What

is

now

going on

in

way

of

life.

Europe and

of foreign

Asia has further convinced the peoples of

and nationals was
likewise looked into and appropriate
counter measures recommended. Provision was also made for the convocation,
through the Pan American Union, of an

wisdom of the course
they have been following in their mutual

ideologies

by

aliens

the Americas of the

relations.

Our own

preponderance

of

recommendations on the control and sup-

power could have made it possible for us
to establish an American empire on this
continent, but we freely elected the Pan
American policy, as against a policy of

pression of subversive activities.

domination.

inter-American

conference

to

formulate

On

problems of neutrality and economic
cooperation, the Meeting requested the
two committees created by the First
Meeting at Panama to continue their
work, indicating the specific tasks to
which they should give preferential attention.

The Economic and Financial Adnow sitting in Washing-

visory Committee,
ton,

was

instructed

to

propose to the

The

result

is

that

today

habits of peaceful collaboration prevail,

rather than the self-destructive practices
that are producing such tragic
quences in Europe and Asia.

The
'

conclusion that

One of

mav

conse-

be drawn from

program was
Quota Agreement, signed in

the first tangible results oj this

the Inter-American Coffee

Washington on November 28, 1940; see Bulletin oJ
Pan American Union Jor January 1941.

the
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what

have said

I

that the experience of

is

the nations of the Americas demonstrates

granted good faith and mutual

that,
it is

trust,

possible for peoples of different races

and cultures to establish stable and permanent relationships based on peace and
cooperation.

We

hope and the

should hold

faith

fast to the

engendered by that

question

can ever hope

we

arises,

though, whether

to see

our system of inter-

national relations,

or something like

it,

For we
this
moment
that
we
cannot
are seeing at
insulate ourselves as a country from the
disease of war, and much less can we do it
prevail throughout the world.

as a continent.

The answer to the question depends on
whether the tendencies of international
peace and organization that operated for a
time after the last war will be permitted to
continue after the present struggle.

The

aggression

and

ancient,

evil

of

forces

domination, world and regional, are

now

Whether they

will

the

in

ascendency.

subside or be defeated on the field of battle
is

something beyond our ability to see at
moment. If they should prevail as a

this

result

Britain

of the

and

In view of the uncertainties that the
immediate future holds for us, I should
like, in

concluding these remarks, to recall

your minds the fact that genuine human
progress has always involved great sacrito

fices

over long periods of time and that the

preservation of this progress, once achieved,

has required constant vigilance and re-

experience.

The

generations, perhaps indefinitely.

conflict

China,

now
the

raging over

tentative

and

peated
this

is

The

sacrifices.

conclusion

from

that the supreme effort of one gene-

ration

is

not enough to bring the world a

peaceful order.

government was

The democratic form

of

not, for example, the pro-

duct of the labor and

sacrifices of one
was the result of the
struggle put forth by many races and

people or one age.
peoples through
I

am

It

many centuries.

personally convinced of the possi-

bility of

securing world peace through a

system of international relations analogous
to the Pan American system, but it cannot
become a reality merely because of our

belief that the

moral order

The

will ultimately

flung by the
domination and aggression must
be inet before we can reconstruct the neworder towards which we have been progressing in world affairs so slowly and

triumph.

challenge

forces of

painfully.

It is for

hesitant advances that have been taken

according to

toward a world system based on principles
and practices similar to those which motivate Pan Americanism will be retarded for

judgment,

his

each of us to

own

our individual

responsibilities

some period.

and

assess,

conscience and best

and national

interests in this trouble-

Third Meeting of the Inter- American

Union of

the Caribbean

of Haiti has set April 14,

Following the precedent of other International

1941, as the date for the opening of the

Conferences of American States, delegates from
small countries were appointed as chairmen of

The Government

Inter-American

Third

Meeting

Union

of the Caribbean,

the

of

The

Port-au-Prince.

first

to

be held at

of these gather-

Habana, October 9-12,
1939, and the second in Ciudad Trujillo,
May 31 -June 8, 1940. At both these
meetings approval was given to recommendations, agreements, and resolutions
ings took place in

of particular interest to the participating

One agreement adopted at Habana created the Permanent Secretariat of
the Inter-American Union of the Carib-

nations.

with headquarters in the

bean,

capital, to take action

adopted

and

upon

the measures

organize

to

Cuban

subsequent

The continental and
Caribbean should especially
appreciate that emphasis upon the principle of
equality, under the stimulus of which they
important

committees.

island States of the

drafted a statement of regional aims, issued soon
Conference closed; its wording, while

after the

was clear and forceful.
it was that the thirteen nations bordering
on this American Mediterranean, formerly the
theater and lists of violence caused by colonial
avarice, decided to form a compact Caribbean
bloc, whose effectiveness and value would be a
factor in solving future problems of America. The

simple,

Thus

countries also indicated their firm intention of attaining this end by following a joint course of action at forthcoming

The

Pan American Conferences.

idea of Caribbean solidarity, far from con-

with the postulates of Pan Americanism,
were especially designed to reenforce them by
shortening the interval between the main fouryear conferences and the Consultative Meetings of
Minister of Foreign Affairs, thus providing multiple contacts of a cultural, historical, economic,
flicting

meetings.

The purpose of the assemblies of the
Caribbean countries is to enable delegates
of national cultural,

nomic

institutions,

and eco-

scientific,

both official and private,

of the participating nations to gather for

periodic

and regular

capital of a

member

discussions

in

the

State, so that in a

friendly atmosphere they

may

study, dis-

and take joint action on any measures
they consider likely to promote or facilitate peace, cultural intercourse, and union.
In anticipation of the Third Meeting,

cuss,

President Stenio Vincent of Haiti issued

and

social nature.

This

is

the idea that

was mainly responsible both

for the establishment of the

of the Caribbean in

meetings of the

The

member

results of the first

and Ciudad

for the

annual

States of the Union.

two Meetings,

at

Habana

Trujillo, respectively, bear witness to

a deep appreciation of the importance of inter-

Caribbean understanding. They also reflect the
unremitting concern of President Franklin Delano
Roosevelt, of the Hon. Cordell Hull, Secretary of
State of the United States,

the following statement:

Interamerican Union

Habana, and

and of

their aides in

developing and fomenting inter-American rela-

The Eighth
can

International Conference of Ameri-

States, held at

Lima

in

December

1938, can

be credited with transforming the desirable but
often
into

neglected

a

Pan

idea

of

American

continental
principle.

auspices of that Conference,

solidarity

Under

now famous

the

in the

annals of our hemisphere, the democratic ideal

became the common gospel of the American
nations.

tions.

of the Third Meeting at Port-auon the program of the Second Meeting at Ciudad Trujillo, is most inclusive, for the
questions to be considered are of a permanent
character and therefore cannot be definitely

The agenda

Prince, based

settled overnight.

Problems related

to cultural intercourse, eco-

nomics, tourist travel, history, health, and social
125

126
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welfare are included,
the angle of the

and

will

be discussed from

Good Neighbor

Policy

and

inter-

chart the course of Pan Americanism toward a better defined,

more

attainable,

and

less

remote goal.

American cooperation.

The forthcoming meeting at Port-au-Prince will
be in perfect harmony with another and no

also
less

tries

important regional movement, in the counof the

Amazon

basin; plans for definite action

are being prepared at the instance of the eminent
Brazilian

statesman. President

Getulio Vargas.

These two American projects, by putting common aims and ideals above private interests, will

The meetings
Union

of

the

Inter-American

of the Caribbean are attended

from

delegates

Colombia,

Costa

by

Rica,

Cuba, the Dominican Republic, El SalvaGuatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico,

dor,

Nicaragua,

Panama, Puerto Rico, and

Venezuela.

GENERAL VIEW OF PORT-AU-PRINCE, THE CAPITAL OF HAITI

GOVERNMENT

BUILDINGS, PORT-AU-PRINCE

Upper: The National Palace, home of the President of Haiti and seat of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
In it may be seen the anchor from one of Columbus' caravels and the busts of former Presidents. Lower:
Ministry Building, where the Ministries of the Interior, Justice, Public Works, and Commerce have their
offices.
In the foreground is Independence Square.

THE CITY HALL AND FRANKLIN

D.

ROOSEVELT AVENUE

Upper: The City Hall, in whose beautiful mosaics, splendid reception rooms, and gallery of portraits of
all the mayors of Port-au-Prince the citizens take legitimate pride.
Lower: Franklin D. Roosevelt
Avenue, one of the broad streets that add to the beauty of the Haitian capital.

^^^)0^ ^sfc:»^'^:^^>fe^

/

t'4

M%F^

DESSALINES BARRACKS AND THE TREASURY
The

capital of Haiti has not only fine public buildings, as exemplified by the Dessalines Barracks and the
Treasury, but also handsome private homes, hotels, clubs, and theaters. Many of the public squares,
parks, and gardens are adorned with monuments to national heroes.

MEDICAL SCHOOL, PORT-AU-PRINCE, AND HOSPITAL, PETIT-GOAVE
The National

Public Health and Welfare Service, whose director is appointed by the President, has
divided the country into ten districts for administrative purposes and established fine hospitals, health
centers, and clinics.
The Medical School, vs'hich was reorganized in 1926, is also under its direction.

MEANS OF COMMUNICATION ARE BEING CONSTANTLY IMPROVED

IN HAITI

Highways and other means of communication figure prominently in the plans for national progress put
Upper: The main highway from Cap Haitien to Gonaives and
into execution by President Vincent.
Port-au-Prince passes near the summit of Mt. Puilboreau. Lower: Stenio Vincent Bridge, on the highway
between Hinche and Pignon, in central Haiti.
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The Pan American Union, now

50 years old,

is

Director, elected

by and responsible

to a

Govern-

an international organization created and main-

ing Board composed of the Secretary of State of

tained by the twenty-one American Republics:

the United States

Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa

ton of the other American governments.

and representatives

in

Washing-

Rica, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Ecuador,

Nicaragua,

United

States,

Panama, Paraguay, Peru, the

Uruguay, and Venezuela.

Administrative Divisions

Mex-

El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras,
ico,

Origi-

The

Pan Ameri-

administrative divisions of the

can Union are organized to carry out the purposes

nally knowTi as the International Bureau of the

for

American Republics,

sions dealing with foreign trade, statistics, eco-

it

was established

in 1890 in

which

it

There are

was created.

special divi-

accordance with a resolution passed April 14 of

nomics, intellectual cooperation, juridical matters,

that year at the First International Conference of

agricultural cooperation, travel,

American

social information.

States, held at

Washington

and presided over by James G.
United States Secretary of
greatly

State.

in 1889—90,

Blaine,
Its

then

work was

expanded by resolutions of the Second

Conference, held at Mexico in 1901; the Third,
at

Rio de Janeiro in

1

906 the Fourth, at Buenos
;

close relations

with

in the countries

and labor and

All these divisions maintain
official

and

members of

unofficial bodies

Columbus Memorial Library contains 105,000
volumes and

many maps. The Bulletin

Pan American Union, published monthly

Aires in 1910; the Fifth, at Santiago, Chile, in

lish,

1923; the Sixth, at Habana, Cuba, in 1928; the

of the institution.

Seventh, at Montevideo, Uruguay, in 1933; and

of the Union, see the inside back cover.

the Eighth, at Lima, Peru, in 1938.

April 14

The

the Union.

Spanish, and Portuguese,

For a

list

is

of the

in

Eng-

the official organ

of other publications

is

celebrated annually throughout the Americas as

Pan American Conferences

Pan American Day.

The Pan American Union
Purpose and Organization

The purpose

of the

manent organ

Pan American Union

is

to

promote peace, commerce, and friendship between
the

Republics of the American Continent by

fostering economic, juridical, social,
relations.

The Union

is

and cultural

supported by annual

American

serves as the per-

of the International Conferences of

States, usually referred to as the

American Conferences.
the programs

and

Pan

In addition to preparing

regulations, the

effect to the conclusions of the

Union

gives

Conferences by

conducting special inquiries and investigations

contributions from all the countries, in amounts

and by convening or arranging

proportional to population.

technical conferences in the intervals between the

Its

affairs

are ad-

ministered by a Director General and an Assistant

International Conferences.

for

special

or

—
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The

Gifts of

Mexico

RAFAEL HELIODORO VALLE
The

What America Owes

theme,

ico, leads inevitably to

What
ica.

to

the

World Owes

I shall

to

open the door

such a discussion today.

whose aim

is

I

although as

am

This

it

may

refer only to

Mexican
that topic

their

best to begin

by

things

But the mere statement of
would take us back to the birth

of a culture which, despite the twenty
it

has produced,

is still

in

the prime of morning.
It

and one of

suggested the mosquito as vector of

are.

centuries of art

the potato and cinchona bark

the richest and most individual cultures

first

acquire

all

is

among

certain expressions of art,

would perhaps be

It

known as to ceramics and textiles;
Cuba gave us a Carlos Finlay, who

origin in Mexico.
It

song and dance.

that

and economics that had

explaining just what Mexico and

in

ever

American, rather than purely Mexican,
dimensions. But for the moment I shall
science

lassitude

often forgotten that Peru gave to the world

book

aspects of Mexico,

progresses

it

for

but a

is

writing, a

to reconnoiter a bit

the various cultural

Mex-

Hispanic Amer-

not, therefore,

chapter of a book

to

a wider discourse on

has been said that Hispanic America

yellow fever, without which knowledge the

Panama Canal could

not have been built,
and a Joaquin Albarran, whose name belongs to a certain well-known type of
operation which in Baltimore is credited
to another surgeon; and that Central
America gave to Mexico and to science a
Jose Felipe Flores, of whom more later.
These names, chosen at random, prove
that even although our America has not
bred men great in political and social
science and although it has not produced
an inventor of world-wide renown in the
applied sciences, still we do have creative
abilities.

An

undeniable pattern emerges.

the siesta, of course, but poetic dreams;

Hispanic American in mould and form.
Not long ago Luis Alberto Sanchez made

a talent only for Utopian ideas in politics.

the discovery

has a talent only for dreams, not those of

that

we

are an

America
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Very

well; but let us
supreme form of
expression in any culture, and that there is
no Hispanic American culture, like the
Chinese, the French, the Arabic. Are
not people still debating whether or not
the United States is mature enough to
produce a culture? The themes of our

without novelists.

agree that the novel

is

a

America have sought an

outlet not alone

in the novel, but in painting, in music,

in certain fields of economics.

want

to speak of

even

What

I

those subjects that,

is

although they have already been stated,
have often been neglected, later to become

new messages

in the

search for

human

happiness.

Anthropologists claim that some ten thousand years ago the Folsom Man lived in

America and that he appeared

to

have de-

Where he came from

veloped a real brain.

no one knows; perhaps from the north,
using the Arctic islands as stepping stones,

from

all

those regions where Dr.

Hrdlicka has identified his tracks.

Ale§

At that

time neither Popocatepetl nor Ixtaccihuatl

Mexican highlands,
and no one had yet dreamed of the tourists
who now so enthusiastically admire the
Mexican landscapes. The Folsom Man
stood guard over the

lived exposed to the elements, in a surpris-

ing world, a terrible world, bristling with

economic problems. He had no cereals,
no fruits, no poultry, no silver fox furs such
as women sigh for in these times. He had
to make his own way; he was the New
World. Manuel Gamio says, and we agree
with him, that that ancestor of ours was
the first discoverer of America: struggling
in a pitiless environment, bringing miracles
to pass

work

with a patience which those

in the laboratories of

who

today do not

possess, and fighting to subjugate nature, to
smooth and ease his life a bit, that man was

He

a hero without alloy.
first

whole range of
Courtesy

of

Bureau

of

Plant Industry, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture

History does not tell us just when corn was discovered. The Popol-Vuh relates that the gods
invented it before man; Spinden says man made
it by crossing an unknown plant with the grasslike teosinte.

It

was flourishing

in

Mexico when

the Spaniards arrived, and some authorities think
it originated in the region between the Rio Grande
and the Guatemalan boundary.

and

was earned through
and then one fine day.

flora

bitter experience;

a great

CORN

discovered the

medicinal herbs; his knowledge of the

historical day, that

a marvelous treasure
History cannot

tell

:

man

found

corn.

us

how

long ago corn

was discovered: it was, assuredly, in the
"time beyond time" of which the sibylline
book speaks. Its discovery was an epochal
event, of the same ilk as the much later
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CACAO TREES
Chocolate or cocoa, derived from the cacao tree, is another of Mexico's gifts. Prepared with vanilla and
spices and beaten to a froth, Mexican chocolate is a delightfully refreshing drink that has been served
for centuries.

application of steam to navigation or the

determination of vitamins.

mythology

point,

enters

And
the

at this
picture,

poetry begins to be applied to history.

What
the

is

said about corn in the Popol-Vuh,

bible

of

the

Maya-Quiche, which

Charles Etienne Brasseur de Bourbourg

one of the first Pan Americanists even
though he did not know it found in a

—

Guatemala? The Popol- Vuh
tells us that corn was made by the gods
before they made man. Spinden says that
tiny village in

man

invented corn: that Teosinte (Euch-

laena

Corn.

mexicana)

But

plus

Plant

X

equaled

at this point the ethnologists,

embryologists and biochemists find themselves in

ever,

an obscure labyrinth.

We, how-

choose to be guided through the

labyrinth by the soft

mythology.

and

alluring light of

Where was corn found? To begin

to

problem by limiting its area, we
must fix our attention on the geography of
the tamal. That geography begins in the
lands where only the buffalo once lived;
it is an area somewhat less vast than the
territory through which Alvar Nunez
Cabeza de Vaca once passed; it begins in
the land where "chile con carne" claims
although it is not and
to be Mexican
it spreads on down toward the habitat of
fragrant herbs that blend into new and
different savours. There, where the tamales are more abundant, more varied, is
the paradise where the old gods of the
Popol-Vuh found the famous grass that was
solve the

—

—

the ancestor of corn.

corn

itself

appear?

But,

how

did the

Before corn there were

on the earth only the rabbit, the deer, the
jaguar, the'serpent;'over that happy world
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THE NOPAL
On

when gathered and dried,
the deep carmine that gave pre-Columbian fabrics their richness and splendor. Before
aniline dyes w^ere developed, cochineal was one of the loveliest and most brilliant of
all coloring substances.

of the

by

the nopals of

Maya, where

Mexico

the sky

cochineal insects that yield,

live the

was held up

the four pillars of the horizon, birds of

rarest

beauty winged their way.

Within

a certain sphere of that paradise, between

Tamaulipas, the plateau of Mexico, and
the frontier of Guatemala, where the birds

speak mysterious languages
are to believe Padre

—

there,

if

we

Sahagun when he

wrote of "the land of plenty," the

home

of

marauding red ant, the maize plant
grew and flourished.
the

The

Popol-Vuh

relates

that

after

course of the waters was divided, the

gods decided to

make

their

first

the

Maya

attempt at

man, but the new being that they produced had no coordination, no force, no
movement like many men of today. So
then Grandfather Xpyacoc and Grandmother Xmucane proceeded to fashion a
man from the pith of a cork tree, but they
did not succeed in endowing their new

—

creature with any spirit or intelligence.

A

heavy resinous flood came and drowned
that miserable breed of humanity, except
for a few inferior specimens
the monkeys,
who saved themselves by clinging to the
trees.
After a new attempt in that laboratory similar to Edison's when he was
seeking the filament for his wonderful
lamp the gods found the proper substance
of which to fabricate man. It happened in
this way: The mountain lion, the coyote,

—

—
—

and another bird, revealed the
and yellow corn in Paxil
and Cayula a region, according to Brasseur de Bourbourg, bounded by the Tabasco and Utsumacinta Rivers. It was truly
the raven,

existence of white

—

a wonderland, rich in cacao, custard apples,
sapodillas,

and corn.

So the grandmother

goddess ground some corn and prepared
nine potions, from which the flesh of

man

was formed.

four

There emerged the

first

THE GIFTS OF MEXICO
men, who later became the chiefs of the
Quiche nation in the peregrination from
Tula to Guatemala. They were handsome men, of noble and courteous mien,
and full of intelligent curiosity.
Mexico's gifts include the pinon nut and
the pecan, which today are relished from
Virginia

Tehuantepec.

to

has

It

also

141

history of the turkey, the Meleagris gallopavo
mexicano,

written in codices, in legends,

is

and one of the illushad the honor to be included
that zodiac which is known as the Aztec

in pottery designs,
trious birds
in

Calendar Stone.

Juan

struts

among

This

bewitching

the Popol-Vuh; the echo of his gobble

one
of the five wonders, according to Moises
Saenz henequen. There is chocolate,
the drink of
too, another of Mexico's gifts
both gods and mortals which, prepared

heard in some of the

with a dash of vanilla and

partake of this delectable viand in the

given us one of the five essential

—

—

fibers,

—

served in the

Don

the fotemost fauna of

Dwarf

the

of

tales of the

is

pranks of

Uxmal; he promenades

through the pages of the Dresden Codex.
A hundred years before Governor Bradford

proclaimed Thanksgiving

New

Day on which

to

first

England colony, the Spaniards

mid-day heat of the tropics, is a refreshing
beverage long to be remembered.
Bello, in his Oda a la ^ona Torrida, sings

little

the praises of another of Mexico's

kitchens of Puebla, City of the Angels, and

when he

cochineal,

gifts,

found the bird domesticated in the lands of

Moctezuma;

^

and a

little

later,

in

the

2 R.
W. Shufeldt, in " The Wild Turkey and Its
Hunting" by Edward A. Mcllhenny. Garden City,

says:

Brilla carmin viviente en tus nopales
que afrenta fuera al murice de Tiro.

New

York, 1914, p. 74.

(There gleams in thy nopals a living carmine
to shame the purple hue of Tyre.)

That puts

Cochineal, which gave to pre-Columbian
fabrics so

one of the
tinctoreal

much

and splendor, was
and most brilliant of all

richness

loveliest

treasures

in

the

days

Europe invented aniline dyes.
Chicle, the gum that was the

dentrifice

another of Mexico's gifts.
was Santa Anna who unwittingly intro-

of the
It

Maya,

before

is

duced it into the United States, when an
American friend asked him for a bit of the
stuff he was chewing during one of his
fleeting periods as a refugee there.

But there

is

something even better that

came from Mexico, something

that

is

a

source of pride, that inspires housewives
their greatest skill

to

and

is

the joy of

epicures: the turkey, called dindonneau

the French in the time of Francis

I

by

came to them from the Indies, and turkey
by the English because even at that time
they were deeply aware of Turkey. The
1

Frank Cleary Hanighen, " Santa Anna,

New

York, 1934.

the

Napo-

U

S.

Department

of

Agriculture

THE DOMESTIC TURKEY

because

it

leon oj the West."

Courtesy of Bureau of Animal Industry

conquistadors found this splendid bird, long
the joy of epicures and the inspiration of culinary
art, domesticated in the lands of Moctezuma a
hundred years before the first Thanksgiving Day
was celebrated in New England. It figures

The

prominently in the codices, legends, and drawings
of ancient Mexico.
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SILVER MINE NEAR PACHUCA, STATE OF HIDALGO
of Pachuca, early in the 1 6th century, a Spaniard, Bartolome de Medina, invented the process of extracting silver from crude ore by treatment with mercury.
Much later that method of refining gave way to the cyanide process, but the rich mines
of Pachuca are still producing great quantities of this valuable metal.

At the mines

Oaxaca
pany of

it

,

appeared surrounded by a comwhich color, aroma, and

spices in

were blended like the tones in the
andante of a symphony: the mole de
guajolote was one of the first manifestations of
Creole genius; it represented an awakening
of American sensibilities under the influence
flavor

which the Indian, Martin de la Cruz,
compiled under the intellectual guidance
of the Franciscans of Santiago de TlalIn it he revealed all he knew
telolco.
about the herbs, roots, barks, and miner-

script

als of his pre-Cortesian, lacustrine

Wandering

world.

men who were seeking
a home, who settled in the

friars;

of Castile.

not mines but

The Indian sorcerer or medicine man
knew the secrets of a science that had
passed through many long theogonies;

mountains and deep valleys

seeds from year to year; sailing masters

and

who brought

the

in

laboratories

of

the

creole

pharmacologist theobromine, atropine, hyoscyamine, jalap root, castor

oil,

cheno-

podium, veratrum, and sarsaparilla gave
forth their finest essences.^

wishes to penetrate a very

If the

maze

reader

of splen-

dor, let him delve into medicine's oldest
American codex the Badianus Manu-

—

^

Charles

Mixico,"

Mayo,

"Imp7'esiones

in "Pasteur," 1932,

Medicos acerca de

II (5): 263.

to

work the

hibited books-

new

Creole

as

—

to trade

women who

soil;

and

saved the

contraband cargo pro-

all

these gave

structure,

in

life

to that

which

horses,

and the products of confectioneries, bakeries, and distilleries were
all the fruits of anonymous creative activThe mole de guajolote and the tamal of
ity.
Mexico proved more delicious even than
their originators had expected; and the
Mexican mestizo began to enjoy the lifesarapes, songs,

THE
and

giving air of his land
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dreams.

his

In the mines of Pachuca during the

first

the Spaniard

third of the 16th century,

Bartolome de Medina invented an amalgamation process of refining, which made
mercury an article of prime importance
in the

economy

The

of America.

process

consisted in extracting silver from the ore

by treatment with mercury, the excess of
which was pressed from the amalgam
and the latter then distilled. This revolutionary method reached the end of its
cycle with the appearance of the cyanide
process; but even so, after

Mexico long supplied half

its

In his book. Arte de

silver.

discovery

of the world's
los

Metales,

Alvaro Alonso de Barba very fittingly said
"In 1554 Bartolome de Medina, armed
with mercury and
silver sulphides

came

common

attacked

salt,

by a method which

later

be known as the amalgama-

to

tion process.

After

Medina came Juan

de Cordoba who perfected the process,
although without any radical changes.

One

Garces,

covered

the

a native of Portugal,
existence

America

in

dis-

of

mercuric sulphides, such as the cinnabar
or vermilion used by the indigenes as
feminine

cosmetics. This is considered
one of the most notable events in Spanish-

American metallurgy.

There

is

no doubt
and

that without this discovery of mercury

it

that the founder of ethnology

most

would have been

difficult for the silver

industry to attain that

magnificent

de-

velopment which astonished the world,
The discovery of Garces was followed by
the inventions and improvements of Antonio Boteller,

himself as

'first

who

in

worker

1562 boasted of
in

and inventor

of the pro^cess of refining silver by the use
of quicksilver,

New

both in

New Spam and

Kingdoms.'
Until a short time ago

in all the

^

it

popular

—one of the
now—was

just

des Sauvages Americaines.
But Wigberto
Jimenez Moreno ^ has shown, with the
exactness of one who is master of his subject, that the renowned Franciscan, Father
Bernardino Sahagun, established the bases
of this science in the 16th century by assembling, sifting, and comparing the data
on ancient Mexico that, by word of mouth
or by drawings, were given him by the old
caciques and the young men of the Colegio
de Santa Cruz de Tlaltelolco, where he
spent the most pleasant days of his life
working on his monumental Historia de las
Cosas de la Mueva Espaha.
Sahagun lived in the renascent epoch of
Mexico, when the din of clashing arms was
still

when

resounding;

that

illustrious

who had

humanist, Antonio de Mendoza,

called Indian scholars together to prepare

the Codice Mendocino, succeeded in founding

a

name

giving his

city,

to a cape, intro-

ducing, with Zumarraga, the

first

printing

and sponsoring the first
scientific expedition which, headed by Dr,
Francisco Hernandez, was to make a
valuable contribution to knowledge of the
grandeur and the poverty of this hemi-

press in America,

sphere.

A short time later Mexico added another
glowing page

to history

through a great

maritime feat. The Augustinian friar
Andres de Urdaneta, a sea captain who
had retired to a monastic cell in the City
of Mexico,

dered

was

invited

— by the King

to

—practically

to

the west."

and scurvy on
he gave

He

sailed, defying

his

to

or-

journey toward the

Philippines in search of the so-called

result,

"way

typhoons

long voyage, and as a

mariners a

map marking

was believed
Wigberto Jimenez Moreno, in his introduction to
General de las Cosas de la Nueva Espana"
by Fr. Bernardino de Sahagun, Mexico, 1938.
5

Alvaro Alonso de Barba, "Arte de
1640.
^

sciences

Joseph Frangois Lafitau who in the 18th
century wrote Moeurs, Coutumes et Religions

ingenious application to silver sulphides

its

143

los

Metales,''

^''Historia
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with unerring

precision

those

to

islands

the route from

Acapulco.

Therefore

Mexican capacity for scientific research
was particularly evident in the 19th cen-

Europe, through Mexico, was the bene-

tury.

ficiary of all that treasure trove of precious

had

and highly prized goods of the East, ivory,
and silks, pepper, cinnamon,
and cloves.
Time went on, and in 1801 another
Spanish-Mexican, the learned Andres
Manuel del Rio, who had been a fellow
student of Humboldt, discovered in the
mines at Zimapan a metal which he named
was thirty years before
eritronio. That
lacquer,

made

Professor Nils Gabriel Sefstrom ^

same discovery
metal the

name

Sweden,

in

vanadium in

giving

homage

the
the

to the

goddess Freya of the Scandinavian mythology (from Vanadis, her Icelandic sur-

name).

an attempt
Professor
George

Later,

reparation,

in

Featherstonhaugh,
gist,

the

to

make

William

American

geolo-

proposed that the metal be called

The Indian

and Juan Maria Rodriguez,

bato,

antedating, although they did not
the theories of Lister.

Manuel

Herrera, a professor of chemistry,

is

said

have "discovered the process of photography, at the time that Daguerre made the
same discovery in Paris." ^
A few years before, a GuatemalanMexican, Dr. Jose Felipe Flores, applied
his efforts, before anyone else in America,
to a study of problems of aeronautics,
electricity, and cancer, and he was one of
to

the

witness

experiments of
Galvani in Italy. The essence of his work,
however, found expression in the invention
of a wax figure, the first of its kind to be
used for anatomical study.
^

first

to

the

G. Jewett Rockwell, "Index

^

J.

M.

in

to

''''

the

Beristain

y

americana Septentrional."

know it,
de Oca
the best

—a method

Europe has been attributed to
and when one speaks of the Est-

in

Lefort;

lander operation,
years

ten

it

should be recognized

before

Estlander,

Drs.

Ramirez de Arellano and Eduardo Liceaga
had practiced it in Mexico.^ Furthermore,
the medical world owes to Mexico the use
of cotton in surgical dressings. The French
doctors who came into Mexico with the
invading French army in 1862 found it
much more suitable than the lint made
from old rags, which it was customary to
use in pre-Lister times.

These examples should be

sufficient to

bear witness that Mexico has collaborated
the great achievement of marshaling

in

ideas;

but the genius of Mexico, which

strives

still

to

conform

to

the universal

its

own

person-

Literature oj

Academy of

ality,

the

has found

world

and Carlos

Historia y
312.
"Biblioteca Hispano-

Souza,
Mexico,

so,

technique for leg amputations

pattern while retaining

Annals of the New York
Sciences," 1877, I (5): 734.
^ Alberto Leduc,
Luis Lara y Pardo,
Roumagnac. "Diccionario de Geografia,
Biografia Mexicanas." Mexico, 1910, p.

Vanadium"

To Montes

European surgeons did

before

that

in that school, too, that

also

belongs the glory of having worked out,

the discoverer of tungsten.

was

Cortes

realized the importance of surgical asepsis,

which

It

whom

were reincarnated
with all their daring curiosity in the mestizos who worked in Mexico's hospitals.
There was, for example, Manuel Francisco
Jimenez, who was the first to describe
abscesses of the liver and to outline the
technique for puncturing them, and who
was also the first (in 1846) to diff"erentiate
between typhoid fever and typhus, "before
the two illnesses were classified in Europe."
And Jimenez, along with Francisco Montes
de Oca, Francisco Brassetti, Jose G. Lo-

honor of the metallurgist who had
worked in the Royal School of Mines in
Mexico City along with Fausto Elhuyar,
rionio in

surgeons

so highly praised

1816—21.

of

its

richest possibilities in

imagination.

The

most

beautiful of myths, challenging compari8

Philippe Gracieux,

1922,

XXI:

(6): 206.

"Cronica Medico Mexicana,"
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DOCTOR EDUARDO LICEAGA
In the 19th century Mexican scientific and medical genius flourished.
A modern operation, consisting of the resection of one or more ribs to
induce collapse of the lungs or chest walls in the treatment of empyema,
was practiced in Mexico by Drs. Eduardo Liceaga and Ramirez de
Arellano ten years before it was announced elsewhere.

son with either the Greek or the Spanish,
is

Mexican.

James

the

Was

it

not in Mexico that

Apostle

appeared

heavens, fighting for Spain?

Of

in

St.

the

course,

Holy Saint was not seen by Bernal
Diaz, witness of and participant in the
battle, but that was only because his
the

mortal eyes were those of a sinner.

The

winged figure of Quetzalcoatl, the first
angelic presence in American lands, soars

above the horizon of the "time beyond
time"; it rises resplendent from total
chaos to bring order into the world;
is

the Spirit

which

tries to rid itself

dross, in order to ascend into the sky

a

flashing

of wings

that

it

of all

illumines

with
the

and animates the lifeless jade, the
painted hieroglyph, and the cotton of

air

seven colors.

Quetzalcoatl was in Mexico;

of that there

is

no doubt.

He may

per-

WALL OF THE PALACE OF THE COLUMNS AT MITLA
The

principal decorative element of the ruins at Mitla, in the State of Oaxaca, consists of fretwork,
similar in pattern to classic Greek motifs. The designs are not carved on the walls, but, as may be
observed in the picture, are mosaics of individual stones set in relief.
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haps have been one of the Apostles
crossed the Atlantic to bring the

the Gospel

was

who

gift

to the people; or possibly

who no

a deserting navigator

of

he

longer

that of the Franciscan church at Huejot-

zingo;

where a

figure as sublime as that

of Peter the Fisherman, immortalized

Juan Jerson

admiration

the

for

of

by
all

who

hue which "rivals
the splendor of the sapphire." But on the

visit the temple of Cuautitlan; and
where but in Mexico does one find a whole
baroque world, in images, altars, canvases,

Teotihuacan, in the empty

votive offerings, tributes of ivory, gold,

wished to barter Phoenician purple for
that

cloth of indigo,

high

stairs of

eyes of the stone monster that looks like

and

a fallen caryatid, in the palace of the
Conde de Santiago, and in the books that

everyone

students of

Maya

culture are only just

beginning to decipher, the winged god
remains a prisoner under enchantment.
He is imprisoned, too, in the murals that
archaeologist

the

exhuming

is

radiant inspiration to the

Mexican

painting.

There

new
is

offer

to

school of

no denying

Mexico: land that touches

silver?

who visits it for
be he named Humboldt

rence or Igor Stravinski
sense

land that

we

love as

gifts

is

another

saying the creative rebelliousness
ico

is

way of
of Mex-

there: in those encaustic paintings;

in the fret at Mitla,

history of art;

that

—

in

Morley found

at Chichen-Itza;

unique in

blood in today's mestizo,

all

the

Mexico; but that
day, which
ture,

and which

bone and gold

lost their

after all,

Tomb

Seven

mask

of

at the British

Museum still contemplate with ecstasy.
And later when Spain was gambling
with human destinies did not Gothic

—

—

architecture go to die in Mexico,

purest examples

Where but in Mexico

is

where

remain?

there a retable like

is

the

Mexico

of to-

a part of Western cul-

began with the

really

with constant impa-

its

innate courtesy; for culture

what

is

within one's

self,

is,

what
emo-

remains after many decantations of
tion and knowledge. Another race of
men appeared in the lands where Quetzalcoatl passed before he retired to his Palace

of the Evening Star.

new

New

words were created

of these has

forms arose,

—a great wealth

been given

to the

Spanish

—

language by Mexico and new horizons
were opened on the American continent.

the author at the Pan American Union on January 16, 1941, at the first of a
informal literary gatherings held in the study of Dr. Pedro de Alba, Assistant Director.)

{This essay was read by
series of

still

Maya

us agree that

message to the world.
"Those of the plumed garments" never

infinite

its

it

now

tience to speak

carved by ancient artisans with
patience and discovered long after-

of

is

practices, that seeks

that

let

wheel, phonetic writing, and humanitarian

artifacts

some

these are, briefly, the

at the base of a wall

ward by Alfonso Caso in
at Monte Alban; and in
rock crystal which scholars

were an attain-

Because of the

of Mexico.

the turquoise mosaic

in the

if it

there have been twenty centuries of art in

embellished the Quinta Erendira.

—which

love;

and
number; land of the far
tomorrow and of yesterday

walls of the National Palace, or in the

The genius

land of

and of

of orchids without

beyond and of
and of death.
These have been,

with which Fermin Revueltas has

Law-

able paradise; land of the fierce cactus

Codex of Tlaxcala in
Mexico that Diego
Rivera has written with his brush on the
frieze

time

land of great joys and deep suffering;

the succinct history of

the influence of the

infinity;

sorrow

of

first

—with a profound

and

of mystery

contradictions,

the

or D. H.

Dr. Carlos Arroyo del Rio
President of Ecuador
On

1935 he returned to the Senate as repre-

del

sentative of the universities; at that time,

September 1, 1940, Dr. Carlos Arroyo
Rio took the oath of office as President
of Ecuador for the ensuing four years.
The new Chief Executive was born in
Guayaquil on November 27, 1893. His
education was received in his native city
at the Colegio Vicente Rocafuerte and the
University of Guayaquil, from which he
was graduated with the degree of Doctor
of Laws at the age of twenty. In 1914 he
was admitted to the bar.
Throughout his career Dr. Arroyo has

shown great interest in municipal, provincial, and national governmental affairs.
His activities in the local and provincial
field began not long after his graduation
from the university, with his appointment
as secretary of the Board of Education of
Guayaquil. He later served in the same
capacity for the municipal government of
Guayaquil and for the government of the
Province of Guayas. In 1918 and 1919 he
was a member of the Provincial Board of
Education and in 1920 and 1921 he served
first as vice chairman and then as chairman of the municipal government of
Guayaquil. Since 1920 he has been a
member of the Board of Public Welfare of
Guayaquil and for many years has acted

as the Board's attorney.

Dr. Arroyo's participation in national
affairs likewise

with

began early

his election in

legislature as

Guayas.

in his career,

1916 to the national

deputy for the Province of

He was

and 1923, and

reelected in 1917, 1922,

in the latter

presided over the

Chamber

two years he
of Deputies.

In 1924 he was elected to the Senate and in
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in his capacity as president of the

too,

Senate, he was the presiding officer of the
entire Congress.

For a number of years,

he has served as a

also,

visory

member

of the

Ad-

Board of the Ministry of Foreign

Affairs.

During much of

this period,

keen interest in public

affairs

when

his

was finding

and opportunity for service in
and legislative bodies of his
province, and nation, Dr. Arroyo

expression

the executive
city,

was

also teaching in the

Law School of the
He was first

University of Guayaquil.

appointed to the chair of sociology in 1918

and

later occupied that of civil law, a sub-

ject

which he taught

until 1939.

He

also

held several administrative posts in the

Law

School, including that of dean,

later

he was vice rector and, for a time,

and

rector of the University.

In 1939 the electorate of the Province

Guayas returned him to the Senate,
and he presided over that body at the
special session in February and the regular
session that convened in August of that
year. When President Mosquera Narvaez
died late in 1939, Dr. Arroyo del Rio became Acting President. When nominated
by the Liberal Party for the presidency,
of

he resigned
dent,

his position as

Acting Presi-

even though there were no legal

obstacles to his continuing in office.

the elections of January

1

successful candidate and, as

the beginning of

September

1

this article,

of that year.

In

940 he was the

was

said at

took office on

DR. CARLOS

Twice before Dr. Arroyo

ARROYO DEL

del

Rio had

RIO, PRESIDENT OF

ECUADOR
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posed and for a second time he announced

refused to be a candidate for the office of

that he did not desire the candidacy.

Chief Executive of his country.

1939,

In 1932

when he was proposed

In

for a third

a group of fellow citizens of Guayaquil

time, he again presented his excuses, but

had urged

the Liberal Party drafted

his

candidacy in an open

letter,

but he refused because he was not yet
forty, the

age required for the President.

polls

name was

now

Three years

later his

again pro-

him

as

its

can-

and the victory of that party at the
carried him into the high office he

didate,

holds.

Three Literary Ladies
of Spain's American Colonies
III.

Sor Juana Ines de
JAMES

Professor

"From my
Spanish

of

Romance

C.

Menendez

Pelayo,

y

"Mexican poetry of the xvii century can
summed up in a single name, which in
that of Sor Juana
itself is worth a host
Ines de la Cruz." And after comparing
be

—

her with

all

other poets writing in Spanish

Old World and

at that time, in the

New, he

the

adds, keeping well in view the

decadence of Spanish poetry then: "It
may not seem great praise of Sor Juana
to declare her superior to all the poets of

the reign of Carlos II, certainly a most

unhappy time

Cruz

BARDIN

Languages,

point of view," remarks the

critic,

la

University

of

Virginia

name's simple testimony of faith must have
consoled her at the end, when, still in the
flower of her years, but worn out by penances, and burning with a mortal fever
caught at the bedsides of stricken sister
nuns whom she nursed during an epidemic,
she gazed for the last time upon the snowcapped mountains looming against the sky
to the southeast of the city of

was

It

Mexico

at the foot of those great

moun-

— Ixtaccihuatl, Popocatepetl, "The
White Woman," "The Mountain that
Smokes" —that she was born. In a farmtains

But

house in the village of San Miguel de

be the honor of value or not, no one can
deny her the palm, as far as lyric poetry

Nepantla, say some; in the nearby town of

is

for belles lettres.

concerned."

Other

.

.

critics, as is

.

natural

Amecameca, say others

—on

enough, do not always agree with Menen-

City

dez y Pelayo's forthright opinion. But
no critic who is at all sensitive to poetry

1651, a girl

can deny that as a poet, the lady

is

out-

standing.

The very

syllables

name

of her

—

—Sor

Cruz fall almost perfectly
together to form a classic poetical line, the

Juana Ines de
romance,

music
say:

How

is

or

la

ballad

line.

diminished, since

"Sister

Englished,

the

we perforce must

Jane Agnes of the Cross."

the lovely Spanish syllables of her

name must have sung in her heart as she
was preparing to take the veil How that
!

Copyright 1941 by James C. Bardin. Part I,
dealing with Dona Leonor de Ovando, and Part II, on
"Amarilis," appeared in the Bulletin for December
1940 and January 1941, respectively.
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—

both places being
about forty miles southeast of Mexico
a November night of the year

was born

to

Captain Pedro

Manuel de Asbaje and his wife. Dona
Isabel Ramirez de Cantillana. The father
was a native of the Basque province of
Guipuzcoa, in Spain; the mother was a
which is to say, of course, a person

criolh,

born in America, and of Spanish stock.

The new-born baby was

christened Juana
Ramirez de Cantillana,
in accordance with the Spanish custom of
giving to each child two surnames: the
Ines de Asbaje y

first,

that of the father (Asbaje); the second,

that of the

mother (Ramirez de Canti-

llana).

When Juana

came

into the world

IV was

king in Spain,

Ines

in Mexico, Phillip

THREE LITERARY LADIES OF SPAIN 'S AMERICAN COLONIES

and he was destined

to live fourteen years

up

crown to
that
his son, Carlos II, "The Bewitched"
last, melancholy scion of the Hapsburg
line, sick and impotent in body and mind,
longer before he yielded

his

—

yet clinging year after year to his useless
existence. When he became king in 1665,
Juana Ines was, of course, fourteen years
old, and her literary life, which may be
regarded as having fairly begun by that

almost exactly with his

coincides

time,

years, poetry in

falling into a desperately

in the Americas,

The

perfection of futility.
to

cite

Latin

low

Spain was

estate;

and

astounding

their

One

of these poets

but a single example

poem

—wrote

a

of 350 reversible couplets: that

is to say, 350 couplets that could be read
forward or backwards equally well, some-

what

as the line

"Able was

I

ere I

saw

Elba" can be so read!
Such practices, which came near to
wrecking Spanish lyric poetry, began to
appear in Spain in the early years of the
XVII

reign (1665-1700).

During those

whose only merit was
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century,

and

their lethal influence

soon reached, and spread rapidly
colonies.

Since

in

the

colonies

in,
it

the

was

condition was even

its

had decayed to such a
had all but vanished.
The reign of Carlos II was an epoch, in so
far as art was concerned, whose chief
characteristic was a bad taste that was so
bad as to be almost unbelievable. The
worse.

degree that

art

vitality

its

substance of poetry gradually disappeared,

and poets concentrated their efforts, in
large measure, upon linguistic and poetical
forms of an extreme complexity and obscurity.

Instead

of seeking

to

embody

coherent thoughts or sincere emotions in
they devoted themselves to

their works,
all

manner

of mental gymnastics,

whole purpose was

to shock, or

stun

Metaphors

the

reader.

whose

even to

grew

to

monstrous proportions, and often took on
fungoid and sinister shapes, which sprang

from sources that only Freudian psychologists

venture to explore.

No exaggeration,

no disproportion between the object described and the poetical figure used to
describe it, was ever too absurd to please
both poets and readers alike. To add to
the confusion and obscurity, mythological
and other varieties of figures of speech
were pushed to pedantic extremes. The
art of poetry, as it was understood by the
vast majority of poets of that time, sank
to the status of a

—

mountebanks

game played by

clever

to the invention of "stunts"

SOR JUANA INES DE LA CRUZ
Mexican poetry of the xviii century can be
summed up in a single name, that of Sor Juana
Ines de la Cruz, according to Menendez y Pelayo.
Before taking the veil in the Convent of St.
Jerome, she was renowned for her learning and
composing verses,
and engaging per-

wit, as well as for her facility in

and her beauty,

generosity,

sonality helped make her popular with everyone.
In her 26 years in the quiet and security of the
convent, she was able to devote much time to
study and poetry, winning for herself the title of

Tenth Muse.
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largely a matter of "imitating imitators,"

and

upon poetry was even more disastrous than it was in Spain. "It was in
such an atmosphere of pedantry and aberration that Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz
lived, and for this reason, her literary
accomplishments have about them something of the supernatural and the extraordinary," declares Menendez y Pelayo.
Among her contemporaries, Juana Ines
seems to have been as famed for her pro-

all at

the effect

digious learning as for her poetry.
terity

Posi-

has tended to reverse the contem*-

porary emphasis, though with no intention
of belittling her as an intellectual prodigy,
for she was one,

indeed

ever extraordinary

it

.

But learning, how-

may

be, does not

cannot^ warm the heart: and Juana
poetry

is still

Ines's

She spent the first eight years of her life
and at a very tender age she
began to display evidences of the restless
and insatiable intellectual curiosity that
was to mould her whole life. In a cele-

many

years be-

fore her death, she charmingly describes
first

the

did without permission.
I

my

remember

well

steps along that road

which

is

never royal:

that, in those days,

although

chief enjoyment

was the one that is usual in a
child of my years, I abstained from eating cheese
because I had heard someone say that the eating
of it made one stupid
and the desire to learn had
more power over me than the desire to eat, though

—

the latter generally exceeds all others in children.

when

Later on,

already knowing

I

was about

or seven, and

six

how to read, and

being proficient

embroidery and sewing, which
women, I heard
somewhere that in the City of Mexico there were
several schools and a University, in which the
sciences were taught. No sooner had I heard that
than I began to plague my mother with insistent
and inopportune requests to put me into boys'
in such things as

constitute the only learning of

clothes

and send me

we had

University.

in Nepantla,

her

I

tives

able to do that.

brated letter written not

it,

upon its success,
same time. I, too, had kept quiet about
fearing that I might be spanked for doing what
to receive congratulations

and of

my

to live in the City with rela-

there, so that I

might attend the

Naturally, she would not consent

course, she

was

ambitions as best

right.
I

So

I

had

to satisfy

could by reading

different kinds of books,

many

that belonged to

my

No

admonitions or punishments
were ever able to stop me in this, and as a consequence, when I finally did go to Mexico City,
people wondered, not so much at the cleverness,
but rather at the memory and the range of information displayed by one whose age was such that
she scarcely had had time to learn how to talk
grandfather.

correctly.

had not yet reached my third year, when my
mother sent one of my sisters, older than I, to be
taught to read by a teacher of the sort we call
"Amigas;" it was then that I first went to school
for I accompanied my sister because of my affection for her, and because, also, of my own mischievous nature. Observing that she was being
I

given lessons, a desire to learn how to read began
to burn in me so fiercely that I went so far
realize

her that
too.

—

now

my

The

—

by telling
have lessons,

as to deceive the teacher

mother wanted

me

to

teacher did not believe

it,

because

Thus, as a result of her

viceregal court

When

it

was not believable; but in order to honor my
impudence, she began to teach me. I persevered
in my efforts, and she continued to teach me, now
no longer merely to amuse herself, because
experience had soon shown her that I was in
earnest; and I learned to read so quickly that I
knew how before my mother heard anything
about it, for my teacher had kept it secret from
her in order to give her news of my undertaking,

own enthusiasm

and determination, Juana Ines was able
to overcome all obstacles and all opposition. By the time she was eight years
old, she had begun to write acceptable
verse; and the fame of her mental powers
was being noised abroad, even in the

live in

itself.

she was eight, she was sent to

Mexico City with her grandfather,

who must have been an uncommonly
broad-minded man for those times; and
in the City, where opportunities were a
thousand-fold greater than in her native
village, she

pursued knowledge with un-

relenting

zeal.

when

was

she

Some
thirteen,

five

years

later,

the wife of the

THREE LITERARY LADIES OF
Viceroy

— the

Marquesa de Manresa

The Viceroy seems

lady-in-waiting.

and

affection,

and was

as

proud

of,

astonished by, her attainments as

had been his own daughter.
Even before she went to
her

palace,

considerable;

reputation

and

her

live

a

as

and

she

if

the

in

poet

as

was

in the court of the cul-

tured Manresas,

and

to

great respect

vs^ith

her learning, her wit,

composing

in

facility

verses,

grave and gay, earned for her the admiration of everyone. Her generous heart

and her engaging personality kept down
envy, and helped to make her popular.
In addition to all these gifts and contemporary documents go to show that
she had them all in abundant measure
she was very lovely to look at. The

—

several portraits of her that

still

exist

AMERICAN COLONIES

con-

uncommonly

besides,

tempered

in so far as

is

rare

Life at the viceregal court of Mexico, as

Juana Ines knew
lavish.

was gay and lax and

it,

Like everything

else in the gigantic

empire of Spain in those days, it glowed
with the phosphorescent brilliance that
weakness and deep
But on the surface, it was
merry enough, with parties and dances and
amateur theatricals and poetic competibetokens

internal

corruption.

tions

and

picnics,

and Juana Ines

(if

we

was

that

finesse,

skill,

least

While residing
writing

reasonable

manner

courts
it

of

with

the beginning,

at

zest.

at court, she

poetry

—

was

inces-

of

every

poetry

poems in honor of important
people or events; poems to commemorate
birthdays and saints' days, deaths, marriages, births, festivals, sacred and profane;
humorous and topical verse, based on the
gossip and malice of the moment; and love
lyrics, which played so important a role
in the flirtations and courtships of the
elite of those times.
She was constantly
being sought out and begged to write
poems on this or that; and a great deal
that she wrote
of

many

won the admiration even
who were most disposed

of those

a decent

with

the

the

and played

and—in

—enjoyment and

to feel that

life

proper, before

indicate that she

customary in

princes in those days,

then

her

it

game of gallantry in

are to believe that the verses she wrote
reflect

he thought

Ines' verse appears to

played the

kind: grave

beauty that

doubt, the Viceroy, as

making his choice. That being so, eligible
young men, realizing that her preference
was likely to be decisive, could lose nothing
by paying court to the lady, and there is
much evidence that many did. Juana

mirers that she was possessed of a delicate
in this world.

No

was,

was customary, was looking about for a
suitable husband for her; but since his
affection for her was so genuine, he probably was prepared to consult her wishes,

santly

spiritual type of

who

and sweetsuitors as honey

pretty

—should attract

attracts wasps.

firm the opinion of her friends and ad-

and
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a favorite of the Vicereine, and

took her to live in the palace as a sort of

have looked upon her

SPAIn's

no woman could possibly write

poem

—

or, if

she could, she should

accuracy) threw herself into everything

not!

with an enjoyment that is surprising in one
of her intellectual bent. Although she

There was, in those years, no girl in
Mexico or possibly anywhere else who
was more favored of fortune and who had

was endowed with something which, it
must be confessed, men looked upon with
suspicious misgivings in those days, namely,

a powerful

and untamable

was
a girl who was under
the protection of the Viceroy and was also

inevitable that she

—

intellect, it

—

—

brighter prospects than Juana.

the very

moment when

all

Yet,

at

her advantages

and endowments should have brought her
to a felicitous and triumphant climax
(which would have been for any young
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woman

of those times a brilliant marriage

based on genuine love on both sides),

had and all that she saw ahead of
became as ashes in her mouth.

that she

her in

all

life

When

the palace every

such as theologians, lawyers, phil-

sions,

convent.

ets,

on the 14th of August, 1667, at the
age of fifteen years, nine months, and in
the presence of the Viceroy and the Vicereine, she formally entered the Convent
of Saint Joseph of the Barefooted Carmel-

sort of learned

She was entered in
the register of the convent under her religious name, Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz.
ites as

The

a

novitiate.

rule of the order that she entered

and it proved too much for
and for the health of Juana
Ines. She fell gravely ill, and upon the
urgent recommendation of her physicians,
she left the convent on the 18th of November, three months after she entered it.
When she recovered from her illness, she
returned to the viceregal court, drawn by
her love for the Marquis of Manresa and

was

severe,

the resolution

Her

illness

seems

in

no way

paired her mental powers;
recent experiences

them.

Some

to

have im-

indeed,

may have

her

sharpened

reason for thinking this

is

afforded by an unusual thing that the

Viceroy

did

shortly

Juana Ines
Moved by his
the same time

after

returned to the palace.

own

curiosity,

wishing,

and

apparently,

at

silence

to

certain

doubting and suspicious ecclesiastics who
were spreading rumors that Juana Ines'
erudition
cleverness,

was

nothing

but

superficial

he proposed to her that she

submit herself to a doctoral examination
of the most rigorous sort.

She, serene in

her self-confidence, readily agreed.

The amusing account

of

what followed,

was reported by her first biographer.
Father Diego Calleja, informs us that the
Viceroy "one day caused to assemble in
as

it

osophers, mathematicians, historians, po-

humanists

—and
men

also,

no few

we

that

of that

refer to, in a

whimsically allusive way, as 'self-made,'
because, without having been fortunate

enough

to

be able to follow the regular

courses of the Faculties, but simply

means

of their superior intelligence

by
and

their application, they have acquired a
sound general knowledge. Although at
the time Sor Juana was only about sixteen
years of age, these distinguished men,
because they were of clear understanding,

did not disdain the youthfulness of the

not

'candidate,'

since they

but

Nor,

'examinee.'

were Spanish gentlemen, did

they have the discourtesy to decline to
participate in the scientific battle because
their adversary

was

to

be a woman.

They

gathered, then, on the day appointed for
so

his wife.

professed letters

and in the City of Mexico.
Their number came to about forty, and
among them were men of diverse profes-

that happened, she decided to renounce everything and withdraw into a

So,

man who

in the University

amazing a

and the Marquis

contest,

declared

himself

that

his

mind could

hardly accept what he witnessed; and he
said

that,

galleon

(I

manner

that

a royal

in

the

am

repeating His Excellency's

own words) would defend
by a swarm of canoes, so

itself if

attacked

did Juana Ines

dispose of the questions, arguments,
objections that

all

each according to

and

of the scholars present,
his

branch of learning,

hurled at her."
Shortly after this triumph,

she again

suddenly turned away from the world,
this

She took the veil,
in the Convent of
assuming as her
name that of Sor Juana Ines de

time decisively.

February of 1669,
Saint Jerome, again

in

religious
la

Cruz.

in which Sor Juana went
about affiliating herself with the Church
has long been puzzling to students of her

The manner
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S

early biographers assure us

cynical laxness that prevailed everywhere,

no vocation; in fact,
she displayed decided repugnance to the

even in the highest ecclesiastical circles,
could easily have brought about an ex-

discipline

treme revulsion and disgust in such a
temperament as hers.
However, renunciation of the world
was not, in those days, as complete as
one might think, and going into most of
the convents of Mexico City in the year
1669 was not always a drastic step. There
were a few religious orders whose discipline was notably strict. She had entered such an order when she renounced
the world the first time. But the order
in which she finallly professed was far

Her

career.

that she

had

religious

would

Httle or

life,

fearing

that

its

and

limit her intellectual

Most students

freedom.

of her

life

artistic

believe

that an unfortunate love affair drove her
into the convent,

and

it is

out a very good case for

by an

possible to

this

analysis of her lyrics.

suggest

and

another,

explanation, which

is:

make

point of view

Later writers

most

interesting

that in those days,

were extremely lax, love was
and predatory, and marriage, for
the husband at least, was merely a matter
of prestige, money, and convenience.
There exists abundant documentary evidence to prove that conditions in Mexico
were so bad that the Church was forced
to open refuges into which young women,
who did not desire to become nuns, could
enter and be protected from temptation
and violence until they were safely married
or could find some other career to which
they could devote themselves and at the
same time enjoy some security. Sor
morals
brutal

Juana, a

woman

of wide knowledge of

other ages, in which

life

had been

less

more

In those times, convents of

liberal.

were places of refuge
from the world, in which the nuns deliberal rule not only

voted themselves wholly to their religious
duties and meditations; but they were
also

and

of

result

of

centers of superior culture

The

active social significance.

was that Sor Juana'
and luxuriously ap-

this sort of liberality

was large

"cell"

pointed; in

it

she assembled a very choice

numbered

library that

thousand volumes,

ments

finally

many

some four

musical instru-

(for she excelled in this art also),

own
world more accurately than most women of

and a few

On

the appointed days she received, in

her day.

Her sensitive spirit and her lofty
were undoubtedly revolted by the
manners and customs, in so far as love
and marriage were concerned, that prevailed in her country. There was but
one sure refuge for a woman of her sort
a woman of vigorous and passionate
nature, inspired by the highest ideals:
Mother Church. And so, Jaute de mieux,
she became a nun.
What the truth is may never be known.
It is possible that both theories advanced

the

manner prescribed by

ideals

convent, friends of both sexes;

corrupt, could judge the state of her

to explain her taking the veil are correct.

pieces of scientific apparatus.

those occasions, talk

was

the rule of the

and mupic and philosophy
religion.

Just as

when

and on

as often of art
as

it

was of

she was living in

the palace of the Viceroy, she was con-

poems for
and she seemed always

stantly being asked to write
special occasions,

willing to oblige her friends in this par-

The Viceroy and the City CounMexico frequently requested her to

ticular.
cil

of

write poems, or other things, for special

events and occasions

—and,

of course, she

brutal falseness of

wrote a good deal on her own initiative
So her literary activities continued to be

she

multifarious

Realization

fell

i'n

through
love,

experience

of

the

someone with whom
and observation of the

and constant.
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Her

"cell," as

may

be judged from some

of the backgrounds of her portraits,

was

bad

the

taste

Flood from

the

of

times.

It

the Casta Han Springs of the

reads:

Unique

Tenth Muse, Sor Juana Ines de

no anchorite's cave! It was, rather, a
scholar's study, from which radiated the
light of knowledge and the warmth of
poetry; and it attracted, as the magnet

Poetess,

attracts iron, every visitor of distinction

Fertilizes [Her] Subject-Matter with Elegant,

who went

Subtle,

was

Sor Juana

to the viceregal city.

correspondence with poets and

in

and reports

scholars abroad;

of the bril-

and learned conversations that char-

liant

acterized the gatherings in the convent

when her
skill

friends called

upon

her, of her

and of the purity and

as a musician,

beauty of her poetry, reached even the
and no one seemed
royal court in Madrid

—

to think

it

strange that a professed

should thus comport

And

so,

Juana held the

herself.

twenty-four

for

nun

respect

years,

and friendship

the

la Cruz, Professed Religious of the

Convent of

Saint Jerome of the Imperial City of Mexico;

Who,

in Several Meters,

Languages and Styles

Ingenious,

Clear,

Useful

Verses for

[Our] Edification, Pleasure and Wonder.

Madrid,

by

Juan

Garcia

Infanzon,

In

year

1689:'
It is likely enough that this title-page
was the product of the editor's genius.

The

fact that a

second edition of the

first

volume, dated 1690, bears the more modest title of

may

Poems

be an indication of

Sor Juana's saner taste.
The second volume of the Obras was

That same
volume one was

Sor

published in Seville in 1691.

of a

year, a third edition of

succession of Viceroys; enjoyed the toler-

published in Barcelona; while in 1693, a

not the approbation of her supe-

second edition of volume two was issued,

ance,

if

applause of the people of the city by her

The third, and final
volume of the Obras was published in
Madrid in 1700, five years after Sor

poems, written to be read at important

Juana's death.

public functions, and by her religious and

the present day,

and archbishops; and

riors

and

won

over and over again the affectionate

of bishops

profane works in the

She was

field of the

able, in the quiet

and

drama.

security of

her convent, to devote long years to study

and
ing

to poetry,

her

without too greatly neglect-

religious

duties.

Her wisdom

played a part in the decisions even of

and her influence was a

also in Barcelona.

Since that date,

numerous

down

to

and

partial

complete editions of her works have been
published in Europe and America.

Evi-

dence of Sor Juana's status as a poet may
be seen in the fact that extensive selections from her works are included in Vols.

XLII and XLIX

of

the

Biblioteca

de

light

Autores Espaholes, a collection intended to

shining through the fogs of evil living and

present representative examples of the
works of only the very best Spanish writers

Viceroys,

artistic

bad

taste

that characterized her

epoch.

Her
nation

of
poetic career approached

when

reine, the

its

culmi-

her friend, the former Vice-

Countess of Paredes, persuaded

her to begin collecting her poetic works.

volume of her Obras,
edited by Don Juan de Camacho Gayna,
was published in Madrid. This book has
In 1689 the

first

one of the most resounding title-pages
it is a startling example of

ever printed:

all ages.

As honors and applause were increasingly showered upon her, and as her mind
was ripening into a remarkably serene wisdom, something no one is sure what it
was drew down upon her the displeasure
of her ecclesiastical superiors. There is
more than a little evidence to show that
the hierarchy of Mexico began to fear her
powerful intellect, and trapped her into a

—

—

THREE LITERARY LADIES OF
order to be able to destroy

false position in

SPAIN's

AMERICAN COLONIES
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of her

satisfactory

appraisal

repri-

critique

freely

manded, threatened in veiled phrases, and
admonished to abandon poetry and her
studies and to devote herself exclusively to
religious exercises. She met the attack as
best she could, and a letter that she wrote

follows.

lived;

Puebla in defense of her
intellectual and artistic independence is
one of the finest documents of the kind
that this writer has ever read.
Nothing
that Sor Juana could do, however, was of
any avail. Pressure upon her was unre-

and abunthough not very select doctrine;
and above all, the impetus and the ardor
of her emotions, whether profane or
mystical, give to her compositions an
enduring and absolute poetic value. There

At any

her influence.

rate, she

was

to the Bishop of

and there are suspicions that she
have been threatened with

mitting,

may

finally

trial

by the

had

In the end, she

Inquisition.

to capitulate.

Two years before her death, she suddenly
renounced everything, made a general confession that lasted for several days,

wrote

—

and

probably at the suggestion of her
and signed with her own blood,
confessor
two Petitions (cast, strangely enough, in

—

form) to the Divine Tribunal,

strict legal

begging for mercy.
sold her books

her

and gave the money

to the

away her musical instruments

poor, threw

and

After these acts, she

philosophical

apparatus,

and

an extremely ascetic life,
danger point, scourging herand spending endless hours

thereafter lived
fasting to the
self pitilessly,

At

in prayer.

disease that
ico,

she

last,

while nursing some of

who were dying

the sisters

was

fell ill

killing

demned her
Since the
cance,
detail.

poem

—

the

now so far
many who had con-

it

Juana is
and moving

of Sor

of great

itself

a

signifi-

has been outlined here in some

It

is

now high

time to consider

what Sor Juana accomplished
of literature.

Since

bad

taste, for

but her lively genius, her pene-

trating imagination, her varied

dant,

are not a great

many

of them, in truth,

and scrupulous

taste would
from the three volumes of her
Obras, and even these are not always free
of emphatic, tortuous and pedantic passages; but even so, a very interesting
volume could be formed of two dozen
lyric poems, an auto sacramental like El

that a severe

select

Divino Narciso, the graceful

comedy

called

Los Empenos de una Casa, and the letter to
the Bishop of Puebla, which would be

wholly admirable

if it

were lightened by
and a few

the removal of a few texts

inopportune displays of erudition. With
such a volume, the fame of the Mexican

Tenth Muse would be securely established.
Sor Juana should not be judged by her
symbols and hieroglyphics, by her JVeptuno
AlegSrico, by her ensaladas and viliancicos
which she gave way to the bad
was all about her); she should
not be judged, either, by her rhymed
Latin verses, nor by the innumerable passages of trivial and homely poetry to be
found in the romances and decimas that she
wrote to amuse the guests at the evening

On

before believed that she died

life

are not free of

such a miracle would be wholly incredible,
in view of the environment in which she

(which are verses written in special forms,

"in the odor of sanctity."
sort of

his

an epidemic

of

of the contagion.

sins that

Her works

works,

paraphrased in what

thousands in Mex-

17th of April, 1695, she died

purged of her

is

in the field

Menendez y

Pelayo,

in this writer's opinion, wrote the most

and

in

taste that

parties of the Viceroy.

All this sort of

merely a curious "document"
illustrating colonial customs and ideas,
and a clear witness to how the tyranny of
thing

is

an environment can come
most exquisite of spirits.

to pervert the
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Exquisite indeed, without any doubt,
was the spirit of Sor Juana. She was a
most lovely woman, according to the testimony of her contemporaries; and she was,
besides, vehement and impassioned in her
aflfections;

without needing to give

so,

rein to ridiculous romantic imaginings, or
to invent tales offensive to her modesty,

we may

recognize that

a

difficult for

woman

would have been

it

of her sort to

fail to

be loved, before she embraced
religion.
It is true that there is no other
indication of this than her own verses; but

and

love,

to

these speak with such elegance

and with

such evidences of a sincere, but

ill-re-

warded, or brutally mocked-at passion,
that only one

who

is

not sensitive enough

to distinguish the legitimate note of lyric

emotion can believe that they were written
merely for social entertainment, or to
further the love affairs of others than herself.
Never and especially in a time

—

when

was so artificial and
tortuous could anyone have simulated
the emotions which are so clearly and so
expression

—

simply expressed in her
If

lyrics.

perchance, oh beloved Fabio,

Oh, lover! Oh, lover! Ere night
With her mantle of darkness and cold
Blots out the last, feeble flame

That glows

in the depths of

my

eyes,

Give me a final embrace
In whose tender, compassionate bonds

We may find
And know

brief

communion

of flesh

that our souls are as one.

Sor Juana's verses giving expression to
profane love are the most suave and deli-

by the
pen of a woman. Of no less value are her
mystic poems, which are the expression of

cate that have ever been written

a quite different state of her spirit: they

were born, undoubtedly, of that energetic
reaction which reached its culmination two
years before her death. The most beautiful of these spiritual poems are to be found
in the auto called El Divino Narciso. So
beautiful are they, and so free from

and artificiality, that many of
them resemble lyrics of the xvi rather than
affectation

of the XVII century.
It

perhaps,

will,

suffice

power of Sor Juana
every variety

if

we end

quoting one of the

show the

to

to create poetry of

lyrics

this article by
from El Divino

Narciso:

After such long vexations.

There

still

King

remains in my soul
last complaint;

The

If

perchance, in the midst of the ashes

Of my hope that is dead forever
There has blossomed a last, frail flower
So shrinking, so fragile, so fair
!

Its

of all that

Treasure of

Strength for a

whose strength is nothing,
hold you to listen
would tell you
see you no more;

fragrance,

is

beautiful

final perfection

bow

of the firmament
gave of His power,
And the stars that blaze with His light
Are pallid beside His glory.
To copy His wond'rous beauty

shining

First witness

In delicate color and form,

May charm you and
To all that my heart

The

fields

And

the mountains put on their crags.

Ere

The savage

I go, to

And
If

perchance the stony-eyed Fate

Whose hand

holds the direful shears

Will but for a

moment

forget

me

Will grant but a moment's delay

You will heed the heartbroken music
And the sorrowful rhymes of my verses
That

Of

your heart like the singing
the swan ere she yields her to death.
will ring in

clothed themselves in blossoms
beast in his cavern

the timid bird in her nest

Adored, though 'twere all unknowing,
The love that poured down from His heart;

And

the sea built altars of crystal,

Whereon

she might lay her gifts,
While the humblest herbs of the meadows

And

the tallest pines of the

hills,

Grateful for endless mercies.

Bowed down

to worship His

name.

.

.

Aurelio Fernandez Concheso
Ambassador of Cuba
The Government

Cuba

of

in

Washington

recently ap-

pointed Dr. Aurelio Fernandez Concheso

Ambassador

as

new

Cuba's

to

United

the

diplomatic

States.

representative

presented his letters of credence to Presi-

dent Roosevelt on February

5,

1941,

and

in

the course of his remarks on that occasion

he
I

ing

said:

am pleased to have this opportunity of expressmy sincere admiration for the great North

American democracy, which has always given
unequivocal proofs of true friendship for
designated

am happy
me for such

propose to

fulfill it

country.

which

I

I

am

with

my

that

President

my
has

a high mission, and
all

I

the patriotic zeal of

capable, strengthening,

if

that be

bonds of friendship and
mutual understanding that unite Cuba to United

possible, the traditional

States.

Cuba

does not forget that

it

people of the United States

was the generous

who

so decisively

helped to assure victory in our war for national
independence, and that our nation, in union with

your own, helped in the World War of 1914 to
about the triumph of that democratic
ideal that inspires all of our American political
bring

philosophy.
It is only natural, therefore, in these historic
days when America finds itself in danger, to affirm
that Cuba will be among the first of the nations of

this

continent to offer

its

aid in face of the perils

It is with a deep sense of gratitude that I hear
your generous references to the happy collaboration between the valiant people of Cuba and the

American nation

in bringing to a

sion the great struggle of

and

sovereignty,

and

I

Cuba

am

happy conclu-

independence
reminded with a
for

threatening American solidarity, justice, and law.

sense oi profund appreciation of the spontaneous

Cuba, conscious of its historic mission in this
continent and imbued with a high spirit of international cooperation, is working intensively to
make the final destiny of America, with which
you are so greatly concerned, an effective triumph
for human rights, which our democracies uphold
as the sole means of guaranteeing the liberty and

response of

happiness of our nations.

In answer to the Ambassador's words,
Roosevelt spoke in part as

President
follows

entered the
struggle for

the rule of

Cuba in 1917, when this country
World War in continuation of the
freedom. With freedom, liberty and
law more seriously threatened today

than ever before,

it

is

extremely gratifying to

receive your further assurances that

Cuba

is

pre-

pared once more to demonstrate its solidarity
with the cause which all free nations espouse.
I thank you for your assurance that in fulfilling
the high mission which has been entrusted to you,
you will collaborate in every way with this Government, and I assure you that the ofllicers of this
159
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Government

will take great satisfaction in cooper-

and sincerely with you.
Cuban-American relations en-

ating wholeheartedly

The

history of

courages

me

in the firm belief that the elements of

mutual good

will

and understanding

so essential

por

He

la Cultura.

has represented

Cuba

Peru and to Germany, and at the time of his appointment
as Ambassador to the United States he was

abroad as Minister

to

working out of economic problems, are abundantly present in the case of those
in both our countries who have occasion to deal
with these problems.

Minister to the Presidency (a recently estab-

Dr. Fernandez Concheso's public career

international conferences during the past

to the successful

lished office)

diplomacy,

He was
27,

fields of

and

journalism,

law,

education.

born in Sancti Spiritus on June
His early education was re-

1896.

ceived at

La

Salle

Secondary School and

to the Cabinet.

delegate of his country at

official

has been distinguished in the

and Secretary

Dr. Fernandez Concheso has been an

He

several years.

represented

the Disarmament Commission
Geneva; the Conference on Crippled

Children at Budapest; the Congress of

Habana with

Law and

Civil

of Doctor of

and Public Law.

At the age

of

at

Nations;
at

Municipalities; the Conference

degree

Cuba

Eighth Assembly of the League of

the

he was graduated from the University of
the

many

can

on Penal
and the Eighth AmeriCongress that met in Wash-

Prisons;

Scientific

May

twenty-three he became professor of penal

ington in

law at the University of Habana, a position that he obtained by competitive ex-

Fernandez Concheso's journalistic
and literary talents have found expression
in many published essays and legal studies.

amination.

Later

he

elected Secretary of the

was unanimously

Law

School of the

University and served in that capacity
for

si'x

years.

In 1926 he went to Europe

work at the
School of Applied Law and Criminology
of the University of Rome.
In 1933 Dr. Fernandez Concheso was
appointed Minister of Justice and later
Minister of Education. While occupying

for

special

post-graduate

the latter post, he instituted an educational

program

in the republic,

which he has

described in a booklet entitled

A

la

Libertad

1940.

Dr.

He was
Revista
in

for a

Habana, and

clude,

among

Reforma en
en

time managing editor of the

Cubana de Derecho Privado published

el

el

his

the

El Dia de

la

Ilicito

Raza;

following:

La

Derecho Penal;

Derecho Penal; Lo

Civil;

published works in-

others,

Penal y

A

Continental par la Democracia

la

y

La

Culpabilidad
lo Iltcito

Solidaridad
la Justicia;

and Ensayo Literario sobre Marti, Filosofo.
Dr. Fernandez Concheso has taken his
place as Cuban member of the Governing
Board of the Pan American Union.

Petion and Bolivar
JACQUES LEGER
Toward

the end of the year 1815 the

Liberator Bolivar, then in Jamaica where

a thousand disillusions, a thousand mental

were

tortures

upon

preying

his

mind,

miraculously escaped the murderous hand

and obeyed the
which summoned him to

of a hired assassin
destiny,

While living

call of

Haiti.

in self-imposed isolation in

Kingston, Bolivar had time for salutary
meditation; he had plenty of leisure in

which

to

plumb

the depths of his genius,

to test the resiliency of his ardent spirit,
to

remember how, in an already distant
had burst from his lips on a

barked that very evening. But his vessel
still only a few leagues from Jamaican
shores when the patriot corsair El Re-

was

it and the passengers
were informed that Cartagena had sur-

publicano overtook

rendered after a long and cruel
Patriot

Rome

that solemn oath to which

he was to be staunchly true until the last
adventure of his epic career had been
completed: "I swear, by the
fathers, I

swear by

country, that

I

God

of

my

will

honor and by
give no rest to

my
my
my

later,

Bolivar started out immediately from

Aux Cayes

to Port-au-Prince, for he felt
he should see President Petion first of all.
It is easy to imagine the high hopes that
began to cheer the Liberator's troubled
spirit at

the sight of a whole nation happy,

peaceful,

and

felicity

relaxation, the

His joy was boundless and his faith in
corsair

victory

confirmed

La Popa arrived

and he learned from

in

when

the

Kingston harbor

his friend

that there was great confusion
patriot troops at Cartagena

Rodriguez

among

the

and they were

calling for him. In that historic city,
where for many years the mighty galleons of
Spain had been coming for cargoes of gold
and precious stones from the New World,
and where colonial pomp still prevailed,
the patriots were planning to concentrate
all their

resources to fight against Ferdi-

nand VH's expeditionary forces. Bolivar
did not hesitate for an instant; he emTranslated from a special issue of ^^Cronica Diplomatica" Bogota, dedicated to the Republic of Haiti.

seige.

Spanish

had set sail in ten vessels for Aux
La Popa therefore changed her
course for that port, where she dropped
anchor on December 26. The fugitives
from Cartagena arrived there ten days

Spain."
ultimate

from

Cayes.

no repose to my soul, until I
have broken the shackles binding us to

right arm,

fleeing

reprisal,

past, there
hill in

families,

itself to

best of

all,

free,

devoting

the joys of work, or to that serene

which springs from well-deserved
whole scene set in a frame
of smiling and generous nature.
"Petion," remarks the historian Beaubrun Ardouin, "welcomed Bolivar with
great good will, with all the honor due
him, not alone because he was a fugitive,
but in consideration of the services he had
already rendered his country."

Common

interests

made

it

natural for

these two leaders to admire each other

and
become close friends. As young men,
both had lived for some time in Paris,
where their minds, eager for knowledge,
had been strongly imbued with the liberal
thought of the period. Although both had
to

been expected from childhood

to follow

the career of arms, they had not neglected
the study of political science, a subject to
161
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and

vibrant

enthusiastic

barely concealed emotion:

Mr.

words,

of

fldl

^

President:

am

overwhelmed by the weight of your beneyou are wholly kind and magnanimous. Our affairs are almost arranged, and in
1

factions

.

.

.

about a fortnight, we shall be ready to set sail.
I await only your final favors and I should like,
if possible, to express in person the extent of my
gratitude. Through M. Inginac, your worthy
Secretary, I venture to

make new

requests of you.

my

proclamation to the inhabitants of Venezuela, and in the decrees that I shall have to
In

do not
ought to bear witness to my
heartfelt sentiments toward Your Excellency, and
leave for posterity an undying monument to
your philanthropy. In other words, I do not
know whether I should name you as the author of
our liberty. I beg Your Excellency to inform
me of your wishes in this matter.
issue for the liberation of the slaves, I

know whether

I

.

The

ALEXANDRE PETION

munitions.

thanks

one,

to

his

outstanding

made notable contributions, and of
which the other made wise and prudent
use.

moved

heart

of

the

Haitian

an act of generosity
and goodwill that history can never praise
too highly, as Bolivar, deeply stirred by

leader was

his

to

memories, vividly described

his rebuffs,

his anxieties, his repeated disillusionment,

and explained the great hopes he had
dared place in Petion.
This hope soon became a reality, a
reality crowned with gratitude.^ In his

famous letter of February 8, 1816, Bolivar
thanked Petion for his generosity in these
1

honor to

his political

same time reveal the
You are aware.

same month,

wisdom and

at the

loftiness of his ideas:

General, of my feeling toward the

you personally. You must therefore fully comprehend my desire to see the yoke of slavery
stricken from those who now groan under its
weight; because of the consideration

General Bolivar received positive assurance from
Petion that the Haitian government would

President

aid him to the full extent of its ability in the expedition
he was planning against the foes of independence in
his country, on the express condition that in return
Bolivar would abolish slavery in the countries he liberated.

I

owe a

nation 2 that has not yet taken an offensive stand
against Haiti I

the

the

cause you have in your heart to defend, and toward

genius,

Moreover,

of

.

Petion replied to Bolivar in words that do

While President of Haiti, Petion not only twice
offered Bolivar refuge in the second republic to
be established in the western hemisphere, but
gave him valuable aid in the form of arms and

which

eighteenth

.

must request you not

to issue

any

In anticipation of the arrival of the fugitives from
Cartagena, who landed January 6, Petion enjoined
General Marion, the Commander of the Department
of Aux Cayes, to suspend the exportation of grains and
other foods; ordered that the unfortunate refugees be
given "a daily ration of bread and salt;" commanded
him to deliver to Bolivar 4,000 guns, 15,500 pounds of
powder, 15,000 pounds of lead, flints, a printing press,
and provisions of all kinds for the expeditionary forces;
2

and saw

from

Commodore Aury was paid 2,000 piastres
Haitian treasury for repairs made on one of

that

the

the vessels of the fleet.
^ In his ^''Etudes sur I'Histoire d'Haiti,"

Beaubrun

Ardouin says, "In view of
time,

it

was

the situation of Haiti at that
discreet not to give the Bourbons of France

any opportunity, any pretext, to interest the Bourbons of
Spain in making common cause against it.
The eastern
part of the island, ceded again to Spain by France, was
at peace with the Republic of Haiti and with the territory
controlled by Christophe, and there was a border traffic
in animals which was most useful in supplementing the
This traffic might have been
food supplies of Haiti.
stopped by orders issued in Spain unless open encouragement to Bolivar's expedition were avoided."
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this RepubUc, nor
mention my name in any of your edicts; and in
this matter I rely on your characteristic under-

proclamation while you are in
to

standing.

.

.

.

In the meantime, serious differences had
arisen

between Bolivar and one of his
Bermudez, the latter

lieutenants, General

refusing

to

mixed with
to

the

recognize

Liberator

as

With a firmness well

commander-in-chief.

his usual

tact,

Petion tried

persuade the troublemakers that any

weaken Bolivar's authority would
meet with decided opposition from him.
yielded,
and
understood
Bermudez
although against his will. "Finally," comments Senator Marion senior, "the munitions of war as well as the means of transportation were prepared to take to sea.
effort to

A great number of Haitian soldiers, sailors,
and civiUans also embarked, to reinforce
the few hundred men of the expedition.
The authorities knew this, but the word
had been given to pay no attention to
this fact, to

When

shut their eyes to

Bolivar

April, he

left

went with

of Margarita, today

it."

Aux Cayes

early in

his fleet to the island

renowned

for its pearl

him

to return to the

large part of his

fisheries.

On May

31,

Bolivar

sent

ashore

at

Carupano, on the mainland, part of the
expedition under Generals Marino and
Piar, who started for the interior of Venezuela to recruit reinforcements while he
went on to Ocumare, arriving on July 3.
There,

SIMON BOLIVAR, THE LIBERATOR
In return for the hospitaUty and material aid
given by President Petion of Haiti, Bolivar promised to emancipate all slaves in the countries he
freed from Spanish sovereignty. This promise was
kept in a proclamation issued in Ocumare,
Venezuela, on July 6, 1816.

faithful

to

Petion's

injunction,

Bolivar issued his famous proclamation of
6, in which the liberty of all slaves
was decreed. Then he made Valencia his
next objective. He did not have time to
reach that city, for General Morales
inflicted a crushing defeat upon him en

July

tenants

still

mainland, where a

army and

remained.

He

his best lieulet

himself be

persuaded, only to be met on his arrival

reproaches from Genand Bermudez, who threatened
him with arrest and trial.
Indignant, once more tempted to lose
faith in the struggle, Bolivar reembarked
for Haiti, where Petion, in spite of this
second defeat, welcomed him with the
same kindness as before, and furnished him
further aid in arms and munitions. While
Bolivar was preparing in Haiti a new ex-

with the

bitterest

erals Piar

pedition to Venezuela, a part of the Patriot

Army commanded by MacGregor

route,

Bolivar retreated precipitately to

Ocu-

mare, where he embarked on La Diana for

Buen Aire. Admiral Brion
him on the high seas and urged

the royalist troops of Rafael

routed

Lopez

at

Alacranes; Piar, at the battle of El Juncal,
victorious over General Morales.

the island of

was

rejoined

patriot chiefs

remained

The

faithful to Bolivar;
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INDEPENDENCE PARK, PORT-AU-PRINCE
The monument

in the center of this pleasant park in the capital of Haiti guards the remains of
Haitian patriots, Alexandre Petion and Jean-Jacques Dessalines.

they delegated Dr. Zea in Haiti to inform

him

of the latest developments

him

and

to

bia;

And

Carabobo,
while,

to

two

Ayacucho!
Rear Admiral

Pichincha,

quote

Napoleon, Bolivar was able to equip a new
expedition, which sailed from the port of

most skillful military
genius that ever lived" was traveling at full
speed toward glory, Petion, unhappily, was
dying at Port-au-Prince.
Today, continental unity the outgrowth of the Bolivarian ideal, mutual
understanding between the United States
and the other Americas, the observance

Jacmel at the end of December 1816.

and the

invite

to return to

Venezuela

to direct

Thanks to the supFrenchman Villaret and of

military operations.

port of the

Brion who, uniting their

fleets,

provided

him with a squadron, and with the aid of
some Italian officers who had fought with

The resounding
this

the

Reveillere,

"the

.

.

.

—

effectiveness

of inter-American

victories that followed

peace pacts and instruments, the demo-

second expedition, definitely paving

and inspired regionalism is
Pan American
world on its true course. As I have picked
my way through the mazes of history which
is so often ungrateful and hostile, where I
have been oppressed by the pompous and

way for

the great career of Bolivar,

and

leading to his final triumph, are too well

known
enough

for

me

to dwell

upon them.

It is

mention their glorious and
sonorous names: San Felix, Angostura,
Calabozo, Boyaca, after the remarkable
crossing of the Andes (to the astonishment
to

of General

Mangin) the
;

liberation of

New

Granada, the creation of Greater Colom-

—

cratic spirit,

the compass directing the

self-sufficient personalities

who

fill its

pages

and encumber it with their shadows, exaggerated by the imagination of thoughtless
scribes

—childish

pleasure!

—

it

is

with a

PETION AND BOLIVAR
heightened sense of joy, with the enHghtened faith of the Pilgrim that I have found
there, unsullied

and almost unknown, that

pure well-spring of Pan Americanism:
Alexandre Petion, President of Haiti
Petion,

one hundred seventeen years

was coined, instituted the
Policy and Pan Ameriunderstood today by the con-
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bued with a sense
noble mission: by

of
its

its

lofty ideal

and

its

effective contribution

the War of Independence of South
America, which gave birth to five great
to

modern
of

its

nations,

by the spiritual influence
and its liberal institu-

early history

way

before the phrase

tions,

Good Neighbor

dent American nations whose heroic and

canism, as

temporaries of President Roosevelt:

co-

operation between neighbors, mutual aid

and

assistance, continental solidarity.

The

Republic of Haiti under Petion was im-

it

prepared the

for the

indepen-

proud flags have been unfurled from the
Rio Grande to Tierra del Fuego, for all
the emancipators who, by the pen or by
the sword, forged
our contemporary
America.

'^-"

A VIEW OF THE HAITIAN COUNTRYSIDE
On

his

journey from Aux Gayes to Port-au-Prince, Bolivar saw a free people living
happily in a land blessed by the generosity of nature.

Juan Jose

Soler

Paraguayan Minister

in

Washington

On November 28,

1940, the

Government of

and her

tradititon as a nation with always well-

Paraguay designated Dr. Juan Jose Soler,
distinguished professor, lawyer, and dip-

defined attitudes.

lomat, as Minister of that republic to the

follows

United

States.

letters of

Dr. Soler presented his

credence to President Roosevelt

on December

19, 1940,

and

in the course

of his remarks on that occasion said in part:
General Morlnigo,
soldier, of the

Estigarribia,

who is a punctilious and strict

same stock

is

as the

lamented Marshal

keenly interested in continuing the

work of rapprochement already initiated between
Paraguay and the United States. For this purpose, he has instructed me to act before the Government of Your Excellency as the official representative of good neighborliness, and at the same
time to transmit to Mr. Roosevelt his sentiments of
personal friendship.

In this policy of continental good neighborliness,
based on respect for organized sovereignties, there
are included all the efforts demanded by solidarity
in the democratic ideal, economic cooperation

and common

defense.

Paraguay

is

disposed to

with all the warmth given by her
devotion to liberty, her desire for improvement,
collaborate in
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it

President Roosevelt replied in part as

I am pleased to note your assurance that His
Excellency General Morinigo, who has succeeded
Marshal Estigarribia as President of Paraguay,

carry out those policies of friendship and
understanding for which the late President worked

will

so effectively.
It is a great pleasure to receive you as Minister
from Paraguay, a country with which the United
States has so long been linked by intimate bonds

of friendship.

The generous and spontaneous

reception which Paraguay has given to the cause
solidarity and understanding
Perhaps never before has this
unity of the American republics been so essential
for the preservation, through mutual respect and
tolerance, of the democratic way of life.

of inter-American

is

well known.

Dr. Soler's career

is

noteworthy

for

both

and the eminence of his activHe was born in
ities and achievements.
Asuncion in 1880 and after completing his
the variety

JUAN JOSE SOLER
studies

at

the

Colegio Nacional in

the

Paraguayan capital and the Normal School
at Parana, Argentina, he engaged first in
teaching and later in journalism and politics.
During the period 1905-08 he served
as Secretary to the President in the Governments of Dr. Cecilio Baez and General
Benigno Ferreira, successively. In 1908
he began his law studies at the National
University, Asuncion, received his degree
as Doctor of

1910, and

deputy

Law and

same year was

in that

elected

to the National Congress.

Later, after spending
in

Social Sciences in

some time

in study

Europe, Dr. Soler withdrew completely

from

political life

and devoted

and

to teaching in the

versity at Asuncion,

the chairs of Civil

Private

Law.

National Uni-

where he occupied

Law and

Internationa]

His return to public

life

took

After fulfilling those duties he was

again elected to the Paraguayan Senate,
where he served as a member of the Foreign
Relations Committee until the Congress
was dissolved in February 1936.
Dr. Soler is a member of a number of
professional and cultural societies, including the Paraguayan Institute of
History and Geography, the National
Commission for the Codification of International Law, American Institute of International Law, the American Institute
of Comparative Law and Legislation of
Mexico, the Institute of History and
Numismatics of Buenos Aires, and others.

In

his efforts

for fourteen years to the practice of his pro-

fession

ary.
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addition

numerous

and international
to

affairs.

Among

mention only a few, are

place in 1925 with his election as Senator

ternacional del

sobre

it,

contributed

Paraguayan

press

during the past several years, Dr. Soler is
the author of many publications on legal

for a six-year term.

Before completing

having

to

articles to the

Derecho

these,

Pacifismo In-

Paraguay (1924), Conjerencias
Internacional

Privado

en

la

however, he was appointed Minister to

Universidad

Mexico and served

La Doctrina Estrada (published by the
American Institute of Comparative Law
and Legislation, Mexico, 1930), MexicoParaguay (published by the National University of Mexico, 1930), and La Candida-

in that capacity dur-

ing the years 1930 and 1931.

In October

1931 he was appointed Minister Plenipo-

Washington conference to
between Bolivia and Paraguay.
In 1933 he was
named a member of the National Boundaries Commission and later became chairman of the Pilcomayo Commission for the
study of the Paraguayan-Argentine boundtentiary to the

discuss a non-aggression pact

tura

Nacional

Presidencial del

de

Asuncion

(1927),

General Estigarribia al

Traves de la Campana (1939-40).

Dr. Soler has also taken his seat as the
representative of Paraguay on the Govern-

ing Board of the

Pan American Union.

Carlos Antonio Lopez
First Constitutional President of

Paraguay

JUSTO PASTOR BENITEZ
International, Paris;

Member, Academy of American History; Academic de Droit
Society of International

The work

was continued
by Carlos Antonio Lopez, who was born
in Asuncion on November 4, 1792. His
parents were Miguel Cirilo Lopez and
Melchora Ynsfran, who, a contemporary
document attests, were "always considered
to be of noble and untainted blood, with
no admixture or blot." Carlos Antonio
of Dr. Francia

acquired as

much

^

learning as the prov-

The

did not disturb

dictatorship

But hardly had Dr. Francia been
grave,

in

by

ability,

training,

He advanced

to

and temperament.
and easily, first beCommander Mariano

who

took over the reins of

steadily

coming secretary

Roque

Alonso,

ince afforded at that time; yet although

he studied and later taught at the Colegio
de San Carlos, he was essentially selfeducated, a self-made man, with great

Congress that met in

about him during that period is scanty:
his name occurs in a few court cases, there
is

a reference to his teaching Latin, and
is mention of his marriage to Dona

there

Juana

Carrillo in 1824.

The

first-born of

union later became Marshal Francisco
Solano Lopez, of resounding fame.
During the dictatorship of Francia,
Carlos Antonio Lopez divided his time
between town and country. He owned an

this

hacienda at Itacurubi del Rosario, and,
the rare opportunity arose, he

when

practiced law.

He

studied

the

and prepared himself for future

country

usefulness.

1 See "Jose Caspar de Francia, Dictator
of Paraguay,
1840-September 20-1940," by Dr. Justo Pastor Benitez,

in the

BuLLExiN/or November
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1940.

—Editor.

him.

laid in

1840, than Don Carlos
forward
Antonio came
to take the adminfor
which
he was fitted
position
istrative
his

government on February

powers of observation and reflection.
The May Revolution found him still
in his teens; he took no part in it or in the
attempts made during the ensuing years
to organize the government. Information

Paraguayan

Law

9,

1841.

The

May of the same year

appointed Lopez Consul of the Republic
with Alonso. Another General

jointly

Congress, in 1844, entrusted the Presidency
of the Republic to

him

for ten years.

In

1854 his term was extended for three years
more, and finally, in 1857, approval was
given to a prolongation of his administration for another decade,
live to

which he did not

complete.

The most important men who cooperated
with him as Cabinet members were his son
Francisco Solano Lopez, then a General,

and

Mariano

Gonzalez,

Jose

Falcon,

Vazquez, Andres Gill, and B.
Martinez Varela.
To appreciate the magnitude of Carlos
Antonio Lopez' accomplishments as a
statesman, one should bear in mind the
conditions then existing. Paraguay was
emerging from a long period under a
taciturn and unapproachable dictator.
Conditions abroad and a zeal to maintain
independence had forced Dr. Francia to

Nicolas

isolate the

country to a degree unparalleled

CARLOS ANTONIO LOPEZ
in
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any other nation on the continent, a

condition

It

the

recalling

sheltered behind

its

seemed probable

consequence

the

of

of

tale

China,

Great Wall.
that, as a natural

there

dictatorship,

would be an outbreak of anarchy, but that
was not the case. The threatened disorder
was avoided by Alonso and by Lopez, then
his secretary.

The

latter

and, with consummate

came

skill,

to the fore

provided the

nation with a juridical organization, preserving the fundamental policy of maintaining Paraguayan independence.

Lopez' policy was characterized by pru-

dent methods and wise orientation of ac-

From 1842 to his death, on
September 10, 1862, he steered Paraguay
on a truly American course. Lopez was
not a statesman whose cultural background
was European, nor a man imbued with
tivities.

revolutionary theories, as Dr. Francia

been.

He was

had

Paraguayan, a
country thoroughly and

typically

man who knew his

understood the psychology of

its

people.

Courtesy of Maria Irene Johnson

CARLOS ANTONIO LOPEZ
The

His work was put on a firm foundation.

He began in 1844 with a new Constitution,
which provided for a strong State and
granted broad powers to the President.

constitutional President of Paraguay,
Carlos Antonio Lopez, governed the country from
1842 to 1862. His administration was marked by
concern for the recognition abroad of Paraguayan
independence and for the advancement of commerce with other nations.
first

Because of the limited experience of the
people, he advocated a gradual
lative

and cumu-

adoption of free liberal institutions.

Instead of seeking especial authority, he
preferred to report to the General
gresses,

which met every

Con

five years.

-

He

read his messages in person; they were

by measures that reveal

solution
rate

insight.

He

called

not only upon

internal organization, but also
aid.

He

engaged the

his accu-

upon

services

of

foreign

many

European technicians, with whose help he
established

arsenals

and

shipyards;

he

always sensible and factual.

attacked other equally important prob-

concern was the national economy, which he stimulated to a remarkable

lems, such as the survey for a railway from

His

first

He

encouraged agriculture, and
although he did not grant land, he made it
degree.

available for rent

wanted

to

and

for leasehold.

He

make Paraguay a democracy of

Asuncion

to Paraguari, in the direction of

where he established an iron
foundry in 1854, under the management of
English experts. When he died, he left
Ybicui,

as a

monument

to his fruitful administra-

order-loving and order-respecting farmers.

tion 44 miles of railway,

Lopez understood that Paraguay's fundamental difficulty lay in its isolation, its
inland situation, and he attempted its

built in

among

the

first

South America.

One of
man was

the basic concerns of this states-

the creation of a navy and of a
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merchant marine. To Don Carlos the
was the long-desired highway that
would give Paraguay communications,
commerce, and independence. He considered it his own; he mounted cannon on
its shores and defended it constantly and
firmly. He wanted the country to have a
river

complete system of natural boundaries.
Like Dr. Francia and the First Junta of
1811, Lopez set forth as the fundamental
principles of his international policy the

and the equality
dream

free navigation of rivers

Don

of nations.

Carlos Antonio's

foundered, after his death, at the naval
battle of Riachuelo,

War

during the

on June

12,

1865,

of the Triple Alliance.

In those waters the magnificent and un-

who

repeated efforts of a great patriot

sought the sea were

He encouraged
and oranges; he

the cultivation of tobacco
built bridges;

geological

teresting

carried

lost.

out the

by

settlement

studies

first

he had

in-

made;

he

attempts at rural

founding

Villa

Burdeos

(today Villa Hayes), with French immi-

and

grants

Paraguayans.

As

regards

Europe

to study liberal arts

wrecked

in the great

who drew

of

the

beautiful

Government Palace and

the

magnificent

according

to

accessible.

Colonel

Du

In

Graty,

1862,

500

with 20,000 students, were functioning. At that time, according to the
most credible estimates, the country had

schools,

600,000 inhabitants.

Lopez founded the Literary Academy, a
of preparatory school, under the
leadership of the learned priest and leader
of independence, Marco Antonio Maiz;
he engaged the services of the foreign
professors Dupuis and Ildefonso Bermejo,
and established a School of Law under the
direction of one of the most illustrious
Paraguayans of the period, Juan Andres
Gelly, All these efforts were to be crowned
by sending a hundred young men to
sort

the

plans

Oratory of the Assumption

Our Lady; the
church resembles a rosebud
rising, in harmonious beauty, straight from
its stem in search of the sun.
(Asuncion in Spanish) of

cupola of

this

Lopez redesigned the plan of colonial
new avenues; he began
the construction of government buildings,
and erected most of the existing churches
in the country. In one of them, that of
the Holy Trinity, on the outskirts of the
Asuncion; he cut

remains of

city,

the

were

laid to rest.

A

this

noted patriot

perusal of the messages of this mid-

nineteenth-century President shows him
to

have been a

man imbued

with the

economy expounded
with the ideas of modern state

theories of national

by Liszt or

He

believed in government
and supervision of business,
in the organization of a planned economy
in which the state should be plainly predominant. He was a forerunner of outintervention in

made them more

of 1864.

Ravizza,

mary

schools, provided quarters for

war

the times led to his engaging the architect

socialism.

number of
them, and

sciences,

His desire to bring Paraguay abreast of

education, he put special emphasis on prieducation, multiplied the

and

but the earnest desires of Lopez to create a
Paraguayan governing class were also

standing contemporary statesmen.

In 1849 Lopez began the coinage of

money and

issued the first bonds of independent Paraguay. He modernized the
old Spanish system of taxation; he prepared budgets and organized the treasury
and commerce, in order to pay for arms

and government purchases abroad. As
under Dr. Francia, the foremost business
enterprise was still the government.
The port of Pilar was opened to foreign
trade, on a basis of equal customs treatment for all nations. Yerba mate, the
chief export item of that period, was made
a government monopoly; the exploitation

CARLOS ANTONIO LOPEZ
of national forests

was encouraged, and

purpose roads were

for this

schedule was

built;

drawn up and

a

tariff

loans were

granted to private individuals at a low
rate of interest.

Lopez'
nullified

first

attempt at expansion was
acts whereby the govern-

by the

and his
Uruguay closed the
foreign commerce in 1845.

ments of Rosas

in

Argentina

subordinate Oribe in

River Plate to

Organization, however, soon bore

The languid
Pilar

became a heavy

trade increased.

1851-55

and
it

in

it

fruit.

trade through Itapua and
traffic.

Foreign

In the five-year period

amounted

to 5,600,000 pesos,

1856-60
Paraguayan

the subsequent period,

rose to 12,941,000 pesos.

merchant

vessels,

with national products,

navigated the Rio de la Plata and crossed
the ocean, carrying the fruits of the labors
of a hard-working people.

Lopez was an ardent advocate of national

He established a navy;
he purchased arms; he built arsenals;
he fortified the port of Humaita and engaged a Brazilian military mission to
military training.

train officers. The vexatious measures
adopted by Rosas obliged Lopez to form
an alliance against him with the Province

of Corrientes.
soldiers,

Five thousand Paraguayan

commanded by

the 18-year-old

General Francisco Solano Lopez, crossed
the

Parana to serve under the famous
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nunciation or de facto abandonment of the
part of Misiones on the

On

Parana.

left

bank of the

the other hand, he stead-

defended the Bermejo River, as the
Paraguayan boundary with Argentina to
the south, and the Blanco River and Bahia
Negra, on the north, as the limits with the
Empire of Brazil.
Another important facet of Don Carlos
Antonio Lopez' multiple personality was
fastly

his

accomplishments in the

He was

field of

law.

the real organizer of Paraguayan

framework
and
municipal and police edicts. Lopez was a
lawyer, with the cultural background of
Spanish colonial days, although he was no
His legislation was simple, based
jurist.
more on equity and on national convenience than on a juridical system. The mere
enumeration of his legislative labors shows
the ability of this hard-working statesman.
government, from
to

legislation

One

on

political

its

procedure

court

proof of his will to

settle questions

gradually was the law granting eventual
liberty

to

children

slave parents, in

for the progressive

slaves

still

henceforth

which he

born

of

also provided

redemption of the few

in the country.

Besides freeing

the slaves, he released the Indians from

the colonial encomienda system, measures
that prove

He

him a benefactor

likewise established

rights for foreigners, as a

of humanity.

equality of civil

means

of attract-

General Jose Maria Paz, but they returned without having done any fighting

ing immigration.

because disagreements arose between the

inform the people of administrative meas-

Paraguayan leader and the Corrientes
authorities. Through an error of judgment, Lopez was not in Caseros when
Urquiza was there. But he did help in
the pacification of Argentina, in a noble
and skillful manner, by sending a mission
headed by General Francisco Solano
Lopez, under whose auspices the Pact of
November 11, 1859, was signed. Recognition of independence cost him the re-

ures,

To

defend his international policy and

he founded El Faraguayo Indepenand later El Semanario, to which he
contributed articles in the heavy style of a
diente,

cautious logician uninterested in elegance
of diction although heedful of purity of

language.

The chief documents of his long

administration are his substantial Presidential

messages.

and make the

To

record legislation

text of laws available,

he

published periodically El Repertorio as an
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organ. Francia's policy had been
one of isolation, imposed by outside factors, but accepted nonetheless, together
with an absolute neutrality in international affairs. Lopez had to steer another
course and found himself involved in various
incidents with neighboring countries, which
official

were making ready for the war of 1864.
Lopez constantly sought contact with
the outside world. He was concerned
with two fundamental matters: recognition of Paraguayan independence by other
countries, and trade. It should be borne
in mind that the attainment of the former
was his contribution to history. Francia
founded the nation; it was Lopez' mission
to see that it was recognized with all its
traditional boundaries. That was the
core of his policies, the backbone of his
enormous work as a statesman. Some
countries were unwilling to recognize the
independence of Paraguay, and others disputed its claim to vast territories. Lopez
began within and worked outward. He
encouraged the spirit of patriotism. He
had a new oath of national liberty sworn
to on December 25, 1842; he obtained and
adopted the national anthem, and used in
all official documents the vigorous motto,
"Independence or Death." He was a
one-hundred-percent Paraguayan, intransigent and even violent when the question
of national sovereignty arose.

He

directed

himself.
to

He

Europe,

the

policy

Minister

Affairs Jose Berges to the

of

Foreign

United

States,

and Juan Andres Gelly to Brazil. He
carried on negotiations with President
Justo Jose de Urquiza of Argentina, and
discussed questions of boundaries and of

Prussia

in

Navigation Company.

inde-

the

This serious

inci-

Urquiza, was submitted to a special commission sitting in the United States in
the idea of arbitration had
begun
to germinate; the decision
barely
commission
was in favor of Lopez.
the
of
He resumed relations with the Vatican
and succeeded in having his own brother,
Fray Basilio Lopez, consecrated as bishop
of the Paraguayan See, which had been
1856,

when

vacant for

many

years.

Lopez would have had a greater reputation had he acted on a larger stage; he had
no part in any important international
That is why his figure was obaffair.
scured for a long time;

but today he

stands out as a constructive, organizing, and

peace-loving statesman.

A death-bed wit-

ness states that he uttered these words: "It

better to arrange matters with the

than with the sword."

pen

The people had

and veneration for him. He
was by far the most cultured and eminent
Paraguayan of his time. His government
was paternal, arbitrary, and fruitful. He
great respect

among the
among those

should take his place in history
great organizers of nations,

who

consolidated the

who had

work

of the founding

for American
and his works
became part of Paraguayan tradition.
Lopez was a typically American statesman, a born political scientist, one who

independence.

national

before

dent between the United States
guay, thanks to the mediation of General

mats Pimenta Bueno and Viscount Rio
Branco and the Argentines Santiago
Derqui and General Tomas Guido. He
of

died

and Para-

fathers

recognition

He

1860.

boundary questions with Brazil and Argentina were settled. He tried to avoid the
war that seemed imminent, and reached
memorable juridical solutions in the
American tradition, as in the case of the
claims of the United States and Paraguay

policy with the eminent Brazilian diplo-

obtained

treaties of various

with Argentina and Brazil in 1855, with
the United States in 1859, and with

is

international

sent his son Francisco Solano

the

pendence and signed

kinds with France and Sardinia in 1853,

His

fought
life

CARLOS ANTONIO LOPEZ

knew and guided

Some

his people.

of his

violent traits

of the

character were the

result of his zealousness

and

his

absorbing

concern with governmental affairs, for he
identified himself with the State. His
of both organization

work was one
creation,

addition

in

since,

he

juridical standards,

and

public

private

to

and

setting

to

increase

wealth,

exploit

tried

productive resources, and lay the foundations for

a strong nation and an authori-

tarian state.

He

inculcated in his com-

patriots appreciation of order, respect for

and love of work. The organof the family and of society also
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the latter part of his administration he

no

longer lived in his town house or in the

Government House

at Asuncion, but, re-

spected and feared, stayed on his estate,

Santisima

Trinidad.

He

hearted devotion to public
tralized

gave

whole-

affairs;

he cen-

and

administration

personally

manipulated the international policy.
Paraguayan society of the epoch regained
its

traditionally distinguished tone; the

clubs were founded

and the

fiestas

first

were

noted for their brilliancy.

The

entire country, in

its

various aspects,

authority,

developed under the protection of such a

ization

strong government.

made
tion.

Paraguay was a power
Unfortu-

great progress during his administra-

respected in South America.

He

1864-1870 was
lying in wait across its path. Paraguayans
today consider Carlos Antonio Lopez to
have been their most illustrious ruler. His
remains now lie in the National Pantheon,
in gratitude for the great services he

extended

culture

among

the

people and a desire for a better standard
of living.

Carlos

Antonio

Lopez,

per-

showed an inclination
toward nepotism by the appointment of his
sons to high offices, but they were the best
educated young men of their period. In
sonally honorable,

nately the terrible

drama

of

rendered the nation.

THE CHURCH OF THE HOLY TRINITY, ASUNCION
was during the administration of Carlos Antonio Lopez that most of the existing
churches in Paraguay were erected. In the Church of the Holy Trinity, his remains
were interred.
It

Some

Sixteenth Century Histories

and Historians of America
A.

CURTIS WILGUS
The George Washington University

Professor of Hispanic American History,
(Part

No

Student of the sixteenth century can

afford to overlook the great collections of

accounts of voyages and travels dealing
with America. Because these works are
indispensable to the historian, a few words

about their compilers

is

essential

to

a

better appreciation of their value.

of the best

known

may have

sixteenth century

interested his small

son in geography, navigation, and maps.
After studying in Westminster school as
Queen's Scholar, young Hakluyt entered
Oxford in 1570, where he received the
A. B. degree in 1574 and the A, M. degree
in 1577. Shortly afterward he took orders
1

Preceding installments in this series were published

BULLETIN of the Pan American Unionfor July and
September 1933, April, May, and June 7936, May
They discussed,
7937, January 7939, and May 7940.
respectively:
Peter Martyr,
Gonzalo Fernandez de
Oviedo y Valdes, and Francisco Lopez de Gbmara;
Bartolome de las Casas, Jose de Acosta, Bernal Diaz
del Castillo, and Pedro Pizarro; Bernardino de Sahagun,
in the

Toribio de Benavente, and Jeronimo de Mendieta; Garcilasso de la Vega, Pedro de Cieza de Leon, and Juan de
Betanzos; Alonso de Ojeda, Girolamo Benzoni, Reginaldo
de Lizdrraga, Juan Lopez de Velasco, Antonio de
Herrera y Tordesillas, Juan de Torquemada, and
Bernardo de Vargas Machuca; Baltasar de Obregon,
Juan Sudrez de Peralta, Francisco Cervantes de Salazar,
Diego Durdn, Agustin Davila Padilla, and Diego de
Landa; Pascual de Andagoya, Francisco de Xeres,
Agustin de ^drate, Pedro Sarmiento de Gamboa, Juan
C^dstellanos, and Alonso de Ercilla y ^uniga;
and
Alvar Nunez Cabeza de Vaca, Ulrich Schmidel, Hans
Staden, and Antonio Pigafetta.
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Oxcosmography until 1583. In that
year he went to Paris as chaplain of the
English Ambassador, Sir Edward Stafford.
The year before leaving Oxford, Hakluyt
and

also lectured at the University of

ford on

published his Divers voyages touching
coverie of

America and

made

first

and afterwards by

compilers is Richard Hakluyt, who was
born about 1552 in or near the City of
London. His parents died while he was
still young, and he was brought up by a
relative. His father had been a cosmographer, and

1

the same,

I

One

IX)

the

Hands

the dis-

adjacent unto

of all by our Englishmen

Frenchmen and Britons

the

(London, 1582). In Paris in 1584
Hakluyt wrote, but did not publish, A par-

etc.

ticular discourse concerning western discoveries.

This had been requested by his friend Sir

Walter Raleigh, but the work was lost and
did not appear in print until 1877. While
in Paris also Hakluyt translated and published (London, 1587) the manuscript
journal of Laudonniere and brought out a

new

edition of Peter Martyr's

(Paris, 1588) to

De

orbe novo

encourage Englishmen to

go on voyages of discovery to America.
In 1588 Hakluyt returned to England
and the next year he published volume I
of The principall navigations, voiages and discoveries of the

English nation.

.

.

.

This was

enlarged into three volumes and published
at

London

in 1599

and 1600.

dealt chiefly with America.

ing years Hakluyt
tions,

made

Volume

III

In the follow-

further transla-

including the account of de Soto in

Florida

by the "Gentleman of Elvas"
1609), which he prepared to

(London,
stimulate

English

interest

in

Virginia.

During the same years he served as an
adviser to the East India

Throughout much

Company.

of his

life

Hakluyt
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held a

number of church

offices

from which

he received a comfortable income, and
he often signed his name Richard Hakluyt,
Preacher.

He

married twice.

His

first

wife died in 1597, about three years after

her marriage; and he married again

in

1604. He had one son, who squandered
his small fortune. Hakluyt collected many
maps as well as manuscripts. At his death
on November 23, 1616, the manuscripts
for a projected fourth volume fell into
the hands of Samuel Purchas, who published several of them in Hakluytus Post-

(London,
Hakluyt was buried in Westminster Abbey, but today the exact loca-

humus,

or

1625-26).

Purchas his Pilgrimes

tion of his grave

not known.

is

memorial, however,

exists
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A

living

to perpetuate

memory

in the form of the Hakluyt
founded at London in 1846 for
the purpose of printing rare and unpublished accounts of voyages and travels.
his

Society,

H
Another Englishman of the same century, interested like Hakluyt in voyages
and maps, was Richard Eden, who was
born in Hertfordshire, probably in 1521.
He came of a good family and early received a good education. From 1535 to
1544 he studied at Queen's College, Cambridge, but probably did not receive a

MAP OF NORTH AMERICA,

1582

lands of the New World north of the Tropic of Cancer and their relation to Western Europe were
indicated by Michael Lock on this map, dedicated to Sir Philip Sidney. It was included in Hakluyt's
Divers Voyages, published in the same year.

The
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AN EARLY ENGLISH
BOOK ON AMERICA
Richard Eden's translation of
Peter Martyr's The Decades of
the New World (London, 1555")
was the second book on America to be published in England. The first, for which
Eden was also responsible,
was based on
Miinster's
Cosmography.
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degree there.

From 1544

to

1546 Eden

put into

English

a

part

of

Miinster's

served in the Treasury at the court of

Cosmography, the translation appearing at

Henry

III, his first civil service appoint-

ment;

later

London in 1553.
The next year occurred a turning

positions.

he held other government
In 1547, Eden married and

had 12 children in the next 14 years.
About 1552 Eden was appointed private
secretary to Sir William Cecil, and as a
result he became acquainted personally
with many of the writers of his time, and
he read widely from their works. Already
interested in translating and editing, Eden

in Eden's

life.

On August

point

18, 1554, while

viewing the marriage procession of Philip

and Queen Mary of England,
Eden meditated on the significance for the
of Spain

world of a union of Spanish and English
colonial territory, and he therefore decided
to issue a compilation of voyages of discovery. Another impetus at this time to
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his writing

many.

Agustin de Zarate,

house and became widely

was a friendship formed with
who brought to Phihp
in England some samples of gold from
Peru. Setting feverishly to writing, Eden
quickly completed The Decades oj

the

newe

worlde or west India, which was published at
London in 1555. This book is a translation of Peter Martyr's work. For his
efforts Eden was accused of heresy in
September 1555, but because of the death
of the bishop before whom he was to be
tried, he escaped punishment except for
the loss of his government position.
For the next three years Eden lived in
retirement, working on the Art of Navigation (1561), a translation of Martin Cortes'
treatise, which had been first published at

About 1562 Eden's wife
died and he went to live with a friend where
he hoped "with quietnesse [to] spende my
tyme in studie." However, he soon gave
up this project to hire himself as a translator and linguist to a French Huguenot,
Jean de Ferrieres, with whom he traveled
through France and Germany and exSeville in 1556.

perienced for about ten years the hardships

Eden

of that persecuted sect.

finally re-

turned to London in 1573, and three years
later he died while engaged in collating
reports

of

the

agents

Muscovy

the

of

He had won

Company.

himself a

for

an editor, translator, and
and it has generally been
conceded that he played a great part in
interesting Englishmen in making voyages
reputation

man

as

of science,

of discovery.

A

little

third compiler of voyage

who was born
is known of

and

travel

at Liege in
his early

1

528.

life,

Very

but be-

cause of his religious beliefs he was forced

by the

officials of Philip

leave his native land,
settled

in

known

a

as

and copperplate engraver. In these activities he was
efficiently assisted by his two sons, Johann
Theodore and Johann Israel.
In 1587 de Bry visited England and
there met Richard Hakluyt, from whom
he obtained some original drawings of
American Indians by John Wyth, who
had been sent to Virginia by Queen
Elizabeth to sketch the topography and
the inhabitants. With these drawings de
Bry returned to Germany, where he made
engravings from them for his edition of
Thomas Harlot's New Found Land oj Virbookseller, goldsmith, printer,

ginia, first

published at

London

in 1588.

This work de Bry issued in English, French,

German, and Latin
as the

first

petits voyages.

cess

at Frankfort in 1590

part of his Collection des grands

of this

et

Because of the instant sucvolume, de Bry decided to

publish the next year a work describing
the attempt of the French Huguenots to
settle in Florida.
lish,

French,

This, too,

was

German, and

in

Engand
These

Latin,

appeared at Frankfort in 1591.
two volumes appear to be the only ones
printed by de Bry in English and French.
Altogether 25 parts were issued in Latin
(Frankfort, 1590-1634) under the general
title

Collectiones peregrinationum

Occidentalem

(Frankfort,

in

Indiam

German
1580-1630). However, when
and

27

parts

in

de Bry died in 1598, only 6 parts had been
issued.
His widow and two sons issued

and

8 (1599)

and part

9

(1600).

His son Johann Theodore printed parts 10

accounts in this century was Theodore de
Bry,

There he established a printing

parts 7

HI
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H

and

and

11

(Oppenheim, 1619-20) and

his

heirs published part 12 (Frankfort, 1624).

Mathew Marian, de

Bry's

son-in-law,

published parts 13 (1628) and 14 (1630).

In

all,

there were

more than 90

editions

of Spain to

of 27 different narratives printed between

1570 he

1590 and 1634. All of the works of de
Brv can be classed as either "sfrands

in

Frankfort-on-the-Main,

Ger-
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CAPTURE OF DON ANTONIO DE BERREO BY SIR WALTER RALEIGH
When

Sir

captured

Walter Raleigh explored the Orinoco River in 1595, he attacked the island of Trinidad and
governor, Don Antonio de Berreo. This engraving of the incident appeared in Part VIII

its

of de Bry's Collection of Travels and Voyages in 1599.

voyages" or "petits voyages."

The former

deal with America

and are printed on
larger paper than the latter, which deal
with the East. De Bry, like Hakluyt and
Eden, played an important part in calling
the attention of Europe to things American.

IV
to

The success of de Bry's undertaking led
many imitators, of whom the chief

was Levinus Hulse (or Hulsius), born in
Ghent about 1656. He came of a wealthy
family and received a good education,
especially in languages and the sciences,
chiefly mathematics and geography. A
Lutheran like de Bry, he too was expelled

from

by the
About 1590 he
settled at Nuremberg, where he taught
French and Italian and became a notary
public. In 1591 Hulse became a bookseller and publisher, in order to publish
and sell his own and others' books. It
was during this period that he changed
the

agents

his

of

name

Spanish

Netherlands

Philip

to

II.

Hulsius.

publications was a

One

of his early

work on mathematical

instruments by a professor at the University of Altorf (1594).

published

and

this

the

first

In 1596 Hulsius

German

dictionary,

was followed by grammars and

an Italian dictionary.
Hulsius was a friend of de Bry and,
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noting his successful publication of works
of travel and discovery, Hulsius decided

1598 that he too would translate and
publish narratives of voyage and travel.

in

But unlike de Bry, he sought out rare and
unpublished accounts. He also planned
and later printed a mathematical encyclopedia. In 1600 he went to Holland and
in

1

602 to England, to interest people in his

publications.

Upon his return to Germany,

he moved to Frankfort-on-the-Main.
During the years from 1598 to 1650
Hulsius and his successors published 26

German under

parts or accounts in

general

Sammlung von

title

and ten

zig skiff fakrten,

Of

these

parts

today that "at
are needed to

cording
Library.

so
least

the

und zwan-

parts in Latin.

many

editions

exist

69 separate volumes

make a complete

the

to

seeks

William

set," ac-

Clements

L.

Unlike de Bry's work,

all

of the

He

also served his city

sions to

especially

Ramusio,

life

came deeply

made

on diplomatic mis-

Rome, France, and

In early
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Switzerland.

Hakluyt, be-

like

interested in geography,

new

the

in

in various parts of the world.

1523 he began the preparation of

and

being

discoveries

By

his great

compilation briefly cited as Navigationi

et

which had been suggested to him
by a friend, Girolamo Fracastoro. Ramusio knew personally many of the great
explorers of his day, and he corresponded
with many others. Henri Harrisse has
viaggi,

work: "Instead of accounts

of his

said

carelessly copied

and translated from pre-

vious collections, perpetuating errors and

anachronisms,

we

work

narrations judiciously se-

original

lected,

carefully

find

in

valuable

this

and enriched

printed,

with notices which betray the hand of a
scholar of great critical acumen."

The work

cially

Ramusio was planned in
four volumes, but the fourth was never
prepared. Volume I was printed anonymously at Venice in 1550, volume III,
relating chiefly to America, in 1556; and
volume II in 1559. The last-named ap-

sius

peared two years after Ramusio' s death

Hulsius volumes are small in
illustrated in the text.

size,

Only a portion

the collection deals with America.

are parts 4,
21, 25,

and are
of

These

5, 6, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 20,

and

26.

Other parts deal espe-

with the Dutch East Indies. Huldied at Frankfort in 1606, having won

in

a wide reputation for himself.

V
An

in these

Italian interested in the collection of

voyage and travel accounts was Gian Battista Ramusio, who was born in Trevise,
Italy,

on June

20, 1485.

Like Eden and

Hulsius, he received an excellent education,

attending the school at Venice and

Padua.

In 1505 he entered the public

service of Venice; in 1515

1557;

Tomaso

he became

retary of the Senate of Venice;

and

sec-

in 1533

he became secretary of the Council of Ten.

it

of

was edited by

Giunti.

The

printer,

his

material contained

volumes was obtained

Spain and

Italy,

chiefly from
and Ramusio translated

as well as edited the accounts.

instances he published works for

In a few

which the

manuscripts have never been found.
compilation of Ramusio
the

earliest

collections

is

The

not only one of

of

such

narra-

but one of the most important collections of the century. It was prepared

tives,

carefully and intelligently, and in many
ways served as a model for later compilers.

Social Welfare in Chile
General

MARGARITA L.
Chief Social Worker, Retirement

During

colonial times the Governors

by

royal decree established hospitals in the
principal

cities,

the

first

having been the

Hospital San Juan de Dios, founded in

1556 and

in

still

existence today.

The

were under the supervision of the
councils and were operated by one or

hospitals
city

another of the religious orders, with Indian

women

as servants.

Toward

the end of the

1

8th century, the

properties confiscated from the Jesuits in

1767 were used to establish the San Borja
Hospital

for

Home, and

Women,

the

Home

for the

the

Foundlings

de

Fund

FRESNO

of the Chilean

Cross,

and

with

Armed

Forces

children's preventoriums

its

dispensaries; the Children's Protective

Council, which helps

more than 12,000

children; the Juvenile Courts;

Aid

Legal

Bureaus;

the Free

Salvation

Army

Vincent de Paul
Societies; the Home for the Aged; the
Agricultural and Vocational Schools; the
School for Retarded Children; the Delodging houses; the

partment

of

Cultural

created

recently

St.

Extension;

Eugenics

the

Council— all

these organizations are working toward a
single end: the alleviation of sickness

and

poverty and the improvement of society

Aged.

As time went on, all of these establishments received legacies and the property
has accumulated through the years until
it forms the very appreciable capital which
the Charity Board possesses today. The

in general.

The

functions

and

activities

of

the

Charity Board have been going through a
steady process of development and im-

were

At the present time its propand investments, together with a
sizable Government subsidy, permit it

In 1832 the Government

to maintain 145 hospitals throughout the

created the Central Board of Charity and

country, with a total capacity of 16,800

first

administrators of these establishments,

persons of high philanthropic

named

in 1816.

Health; and
lished in

later, local

the

spirit,

boards were estab-

provinces,

function as

to

provement.

erty

beds;

85

polyclinics;

9

homes

for

the

needy, with a capacity of about 12,650; 2

branches of the Central Board although

hospitals for

with a certain amount of autonomy in

pacity of approximately 2,850;

their various activities.

other homes for children and the agoi,

Since that time both public and private
agencies in Chile have greatly broadened
their aid to the needy.

Chile has at pres-

numerous hospitals,
homes for children, milk

ent

dispensaries,
stations,

other similar welfare centers.
180

and

The Red

mental

diseases,

with a ca-

and 12

with a total capacity of 3,700.
Chile's present social security

laws, generally conceded to be

and labor

among

the

and most advanced in the world, date
from 1924-25 and include measures coverbest

ing

such

matters

as

labor

contracts,

SOCIAL WELFARE IN CHILE

and

industrial accidents, conciliation

tration courts for labor disputes,

and employers'

ees'

arbi-

employ-

minimum

unions,

wages, low-cost housing projects for workers,

protection of employed mothers,

compulsory

sickness, disability

and

and
acci-

181

care, advice

of

and training

needy,

the

into the

menting the work of doctors and
workers.
of

Upon

re-educating

homes

admirably comple-

thus

the latter

and

falls

social

the task

rehabilitating

family by assisting in the solution of

the
all

dent insurance for workers in the lower

legal,

wage

other

economic, educational, and
problems requiring adjustment.

Chile

has at

Public and private emand members of Chile's armed

brackets.

ployees

forces enjoy the benefits of social security

There are 42 of these funds now

funds.

social,

present

workers, graduates of

its

about 380 social
two social service

schools, located in all parts of the republic,

providing for various types of benefits,
especially of a financial order.

The

movement

in Chile

has recently taken on increased

momen-

social welfare

tum, principally because of the deepening
insight of

government

officials

vidual philanthropists into the

lems that

the country.

afflict

try that does not at present

service
is

and

social

workers for

and

indi-

many probThe indus-

have medical
its employees

and
day nurseries is oblithat employ a given

the exception rather than the rule,

the establishment of

gatory in factories

number

of

Some

women.

industries are

models in this respect, operating in accordance with the most advanced welfare
practices and furnishing their employees
with sanitary living quarters, education,

and recreational
of

directors

facilities.

these

The

enterprises

intelligent

recognize

who is healthy
can maximum production

that only from a laborer

and contented
be obtained and that double the benefits
which the industry gives to the workers
and his family are returned to the industry.
The Social Service and Nursing Schools
are turning out highly competent graduates whose duty

various

known

kinds

of

it

is

to coordinate the

benefits,

make them

whom

they are in-

to those for

tended, and at the same time explain the
rights

and

duties of each person in respect

to the collective welfare of the

In

addition

to

hospital

community.

nurses,

are in Chile 165 visiting nurses

who

there

bring

HEADQUARTERS OF THE CHILEAN
SOCIAL SECURITY BOARD
was adopted in Chile
than in any other American republic.
Public and private employees and members of the
armed forces enjoy the benefits of the 42 social
security funds established in the country.
Social security legislation

earlier
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and engaged

in a multitude of activities.

The number

of social workers, however,

seems very small

if

a problem that seems almost
without solution, so alarmingly frequent
presents

and so inadequate existand means for its control sanitariums, preventoriums, and special tuberculosis hospitals. A periodic X-ray examination of children and young people
would permit the detection of this serious
illness and would thus prevent such wide-

one takes into account

is its

mately four and a half million.
Space does not permit mention in detail
of the

many

grave social problems which

harass the Chilean people, but one

occurrence,

—

ing ways

the country's total population of approxi-

may

be taken as an example: Tuberculosis in
children and adolescents. This disease

spread contagion.

II

The

Social Service School of the Charity

Board

LUZ TOGORNAL DE ROMERO
Director of the Social Service School, Santiago

Historical

At

and

the end of the

legislative

first

Chile had definitely joined the

movement

of social reclamation that swept over the

world

after the

Great War; but

cuss only those aspects of the

most directly related to our

Under

I

shall dis-

movement

current tendencies to equalize conditions,

one

restricting the rights of property, the

other trying to provide for the health of

low-income groups, the only citizens for
whom others must make provision of this
nature.

subject.

this impulse, existing legislation

Law 4054

(which went into

insurance fund.

advantage.

pulsory,

is

lic

Constitution of 1925 affirms that

it

insurance compulsory for

and workers

fully

funds

and

also provides

property

is

subject to such limitations or

regulations as are required for the main-

tenance and progress of the social order
and the law may therefore impose obligations in connection with

it

or require the

performance of services in the general
interests of the State,

and

of personal

and

shall

all

workers, and

each contribute to the

Similar benefits, also comto public and
and other persons gain-

were extended

private employees

health and the well-being of the country

that "the exercise of the right to hold

in

provides that the government, employers,

a duty of the State to "watch over pub-

in matters of hygiene,"

effect

1924) makes sickness, disability, and other

was radically modified, and organizations
were created to improve the condition of
women and children, workers and the unemployed, the sick, and other members of
society who habitually meet life at a dis-

The

Here we have two con-

public health."

background

third of this century,

By granting

employed.

make

it

loans, these

possible for those insured

under them to purchase real estate and
thus bring about the division of property.
The Low-Cost Housing Bank builds
model dwellings for persons of limited
means.
Legislation dealing with industrial acci-

dents has also been passed;

it

sets forth

the

each case and the compensation to be awarded. A Labor Code,
responsibilities in

SOCIAL

WELFARE

which was a very advanced document for
the time it was adopted (1931), has provisions covering contracts,

controversies,

and other matters. A Cost of
Living and Price Control Board has been

unions,

created to ensure a better distribution of
articles of

prime necessity and

to prevent

The Juvenile
Employment Bureau, and other

IN CHILE

spirit,
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the Central Board of Charity

and

Health, convinced that to take proper care
of the needy sick changes must be made in
all

the concomitant economic, social, and

health factors that have contributed to
poverty,

established

School in 1925.

the

Social

Service

The School was then and

unnecessarily high prices.

is

Court,

vestigators to discover the causes of mis-

expected to provide trained in-

still

institutions of various kinds also contribute,

fortune,

within their respective provinces, to the

beneficiaries the resources that

task of providing social justice.

provided, and indicate gaps in hasty or

Finally,

the Ministry of Public Health and Social

Welfare,

and

the

Ministry

of

Labor,

created about the same time, have
increasingly

become
important and have had a

decisive influence

on the general

political

trend.

In keeping with

faulty

The

place within

new

reach of the

have been

measures.

task of the social

worker trained at

the school must necessarily be complex and
varied, and go beyond the sphere of social
medicine to take action not only within the
limits of families

this actively progressive

the

legalized

whose

or corrected,

status should be
but also in the

Photograph by Rebe

A PEOPLE'S RESTAURANT IN CHILE
Special restaurants where workers may obtain at low cost good food, well prepared and attractively
served, have been established in Chile to improve the diet habits of wage earners and their families.
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SOCIAL SERVICE SCHOOL, SANTIAGO, CHILE
15 years after its establishment in 1925, the school graduated 274 women, who
have made a notable contribution to the improvement of social conditions in Chile.

In the

broader

first

fields of

education, industry, and

agriculture.

Because the school was the first of its
kind in Latin America, and there was,
therefore,

no

existing tradition or experi-

have been many
difficulties to overcome during its first
fifteen years; its development was comence in

this field, there

plicated, moreover,

by the fact that it had
and to adopt itself

to be realistic in outlook
to national needs.

The Social

Service School

^

The School now admits annually some
women students; this number is the
limit of its capacity. They are selected,
fifty

on the
1

A

and previous
from at least

basis of written tests

experience

and

training,

second school for social service also Junctions in

It was created and endowed by Miguel Cruchaga
Tocornal in 1929 in memory of his wife, Elvira Matte
de Cruchaga.
The school is a department of the Catholic
University of Chile, which grants a social worker's
diploma to those completing the two-year course.

Chile.

—

Editor.

SOCIAL WELFARE IN CHILE

number

twice that

Those

of candidates.

accepted must have a Hberal arts secondary school diploma (roughly comparable
to a junior college certificate in the

United

States) or its academic equivalent, know
one foreign language, and fulfill certain
requirements as to character, health, and
suitability for the

make

work, to

sure that

they will be able to carry out the duties
that will be entrusted to them.

The
It

school also accepts foreign students.

answers inquiries from similar

with which

tions abroad,

exchange of

institu-

maintains an

ideas, experiences,

It

lications.

it

and pub-

has participated officially in

international conferences,

and organized

several national gatherings.

Training
of theory

is

given in a three-year course

and

practice, culminating in a

Tuition

is

185
free

and without any

The

administrative

staflf

The

the University of Brussels
the

New York

and one from

School of Social Work; the

fourth and present head of the school

The

school has a carefully selected

brary of some 2,000 volumes and
periodicals.

It issues

a quarterly review,

which has been published
for thirteen years and has a wide circulation in Chile and abroad.
In connection with the school there
Social Welfare Office;

it fulfills

is

a

the four-

and serving the

public and providing educational material

and

It receives

in his capacity as President of the

hundred

practical experience to the students.

from a hundred and fifty to two
a month. Some of these can

calls

be attended to in a single interview or be

Board.

curriculum

legal ~-and

includes

referred

to

other institutions;

minor

cases;

some are

but the majority

medical courses as well as those dealing

treated as

more

directly with social service. The
two provide an indispensable general
background as well as specialized knowledge needed by the social worker. The
others have been made progressively
broader and deeper as social service has

may

first

ing problems of an ethical, economic,

become more

tive

of a science.

Courses are given on political economy;
principles;

legal

legislation; criminology;

ogy, anatomy,

procedure;

labor

elementary biol-

and pathology; preventive

medicine and hygiene; nutrition and

diet;

child training; social medicine; psychol-

and mental hygiene; the

ogy, psychiatry,

technique of case work; social welfare;
theories;

Chile; sociology;

The

li-

many

Social,

Servicio

uate to be called a social worker bears the

social

is

an alumna. The third director systematized the aims of the school, and since
then instruction has been more practical.

signature of the Minister of Public Health,

legal

first

three directors were foreigners, two from

fold objective of informing

The

composed

is

wholly of trained social workers.

comprehensive final examination and a
The diploma entitling the gradthesis.

Charity

religious,

philosophical, or political bias whatsoever.

evolution

the

social

and

statistics.

and

classified as

major

med-

or legal nature.

In order that the students

may

put into

practice the theory they have been study-

become familiar with administraand routine procedure, they take turns
in the office. While there, they attend to
the people who request aid, and decide,
in a preliminary interview, whether the
situation can be remedied through the
ing and

school or the client should be sent elsewhere. Later, under the direction of a supervisor,

major

they attend to a certain
cases, following case

Achievements due

authorities

cases, represent-

work

number

of

technique.

of

teachers are, in general, university

professors

ical,

be

on education.

to

Social Service

Including the class of 1939, 274 social
workers have been graduated from the
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There are a few whose present
not known: ten have died;

school.

activities are

but the

rest are active in professional

and earning

their

living

work

The

thereby.

following table shows the fields in which

Two

abreastof activities in the

10

Occupation unknown
Medical social service:

29

Hospitals
Social Security Administration

Public Health Department

Total
Various institutions:
Child welfare organizations
Industry
Schools
Social Security

may keep
,

99

legitimatize

to

and persuade

ir-

fathers to

women where

for the
•

i

,

,

.

•

,

they
,

,

them and

babies with

their

urging them not to abandon their children;
^^ establish welfare services in industrial

36
20

11

relief

6

Unemployment

helped

regular unions

employment

4

Funds

Municipalities

themselves,

recognize illegitimate children; to keep
mothers and children together, obtaining

73
22

,

•

,

,

.

i

commercial plants;

^

to

introduce a

wage and family allowances; and
and the compulsory education and preventive medicine

living

14
14

Forces

keep
main-

to

workers have, to a greater or

social

degree,

^^^^

and

field

among

tain friendly contacts

The

j)^^^

an

association not only to protect

their professional interests, but also to

they are employed:

Armed

years ago the graduates formed

alumnae

to see that social legislation

6

j^^^ ^^^ Complied with.
n

^t

•

i

i

r

Pj.[gQj^g

g

Railways

4

Here, naturally, mention can be made oi
only those achievements that have resulted

Public Administration

4

in

Nitrate plants

3

Crete reforms.

3
3

worker, the daily task

Juvenile courts

Labor inspection

__

improvement or

..

portance;

it IS

in tangible

and con-

In the work of the social
is

of greater im-

,,.

-

,

and sometimes
always constructive and

often delicate

Universities

2

Rural service
Research

2

trivial,

1

educational.

1

of adapting the individual to his environ-

Newspaper

136

but

it

is

It

has the twofold objective

ment, and to the times and the circum-

which he is living, and of trying
^
^
his environment into one more
suitable for the development of happy life,
Much remains to be done. There are
whole fields, such as education and the
rural community, that have not been even
stances in

Total

274

to

As many of the graduates hold more than
one position, their combined field of action
is

much

broader than

is

indicated above.

Not only are there many more candidates for admission than the school can
accept, but the
is

much greater

demand

for social workers

than the school can supply.

,

change

touched.

,

.

On

.

the other hand, wherever

social service has
fruits will

.

once sown

its

seed, the

be increasingly abundant.

Third Meeting of the Pan American
Institute of
The Third

General Assembly of the Pan

Geography and Hisbe held at Lima, Peru, from

American

Institute of

tory will

March

Geography and History

30 to April

8,

1941.

The

govern-

ments of the twenty-one American repubbeen invited to send official
lics have
delegates, and scientific associations and
individual scientists

and

scholars in

the

all

establishment

the

seismological

of

and

astronomical

observatories

and

a

geo-

physical laboratory in the Antarctic and of

Pan American astronomical

observatories

Arequipa and Quito; comparative
studies of ocean currents, lake tides, and
in

river levels in the Americas; colonization

undeveloped regions of the Americas;

of

countries asked to participate.

ethnology of Amazonian and other abori-

The Organizing Committee, which for
some time has been working on the program and plans for the assembly, is as follows: Dr. Horacio H. Urteaga, Dean of the
School of Letters of the University of San
Marcos and Director of the National

ginal peoples of America; the economic
geography of the American nations; geo-

Archives, chairman; Dr. Carlos Morales

Macedo, Professor of Biology, School of
Medicine of the University of San Marcos,
and Director of the Javier Prado Museum
of Natural History, secretary; and Dr.
Jorge Basadre, Professor of History and
Director of the Central Library of the

University of San Marcos; Dr.

Scipion

Llona, Director of the National SeismoloService;

gical

and Lieutenant

Colonel

Bernardino Vallenas, Chief of the

Army

Geographical Service.

some

sug-

forty topics for papers, study,

and

discussion.

tory

and the

These cover a wide range
of subject material in geography and hisrelated fields of geodesy, geo-

dynamics, seismology, meteorology, anthropology, ethnology, and ethnography.
specifically,

More

they include such topics as

studies of the geographical distribution of

American
American
already

flora

and fauna and of interand conventions

resolutions

adopted

for

the the influence of altitude on

mal, and plant

their

protection;

meteorological problems in general and

life;

origin,

human,

ani-

development,

and characteristics of American cultures
(Maya, Andean, Diaguita, Tiahuanacan,
and Chavin); pre-Columbian folklore and
linguistics; and the development of various
aspects of colonial and post-colonial organization, administration, and progress.
The Pan American Institute of Geography and History was created by a resolution of the Sixth International Conference

of American States held at
Its

to "serve for the

1928.

and

and publication
as

"an organ

the geographical

America

of geographical

American

of cooperation

and

and

states"

between

historical institutes

in order to facilitate the study

of the problems

and

is

coordination, distribu-

historical studies in the

of

Habana in

purpose, as stated in that resolution,

tion,

The Organizing Committee has
gested

graphical bases of indigenous civilizations

which concern geography

history."

The

permanent headquarters
Mexico City, in a handsome
building erected by the government. The
First General Assembly was held at Rio de
Janeiro during December 1932 and January 1933, and the Second took place in
Washington in 1935.
Institute's

are located in
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Pan American News
Message of the President of
Paraguay

only

if all

and

wills.

citizens of the republic join forces

Mormigo then

President

On December 23,
Morinigo,

1940, General D. Higinio

who became

guay following the

President of Para-

tragic death of President

Estigarribia in an airplane acci-

Jose F.

dent early in September 1940, spoke to the
nation in a radio address, outlining the

and plans

policies, aims,

for the next three years.

government
Openly rejecting

of his

outline of the

presented an

program that he hopes

broadly speaking, na-

covers,

It

office.

tional, international,

economic, and social

policies, national defense, public instruc-

and public health; and under

tion,

detail

the

special

aims

which

to

ence to the ideals of an authentic,

the premise that domestic peace

and more

perfect democracy, wherein the

and intrigue,
demagogism, and selfish inhave no place.

will of the people will prevail

deception,
terests will

To attain

this

high purpose, the President

The plan

eff"orts

the

are to be devoted.

government's

realistic,

these

general headings there were enumerated in

thought of foreign political systems, the
President proclaimed Paraguay's adher-

all

to

carry out during his three-year tenure of

for internal affairs begins with
is

the

and that the
unit, must be

basis of all national welfare

family, as the basic social

protected;

and

it

extends to such points as

respect for private property, state supervision or control of public service enter-

development of rural

to prevent

continued, "the principal concern of the

prises,

government must be the education of the
people. In a true democracy it is not
enough simply to fight illiteracy; it is

excessive concentration of population in

necessary as well to develop a civic

of the electoral laws to insure the efTective-

to create a

new mental

ideas of duty

and

we have been

spirit,

outlook based on

responsibility.

Thus

far

deceiving and flattering the

people in speaking to them only of their
rights.

It is

more honest and

patriotic to

teach them that they also have obligations.

Among

work
must teach the people
that self-interest must yield, in most cases,
to the demands of progress and the higher
interest of the community. The fundamental political dogma of the Paraguayan
Revolution is the predominance of the

comes

these obligations the duty to

first.

We

national interest over the
interests of individuals."

will

selfish,

grasping

The government

work, said the President, for the moral

and material advancement of the nation,
but so great a task can be accomplished
188

the

cities,

improvement

life

of municipal or-

ganization and administration, and reform

ness

and

The

integrity of suffrage.

national policy of the government

on

and

efforts

inter-

based

cooperation, and

ideals of solidarity,

friendship,

is

will

be

made

to

develop foreign markets for Paraguay's
exportable products, to conclude trade and

immigration agreements, and to spread
information in other countries on Paraguay's

natural

wealth

and

economic

possibilities.

Going on to the national economic policy,
President stated, "Agriculture and
stock raising are the bases of our economic
the

development."

With

that thought as

its

government proposes to increase
and improve production by such means as
promoting the use of agricultural machinery, implements, and other equip-

guide, the

PAN AMERICAN NEWS
ment;

agricultural

instruction

in

rural

schools; creation of agricultural cooperatives;

regulation of supply

the establishment of

a general reform of present military laws

and

and demand and

minimum

prices for

189

regulations.

Public instruction, said President Mori-

and

nigo, should be free

obligatory.

The

primary

producers; use of native agricultural prod-

program includes a

ucts in local manufacturing; cultivation of

education methods; extension of physical

products especially suitable to the country;

education; construction of adequate and

extension and improvement of the services

hygienic schools; establishment of medical

of the Agricultural Bank; redistribution of

and dental

and formation of agricultural
development of stock raising;

revision of

services in all schools; careful

and teaching

rural lands

selection of administrative

colonies;

personnel in secondary schools; the devel-

lowered freight

rates, the

establishment of a

national merchant marine, and the dredg-

opment

of a spirit of discipline, work,

ing and improvement of navigable river

and a reform of teaching methods

beds; development of forest wealth, but at

versities.

the

same time avoidance of unwise forest
and highway construction.

exploitation;

The

President proposed

over public finances,

money and banking

strict

control

a revision of the

laws, reorganization

The

"to the most

humble home

active

ment

of

a

the

importance

governmental budget based on
national income capacity and

realistic

requirements.

The

social

toward the general improvement of the
working classes, suggests a revision of the
labor code and improvement in the organ-

most

ills;

diseases,

the establish-

and

of hospitals, maternity centers,

medical services in

parts of the country

all

and the improvement of

existing services;

the scientific study of proper diets; food
inspection;

program, directed

welfare

in the

campaigns against endemic

naphtha, and tobacco monopolies; and
particularly

which,

isolated corner of the republic", calls for

alcoholism and other

stressed

program,

health

public

in uni-

according to the President, should extend

of the public debt, a system of alcohol,

he

and

research in college and university students;

and improved municipal

sani-

tary services.

In concluding his presentation of this
ambition? program to the people of Para-

ization

guay, President Morinigo said: "With deep
faith, firm patriotism, and absolute honesty

additional points as prevention of exploita-

and

improved housing, social
security insurance, protection for working
mothers and their children, establishment

guayans, of

and functioning of the National
Department of Labor, and covers such
tion of workers,

of night schools for workers,

and other

facilities

the

President includes

a

I

plan in execution,

this

ask the cooperation of
all

those

who

all

true Para-

feel

in

their

hearts the noble desire for a great

prosperous nation.

.

Tax exemption

on

to workers

who wish to build their own homes.
The national defense plan as outlined by
and modernization of the
forces, improvement and

propose to put

and

."

.

municipal

loan banks for workers, and the extension
of credit

I

reorganization
nation's

armed

revision of the

study programs in military schools, division of the country into military zones,

and

in

A

new

buildings

Uruguay

recent law and regulatory decree in

Uruguay authorized an exemption from
the payment of real property taxes for
all new buildings started since January 1,
1940 and completed by December 31,
1943,

for

a

ten-year

period

beginning
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with the termination of construction.

same exemption

will

also

The

be applied to

remodeling or additions that increase the
floor space of present buildings, provided

new

that the value of the

amounts

to

more than

construction

fifty

present assessed valuation.

percent of

Furthermore,

the law provides that import duties on

The

within the treaty's purview.

basic

condition of that protection, as set forth
is that the mark shall have
been 'duly registered or legally protected'
in one of the Contracting States. This
phrase shows the endeavor to reconcile the

in Article 3,

juridical

conflicting
States,

— the

words

principles

of

these

'or legally protected'

necessary construction material and equip-

being added to the words 'duly registered'

ment not produced or manufactured in
Uruguay are to be reduced fifty percent.

with the apparent intent to cover trade
marks which were entitled under the com-

It

law

is

expected that the passage of

this

will greatly stimulate the construction

of private

homes and other

consequently

that

all

structures,

branches

building industry will receive

and

and

of

the

new impetus

benefits.

mon law

to protection

priation

and

United States and Pan
American commercial relations

the

mark

by reason of appro-

duly registered or
one of the Contracting
If

legally protected in

be admitted to regisis to be legally protected in the other Contracting States.
States, the

is

tration or deposit

The
Decision of the Supreme Court of

use.

to

and

condition of that protection in the

other States

is

provisions'

of

compliance 'with the formal
the domestic law. This

clearly indicates that formalities or pro-

cedural requisites are envisaged and that,

The General Inter-American Convention
for Trade Mark and Commercial Protec-

when

these have been met,

the intent

it is

of the treaty to confer a substantive right

mark.

tion, signed at

to the protection of the foreign

20, 1929,

When the foreign mark is entitled by virtue

Washington on February
was the basis of a decision handed
down by the Supreme Court of the United
States on December 9, 1940. The Court
held that a Puerto Rican law prohibiting
the use of trade marks on distilled spirits
which had been previously used outside
Puerto Rico, and which had not been used
on spirits manufactured in Puerto Rico, or
exclusively in continental United States,
prior to February 1936, is in conflict with

.

.

.

of the treaty to registration in a ratifying
State,

and

stantive

is

duly registered there, the sub-

right

to

its

protection

in

that

State attaches."

The Court

held, too, that the fact that

the law applied also to Puerto Rican

zens

who might

possess foreign

not sufficient to keep

it

citi-

marks was

from conflicting

with the treaty.

the terms of the Convention.

The Court was concerned with

the inter-

Latin Arnerican studies at

pretation of the treaty only in determining

Brown and Harvard

the validity of the Puerto Rican law insofar as

it

affected foreign trade

had been duly registered
States and Puerto Rico.

marks which
United

in the

In the words of Chief Justice Hughes,

who delivered the opinion of
"... the clear purpose of the
protect

foreign

trade

The

current widespread trend toward an

of intellectual, cultural, and
economic relations among the American
republics automatically turns any steps in

extension

the Court,

that direction into a

treaty

public interest.

marks which

is

to

fall

versities,

matter of general

Two New

England uni-

Brown and Harvard,

recently

PAN AMERICAN NEWS

made announcements
field

of activities in that

which merit attention.

Brown University at Providence, Rhode
embarked upon a three-year

Island, has

and ordinarily
on Latin America,
with the object of eventually making the
project for microfilming rare
inaccessible material
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Latin American affairs are stressed. The
John Hay Library at Brown also contains

important materials in

this

field.

The

George Earl Church Collection is rich in
political and economic treatises and in
documentary material printed in the 19th
century. These later publications, many

students of early Latin

them dealing with the colonial period,
complement and support the printed

The work

source material of the earlier period in

a world

university

reference

center for

American culture.
be financed by a $35,000

will

grant from the Rockefeller Foundation.

Dr. Irving A. Leonard, formerly connected

with the Rockefeller Foundation and since
the beginning of the current academic year
professor of Hispanic civilization at
is

in

Brown,

charge of the project, and he will be

Lawrence C. Wroth,
librarian of the John Carter Brown Library,
and Dr. Henry B. Van Hoesen, librarian
of the John Hay Library. Field work and
assisted

by

Dr.

of

John Carter Brown Library. The
Harris Collection of American Poetry
and Plays, which the university believes
the

the greatest collection of

is

significant

number

President
in

filming project,

by Albert Harkness of Providence, who
has been doing graduate study in Latin
American civilization at Harvard for the
past two years and who has traveled and
studied extensively in Latin America.
Emphasis will be placed upon acquiring
microfilm copies of printed works published in South and Central America and
in Mexico. Brown University was chosen
to conduct the project because of its

Library

in

The John Carter Brown
been

long

has

particular

recognized as outstanding in the extent

and

selective character of

its

Latin Amer-

ican resources for the period before 1801.

The

library possesses 5,000

titles

relating

America and printed
prior to 1801, of which about 2,800 are
in Spanish and the remainder in other
especially to Latin

are 5,000

titles

cluded

among

travel,

and

French

addition

In

languages.

for the

there

these,

to

same period

in-

Today

general histories, works of

political

of

and
which

English

pamphlets

in

titles in

the general
of Brown,

initiation of the micro-

made

the following state-

United States seeks to
economic relations with the Latin
American nations, and today as never before it
strives to create new pohtical associations to bind
together all the nations of the Western Hemifurther

as never before the

its

Yet we find ourselves lacking in the

sphere.

understanding of the traditions and mores of Latin
America essential to the attainment of our commercial and political objective^.

No

library in the United States has

more than

needed by students
of the history and culture of Latin America in the
twenty-five percent of the

colonial period.

and none

No

titles

library in the western world,

can

in the old,

offer

such students a

collection of material adequate to their require-

ments.

The

material

the great libraries of

where

it is

is

widely scattered

among

Mexico and South America

not easily accessible to scholars either

of the United States or of the Latin

American

countries.

The

possibility of

assembling in a single collec-

tion a substantial portion of the printed source

material relating to the whole of Latin America

no longer exists. Unique
and manuscripts
are owned by national and institutional libraries
and are simply unavailable for purchase at any
in the colonial period

copies of

collections

of

Henry M. Wriston

announcing the

ment:

source material.

kind in the

field.

the actual microfilming will be undertaken

already existing strength in that type of

its

world, has 700 volumes of Latin American
poetry. The university library adds a

price.

many

essential books

Other items are

still

in private hands, but
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list, no matter
beyond the resources of

the acquisition of a comprehensive

how

carefully selected,

is

any library and indeed of

all

the libraries in the

United States put together. To overcome these
difficulties, a microfilm collection of materials not
already found among the exceptional resources of
Brown University will be made.

Spanish America.

As professor of

literary

history he has taught at the University of

Mexico, University of Minnesota, University of California, National University

of

La

Plata in Argentina, and the Univer-

Santo Domingo.

sity of

He

has devoted

At the same time, the University will put the
microfilm materials and Brown's library resources
on Latin America to their fullest use by encouraging the development of a strong and active group
of undergraduate and graduate students whose
interests lie in the field of Latin American studies.
Most of the teaching will be conducted by Dr.

much

Leonard.

Spanish and Spanish-American literature,

Eventually

research

fellowships

in

Latin American studies are to be offered by the

Graduate School.

Another gesture indicative of Brown
and inter-

University's international spirit

time and effort to furthering educa-

tion in his

Argentina.

own country, in Mexico, and in
He is the author of a wide

variety of books,

ranging from chrono-

logical tables

and

volumes

critical

of

treatises

on language

essays,

histories

to

of

and books of poetry.
In making public the news of Dr. Henriquez' s appointment. Harvard University

made

the following statement:

"The an-

172d

nual appointment of the Charles Eliot

annual commencement exercises in June
1940 when, among the eight honorary

Norton Professor is awaited with great
interest by those acquainted with the

est

occurred

the

at

upon

University's

degrees conferred

distinguished au-

and men of
affairs, the degree of Doctor of Laws was
bestowed upon Felipe A. Espil, Ambassador of Argentina; upon Hu Shih, Ambassador of China; and upon Professor
Dana G. Munro, '12, Director of the
School of Public and International Affairs
at Princeton and former United States
thors,

educators,

scientists,

movement

of ideas in the arts.

Previous

holders of the chair have ranged from the

American

poet,

Robert

Frost, to the Slavic

musician, Stravinski.

The appointment

Dr. Henriquez Urena

is

of

not only a recog-

nition of the important place of South

America

in the

modern world but

it

also

upholds the traditional distinction which
is

expected of the lecturer."

Minister to Haiti.

Harvard University recently announced
appointment of the distinguished
Dominican poet, critic, dramatist, literary
historian, and teacher, Dr. Pedro Henriquez Urena, as Charles Eliot Norton Professor of Poetry for the academic year
1940-41. During the year he will deliver
a series of public lectures in English on
"The search for expression: literary and
the

artistic creation in

Spanish America."

Dr. Henriquez Urena has an international reputation as a critic and creator of

and occupies an eminent place
an interpreter of Spanish America to
the outside world and of North American
and European literature to the countries of

Pure milk for Rio de Janeiro

A committee to ensure an adequate supply
of pure milk for the Federal District of
Brazil (Rio de Janeiro

and suburbs) was

created by a decree-law of July 10, 1940.

The Committee, composed

of one repre-

sentative of the Ministry of Agriculture,

the State of

Minas Geraes, the State of Rio

de Janeiro, and the Federal
spectively,

District, re-

will draft a general

plan for

providing milk for the District, arrange for

literature,

the purchase or expropriation of existing

as

milk entrepots and the construction of a
central

and

station

and pasteurizing

establish prices.

plants,

PAN AMERICAN NEWS

Brazilian Nutrition Service
Social Welfare Nutrition Service, an
independent organization under the direction of the Brazilian Ministry of Labor,

The

and Commerce, was established
by a decree-law of August 5, 1940, to
improve the diet of workers carrying social
insurance. This will be done by means of
educational campaigns among workers and
employers and the opening of special
Industry,

workers' restaurants.

The

will

be

appointed

by

the

education

in

made compulsory
Rican schools by a decree of
September 19, 1940; health and social
objectives will be stressed. Participation
in sports, however, will be voluntary. The
Physical education was

in Costa

decree creates a physical education di-

Department of Public Educabe supported by special
stamps to be required on certain

vision in the
tion,

which

sports

After completing the two-year course of
theoretical studies

and the supplementary

practice work, students will be eligible for

the positions of health inspector, social

worker, and school health assistant.

Costa Rican National Police Corps
established

President of the Republic.

Compulsory physical
Costa Rica

School to train members of Sanitary Units
and personnel for technical divisions of
the Department of Public Health and
Social Welfare. The school will be open
to men between the ages of 19 and 35
and to women of from 16 to 30 years.

Service will be

directed by a board of five members, whose

chairman

193

will

specified official permits.

A decree of July 6, 1940 created the
National Police Corps, which was to be
formed from the detachments having police
duties in the barracks at San Jose and other
important cities, the San Lucas fortress,
the penitentiary and jails throughout the
republic, the Detective Bureau and the
Traffic Bureau. The corps will combine

and military duties in seeing that
and laws of the country are
obeyed, public order is maintained, and
The delife and property are protected.
police

the constitution

cree also stated that special social security
benefits

would be provided

for

members

of

the corps.

Costa Rican school for handicapped

Brazilian Salt Institute

children

To

care for backward children and those

with defects of speech or hearing, a separate school has been established in

San

which admittance will be granted
by the physician in charge of the Division
of School and Pre-school Health. Studies
adapted to the capacity of each child will
prepare the pupils to become useful

Jose, to

members

of society.

The National

Salt Institute of Brazil

1940.

The

Institute will

gates from the States of Ceara, Rio Grande
do Norte, Rio de Janeiro, and Sergipe;
the Ministries of Agriculture, Finance, and
Labor, Industry, and Commerce; and the
bank or group of banks with which the

Government arranges

An

executive decree of August 24, 1940,

created the Costa Rican Public Health

be directed by an

Executive Committee composed of dele-

its salt

Public health Training in Costa Rica

was

created by decree-law 2300 of June 10,

program.

for the financing of

Among

the duties of the

keep a balance between
production and consumption; set standards for the different grades of salt; keep
Institute are: to
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production

and

consumption

and, in case of scarcity,

fix

statistics;

the propor-

tion of national salt to be purchased

by

importers.

The

following

day

Minister

the

of

Finance was authorized to arrange for the

government at the Bank of Brazil a threeyear credit for 15,000 contos to be used for
financing, protecting,

and promoting

The

production and refining.

credit

salt

was

guaranteed by the tax of 10 milreis per ton

on

exports

salt

2300.

A

specified

in

decree-law

decree-law of July 11 also ap-

proved the regulations of the National Salt
Institute.

Production of

salt

varied in the eight

years 1930-1937, from a low of 277,583
tons in 1935 to a high of 510,175 tons in

1932.

Exports for 1939 were 447 tons.

Costa Rican Society of Geography
and History

A new

"citizen,"
to

which

mean "male

Departmental

Geography and History.

stitution

entrusted with the preservation of historical

monuments in

the country, the publication

women

A

of

citizenship,

of

the

to

be

shall

one or more municipality.

departmental,

which

districts,

mental

of a
constitution, in speaking

uses

there

capitals,

and

sectional,

and

local

shall function in depart-

sectional

municipalities,
shall

capitals

and

respectively.

be appointed by the

President of the Republic and composed

Costa Rica

The Costa Rican

addition

in

recent law regulates the organization

Each council

in

Honduran Con-

that

district councils that shall include in their

jurisdiction

ports,

Additional rights for

the

to

provides

municipal governments,

of the works of former President Gonzalez

Viquez authorized by a decree of May 26,
1939, and the compilation of unpublished
laws and decrees.

districts created in

Honduras

An amendment

research center, the society will also be

provisions

3 of the basic

1

Costa Rica by executive decree of July 10,
1940, creating the Costa Rican Society of
as a

considered

is

The

law defining the
judicial power have therefore been applied
only to men. The first two sentences of
the article read as follows: "Every court
official should be of age, a citizen in the
exercise of his rights, and a layman.
Judges and mayors of provincial capitals
must be lawyers." The article also sets
forth the qualifications for mayors of
other cities, who must be practicing lawyers or graduates of law schools.
A decree signed by President Calderon
Guardia on August 24 amends article 13
by the addition of the following sentence:
"A woman who is Costa Rican by birth
and who holds a law degree may be
appointed judge of the court of first instance or mayor."
of article

learned society was established in

Founded

in practice
citizen."

general

word

chairman,

attorney;

its

and economic

two members, and an

duties

are

in character.

administrative

NECROLOGY
Jose Esp alter.

— Uruguayan lawyer and

from the Law
School of the University at Montevideo;
soon thereafter, in 1895, his long and
brilliant public career began with his appointment as District attorney for the Destatesman.

Graduated

Mixed Claims Commission, and various
other claims commissions; delegate to the

meeting of the International Commission
of American Jurists at Rio de Janeiro, 1927;
chief of the

Mexican Delegation

to

the

Sixth International Conference of Ameri-

partment of Rocha and, later, as justice
and counselor at law in the Department of

can

Treinta y Tres. First elected to Chamber
of Deputies in 1896. During following

Guanajuato and professor of civil law in
Died
at the age of 81 years in Mexico City on
June 22, 1940.
Emetrio Gonzalez. Paraguayan jurist,
statesman, teacher, and writer. Professor
of Private International Law in the Na-

years he served in the Senate, having been

President of that body from 1919 to 1925;

Minister in the cabinets of Presidents
Williman, Viera and Terra, filling the

Labor
and Social Welfare, National Defense, and
posts of Interior, Public Instruction,

Foreign Affairs.

Served as Rector of the

States,

Habana, 1928.

Also teacher of

philosophy and law in the State University
of

the National University of Mexico.

—

tional University; senator in the National

Congress;

member of Paraguayan Supreme

University and Professor of Constitutional

Court; Minister of Justice, Worship, and

in the Law School; helped to write
Uruguay's new Constitution; and was director of the Bank of the Republic. Repre-

Public Instruction.

Law

sented

Uruguay

at several international

conferences, including the Conference for

Maintenance of Peace at Buenos Aires
in 1936. Died at the age of 71 in Montevideo on August 30, 1940.
Julio Garcia. Mexican jurist, statesman, teacher. Received his law degree in
1882; subsequently served as judge in
various courts in Guanajuato; judge of the
Superior Court of the Federal District; and
Chief Justice of the Mexican Supreme
Court, 1929-33. At various times during
the

—

his

long public

life

he also occupied the

Died

at the age of 77

years in Asuncion on April 23, 1940.

Miguel Lanz Duret.
and
law

journalist.

—Mexican lawyer

Professor of International

at the National University of

November

21, 1940.

Agustin

J.

Per ALT A.

—Ecuadorean

statesman, lawyer, teacher.
eral

Senator from Province of Azuay; professor

and dean
versity

of

of the

Law

Cuenca.

School of the UniDied in Quito on

September 18, 1940.
Victor Manuel Rend6n.

of Foreign Affairs; legal counselor of the

physician, writer, diplomat.

Mexican Embassy

eral of

of

and Fine

in the

United

States;

Ecuador

in Paris,

commissioner

legal adviser to the Ministry of Foreign

eral

Petroleum Division of the
Ministry of Industry, Commerce, and
Labor, to the United States-Mexican

World Exposition

Affairs, to the

Served sev-

terms in the National Congress as

Under Secretary of Public InArts; Under Secretary

posts

struction

Mexico;

Mexican Bar Association;
since 1922 president and general manager
of El Universal, Mexico City daily paper.
Died at the age of 62 at Mexico City on
past president of

of

—Ecuadorean
Consul gen-

1895-1901; gen-

Ecuador

to

the

at Paris, 1900; Minister

Plenipotentiary on occasion of coronation
of Alfonso

XIII

of Spain, 1903; Minister
195
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Spain and France, 1903-14. Delegate
Second Peace Conference at The Hague,
1907; member of the Permanent Court of
International Justice, The Hague, 19081920 and again in 1935. Delegate to

to

to

several international congresses;

of

numerous learned

of

many

societies;

fame

recipient

after

decorations of honor, including

Grand Cross of the Order of Isabel la
Catohca of Spain and Grand Cross of the
Order of Merit of Ecuador, the French
Legion of Honor, medal of the Second
Peace Conference, Grand Medal of the
French Academy, insignia of the Spanish
Academy and various other academic and
Spain,

societies

of

and Portugal.

Ecuador,

—

France,

Author of many

composer, teacher.

sician,

member

the

literary

and poetic works in both Spanish
and French. Died at the age of 81 in
Guayaquil on October 9, 1940.
SiLVESTRE Revueltas. Mcxicau mu-

literary

in

Mexico

First attained

as a concert violinist; then

perfecting

studies

his

under Leopold Auer, returned

in

Europe

to

Mexico,

serving as Director of the National Con-

servatory of Music, Director of the
tional

Symphony

Na-

Orchestra, and later, as

professor of violin,

chamber music, and

orchestra-conducting in the National Conservatory.

Composed

orchestral

pieces,

the

numerous songs,
ballets.
Died at
age of 40 years in Mexico City on

Octobers, 1940.
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The Pan AMERicANi^JNiON
WASHINGTON,
L. S.

ROWE,

PEDRO DE ALBA,

Director General

The Pan American Union, now

51 years old,

is

an international organization created and maintained by the twenty-one

American Republics:

Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa

r

'

D. C.

Director, elected

Assistant Director

by and responsible

to a

Govern-

ing Board composed of the Secretary of State of
the United States

and representatives

in

Washing-

ton of the other American governments.

Rica, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Ecuador,
El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras,

Nicaragua,

ico,

United
nally

States,

known

Panama, Paraguay, Peru, the

Uruguay, and Venezuela.

it

Origi-

Bureau of the

as the International

American Republics,

was established

in 1890 in

accordance with a resolution passed April 14 of
that year at the First International Conference of

American

States, held at

Washington

and presided over by James G.
expanded by

in 1889-90,

Blaine,

United States Secretary of State.
greatly

Its

then

work was

resolutions of the

Second

Conference, held at Mexico in 1901; the Third,
at

Administrative Divisions

Mex-

Rio de Janeiro in 1906; the Fourth, at Buenos

The

administrative divisions of the Pern Ameri-

can Union are organized to carry out the purposes
for

which

it

There are

was created.

sions dealing with foreign trade,

special divi-

statistics,

and labor and

agricultural cooperation, travel,

All these divisions maintain

social information.

close relations

in

with

the countries

official

members

and

unofficial bodies

Columbus Memorial Library contains 105,000
volimies

and many maps.

The Bulletin

Pan American Union, published monthly
lish,

1923; the Sixth, at Habana, Cuba, in 1928; the

of the institution.

Seventh, at Montevideo, Uruguay, in 1933; and

of the Union, see the inside back cover.

April 14

The

of the Union.

Aires in 1910; the Fifth, at Santiago, Chile, in

the Eighth, at Lima, Peru, in 1938.

eco-

nomics, intellectual cooperation, juridical matters,

Spanish, and Portuguese,

For a

list

is

of the

in

Eng-

the official organ

of other publications

is

celebrated annually throughout the Americas as

Pan American Conferences

Pan American Day.

The Pan American Union
Purpose and Organization

The purpose

of the

manent organ

Pan American Union

is

to

promote peace, commerce, and friendship between
the

Republics of the American

Continent by

fostering economic, juridical, social,
relations.

The Union

is

and cultural

supported by annual

American

serves as the per-

of the International Conferences of

States, usually referred to as the

American Conferences.
the programs

and

Pan

In addition to preparing

regulations, the

effect to the conclusions of the

Union

gives

Conferences by

conducting special inquiries and investigations

contributions from all the countries, in amounts

and by convening or arranging

proportional to population.

technical conferences in the intervals between the

Its

affairs

are ad-

ministered by a Director General

and an

Assistant

International Conferences.

for

special or

^

«v<;4!

.ii^

w--m'

Ji^L^.
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Song of the Americas
JULIA COOLEY ALTROCCHI
Our

native land,

But not our native land alone

(Our narrow

Our

private

Not

our

strip of

fields,

America

sand and stone,

our

little

gear),

alone,

But every place of

men from

pole to pole

In this ancestral hemisphere.

The mighty whole
From Mexico to the Horn-swirled
The Argentine to Hudson Bay,
Natal to Nome,
All, all

our neighborhood, our home,

The widened

acres of our soul

domain

Not

this

Our
Our

flowering bush and thorn.

But

spray.

alone.

village loyalties outworn,
all

America, North, Central, South,

One land at birth,
One mass flung from
Of cauldron earth,

the flaming

mouth
197
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One

rock,

one mountain-chain, one

clay,

Rich with the clambering seed

Of men and

A

corn,

thousand races but a single breed,

One dust, one destiny, one living need
From white Alaska to the whiter Horn

No

favored flag from one small mast unfurled,

But one immense

desire,

One banner plumed with flameless fire,
One hope, one mighty scheme
Of winged freedom beating at earth's door,
One goal of peace for half the world,
One great, Andean dream!

A single
From
From

pole to snowy pole,
shore to clasping shore.

All, all

One
One

continental soul

America, the mighty whole.

rock, one mountain-chain,

mortal dust, one

one

common wav

clay.

The National Teachers College
of Venezuela
CHARLES

C.

GRIFFIN

Professor of History, Vassar College

When the new regime
Lopez Contreras came

of General Eleazar

Venezuela following the death of General Juan
Vicente Gomez in December 1935, it
found itself confronted by an extremely
Not only
serious educational problem.
had the previous administration neglected
to

power

in

the schools, but the training of teachers

had
era

hundred and fifty-three new federal schools
were established during these years in
addition to 1,904 by the state governments
and 532 by municipalities: a total of well
over 3,000

new

schools.

All these receive

their financial support

from the federal

budget in whole or part.
It

was realized that the

effective carrying

Though in the
of General Guzman Blanco, more than

out of so large a program depended not

were three normal
the Republic, there was only

on the preparation of an adequately
trained body of teachers to supplement the
few self-sacrificing men and women who
had been doing what they could under
the most discouraging conditions. It was

practically ceased.

sixty years ago, there

schools in

still
in operation in
1935. Only
hundred teachers had been trained in
the period 1913-1935, and of these only
about 150 remained in the teaching profession.
Furthermore, there had never
been any provision for the training of

one

five

only on generous financial support

but

also

for this reason

gogico

that the Instituto Peda-

or

National Teachers

was created

at Caracas in 1936

Nacional,

College,

It was expected
would serve pri-

secondary school teachers in Venezuela,

by an executive decree.

a situation which proved a handicap not

that the

only for the schools but also for the univer-

marily as a training center for secondary

which train their graduates. Secondary school teaching was carried on by

school teachers,

sities

professional

men

as a part-time addition

to their regular work, or

by

self-trained

men and women, and sometimes by a few
who had received instruction abroad.
The new government of General Lopez
Contreras began immediately to increase
appropriations for schools and has continuously maintained a policy of educational expansion.

Between 1935 and 1939^

the percentage of children of school age
in school increased

from 19.9

to 41.

Nine

"Memoria del Ministerio de Educacion Nacionalj"
Ano 1939 {Caracas, 1940), Introduccion.

new

institution

but that

it

would

also

maintain an experimental normal school

and in that way affect the training of
primary school teachers as well.
The first two years of the new institution
were difficult. The basic educational law
had not yet been modified to take full
advantage of the new school. There was
as yet no completely thought-out plan.
There were no facilities: buildings, teaching material, or books.
obstacles

In spite of these

work was begun

at once.

For

two years the Instituto functioned as a
kind of extension center for working teach-

1

ers,

organizing short courses

to

enable
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THE NATIONAL
TEACHERS COLLEGE,
CARACAS
This college
(el
Institute
Pedagogico Nacional) occupies a commodious building
erected in 1939 at a cost of
nearly $500,000.

Courtesy of Charles C. Griffin

them to increase their practical
and to add to their knowledge

efficiency

of educa-

tional theory.

In 1938 the passage of a

Law made
Instituto

new Education

possible the organization of the

on a more permanent

basis

with

was close to half a million
and the office, laboratory, classroom and library equipment came to more
of the building

dollars

than $120,000.
In 1940 another legislative change established a three-year course that

a regular two-year course of study leading

sible

A

The

to

the

certificate

of profesor

nacional.

planned curriculum was put into operation and work was begun on a modern
building in El Paraiso, one of Caracas'
most beautiful suburbs. In 1939 this modern functional edifice, which would be a
credit to

any country, came

into use

and

served not only as a great encouragement

and teachers, but also as a conlandmark of the progress of education

more thorough

made

pos-

training of students.

present curriculum

is

based on a com-

bination of prescribed and elective courses.

must study philosophy, genand educational psychology, educational history and theory, school legislation, school administration and practice,
principles of sociology and educational soAll students
eral

ciology.

In addition each student chooses

to students

one of

crete

the line of his future professional work.

under the new administration.

The

cost

One

five specialized courses of

study in

of these groups of courses covers Latin

THE NATIONAL TEACHERS COLLEGE OF VENEZUELA
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ANOTHER VIEW OF THE
BUILDING
The National Teachers

Col-

lege provides the only avail-

able program in Venezuela
for advanced work in arts and
letters and in pure science.

Courtesy of Charles C. Griffin

and French, another, history and geog-

student's interest

raphy, a third, biology and chemistry, a

third year will

Enghsh and Latin, and the
mathematics and physics. Each of

fifth,

the graduate level than the undergraduate.

these

groups includes other studies correlative to

As
work

the principal focus of interest.

teaching,

fourth,

It is

not going too far to say that this plan

of study,
pletion

which
of the

is

based on previous comor

bachillerato,

when

secondary

it

all this is in

in education
it

will

the students

is

is

more

probable that the

closely

approximate

addition to theoretical

and practice work

in

be seen that the strain on

severe.

Many

of

them are

carrying this load in addition to part-time

employment,

for

few well-to-do Venezue-

fully established,

lans enter the teaching profession as yet.

be definitely equivalent to the work done

This points to a danger: the difficulty of
maintaining adequate standards for such

school course, will,

in the best

undergraduate

leges in the

United

liberal arts col-

States.

It

provides the

hard-pressed students.

So

far the earnest

only available program in Venezuela for

application of students and faculty,

advanced work

whom

in arts

and

and in
in Vene-

letters

pure science, for the universities

zuela do not at present give instruction in
this

field.

In the main subject of each

all

of

have an almost apostolic zeal and a
fervent conviction of the importance of
their

made

work
it

for the future of

Venezuela, has

possible to reduce this pitfall to a
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minimum and
may be taken

to be hoped that steps
guard against it in the

it is

faculty

to

ment

and the director in the establishand planning of educa-

of curricula

This has contributed

tional policy.

future.

to-

term of
study in the Instituto was graduated in
1940. Forty percent of the 45 teachers in
this class were university students who
transferred from the school of law to the
Forty percent were teachers
Instituto.

ward the creation of an enthusiasm and
an esprit de corps which would be regarded
In general
as unusual in any country.

who had

teacher.

The

first

class to

finish a full

returned to their studies to per-

progressive theories of education prevail

and emphasis

is

above

all

on developing

the independent powers of the prospective

work

not neglected.

In the

fect their training, and the remaining 20
percent were young men and women just

sciences a large part of the instruction

out of secondary school. Subsequent classes

given in the well-equipped laboratories,

show a larger number in the last classification and a shrinking in the other categories.
The liberality of the government with
regard to the Instituto is shown by the
large degree of autonomy granted to the

Practical

and
in

is

is

in connection with theoretical studies

educational

methods

students

must

carry out programs of practice teaching
either in the experimental

or the experimental

liceo

normal school

(secondary school)

PATIO OF THE VENE-

ZUELAN TEACHERS
COLLEGE

Five specialized courses, in
addition to studies in education, train teachers for sec-

ondary schools. An experimental normal school and
an experimental secondary
school function as adjuncts to
the college.
Courtesy

of

Charles C. Griffin
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work

both of which function as subordinate
This
adjuncts to the main institution.

Pedagogico are: H. Diaz Casanueva in

work

education and psychology, Eugenio Gon-

is

and analyzed, not

later criticized

have

assisted in the

only by the professorial staff but also by

zalez in philosophy,

fellow students.

in

The cooperation

of foreign scholars in

the Instituto has been important.

In this

connection the cultural mission from Chile
has been especially noteworthy.

In 1 936, a

group of distinguished scholars and teachers from that distant republic, with which
Venezuela has been united by strong
bonds of sympathy since the days of Andres Bello, gave up their promising and
interesting

work

at

home

to help in the

Gomez Millas in history. Most of these
men have since returned to Chile, having
turned over the work to their Venezuelan
still remain.
Spanhave also played no small part and
the exile of so many leaders of Spanish
thought, here, as elsewhere in America,

colleagues, but a few
iards

has been our gain and Europe's
distinguished physician
Pi

Among

tional

the

members

of the' mission that

and students of
have an almost
zeal and a fervent

faculty

this institution

apostolic

conviction
their

work

of

the

value

and

loss.

The

biologist Dr.

y Sufier has been in charge of biology

and Dr. Oliver has been teaching educa-

LIBRARY OF THE
TEACHERS COLLEGE
The

Humberto Fuensalida

H. Parodi in physics,
Horacio Aravena in chemistry, and Juan
geography,

and reform that had
been undertaken in the sister country.
task of rehabilitation

of the Instituto

of

for the future of

Venezuela.
Courtesy of Charles C. Griffin

methods.

An

Italian

scholar,
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Eduardo Crema, has cooperated in the
work in Hterature.
During the current year an Enghshman, James Smith of Cambridge University,

has been assisting in the instruction in

EngHsh

hterature, while a citizen of the

United States has cooperated in the
of history.^

The

field

great influence of Chile

contemporary academic and intellectual life of Venezuela is further shown
by the fact that several of the Venezuelan
teachers in the Instituto were trained in the
University of Santiago and lived many
in the

years in Chile.

Among

these are the dis-

author and literary critic,
Mariano Picon Salas, and Rafael Escotinguished

bar,

the present active

and progressive

director of the Instituto.
2

The

writer, at present in Venezuela as exchange pro-

fessor under the

Pan American Convention for the Promofrom Vassar College.

tion @f Cultural Relations, on leave

Enough has been said to show that this
made a brilliant beginning.

institution has
Its

success has been

due

in part to the

enlightened policy of the administration
educational

in

This

matters.

policy

is

evident not only in the present instance,

but in the creation of a number of other
schools for technical

and vocational instrucpromotion of general

tion, in addition to the

primary and secondary education.
more important, however, is the
of truly missionary fervor

and

students

one example of the release
energies that followed the end of

teachers,

of vital

the

among

Still

spirit

Gomez

regime.

All friends of Venezuela will

nothing will stand in the

way

hope that

of the steady

and prolonged growth of the country's
most modern and ambitious educational
establishment.

1

Seeking Friendship in Mexico and Peru
FREDRIK DeCOSTE
Member

of Advisory Council, Experiment in International Living

In the summer of 1940 the Experiment

the students arrived in the city in

which

whose headquarters are in Putney, Vermont, sponsored the
visits of several student groups to Mexico
and Peru. Though for eight years the Experiment had conducted similar groups to
the chief countries of Europe, 1940 was its

they were to stay, they were met by

Mex-

in International Living,

first

year in Latin America.

Late in June two groups of students
started out from Putney in camping trucks,

bound

for

Mexico.

One group

of eight secondary-school

consisted

boys and

girls

ican friends

who had been

interested in the

idea of accepting a student from the United
States as a

new member

of their family for

one month. An excerpt from the diary of
the San Luis group summarizes the events
of the first day in their new homes.
This morning Rye joined the Rerogardo famJoan the Leija family; the Ochoa family took
Libby, the Pons Jane, the Valle family Dave, and

ily,

Paul joined the Susarrey family. Senora Rono English at all, so Randy,
who had had more Spanish than any of us, went
driguez' family spoke

and two leaders; the other was similarly
composed of college students. Of the
leaders, one was a professor of Spanish on
the Princeton College faculty, another a
genial six-footer

who had

passed his For-

eign Service examinations and was waiting

A

After

to live there.

we had each taken

.

was a mem-

strangers.

After dancing

ber of the permanent staff of the Experi-

dispersed.

Each

ment who had spent

three

to

ico preparing for the

advent of the groups.

for his

The

appointment.

large

structed to

third

months

in

Mex-

camping trucks were contake care of complete living

arrangements for ten persons on a very
simple scale. At night five cots were suspended from either side of the truck, and

compartments at the rear were revealed
as component parts of an efficient field
kitchen. A huge canvas roofed the entire
house, truck and all. In the work of mak-

camp each member of the
group had his own share.
Traveling leisurely in this fashion, studying Mexican songs and Spanish en route,
the groups crossed into Mexico. Here
they separated, one going to Guadalajara
and the other to San Luis Potosi. When
ing or breaking

breakfast

with our respective families we all went to the
home of Senora de Sharpton to review our studies
of Mexico and our knowledge of the language
About four in the afternoon we met with all our
new friends to get over the feeling of being

spend the

first

.

.

and talking the group
went to his foster family
exciting evening at home.
of us

The Mexican

families

were encouraged

to consider the students not as guests

but
one of the household. In accordance
with the arrangements made by the Experiment in each country visited by groups,
as

the students went into homes where there
was a young person of corresponding age
and sex. In this way there is not only an
excellent opportunity for the development
of friendships between the young people
of both countries, but the visitor has a
firsthand experience of the actual events
in the daily life of his foster family.

During the four-week stay in homes, the
students do not see much of each other,
except as they would in the natural course
of events as

members

of friendly families.
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EXPERIMENTING IN
INTERNATIONAL
LIVING
Some American high

school

and college students went to
Mexico last summer by camping truck.

After their arrival

each one lived in a Mexican
family where there was a

young person

of corresponding age and sex.

Courtesy of Fredrik DeCoste

In Mexico, as in other countries, there

Here

were informal classes each morning for the
purpose of learning about Mexico. Lectures were given on various phases of
archaeology, music, and modern Mexican
industry. The classes in Spanish conversation were also continued, and frequently
the young Mexicans appeared to help

adventures:

teach their songs and dances.

noons were given over

The

after-

to the social events

much

to Mexican family
There was no lack of ideas on the part
of the young Mexicans as to what to do
over the week ends. The most popular
trips were those made to family haciendas.

that contribute so
life.

is

a brief description of one of these

When we
distance,

it

finally

was

saw the Viesca hacienda in the
a small colony settled under a

like

few towering trees in the middle of a flat plain
... a large central building with a tower and
smaller outbuildings and peons' huts,

washed.

Beside the

all

white-

main house was a cactus fence

it we could see a patio filled
with bougainvillea of many shades.
After
a delicious supper of Mexican bean soup, Spanish
rice, meat, tortillas, and stewed fruit, we sat

and looking through

.

around and talked
fell

we rode out

until

sundown.

As

.

twilight

across the cactus-covered plain to

the edge of the barranca. ... At nine we had
a fashionable supper, and as we sat around in the
candlelight Don Pedro told us the history of his
ranch.
.

.

.

SEEKING FRIENDSHIP IN MEXICO AND PERU

On

all previous Experiment trips abroad
had been the custom for the visitors to
remain with their foster families for four
weeks, and then to invite their young boy
or girl hosts on a camping trip of equal
duration through the country. This was
it

not possible the
the

time

first

usually

year in Mexico, as

allotted

for

was

this

taken up by the leisurely manner of going
and coming in the caravan trucks. In
the

summer

1941

of

the

traditional

and horseback
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and enjoyed mutual
One American girl learned the art of strumming a
guitar, and despite much laughter actually
riding,

teaching of songs and dances.

succeeded in teaching her Peruvian friend
to puff out simple tunes on the harmonica.

Another innovation which caused much
amusement was made on a picnic, when
the foreigners chose to drink their Coca
Cola from the bottle. Though the Peruvian girls had never done it before, some
of them were delighted to try.

arrangement will be resumed.
Although the groups to Peru followed the
general plan of all Experiment summers,
there were various aspects that offer an

ranged.

interesting contrast to the adventures of

whom

Mexico groups. To begin with, the
and the college-age groups
found ample time on the twelve-day sea

expense, in return for the

voyage

parties given

the

high-school

review the pageant of Peruvian

When

the time

camping

trip,

came

to start

on the long

a farewell party was ar-

More than a hundred came,
only

of

twenty

were our student
visitors.
All arrangements were made by
the group members and at their own

many

enjoyable

on one

by the young Peruvians.
The idea of a mixed group of young

of the Chilean Line ships, they were also

people traveling overland, cooking their

to

By

history.

able to

traveling second class

make

and
home-

friends with Peruvian

Chilean students returning to their

own meals, and camping out overnight was
too much for Peruvian parents to agree to

lands, and these contacts gave greater
meaning to the adventures ahead. The
leader of the college group had traveled
and studied for two years in Peru and
so was able to give the group members a
ground work of appreciation for what they
were to see and experience.

One

of the great differences

between

this

kind of travel and the usual sight-seeing
tour

is

that each student

to forget that the

entire

summer

is

is never allowed
primary purpose of the

to

make

friends.

In the

daily discussions certain guides to attitude

and action are

reiterated, such as,

are visiting the

"We

Peruvians not to teach

our ways, but to learn theirs;" "We shall
be less apt to offend if we try sincerely to

conform to established customs."
During the 4 weeks in homes in and
around Lima many short excursions
were made by the students and their

Courtesy of Fredrik DeCoste

YOUNG AMERICANS
The groups
to

Peruvian

friends.

They went

bicycling

IN

MEXICO

Mexico met informally every day
learn about the country. Here they are
in

visiting

a pottery at Tlalquepaque.

1

<^5'

.

SEEKING FRIENDSHIP IN MEXICO AND PERU

(Most of the boys were in
anyway, as the groups visited Peru
during the academic year.) But the group
did have one Peruvian girl as its guest.
She had studied in the United States, and
this first year.

college

was eager

to explore her

own

the desert coast to Arequipa.

After

a short stay there, they continued on over
the Cordillera to the ancient Inca city of

Cuzco.

The

extraordinary

Late in the afternoon of the following

day another truck deposited the "Experimenters" and their baggage at an isolated
spot in the middle of a deep gorge. A
word-picture from the group log speaks
eloquently of the unusual

country.

Starting from Lima, the group motored

down

209

architecture,

and a
beautiful setting in a valley more than two
miles above sea level,help make Cuzco one of
the most interesting old cities in the world.
A large open truck was hired for a journey eastward to a magnificent site halfway
between the snowcapped mountain wall
and the immense Amazon jungle. Camp
was made in a grass-thatched hut surmounted by a rickety cross. Overnight
the heavy mountain dew frosted the sleeping bags, but no one was bothered by that.
All were up at dawn to watch the sun rise
across an endless horizon of fantastic
clouds covering the forest for hundreds of
half Incan, half colonial Spanish,

site.

Heavy, matted foliage almost roofed the narrow
road that twisted down the canyon. We could
hear the tumult of the Urubamba, and pushing
along a steep pathway we reached its bank at a
point where a wooden bridge suspended on wires

dirt

stretched

From

mad

across a

rush of brown water.

the opposite banks a forested mountain

loomed black and solemn in the late afternoon
light.
Somewhere on its summit lay the one-time
refuge city of

Through

Machu

Picchu.

the field glasses

.

.

.

we caught a glimpse

of the pack mules winding down-trail for our

baggage.

We

left

even our knapsacks for them

and began the 2-hour climb.

we

Many

times, as

we

some bit of
Incan stonework that would indicate the immense
ruins above, but none appeared.
stopped to

rest,

tried to discern

.

.

.

miles.

Next day's camp was on the shore of the
Urubamba River at the small Indian

Here the group witnessed
an extraordinary spectacle, for the town
was celebrating a 4-day religious festival,
a blend of pre-Columbian sun worship and
Christian ritual. All day and all night
sounded the weird notes of ram's-horn and
brass trumpets, accompanied by an unrevillage of Pisac.

lenting staccato of drums.

The group left Pisac on foot for a hike
Urubamba valley, followed by

along the

four burros laden with sleeping bags

canned
fruits

fruit.

(Though many

and

delicious

are raised along the lower eastern

slopes of the Andes, distribution

and

Courtesy of Fredrik DeCoste

sale

are confined almost entirely to the coastal

which they are transported over
the continental divide by truck.)

cities, to

DUET, PERUVIAN INDIAN STYLE
The American students in both Peru and Mexico
made friends and enjoyed immensely actual daily
contact with the people of the country.
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Courtesy of Fredrik DeCoste

THE SUNDAY
The American

FAIR, PISAC,

That night the group

slept in the

garden

of a tiny hotel tucked against the hillside

Next morning,
while clouds of vapory mist were still rising
from the canyon, came the unforgettable experience of looking upon a prehistoric city.
not far from the ruins.

We came

to the entrance, a series of flying stone

From

outer

this

upon a

roofless

city reminiscent of a deserted Shangri-La.

All of

us felt a reverence for the life and beauty that
must have existed here many centuries ago. We

stood near the base of a line of buildings that

have

housed

the

laborers.

From

the

entrances of these homes, as they climbed the

broad terraces in perfect alignment stretched
edge of the main city five hundred yards
away. Breakfast was forgotten. Everything else
was forgotten, as we began to wander through the

this century.

own

meals, sleeping with the stars for a roof.

The only sound breaking

the silence of the

pleasantly cool nights was that of the pack

grown

in fascination

pre-Columbian

out in one of the houses, cooking their

mules,

rampart we gazed

of

For four glorious days the group camped

and

wall of two houses of stone.

compound

buildings hidden from the world until the second

decade of

passed through a narrow corridor between the

steps that stuck out of perfectly cut masonry,

might

PERU

students saw here an extraordinary religious festival, a
sun-worship and Christian ritual.

munching

grass

along the over-

terraces.

After that adventure, even a day on the

Lake Titicaca on the homeward
seemed tame. One final moment of
excitement came in embarking at Mollendo, where one must be lowered by
derrick into
a bouncing launch. So
extreme is the rise and fall of the ocean at
shores of
trip

slope,

to the

the base of Mollendo's

cliffs

that every

passenger and every piece of baggage must

be thus deposited, gently or otherwise, into

SEEKING FRIENDSHIP IN MEXICO AND PERU
launches that serve the steamships anchored
in the

a long

many

open roadstead.

to

were common to the
groups in both Mexico and in Peru. Both
made friends, and both enjoyed immensely
Certain

the

results

experiences

of actual

daily

contact

with the people of those two countries.
Many of the students continue to corre-

spond with
A Peruvian

American friends.
whose parents had long

their Latin
girl

hesitated to send her to the United States

alone returned with the group.

can boy
of his

is

A

Mexi-

making arrangements with one

new American

friends to

come up

for

One

visit.
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small

way

which

in

of the Experimenters have chosen

remember

their friends

south of the

border has been by gift-subscriptions of

American magazines.

When

the

1941

and Peru they
entire

And now

acquaintance.
States that

it

young people and

waiting

families

demonstrated

groups go to Mexico

will find

parents in

to
is

to

that

make
it

their

has been

the

United

perfectly feasible to send

and daughters to visit Latin
America, the Experiment plans to send
their

sons

additional

groups

to

Cuba, and Guatemala.

Brazil,

Colombia,

Rodolfo Michels
Chilean Ambassador
in the

United States

The new Ambassador of Chile
United

States,

in the

Senor Rodolfo Michels,

presented his letters of credence to Presi-

dent Roosevelt on January 17, 1941. On
that occasion Senor Michels spoke of the
cultural, industrial,

and commercial

ties

that have linked the two nations for several
generations,
to

preserve

stimulate

on

and
that

of his intention not only
tradition,

and strengthen

it.

but also to

He

then went

to say:

We know that the world is today passing through
one of the most severe tests to which destiny could
subject it, struggling in an atmosphere of misfortune and uncertainty in all fields. My Government, both as the signatory of inter-American
treaties and in other ways, has done everything
that it could to help maintain the peace, integrity,
and solidarity of this hemisphere. We have devoted ourselves unsparingly to this task, and we
shall not cease our efforts for the peaceful development of this continent through more intensive
cultural, economic, and financial relations with
our sister nations.
We are aware of the position of your Govern212

ment and

that of my

now

Government

in the face of the

Today,
between our countries
Americans of the North and of the
is necessary.
South are indissolubly linked by material and
spiritual interests in a common destiny, peculiar to
the Western Hemisphere. In this association, my
country shares the desire of the United States of
events that are

more than

America

shaking the world.

ever, cooperation

for international peace, so indispensable

and progress of humanity.
which your administration is imbued encourages me in my task and leads
me to hope that I may deserve the good will of
you and your co-workers that is so necessary for
for the well-being

The

friendly spirit with

the success of my mission.

In the course of his reply to the Ambassa-

dor President Roosevelt

said:

In view of the many friendships you have already established in this country during past sojourns with us, it is particularly pleasing for me to

welcome you to the official and personal relationships which will accompany your new position.
Your intimate acquaintance with American life
should also contribute effectively to the develop-

ment

of

mutual understanding between our two

countries.
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RODOLFO MICHELS

We

are fortunate indeed that the Governments

and the peoples

of Chile

and the United

States

common hopes and aspirations. Our fundamental faith in the principles of democracy and
our ardent desire that there may soon be found a
firm foundation for international peace provide

share

our cooperation in the peaceful
development that is the rightful heritage of our
solid bases for

that

Your Excellency may be sure
be the unvarying guiding principle

citizens.

fellow^
it

will

of the officers of this
tively

your

Government to work construc-

with Your Excellency and the members of
staff in

bringing to practical fruition every

feasible project for the strengthening of

our cul-

commercial and political relations. The
natural and spontaneous friendship between our
peoples will immeasurably facilitate this daily
collaboration and our larger efforts in support of
the principles that govern free peoples.
tural,

The new Ambassador was born

in 1895

in Santiago, Chile, the son of Charles E.

Michels, an American engineer for

many

years connected with mining activities in
Chile,

and Senora

Michels.

Cristina

Cabero de

Like his father, Senor Michels

He

the appointment as

Ambassador

to

the

United States. During his 17 years in the
Senate Senor Michels wrote much of the
economic and mining legislation passed in
that period. He was a member of the
Budget and Finance Committee, and
Chairman of the Mines and Industrial
Enterprises Committee.
Senor Michels has been a member of the

Board of Directors of the Mining Credit
Bank of Chile, the National Mining Society, and the State Munitions Factory.
He has also been Honorary President of
the Chile-American Cultural Institute and
of other organizations.

In 1939 Senor Michels represented Chile
Commissioner General to the New York
World's Fair, At that time Mayor La
as

Guardia presented to him a gold medal and
honorary citizenship for distinguished and
exceptional service to the City of

New

York.

national politics with his election to the

At the Second Meeting of Ministers of
Foreign Affairs of the American Repub-

Chamber

lics,

is

a mining engineer.

first

took part in

where he
served for 10 years. In 1933 he took his
seat in Congress as Senator from Atacama
and Coquimbo, and continued there until
of Deputies in 1923,

his resignation in

December 1 940

to accept

held at Habana in July 1940, Senor
Michels was one of the Chilean delegates.

The new Ambassador now

occupies the

Chilean chair at the meetings of the Governing Board of the Pan American Union.

Carlos N. Brin
Ambassador of Panama
United States

in the

The President of Panama

recently ap-

pointed Dr. Carlos N. Brin Ambassador
to the

United

States,

and on January

17,

1941, he presented his letters of credence

In the course of
remarks on that occasion, Dr. Brin

to President Roosevelt.
his

said:
I accepted the appointment as Ambassador with
which President Arnulfo Arias honored me fully
aware of the great responsibility involved and

confident that in the fulfillment of
the pleasantly
halls of

remembered years

one of the universities in

I

my

mission

passed in the

this capital will

be of great help to me, since they were years
during which I learned to know and appreciate

and the mode of thought
and noble nation.
The many and vital interests uniting our two

the high degree of culture
of this great

countries
tant

make me

work

much

impor-

Government

desires

see that there

My

to be done.

is

to cooperate heartily with this great

utmost extent permitted by dignity and

mutual

respect; of this

it

has given,

is

giving,

and

will continue to give proof, in the certainty that
its

attitude will

meet a sympathetic response

in

your enlightened administration.
In view of the benefits of various kinds that the
New Deal has brought to the people of the
United States, the Panamanian Government proposes to follow this redemptive path for the purpose of giving the isthmian nation a "new deal"
that will bring

it

attain, raise

standard of living, evaluate Pan-

its

amanian national
facilities for

to the level of culture

it

should

and provide better
and general welfare, not

institutions,

the living

of one group, not of one class, but of

By hard work, by

sacrifice,

all alike.

by perseverance,

Your mission

in this capital,

The

years you spent here as a student, in prepara-

which has been

yours in the profession of medicine, and your
several subsequent visits

familiarized

people,

you with the

and,

trust,

I

to

with

have

country,

this

life

and thought
our

of our

and

friendly

neighborly wish to enhance in every practicable

way

within our power the welfare and aspirations

Panamanian people. My Government,
Mr. Ambassador, will assist and facilitate your
mission, and I can assure you heartily of my
sincere good wishes and augury for its success.
The Panama Canal, which has brought our two
of

the

countries into close association on the Isthmus of

Panama, and which has brought

existing conditions,

Panama, always mindful of
unshakable friendship for its traditional friend
of the North, will go on working to achieve a
brilliant future that will take into account the vital
interests of its citizens and keep before the national

responsibilities.

its

enterprise,

American

republics.

conscience the realization of

gratifying

and encouraging
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Mr. Ambassador,

tion for the distinguished career

significant

great destiny.

in

begins under the most auspicious circumstances.

within our limitations and in accordance with

its

spoke

Roosevelt

President

part as follows:

democracy,

to the

new diplomat from

In replying to the

Panama,

Our

which

is

many and

us so

has also brought us grave

benefits,

partnership

that great

in

the essence of the

recently effective between us,

is

new

treaty

the special interest,

not only of our two countries but of the other
In these strenuous days,
to

me,

as

it

will

it is

be to

CARLOS
all

who

share our mutual concern for freedom,

tO|

Your Excellency so
happily brings of the sincere and wholehearted
desire of the Panamanian Government to cooperate fully in the great and important task of defense.
I can assure Your Excellency of the unstinted
note the reaffirmation which

cooperation of the United States of America.
You and I realize full well that the advantages

which our two countries, with all the other democracies, derive from the preservation of our way of
life, will be ours only so long as defense is sure and
That great and noble objective now
certain.
merits our

common

sacrifice

and devotion.
Brin and

Dona Aminta Remon, was born

in the city

of

Panama.
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BRIN

Nose, and Throat Depart-

the'^^Eye, Ear,

He

ments.

December

occupied

His studies were begun at the

this

position until

1940, with leaves of absence for

postgraduate study in the United States
(1918, 1920)

and Europe

(1922).

In April 1937 Dr. Brin was appointed
Minister with the duties of Counselor at
the Legation of

Panama

in

London, on the
King George

occasion of the coronation of

VI.

At the time

Don Juan

Dr. Brin, the son of

N.

of his appointment as

bassador in Washington,

Chairman
medical

of the National

officer

Am-

Dr. Brin was

Board of Health,

with the rank of captain of

Colegio de La Salle, in his native land, and
continued in Canada, where he attended

the Fire Department of Panama, Honorary

Upper Canada College

of the School of Nurses of the Santo

in

Toronto.

In

1911 he entered George Washington University,

in

Washington, D. C, and

five

years later received his medical degree

from that

own

institution.

He

returned to his

country in the same year, 1916, and

began

his

professional

Tomas Hospital

as

career in

Santo

head of the Surgery and

Captain of the National Police, Director

Tomas
member of its Board of Directors,
and Member of the Board of Directors of

Hospital,

the National

Bank

of

Panama, a recent

four-year appointment.

Dr. Brin has also taken his place as the

Panama on the GovernBoard of the Pan American Union.

representative of
insf

Educating the Chilean Huaso
An

Experiment in Rural Education

ROBERT KING HALL
To

MARGARET GWENLLIAN STANTON

and

1939 and a sympathetic

Rural Information:

the Institute of

I have delayed long
give thanks for your

in writing the institute to

many

attentions to us the

countryfolk, not being worthy

and good

A

advice.

wise

of this teaching

man

will hear

and

and a man of understanding
The first inunto wise counsels.

increase learning,

shall attain

Huaso

structions received

from

the book of the

Chileno on

sixth

day of October,

the

7939.

from the book Cuecas y
Gonsejos del Gampo Ghileno on the nineAnd we are very happy,
teenth day of November.
The second

and my

I,

lessons

wife,

and

the children.

Maria Victoria, my wife, was reading the
book Guecas y Gonsejos and found where it
^'^The Institute of

said,

Victoria,

she read all that part about the vegetables,

rejoiced greatly,

for she

likes so

much

Wanting

vegetable garden.

the

Rural Information has

Now Maria

some vegetable seeds."

when

to

to

work

write

in

and

ask for seeds, she could not, because she has been

bad

in

how

to

and because she does not know

health,

letters well,

me an
These

as

my

parents could never give

education because they were very poor.
letters

was grown,
correction,

of mine I have learned

therefore

I need much

since

counsel

I

and

because he that loves correction loves

close giving

you my

gratitude.

Accept the kind regards of all

my family.

Juan Bautista Santander Ghavez
Estacion Mariposas

This tragic yet dignified letter became
No. 47 in the file for a particular date in
216

and friendly
work on her garden,
seeds

as well as

about a neighbor's rheumatism.

an inquiry
This and

two hundred other letters received every
day are the tangible evidence of one of the
strangest yet most profitable educational
experiments ever attempted.

There

is

in Santiago, the capital of Ghile,

new and modern building which
many official offices, among them

a very
houses

the powerful Junta de Exportacion Agricola

(Board of Agricultural Exports),

Tucked

in a corner of the seventh floor

may be

found a small office with a name neatly
lettered on the door Instituto de Informacion
Campesina (Institute of Rural Information).
To quote a Ghilean familiar with our litera:

ture, the Institute

is

a cross between the

"house that Jack built" and Topsy, who
"jist growed."
On a day in February
1939,

the

Minister

of Agriculture,

Dr.

a great need

among

his country.

As Minister of Agriculture he

the farming people of

was officially poor, but as President of the
Board of Agricultural Exports he was officially rich.

udiced

Under

leadership

his educationally prej-

the

Board,

rather

grudgingly, voted 150,000 pesos to estab-

wisdom, says Solomon.

I

answered

Arturo Olivarria Bustos, was convinced of

speak well for lack of schooling.

Forgive me, because even I have not learned

my

woman

Maria received her
advice on how to start

the letter at length.

Dear Friends:

lish

an

institute for the dissemination of

information among the semi-illiterate country

people: huasos

(cowboys),

inquilinos

and small landholders.
It was made very clear that the members of
the resultant institute were to be considered temporary employees, and that unless,
(tenant farmers),

EDUCATING THE CHILEAN HUASO
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Courtesy of Graoiela Alaudujauo

"JUAN LUCERO"
The

"Juan Lucero," was selected and painted by the
artist Baixas during a stay on a large farm. The picture was used for
the cover of a book sent out by the Institute of Rural Education; it
typical huaso,

reached 100,000 rural families.

with the original grant, they could give
positive proof of the value of the experi-

ment, no more

money was

likely to

be

forthcoming.

To anyone

familiar with the usual trend

modern governments, Latin or otherwise,
the outlook for the movement did not seem
favorable.

Fortunately,

however,

wise leadership, rare understanding, and
inspired

organization of the Institute of

cooperation soon established a

Ru-

Information was entrusted to Srta.

Graciela Mandujano.

The

visitor to the

by her vitaland enthusiasm. She had been a school
teacher completely out of sympathy with
what she considered the hollow perfunctory
sham of formal education. She had seen
many plans and many proposed reforms,
Institute

of such "institutes" in the bureaucracies of

very

The
ral

is

at once impressed

ity

each considered a perfect cure for Chile's
educational

ills.

She

ceased

program of unquestionable and unforeseen

and determined

value.

connection with the system.

teaching

to sever her professional

There was an
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Courtesy of Graciela Mandujano

A MODEL RURAL HOME IN CHILE
A simple

dwelling for a tenant farmer and his family was set up by the Institute at the Agricultural Fair
in Santiago. A vegetable garden, beehives, goats and chickens were suggested as useful in supplying
food for the family.

interval of social-service work.

Then

she

literate,

very poor, and completely dom-

was appointed to the newly formed Institute, given money, and freed from tradition.
She gathered around her a nuclear
staff, including other women and other

inated by the economic system that binds

"You may imagine," she
says, "that we had no traditions, we coul^
build from the start, and we were hardly
likely to fall into the same mistakes that we

seen

had

face of the pressure of the social legislation

former teachers.

so despised in a formal educational

She did not.
The economic system of rural Chile is
somewhat similar to our tenant farmer
system. Patrones owning large farms {fundos) provide seeds, pay a small cash
stipend, and grant the use of a small ranch
house and approximately one acre of land
to an inquilino and his family. In return
for this the inquilino must give half of the
product of his acre of land and is under
obligation to do farm work for the patron
as demanded. The inquilino is usually il-

system."

him
soil.

man

an almost feudal manner to the
But he is at the same time often a
of some force of character. We have

in

his

counterpart

in

the

southern

mountaineer who maintains the rights of
his roof with dogged courage. The patrones, preserving an archaic system in the
in force in

one of the world's most progres-

sive countries in this respect, are fearful of

outside contacts that might organize the

workers and disturb the existing system.

The group

of small landholders

is

rela-

unimportant numerically and it is
likewise handicapped by lack of money
and lack of schooling. The Institute aimed
to reach the tenant farmers and small
landholders with instruction that would at
the same time improve and modernize
work on the farms, better the economic
tively

EDUCATING THE CHILEAN HUASO
condition of the workers, and incorporate

them

Institute decided as a first step to

pubHsh a book
inquilinos.

publishing a

be distributed

to

On

book

to

among the
plan

the

surface

the

of the Chilean

Huaso contains a

short illustrated history of Chile,

into national hfe.

The

The Book
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give

to

of

illiterate

numer-

ous poems and short stories that deal with
the rural

life

and a number of
and

of Chile,

illustrated articles, written in simple

appealing language, that give real

utili-

country people in order to help combat
illiteracy seems about as absurd a use of the

tarian lessons in the everyday problems of

money as could be imagined. Yet, although
many of the farm workers could not read,
many of their children could. The book

lent section

was designed to be read by the children to
the parents, and even the cover illustration
showed a school girl reading to her father.
The success of the plan was soon evident.

The

initial distribution of

the Libro del

was called, offered a
serious problem. The famed Carabineros,
or Chilean national police, were asked to
aid by sending in the names of two or
three inquilinos from each farm who had
shown themselves to be steady, sober, and

Huaso

Chileno, as

reliable.

In

it

this

way

a

list

of 16,000

names was compiled, and a copy of the
The first
first book was mailed to each.
page bore the dedication: "Porque el
campesino chileno
la patria le

manda

es

honrado y es

este libro."

the Chilean farmer

is

valiente,

("Because

upright and cour-

ageous, his country sends

him

this

book.")

life.
Thus there is an excelon the pruning and care of
fruit trees, another on diseases of plants
and trees, a third on the raising of chickens.
One of the most valuable features is
information on the extensive and rather

the farmer's

complicated social legislation of the country.

In the second book, Cuecas y Consejos

Huaso

del

tion of

Chileno, there

twenty

is

an

illustrated sec-

verses, printed in alternate

bold- and light-faced type, on the care of

The

the horse.

illustrations are excellent,

being more than reminiscent of Grant

Wood's paintings and Margaret BourkeWhite's photographs, while "Chessie,"

Sandwiched between inand verses are
Chilean adaptations of famous folktales of
all countries, each pointing a definite and
very unmistakable moral applicable to the

berths in Ohio!
local

teresting

life

of the huaso.

legends

He

is

lated with information

pleasantly inocu-

on

bees,

animal

In a few days the letters were coming in

husbandry, and agriculture.

hundred with requests for more
copies, entries for contests, and requests
for information. So many of the people
believed that the book had come from the
personal hand of the President, that it was

given advice on weaving, care of the

by

not

the

uncommon

to receive letters at the

Institute addressed

"To His

Excellency,

the distinguished President of the Nation,

don Pedro Aguirre Cerda, from his comrade." Occasionally one would come
addressed to "Your Majesty." The response to the first book was so satisfactory
that more funds were granted, plans were
expanded, and a second book was soon
ready for publication.

it

seems, has tired of sleeping in Pullman

and

children, sewing,

His wife

He

and cooking.

is

home
is

counselled against idleness, against neglect
of injury
(this in

and

illness,

and against drinking

a country considered by some to

produce the finest wines in the Americas,
or even, according to others, the finest in
the world).

Throughout both books there are

entic-

ing offers of small prizes or additional
information, admittedly copied from appeals to our United States coupon-clipping
public.

These help to

stir interest

establish contacts with the people.

of the pages cf the

first

and

to

One

book carried a
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pen-and-ink sketch of a school child,

little

with an invitation to school children to
draw a picture of a child drinking milk,
eating

send

it,

fruit,

or brushing his teeth, and

with

his teacher's signature, to the

Institute.

The

worth only

sixty centavos (the price of a

was a copybook

prize

daily paper), yet a veritable treasure to

the children of the

A

inquilinos.

contest in the second

comic-strip story of Chanchin,

The

Pig.

of

offices

the

The

for a

the Little
are

Institute

stacked high with the laborious
primitive style, of the

similar

book called

young

efforts, in

contestants.

children are finding a definite use for

individuals, the heads of the Institute per-

sonally

undertook the

lasted several weeks.

at

first

met with

first

The

suspicion

which

trip,

missions were

and

distrust

on

the part of the owners of the large farms.

The

patrones

and the

administr adores

(who

correspond roughly to the foremen of our
western ranches) did not want to feed

them, refused to put them up, and openly

complained of the government's organizing "unions" to ruin farm labor.
However, the members of the missions
merely asked permission to camp. They
explained that they were to give prizes to
the two or three people whom the head

their reading and writing; but what is
more, the schools are receiving voluntary
entrants, long untouched by compulsory

reliable workers.

school laws, because the entries must be

ment, on the installment plan, certain

signed by a teacher.

materials, tools,

An
book

invitation
for

was printed

any reader

in

to send in

the

first

an account

of some unusual experience, or a story such
as

might be told

winter nights.

A

shorten

to

the

long

prize of a fine milch

goat was offered for the best story received
from each province. In the first three
months the Institute received over 4,000
contributions.

Some

stories

came

in

written in pencil on wrapping paper, backs

even margins of newspapers.
were concerned with the trivia of
daily life.
Occasionally there was some
well-known European folk tale altered and
embroidered to fit the country where it
had been handed down in "Chilean"
Many of these stories and verses
form.
were used in the second book.
of letters,

Many

The next
gram of the

step in the fast-growing proInstitute

was

to dispatch

two

trucks with seven people, all experts in
agricultural methods,

to

tour the rural

areas of the Province of Cautin, in the

Central Valley of Chile.

In keeping with

the central purpose of establishing personal friendships

with the

inquilinos

as

of the fundo recognized as being sober,

the opportunity to

The

prizes

were

to

be

buy from the govern-

and implements or "units
which could be used by
the workers in their homes or on their own
land.
The patrones were soon won over
and a welcome was assured.
On the sides of the Institute trucks were
reproduced pictures that had appeared on
the covers of the books. This method of
advertising their identity was useful among
the illiterate groups. When the trucks had
been parked a phonograph was started
which played almost continuously cuecas
and tonadas, national folk-music. Soon
women and children would gather, attracted by the trucks and the music.
Sweets were offered to the children and
stories told to them.
The women were
of production,"

given instruction in weaving, spinning,

sewing by machine, canning

fruits and
and elementary hygiene. By
nightfall the men would arrive by foot or
on horseback, often from incredible distances. A fire would be built, and entertainment and discussion continued long

vegetables,

into

the

night.

A

ten-minute

speech

would explain that the members of the
Institute were there as friends, envoys of

Courtesy of Graciela Mandujano

CLIENTS OF THE CHILEAN INSTITUTE
Above:

OF RURAL INFORMATION
A rural family, one of many households

helped by the Institute, which is working successfully to decrease illiteracy and enrich the life of
country people. Below: Children attending one
of the talks given by the traveling "missionaries,"
who are experts in agricultural methods.

AN AGRICULTURAL MISSIONARY
She has made friends with the children in the
family.
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Courteay of Graciela Mandujano

TRUCK OF THE INSTITUTE OF RURAL INFORMATION
On each

the

Institute's truck

To

President.

is

painted the cover of one of the books distributed by the Institute, thus making
it easily recognizable by all rural residents.

certain

worthy and

honorable workers an unusual opportunity

would be given

buy

to

sewing-machines,

or

tools, seeds,

and payment could be arranged
installments.

looms,

even phonographs,

The requirement

in easy

of a rec-

ommendation from the patron or administrador was a tactical stroke that won the
sympathy and cooperation of the owners
of the farms, and at the same time convinced the inquilinos that the Institute was
sincere and the grants would be made on
merit.

In order to handle financial transactions

with

illiterate

people having no tangible

was instituted. An
was executed with
and number of payments estab-

security a novel system

individual

the rate
lished

contract

on the advice oiiht patron, who could
what the inquilino could pay with-

estimate

out jeopardy to his family.

was typed out with

The

contract

friendly wording, often

including such contingencies as "if
gets sick

Carmen

you can skip a payment," and

ending

with

inquilino

promises to pay because

does not

it

the

statement

that

the
if

Institute against other farm-workers.

signs or,

if

he

will prejudice the people of the

he

thumbprint.

is

He

not able to write, makes a

In

many

of the contracts

and both witnesses made their
mark by thumbprints. The patron makes
payment directly to the Institute, deducting the amount from the salary of the
employees; this is done as a convenience to
the signer

the workers,
use

the

many of whom are unable to
The Institute, however,

mails.

replies directly to the inquilino in order to

maintain the personal contact.

With the

receipt will be sent regards to a neighbor,
inquiries

about Pedro's broken arm, or

counsel about pruning the lemon trees.

The

Institute

is

technically a division of

the Departamento de Informacion Campesina

e

EDUCATING THE CHILEAN HUASO
Menores (Bureau of Rural Information and Home Industries), under the
Board of Agricultural Exports. The DiviIndustrias

sion of

gram

Home

Industries extends the pro-

by

of the Institute

offering direct

through certain schools. Formerly
the latter group merely distributed units

classes

of production, with no check-up on their

Since the merging of the
two groups, the home industries have been
considered a definite educational problem.
Funds are lent, not given, to schools
cooperating in the program, and there is
continued supervision from the Institute.
One unit of work was carried on through
the Escuela Politecnica de Menores, a reform
school in San Bernardo. Funds were used

productive use.

to buy pedigreed egg-laying chickens,
which were raised in the school. Students
and members of the surrounding community were trained in the necessary care and
feeding. When the chickens were full
grown, a good egg-laying hen from the
school would be given in exchange for any
hen brought in from the community. In
this way the community received good laying hens and instruction in poultry raising.
In the open market, the school could
sell the poor layers for the same price that
would have been received for good ones.
Although the work of the Division of
Home Industries is growing rapidly in

importance,

the

other
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government have any free land for distribution? What must I do to be able to
vote? How can I legitimize my children?
Shall I stay with my husband? I should
like to make a dress from the pattern you
offered but 1 cannot buy the material
here; will you buy me some pretty pink
stuff and send it C. O. D.? Can you send
me a remedy for rheumatism? Where
can I buy primers for my children?
These and countless other requests are all
read sympathetically and carefully attended to. Such an intimate and friendly
relationship has been established that the
Institute staff performs such services not

from duty,

but from

genuine

friendly

interest.

At the end of
Institute
full

was

found

of plans.

its first

The

published

year of activity the

itself feverishly

busy and

third book, Juan Lucero,

early

in

the

year.

By

branches of the

program are undoubtedly more far-reaching in their effects. One of the most interesting outgrowths of the wide free distribution of books and the tours of the
"missions" has been the enormous correspondence service that has developed. At
least two hundred letters arrive daily at
the Institute office.

Of

course

many

are

merely entries in contests, but hundreds of
requests
aid:

How

study?

can

come

I

in for information or friendly

can

Can

I

I

money to
seed? Where

Courtesy of Graciela Mandujano

AN EARNEST SEEKER AFTER
KNOWLEDGE

get a loan of

get a loan of

get a good milch goat?

Does the

This

little

boy and his dog followed the
truck from farm to farm.

Institute's
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June a

little

primer had been published

to help those of limited training to learn

Work was

the character and personality of the
bers of the Institute.

Under

their

memhands

labor unions

had a natural developwas not preconceived, blue
printed, and imposed from above. There
are no office hours: the members live in
their work. Under no circumstance is any
letter neglected or answered in any but
the friendliest way. Some of them seem
trivial, some are trying to the patience,

Lucero

but each

their letters.

on a book designed
living on farms.

The mailing
increased to

well under

especially for

way

women

had by that time

list

70,000.

In addition there

were so many requests for books to be distributed through schools, granges, and
that the edition of Juan
was expected to be 100,000 copies.
The Institute was reaching a large per-

centage of the rural population of the
country,
illiterate

including

and

children

and

semiliterate adults.

both

Because

the books are borrowed and lent, and read

by family groups,
that each copy

it

is

has been calculated

reaching at least ten

Friendship, interest, absolute lack

people.

of compulsion are stimulating a desire to
learn, demonstrating the practical value

of learning, encouraging school attendance

among
and

the children, increasing ambition

self-respect

among

the workers

and

helping to incorporate them economically

and

politically into the life of the nation.

The
success

secret of the
is

movement's amazing

explainable only on the basis of

the program has

ment:

it

takingly

is

carefully considered,

and courteously answered.

thin thread of contact

is

pains-

The

personal friend-

must never be broken, if the
Only questions of
a political nature are untouched. Those
who ask how to vote are told where they
ship,

and

it

movement is to succeed

.

can obtain information about the party
platforms,

own

and admonished

to

vote

as

was early
seen that any taint of politics would disease
the entire movement. It is a new type
of education, far from the formal classroom. But it is reaching into the heart of
Chile and, more important, it is effective.
The people have received sympathy and
understanding, and in return they have
their

feelings dictate.

It

given their faith to the Institute.

Heredia, Costa Rica
Friendly Impressions of a Visitor

from the United States
ESTHER ALLEN GAW
Dean

When
Rica,
in the

I

it is

write about Heredia
as

if I

United

were

to write

in Costa

about Ohio,

Of course,

States.

much smaller,

Women, Ohio

of

the scale

Rica is smaller
than Ohio. We might think of Heredia as
one of the counties in Costa Rica, but it is
called a province rather than a county.
I must also warn my readers that when I
write about one section of even such a
is

since Costa

small republic,

the descriptions do not

necessarily

the other portions of the

fit all

country.

Heredia

an inland province

is

in the

north central portion of Costa Rica.

It

bounded mostly by rivers: on the north
by the San Juan, the outlet of Lake Nicaragua and the boundary between Costa
Rica and Nicaragua; on the east by the
Chirripo, an affluent of the San Juan; and
on the south by the Virilla, which runs
east and west between the province of
Heredia and San Jose. The western
boundary does not follow a river but is a
is

straight line.

In a recent

visit to

Costa Rica

fortunate in staying with friends
teachers.
is

I

who

was
are

My introduction to these friends

one of the

ships in the

felicitous

United

outcomes of fellow-

States,

because

I first

met one of these teachers, Sefiorita Emma
Gamboa, while she held for three years
the scholarship of the Ohio Federation of
Women's Clubs. When she had completed
her studies, a friend and I returned with

State University

her to Costa Rica in

May

1940 for a brief

visit.

We

San Jose, the national
and then Heredia, capital of the
province of the same name, from Puerto
Limon, a banana-shipping port. The
journey on the railroad up the tropical
Rio Reventazon was interesting. We
reached

capital,

started

from dense jungle

forest

with great

palm trees, and swamps, climbing
higher and higher on the mountain slopes,
which are partially cultivated with bananas and other tropical plants. When
ferns,

we reached

the plateau {meseta) we found
a continuous succession of plantations of

under shade, often supplied by
many parks and open
spaces are varieties of palm, the Araucarian pine, large mangos, the pandanus
and other ornamental tropical shrubs, and
coffee trees

bananas.

In the

handsome native trees (frequently with glossy leaves), whose names

various large

I

could not learn.

Strung across the plateau, from east to
are the principal towns of Costa
Rica, namely, Cartago, San Jose, Heredia,

west,

and San Ramon. All of these
Ramon are on the railroad
connecting the Atlantic and Pacific shores.
San Jose has some of the aspects of a city

Alajuela,

except San

United States, with shops, banks,
a national theater, parks, many
schools, and streets crowded with people
in the
cafes,

most of the time.

Outside the city there
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THE CATHEDRAL
Heredia, a colonial Spanish

city, is situated

IN HEREDIA,

COSTA RICA

on a plateau about

six miles

from San Jose, the capital

the country.

Courtesy of National Tourist Board of Costa Rica

AN OLD-FASHIONED HOUSE
Rambling

IN

HEREDIA

one-story houses with flower-filled patios in the center are characteristic of the town.

oi
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an

is

small shopping

and

at least

10,000,
is

is

other

have

towns

districts, schools,

churches,

about

population

six miles

some

is

from San Jose.

separated from the capital by two

and

valleys

rivers,

but connected by a

good automobile road as well as by

rail-

We

went to San Jose many times,
between the coffee plantations
where we often saw high hedges of la
reina de la noche (queen of the night), a
shrub with large white trumpet-shaped
flowers, as well as bamboo clumps and
royal poinciana trees. This fertile, wellway.

passing

watered region is a riot of green vegetation, with flowers everywhere.

we lived
Gamboa and

In Heredia
Sefiorita

the center filled with flowers

The house

vines.

is

in

her

the

home

two

of

sisters.

and

The food

pared under the direction of the
a

black-haired,

little

home.
were modern.

childhood

facilities

like that in

The

which we were enter-

—the rooms strung around a

time of

my

visit.

All over the low-spread-

ing town the tiled roofs of the houses in

Heredia hold orchids, which are beautiful,

Their home is a pleasant, simple,
rambling one-floor house with a patio in

chieflv with cobblestones, but there

The

streets of

Heredia

Foto-Sport

ON THE OUTSKIRTS OF HEREDIA
paved road leads

east

patio,

around several patios, with vines,
shrubs and flowers in the open spaces.
One doctor has hundreds of varieties of
orchids, but they were not in bloom at the
or

they say, in the blossoming season.

A

my

bathroom

All are teachers in the Costa Rican school
system.

by
maid-

houses of relatives and friends were

similar to the one in

tained

pre-

is

sisters

barefooted

much

heated by wood,

The

and

She cooked our food on a stove

servant.

own

ferns

lighted with very

simple electric fixtures.

one park.

whose

Heredia,

It

The

airport.

and west from the

city.

itself

are paved
is

an
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A COSTA RICAN OX-CART
Heavy two-wheeled

excellent

highway between the

carts transport

cities

of

Heredia and San Jose, and to the east on
the plateau toward Cartago, as well as to
the west through Alajuela to San Ramon.
These highways, made for automobiles, are
traveled also by country people on foot or

on horseback, as well as by heavy twowheeled ox-carts loaded with wood, pineapples or any marketable produce. We
had a ride in one of these carts one day in
San Ramon. This form of transportation
for people still exists, and was the only one
generally
century.

available

in

the

nineteenth

Motor buses run between the
from San Ramon to

towns,

various

Cartago.

Even in San Jose the traditional Spanish
American promenade around the park
the boys going in one direction and the
girls

night.

the

in
I

reverse

—takes

place

every

do not know about the bands

in

On

marketable produce.

those evenings, the

particularly animated.

promenade was

This Heredia band

by the government and pracDuring our stay, in
addition to the park concerts the band
played incidental and dance music at a
municipal party and also led the procespaid

is

tices in

the city hall.

sion with music

when

Normal School went
the

monument

the students of the

to place a

of a Costa

Rican

wreath on
poet.

Heredia, like the other towns, has a park

with an athletic

community

field.

teams

There seem

rather

than

to

be

school

teams for football and basketball.

On

Sundays we would see a team of young
men coming into Heredia in its own bus,
ready to challenge the local team to some
game.
I

suppose pineapples are raised in the

province of Heredia.

We saw them grow-

ing in great profusion farther west be-

the other towns, but in Heredia the city

tween Alajuela and San Ramon.

band

pineapples almost dissolved in our mouths

played several nights in the week.

These

HEREDIA, COSTA RICA

honey and were our usual delicious

like
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Leon Cortes reported

President

We were in Heredia during the very rainy
Each morning would be lovely
and sunny. About two in the afternoon a great rain storm would come beating down. This might last for several
hours, but in the evening it would be fair
and beautiful again. The nights were cool,

priations for school buildings.

clear

to say that the latter

we

slept

heavy rains

under thin blankets.

The

month or so, but

there

last for

a

my

but

sum

He went on

administration does not regret

because

we

the preservation of our

continued existence of

democracy and the
institutions

its

The word

my

impression

possessed

seems to confirm

education

A

literally to

They

have a passion

talked about

anywhere

—

it

for education.

every time

we met

might be with some kinder-

garten teachers,

from the

it

all

women, with

teachers

Colegio Superior de Sehoritas in

can

be assured through the school."

were possible for me to communicate to you the spirit with which the
educators and writers and other Costa
Rican citizens impressed me. They seem
it

it

are possessed with the idea that

of the intense interest in education.

wish

was

"is considerable,

are light rains for six months of the year.

I

1939

spent for education in addition to appro-

season.

so that

in

that 14 percent of the national budget

breakfast.

The

public
is

enthusiasm

second

only to

the Bureau of Child Welfare.

sculptured figure of a mother and

child illustrating this article

is

at the en-

trance of one of the bureau's clinics in

San

Jose.

Costa Rica as a whole has an

excellent public health program.
clinics in

We

saw

every town with children and

mothers going in and out.

In Heredia a

San

Jose, in a group of the professors

from the
Heredia Normal School, or in another
from the George Washington School at

San Ramon.

In

every

place

also

the

around us after
the assembly with questions and suggestions
and comments. The writers, too, were
thinking about the development of their
own Costa Rica. Although every one in
the country was worried about the sale of
coffee, even the son^ of the owner of a coffee
plantation talked more about education
than about the price of his coffee.
Perhaps a kind of ecstasy over education
was prevalent just at this time because it
was the fiftieth'^anniversary of the Normal
School, and also because coincidentally the
university was about to become a reality
something which all Costa Ricans have
been longing for intensely in the last few
years. Those two events may have stimuolder students

would

press

lated the educational conversation, but

seemed to
one.

me

that the interest

was a

Courtesy of National Tourist Board of Costa Rica

it

basic

MOTHER AND CHILD
At

the

entrance to a child welfare clinic in
San Jose stands this sculpture.
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"THE QUEEN OF THE NIGHT"
Hedges of this flower border the coffee plantations
between Heredia and San Jos6.

public-spirited

physician

gives

the

jority of his time to such a chnic.

maIt is

dechned markedly
and 1939 because of the
the Bureau of Child Welfare.

said that the death rate

between

work

1936

of

The

city of

indigenous
juqui.

of

Qubujuqui or Cubu-

In 1763 the inhabitants petitioned

that the
villa.

Heredia originally had the

name

town be granted the

Since

the

president

status of a

of

the

Real

Audiencia de Guatemala at that time was
Don Alonso Fernandez de Heredia, his

name was added to the title and the full
name of the little town became InmacuSELLING PINEAPPLES
Costa Rican pineapples dissolve in one's mouth
almost like honey.
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owners walking barefoot
and directing the oxen

lada Concepcion de Cubujuqui de Heredia. All parts of the name except Heredia

products,

were dropped in 1824 at the time of the
separation from Spain. It would be interesting to know whether Don Alonso
Fernandez de Heredia was a descendent
of the Pedro de Heredia who sailed from

with a long goad.

Cadiz
V.

1533 with a license from Charles
latter Heredia explored Santo

in

The

their

beside the carts

The

great plains in the north of the

province of Heredia are watered by the

Sarapiqui and Chirripo Rivers and their
tributaries, both of which in turn empty
into the

San Juan River, the Atlantic

outlet

Domingo, Puerto Rico, the Isthmus of Panama, and the northern portion of South
giving Cartagena, Colombia,
name.
There are three topographical regions in

America,
its

the province of Heredia: (1) the central

mesa, where most of the inhabitants

live,

from San Jose,
(2) the volcanic mountains, with a few
small towns on the southern slopes, and (3)
at the south across the river

the high plains of Sarapiqui, a river spring-

ing from the northern slopes of the volcanic

peaks Poas and Barba.

Innumerable
through
there

is

possible,

all

rivers

and

wind

creeks

parts of the plateau so that

no place where agriculture is not
and there is plenty of water for

industrial uses.

In

Heredia has

fact,

its

own electric power, and is about to increase
it.
The streams run partly into the Revenand
Grande de Tarcoles

tazon and thence to the Atlantic,
partly into the Rio

and thence

to the Pacific.

The volcano

high

above

Barba.

The

rising

plateau in Heredia

is

the

other

two active peaks of the Cordillera north of
the central plateau are Poas (really a
geyser) to the west,

and

whose cloud by day and

to the east Irazu,
fire

by night may

usually be seen from the city of Heredia.

Both

of

these

peaks

are

in

provinces

adjacent to Heredia.

There are a few small towns on the
southern slopes of the volcanoes.
these

and the

isolated houses

fruits,

PRE-COLUMBIAN GOLD ARTICLES

between the

towns plod the bright ox-carts with their

wood,

Courtesy of National Tourist Board of Costa Rica

From

and any other marketable

idol encircled by a serpent and a doubleheaded eagle are among the treasures in the
Costa Rican National Museum.

An
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Photograph by Herbert C, Lanks

SAN JOSE, THE CAPITAL OF COSTA RICA

of

Lake Nicaragua.

The

river

bottoms

seeking a route from Nicaragua to San

lakes,

There are scarcely any passable
Recent adminthis valley or in it.
istrations, however, are trying to improve
the roads, replace old bridges, and tap the
riches of these wide plains to the north of

harvests a season of vegetables of every

province of Alajuela close to Lake Nica-

of the Chirripo are immense,

and

I

was

told,

in the north, there are also sizable

which are practically unexplored.
Along the Sarapiqui River the fertile
lands, although they do not grow coffee,
yield rubber, cacao and three or four
kind.

These products can be exported via
Juan River to the Atlantic. The

the San

Jose.

roads to

the

ragua.

Jose and Heredia are located, offers a
better

climate for living than the low

swampy regions close to the Atlantic.
The Sarapiqui River was not discovered
until the year 1820. Then a Costa Rican,
Don Joaquin Mora, found it when he was

extending

through

the

There were fewer than 500 inhabi-

tants in these river valleys in 1934.

Sarapiqui valley will doubtless increase in

importance as a food-producing region.
These plains have great grazing lands and
are surrounded with timber. The higher
mesa, like the central plateau where San

Cordillera

If

the Nicaraguan

Canal becomes a
San

reality, it will follow the course of the

Juan River.

Therefore the navigation of

the Sarapiqui,

which flows

into the

San

Juan, would also be facilitated, and thus
the undeveloped northern portions of the
province of Heredia, as well as others near

would become available for agriculture,
commerce, and pleasant living.

it,

I

have included among the

illustrations

HEREDIA, COSTA RICA

two from the National Museum, although
that institution

San
is

is,

of course, in the capital,

Their connection with Heredia

Jose.

the curator of the

School.

With

practically

Museum, one of the
of the Normal

graduates

enthusiastic

no

scarcely
assistance,

any budget, with
and with entirely

inadequate quarters, he has nevertheless
collected

and preserved some exceedingly

interesting

inhabitants.

artifacts

of the pre-Hispanic

The ceremonial

for grinding corn)

is

metate (stone

carved in the form

of a conventionalized bird.

small gold articles, one

is

an

Of

the two

idol encircled
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by a serpent, the other a two-headed eagle.
these and thousands of other articles
have been studied by the eager Costa
Ricans, further knowledge of the preHispanic history of Central America will

When

become

The

available.

other pictures purposely show what

most familiar and usual in Heredia as
Rica the fruits
and vegetables, the two-wheeled carts, the
low houses with grilled windows and overhanging roof, and men afoot and on horseback on the highway where the mountains
is

—

in other parts of Costa

are always in sight.

Courtesy of National Tourist Board, Costa Kica

'

A CEREMONIAL METATE
The

metate, or stone on which corn is ground into meal under a smaller
stone, was here given the form of a conventionalized macaw by Indians of
the Chorotega tribe.

FOURTH CENTENARY OF THE FOUNDING OF THE CHILEAN CAPITAL
February 12, 1941, was the 400th anniversary of the founding of Santiago by the daring Spanish captain
Pedro de Valdivia. This poster shows above the skyline one of the landmarks of the city, the illuminated
statue of the Virgin on San Cristobal Hill.

Santiago through Four Centuries
ROGELIO UGARTE
Chairman of

the

IV

Santiago, Chile, which began hfe as a
humble little town founded by the brave
and adventurous Spanish captain, Pedro

de Valdivia, on the banks of the Mapocho
River in the shadow of the rocky hill once
called Huelen, joyously celebrated its
four-hundredth anniversary on February
It is certain that neither Val12, 1941.

companion Dona
Ines de Suarez, nor any of the group of
intrepid men who accompanied him on
his daring enterprise ever dreamed that

divia,

legendary

his

New

Santiago of

named

Extremadura, as they

woujd some
day become one of the most thriving and
the

prosperous
It

was

little

settlement,

cities in all

late in the

Latin America.

year 1540

who had

native Araucanians,

when

the

previously

B.

Centennial Commission

qualities of Spaniards and Araucanians.
Although many times put to the test by
destiny, it has always emerged triumphant.
The soldier-poet Alonso de Ercilla y

Ziiniga,

who immortalized

the virtues of

the Araucanian race, thus describes Chile:
"Fertile land, reaching to the Antarctic

and mighty, and

regions; powerful, strong,

respected by far-off nations."

And

then,

referring to the Chilean Indians, he adds:

"They are proud and superior, of gallant
and martial spirit; they have never been
ruled by a king nor subjected to foreign
domination."
Santiago was at

first little

more than a

wherein the Spanish

fortified

enclosure,

soldiers,

turned colonists, marked out the

streets of the future capital of the

Republic

Razed

quelled certain expansionist pretensions of

of Chile, their

the Incas, were astonished to descry, filing

by the Indians soon

along the coastal

the settlement, phoenix-like, rose from its
smoking ruins with renewed vigor, and for
four centuries it has pursued a constantly

conquistadors,

hills,

sadly

a sorry cavalcade of

decimated

by the

rigors of their extraordinary journey.

The

news spread rapidly among the Indians,
and close upon their initial surprise at
seeing the invaders
tion to repel

came

the firm resolu-

them, no matter what the

Thus began centuries of epic strugfrom which came forth the Chilean
race, that redoubtable union of the best

arms ever

ascending course.

hand.

its

establishment,

Now

a city of a mil-

lion inhabitants, with all the

of great world capitals,

modern

skyscrapers

to

it

improvements

proudly

face

the

lifts its

eternal

These buildings speak
overcome through Chilean

cost.

snows of the Andes.

gle,

of difficulties

The author of this article is chairman of the City
Council of Santiago and Chairman of the Fourth
Centenary Commission. As mayor, councilman, and
legislator, he has devoted many years of his life to the
progress and development oj his beloved native city.
His untiring activities during the past four decades of the
Chilean capital's history have linked him with innumerable
CIVIC, cultural and welfare projects.
The citizens of
Santiago recently bestowed upon him a gold medal in
recognition of his forty years of exemplary public service.

after

at

genius; they exemplify the progress of four

hundred years of continuous struggle

in a

difficult land that yields only to the strong,

a land in which the Chilean people has
been able to prove its recognized capacity

hard work and self-denial.
For a historical background of the foun-

for

dation of Santiago,

it is

necessary to follow
235
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Don Pedro

de Valdivia and

his

men from

months

after their arrival in the valley of

Mapocho in recovering from the fatigue

the time of their departure from Cuzco.

the

Mackenna, the reand one of
Santiago's most ardent and public-spirited

formal possession of the territory, but at

Benjamin

Vicuna

nowned Chilean
citizens,

wrote in

historian

his Historia de Santiago:

In the late afternoon of the 19th day of January
band of a hundred and fifty splendid

of the expedition

last,

Their

on February

in preparing to take

12, 1541, Valdivia or-

dered his notary to draw up the act of
foundation of the

1540, a

knights entered the cathedral of Cuzco.

and

Then

new

city.

the conquistadors laid out the city

in accordance with the royal ordinances in

bearing was reverent but at the same time proud,
and although they had removed their helmets,

force,

they held their swords on high and followed with

squares characteristic of Spanish America

banner of Castile which, borne by a

from Mexico to Buenos Aires. Eighty
blocks were marked out, with ten streets
from east to west, beginning at the western
slope of Santa Lucia (as the Spaniards
called Huelen Hill), and eight streets from
north to south, between the Canada (today
the Avenida Bernardo O'Higgins) and the
Mapocho River, with the Plaza de Armas

their eyes the

captain, floated in the breeze at the head of the

column. Once all of them were within the church,
a soldier of spirited and manly appearance went
forward to the chair from which the first Bishop of
South America, Fray Vicente Valverde, was presiding over the religious ^ceremony. There, beneath the royal standard, the soldier placed in the
Bishop's hands the solemn written promise made

by him and his companions that in the journey of
conquest on which they were to embark at dawn
first concern would be to
under the protection of Santiago the
Apostle, patron saint of the Spaniards, and to erect
on the most favored spot in that city a church consecrated to the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin.
The captain who made that vow was named
Pedro de Valdivia.
On the following day, January 20, 1540, the
hundred and fifty conquistadors began their

in the center.

The

of the next day, their

found a

march

city

to the south.

using the system of checkerboard

first

buildings in Santiago were sim-

and thatched dwellings

simi-

lar to the native huts; only a short

time

ple enclosures

passed until they were destroyed by the

But following that disof 1542, the town was
rebuilt with structures of adobe and tile.
Protected by the energy of the conquistadors, the new town prospered despite

warring Indians.
aster, in the

summer

who

Eleven months later the travelers from
Cuzco stopped on the banks of a small

in a state of perpetual anxiety,

crystalline river that flowed along at the

Valdivia' s desire to extend his conquest

foot of a hill, then

afterwards

and

nameless.

for

years

bank of the

The

agreeable climate of the

Mapocho

Valley favored the growth of Santiago.

of adventurers chose the south

As Valdivia said in a letter to his sovereign,
"There are but four months of winter, and

on which to establish the
had vowed to Santiago (St.
James) and the church they had promised
to the Virgin Mary. This, then, was the
river

city that they

origin of Chile's capital,

first

called Santi-

ago of New Extremadura, because Valdivia
his companions were natives

and many of

of the Province of

The

and despite

known as

it is

Cristobal.

The band

kept the colonists

southward.

Today, converted

into a beautiful public park,

San

many

the hostile natives,

Extremadura

conquistadors

spent

in Spain.

about

two

only
it

when

the

rain for a

moon

is

at the quarter does

day or two.

the time there

is

All the rest of

such beautiful sunshine

is no need for fires.
The sumtempered with delightful breezes,
so that all day one can go about in the sun

that there

mer

is

without discomfort."

Within two years
settlement on the

after its foundation, the

Mapocho had

increased
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THE PARK ON SANTA LUCIA HILL
At the

foot of this

eminence Valdivia, whose statue appears

at the

left,

established the

Spanish settlement.

and round about it fruits
and vegetables introduced from Spain
were cultivated and poultry, sheep, catBecause of
tle, and horses were kept.
bountiful wheat harvests, millers soon be-

in population

gan

to ply their trade,

and the primitive

Indian method of grinding the grain between two large stones was abandoned.
Another factor that contributed to Santiago's

development was the report,

clev-
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LA MONEDA, THE GOVERNMENT PALACE
Santiago

is

a modern city that preserves

Among

relics of early times.

erly spread about

these

is

by Valdivia

little

of

so as to

obtain reinforcements, that Chile was rich
in gold.

Caravan

after

caravan of mer-

chants and adventurers from Peru, drawn

by the prospect of wealth, arrived at the
Mapocho.
According to the chronicles of the time,
Santiago during its first 20 years was a
poor, dismal community, planted in a
barbarous country, in a place that had the
reputation of being the last corner of the
earth,

"the end of Christendom."

withstanding

grandeur of

the
its

natural

setting

Not-

beauty

— because

and

of the

magnificent panoramas dominated by the
heights of

responded
hill

Huelen and the

fertile

land that

so generously to cultivation, the

was renamed by the Spaniards

in

colonial character but cherishes a few buildings as
originally the mint but now the Government Palace.

its

La Moneda,

honor of Santa Lucia, patron
sense of sight

— Santiago's

saint of the

general aspect

was monotonous and forlorn. Not even
the humble homes of the settlers gave it
the appearance of a town, for the majority
were built in the center of the allotted
tracts, as a

protection against surprise at-

tacks by the Indians.

The

streets,

with-

pavements or sidewalks, threaded
their way between adobe walls and thorn
out

palings.
built

Armas

The more

their

houses

influential

near

the

citizens

Plaza

because, as one historian

de

tells us,

"There were the fort and the parish
church, there the sword and the cross."
But as the years went by, while the rethe Spanish
lentless
struggle between
soldiers and the unyielding Araucanians

SANTIAGO THROUGH FOUR CENTURIES
continued on the frontier south of the BioBio, Santiago
as a city.
it

grew and began

In 1554 Charles

as such, declaring

it

to take

V

form

recognized

be "very noble

to

The population increased rapidly and community life began.
The rude conquistador gave way to the
The town was in the first flush of
citizen.
youth. The principal streets were paved;
and

very

loyal."

the problems of food supply and potable
water arose; urban property values began
to increase

and the

registrations of

first

there evolved the
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roto,

the peon of Chile,

humble man of the people, longsuffering and enduring, who by his work
and sacrifice has made Chile great, first
that

in

the battle for national independence

and later in the building of the republic.
simple, heroic,
It was the Chilean roto
maggenerous,
ingenious, enterprising,

—

nificent

—who

with the passing of time

helped to incorporate the rich provinces of
the north into the national territory

and

thus aided in the industrial development

were made. This
wave of prosperity was swept forward by
the discovery of the rich mines of Choapa
real estate transactions

and Villarica. The gold in the latter
was so fine that in the Old World it became

known
port

as the "gold of Valdivia,"

whence

it

was shipped.

from the

The

first

and the first hospital
Commerce expanded and

physicians arrived

was

built.

loaded with merchandise arrived

boats

periodically at Valparaiso.
to its incomparable climate and
natural advantages, Saninnumerable
its
tiago of New Extremadura developed

Thanks

rapidly and, in the opinion of 17th century

and geographers who visited
was "one of the most beautiful cities

travelers
it

the world, considered as a whole, with
valley,

its

mountains,

sky,

its

river,

breezes,

its

women."
The customs

its

gardens,

and above

all,

it,

in
its

its
its

of the time were similar to

American colonies.
and the clergy were dominant. Habits were most circumspect and
life slipped by without much enlivenment.
There were no popular fiestas except reShortly
ligious processions and bullfights.
after dusk each day the curfew sounded
and all activity was suspended. During

those in all the Latin

The

military

the night the

watchmen

streets, calling

trod the solitary

out the hours and keeping

a wary eye open for trouble.
Social classes

began

to

be defined, and

A COLONIAL GATE ON SANTA LUCIA
HILL
As part of the fourth centenary commemoration
in Santiago the city is clearing away old structures
around the foot of the hill and will use the land
thus obtained for public gardens.

THE NATIONAL CAPITOL, SANTIAGO
The

classic edifice of tfie capitol

subtropical trees

is

surrounded by beautiful gardens in which grow palms and other

and plants that

flourish in the delightful climate of Santiago.

ENTRANCE TO LA MONEDA
This solid structure, which dates from the end of the 18th century, today contains the
the President of Chile and a number of government offices.

official

residence of
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of the country.

are

still

To him

the ruling classes

notwithstanding

indebted,

the

victory of the Popular Front.

In 1788 the
fifty

population was about

city's

thousand.

In

its

well-kept streets, in
there

was

nothing that recalled the struggling

little

its

good,

village

sturdy

buildings,

which the great Captain Pedro de
At that time there

Valdivia had founded.
arrived in Chile a

new

governor,

Don

Ambrosio O'Higgins, chosen by the Court
at Madrid. Santiago was to owe much of
the excellent ideas and
its progress to
extraordinary capacity for work of that
enlightened statesman.

Although

at

the beginning

Don Am-

among

brosio encountered resistance

the

he soon succeeded in enforcing
his system of government.
His first step,
a truly democratic one, was to abolish
throughout the province the odious system
of encomiendas. ^ He traveled all over the
country in order to inform himself person-

Creoles,

ally of conditions

and needs, and he put

into effect innumerable progressive meas-

During

ures.

his administration the high-

way from Santiago
piers for

to Valparaiso,

the bridge over the

stronger

Mapocho

and La Moneda, once the national
mint but now the residence of the President
of Chile, were all constructed. The Irish

River,

governor,

the

as

citizens

of

Santiago

dubbed him, introduced many substantial
improvements. He was especially concerned about public health.

He

issued a

decree ordering the construction of public
cemeteries outside the city proper, in order

do away with the old custom of burial
This decree was finally
put into effect some thirty years later, after
the country had won its independence.
During the administration of O'Higgins,
who was the father of one of the most
brilliant and illustrious heroes of Chilean
independence, commerce and agriculture
were stimulated, land and maritime communications were improved, and a postal
system was established. Referring to
to

in the churches.

accomplish-

extraordinary

O'Higgins'

ments, Vicuna

Mackenna wrote

that his

were the highest recordthe history of Spain in Chile.

political attributes

ed in

all

A

very significant factor in the history
and development of the Chilean capital

was
1

Basque

immigration.

During

the

The encomiendas of Spanish Colonial America were

large estates of land, together with the Indians living on
or near them, granted by the Spanish king to colonists
The encofor purposes oj tribute and exploitation.

miendas were usually granted following the lapse oj the

SAN FRANCISCO CHURCH
The

colonial cloister affords a charming view of
the church tower.

repartimientos, the original feudal lands

awarded

in the

Spanish soldiers, priests, and other
The Indian population of all the colonies
colonizers.
Editor
suffered under this system of exploitation.

new

territories

to

—
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POSADA DEL CORREGIDOR
The

reign of Philip

V

first

is

the most ancient structure

(1700-46), select groups

of Basque families
Chile.

inn at the right

began

to emigrate to

Their racial qualities were of the

The

water.

pride, tenacity, fortitude,

left in

Santiago.

scendants of the Basques, cherishing the

democratic ideals of their ancestors and
uniting within themselves all the fire and

vehemence of the

Creole

and broad-mindedness of these Basques
were elements that helped to foster the

indomitable

radical revolution that gave independence

tionary movement.

to

Chile and, by influencing the basic

racial, national,

and

the Chilean people,

a character that

is

traditional traits of

endowed them with
peculiarly their own.

In short, an examination of our colonial
history reveals that the

gave new

commingling, as
tilian

Basque interfusion

vitality to the
it

Chilean nation,

were, with the Cas-

and Extremaduran elements and

producing a profound transformation in
the customs
time.
cisive

tional

and mental outlook of the

and the

invincible

tenacity of the Cantabrians, were the most

champions

of

the

revolu-

During the period of independence and
when the republic was taking
root, the city of Santiago underwent no
important changes beyond natural increases in population and area. Customs
changed little and the social picture remained more or less the same, despite the
liberal ideas spread by the more advanced
minds of the time.
the years

It

was not

ministration

until

of

that

the

municipal

illustrious

ad-

citizen,

That transformation exerted a deon the struggle for na-

writer,

influence

and public man, Benjamin Vicuna
Mackenna, that Santiago entered upon a

independence, for the Creole de-

new

stage of progress similar to that ex-
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GENERAL BULNES SQUARE
Behind the substantial modern buildings

perienced under

the Andes, a magnificent spectacle that
of Santiago.

Don Ambrosio O'Hig-

Under Vicuna Mackenna's wise and

gins.

firm

rise

guidance,

digiously in

all

the

city

prospered pro-

With

branches of activity.

the skillful discernment of the city planner

and a

demands of the
he widened streets and plazas,

clear vision of the

future,

preparing for future growth; he set aside
areas

ment and

parks

and walks; he

many works

of civic improve-

public

for

carried out

sanitation.

It is

enough

to cite

examples of his work the transformation
of Santa Lucia into one of the most
beautiful public parks on the continent,

as

the establishment of the city's

first street

railway system, and the construction of
the great network of avenues.

death
his

After his

his appreciative fellow-citizens

gave

name to streets and plazas and erected
memory a monument at the foot of

to his

Santa Lucia

where

Hill,

his

remains

In Vicuna Mackenna's time the

which

until

then

slowly, suddenly

had

made

progressed

In 1889

and

its

We

its

inhabitants

is

one of the glories

numbered 225,000

area covered 1,300 acres.

come now

to

what might be

called

the third period of Santiago's develop-

ment, the period in which the city
its

won

place as one of the most important

on

cities

this continent, in the

both population and area.

matter of

Santiago at

more than a million inhabitants
and occupies about five thousand blocks.
What a contrast to the humble little village founded by Don Pedro de Valdivia
present has

four centuries ago!

From

thousand blocks covered
improvements
In

eighty to five

modern

with

this third stage of Santiago's progress

the writer

had the good fortune to parmayor, and mem-

ticipate as councilman,

ber of Congress.

The

sleepy

town became a modern
of

New

city,

little

colonial

vibrant and

streets, entire

new

sub-

rest.

full

city,

were opened; transit services
were modernized; streets and avenues
were paved; one of the world's best public

but

a forward spurt.

life.

divisions,
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was installed; new parks
and gardens were created; children's playgrounds were established in the most
crowded sections; and health and sanitation projects were completed.

lighting systems

All

this

progress

through great

effort

has

and

been

sacrifice, in the

face of economic stringency.

and

vitality of the

achieved

The energy

Chilean people have

triumphed once again over adverse

cir-

cumstances.

and
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Santiago stands with dignity

pride, facing the majesty of the Andes,

whose
and beauty of scene give the city

the midst of a natural valley

in

richness

a privileged place

among world

capitals.

This year, as the capital of Chile celebrates the completion of four centuries of
life,

it

other

happy

cordially invites

cities

its

and countries

event.

friends in all

to join in that

Agenda

for the

Third Meeting

Union

of the Inter- American
of the Caribbean
The program

for the

the Inter-American

bean, which

is

to

Third Meeting of

Union

of the Carib-

assemble on April 14,

graphical areas of the Gulf of Mexico and the

Caribbean; comparative studies and
2.

Geography of the Caribbean, in relation to
and the development of

1941, at Port-au-Prince, capital of Haiti,

the peoples of that area

has been announced by the President of

their cultures.

Campo,
Government

in

The program has been planned

to

the Union, Dr. Miguel Angel

with

cooperation
Haiti.
fulfill

the

of

the essential purpose of the Union's

assemblies, which, briefly stated,

is

to give

delegates an opportunity jointly to study,

and adopt measures designed to
promote cultural and economic union and
advancement among the thirteen continental and island countries of the Caribbean
discuss,

3. Problems
of historical sources; advisable
methods for their classification and publication.
4. Caribbean
flora
and fauna; indigenous
species; similarities and possibilities of utilization.
5. Art and literature; development; influence of
environment and of the native artist; similarities
and characteristics of literary and artistic produc-

tion; studies in folklore.
6.

B.

classifications:

representing
corporate,

the

Governmental, officially
member governments;

representing

cultural,

educa-

and economic institutions and organizations; and
individuals who by reason of their interest
and work in inter-American fields are considered eligible for membership. The
permanent Secretariat of the Union has its
headquarters at Habana, and the member
countries are Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba,
the Dominican Republic, El Salvador,
scientific,

professional,

Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico,
Nicaragua, Panama, the United States,
and Venezuela.
The agenda for the meeting follows:
I.

Culture

A. History and Geography
1.

diflferentiation.

Intellectual Cooperation

Coordination of methods and international

between museums, archives, and
exchange of works of art and replicas;

cooperation

Delegates to the meetings are of three

tional,

Sociological problems; influence of environ-

ment and economy on

1.

area.

possibilities

of scientific coordination.

Archaeology, ethnology, and linguistics; pres-

ent state ot these sciences as applied to the geo-
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libraries;

exchange of publications.
2.

International expositions, prizes, and com-

petitions.

C, Education
1.

Essential

difTerences

and

specific

relations

between the various kinds and grades of education
in the Caribbean countries; revision of textbooks.
Possibilities

for

subject material

and

2.

correlation

of educational

greater uniformity in teach-

ing systems, so as to favor the exchange of teachers

and

students.

Formation of an Americanist consciousness
by means of other teaching methods and practices.
3.

II.
1.

Health

Epidemiological relations

and Caribbean nations;

among

the

Gulf

stations for the sanitary

control of the interchange of persons, animals,

and

plants.
2. Health matters that might be the subject of
uniform legislation among the Gulf and Caribbean

nations;

federation

of

public

among Gulf and Caribbean
3.

health

societies

nations.

Problems of public water supply and the

col-

AGENDA FOR THE THIRD MEETING OF THE INTER-AMERICAN UNION
lection
4.

and sanitary

of supervision

ind
5.

disposal of refuse

and sewage.

Sanitary control of the milk industry; value

and

its

effects

on pure milk supply

price.

Yellow fever, malaria, Oroya fever, Rickettsia

infections, yaws, pinta, etc.; regional characteris-

and methods of cooperation
and obtain eradication.
tics

to prevent spread

6.

Dietetic problems.

7.

Rural housing problems.
Habits and customs affecting general sanita-

8.

tion or health.
9.

Centers for public health studies and guide

for establishment of

Pan American HighWest Indies connections. Inland navigation service; coastwise and maritime navigation;
schedules and rates; freight markets. Air service.
3. Comparison of organization, systems, and
characteristics of the domestic commerce of the
Caribbean countries. Inter-Caribbean commerce.
4. Possibilities for official and private joint
action for the development, regulation, and decreased cost of inter- American travel.
5. Sports; encouragement of water and land
sports as an incentive to travel; Olympic games
ones; central section of the

way.

international athletic contests.

a traveling tropical school of
IV. General Subjects

public health; social service schools.
1.

III.
1.

Economic

Commerce and Travel
geography

of

the

Caribbean;

natural resources; distribution of centers of con-

sumption and markets.
2.

Communication problems. Existing regional
and possibilities for establishment of new

routes
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Encouragement of

friendly

relations

and

cooperation in cultural, commercial, travel, and

among

the countries of the Gulf

and Caribbean areas.
unity and fraternity.

Affirmation of ideals of

health matters

2.

By-laws of the Inter- American Union of the

Caribbean.

PALACE OF JUSTICE, PORT-AU-PRINCE

Courtesy of Abel Lecroix

PORT-AU-PRINCE
The Haitian

Third Inter-American Conference of the Caribbean, which
open on Pan American Day, April 14, 1941.

capital will be the scene of the
will

K'>:ym''mf!kmt^mm>

Courtesy of the Bureau of Public Works

DESSALINES SQUARE, PORT-AU-PRINCE

On

this attractive

square stand the National Palace and the Department of the Treasury.

Courtesy of the Bureau of Public Works

BARRACKS OF THE GARDE D'HAITI
The Garde

Courtesy of the Bureau

of i'ul.lic

d'Haiti

is

the national military

and

police force.

W Hrks

LA FERRIERE CITADEL, HAITI
On

a precipitous mountain top, part of an impressive tropical panorama, rises this citadel constructed by
the Emperor Henri Christophe. It is the amazement of all who have beheld it.

iA-ill^r^
Courtesy

of the

of

Public

Works

HINCHE-PIGNON ROAD
Fields of rice, sugarcane

coffee groves, banana plantations,
witness to Haiti's diversified agriculture.

and pineapples,

and pastures

for cattle

bear

BETWEEN FLANDE AND SAVANETTES
Many roads winding

through the Haitian plains and mountains offer the
acquainted with its emerald beauty.

visitor

an opportunity

to

become

Pan American News
Music Division established at
Pan American Union

ects the Division will

the

of the

The

establishment of a

new Music

Divi-

Pan American Union was
announced on March 15, 1940. The chief

sion

at

the

of

the

Division

Charles

is

Seeger,

an

American

republics.

The Pan American Union
engaged

in the task of

of Latin

United

America

States,

has long been

making the music

known

better

but no separate

in

the

office

had

existed for this purpose, a section of the

eminent musicologist.

The new

is the pubon the music

undertake

lication of a series of reports

office will function as

a clearing

Counselor's Office having had charge of

The Union's

of the

popuhave
America
larize the music of Latin
of
means
principally
by
been carried out
the
through
and
concerts and broadcasts

Latin American nations throughout the

loan of musical scores to interested indi-

house

for

information

music of the Americas.

work

will

the music

United

concerning

As such

its

the

main

be the diffusion of knowledge of

and musical

States,

and

activities

vice versa.

of the Division will

The

services

be available not only

and comand
music-lover, the performer or group, and
to scholars, professional artists,

posers, but also to the average student

the public school.

Among

the

first

proj-

the work.

viduals

The

efforts to

and organizations.
idea

Music
Union was a

of

Division

establishing
at

the

result of the

separate

a

Pan American
Conference on

Inter-American Relations in the

Music which met

at

Washington

field

in
251

of

Octo-

252
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ber 1939, under the auspices of the State

of phonograph records,

Department's Division of Cultural Rela-

Chase, of the Music Division, Library of
Congress.
This publication may be

The

was first proposed by
Music Committee,
which was set up by the Conference, and
was subsequently endorsed by numerous
entities interested in this field, among them
the Music Division of the Library of
Congress and the American Council of
Learned Societies.
Realization of the
proposal was finally made possible through
tions.

project

Inter-American

the

the cooperation of the Carnegie Corpora-

New York and

on

obtained

compiled by Gilbert

request

Mr.

to

Music

Charles

Pan
American Union, Washington, D, C.
Seeger,

Chief,

Division,

Arbitration and Conciliation Treaty

between Venezuela and Brazil

The

Gaceta Oficial of

Venezuela recently

published a law passed by the National

the Office of the

Congress and approved by the President

Coordinator of Commercial and Cultural

ratifying a treaty for the peaceful solution

Relations between the American republics,

may arise between
Venezuela and Brazil. It supersedes the
Arbitration Convention signed by the two
countries on April 30, 1909.

tion of

Mr. Charles Seeger, the
Division,

is

chief of the

one of the leading musicologists

of the United States.

A

vard, he was professor

graduate of Harand chairman of

the department of music at the University
of California for seven years,

and subse-

quently lecturer for twelve years at the
Juilliard School of

He

Music

in

New

York.

New

also lectured for five years at the

School for Social Research (New York)

and

for the last

two years has been

Assist-

ant Director of the Federal Music Project.

Mr. Seeger has also done a considerable
amount of composing and is a frequent
contributor to music journals.
"It

make

is

my

earnest desire," he said, "to

the Division serve as an instrument

of genuine cultural cooperation

among

and

friend-

of any controversies that

Inspired by the desire of both countries

"to renounce recourse to arms as an instru-

ment

of reciprocal

policy,"

categorically states in Article

the
I

treaty

that the

two contracting parties "pledge themselves
reciprocally never, in any case, to resort
to war or to commit any act of aggression,
the one against the other." All controversies, whatever their cause or nature,
that cannot be amicably adjusted by ordinary diplomatic procedure are to be settled
by peaceful means. The text of the treaty
sets forth in detail the methods of solution
to

be adopted.

One method

is

conciliation, for

which

the 21 American republics.

purpose a five-member permanent com-

By helping

to solve the problems of musiexchange we hope to accelerate the

mission

cal

function within six months after the ex-

ship

ever-increasing interest of individuals

and

is

be appointed and ready to

to

change of treaty

ratifications

members

by the two

organizations everywhere throughout the

countries.

United States in the music, both classical
and popular, of our neighbors to the south,

pointed by each country, only one of whom

and likewise the interest
Americans in ours."

and the

The
Division

first

publication

of

the

Latin

of

the

Music

a Partial List of Latin American
Music Obtainable in the United States, with a
list

(tv/o

to

be ap-

a citizen of the appointing country,
fifth,

who

will act as

chairman, to

be agreed upon jointly and not to be a

is

supplementary

may be

Its

of books and a selective

list

any country already represented
on the commission) will serve for threeyear periods, which can be successively
citizen of

extended for additional three-year periods
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LIBRARY, MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, RIO DE JANEIRO

change or replacement

until a

upon by

the

contracting

is

agreed

governments.

Either of the two governments

may

re-

as a result of

any such violation

common

of International Justice,

and it shall be their duty to supply the
members with all useful documents and
data and to employ every possible means

the matter ex aequo

specific function

is

The commission's

described as "to eluci-

date questions in dispute; to
that purpose,

means

all

useful

collect,

for

information by

of investigation, or otherwise;

and

to try to reconcile the parties concerned."

will then
or,

by

accord, to the Permanent Court

quest the commission to meet at any time,

to facilitate their work.

—

be submitted to an arbitration court

et

which

will decide

If there

bono.

is

any

divergence of opinion between the contracting governments as to whether or not

the dispute

falls

within the categories just

enumerated, that question must first be
submitted to the Permanent Court of
International Justice and both governments are pledged to abide by the decision
of the Court in that respect.

After an opinion

is rendered, the two governments have six months in which to
reach an agreement on the basis of the

controversy

opinion.

arbitrator,

If

circumstances lead to submission of a
to

arbitration,

contracting governments

each of the

If a satisfactory solution
cannot be
reached by the two governments in the

one
whose nationality must be of
another country, and the two countries
must then agree upon the designation of a

manner

third, of

just described, the controversy—-

provided

it

pertains to the interpretation of

act as

still

If

an international obligation,
or the nature and extent of reparations due

naming the

there

Justice

to designate

another nationality,

who

chairman of the arbitration

a treaty, some point of international law,
violation of

is

is

of

disagreement
third

the

in

arbitrator,

United

States

regard
the

will

court.
to

Chief

Supreme
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BOGOTA, COLOMBIA
Court
ments

will
to

be asked by the two govern-

make

the designation.

Decisions

of the arbitral tribunal will be taken

by a

majority vote, and the two contracting
governments are bound to respect them.

Appeal for a revision of a decision may
made by either government, but only in
case some previously unknown fact that
might have a bearing on the decision is
be

discovered.

The new

treaty

is

to be in effect for 10

years from the date of exchange of ratifications and, provided it is not denounced by
either country 6 months before the expiration of that time,

it

will automatically be

ary 1941, was the unanimous approval of
a report presented by a special committee

on the advisability of making the
of simply

instead

South American,

that

Leguizamon, chairman of the Argentine
delegation and president of the Congress,
and Sehores Uribe Hoyos and Bazzani of
Colombia. The approval of this significant proposal was greeted with enthusiastic
acclaim by all the delegates. The modification in the character of the congresses

automatically became

on

the proposal to the governments

Congress
of the most important results of the

to

send

and

rail-

is

way

enterprises in Mexico, the countries of

the

Caribbean, the United States, and

Canada.
project

One

and the

efl'ective,

only remaining step to be taken

Fourth South American Railway

in

The members of the committee
made the report were Dr. Guillermo

scope.

extended for another 10-year term, and so
successively.

R ailway

Congresses of the future inter-American,

is

Their prompt approval of the
anticipated,

inasmuch

as they

themselves had previously favored the idea.

Fourth South American Railway Congress,

Dr. Leguizamon, upon submitting his

which met in Bogota, Colombia, in Febru-

committee's report to the Congress, men-

PAN AMERICAN NEWS

The

tioned the fact that communications from
the

Pan American Union

indicated a favor-

255

closing session of the Congress took

place on February 18, under the chairman-

able reception in the United States and

ship of Pedro Uribe

other countries in case they were invited

and with

all

Gauguin

of Colombia,

delegates in attendance.

The

Pan American railway con-

act of the plenary session of February 15

"These circumstances," he said,
"have caused the committee to accept the
idea and recommend it to the Congress as

to join

a

We feel a need

was read and approved; a message from
President Eduardo Santos of Colombia
was read; and permanent international
committees in the several South American
countries were named. It was decided to

union at the present time.

continue the headquarters of the organiza-

Such a union is enjoined not only by geographical and political reasons but by reasons of sentiment as well. All of us uphold
the principles of liberty and democracy
that determined our independence and I
think there is not a single South American
country that feels any form of solidarity
with the European dictatorships. We are
joined to the United States, Canada,
Mexico, and the republics of Central
America by con;:mon ideals and by the
political system that we have accepted."

Buenos Aires, and the following were
unanimously elected members of the ExecLeguizaCommittee: Guillermo
utive
mon, Enrique Chanourdi, Atanasio Uribe,

gress.

a praiseworthy proposition deserving im-

mediate realization.
for continental

.

.

.

tion at

and Joaquin Nunez Brian, of Argentina,
and Mario Lenzi of Uruguay.

Teachers' Study Centers in

El Salvador

A

recently published official decree in El

Salvador provided for the permanent

A STREET IN EL SALVADOR

es-
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tablishment of teachers' study centers, the

the regional meetings of the various dis-

general purpose of which will be to unify,

tricts.

and standardize public instruction throughout the Republic. Centers will be set up at the central towns in all
national school districts and all teachers of
a district will be members of their respec-

courses covers such items as analysis

coordinate,

General

district assemblies will

January

of each year

be held

and regional

semblies during the rest of the year.

as-

At

the January meeting an extension study

course for teachers in both urban and rural
schools
year,

is

to be outlined for the ensuing

and teachers

quarters, as well as

at the district

any others

head-

especially

tical

methods

nation's

in

agriculture

and rural

personal hy-

giene and first aid, singing, and gymnasium work. Short courses in specialized
subjects, such as kindergarten teaching and
physical education, are also authorized.

Attendance at both general and regional
is compulsory for all teachers.

assemblies

Administration of the decree and regulation of the study courses are assigned to the

carrying out these study programs through

cation.

1941

the

home management,

Department

—

of

general principles of education, and prac-

designated, are expected to cooperate in

300551

and

primary
education decree and instruction program,

interpretation

industry,

tive centers.

in

Material prescribed for the study

of

Primary and Normal Edu-
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The Pan American Union, now

51 years old,

is

Director, elected

by and responsible

a Govern-

to

an international organization created and main-

ing Board composed of the Secretary of State of

tained by the twenty-one American Republics:

the United States

Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa

ton of the other American governments.

Rica, Cuba, the

Nicaragua,

United
nally

States,

known

in

Washing-

Dominican Republic, Ecuador,

El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras,
ico,

and representatives

Uruguay, and Venezuela.

as the International

American Republics,

it

the

Origi-

Bureau of the

was established

in

Administrative Divisions

Mex-

Panama, Paraguay, Peru,

1890 in

The

Pan Ameri-

administrative divisions of the

can Union are organized to carry out the purposes
for

which

it

was created.

There are

special divi-

sions dealing with foreign trade, statistics, eco-

accordance with a resolution passed April 14 of

nomics, intellectual cooperation, juridical matters,

that year at the First International Conference of

agricultural cooperation, travel,

American

States, held at

Washington

in 1889-90,

and presided over by James G. Blaine, then

close relations

United States Secretary of State.

in the countries

greatly

expanded by

Its

work was

resolutions of the

Second

Conference, held at Mexico in 1901; the Third,
at

Rio de Janeiro

in

1

906

;

the Fourth, at Buenos

Aires in 1910; the Fifth, at Santiago, Chile, in

1923; the Sixth, at

Habana, Cuba,

in 1928; the

Seventh, at Montevideo, Uruguay, in 1933; and
the Eighth, at Lima, Peru, in 1938.

April 14

and labor and

All these divisions maintain

social information.

with

official

members

and

unofficial bodies

The

of the Union.

Columbus Memorial Library contains 105,000
volumes and

many maps. The Bulletin

Pan American Union, published monthly
lish,

Spanish, and Portuguese,

of the institution.

For a

list

is

of the

in

Eng-

the official organ

of other publications

of the Union, see the inside back cover.

is

celebrated annually throughout the Americas as

Pan American Conferences

Pan American Day.

The Pan American Union
Purpose and Organization

The purpose

of the

manent organ

Pan American Union

is

to

promote peace, commerce, and friendship between
the

Republics of the American

Continent by

fostering economic, juridical, social,
relations.

The Union

is

and cultural

supported by annual

American

serves as the per-

of the International Conferences of

States, usually referred to as the

American Conferences.
the programs

and

Pan

In addition to preparing

regulations, the

effect to the conclusions of the

Union

gives

Conferences by

conducting special inquiries and investigations

contributions from all the countries, in amounts

and by convening or arranging

proportional to population.

technical conferences in the intervals between the

Its

affairs

are ad-

ministered by a Director General and an Assistant

International Conferences.

for

special or
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Indigenous Influences on the
Colonial Architecture of Latin America
MARIO

J.

BUSCHIAZZO

Professor of the History of Architecture at the University of Buenos Aires; Architect of the Argentine
Commission on Historical .Monuments

The study

American colonial
which only in recent years

Every history of

of Spanish

architecture,

now

up

art published

has been considered systematically as a

of Spanish- American art, or discussed

whole, has given prominence to hitherto

a couple of pages so

unknown or

would have been better

despised artistic forms and

to

has either shown a studied ignorance

full

to

it

in

of errors that

it

omit the subject

brought to light a great number of un-

entirely.

known and very

monuments. In
view of the ignorance of European art
historians, and in what might even be

mistaken belief that colonial art

called a spirit of reaction against the lack

recognize, that they are dealing with an

original

Spanish scholars persist in their
is

a poor

imitation of the pure styles of the Iberian
peninsula.

They

deny,

or

grudgingly

American scholars are arising. They are
claiming that on our continent the plastic

had shaken off its shackles and
it was rooted in the styles
of the Old World, flourished here in extremely original and completely differ-

expressions of the past are of the highest

entiated forms.

and are disclosing the profoundly
American feeling of many of our monu-

ourselves are largely to

of understanding

search in this

field,

shown

in Spanish reyounger generations of

art that
that,

Nevertheless,

order,

ments.
Lecture given in the Hall oj Patriots of the Pan
American Union on January 30, 1941

although

Having

as yet

we must admit

no true

blame

that
for

we
this.

intellectual tradition

the field of art history, the isolated
studies that we are making are lost in the

in

257
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immensity of the subject. Because there
are so few bonds between our several
nations, because we do not integrate our
eflforts to give them the standing and
emphasis they deserve, we run the risk
that some fine day a European historian
will arrive and "discover" us, and from
then on we shall be incorporated in the
universal artistic movement. Something
like this happened to Spain itself for, centering its attention only on the study of its
"classical" styles, it scorned the baroque
until Otto Schubert published his famous
monumental work. In other words, Schubert, a German, "discovered" Spanish
baroque before the Spaniards themselves.

Then came a long

who
among

line of scholars

dealt exhaustively with the subject,

them Wolfflin, Worringer, and the Englishman Sacheverell Sitwell.
Fortunately

we can

say that for some

time scholars throughout the Americas

have been energetically carrying on research. Men like Noel in my native
Argentina, Toussaint in Mexico, and Jose
Gabriel Navarro in Ecuador have transcended the boundaries of their respective
lands and become known all over America.
In the United States there is a group of
trained scholars and professors whose
labors have been magnificent. There is,
for example, Rexford Newcomb, Dean of
the College of Fine and Applied Arts of
Illinois University, who has made thorough
studies of the Pacific coast architecture.

Then

there is a long list of writers who
have devoted themselves to Mexican art,
among whom I should like to mention
Sylvester Baxter, Atlee B. Ayres, Anita
Brenner, William B. Spratling, George
Wharton James, and others. Recently the
Taylor Museum in Colorado Springs has

published a magnificent work by George

Kubler of the Yale University Art Department on the religious architecture of New
Mexico, in which every phase of that art is

carefully

Kubler has

studied.

done

a

great service in discovering that there was

an "open chapel" in the now destroyed
church in the pueblo of San

mission

Ildefonso.

The
can
is

Ameri-

aesthetic quality of Spanish

art, especially

that of the 18th century,

of fundamental importance in consider-

We have as much

ing baroque in general.

right to speak of American baroque,

whose
from the European variants are
well-defined, as we have to refer to German, Italian, or Portuguese baroque.
Our independence of the European form
is so great that we can affirm without fear
differences

of exaggeration that there

as

is

between American
baroque as between the

much differ-

and

Spanish

latter

and the

ence

Bohemian or the Viennese.

But

it

is

not

only in the 18th century baroque that the
native contribution

evident, for

is

some

few traces can be found as early as the
middle of the 16th century. It is true that
the great century of the Hispano-Indian
fusion in architecture

the 18th, but

is

we

soon see how, almost immediately

shall

after the

Conquest, local materials, native

workmanship, and the new climate or
general
environment had a decided
although perhaps unconscious influence on
the arts, in spite of the presence of Spanish

and builders.
American baroque became so strong that
it was not confined to this continent, but
crossed the ocean, and penetrated the
country whence the style had originally
come. The most interesting example of
artists

this

is

the

Monastery

sacristy
at

of

Granada,

chief decorative motif

mented

is

the

Carthusian

in Spain,

whose

a highly orna-

evidently derived from
pyramid (called estipite in
Spanish) that is one of the most striking
characteristics of Mexican architecture.
Moreover, if we examine carefully the
profuse mass of decoration that covers the
the

pilaster

inverted
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INTERIOR

DOORWAY OF THE CHURCH AT POMATA, PERU

The most

significant style resulting from the Spanish-Indian fusion is that produced
around Lake Titicaca in the 18th century, especially in the old cities of Puno, Pomata,
and Zepita.
this elaborately carved doorway leading to the sacristy there are still
traces of the original gilding.

On

entire wall of the sacristy,

we

find ears of

corn used in great number, and corn

is

in

Mexico

it

not only native to America, but the most

native work,

common

who had been

Indian

decorative

artists.

The

used

by

explanation for

this

element

curious case of artistic return to the mother

country is that the sacristy was designed
by Fray Manuel Vazquez, who had lived

many

for

argued that

is

years.

It

might be

a matter, then, not of

but simply of a Spaniard
in America for a long time.

But no one can deny that the Mexican
"ultra-baroque" must have impressed itself deeply on the mind of the Spanish
artist since he decided to construct so

MAIN DOOR, CHURCH OF THE AUGUSTINE MONASTERY AT YURIRIAPUNDARO, MEXICO
Completed in 1548, this church is one ot the
examples of the use of native flora in

earliest

sculptural detail. The four figures immediately
above the columns flanking the door bear on
their heads baskets of American fruits and
vegetables.

Rei>Toduced from Tglesias de Mexico

important

a,

building

in

that

style

al-

though the other edifices surrounding it
were purely Spanish.
This was not an isolated instance: in the

first Europe had a mistaken idea
about the Indians; they were supposed to
be of enormous size and to have long

that at

beards, as they are depicted in innumer-

out-of-the-way town of Fuentes de Anda-

able engravings published soon after the

lucia there

discovery.

is

the house of the Fernandez

de Penaranda family, for many years resident in America, the design of whose door-

Condes de

la

Conquista bears on

testifies to

fagade

Don

erroneous
is

in the

Just as there was intermarriage between

Spaniards and Indians, producing that
great variety of mestizo types

now popu-

lating a large part of America, especially

the fact that the family

Mexico and Peru, so the European arts
brought by the conquistadors were crossed
with those existing in America at that time,
resulting in what might be called " Creole

took natives to Spain as slaves to work the
land.

this

American Indians,

sculptures representing

which

its

example of

Colegio de San Gregorio, in Valladolid.

way

is typically Mexican.
In Mogrovejo,
another Andalusian town, the home of the

An

use of supposedly American figures

Vicente Lamperez y Romea,

the famous Spanish authority, attributes
the multitude of figures of bearded giants,

style"

armed with maces,

made

to

be found on

many

or
its

"Hispano-Indian

fusion."

It

appearance timidly during the

buildings of 16th century Spain, to the en-

first

thusiasm aroused by accounts of travels to

ginning of the 18 th century, burst forth

the newly discovered lands.
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Remember

so

two hundred

years, then, at the be-

vigorously and so undisguisedly that

THE JESUIT CHURCH, AREQUIPA,
PERU
decorative elements that make the Peruvian Creole style unmistakable w^ere taken
largely from the local fauna and flora, with

The

occasional motifs Irom Inca mythology.

In

Arequipa, the gargoyles of nearly all the
houses are stylized puma heads.

Courtesy of F. E. Henkley

from then on it can be classified as an independent style.
Angel Guido, an Argentine colleague of
mine who visited the United States six

the first century of colonization, or perhaps for an even shorter time. I believe
that native aesthetic values were used

years ago, maintains that the Spaniards

most valuable aid in propagating the fai Ji.
No one can claim that the priests in charge
of building the church of San Lorenzo at
Potosi did not realize that side by side
with God and the Virgin the Indian artists
carved the Sun and the Moon, the two

proved implacable towards the Indians in

two matters, religion and aesthetics, although they had no scruples about intermarriage.
religion

is

There

intolerant, as

of

all

the

no doubt that

is

as far as

concerned they were absolutely
is

proved by the destruction
Aztec temples, which

Maya and

were replaced by churches and cathedrals,
and the almost complete razing of the Inca

Temple

of the

Sun

in

Cuzco

in order to

on its foundations the church of
Santo Domingo. But as for aesthetic in-

erect

tolerance, I think

it

existed only during

consciously

by the Spanish monks

principal divinities of the Incas,

instead

of angels

there

as a

and that

appeared

sirens

playing the charango, a native instrument

made

of an armadillo shell.

General

histories of architecture say that

Middle Ages the walls
of the larger churches were painted with
scenes from the Bible, which were also
at the height of the
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of escape

sort

condition

valve

they

that

allowed them on
embrace the new

religion.

Independence of European artistic forms
was not limited to purely external decoration;

it

new

took shape in wholly

also

The

creations.

extraordinary

atriums

with a shrine at each of the four corners

Mexican creation, as are the open
of which we shall speak later.

are a

chapels,

The

fortress

churches with strongly accen-

tuated defensive characteristics, although
not exactly unique in the world, are more

abundant here than elsewhere. In Europe
a well-known example is the Cathedral of
Albi, situated in the heart of a region torn

by

religious strife, a fact that explains

why

was constructed with great flanking
towers and windows set high in the walls.
But while that is an exceptional case, all
the churches built in Mexico during the
first half of the 16th century
and they
it

are

—are

many

—

of this defensive type, so

that another kind of architecture

duced, although in
Reproduced from

this case

it

was prowas due not

to the artistic influence of the Indian,

but

lo^'

FRANCISCAN CHURCH AT TULA,

to fear of
It

MEXICO

Many fortress-churches, having a strongly marked
defensive character, v^^ere built in Mexico in the
16th century. While not unique in the world,
they are more abundant there than elsevs^here.

him.

has been proved that Hispano-Indian

architecture

densely

was developed

populated

regions,

in

the most

and

those

could interpret or read for themselves the

where the native peoples had reached an
advanced stage of artistic culture at the
time of tne conouest. That is, the arts we
call "creole" developed in Mexico and
Peru, where the Aztecs and Incas lived.
On the other hand, there is almost no

Bible stories depicted in the great mural

fusion architecture in Colombia, for the

repeated in the great stained-glass win-

dows.

paintings.
circles

way

In that

This

"The

what

is

called in art

Bible of Nola,"

whose bishop
of teaching.

is

the illiterate masses

first

At

advocated

this

system

Potosi, as in other places

with similar churches,
recognize that

the place

I

we have

think

we should

a true American

—

Chibchas the Indians of that region
were still at a low level of artistic culture.
In Mexico, the most striking innovation
is the "open chapel" which is a purely
American creation, never used in Europe.
It

originated as follows: Because the

monks

Bible of Nola, not in the sense that those

had

to

figures taught

the Catholic faith to the

large

numbers of

Indians, but as

an instance of tolerance, a

years of the conquest, the churches were

impart

religious

instruction

natives during the

to
first
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number and

too few in
It

too small in

size.

occurred to someone to open beside
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blind can deny the existence of a really
American style. Of course the fundamental

the churches a sort of small stage, from

elements

which the

such as vaulting, arches, columns, pilasters

the great

mained

officiating priest

could address

crowd of catechumens who rewhich

outside, as well as say mass,

be followed without visual

could

diffi-

by the multitude. There are many
variants of this plan: sometimes unusually
large chapels were built which would hold
part of the public while the rest remained
outside; sometimes one side of the church
would be left open so that the Spainards
could enter the building and the Indians
follow the mass from a sort of lateral
atrium. But whatever the arrangement,
it was a purely American creation, in this
case not of ornamental details, but of a
true and wholly new architectural development, surprising to architects arriving from
culties

— but

of architecture

still

the quantity of local

great that those elements are

persist

detail

is

so

overwhelmed

under an avalanche of decoration.
From Lake Titicaca as a center, mestizo
forms of art spread to the surrounding
country, extending to Potosi in Bolivia,

and perhaps to the present Argentine
border, but becoming less mestizo as the
distance from that zone increased.
To
the north, it might be said that they reached
Quito, in Ecuador, although there they

have no importance.

On

the other hand,

Europe.
In this connection mention should be

made

of a whole series of chapels

churches

Mexican

and
which the contribution of

in

sculptors

is

evident, for although

they tried to copy European models, they

unconsciously translated them into their

own

They

idiom.

in the round,
it,

the result

executing

tried to carve sculpture

but without their realizing

was

those

flat,

as

if

they were

marvellous friezes

still

that

the pyramids at Chichen-Itza
and other sites in Yucatan.
But obviously the most significant style
resulting from the Hispano-Indian fusion
is that produced in the 18th century on
the high plateau around Lake Titicaca,
the Sacred Lake of the Incas, which lies
more than 12,000 feet above sea level.
On the shores of that lake there is a whole
series of very old cities
Puno, Pomata,
Zepita where there are extraordinarily

decorate

—

—

vigorous examples of this fusion.

Spanish art cannot be found at
churches,
is

Purely

all in

those

and the abundance of Creole

art

such that only the obtuse or wilfully

SANTO DOMINGO, CUZCO
The Dominican church and monastery were
built on the foundations of the Inca Temple of the
Sun. Although the Spaniards would not tolerate
native religions, as is proved by the destruction
of native Aztec, Maya, and Inca temples, they
did permit the use of motifs of indigenous origin
in ecclesiastical architecture.
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FAQADE OF THE CHURCH OF
SAN LORENZO, POTOSI
In the Churrigueresque decoration of
church, Indian and Spanish motifs
are combined. In the tympanum, side
by side with God and the Virgin, the
Indian artists carved the Sun and the
this

Moon,

the two principal divinities of
the Incas, and instead of angels there
are sirens playing the charango, a native
instrument made of an armadillo shell.
On the columns are two Indian women
with feather skirts in dancing position,
who, the author suggests, might be
called "indiatides."

they did not extend at

all to

the west, that

toward the Pacific. Lima, the capital
of Peru, shows absolutely no native influence.
There are two reasons for this

is,

lack of indigenous art in the viceregal
capital:

in the

first

place, the fact that

there were no native peoples at

and

all,

Thus, for example, among the animal mothere were parrots, macaws, monkeys,

tifs

toucans,

humming

especially

birds, chinchillas,

On

pumas.

and

the bases of the

columns decorating the Cathedral of Puno
are two magnificently sculptured
jaguars.
At Arequipa, the gargoyles of
there

puma

in the second, the lack of building stone.

nearly

Lima,

heads through whose mouths the water
pours off the roofs.
In the church of
Santo Domingo at La Paz, on each side of

like

cific coast,

almost

was

all

the cities on the Pa-

built of brick,

and

it

has

been proved that the Indian is recalcitrant,

when it comes to
The dull gray

artistically

speaking,

working in

this material.

stone of the Andes

is

fundamental to Creole

architecture.

The

decorative elements that

all

the great

the houses are stylized

window lighting the

The same

thing

is

true of the use of local

flora as decorative motifs.

made

Creole or mestizo style unmistakable

the

were

choir appear

two huge toucans.
Ears of corn

and pineapples are found with remarkable frequency.

taken largely from local flora and fauna,

husk, coconuts,

though sometimes from Inca mythology.

also

abound.

Chirimoyas, corn in the

and teasel or cactus flowers
But the favorite motif is
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either corn or the cantuta flower,

which

was a sacred emblem of the Incas.

The

cantuta, a pendulous bell-shaped flower,
is

represented side view, or open, front

The

view.

cactus flower was used in

ico, too, not

Mex-

only as a decorative motif on

the fagades, but as a finial.

In the church

of Yecapixtla, for example, one of the 16th

century fortress churches, some of the merlons bear a stylized cactus flower.

As

for native

they occur in

From
to

anthropomorphic details,
extraordinary abundance.

the simple faces of saints or angels,

which the

artist

gave

his

features, to figures of native

own Indian

dancing

girls,

a whole series of human motifs can be seen.

They

are especially numerous on the
church of San Francisco in La Paz. On
the fagade of San Lorenzo in Potosi there
are two Indian women in festival garb,
with feather skirts, in dancing pose. We
might call them "indiatids," for if the

name of Caryatids to the
figures of women of Caryae that uphold
the entablature of the Erechtheum, we
Greeks gave the

might well use that adaptation to designate
the Indian women who support the tympanum of the famous church at Potosi.
We should also mention mythological
motifs, such as the sun, the moon, the
stars, as

well as folklore elements, such as

and articles of wearing apA pagan motif used in great prowas the siren, always depicted
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that as there were always two
one on each side of the portal, one
had to play with her left hand. In the
comparatively recent Cathedral at Puno
which dates from 1794 and is one of the
latest examples of that style
the artist, one

thing

is

sirens,

—

Simon de Astose, realized that that was
wrong and so had the two sirens face in
the same direction, each playing with her
right hand,
symmetry.
I

in

defiance of the laws of

confess that this aspect of our archi-

tecture

my

is

extent that

I

what perhaps

an

special delight, to such

may

be seeing as original

do not think
wrath of
certain Spanish scholars who have fulminated against my writings, claiming that
I

is

all

But

not.

am so mistaken as

forms just

the

I

to deserve the

described

decadent versions of Spanish
even

if

that were so,

it

is

no

are

styles.

only

But

justification

for continuing to leave us out of the history

America

of art.

is

now

the repository of

But we did not receive that culture merely in the last day or
so, as some erroneously believe, nor is it
true that we have risen by the force of
circumstances to a preponderant position
the world's culture.

because of the chaotic state of the
the world.
the one

With an

we have just

artistic past

analyzed,

rest of

such as

we may be

arrows, braids,

permitted to talk of our cultural lineage,

parel.

and

fusion

playing the charango, the native musical

instrument described above.

The

curious

To

to refuse to

unhappy
that

be considered upstarts.

the honor of mankind, in spite of

it is

state today,

America

is

its

proving

worthy of such a heritage.

The Winter ^'Summer School"
at the University of
Latin American Educators
STURGIS

North CaroHna

Gome
E.

Summer schools during

the months of

January and February seems to border on
the fantastic. However, January and
February are summer months for South
Americans and a summer school for them,
if held in the United States, would have to

come

in mid-winter.

Thus

it is

that the

South Americans held at the
University of North Carolina from January
19 to March 2 attracted no little attention

session for

as a winter

"Summer

School".^

The idea of such a school originated
with Dr. Victor Andres Belaunde, Director
of the

Summer

San Marcos

School of the University of

in

Lima, Peru, and soon

caught the imagination of the steamship

companies and such important organizations

as

the

Pan American Union and

the Institute of International Education.

Other sponsors were the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace and the
American Council of Learned Societies.
The University of North Carolina seemed
a desirable place for such a school and
early in the

fall

machinery was

of 1940

set in

the necessary

motion.

1 A summer school for foreigners, planned especially
with the vacations of students from the United States
in mind, was started by the University of Mexico twenty
years ago; other institutions later followed suit. Since
1936 the University of Chile has had a summer school in
January; this is primarily for Chileans, although
fellowships have been given by the government to students
from other American countries. See page 294 for a list
of summer schools in Latin America to be open this

year.

— Editor.
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Study and Travel

LEAVITT

Director of the ^''Summer

June, July, and August are something of a
commonplace, but a summer school in

for

School''''

would be more appropriate to say
was first manufactured
and then constantly changed to meet new
needs, because no one could tell in advance
just what to expect from an experiment
that had not been tried before. It was
thought at one time that thirty or forty
students would be all that could be hoped
for; then, lo and behold, the demand
became so great that at one time it looked
as though it would be necessary to accept
not thirty but one hundred and thirty.
It

that the machinery

The number

finally

resolved

itself

into

These came in two
separate groups, eighty from the West
Coast and twenty-eight from the East
Coast. The following countries were repArgentina, Brazil, Chile, Coresented:
lombia, Ecuador, Peru, and Uruguay.
There were thirty-seven women and
seventy-one men.
one hundred

Under

eight.

the auspices of the Institute of

International Education, the group from

the West Coast visited Princeton, Philadelphia,

Baltimore and Washington en

route to Chapel Hill, and at

all

of these

places they were royally entertained.

The

East Coast group arrived too late for such

and went directly to the University
North Carolina after landing in New
York. At the close of the Summer School
both groups had the benefit of a tour
to Washington. Pittsburgh, Detroit, Ann
Arbor, Buffalo, and Niagara Falls, where,
too, they received attentions on every hand.
a tour

of

WINTER

SUMMER SCHOOL

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA
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Courtesy of Sturgis E. Leavitt

THE NORTH CAROLINA GENERAL ASSEMBLY

IN SPECIAL SESSION

Chapel Hill was the scene of a special joint session of the General Assembly of North Carolina in honor of
the South Americans attending the "Summer School." Seated on the stage are, left to right: Mayor
John Foushee, of Chapel Hill; Dr. Victor Andres Belaunde; Governor J. M. Broughton; Lieutenant
Governor R. L. Harris; Odus Mull, Speaker of the House of Representatives; and Dr. Frank P. Graham,
President of the University of North Carolina.

In preparing the academic program for
the South Americans,

it

was planned

to

hold the morning open as far as possible
so

that

they could

attend

classes of the University.

the

regular

Special classes

dealing exclusively with various phases of

United States were scheduled
for the afternoon. These were courses in
political history, economic history, governlife

in the

ment, literature, education, social problems, geography, and folklore. Work in
English was to be conducted with the aid
of recordings.
lecture

In the evening the usual

program was

to

be supplemented

by

lectures of special interest to the

South

Americans.

At the very

first

a serious problem arose,

namely, the lack of preparation in English
on the part of some of the South Americans. It had been stated in the preliminary bulletin that a knowledge of English
would be absolutely necessary, but evi-

dently this was a vague statement.

What

"knowledge of English,"
anyway? In this case it was interpreted
to mean preparation ranging from a few
years' study by the translation method to
ability to speak with fluency. Faced with
constitutes

a
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Courtesy of Sturgis E.

I

THE SOUTH AMERICANS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA RECEIVE
DIPLOMAS
Seated in the center are the following American educators, left to right: J. Coriden Lyons, Executive
Secretary of the "Summer School"; Sturgis E. Leavitt, Director of the "Summer School"; Wilburt C.
Davison, Dean of the School of Medicine, Duke University; Dean Robert B. House, University of North
Carolina.

the problem of teaching elementary as
well as advanced English, the

Summer

School was most fortunate in having the
services

of

a

corps

of assistants

from

the Orthological Institute of Cambridge,

Massachusetts.
ards,

came

The

director,

in person for the

A. Richopening of

I.

To

be sure, these English

classes inter-

some extent with the

special after-

fered to

noon

lectures, as did the varied interests

of the South American group. Some were
concerned with medicine, others with
library science, law, engineering, education,

public health, architecture,

There were almost

art,

many

and

the school and, with his assistants, intro-

so on.

duced instruction in Basic English, a
system by which 850 selected English
words will serve all useful purposes. This
system and the enthusiasm of Dr. Richards' assistants (Christine Gibson, Mr.
and Mrs. Hugh Walpole, Sara Kurlat,
and Maria T. Martines), met with a quick
response and the results obtained were

vidual interests as there were students.

extraordinary.

The word "Basic" soon

became a by-word, fraught with meaning.

as

Nevertheless, particular efforts were

indi-

made

in every case to provide for these interests,

so

it

is

not surprising that parts of

program as originally planned suffered
to some extent. It may be, too, that some
of the visitors were more inclined to parthe

United States than
about it.
The South Americans were cordially

ticipate in life in the
to study

WINTER

SUMMER SCHOOL

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA

admitted into all phases of student and
community life. A group of student hosts,
equal in number to the South American
guests, saw to it that the latter observed
what was happening on the campus.

Another group from the faculty also acted
as hosts; and individuals from the student
body, faculty, and townspeople did their
best to entertain the visitors. There was a
spontaneity about this reception that made
the visitors feel very much at home.
The evening musical events and the
athletic programs were especially popular
with the South Americans, as were organized trips to
Point,

lottesville,

On

Durham, Greensboro, High

Raleigh,

Winston-Salem,

Char-

Richmond and Williamsburg.

these occasions not only schools but

also factories

were
were

visited,

and industrial establishments
and in each instance the guests

cordially

received.

The Summer
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School students were thus enabled to see

non-academic phases of

life

in the

United

States.

There were a number of special features
which are worthy of special mention. One
of these was the opening banquet attended
by four hundred people, at which representatives of the South American delegations gave greetings in English; Governor
Broughton spoke, and so did John C.
Patterson, Director of Inter- American
Relations in the Federal Department of
Education. Later in the term, as an evidence of good will, the Legislature of
North Carolina met in formal session at
Chapel Hill, and both the formalities and
the democratic spirit of this occasion

made

was especially
fortunate that Dr. Belaunde of the University of San Marcos could be present and
speak to the legislators and to the students
a striking impression.

It

Courtesy of International Business Machines

A LUNCHEON IN NEW YORK FOR THE "SUMMER SCHOOL" GROUP
Among

the

many
States

attentions offered the South American visitors on their tour through the eastern United
was a luncheon given by the International Business Machines Corporation.
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from North and South America. A highlydemocratic barbecue arranged by the
town of Chapel Hill gave considerable

memorable occasion.
At the close of the Summer School, "commencement" exercises, at which diplomas

local flavor to this

were presented granting the South Americans the privileges of "Resident Fellow,"
made another impressive ceremony.
Other features of the Summer School
which attracted favorable attention were:
two book exhibits, one by commercial publishers, and one by University presses; art
exhibits, which included showings of the
Wooden House in America, Photographs
of North Carolina Homes, North Carolina
Pottery, The Face of America (Contemporary United States painting), and original
paintings of Van Gogh. Flags of the
American nations, generously loaned by
the Pan American Union, were displayed

and for
program had a twofold appeal. There was interest not only
in what was said, but in the way it was exto broadcast in a foreign language,

the radio audience the

pressed.

Numerous other

opportunities to

speak in public were afforded by invitations

from

similar

civic clubs, literary groups,

A

organizations.

number spoke

in their

and

considerable

own language

to the

Spanish classes in the university.

The most important aspect of the Summer School was the cooperation it received
on every hand. Without support of the
Grace Line, the Moore-McCormack Line,
the Institute of International Education,

the

Pan American Union, and

can Council of^Learned
prise

the Ameri-

Societies, the enter-

would not have been

possible.

Many

thanks are due them for their active and

moral support.

And no less are thanks due

to other institutions, schools, industrial

and

in the dining hall, in the college bookstore,

business firms,

and on the campus.
Students who had

of

body, the citizens of Chapel Hill and other

English took part in a series of radio broad-

communities, and the South Americans

the faculty of the

University of North Carolina, the student
sufficient

command

which there were fourteen during
the session, and each received a recording
of his part of the performance. For the
South Americans it was a new experience
casts, of

clubs,

themselves.

The

success of the school can

not be credited to any one group, but to
great

cooperative

effort

in

a

which both

North and South America participated.

The Argentine Gaucho
MADALINE W. NICHOLS
Research Assistant, Committee on Latin American Studies

Swirling his lasso, he streaks across the
pampas. Snakily the rope uncoils in the

Then

air, strikes.

it

snaps tight,

is

held taut

as the rider's horse wheels to pull against

Another wild

And more

steer falls.

will presently travel to the

The man with

the lasso

it.

new

it

the Rio de la Plata lands.

It

work

aspect of his

extra-legal

led to the

class of society in

was the
that dis-

beef

tinguished the gaucho from his respectable
fellow cattlehand, the vaquero or cowboy.

is still

called the

who

of fearless riders; of the brave fighters

held Argentina's early frontiers against the

men who made

The vaquero did
gaucho was

society's

society's outlaw;

work.

The

he was one

of America's early bootleggers.

The

transformation of a bootlegger into

their

the symbol of nationality that he has since

laws for wilderness use and enforced

rough

become is a picturesque illustration of the
power of publicity. Because of his superlative skill as a horseman, the gaucho was

men who made

drafted into the Argentine wars of inde-

Indian; of honest

own

such importance that

world markets.

At the term one thinks

Argentine gaucho.

tivity of

creation of a whole

those laws by skilful personal use of long

S-shaped

knives;

of picturesque,

breakers of wild horses, the

When

Argentina the leading cattle land of the

pendence.

world.

hordes halted the proud Spanish royalists

Unfortunately, such a picture

is

untrue.

wild

who marched down

gaucho

cavalry

into Argentina

—

The original gaucho the character so
new and distinctive in society that a new
name had to be devised for him was a
lawless hunter of wild cattle.
He came

—

into existence during the latter half of the

eighteenth century, at a time

when

the

gathering of cattle hides for use in contra-

band trade had become an economic

ac-

The author has published also the following studies
on the gaucho: " The gaucho motif in Rio de la Plata
life,'^

in

''''The

'''The gaucho, ^^

Spanish Review,"
in

"The

November 1935;

Pacific Historical Review,

March 1936; " The gaucho

^^

" The
Moraga Quarterly," Winter, 1936; "The gaucho," in
" The Hispanic American Historical Review," November 1937; and "The Argentine Theatre," in "Bulletin
Hispanique," January— March 1940.
All the

in

literature,'"

illustration<; in this article are

in

reproduced from

Jose Hernandez; "El Gaucho Martin Fierro"

y "La

Vuelta de Martin Fierro," con ilustraciones de Tito
Saubidet.
Buenos Aires, Domingo Viau, Editor, 1937.
On p. 272 a gaucho is seen throwing the bolas, three
balls tied together with thongs, which stop an animal by
entangling its feet. In the picture on p. 275 a gaucho has
put a piece of meat on a stake to broil over the fire. At
one side is the teakettle to heat water for mate taken
through a hollow tube, called bombilla, from a gourd.

These appear in the center foreground.
The meat and
mate formed the gaucho' s customary meal on the pampa.

The

other illustrations are self-explanatory.

—Editor.

THE GAUCHO
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the viceregal capital in Peru, disreputable

gauchos suddenly became national heroes.
The terms gaucho and patriot became
synonymous.
Naturally, no real gaucho could long
live

up

such a connotation of his name.

to

The wars

over, the

gaucho returned

to his

With the growth of law
and order, that life became increasingly
difficult.
Contraband trade passed from
the Argentine picture; the gaucho had no
work to do. New police patrols in frontier
extra-legal

life.

lands

made

and

unpleasant.

his existence

pearance from

The

gaucho's

disap-

thus either the

became imperative.
real gaucho life was

ended by due process of law, or
gaucho joined the semi-respectable
quero (cowboy) class. In turn, the
quero adopted the name of gaucho.
the true gaucho was no more.

The

a literary theme.

picturesqueness of

the gaucho character furthered his literary

and when the works in which he
became known and
were welcomed abroad, the original
gaucho was replaced in men's minds by
the new idealized gaucho who had been
so successfully advertised in war and
success,

served as protagonist

In general

letters.

gaucho

this

it

Fierro,

may

and Juan Moreira.

Santos

Vega

He was
and the Argen-

romance.

typifies

the Argentine troubadour
tine

be said that

around three
Santos Vega, Martin

literature turns

literary personalities,

society, or a hearty reforma-

tion of his character,

And

both unprofitable

howwas the romantic use of the gaucho as

In direct contrast to this reality,
ever,

Don Juan, No woman could resist him
no man could defeat him in song.

the

in love;

va-

But one day Santos Vega injudiciously

va-

entered a contest with a stranger,

But

in

the poetic joust

vanished in flashing

odor of sulphur.

Santos Vega died of the

shame

of his defeat,

nights

his

shade

pampas and

Many

who won

and then peculiarly
flame and a suspicious
but on moonlight

returns

to

an

Santos Vega.

Argentine

has

written

listing literally

An

the

subject

Vega

hundreds of poems

and plays and works of
his story.

of

Roberto Lehmann Nitsche

has published a masterly study of the

theme,

the

ride

the breezes carry his songs.

fiction that tell

interesting contribution to

made

by

Nitsche's study, aside from

Dr.
its

Lehmann

great biblio-

graphical value, was the author's thesis
that Santos Vega represented the American version of the Faust legend, a version
in which the original pact with the Devil

was omitted.

The second
literature
is

is

gaucho
Martin Fierro

basic character in

Martin

Fierro.

supposedly the reformed gaucho.

Jose

Hernandez first told the story in a poem,
which is one of the classics of American
literature and which may now be read in

A GAUCHO WITH THE BOLAS

the excellent English translation bv Walter

^^73

THE ARGENTINE GAUCHO

A VERSE DUEL
Owen.^
of a

It

man

the tale of the wretched lot

is

forced into crime

by petty

local

tyranny and then drafted for military duty

on the Indian frontier. The portrayal of
on that frontier was real, but whether
the hero himself was ever a proper gaucho
dubious. He was too fundamentally
is

life

respectable.
is

valuable as an historical and literary doc-

The

description of frontier

life,

and Indian,
and that political and social persecution
of the countryman which drove honest
the relationship of Spaniard

men

to crime

cance.

As a

—

1

all

have

its

historical signifi-

Biers tadt,

of the

The
Jacob
1920.

Finally,

we have

Juan Mo-

the outlaw

Like Martin Fierro, Juan Moreira
became a criminal in an honorable struggle

reira.

against unjust persecution; unlike Martin

he never

been

dying

literature
first

made

His fate was to

society.

his

peace with

die,

and he has

continuously

Argentine

in

ever since Eduardo Gutierrez

told his story in a series of sanguinary

novels.

That

unjustly

story

of two loyal friends,
by local civil and
and of the remarkable

is

persecuted

military authorities,
success

of

society.

Like our Wild West

man,

Edward Hale, editor. " Three Plays
Argentine: Juan Moreira, Santos Vega,
Mountain."

Translation

by

Fassett, Jr.
Duffield and Company.
The authors are respectively Silvtrio Manco,

S.

Luis Bayon Herrera and Julio Sanchez Gardel.
{Only the first two plays are gaucho.)

bloody

their

fight

with

tales of

a

and a gun, these novels of
Gutierrez turn on two friends, their
horses, and their knives. Unfortunately
Juan Moreira, like Santos Vega, became
a horse,

a symbol; he has
righteous

1935.

Witches''

contribution to

literature.

synthesis of the various

English translations of gaucho literature include:
Hernandez, Jose.
'''The Gaucho Martin Fierro."
Translation
by
Walter Owen, Mew Tork.
Farrar and Rinehart. 1936.
Giiiraldes,
Ricardo.
''''Don
Segundo
Sombra:
Shadows on the Pampas." Translation by
Harriet de
Onis. New
Tork. Farrar
and
Rinehart.

world

gaucho theme and
its

document, the work

literary

of value in

is

the originality of

in

Fierro,

Nonetheless the poein of Martin Fierro

ument.

Stock elements of the

man

come

unjustly

to represent the

persecuted

by

His appeal has beuniversal appeal of tragedy.

those in authority.

come the
That a gaucho

of the original breed was
from righteous and that his persecution
by society was an eminently proper pro-

far
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cedure are

And

ignored in the

utterly

facts

Juan Moreira

theme

yet this

who had

the one that at-

is

it

Coupled
formed the

with

circus

houses

And when

basis of a distinctive

I sizzle,

"poets" to transpose into "poems written

many

in verse" the

The

basic

the stories of

its

not limited to
characters.

of

gaucho

folklore.

As in the case of other
gaucho literature, it is extremely dubious
whether the adjective "gaucho" should
ever have been applied. When the gau-

dog,

proverb, or riddle.

chos sang
are devils

to the

As

man who

The

gave

character.

toward

for the

gaucho

ous and direct.

be suspected of following a

mocking
women was

it

condescension

Yet

typical of that

character:
If

you think that

Because

I

I

love

you

look at your face,

Think how many look in town,
Yet buy naught in its market place.

And

a gaucho might have his lyric

ments, even though

when

indicating a

a strange reason:
For a blue-eyed blonde

But a brunette
Sorrow alway.

riddle,

it

was humor-

If

what month do women talk
would give the logical
had perished, he

experienced a social reincarnation as well
as the literary reincarnation that has just

been described.

His social reincarnation

was, in turn, reflected in a

new

literature.

North American peculiarities as the "drug-store cowboy," the "dude
ranch," and the Wild West tale, there arose
a strange urban aspiration for romance in
Argentina, and men began to play at being
Paralleling such

This

movement

reached

its

height in the years from 1900 to 1920;

its

most enthusiastic supporters seem to have
been the descendants of Italian immigrants
Intensely serious about
to Argentina.
their gauchos, these Italian-Argentines had
over two hundred small clubs busily per-

day,

will bring

gave expres-

"In February."

gauchos.

mo-

strange preference for brunettes he gives

You may sorrow one

first

one asked a gaucho,
"What does a burro look like?" his answer
came quickly: "Another burro." When

reply:

indication of their distinctive

their

eyes.

the least?" a gaucho

universal rather than a local pattern;
little

my

dawn; God gives bread
has no teeth; to a thin

After the real gaucho

may

sells

all is fleas.

asked, "In

So women say.
But they wait for the devils
To carry them away,
their song

fat.

sion to a simple philosophy: Early rising

brings no earlier

men

near

drinks the pulpero

Outstanding in interest is the so-called
gaucho folklore, in the form of song, or

All

am

Proverbs and riddles were other forms
is

main

three

I

even as hot

Burn you, rather than

novels that follow the

Juan Moreira plot.
But gaucho literature

the

She: Surely my eyes are not hot enough
To burn you, meat and hide.

professional

hire

still

ele-

is

There is so much fire in your face
That each eye is a living coal

He:

riding

Argentine national theater; even today
publishing

this

following dialogue:

tained the greatest popularity in Argentine
literature.
acts,

Typical of

to reply.

mentary form of the verse duel

tales.

you

petuating the gaucho tradition
as late as 1914!

The names

— and

this

of the clubs

Early gaucho dances were accompanied
by impromptu verse. Between the movements of the dance, gauchos took turns at

were indicative of their character: Desert

asking pertinent questions of their ladies,

In Buenos Aires alone there were at one

Bandits,
Desert,

Cubs of the Pampa, Killers of the
The Pampa Tiger and his Men.

THE ARGENTINE GAUCHO
fifty of these clubs whose memmet occasionally of an evening, played
the guitar, sang gaucho songs, read gaucho
They
stories, and acted in gaucho plays.
even published gaucho newspapers to con-
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was

time over

spect as he

bers

kind of law in real

tain the literary masterpieces of their

mem-

bers.
On Sundays they went on picnics
where they built bonfires, roasted steaks,
drank mate. They prided themselves on
the possession of authentic gaucho costumes, on their riding ability, on their skill

in verse composition.

Duels in verse after

manner of Santos Vega were de rigueur.
The interesting fact about gaucho liter-

the

still

in his obedience to every

The gaucho

life.

a very live literary

theme

is

in the Plata

lands.

The

metamorphosis of the gaucho
to be his change into the symbol of patriotic romance. He has come to
express a romantic nostalgia for a heroic
final

would seem

national past.

Ruben

Dario, the great

Nicaraguan poet, has excellently expressed
this symbolism:
wanderer of the night?
—Who are you,
— am that Poesy which once reigned here,
solitary

I

I

am

the last gaucho who, departing forevermore,

away

the soul of our old land.

none of it has portrayed the
original gaucho
the vagrant, generally

Bears

mestizo, cattle-hunter or outlaw or soldier.

"departing forevermore."

But whether described as he really was, or
as the Argentines have wistfully imagined
him to be, the gaucho refuses to die. He
has been quite as recalcitrant in this re-

cho may, indeed, have long since disappeared, but the imaginary gaucho and
the ideals he has undeservedly come to

ature

is

that

—

Only the gaucho does not seem

typify

still

live on.

A MEAL ON THE PAMPA

The

to

be

real gau-

A

Method

Practical

of Smoothing Statistical Curves by

Hand

CARLOS GARCIA-MATA
Buenos Aires and

When

in the course of research

becomes

it

New

Tork

But whether Macaulay's para-

ton, 1934).

necessary to smooth two statistical series

bolic curves of the third or fourth degree

purpose of making a comparison

or Sasuly's polynomial arcs are used, the

for the

many

hours and

with another curve or for any other reason,

simplest formula requires

the investigator generally finds himself in a

even days of mathematical computation.

He can smooth the curve by
hand in a few seconds; that is, he can trace
by eye, through the use of a French curve,
a smooth curve that avoids the sharp

dilemma.

fluctuations of the original one.

But

if

he

and with good reason, a system
so empirical, whose results are often fortuitous, he has no other recourse than to
distrusts,

Often one

not sure whether

is

worth

it is

while or not to do the smoothing mathematically and the

temptation to use a

French

very

Patton,

curve

is

and Tebbutt

Economic

Crum,

strong.

in their Introduction

to

Book

(McGraw-Hill

Statistics

This produces results in which he has

Company, Inc., New York, 1938, p. 116)
warn against excessive use of these curves,
for they require "judgment of a high order"
and "the result can never be entirely free

confidence, but even with the aid of a cal-

of

culating machine requires hours of labori-

soon teaches the investigator the truth of

There is no intermediate course; either one obtains in a few
seconds a curve which one distrusts or one

this assertion
is

obtains a mathematically perfect

the appearance of a correlation.

apply a mathematical system of smoothing.

ous computation.

after

many

studies of

is

economic

cycles,

grave

in

where the very

Experience

element."

and how much danger there

that even the subconscious will influence

An

especially

subjective

the form of the curve in order to improve

hours of labor.

dilemma

This

result

a

made

has been

eff'ort

to discard the

personal factor by having various individuals employ a French curve each in his

nature of the problem precludes the use of

own way and

then compare the

common moving

Sometimes

is

was analyzed

averages.

The problem

in a masterly fashion in 77?^

is

not

a

this

satisfactory

solution,

Smoothing of Time Series by Frederick R.

smoQthing

is

Macaulay (National Bureau

trusted

ordinary assistants

Research,

New

Economic
York, 1931) and solutions
of

were improved until a probably unsurpassable mathematical precision was reached in
tics

Max

Sasuly's Trend Analysis of Statis-

(The Brookings

Institution,

Washing-

to
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for

it

the

a task that cannot be en-

and

it

is

necessary to ask a favor of one's colleagues,
to

whom

show

it

is

not professional custom to

uncompleted

pieces

of

research.

Furthermore, in addition to the fact that
these consultations are likely to lose time

rather than to save
This paper was read on May 16, 7940, in the
Statistical Section of the Eighth American Scientific
Congress, Washington, D. C.

results.

possible but generally

it,

of the curve adopted

doubts of the value

may

persist,

times heightened after consultation.

some-

SMOOTHING STATISTICAL CURVES BY HAND

me to devise an intermediwhich has both a practical and
a mathematical basis. The practical basis
is the observation that the margin of error
is very slight when one bisects a line freehand or places a point equidistant between
two given points. This margin of error
increases greatly when one tries to indicate
Necessity led

ate system,

other fractions, such as one-third or twofifths.

My

experience with

curve has taught
error

made

the

French

me that the most frequent

in using

it is

to give excessive

value to isolated points distant from the

middle because of the

so

difficulty the

eye has

277
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11.

SETS OF WEIGHTS

A. Set of weights obtained by the hand method used 6 times; B. Set of weights obtained by Sasuly's
synthetic curve of 15 items.

parent paper are erased.

The

points re-

maining represent, save for a slight margin
of error, a weighted moving average of
three items
1

vs^ith

the following weights:

for the first item, 2 for the second,

and

1

moving averages

after 6

—the

curve will

represent (save for the margin of error

margin that each time becomes smaller since the points are closer
and closer together) a weighted moving

of the eye, a

.

for the third.

average of 7 items with the following

For a curve of 50 items, the operation
described in the preceding paragraph

weights from the

takes only

two or three minutes. If the
is placed on the original
found that this is often all that

transparent paper

graph,
is

it is

necessary to eliminate sporadic fluctua-

tions

and

to "see," within the

fundamental

waves, small complementary waves whose

normal points can be easily determined by
eye and which then can be smoothed by a
French curve with much more precision
and assurance than if the original data
were thus smoothed.
If one desires a higher degree of smoothing, the original operation is repeated on
the same transparent paper; a moving
average of two items is again obtained
freehand and then a second on the back
of the paper, the marks on the front being
finally erased.

The

third time

—that

is,

1

If,

6

.

following

first

15

.

.

item to the seventh:

20

.

15

.

6

.

1

the method recommended by

Macaulay, these weights are represented
on a graph, it will be noted that a curve
is formed of the type of Gauss's error curve,
or rather a binomial curve, which compares favorably in its proportions and the
smoothness of

sides

its

with curves ob-

tained by the most generally used mathe-

matical methods of smoothing.

many

similar to

It

is

very

curves of systems using

third degree parabolas. If it is compared
with Sasuly's formulae, which are undoubtedly the most perfect, it will be noted

that the simplest system that he advocates

and that he
points

calls

a synthetic curve of 15
173) has the following

{op. cit., p.

weights in the 7 central items:

-1

.

4

.

9

.

12

.

9

.

4

.

-1

SMOOTHING STATISTICAL CURVES BY HAND

Comparing

these weights with the data
i

given above, after

multiplying the

first

former by 0.6 to make the two
homologous, we have:

series

from bisecting

paper over,

in placing the transparent

sists

0.6

.

3.6

.

9

.

12

9

.

.

.9. 12. 9.

3.6

.

0.6

4

.-1

be noted that the three central
values, the most important because toIt will

marked, and

for

parent paper

On

the

is

is

each bisection the trans-

moved
from

equidistant

are

the.

This improvement con-

squared paper a heavy vertical line

-1.4

Sasuly:

arising

spaces freehand.

a piece of finely squared paper.

Garcia-Mata
(6 times):

margin of error

279

two points

until the

the

vertical

line,,

gether they form 62.5 percent of the total

something that can easily be done by
counting the squares. In my experience,

weight of Sasuly's weighted moving aver-

it

age of 15 items, are exactly the
those reached

my

by

method.

same

as

The next

item has a weight similar to Sasuly's and
the last

is

total

weight

is

item in the

this

very small.

(See

Graph

II.)

My method is flexible and the smoothing
can be done more or less in accordance
with the needs of each case. When
mathematical formulae are used, one must
decide before beginning the degree of
smoothing
decision

is

one

desires

often a

no simple way of
curve will

made,

many

but

take.

obtain;

to

this

mere guess, for there is
knowing what form the

Once

this

decision

is

cannot be altered until, after
hours, the mathematical calculait

tions are completed.

By my

system, on

this

way than

to

do

makes the operation an almost

it

Let

me

a comparative example:

give

Macaulay has on page 84

of his book a
graph showing 7 different methods of
smoothing 42 points.
Applying my,

method

to these points, I obtain after 10

minutes' work a curve which

one obtained

the

(See

Graph

mathismatical

following

items).

42 points

operations:

161 additions, 140 multiplications, 28 subtractions,

and 28

divisions, or a total of

357 operations, and since mathematical
to

the preceding

15

Spencer's system requires

of this graph,

the

of

To smooth the

III.)

operations must be checked,

new curve smoother than

almost

by Spencer's system

parabola

degree

(third

and every few minutes there

obtained a

is

indistinguishable at a casual glance from

the other hand, partial results are reached
is

smooth

freehand,

it

absolutely mathematical calculation.

positive rather than negative,

but the importance of

takes three or four times longer to

a curve

perform
If

is

it

all

of

them

it is

necessary

twice.

desired to prolong the curve at

worker is not satisfied
with the degree of smoothing after six
operations he can continue to seven, eight
or more, when the complete formula will
be even better than the one for six operations that has been analyzed.^
My system is susceptible of mechanical
improvement, which I advise in the case of
persons who wish to avoid even the small

when one does not
have the original data for the preceding
or succeeding period, an extra point may
be placed at each end at the same height
as the last point each time that a bisection
of the original ordinates is performed

1 As will
be easily understood, absolute perfection is
impossible, for my system can never give the negative
weights necessary in parabolic or other analogous curves.
It should not be forgotten, however, that I am not trying

of a weighted moving average produces changes so small
that often they are not perceptible in a graph of ordinary
The total of negative weights in Sasuly's formula
size.
In Macaulafs most complicited above is 17 percent.
cated formula, the fifth degree parabolic curve of 45
items, the negative weights amount to 12.5 percent.

one.

If the research

to obtain mathematically exact curves, but rather curves
superior to those resulting from the use of a French curve
and that the absence of negative iveights in the final items

the ends of the graph

(second and fourth times,
ple

is

shown

result

in

etc.).

Graph IV.

approximating

the

An exam-

This gives a
mathematical

—

Author.
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method

of truncated weight functions ad-

vocated by Sasuly
solution

is

{op. cit., p.

not very good, as in fact no

mathematical solution

is,

for the

cannot be solved exactly.^

one can

In

problem

my

system

by

also use the device suggested

Macaulay

{op. cit., p.

the original curve

smooth it.
I do not wish
cating

The

195).

and then proceeding

to

be interpreted as advo-

to

my

that

26) of extrapolating

system

mathematical methods.
always necessary when

should

The
it

is

replace
are

latter

desired

publish research in final form, but in

to

my

that

must be made during the course of a

piece of research

is

published.

It

the other 49 that the investigator

fronted

with

the

dilemma

is

in

is

con-

choosing

of

between the temptation to save time by
using a French curve and the scientific
necessity of drawing a curve that will be
mathematically exact and not influenced
by the personal factor. I believe that my
method solves this dilemma. As for the
time required,

it

is

similar to that ein-

ployed in smoothing by a French curve,
while with respect to results

it

is

very

similar to mathematical methods.

experience only one graph of every 50

Finally,

it

should be noted that often

the statistics with which one works suffer
2

For having a

solution

would be equivalent

to

fore-

casting with assurance the future development of a statistical curve.

—Author

from a considerable margin of
these

circumstances

error.

my method

is

In
the

140

ISO

•

uo

1810

1880
III.

I&90

1900

1^10

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT METHODS OF SMOOTHING

A. Dr. Rhodes' English mortality figures, cited by Macaulay.
Curve obtained by smoothing these items 6 times by the author's method.
C. Curve obtained by smoothing these items according to Spencer's formula, a third degree parabolic
curve of 1 5 items.

B.

SMOOTHING STATISTICAL CURVES BY HAND

IV.

281

EXAMPLE OF SMOOTHING THE ENDS OF A CURVE

(Note the extra items next to the first and last original items.)
1—6. Progressive hand smoothings. (Note the extra items in 2 and 4.)
A. Set of weights of the first and last items.
B. Set of weights of the second and next to the last items.
C. Set of weights of the third and second from the last items.
D. Set of weights of the fourth and other items.

0.

most

Original data.

suitable, for

it is

absurd

to carry the

exactitude of a curve of trend or cyclical

movement

to

a

point

of

100

percent

mathematical perfection when a fairly
large margin of error is known to exist

The
in the data on which it is based.
advantage that the mathematical method
has over my method will in this case be
nil, for it would be lost in the margin of
error of the original data.

The Guatemalan Art Renaissance
CONSTANCE ALLEN WARD
The twentieth century

is

birth of art in Guatemala.

Guatemala dates back

in

This moun-

days of the Christian era.

tainous Httle country in Central America,

ments found

which centuries ago was a center of Maya
culture and civilization, is stirring anew

in the highlands

with

creative

Today a rapidly
Guatemalan artists is

force.

growing group of

to the very early

seeing a re-

in the

Pottery frag-

in the archaic culture

Motagua Valley bear

civilization

already

in almost incomprehensibly

Now we

achievement.

of this country going forward

art of the

Maya-Quiche

Courtesy of Constance Allen

civilizations

with art

remote ages.

find the twentieth-century artists

and proving

themselves worthv of their heritage.

Ward

"NATIVES OF SAN CRISTOBAL, TOTONICAPAN," BY
282

witness to a

concerned

attaining a high level in genuine artistic

The

stratum

near Guatemala City and

HUMBERTO GARAVITO

THE GUATEMALAN ART RENAISSANCE

Courtesy of Constance Allen
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Ward

"ATITLAN TYPES," BY HUMBERTO GARAVITO (COLLECTION OF PRESIDENT UBICO)
The

paintings

by

these

Guatemalan

modernism.

It

is

as

though in one bound

today show a completely natural

they had cleared the morass of the transi-

approach to painting. There is no sign of
any conscious turning away from the
academic school in their work, there is no
hint of any conscious striving towards

which many of
seem still to be
floundering. Without striking any false
attitude toward art, completely free from

artists of

tion period in painting in

the artists of other countries
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"CONVENT," BY HILARIO

ARATHOON

Courtesy of Constance Allen

Ward

any shackles imposed by either the old
schools or the new, they are doing their

and the kaleidoscopic pageantry of native
life under the clearest sky on earth.
It

work

may

quietly, sincerely

The

and courageously.

reason for this freedom

may

lie

in

the fact that, unaffected by art styles, unconcerned by trends that have seemed important in the growth of art in other

be that their clear concept of beauty

and values and their ability to capture
these qualities on their canvasses are founded on their inherent ideal of beauty. Or
perhaps the reason

why

they paint as they

The

have not felt the need to
break away from any old rules. It may

do

be that their vivid workmanship

working with complete freedom and com-

countries, they

answer
matter

is

an

to the challenge of their subject

—

Guatemalan artists are
all painting the Guatemalan scene, and the
Guatemalan scene is a challenge, with the
for these

sharp color contrasts of the country

itself

is

indefinable.

The Guatemalan

result

and giving

plete integrity,

remains:

painters of today, each

interpretation of his country

his individual

and

his

coun-

trymen, are, as a group, presenting an art
arrestingly fine.

The number

of masters in

Guatemala

is

Courtesy of Constance Allen

Ward

INTERIOR OF COSMOS STUDIO, GUATEMALA CITY

Courtesy of Constance Allen

"WEAVER," BY

Ward

A.

GALVEZ SUAREZ

Courtesy of Constance Allen

Ward

"LITTLE SISTERS," BY

SUAREZ

A.

GALVEZ
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"A ZEBU AT EL ZAPOTE," BY CARMEN

LIND PETTERSEN

Courtesy

of

Constance Allen

not great.

Ward

The group

not over twenty-four

includes, perhaps,

artists,

some

of

them

living in the capital, the rest scattered in

plan for the advancement of education,

under which schools have been built
over the country, he is featuring

November

remote outlying districts. But they are
working together, fostering the spirit of
art in the country, each lending a hand to

exhibitions

at

designating

new museum

give young students help and inspiration.

National

The

spirit of art

mala throughout

has survived in Guateits

couraging young

mala

Academy

people

sites,

to

Fair,

and en-

attend

the

of Fine Arts in Guate-

City.

The

long history of con-

big

the

all

art

Director of the

Academy

is

Rafael

the

administration of

Yela Gunther, a sculptor noted for power,
strength, and great vision in his work.

the President, General

don Jorge Ubico,

A

quest,

invasion,

pendence.

subjugation,

Under

and inde-

cosmopolitan

who

is

equally at

the arts are being constructively encour-

many

countries where he has

aged in Guatemala,

where

his fine pieces

for in addition to his

home

in

worked and
have found a perma-

THE GUATEMALAN ART RENAISSANCE

—

nent home and these embrace a round
from Guatemala to France, Spain, MexRafael
ico, Cuba, and the United States
Yela Gunther seems also, in his art, to
have a universal outlook. One of his

—

finest

works, the heroic bas-relief in the

museum

at

Teotihuacan, Mexico, deals

with the subject of

man and

the elements;

early

Maya-Quiche

Maya

reproductions of

his

mala City, he has done some stained glass
windows and doors for both city residences
and houses on the great fincas, or country

One

the property of

of the outstanding doors

who

mural and decorative painting,

is

mala's chief stained-glass artist;

Lady.

Like the other

associate directors of the

Academy, Julio

Guatemala's

First

Urruela Vasquez is a man of great activof the enthusiasm that character-

ity, full

izes this renaissance in his country.

teaches

equally versatile.

Guate-

besides taking

he also

is

Doha Marta de Ubico,

Other teachers
Vasquez,

In addition to

very fine church windows in Guate-

estates.

Urruela

an authority
and made
woodcarvings for
is

art

the Carnegie Institution.

man's place through the ages with respect
to the four elements, water, fire, air, and
earth. The Director's creed,
"Always
looking ahead in creative art," is evident
in the freedom of choice of subject and
he
technique
permits
the
Academy
students.

He

excels at woodcarving.

on

the full wall relief shows his concept of

Julio

287

emy,

in

the

an active

writes for

Academy

are

Ovidio Rodas Corzo,
role in the

Acad-

El Imparcial, one of the

^

^h,:,/.,

Courtesy of Constance Allen Ward

"BANANA CUTTERS," BY ANTONIO TEJADA

F.

r
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gallery in his bookstore, Libreria Cosmos,
in
in

Guatemala City, to give artists a place
which to show their work. From Mr.

Schoenstedt one learns that a great

many

of the younger artists are earning their

Courtesy of Constance Allen

Ward

"NATIVE CRAFTSMAN," BY JAIME

ARIMANY
country's

leading

newspapers;

Rodas

father, Flavio

of Simbolismos

de

with

his

N., he

is

co-author

Guatemala,

a

book on

Maya-Quiche symbols and customs.

An-

tonio Tejeda Fonseca, teacher of landscape

and the

class

life

at the

Academy, was

associated with the Carnegie Institute in

the

excavations

at

Uaxactun.

being a masterly draftsman, he

is

Besides

a land-

Enrique Acuna,
Oscar Gonzales Goiri,
Enrique Rieva, and Federico W. Schaeffer complete the staff of the Academy.
W. Ernesto Schoenstedt of Guatemala
City and Amatitlan is one of the leading
scape painter of note.

Rafael

spirits in

Castro,

the

Guatemalan

art world.

Not a

painter himself, but rather a connoisseur,

Mr.

Schoenstedt

is

doing

his

part

to

work of young artists. Last
year he opened a permanent exhibition
stimulate the

Courtesy of Constance Allen

Ward

"SANTA TERESA DE AVILA,"jA'STAINEDGLASS WINDOW BY J. URUELA V.

THE GUATEMALAN ART RENAISSANCE
removed from art, and
and week-

living in fields far

can devote only

their holidays

Valentino Abascal, whose fine

oil

scapes are always included in the

Studio exhibitions,

a teacher

is

He

as well as a painter.

best

character as the chief focus of his portraiture; he

land-

Cosmos

and author

lives in

Chicacao,

Department of Suchitepequez. His
are Tierra Nuestra and

the recently published Kulkulcdn.

also

showing unusual land-

meticulous exactness with freedom in

number

turning out a great

Federico

of

and

W.

Schaeffer, one of the leading

teachers,

was born

in

German

He studied

painting

family resident there.

Wiesbaden, under Kossuth, and etching

in

man.
Jaime Arimany, one

of the city's leading pharmacies.

this

group of

Paris.

alternates

of the youngest of

studied painting in

artists,

A

at the
City.

Academia San Carlos in Mexico
During the day he is manager of one

evening he directs the

Academy.

life

In the

classes at the

His paintings are alive with

His canvasses, remarkable for tech-

nique, color, and composition, are distinctive,

Guate-

mala, of the third generation of a

between
painting and selling insurance, but hopes
soon to be able to give up his job as salescanvases,

arresting

style.

his paintings great

depth and charm.
artists

Guatemalan

Hilario Arathoon, a young
is

now

This combination gives

known books

who

is

work at his exhibitions in the
Academy. There is simplicity and directness in his work, which combines almost
scape

ends to painting.

in the

289

reminiscent of no other

printer

specialty.

artist's

^f^y-

work.

by trade, he has made color his
His landscapes and his inter-

pretation of the delicate shades of old stones
in the ruins at Ant;igua
side

round about are

and

of the country-

fairly breath-taking.

Humberto Garavito, perhaps

the master-

interpreter in oils of his country, paints

every phase of native

life,

against the color-

Guatemalan background. His paintings have a brilhance and boldness that set
him apart as one of the leading artists in
Latin America. All of his canvasses show
the artist's love of his country and his

ful

understanding
nobility

Oscar

the

of

and beauty

Murua

inherent

noted

is

dignity,

of his people.
for his watercolor

landscapes, whose keynote

is

the clarity of

Guatemalan sunshine. He works
bookkeeper in Guatemala City.
Carlos Sanchez,
color
States.

and

in

He

and spends

oil,

is

who

a

paints in water-

studied in the United

now manager

all

as

his

spare

of a finca,

moments

at

painting.

Alfredo Galvez Suarez takes the native

Courtesy of Constance Allen

Ward

"PRESENTATION/' A BAS-RELIEF BY
JULIO URUELA V.
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Guatemalan

color and atmosphere, although he says he despairs of any painter's
ever being able to approach the brilliance

of

Guatemalan

One

color with pigment.

thing about all
extreme modesty and

very noticeable

these artists

their

is

who come

to their

work and talking very little about it;
must himt hard to find it. One

but not at

all

Mayan Inn

at

Chichicastenango done by Alfredo Franke;
pen and ink sketches by Delfino Sanchez
Latour; maps by Julio Alberto Rubio;
mural maps set into the walls of the airport building outside Guatemala City, by
J. V. Alvarez. One sees fine modern

evidence that the

And the Guatemalans are all very good-natured and
friendly about the hordes of visiting artists
artists

murals out at the

is

on beauty.

is

native-born

often one
sees

out; everywhere there

emphasis

are doing

lack of selfconsciousness.
fine

They

buildings in the city, fine parkways laid

artist's

it

It

and

The

helpful,

influenced by the foreign

They simply go ahead

work.

own way and
see

country to paint.
are cordial

their

paint their country as they

themselves.

is

honesty in work,

this

and

this intensity

and fearand independence that make the
artists of Guatemala outstanding in the
American art world today.
of purpose,

this directness

lessness

on
Economic and Commercial Education
Inter-American Conference

First

LYDIA
Delegate

to the

BROWN

Conference ; Permanent Chairman, Committee on Vocational Guidance, Commercial

Education Section

Under the

auspices of the

World Federa-

tion of Education Associations, the

arranged the program, coordinating com-

first

mercial education with the related pro-

Inter-American Conference on Economic
and Commercial Education convened in
the Capitol in Habana on December 24,

grams of the Home Economics Section
under Dr. Benjamin R. Andrews of Columbia University, and of the Section on
the Gifted and Exceptional Child under
Dr. Merle E. Frampton, Director of the
New York Institute for the Blind. Dr.
Miguel Gutierrez Sanchez, as Cuban

1940, in a brilliant ceremony.

The

pur-

pose of the Conference was to discuss the
coordination of commercial and economic

education and

its

implications in and for

Twenty American
Canada, cooperated in

the Americas today.

Chairman

nations, including

all

this gathering,

sending delegates or papers,

of the Conference, presided at

meetings.

At the inaugural

session, Dr.

Gustavo

or both.

Gutierrez Sanchez, Speaker of the House

As General Chairman of the Conference,
Moon Butts of Washington,
D. C, who is also Chairman of the Commercial Education Section of the World

of

Dr. Frances

Federation

of

Education

Associations,

Representatives

of

Cuba,

analyzed

present conditions in the Americas, declaring that
racy,

it is

if

we

are to maintain democ-

essential that peoples

the needs of their neighbors.

awaken

This

is

to

pos-

CONFERENCE ON ECONOMIC AND COMMERCIAL EDUCATION
sible

through the exchange of ideas and the

extension of commercial and economic education.

on

Such an interchange must be placed

a true foundation of sincere reciprocity.

Miss Selma Borchardt, Vice-President
Americas of the World Federation

for the

of Education Associations, called the attention of the delegates to the

tarian propagandists

who

work

of totali-

are striving to

disunite the people of the

American na-
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methods and procedures in commercial
and economic education for vocational
secondary and normal schools, colleges
and universities for the preparation of
teachers in these fields; the teaching

and

professional practice of bookkeeping, ac-

counting and auditing; geography; home
economics; and the exceptional and gifted
child. The range of resolutions was also
wide, and covered

Miss Borchardt told the delegates
that in order to preserve their democratic
way of life they are charged with the

in

responsibility of developing a technique

preliminary

many

varied topics.

Interspersed with the business sessions,

tions.

had been prepared
honor of the conference members. At a

delightful social events

gathering

informal

the

in

among

Tropical Stadium a Noche Buena Supper

continent,

these nations, for the problems of one are

was served. On Christmas morning trips
were arranged to the beautiful churches
of Habana. One afternoon our Cuban

the problems of

hosts held a delightful musical fiesta in the

not only

for closer cooperation,

each sovereign nation of

among

but also

all.

Greetings were
delegates by Dr.
Barreras,

Dean

this

the teachers in each of

also

extended to the

Juan Manuel Menocal y

Commer-

of the School of

cial Sciences of the University of

Dr. Julio B. Ortiz,

Dean

Habana,

of the School of

Business Administration of the University
of Puerto Rico, Dr. Jose

M.

Perez, rep-

Centro Gallego, at which time folk dancing
and songs and instrumental musical selections were enjoyed by the visitors. A trip
through the country to Varadero beach in
the Province of Matanzas concluded the
social affairs.

The Conference brought

its

sessions to a

resenting the Ministry of Education, Miss

brilliant

Jessie

M. Norris, Canadian member of
Board of Directors of the World
Federation of Education Associations, and
Dr. Benjamin R. Andrews of Columbia

National Casino.

the

was preceded by a radio program the
People's Forum arranged by Mr. Sterling

University.

broadcast Dr.

As a

result of the

stimulating papers

presented at the plenary sessions of the

Conference held at the Centro Gallego
from December 26 to 28,coordinating committees were designated to offer recom-

mendations of a

and technical
nature to the Resolutions Committee relative to the material presented by the
speakers at the section meetings. There
were six of these committees, dealing respecific

spectively with the following topics:

The

adjustment of the individual to
American socio-economic changes; the

social

improvement of the courses of study.

with

close

banquet at the

a

This farewell gathering

—

Fisher

of

University,

Mencia,
Richard

CBS
Lyman

the

together with Pr.

Mr.

Edmund

Armstrong,

On

network.

this

Bryson of Columbia

and

Armando
Mr.
Miguel

Chester,

Dr.

Gutierrez Sanchez, conducted an informal

on "Can education aid American unity?" This forum covered a wide
field of suggestions, including an increase
in the exchange of professors and students
between the American republics, increased travel, and greater cooperation
through the press and radio. In his talk
on the development of the School of the
discussion

Air in Spanish, Mr. Fisher called attention
to the fact that the

Columbia System had
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recently effected agreements with seven-

to all other countries the folklore

American countries for an
exchange of programs in the interest of
culture, enlightenment and entertainment.

of

Latin

teen

The

principal speaker at the banquet,

Dr. Gustavo Cuervo Rubio, Vice Presi-

dent of Cuba, voiced the opinion that a
new economic order would of necessity

grow out

of the aftermath of the present

world conflict^ especially since radio has
opened new vistas in education.
Dr. Juan J. Remos, Cuban Minister of
Education, emphasized the fact that in
education

the

lies

future

of

Education does not merely
mines, unity.

should rapidly

He

felt

make

through cultural

aid,

it

deter-

art

he

to preserve the culture

which the wrath of Europe has destroyed
and to bring about a new order of things to
guide man in the way of truth and justice."
Miss Jessie Norris of Canada and Dr.
Victor Lascana,

Cuba, likewise
portance
ideal

of

Argentine

stressed the

preserving

and the important

must play

in

Borchardt

expressed

this

World Federation
tions,

saying

that

Minister

to

immediate imdemocratic

the

role the teacher

regard.

the

Miss Selma
spirit

of

the

of Education Associathis

organization

is

democratic in ideals and practices and

unity a reality

stands for the highest possible develop-

providing for an

ment of the personality of the individual
and its expression in the pursuit of free

this

interchange not only of professors and
teachers but also of artists

upon

said, "is called

and

"America,"

nation.

governments

that

treaties

America.

own

their

who would

take

material enterprises and spiritual ideals.

The Second Inter-American Congress
of Municipalities

Program
From September

15 to 21

the Second

Inter-American Congress of Municipalities
will

bring together in Santiago,

Chile,

representatives of municipal governments
of the western world for discussion of the

rapidly increasing

number

of problems in

which they have a common interest. The
growth of cities throughout the Americas
has increased the reasons why American
nations should further their
fare

by an interchange

common

of ideas

wel-

and

in-

formation on the administration of their

urban communities.
The growth of intermunicipal organiza-

tion in the

Americas has been rapid since

by officials
and students of city government was offered by the First Pan American Congress
of Municipalities, which assembled at Habana in November 1938. The Congress
was convened in accordance with a resolution adopted by the Sixth International
Conference of American States, which met
in the same capital ten years before.
Under the auspices of the Pan American
Commission on Intermunicipal Cooperathe opportunity for cooperation

tion, the executive

national

organ of the Congress,

associations

of

municipalities

SECOND INTER-AMERICAN CONGRESS OF MUNICIPALITIES
have

been

created

mittees are at

{b)

in

in

the

cities,

organ-

2.

and similar groups
movement have been

nomic, and cultural considerations.
{b)

{d)

the city have

(e)

arrangements for the
entertainment and comfort of the dele3.

I.

of the Congress

General

is

No

urban art, including landand painting.
Consideration of methods to educate the
general public as to the purposes and
problems of municipal planning.
Planning

Study of
American
public

all

tech-

for

Public services:
(a)

as follows:

Sessions

(These sessions will be attended by
for the

and other

scaping, sculpture,

extensive

The agenda

traffic, safety,

nical considerations.

ing the fourth centenary of the Chilean

gates to the Congress.

City planning for municipalities, including health,

with

the second part of the festivities celebrat-

The nation and

in-

tions.
(c)

will coincide

Regional planning for municipalities,

cluding financial and legal considera-

Pan American Commission on

The Second Congress

National planning for municipalities including the application of social, eco-

Intermunicipal Cooperation.

made

possibility

City planning:
{a)

headquarters in Habana, which issues the

capital.

and

in order to standardize inter-American

cooperating with each other through the
Bulletin oj the

of the advisability

statistics.

various associations of

interested

Study

of adopting uniform statistical methods,

and organizing comwork in otliers.

committees,

izing

reorganized

countries,

several

The

or
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practical results obtained in
cities

with municipally owned
compared with those

utilities as

privately operated.

delegates

purpose of discussing general problems.

(Jb)

Definition of public services that ought
to be

votes or other final action will be taken at

under

city

management.

them.)
1.

Informal reports of the municipal delegates
from the various countries on the practical
results obtained from the First Pan American
Congress of Municipalities and the meeting of
the Pan American Commission on Intermunicipal Cooperation in Chicago, especially

1.

{b)

more

(c)

{d)

and promote international good will.
Informal discussion of methods for carrying
on research in or making surveys of municipal
legislation in the American countries, in its
political, administrative, economic, social, and
judicial aspects.

Committees on Technical Municipal
Problems

Municipal
(a)

the

it.

Decision on the location of the perma-

Location and date of the Third Con-

Means
and

2.

of extending the organization of

intensifying their work.

Examination of work of the General Sessions
and the Technical Committees, in order to
reach suitable agreements and make recommendations to the municipalities regarding:
(a)

Means of making intermunicipal coopermore effective in the American

nations.

possibilities of intensifying

studies

related

to

city

{b)

Means of achieving the most practical
improvements in the standard of living
in American cities.

(c)

Technical matters.

and
organization of the census and means of
taking

of the

ation

statistical

government

name

national associations of municipalities

statistics:

Methods and

Decision on the permanent

gress.
(«)

dwellers,

1.

or

Congress of Municipalities.

effective,

General discussion of what municipalities can
do to strengthen devotion to democratic

II.

continuation

nent headquarters of the Inter- American

principles, raise the standards of living for city

4.

its

ipalities.

each country.
General discussion of methods for intensifying
inter-American municipal cooperation and
it

of

inter-American organization of munic-

in

making

Consideration
modification.

zation of national associations of municipalities

3.

Sessions

Examination of work of the Pan American
Commission on Intermunicipal Cooperation
(a)

as regards the organization or proposed organi-

2.

Plenary

III.

in

each

country,

Summer Study
To THE STUDENT,
whose

visitor,

summer

in the

and whose

tcachcr,

of 1941 to Latin

or

artist,

desire for travel leads

him

America

interest does not turn in that

direction nowadays?

— the season promises

an abundant choice of cultural activity.
The benefits that accrue from travel, residence, and study in a neighboring country
are well recognized by all thinking individuals and have been often enough extolled to need no further emphasis. The
Division

of

Intellectual

Cooperation of

the Pan American Union has prepared a
summary of summer school programs,

and study

seminars,

1941

for the

tours scheduled early

Opportunities

season.

America

in Latin

this

year are wider than ever before and so

Santiago, trip to the south of Chile for twelve

and

days,

tuition fees,

S688,

first

class;

S490,

tourist class.

For further information, address: The Institute

West 45th

of International Education, 2

New

Street,

York.

COSTA RICA
Inter-American Summer University, San Jose:
Two sessions, one from June 17 to July 17,
the other from August 5 to August 28.
Costa Rica, which proudly boasts of having
teachers than soldiers, announces the open-

more
ing

of the

Summer
America.
will

who

recently organized

University, the

The

first

of

director of the

its

Inter-American
kind in Central

summer

university

be Professor Alejandro Aguilar Machado,
will lecture on inter-American relations in

the Caribbean.

The

other Costa Rican

members

of the faculty are: Roberto Brenes-Mesen, Span-

Rogelio Sotela, Central American
Miguel Angel Davila, Spanish composition and conversation: Lucas Raul Chacon,
Central American history; Maria Cristina Dittel,
beginning Spanish; and Antonio Bruck, psycholish phonetics;

varied that they would seem to meet al-

most anyone's needs and circumstances.
The summarized list ^ is as follows:

CHILE
University of Chile, Santiago: Two sessions, the
first from June 25 to July 25 and the second
from July 17 to August 17.
Students attending the

summer

marking the 400th anniversary of the
founding of the city of Santiago, in honor of which
celebrations

to be

is

Some

known

as Chile's "Festival Year."

of the eminent

school faculty are:

members

Amado

summer

of the

Alonso, Director of

the Institute of Philology of Buenos Aires; Arturo

Torres Rioseco, Professor of Spanish American
literature at the University of California;

Donoso,

Director
Chile;

Santiago,
writer;
sity

Amanda

of

the

Enrique

Ricardo

National

Archives,

Mallea,

Argentine

Labarca, Professor and Univer-

Councilor; Juan

Gomez

Millas, Professor of

the Institute of Education of the University of
Chile.

The program

of the

summer

session in-

cludes winter sports in the Andes (a two-hour

from Santiago), many special concerts, excursions to haciendas and other points of interest.
ride

Expenses:

Round

trip tickets, including hotel in

1 The Pan American Union assumes no responsibility
for the tours and courses mentioned.
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ogy (course given in English).
For further information address: Miss Fletcher
Ryan Wickham, 225 S. Windomere Avenue,
Dallas, Texas.

MEXICO

session of the

University of Chile will this year enjoy elaborate

1941

literature;

National University of Mexico, Mexico, D.
June 30 to August 15.
During the

University's

summer session many
and

twenty-first

F.,

annual

courses in sociology, history,

folklore will be taught in English.

there will be courses in

grammar and

In Spanish
literature,

Mexican arts and crafts, the music of Mexico,
typical Mexican dances, educational problems of
Mexico, Mexican archaeology, modern Mexican
art, Mexican business procedure, and many other
subjects.

Some

of these will also be given in

English.

There

will

be excursions to archae-

ological zones, the "floating gardens" of Xochi-

milco,

Taxco,

and other points of interest.
may live in Mexico City at a

Expenses: Students

from $1 to $3 per day. Fees total $35.
Students from Texas and the Southern states will
cost varying

find that $275 will

amply cover

all their

expenses,

including transportation.

For further information address: Secretaria de la
Cosme 71, Mexico, D. F.

Escuela de Verano, San

SUMMER STUDY
The Workers Universitv
D.

F.,

University will hold

its

Sixth

Session for Foreigners during July

In

August.

of Mexico, Mexico,

July-August.

The Workers

Summer

IN LATIN

addition

six-week

regular

the

to

and

courses, the University offers several non-credit

There will be
Mexican economics, agrarian

courses of three weeks' duration.
special courses in

problems, and history.
For further information address: Universidad

Obrera, Calle de Rosales 26, Mexico, D. F.
University School of Fine Arts, [Escuela
Universitaria de Bellas Artes], San Miguel
de Allende, Guanajuato, Mexico: Regular
session, July and August; two special two-

week study sessions immediately preceding
and following the regular July- August session.

The

Escuela Universitaria de Bellas Artes in the
charming colonial town of San Miguel de Allende

opens

summer session on July
number of American art

for its fourth

Attracting a large

1st.

stu-

dents and teachers, and others in smaller numbers
from Central and South America, the school

complete curriculum of study, ranging
from fresco and landscape painting to weaving
offers a

and

Several scholarship students from

pottery.

South America are to attend the 1941 session.
During the two special two-week study periods
there will be no formal classes and reduced prices
will prevail, the main purpose being to offer the
school's facilities to persons who want to do individual creative work.

A

magnificent old convent

serves as the school center

and workshop, and

students are given rooms in a

new

For a prospectus of the courses and faculty
which includes such well known artists as Felipe
Cossio del Pomar and Rufino Tamayo address:
1500 Lake Shore Drive,
Stirling Dickinson,

—

Chicago,

The Committee on Cultural Relations with
Latin America, Mexico City, Cuernavaca,
and Michoacan, July 3-25, with option to
August 1.

The

16th Seminar in Mexico will have a

full

lectures, round-table discussions, in-

formal conferences and

field

trips

for

special

study of economic and cultural forces. While
inter-American relations will be emphasized,
attention will also be given to the dynamics of

Mexican

life:

economic

forces, history, the arts,

social patterns, education, the labor

The Seminar

movement.

23-day session is $230,
which includes hotels, all meals (except for the
10 days in Mexico City, when meals are left to the
fee for the

on

all

the official trips,

aggregating over one thousand miles, to Michoacan, Puebla and Taxco, and admission to muetc.
Travel to and from Mexico City will
$180 or more, round trip.
For further intormation address: The Committee on Cultural Relations with Latin America,
156 Fifth Avenue, New York.

seums,
cost

Professor John G. Frank, of Vanderbilt University, will conduct a tour through Mexico
from June 25 to August 5.

The

trip will be

made

and the
Nuevo Laredo,

in a private bus

following places will be visited:

Monterrey, Mexico City, Cuernavaca, Taxco,
Acapulco, Toluca, Puebla, Cordoba, Fortin,
Xochimilco, and Teotihuacan. There will be an
opportunity to learn Spanish, as well as plenty
of time for sports, such as tennis, swimming, and
hiking. The price of the trip, including food,
lodgings and

all

other necessary expenses,

is

$120.

For further information address: Professor John
G. Frank, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.

PERU
University of San Marcos, Lima, July
August 13.

The

5

to

University of San Marcos, the oldest in

South America,

offers

a summer session in collabo-

ration with the Catholic University of Lima, the

Peruvian-American Cultural Institute ot the same
and the Touring and Auto Club of Peru.
Special courses in pre-Columbian and Spanish
colonial civilization will be given. The teaching

city,

includes

Manuel

Beltroy,

Professor

of

American and Peruvian literature at the University of San Marcos; Julio C. Tello, Director of
the Museum of Anthropology at Magdalena
Vieja; Victor Andres Belaunde, Professor ot
Constitutional

Illinois.

program of

individual), transportation

staff

hotel.
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AMERICA

Law

at the Catholic University of

Lima; Jorge Basadre, historian and Librarian of
the University of San Marcos. Men prominent
in official, business, industrial, scientific and
artistic circles will speak on topics of general
interest concerning Peru, South America, and the
between the Americas. Folklore programs of music and dances will also be featured.
Saturday afternoons and Sundays will be reserved
for excursions to such points as the most important
pre-Inca and Inca ruins and the Huaylas Valley,
Tarma, Huanuco, Tingo Maria, Cuzco, and
Arequipa. Expenses: $25 per week for room,
board and class attendance, and the weekly excursion; or $15 for class attendance and $6 for the
relations

excursion.

For further information address: Educational

BULLETIN OF THE PAN AMERICAN UNION
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Travel Department, Grace Line, 10 Hanover
Square, New York, or the Institute of International Education, 2 West 45th Street, New York.

Rico,

Rio

Piedras,

The Department of Spanish Studies offers
numerous courses in the Spanish language and in
Spanish and Latin American literature, including
one on Marti and others on contemporary Uruguayan literature and contemporary Venezuelan
literature, as well as Puerto Rican literature.

The proximity

of the island to other Caribbean

points of interest

makes

it

possible to

add

trips to

such places as the Dominican Republic, Haiti,
the Virgin Islands, etc.
For information address: The Director, Sum-

mer

School, University of Puerto Rico, Rfo Pie-

dras, Puerto Rico.

LATIN AMERICA IN GENERAL
The Committee on Cultural Relations with
Latin America offers its Third
South America, July-September.

A

small group of not

make

will

more than

Institute in

fifteen

persons

include conferences with the leaders of national
in the following capitals: Bogota,

La

Paz,

Santiago, Buenos Aires, Montevideo, Asuncion,

Rio de Janeiro, and Caracas. There will be side
by rail and automobile. Expenses will be

Expense: $765.
For further information address: Marsh Tours, 9
Rockefeller Plaza, New York.

'Round South America Cruise, July

156 Fifth Avenue,

New

York.

August

This trip is planned for those who want to visit
South America, associate with its people, and
learn to know their ways of life. Professor F. M.
Labastille of the New Jersey State Teachers
College and Mrs. Labastille will lecture informally
throughout the trip, and will arrange special invitations from prominent South American citizens
and institutions according to the interests of the
participants in the cruise, which will take 55 days

and cover 10 nations and 21 cities. Expense: the
complete trip from New York and return, including hotels and shore excursions, $990 first class
throughout; $850 tourist class from New York to
Buenos Aires and thereafter first class.
For further information address: Professor F.
Labastille, 111

Haddon

Place,

M.

Upper Montclair,

New Jersey.
The Experiment
announced

in

International Living has

several

trips

to Latin

America.

During the eight summers immediately preceding the outbreak of the war, the Experiment
sent 820 American students to live in European
families, and last summer carried on a similar
activity in Latin America, Canada, and Japan.'

Under

Com-

3 to

26.

group

For further information address: The

classes

Bolivia.

at least $1,750, including planes, hotels, meals,

mittee on Cultural Relations with Latin America,

according to the interests

There will be
on shipboard, conversation, daily
discussions, and conferences while in South
America. The tour includes: Panama, Ecuador,
Peru, Chile, Argentina, Brazil, Trinidad, and

trips

automobile, and program.

universities,

of the individual tour members.

the round of South America by plane,

under the direction of Hubert Herring, leaving
the United States about the middle of July and
getting back about the first week of September
six or seven weeks in all.
Preference will be given
to those who can command a substantial audience
through VkTiting or speaking. The program will
life

and

schools

Spanish

PUERTO RICO
of Puerto
June 25 to August 13.

University

social groups, civic organizations, business firms,

the Experiment, each

member

of a student

about a month as the guest of a family
in the country he visits, where there is a young
person of corresponding age and sex. During the
second month the young hosts become guests of
the United States group on a trip through the
lives

Among the plans scheduled for 1941
a French-speaking exchange in Quebec, a
college group which will study cooperative decountry.

Around South America Tour,

sponsored by the

University of Nebraska, June 28 to August 25.

The University

of Nebraska, in line with the

recommendation of the State Department to
become better acquainted with South America,
sponsors this South American tour. Members will
be brought into touch with their Latin American
neighbors both at work and at play, for in addition to the study and the sightseeing programs
that have been outlined, the members of the party
are invited by South American friends to visit

is

velopment on Cape Breton Island, and groups
going to Guatemala, Mexico, Brazil, Colombia,
Peru and Cuba.
For further information address: Donald B.
Watt, The Experiment in International Living,
Inc., Putney, Vermont.
1 See "Seeking Friendship in Mexico and Peru,"
by
Fredrik DeCoste, in the Bulletin for April 7947.

—

Editor.

New Mexico

Three Spanish American Folk Songs from

Singing Games," collected by the New Mexico
Project (Charles Ethrige Minton, Supervisor) and the New
Music Project (Helen Chandler Ryan, Supervisor), Works
Progress Administration 1 940

From "Spanish American
Writers'

Mexico
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SWEET ORANGE

Goodbye,

my

lady, for

I

must

go.

The game is played by four or more
The child who is chosen "it" stands in

Directions:

children.

the center of a circle formed

who

by the other children
At the

hold hands and circle as they sing.

words, "Give

me

£

±

?
Clrr.

orange sweet and a lemon sour.
Give me a kiss, dear, beneath this bower;
If I should fail, dear, to keep my promise.
You would forget as once long ago.
I hear the music and feel like crying,

s

^

A-ffios,e5e-

£

An

Dios te

5

i

i

w

:i~n 3

by

a kiss," the child

who

chooses one from the circle and draws
into the center.

f

Clvvnenfiarrr
by Chayies Seeticv,
CI.

The two

him

is

"it"

or her

children in the center

then go through the motions of playing the violin,
the guitar, or any other musical instrument.
At the words, "Goodbye, my lady," the two
children shake hands. The child who was kissed
is now "it" and remains in the center of the circle,
while the one who was "it" returns to the circle
and joins with the other children. The same

procedure

is

repeated for the duration of the

game.
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THREE SPANISH AMERICAN FOLK SONGS FROM NEW MEXICO

DONA ANA NO EST A AQUI

LADY ANNE
Where

Esta en su vergel,

is the Lady Anne,
Within her garden wall?

Abriendo

A

Dona Ana no

Y

esta aqui;

la rosa

cerrando

a dar la vuelta

Come

toronjil,

Just to see what

A

Dona Ana

ver a

^Quien

Me

es esta

All

la

a estudiar

circle

The

and

sing the

first

two

Lady
and goes through the
motions indicated by the words in verses one and
two. Lady Anne sings the third verse as the
children walk around and around her. The
verses of the song.

in

child designated as

the center

children sing the fourth verse.
is

over,

When

the singing

the following questions are asked

and

answered

The Children:

How

is

Lady Anne?

SEA SERPENT

Through

me;
archway we must

glide,

—
That one ahead, —she runs away.
last

one has

Directions:

to stay.

The two tallest children in the group
raise them to make an arch. The

and

sleep.

Mary

Virgin

Lady Anne:
The Children:
Lady Anne:
The Children:

How

Lady Anne:

She

With
Anne

dear.

She has a

How
She

is

fever.

Lady Anne?

dying.

is

is

Lady Anne?

dead

is

the words the child impersonating
stretches

on the

gather around to see

Anne comes

if

floor,

she

is

and

Lady

the children

indeed dead.

Lady

She jumps up and runs after
the children. The child she catches becomes
Lady Anne during the next game.
to

life.

At the

who form

last

words of the

the arch capture

who happens to be passing under it.
who is caught is asked to choose between two articles which the two children who
the child

The

child

formed the arch have agreed upon. If the proper
answer is given, the child returns to the line and
the

game

he or she
join hands

me

let

song the two children

And we'll leave a girl inside.
One little girl, Oh, who is she?
One ahead or back of me?
So the

never

other children form in line and pass under the

follow, follow

this

can these people be.
my house like sheep?

arch, singing as they go.

Serpent, serpent from the sea

You must

see;

pass

Of the

Virgen del Pilar.

game form a

we can
Lady Anne

We are the famous studemts
Who have come to study here;
We come to see the chapel

los estudiantes

but one of the children playing

Directions: All

us go a-strolling,

day and night they wander

And

dejan dormir?

la capillita

De

let

think the

Who
Who

gente

de dia ni de noche

ni

opening.

Eats parsley by that tree.

pasa por aqui,

Somos

A

I

perejil.

Que venimos

sits

is

closing pinks so small.

Vamos

Que
Que

Anne

rosebud she

And

el clavel.

Al toro

Comiendo

this
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continues.
is

nod to each
some other action.
foot,

If the child's guess

is

wrong

penalized by having to hop on one
child in the line, or perform

The

First

Rio de

la Plata

Economic Conference
The

Regional Economic Conference of the Rio de la Plata opened in
Montevideo on January 27, and in the
course of its 11 -day sessions adopted a series
of

7 resolutions

1

all

intended to

ation

among

and signed 9 conventions,
further economic cooper-

the

member

five

nations,

Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Paraguay, and

Three other American repuband the United States,
w^ere represented by observers.
The conference was convoked at the inUruguay.
lics,

Chile, Peru,

stance of the Ministers of Foreign Aff'airs
of Bolivia

and Paraguay,

recommend measures

to

and

to discuss

provide effective

economic cooperation among the nations
of the Rio de la Plata basin and facilitate
commerce, transit, and navigation on that
river system in view of the situation of
Bolivia and Paraguay as inland countries.
The Ministers jointly suggested an 1 1 -point
program, which, with one addition, was
adopted.

It

reads as follows:

economic system in favor of the
mediterranean nations, not applicable to other
countries by virtue of the most-favored-nation
1.

of

Facilities for trade in the national

any signatory

products

consumption and industrial

for

use in the other signatory countries either not

having those products or not producing them in
sufficient quantity.
4.

Encouragement

of

creased utilization of the

consumption and inraw materials produced

in the five republics.
5.

Adoption of special regulations

for

border

trade.
6.

Establishment of free zones with free port

facilities in

to the

sea,

maritime ports or those having access
for use exclusively by the inland

countries.
7. Customs union [a topic suggested by the
government of Argentina].
8. Establishment of a coordinated highway plan
in relation to the Pan American Highway, and
financial cooperation in the development of that
plan and of new rail, road, and air communi-

cations.
9.

Creation

commercial

a

of

arbitration

system.
10. Suppression of
11.

Creation

of

smuggling.

an international

institute

of

animal and plant quarantine.
12. Establishment of a system of foreign exchange and banking and credit facilities.

Special

clause, this system to include:
(a)

Reciprocity

of

treatment

for

vessels

engaged in international coastwise
fic between Rio de la Plata ports;

traf-

The keynote of the gathering was struck
by Dr. Alberto Guani, Minister of Foreign
Affairs of Uruguay and chairman of the
Conference, in a stirring address at the

{d)

Advantages in the taxation system for the
treatment in one country ol the goods

session on January 27. He
emphasized the fact that the Conference,
though regional, was in no sense isolationist, but that this and other proposed
conferences of the same general type would
serve as links in a chain of ever broader

of another.

and more extensive

(e)

Transit

(b)

(c)

and traffic facilities for
passengers and merchandise on land
and water routes to Atlantic ports;
Special tariffs and customs facilities;
Special tariffs

facilities

for

immigrants and

the promotion of tourist travel.
2.

3.

First

of,

navi-

progress.

"Under

the

conditions today prevailing in the world,"

he said, "America

Creation of a permanent international com-

mission to consider the improvement

inaugural

may

be termed a region

of light over against a region of dark-

The American

nations

gation on, and the use of the international rivers

ness.

comprising the Rio de la Plata system.

should continue to adhere to the principles
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on which democratic organizations have
always been based: mutual respect for
each other's laws; equality
tions;

and the

among

rule of liberty

in international relations.

and

...

na-

all

justice

we
we

If

carry out our program satisfactorily,

can feel that we have made rapid progress
on the road to continental economic and
commercial unity, which has been a longstanding aspiration of this part of the
world, ever since the

first

fruits

of

Pan

by rebates on land,
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river,

and

rates; the signature of bilateral

air freight

agreements

on matters affecting foreign exchange,
banking facilities, and credits; in recognition of the problems arising from the
inland situation of Bolivia and Paraguay,
the concession of free transit through
other

the

tories,

respective

signatories'

terri-

conformity with international

in

and the laws of the respective

obligations

the encouragement of tourist

countries;

Americanism appeared."
At the plenary session held the next
morning, three committees were appointed

structed

to consider the 44 proposals presented to

territories,

the Conference by the

member governThe
committees
were as follows:
ments.

leum from all charges other than those
paid by the national product, and the

communications and transit; customs matters; and economic and financial matters.

facilitating

The

signatory nations for transporting petro-

observers representing Chile, Peru,

and the United

States

were invited

to

attend the meetings of the committees.
After ten days of arduous labors, the

the granting of facilities for the

travel;

transport of petroleum by pipe lines, con-

or

of

free visas for

by the Conference. In several cases similar proposals had been made by two or
more governments, and whenever possible
these had been consolidated.

of

dealt with

of pipe

to

another, in

accordance with internal laws or by means
of bilateral conventions signed for the

resolutions to be presented for final action

:

construction

leum from one country

purpose;

The nine conventions

the

lines across the respective territories of the

committees and their respective subcommittees prepared 9 conventions and 17

following subjects

be constructed in their

to

with the exemption of petro-

the

establishment

of

regional

parcel post services at reduced rates; and

immigrants entering any one

member

the

countries

in

transit

to

another.

The
bility

17 resolutions discussed: the possiof establishing a regional customs

the

union; negotiation of bilateral treaties to

the renunciation for the

regulate border trade; commercial arbi-

and

next ten years by Argentina, Brazil, and

tration; the reduction of consular fees

Uruguay

the adoption of uniform consular forms

of recourse to the most-favored-

nation clause in the case of any special
concession granted by any one of

them

tb

and Paraguay; the creation of a
office of economic information
and study, in Buenos Aires, to consider and
report to the respective governments on

and

regulations; the calling of

an

inter-

draw up uniform
on transportation and foreign

national conference to

Bolivia

legislation

regional

exchange; the execution of a resolution of

the

Pan American Highway Conon the establishment of a central
organization and national committees;

practical

results

of the

resolutions

the Third
gress,

adopted by the conference, and to collect
documents and statistical data on problems of mutual interest; preferential treatment, insofar as national laws permit, for

sion of national privileges

shipments to or from Bolivia or Paraguay,

by

ferryboats,

declared to be extensions of

connecting highways and

therefore

not

subject to port dues; the reciprocal exten-

the

participating

and advantages

countries

to

one
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another's vessels engaged in inland river
the negotiation of bilateral treaties

traffic;

Uruguay with

by Argentina, Brazil, and

which the Uruguayan Bank of the Republic

grant

will

Uruguayan

a

500,000

of

credit

pesos for warehouse receipts

Bolivia

and Paraguay, in which special
would be granted to offset
difficulties due to the latter's mediter-

for

Paraguayan exports deposited

concessions

in

Uruguayan

ranean

establishment of an agency of the Uru-

establishment

the

situation;

of

mixed commissions of technical experts
study the question of regional coop-

to

eration

in

the

construction

of

public

ports;

mixed commission

in transit

the creation of a

to study the possible

guayan Insurance Bank

in Asuncion; the

recognition of credit for

reciprocal

vanced university

ad-

studies; the granting of

works; the projected study and report by

a credit of not more than 150,000 Uru-

Pan American Union on the creation of
animal and plant quarantine, recommend-

guayan pesos

the

ing that the five
lish

member countries estabamong themselves,

such quarantine

for the
to

sires

to

Paraguayan

cattle raisers

purpose of purchasing pedigreed

improve Paraguayan

stock;

the

consideration of the possibility of arrang-

Uruguay

through bilateral agreements; facilities for
imports of medicinal and pharmaceutical

ing a financial consortium in

preparations produced in the Rio de la

needed Paraguayan raw materials and

Plata countries; the ratification by Bolivia

cooperate financially in the study of public

smuggling,

works projects necessary for the development of Paraguay; cultural interchange,
with the added agreement that Uruguay

of measures

adopted

at

for

the

suppressing

conference

regional

of

Ministers of Finance in January 1939,
which Bolivia did not attend; the adoption
by the participating countries of an Uruguayan law facilitating the interchange of

books; the establishment of free port zones;
the organization of

mixed commissions

to

study the improvement of navigation on
the rivers of the

and

Rio de

la Plata system;

facilities for preferential

of native products,

raw

distribution

materials,

and

manufactured articles.
The Conference was thought eminently
successful in fulfilling

its

purpose, to lay the

groundwork for the conclusion of bilateral
treaties between the several members to
further the economic welfare of the whole

One immediate

result of the

was the conclusion of a

Conference

initial

:

consideration of the establishment of a
financial consortium to study the condi-

under which such public works might

be carried out; and the possibility of financterials

guayan-Uruguayan agreements, signed
on February 5. They dealt with the following subjects: Warehouse receipts, by

young Para-

Five Bolivian-Uruguayan agreements
were signed on February 7. The first dealt
with economic cooperation on the following bases a study of public works urgently
needed by Bolivia for its development; the

ing in

instruments were seven Para-

to

School; and administrative cooperation,
whereby Uruguay will grant five fellowships to administrative officials from Paraguay who wish to study the autonomous
bureaus and enterprises of the Uruguayan
Government.

Uruguay

with Bolivia and Paraguay.

to

country of

guayans in the Montevideo Vocational

series of bilateral

instruments by Argentina and

to that

will offer five scholarships to

tions

region.

The

encourage the export

Uruguay

the exportation of

raw ma-

from Bolivia that are needed by the
Uruguayan government and private industries.

The

other conventions discussed

the establishment of fellowships

by each

graduate and undergraduate
country
students of the other; a mixed commission
for

THE

to Study the establishment of a

the

La

Uruguayan

branch of

Bank in
exchange of books and

State Insurance

Paz, BoHvia; the

printed music;
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and the purchase of pedi-

improve BoHvian cattle.
Three days later, on February 10, rep-

greed

sires to

of Argentina, Bolivia, and
Paraguay met in the San Martin Palace in
Buenos Aires to sign five documents that
also continued the work of the Conference.
The three countries signed an agreement
on the regularization of their respective
and joint interests in the waters of the
Pilcomayo River, as regards canalizaresentatives

tion, navigation, fishing rights, irrigation,

and the use of

its

waters for industrial

purposes.

Argentina and Bolivia signed two agreements,
therefor,

on tourist travel and facilities
and on railway and oil pipeline

The

construction, respectively.
vides that the Argentine

advance

to

that

latter pro-

government

of Bolivia

the

will

funds

necessary for the construction of the

first

65 miles of the railway line from Yacuiba
to

Santa Cruz, that

is,

from Yacuiba, on

the Argentine-Bolivian boundary, to Villa

advance to the Bolivian government not
than 2,000,000 pesos, in semiannual instalments of 500,000 pesos, for

more

the exploitation of

new petroleum

wells in

and to construct or
cause to be constructed an oil pipeline
linking the Bolivian wells of Bermejo with
Oran or some other point on the North
the Sanandita

oil

zone,

Central Argentine Railway.

Argentina and Paraguay also signed two
one on the dredging and

agreements,

marking with
River,

the

buoys

of

other on

the

the

Paraguay

creation

of a

exchange stabilization fund in
Paraguay, after competent study by the
financial authorities of both countries.
(The Paraguayan peso is pegged to the
Argentine peso, the gold pesos being equal;
foreign

the average rate of exchange of paper
pesos during

1940 was 70 Paraguayan

pesos to one Argentine peso.)

On

the same occasion, Argentina and

Bolivia signed an additional protocol to

the boundary treaty of July

9,

1925, stat-

boundary between
the two countries along the Pilcomayo
River between D'Orbigny and Esmeing that the

Montes, the work to be completed within
two years from the start of operations.

ralda

The Argentine government

joint

also agrees to
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is

definite

the present course of the river

by the 1 940 survey of the
Boundary Demarcation Commission.

as established

The United

States

Argentine Exports

for

JOHN

M.

LEDDY

Division of Economic Information,

A GENERAL SURVEY of the position of major
Argentine

export

commodities

United States market

Market

will

in

indicate

possibilities for increasing exports of

Pan American Union

of United States exports

and

is

a market

the

of great importance to United States pro-

the

ducers,

such

especially now. In 1939, the
United States sold in Argentina about
S71,000,000 worth of goods, and in 1940,

products to the United States. After a
general discussion of Argentine-United

over $106,800,000 worth.

States trade, a brief study is made of the
wool,
commodities: flaxseed,
principal

thirties

and lamb skins, canned
and frozen meats.
chilled
meats, and
bovine hides, sheep

Argentina, with the economically similar

Before the world depression of the early
there

was no

strict necessity for

the United States, in order to maintain
its

export sales to Argentina, to maintain

also

its

imports from that country. Because

republic of Uruguay, stands in a position

the principles of triangular or multilateral

with respect to the United States different
from that of other Latin American coun-

trade predominated in international com-

compete
tries.
procommodities
with
partially
fully or
thereand
are
States
United
in
the
duced

trade balance in trade with the United

Most Argentine

exports

fore subject to high tariffs.
all

This

is

true of

the products enumerated above, with

the exception of sheep

Most of them are

and lamb

skins.

also extremely susceptible

United States consumption trends
wool and cattle hides) and crop levels
(e. g., flaxseed), and the trade as a whole
varies widely from year to year. Generally, the United States purchases no
to

{e. g.,

or 9 percent oftotal
Argentine exports, as compared with an
average of about 30 percent for all Latin
America, although in unusual years it has
bought as much as 12.8 percent (1937) and

more than

8

during the present war

this

percentage

has been substantially exceeded. At the
same time, Argentina usually ranks first
or second as a Latin-American purchaser
Reprinted from "Commercial Pan America,"
American Union, Washington, Nov.-Dec. 1940.
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Pan

merce, Argentina could record an import
States
zens,

and still pay to United States citiby using foreign exchange received

from commercial transactions with other
countries, sums owing to them for interest, dividends, shipping, and other items
in the balance of payments. United States
exporters, in brief, could be paid in pounds,
francs, or marks as well as in gold, under
the conditions of world trade existing before
1930. Indeed, from 1910 to 1935 there
were only four years, the war years 1914-17,
when Argentina exported more to than it
imported from the United States. In
1935-1937 export balances were again
recorded, and again because of an excep-

drought in the
which necessitated large imports of corn and other cereals. "Normal"
Argentine trade with the United States,
therefore, has been transacted on the basis
of a large excess of imports from the United
States over exports to it (see Table I)
tional circumstance: the

United

States,

THE UNITED STATES MARKET FOR ARGENTINE EXPORTS

Table

I.

Argentine Foreign Trade With the United States
[In millions of pesos, real values]

Year
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countries,

all

The problem in Argentine-United States
commerce presented by the war thus

usually on a large export

began to show a steadily
increasing import balance after May 1 940,
and shipments of gold were made in
increasing amounts (see Table III).
balance

basis,

Table

from that prevailing in the period
1930-1939 chiefly in its intensity. Steps

diflfers

have already been taken

mOlions of

dollars]

Imports from
Argentina

Year

1937
1938
1939

of

Exports to
Argentina

of the

United States with Argentina

in 1939,

Bureau

of Foreign

Balance of trade
with Argentina

-44.7

94.2
86.8

138.9
40.7
61.9
41.8
59.8

Jan.-Sept. 1939
Jan.-Sept. 1940
SorRCE: Trade

provide tem-

United States Foreign Trade With Argentina

II.

[In

ment

to

71.

+ 46.1
+ 9.2
+ 1.6
+ 31.3

1

43.4
91. 1

and Domestic Commerce, U.

S.

Depart-

Commerce.

Table

Total Argentine Foreign Trade by Months, 1939 and 1940

III.

[In millions of pesos, real values]

Imports

Net Specie Imports
(— ) or Exports (+)

Balance

Exports

Months
1939

January—May
June

.

.

514.4
97.0
118.6
124.4
114.8

.

.

109.

July
August

September
October.
.

1940

Total.

1,

.

1939

1

707.5
123.2
139.3
121.1
111.8
115.6

645.9
157.8
128.1
110.5
119.0
127.2

078. 3

1,318.5

1,288.5

Less than 100,000 pesos.
Source: Direccion General de Estadfstiea, Informes,

1940

808.0
118.7
102.8
89.2
61.3
69.5
1,

249. 5

1939

1940

+ 131.5 + 100.5
+ 60.8 -4.6
+ 9.5 -36.5
-13.9 -31.8
+ 4.1 -50.6
+ 18.1 -46.2
-69.0
+ 210.2

+ 17.7
(0
+ 0.1
+ 8.7
-3.1
-1.7

+ 20.7

-1.2
-0.2
-0.2

+ 54.9
+ 68.8
+ 68.
+ 190.2
1

'

13

relief in the form of (1) ExportImport Bank loans, one negotiated in
June 1940, amounting to $20,000,000, and
another (announced on December 11) in-

porary

amount

22 de

noviembre de

1940.

creased United States purchases of Argentine products

For the

still

remains.

purposes

of

this

study,

five

products accounting for almost 80 percent

to $60,000,000, to

of total Argentine exports to the United

available in equal monthly in-

have been selected for inThese are flaxseed, wool, cattle
hides, sheep and lamb skins, and canned
meats. Sections also are included on
chilled and frozen meats, virtually none
of which at present enter the United
States, and poultry. A summary of the

creasing that

become

y

stallments during
stabilization

1

loan

941

;

of

and

(2)

a currency

$50,000,000

an-

nounced by the United States Treasury
on December 5, 1940. These, however,
are understood to be no more than temporary solutions, and the necessity for in-

States in 1938

quiry.

THE UNITED STATES MARKET FOR ARGENTINE EXPORTS
position

and

possibilities

for

increased

United States importation of each product

is

given.

Most

figures

of the data

is

con-

where value
are used, and have been converted

cerned with volume

statistics;

from pesos into dollars, it should be
understood that the dollar values are only

Table IV.

Argentine Exports by

approximations.^

An

307

idea of Argentina's

major exports to the world and the percentage of each exported to the United
States may be obtained from Table IV.
1 The following exchange rates were used for converting pesos into dollars: 1933; $0.3203; 1934: $0.2907;
1935:
1936:
$0.2864;
$0.2918;
1937:
$0.3086;

1938: SO. 297 3: and 1939; $0.2703.

Major Commodities

to the

Average, 1937-1938
[In millions of pesos]

World and

to the

United States
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of

flaxseed

its

imports from Argentina,

the only opportunities for increase

lie

in a

United States consumption without
a corresponding rise in the United States
crop, or in bettering, through tariff adjustment, the competitive position of Argentine flaxseed in the United States
rise in

market, not only with respect to domestic
producers, but with regard to other

more

which placed almost all
Empire producers
shortly after war began. While larger
sales were made elsewhere by Argentina,
total volume shipments for the year ending
September 30, 1940, fell by 21 percent.
The problem of recouping volume losses by
increasing exports to the United States has
also of the British,

with

purchases

its

already found

partial

solution

through

now

greater sales in the latter market of carpet

entering the United States duty-free, such

(coarse) wools and the finer apparel wools.
Whereas only 60,000,000 pounds (17 per-

or

less

as tung

competitive oilseeds and

and

oils

oiticica oils.

United States domestic
was high, totaling 20,330,000
bushels, and in 1940 extremely high
(estimate: 30,269,000 bushels). Both of
these compare with the average United
States crop of 8,763,000 bushels in 1935In

1939,

the

flaxseed crop

38.

The

estimated

1940

crop

exceeds

United States total consumption both in
1939 and in 1935-38 (average). The
immediate outlook for Argentine flaxseed
in the United States market, therefore, is
not promising.

—

Wool. As a world exporter of wool,
Argentina ranks second only to Australia
and accounts for about 1 5 percent of total
world wool shipments. In 1937 and 1938
Argentine wool exports to the world averaged 295,400,000 pounds (actual weight).
In value, they averaged $49,000,000, or
9 percent of all exports from the country.
Among Argentina's exports to the United

cent of the total) were destined for the

United States in 1938-39, the United
States purchased 135,000,000 (48 percent
ofthe total) in 1939-40.
A Umiting factor to a further increase in

wool
which

sales of

to the

United

States,

an

in-

be necessary if even the
low level of total 1939-40 Argentine wool
exports is to be maintained, is that almost

crease

will

United States demand for foreign wool
wool and finer-grade apparel
wools, whereas it is estimated that about
40 percent (119,000,000 pounds in 1937all
is

in carpet

wool shipments conmedium-grade apparel wools. In
the United States the medium qualities
are supplied chiefly by domestic production and the wool tariff bears most heavily
38)

of Argentine

sists

of

against their import.

The

indications are, therefore, that

any

large increase in United States imports of

in importance.

Argentine wool above 1939-40 'evels must
take place in the medium grade apparel

to

wools.

wool immediately follows flaxseed
Average exports of wool
the United States in the two-year period

States,

amounted

to 53,700,000 pounds, valued at

$9,400,000, or 15 percent of

all

exports

During the two

tariff"

This might be accomplished by

modification to improve their com-

petitive

position

or,

as

is

now

being

cent of total volume wool exports from

by greater use of these grades in
carpets and in partial substitution of fine
apparel wools formerly imported from

Argentina, the remaining 82 percent going

other ccmtries.

to

the United

years, the

States.

United States absorbed 18 per-

chiefly to Great Britain, France,

Germany,

Belgium, and other European countries.

War

deprived Argentine wool not only

of the continental

European markets, but

done,

Bovine Hides.

—A by-product of the Ar-

gentine meat industry, bovine hides form

about 80 percent of all Argentine hide and
by value. In 1937-38 (aver-

skin exports

THE UNITED STATES MARKET FOR ARGENTINE EXPORTS
age) the trade was valued at $32,000,000.

Including

all

abroad run
year, as

to

Argentina's

types,

sales

about 8,000,000 hides a
total United States

compared with

Cattle hides

imports of 5,000,000 pieces.
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some 22,000,000 pieces yearly, 15,600,000
of which come from non-Latin American
Approximately 16,000,000 of

countries.

the total, however, are pickled or other

clean skin grades, whereas the Argentine

skins,

surplus resulting from the loss of the French

account for about 6,000,000 pieces of the
Argentine exports and for about 2,500,000

market consists of wooled grades. Thus,
the United States can fully replace the
French market in Argentine exports if it is
willing to accept more wooled skins, or if
Argentina can prepare more of its supply
to meet the requirements of the United

alone, as distinct from calf

and kip

pieces of the United States imports.

sidering the position of other Latin

ConAmeri-

can suppliers in the United States market,
the conclusion reached is that, on the basis
of trade levels obtaining in 1937 and 1939,
the United States could increase
chases from Argentina

by from 700,000

900,000 cattle hides, almost
cattle-hide category,

pur-

its

by

all in

shifting

to

the salted

from non-

States market.

Canned Beef.
beef is

—The position

of

canned

similar to that of flaxseed, in that the

United States imports
portion of

its

all

but a negligible

requirements from Latin

In 1937-1938 (average), total
United States imports were 83,300,000

Latin American sources of supply, chiefly
Canada, Australia, and New Zealand.

America.

This would amount to an increase of about

pounds, valued at $8,800,000.

50 percent in the United States 1939 cattlehide imports from Argentina, which were

37,600,000 pounds, valued at $4,100,000
(about 40 percent in both volume and

valued at approximately $7,000,000.
Sheepskins.— Sheepskins (including

value)

lamb) rank next

to,

but far below, bovine

hides in the value of Argentina's hide
skin trade.

and

In 1937-1938 (average) the

value of sheepskin exports amounted to
$4,468,000 (14,696,000 pesos), which was
12 percent of all livestock hide and skin
exports but only a fractional percentage of
total exports of all

commodities.

A

con-

siderable but undeterminable part of the

value of STich exports

apparently in the

is

wool on about 40 percent of the skins exported.

Volume shipments average about

9,000,000

pieces

yearly

and

consist

of

approximately 3,800,000 wooled, or with
wool, skins; 3,600,000 clean or shorn skins;

and 1,800,000 lamb or baby lamb

skins

The

clean

unclassified as to preparation.
skins

have been exported almost entirely to

the United States, the wooled skins almost
entirely to France.

On

the other hand,

United States sheep and lamb skin imwhich enter free of duty, amount to

ports,

Of

this,

came from Argentina and the balance from Uruguay, Brazil, and Paraguay.
Total Argentine exports of canned meats
(virtually all beef)

averaged 165,900,000

pounds in 1937-1938 and were valued at
$39,400,000. During 1940, exports of
canned meats tended to increase somewhat,
stimulated by British war purchases.
The United States cannot increase its
purchases of canned beef from Argentina
by simply shifting sources of supply without injuring the trade of other Latin
ican countries.

another

Amer-

However, canned beef

Argentine

product

that

is

pays

heavy duties to enter the United States
market (6 cents per pound, or 57.6 percent
ad valorem equivalent in 1937), and since
little competitive canned beef of this type
is produced in the United States, entry of
the Latin American product might be
facilitated

through

Fresh Meats.

tariff

adjustment.

—Very small quantities of

beef, the principal

Argentine fresh meat

export to the United States, entered this
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(Estimated production of

country prior to enactment of the Tariff

past 10 years.

Act of 1930 (675 metric tons entered the
United States from Argentina in 1926).
The duty paid was 3 cents per pound. The
Tariff Act of 1930 doubled the duty to 6
It would be logical,
cents per pound.
therefore, to assume that Httle would enter
the country, after the duty had been doubled. However, this cannot be ascertained because the Tariff Act of 1930, by
its prohibition of importation of meats from

beef in the United States in 1929 was

an

entire country,

when

contagious cattle

any section of that country, has effectively barred any such meat
imports from Argentina.

diseases exist in

traditional customers for
meats have been European countries

Argentina's
its

(99 percent of its chilled beef went to
England in 1939, 92 percent of its frozen
beef to Germany, France, Italy and England, and 95 percent of its frozen mutton
to England). It would be logical to assume, inasmuch as a high protective tariff
exists on meat imports into the United
States, that the great bulk of meat from
Argentina would still be marketed, under
normal conditions, in the countries that
have been its best customers for many years.

The

entry of small quantities of fresh,

or frozen meats from Argentina
and other meat-exporting countries, posor
sibly quotas allocated by countries,
possibly on an over-all quota basis, would

chilled,

hardly be sufficient to upset the domestic

production in the United States, which
itself

has increased considerably over the

2,700,000 metric tons, and 3,100,000 in
1938; total Argentine exports in 1938 were
445,000.)

—

Poultry. Frozen or chilled turkeys,
and ducks, before enactment of
the United States Tariff Act of 1930, paid
a duty of 6 cents per pound, upon entry
into the United States. Argentina's principal export market for such products was
the United States, and the greatest part of
such Argentine exports to the United

chickens,

States

consisted

of turkeys.

The

Tariff

Act of 1930 raised the duty to 10 cents per
pound, and Argentina was forced to find
markets elsewhere. For example, in 1935
only

11

entered

percent of such Argentine exports
the

United

States,

76

percent

going to the United Kingdom.

Under the terms of two trade agreements with Canada (effective January 1
of 1936 and 1939), and one with the
United Kingdom (effective January 1,
1939), duties on all imports of dead birds
except turkeys were reduced to 6 cents or 5
cents per pound. These reductions applied not only to imports from Canada
and the United Kingdom, but to those
from all other countries, with the exception of

As turkeys constituted

Germany.

Argentina's

largest

export item

to

the

the
United
in
door still remained effectively closed to
what had been its principal market for
States

poultry exports.

this

classification,

Pan American News
The pact condemns wars

Chilean-Peruvian pacts

of aggression,

provides that the two governments will

On

February

1941,

7,

Gundian

Bianchi

Senores Manuel

and Alfredo

Muro, Ministers
Chile and Peru,

respectively,

Lima

which

mote

three pacts
their

The

first

Foreign

of

common

Solf

Affairs

y
of

signed in

will further pro-

any disagreebetween them, and reaffirms
their adherence to the principle of nonseek a peaceful solution for

ment

arising

recognition of territory acquired

and

to the provision of the

by force

Convention on

the Rights and Duties of States (signed at

interests.

declared that both countries

Montevideo on December

26, 1933) th^t

by pacific means any differences
arising between them and reaffirmed the
policy of basing their mutual relations on

denies to any State the right to intervene in

the principle of non-recognition of terri-

which both countries agree

tory acquired by force;

confirmed a

soon as possible, members of a mixed com-

previous agreement whereby each under-

mission that will prepare and present to the

will settle

it

also

takes to prevent activities in

its

territory

that might disturb order in the other,

provided for the encouragement of
lectual cooperation

and the

and

intel-

the domestic or foreign affairs of another.

The

Ministers also signed a protocol in
to appoint, as

two Governments a new economic convention.

A

third agreement signed at the

same

fulfillment of

time provides that each of the contracting

the existing bilateral convention on the exchange of university professors, journalists,
and students. The second coordinated
the points of view of the two nations with

parties will offer 10 scholarships annually

respect to the plan of continental defense,
especially

in

south

Pacific

waters,

in

accordance with the agreements reached
at the

Affairs

Meetings of Ministers of Foreign
at

Panama and Habana. The

third outlined the principles

on which a

proposed mixed commission will base
activities

when

it

[its

to citizens of the other, five in universities,
If in any year
no candidates from one of

five in agricultural schools.

there should be

the countries for the agricultural scholar-

government will send instead a
group of professors to give a series of lecships, the

tures in

also

the agricultural schools of the

Two

primary school teachers will
be sent from each country to teach for

other.

a year in the other's schools.

meets in Lima to draft

a commercial treaty for the two countries.

United States Supplementary
Extradition Conventions with

Bolivian-Chilean pacts

By an exchange
Alberto

Ostria

Mexico and Guatemala

of notes between Senores

and

Gutierrez

Manuel

Bianchi Gundian, the respective Ministers
of Foreign Affairs of Bolivia

and

Chile, a

non-aggression pact between the two countries was entered into
January 16, 1941,

at

La

Paz, Bolivia, on

Supplementary Extradition Conventions
were signed by the United States with
Mexico on August 16, 1939, and with
Guatemala on February 19, 1940. Exchange of ratifications of the former took
place at Mexico City on February 17,1 941
and of the latter at Guatemala City on
311
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February

6,

Both conventions en-

1941.

tered into force 10 days after publication

the

in

with

that

countries,

respective

imported to satisfy national needs. The
Grain Board will supply up to 1,000 tons
of corn for experimental purposes, in an

new

Guatemala going into effect on April 14
and that with Mexico on March 13, 1941.

attempt to find

Brazilian Ministry of Aviation

Salvadorean Coffee Export
Control Bureau

A

industrial

and

fuel

commodity.

decree-law signed by President Vargas

of Brazil

on January

20, 1941, creates a

new cabinet portfolio, that of
The Minister of Aviation
over

jurisdiction

all

previously under the

Aviation.
will

aviation

Army,

have

activities

the Navy,

and

the Bureau of Civil Aeronautics as well
as

uses for this

over

establishments, institutions,

all

and

public offices having to do with aviation
Brazil. Members
Navy Air Corps and

in

serves will

the

new

of the

Army and

their respective re-

form a separate body, under

Ministry, to be

known

as

the

Salgado Filho was appointed, on the

same

date, the

first

Coffee Export Control
Bureau was founded by a law that went
into effect on December 23, 1940, to carry
out the provisions of the Inter- American
Coffee Convention and any other related
coffee agreements. The work of the
Bureau will be divided between a Coffee
Export Committee of three members and
a Coffee Export Control Office, under the
direct supervision of the Committee.

The Control

Office will keep a register of

coffee export contracts, in order to control

such exports in accordance with the pro-

National Air Force.
Sr,

The Salvadorean

Minister of Aviation.

visions of the Inter -American Coffee

The

vention.

register will

Con-

be used as a

basis for granting export permits.

Argentine Fuel Commission

The lack of foreign markets for the 1939-40
Argentine corn crop caused a falling off of
the foreign exchange available for the
purchase of imported commodities,

among

them fuels, and made it necessary for the
government to consider seriously other
uses for corn. Since experiments had
proved the
combustible,

suitability of this grain as a
it

was decided

to convert into

the

government, and for
others,

this

close

cooperation

in kind.

The

for 1940-41 for these
10, 38,

proportions fixed

classifications are 50,

and 2 percent,

respectively.

To obtain a permit to export coffee under
the free quota, the exporter must satisfy the

Control Office that he has also purchased

and

left in

the country the

amount

of coffee

purpose,

latory quotas; for the 1940-41 quota year

Com-

mission was established in October 1940.
will

and tax

corresponding to the deferred and regu-

the National Fuel

The Commission, which

quota, deferred quota, regulatory quota,

by

fuel part of the surplus stocks acquired

among

For every quota year (October 1September 30) the coffee of exportable
quality will be classified as follows: free

work

in

with the Regulatory

Grain Board and the General Bureau of
Government Petroleum Deposits, will distribute the fuels available and report to
the government the amount that must be

this

would be 20 and 76 kilograms, respec-

tively, for

The

every 100 kilograms exported.

coffee

listed

quota must be stored

under the deferred
in the name, for the

account, and at the risk of the exporter in a
warehouse authorized by the Control
Office; it cannot be exported without a permit from the Control Office, or sold for
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domestic consumption before the date

set

and the National Labor Council

previously established will be replaced by

for free exportation.

The

sions,
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coffee included in the regulatory

new

bodies set up in accordance with the

quota must be stored under like conditions.
It may not be exported until free trade in
coffee is established, but it may be sold for
domestic consumption with a permit from

regulations.

the Control Office.

the

The Mortgage Bank
sell for

of El Salvador will

the government the

from the tax

Local courts will take care of

all

labor

disputes arising in their respective juris-

and appeal may be made through
Regional Councils to the National

dictions,

Council, whose decision

is

final.

coffee received

in kind.

Dominican Boardfor Protection of
Mothers and Children

Brazilian bag factory using

By a law promulgated on November

native fibers

A

factory employing 200 workers has re-

cently been established at Victoria, in the

State of Espirito Santo, to manufacture

bags in which the native fiber guaxima will

be used

combination with jute, in the

in

15,

1940, the National Board for Protection of

The new

proportion of 80 to 20 percent.

Mothers and Children was created in the
Dominican Republic. The new organization, composed of the Secretary of Health
and Charity, ex officio chairman, and four
presidential appointees, will have

its

head-

quarters in Ciudad Trujillo.

obtained from plants growing chiefly in the

The Board will be responsible for the
management and supervision of Maternity
Institutes and Homes; in the former,

Amazon

courses will be given in the branches of

industrial plant has

an estimated annual

The

capacity of 1,500,000 bags.

fiber

is

basin.

medicine related to their activities. The
law specifically states that the medical as

Brazilian labor courts

well as the social aspects of welfare for

The November 1937

Constitution of Brazil

provided for the creation of special labor
courts

decide

to

between

disputes

all

employers and employees,

mothers and children are
in the Board's program.

not only to

be considered

to

In accordance with the terms of the
law, the Board will,

among

other duties,

arrive at a speedier solution of such cases

recommend

than would be possible through the regular

lishment of maternity hospitals and homes;

courts,

but

also

to

bring them

before

especially qualified judges.

1939 pre-

scribed the organization of these courts, as
follows:

Local

conciliation

boards

or

judges. Regional Labor Councils,

National Labor Council.

suggest measures to benefit mothers from

the

May

Legislation passed in

On

and the
December

the President the estab-

to

beginning of pregnancy until after

childbirth,

and supervise the execution of
baby clinics

regulations adopted; establish

distributing feedings; see to the protection

of

forsaken,

under-age,

and

working

mothers and of illegitimate children; and

12,
1940, President Vargas signed a
decree-law regulating their organization

prepare, or authorize the publication

and operation;

institutes

May

1,

this will

go into effect on

1941, on which date the local

boards, the mixed conciliation commis-

of,

information to be distributed by maternitv'

The

and homes.
and homes

hospitals

will provide

prenatal, obstetrical, postnatal,

and gyne-
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examination for and
treatment of venereal disease; check-ups

one or more technicians

for well children; records of all children

the Institute

who have

various countries that request such action.

cological

services;

attended any

to diet, mothers' milk,

pared formulas; and

clinic;

and

advice as

up

The

specially pre-

classes in child train-

council also discussed the fixing of a

definite date for the

ber or

Meeting of Council of the
International American Institute
for the Protection of Childhood
council of the International American

Institute for the Protection of

Childhood

which

planning to undertake in

is

VIII Pan American

Novem-

Child Congress in Washington.

ing and eugenics.

The

to help in setting

certain child welfare field studies

December

of 1941

were the favored

months, but the council agreed that

if

the

United States Government did not take
final official action on the matter so that
the date could be definitely determined by
March 1941, it would be advisable to
postpone the Congress until a later time.

At the conclusion of the

held a meeting in Montevideo on Febru-

council's ses-

were given an opportunity

ary 14, 1941, at which representatives of

sions, delegates

Argentina, Bolivia, Paraguay, the United

to see

and Uruguay were present, with
Dr. Gregorio Araoz Alfaro, chairman of

sensus of the delegates after their visits of

States,

some of the child welfare
Montevideo and its vicinity.
inspection

the council, presiding.

activities in

The

con-

was that the work was worth

Several important topics were presented

while and highly constructive, and that the

and action. The first of
was the amendment of the Institute's

was to be congratulated for its
on local institutions.
In the annual report of the Institute for
1940, read and approved at the meeting,
special mention was made of the Institute's

for

discussion

these

bylaws.
Institute

It

is

shall

now

provided

social action," as well as

for

that

the

function as a "center of

documentation,

and information on

an organization

study,

consultation,

child welfare matters.

Mrs. Elisabeth Shirley Enochs, special
representative of the United States Children's

Bureau

at the council meeting, re-

ported that the Children's Bureau had

Institute

influence

library at the headquarters in Montevideo.

At the end

of 1940 the library

had on

its

approximately 11,600 items, including books, pamphlets, and periodicals,
shelves

all

dealing with child welfare and closely

related subject material.

sent two technical experts, a pediatrician

and a

social worker, to

Rio de Janeiro

to

Costa Rican Housing Board

act for a time in an advisory capacity with

the National Child Welfare
Brazil.

Mrs.

Enochs'

whether or not a

visit

Department of

question

as

to

of technical rep-

resentatives of the Children's Bureau,

if it

could be arranged, would be welcomed by

By a law

that

11, 1941, the

went

into effect

on January

Costa Rican Congress gave

legal status to the National

Housing Board,

created by an Executive Decree of
1,

1939.

The law

also

March

appropriated

the Institute was answered unanimously

1,000,000

and
the council followed up the suggestion by

of

passing a resolution asking the Chief of the

the construction of healthful

Children's Bureau, Miss Katharine Len-

houses to be leased or sold to persons of

root, to assign to the Institute, if possible,

small means; supervise the expenditure of

and

enthusiastically in the affirmative,

colones

for

the

construction

houses for persons of limited incomes.

The board

is

empowered

to

oversee

and low

cost

PAN AMERICAN NEWS
funds

aside

set

courage

the

for

health-promoting
acquire

houses;

homebuilding;

en-

construction,

and

low

cost

study,

of

features

the

necessary land

for

preference to be given to prop-

this end,

by national and municipal
aid and encourage companies and individuals engaged in the
homebuilding business; establish cooperative societies and savings banks; and,
erty

ceded

governments;

with the consent of the Securities
mittee

of

the

Com-

National Bank of Costa

315

Single houses not exceeding 10,000
colones in cost shall be exempt from real
estate and municipal taxes for ten years
from the date of purchase. Building or
credit companies established solely to
construct low cost single or apartment

money for this purpose
be exempt from national revenue
taxes, provided that their plans have been
approved by the Board.
houses or to lend

will also

The Board
grant

of

be financed by the

will

initial

mentioned

colones

1,000,000

Rica, issue bonds or mortgages guaranteed

above; an annual appropriation of 200,000

by the buildings erected.
The houses built by the Board

colones;
will

be

sold at cost, plus five percent, to heads of
families

who do

not

own

property or have

an annual income of more than 5,000
Payment will be made in month-

colones.

made

any

and
and other

lease

gifts

or bequests that

may be

the income accruing from the

it;

sale of houses;

and the lands
by the

real estate transferred

national or municipal governments for the
construction of low cost housing.

ly instalments that will include four percent
interest,

amortization,

and a

life

insur-

Pan American Food

ance premium for the owner.

To

from the lowcost housing program, heads of families must also show that
they are of good character; can support
their families and meet the monthly payments; are registered, if men, and voted in
the last election; and are under fifty, in
good health, and employed.

The purchaser may not

rent,

mortgage,

ing without written permission of the
Board, until he has received ownership

These will be issued after he has
paid at least 25 percent of the total value,
the rest to be guaranteed by a first mort-

papers.

After the purchaser has paid half

the total price, he

with

York

benefit

or transfer the property, or alter the build-

gage.

New

Fiesta in

the

written

may

sell

the property,

authorization

Board, but only to one

who

is

receive the benefits of the law.

of

the

eligible to

The Board

alone has the power to put a lien on the
property, and then only when payments
are in arrears.

Houses repossessed by the

Board may be transferred to a
only under the original terms.

new owner

Knowledge

American foods

of Latin

is

limited in the United States largely to the
fact that Brazil

produces coffee and that

males are eaten in Mexico.

Many

ta-

other

and drinks are now availand to inform the

delicious foods

able in this country,

public about them,

how

to prepare them,

and where to buy them, the New York Herald
Tribune held in March a Pan American
Food Fiesta under the auspices of its Home
Institute. For three days an exhibit called
"Foods America Gave the World" was on
display, and programs planned to interpret
Americas south of the United
were given. Prominent on the program was an "odd numbers" parade, in
which the more exotic foodstuffs were fealife

in the

States

tured.

And

to

make

the fiesta eminently

practical, the Institute

page

list

of New

York

prepared an eight-

firms

where the

vari-

ous articles exhibited can be bought.
First

on the

coffee holds a

list

come

beverages, where

prominent place

—not Bra-
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alone,

zilian coffee

American

other

but coffee from the
producing countries.

similar

the

to

Mexican tamales);

mango

Mate, often called Paraguayan tea, is becoming better known in the United States,
and several brands are now available, as

tortillas,

well as the gourds that are the classical

boiled beef, corned beef hash;

and

container

which

silver

bombillas

The

to sip the brew.

healthful

market

through

juice of the

papaya has been prepared

in various forms

—

tea, syrup,

for

and

For cheese gourmets,
cheeses

now

are

Argentina

sending regularly

European

of

Dutch, French,

Italian,

types,

and

America's sweet tooth
for.

ican herbs and

enchiladas,

and taro
ster

tacos,

chutney;

frijoles,

tamales,

banana

chips; roast beef, corned beef,

and

lob-

and crab.

Fresh

fruits

and vegetables are limited

to those that will bear long-distance ship-

ment.

Grapes, nectarines, plums, peaches,

watermelons, and pears have been coming

soft drinks.

Uruguay

chili

powder, Bahamian mustard, Latin Amer-

Among

the

items

is

and

many

especially

well provided

many

old

— orange marmalade, wild strawberry jam and preserve, guava
and
paste— but
might be worth while

friends

jelly

to

it

make the acquaintance of some of these
new ones: mango paste, pumpkin, potato,
or mango jam, banana preserve, and
papaya marmalade.

There is also a wide
variety of honeys, made by bees that have
dipped into all sorts of flowers unknown
in this country.

Packaged products are wide in variety
and mouth-watering in interest. They
include papaya, guava, or

More

recent

occasionally,

from Argentina or Chile.
arrivals, found only

fruit

include plantains, melons,

papayas, and chirimoyas.

Swiss.

are

for several years

mango in honey;

hearts of palm; rum-flavored guava, pine-

The

vegetables

include chayote, a kind of squash

now

grown commercially

and

in Florida, yams,

cassava root.

The Institute also displayed samples of
commodities not yet in the United States
market, such as meat pastes, hams (Danish
style), guarana
(a soft drink), piquant
sauces,

sweet crackers, and pigeons and

chickens in sauce.
Finally, a long list of wines and liquors
from Argentina, Chile, Peru, and the
Caribbean countries, and a Mexican beer
closed the roster of foods from the other

Americas.

While many of the items are available
only in

New

York, others are imported

sour sops, hicacos, orange peels, tamarind

by firms having nation-wide outlets. A
study of the list, which may be obtained
for five cents from the New York Herald

dried bananitas, papaya pieces,
papaya pulp, mangoes; coconut syrup;

many new

huallacas (the national dish of Venezuela,

American"

apple, or grapefruit; fruits well-

known

—guava

peels,

and

little-

papaya, chirimoyas,

sugar,

307837

—

1941

Home

Institute,

will give

the housewife

ideas for imparting a
flavor to her

menu.
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DANCERS AT LOS REMEDIOS, MEXICO
The

variety of dances in

Mexico

is

so great that

town, has invented

its

it is

own way

impossible to
of expressing

know them .all.
its

emotions.

Each

region, each
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The Dance

in

Mexico

GUILLERMO JIMENEZ
The

art of the

It is

the bold spontaneous form of trans-

dance

lating emotion,
sign, the

of

all

it is

is

one and manifold.

the underscoring of a

hieroglyph drawn with the force

passion.

From

the flood of

ment, undulation, and gesture of

move-

this art

one can conceive a myriad of captivating
images.
The step is to the dance what

numbers are to mathematics.
Through the formal figures and

ara-

besques of the dance, the histories of nations,
of religions, of the vices

and pleasures

The

mankind can be portrayed.

of

steps of

the dance are songs of the senses, garlands
that interwine themselves in the restlessness
of the universe.

The dance

is

the realiza-

tion of objective beauty that calls one to

and adoration.
was in adoration that the early peoples
Mexico Nahuas, Toltecs, Zapotecs,

love
It

of

—

—

danced; men
bronzed by the sun,
faces covered with symbolic masks; men

Mixtecs, Totonacs,

with dark

Mayas

faces, faces

performing both religious and war dances

around

their sanguinary idols.

The god

the dance was called Mixcoatl, and in
the old

cities,

just as in the legendary

of
all

and

learned nation of China, there were teachers

connected

with

the

temples

who

schooled children in choreography, to the

sound of primitive musical instruments:
sea shells, tortoise shells, bells, cowhorns,
huehuetls

and

teponazUis.

Stringed instru-

ments, some of the old chroniclers

tell us,

were not known among the Aztecs.
The huehuetl, a. kind of drum, was fashioned of a wooden cylinder, about three
feet high, decorated with brilliant designs,
perhaps in lacquer. Over the head of the
cylinder was stretched a sheepskin, whose
tone was regulated by

its

degree of tautness.

The teponaztli, which is still much used
among some of the indigenous groups, is a
hollow wooden cylinder with two openings
in the

parallel

middle in the form of two long
slits

not far apart.

Two
317

sticks,
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similar to

drums licks, are used

to strike

the portion of the instrument between the
parallel openings,

calling forth

a

muted

melancholy sound, soft enough to let the
words of songs be clearly heard above it.

The dance was

a salient activity in the

of those early

wandering and war-like

life

Indians.

They danced

to

celebrate the

days of their gods and to celebrate
their victories in war. Primitive Mexican
dances had the same scope as those of

feast

In the time of our ances-

ancient Egypt.
tors,

the dances were

Mecavaliztli

lated

and

mean

There

known by two names:

MetotiliztU,

which

trans-

sacred and profane dances.

were

professional

singers

and

dancers in the large centers of population.
On the day when dances were to be performed,

the

townspeople placed in the

center of the public square an enormous mat
or platform,

and on

this were set

two drums.

sound of the drums," wrote one
monks, "all the
Indians of the vicinity gather and begin to
dance and sing. In these dances two
''At the

of the early Franciscan

drums

them

are used: one of

is

round,

hands high, larger in girth than
a man. It is made of precious wood,
hollow, and beautifully carved on the outIt is played by striking both ends and
side.
the pitch of its tones is raised or lowered in
about

five

harmony with

drum

the

smaller and

is

is

The

with the hands.

with

singers.

The

other

played by striking
large one

is

it

played

sticks."

To

the

Mexican people the dance

From

cult.

is

a

the most remote times the

have had an essentially metaphysical concept of it. Their first dances
were in honor of the heavenly bodies, the
sun, the moon; then their war dances
Indians

appeared; there was the clash of daggers
and the gleam of poisoned lances. The

dances

mystic

perform

which the

Indians

still

in the atria of the old churches in

honor of the

saints are living codices; their

are ornamental figures espages of maguey; they
from
age-old
caped
participants

are

humble

ritual dances,

with the regu-

rhythm
movement.
unanimous
of
The imperfectness and simplicity of the
music of our forefathers were not in keeplarity of a single gesture, with the

ing with the variety of their dances.

The

Aztecs danced sometimes in circles and
sometimes in straight lines, and although

both

men and women

occasionally took

part, the dances generally

by

men

only.

were performed

At those ceremonies the

nobles were sumptuously garbed,
the

common men

animals, with costumes of feathers
skins,

and hid

wood

or leather.

their faces

GUILLERMO JIMENEZ

spirit

emotion.

of the

The

and

behind masks of

The mask miraculously

perpetuates a gesture;

eager

while

disguised themselves as

turns,

it

arouses in the

a perfect
movements, steps of

spectator

THE DANCE

Courtesy of Guillermo Jimenez

IN

MEXICO

A STONE TEPONAZTLI

This drum, showing the mask of the god of dancing and flowers,

Mexico

a

masked performer are

with greater

he

fixed in the

mind

plasticity, greater solemnity;

The mask

is

by

created

the materialization of an idea

phantasy

or

mysticism;

it

is

preserved in the National

Museum.

City.

the

human

and help create the

figure

dancer's magic.

enveloped in a wave of mystery.

is
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In Greece the lightness of the tunic; in
India the necklaces, bracelets, and anklets;
in

Persia the delicate veils, all serve to

brings to the dance a kind of super-reality,

accentuate the sensual movements of the

an almost superhuman quality, bordering
on the occult. For that reason, no doubt,

dances.

the ancient peoples represented

many

of

their divinities wearing masks, as for
example the God of the Wind. Masks of
jade, rock crystal, and camelian, of
mosaics, of bone inlaid with turquoise and

mother-of-pearl, figure
offerings

found

the votive

is

the essence of dis-

guise, the costume of the

the

are

ornaments,

the

enchantment of the body. But
Mexico the austerity, the geometrical

into relief the
in

pattern, the liturgy of the dance, the solid
colors,

and

the

dancers' costumes

extravagance
all

of

the

exalt one to a forget-

fulness of nature; they indicate the

meta-

physics of the dance.

in old tombs.

mask, then,

If the

among

They

accomplices, that lure the senses and bring

Mexican dancer

For example, there are the dancers of
Michoacan, their faces covered with masks

Dance

Old Men, or with

is its

complement in a heightened atmosis beyond reality, that almost
touches the divine. It marks the limits of
nature, where the living landscape fades

as in the

phere that

bright-colored

into the realm of mystery: plumes,

splendid turbans adorned with pearl and
crystal beads. There are the dancers of

tinsel,

mirrors, crystal beads, multi-colored

ribbons,

green

silks,

—

spangles of blue

all

and red and

these glittering trappings efface

of the

handkerchiefs

as

in

the

Dance

of the Moors; over their shoulders

tunics

of gold

brocade, on their heads

Oaxaca, with their headdresses of long
yielded by the beautiful bird

soft feathers

BULLETIN OF THE PAN AMERICAN UNION
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Courtesy of Guillermo Jimenez

TARASCAN SCULPTURE OF A DANCE
From

the earliest times the peoples of

Mexico have danced, as is shown by
Museum, Mexico City.

of Mexico, plumes that scintillate in the sun
like

a parrot's

tail

and

that pulsate in the

wind with the sensuousness of a feather fan.
Does not the garb of the Indians who
inhabit the villages on the shores of Lake
Patzcuaro seem fabulous? Their mantles
look like ecclesiastical raiment, their tur-

bans

like those of

a Persian king; and their

yellow shoes are ornamented with large
disks, like spurs, that strike against

each

other during the tiptoe steps of the dance.

Adoration and fetichism are bound up

with the

this sculpture in the

smoke

of

and the
by pulque

copal

the

mystical intoxication produced

and sacred herbs

National

—peyote and marihuana,

the celestial drugs of the

Indians,

that

inspire them, transfigure them,

and bear
them to the world of the subconscious, where
they live an unreal life. But never did the
ancient race reveal the delights which
these

sublime

their rites

poisons,

indispensable

in

and dances, brought them.

Peyote or mescal, marihuana, pulque
all

these inflame the senses,

make

the blood

THE DANCE

pound through the

veins,

dreamed-of

carry

visions,

and

ecstasy

produce unthe

The

forgetfulness.

spirit

to

intoxica-

induced by these drugs must indeed
be superior to the drunkenness of the
Greeks when they emptied their wine-skins
tion

in

IN

MEXICO
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pression that almost

becomes laughable.

His face is hermetically sealed, imbued with
mystery; it does not change, does not
think.

There may perhaps be

faint grimace,

at times a
but never a smile to illumi-

honor of Dionysus and Aphrodite.
peyote, also sometimes called the

The

became for the early peoples of
Mexico a religious symbol, which they

jiculi,

worshipped with all the fervor that might
have been offered to some celestial object.
According to tradition, when the world

began this opiate was presented to the
Mexican people by the gods, to cure the
wounds of love, to bring them surcease
from sorrow, and to transfigure them from
mere mortals into divinities. Since those
early Mexicans had no adequate words to
express the sensations produced in them by
peyote, they gave vent to their feelings in

rhythm,

and dancing,

leaping

in

and

thereby the dance of the jiculi was created.

The

variety of dances in

great that

Each

it is

impossible to

Mexico

is

know them

region, each town, has invented

own way

of expressing

its

so
all.
its

But

emotions.

the dances of Chihuahua, like those of

Oaxaca,
their

Jalisco, or Guerrero, in spite of

diversified

steps,

their varying

dences, their dissimilar gestures,

from

all

ca-

stem

from an identical
and fundamentally all preserve
the same principle and symbolism: adoraparallel theories,

ideology,

tion.

The indigenous dancers

are mechanical,

with no trace of self-consciousness; their

rhythms
tedious

—

are
like

slow,

prolonged,

patient,

their music, like the

sound

of their timbrels, like the notes of their
flageolets,

interminable notes, repeated to

the point of ennui.

The

dancers' attitudes,

and movements are stereotyped.
The dancer, whose rigid face looks as if it
were made of heavy glazed paper, needs no
gestures,

mask.

He

wears an incredibly hard ex-

Courtesy of Guillermo Jimenez

A

PARTICIPANT IN THE
DANCE, OAXACA

FEATHER
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DANCE OF THE OLD
MEN, PATZCUARO
The mask

brings to the dance
a kind of superhuman quality.

nate that face, never an expression that
tells

of sensuality, joy, pain, wrath, hatred,

or passion.

dance
house of the majordomo of the festivwhile the women make a floral arch

in the
ities,

They dance, dance without
tom-tom beat

religious celebration the participants

ceasing to the

of their primitive

instru-

and other decorations, using the
the

neighboring

fields

—

Mexico's indigenous dances are no
commentary to the music; rather they

fumed arch

represent idolatry written in bold type;

church, the colors of

its

they are annotations on eternity.

marvelous

of

ments.

fore,

There-

fundamentally, a Mexican dancer

is

of bells

In Zapotlan, one of the oldest towns in
southern Jalisco, a shining little town where

limn

comrnemo rations

is

zempaxo-

The

per-

placed at the portico of the

tapestry

The dances

idolatrous, superstitious, automatic.

the constant blue of the atmosphere shimmers in the distance and where the pinescented air can almost be felt between the
fingers as if it were a veil, the Indians
perform the same dances for both religious

and marigolds.

daisies,

chitls,

flowers of

yellow

flowers forming a
fantastic

design.

are accompanied by the peal

and the shooting of sky rockets that

against

darkness

the

flashes of green

the

sky

and blue and crimson

of

fire.

Following the religious ceremonies, the

dances continue for another nine days of
the popular festival. There are bullfights,
sports,

and

social gatherings.

finish night after night

The dancers

drunk with tequila

and popular fiestas.
Their dances continue for eighteen days
without interruption. First, the entire

and pomegranate punch. The Indians
dance, however, without restlessness. To

novena of the

ing.

The marvel

they

are

dancing.

patron saint

is

spent in

The ceremonies begin with

the

opening of the reservoir; on the eve of the

them

their

language.

dance
a

is

a tradition, an

of these dances

consummately pure

offer-

is

that

plastic

THE DANCE

The

dress of the

simplicity

itself:

Zapotlan dancers

a white cotton

is

and

shirt

with bright silken ribbons dec-

trousers,

breast

the

orating

and

The

shoulders.

more adornments, being draped
gauze, tiny mirrors, and bead
white
with
hats have

thousand colors that

fringe of a

glitter in

In their right hands

the dazzling sunlight.

the dancers carry a large carved staff which

made of small metal

covered with rattles

is

disks similar to those used

by cooks

IN

MEXICO

people

— the
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dances of The Conquest are

performed.

For these the dancers put on great headmukicolored feathers, red

dresses of fine
shirts

and short red

skirts.

Around

their

shoulders they wear satin capes in the three
colors of the national flag, red, white,

and

green; in their right hands they carry a
rattle which they shake constantly
accompaniment of two violins. In

kind of
to the

for

cutting pastry.

They dance in two files to the sound of
two goat skin timbrels and two flageolets,
keeping time to the drum beats, and now
and then making savage outcries that die

away

a lament against the faraway

like

mountain

The

slopes.

drums, the notes of the

beat of the native
flageolets, the

deep

cries there in the silent fields, in the distant

hour and by the
moon, are the continuing ex-

villages, at the twilight

light of the

pression of the anguished, fanatical, superstitious soul of the

The

lives on,

race.

Mexico

nourished by myths, by super-

by religious legends that have

stitions,

warmed

Their religious

them

try; to

of generation

hearts

the

generation.

like

Mexican

of the indigenes of

spirit

faith

after

idola-

is

the worship of the saints

is

a festival, and at the foot of the altars

they offer their pains, their
tears,

as

if

Adoration

they

were

grief,

off"ering

becomes intoxication and

expressed in merriment, in popular
excesses

their
roses.

of pleasure.

The

feasts

is

fairs, in

of the

Virgen del Pueblito in Queretaro, the Virgin

Guadalajara, and the Senor

of

Zapopan

de

Chalma in the State of Mexico are

in

all

celebrated in the same way.

In the cold days of December, when all
Mexico commemorates the appearance of
that Virgin of
the Virgin of Guadalupe
the deep sloe eyes, the long eyelashes, and
the small delicate hands that hold all the
sorrows and all the hopes of an entire

—

Courtesy of Guillermo Jimenez

A DANCER FROM ZAPOTLAN, JALISCO,
AS DRAWN BY JOSE CLEMENTE OROZCO
The dances continue

for eighteen

interruption.

days without

324
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the tonic of the in-

the atria of the sanctuaries they dance

the mescal cactus

without flagging, enveloped in the murmur
of prayers from inside the church and in

digenous dancers, just as the juice of the

the cheerful clatter of the multitude.

In

dance only one performer dons a mask,
of black wood with a long white beard

this

made

of strands of ixtle fiber; in his

hand

he carries a whip and he prances about
among the other dancers executing all

manner of extravagant pirouettes.
The alcohol distilled from corn

grape was the source of delight in the
ancient Bacchanalia.
Curious, I asked one of the dancers at
Guadalupe, "Why are you dancing?" He
."he
scarcely answered me. "Because
said between closed teeth, shrugging his
.

.

shoulders.

To him
or from

is

that

word "because," which in
had said everything.

reality says nothing,

Elie Lescot, President of Haiti
On

April

of Haiti

15, 1941, the National Assembly
by an overwhelming majority

eff'orts

an acceptable solution to the

to find

long-standing and extremely bitter bound-

M.

ary dispute between Haiti and the Domin-

Stenio Vincent as President of the Republic

ican Republic were rewarded with suc-

of Haiti for a five-year term

cess.

M.

elected

May

Lescot

Elie

to

succeed

beginning

The new

who

President,

for the past four

years has been his country's Minister to the

United

States,

is

member

a

of

born on December

9,

an old

He was

Haitian family of Cap-Haitien.

summer home

1883, at his parents'

in the little village of Saint

du Nord. He was educated at
and his long and distin-

Louis

He

served

as

chairman

Com-

and the Dominican Government

mission,

recognized his earnest and brilliant work

by conferring upon him the

in that respect

rank of

Grati Oficial del Orden al Aierito

Pablo Duarte

and

later the

In 1936

M.

Lescot rendered

still

guished public career began at the early

ber

to the National Assembly.

elected

After serving

of

the same order.

able service to his country as a

when he was

Juan

Grand Cross

Cap-Haitien,

age of twenty-seven

the

of

Haitian section of the Boundary

15, 1941.

of

the

Haitian

delegation

further

memto

the

Inter-American Conference for the Maintenance of Peace at Buenos Aires.

On

Deputy for three years, he withdrew
from the legislative branch of government
to enter the judiciary. He was successively

April 12, 1937, he presented his letters of

Court of First Instance at
Port-au-Prince, judge of the same court,

task he devoted' himself with all his ac-

as

commissaire in the

credence to President Roosevelt as Minister
of Haiti to the United States.

To

that

his

customed earnestness and' ability until
called back to his country to assume the
high office for which he has been chosen.
On April 29 the members of the Governing Board of the Pan American Union
gave a farewell luncheon to their former
colleague, on the eve of his departure to
assume his new duties.
The Hon. Cordell Hull, Secretary of
State of the United States and Chairman

services in the latter capacity, the President

of the Board, greeted the President-elect

bestowed upon him the rank of Grand

in the following

examining magistrate, and commissaire in
the Court of Cassation.
The next step in M. Lescot' s career was
appointment to President Borno's
his
first as Secretary of Public Educaand then as Secretary of Agriculture.
Later under President Vincent he filled the
posts of Secretary of Justice and Secretary

cabinet,
tion

of

the

Interior.

de

Officier

somewhat

In

recognition

POrdre Honneur
later

et

of

Merite,

and

he was given the Grand

Cross of the same order.

M.

Lescot's proficiency as a statesman

time he represented his country as Minister
the

Dominican Republic.

behalf of the Governing Board of the Pan

American Union
extending

was never more evident than during the
to

On

After

less

than two years in Ciudad Trujillo, his

words

to

our

I

have very great pleasure in
distinguished

President-elect of Haiti, the

warm

colleague,

the

congratulations

and every member of the Board.
Although your election to the Presidency of
Haiti means withdrav/al from the Governing
Board we feel certain that the Union can, at all
times, count on your deep interest and cooperation.
of each
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During the four years that you have been a member of this body you have labored unceasingly to
further the purposes for which the Pan American
Union was founded, and I can assure you that
we are deeply appreciative of the constant and
unfailing services that you have rendered.
In extending to you our congratulations we
desire to combine therewith our heartfelt wishes
for the fullest measure of success in the discharge
of the high duties entrusted to you by the people
of Haiti, and we earnestly hope that during your
term of office your country will enjoy the blessings
of peace, happiness and prosperity.

Dr. Francisco Castillo Najera, the

Am-

bassador of Mexico and Vice Chairman of
the Board, then proposed a toast in Spanish
to the guest of honor:

Senor Presidente Electo:
Para cumplir mi encomienda, podria reducirme
a verter

al castellano las

palabras justas y sentidas

Honorable Cordell Hull, nuestro digno Presidente; tal desempeno, sin embargo, no satisfaria a
los miembros del Consejo, de quienes soy interprete; tambien mis personales urgencias efusivas
quedarian insatisfechas.
Despedimos con esta celebracion al distinguido
del

colega que, durante varios

afios,

participo

nuestras labores del Consejo Directivo de la

en

Union

Panamericana y en las actividades que aqui se
desarrollan y que tienen como ideal la plena
realizacion del Panamericanismo.
Es sensible,

como

lo hizo

notar nuestro Presi-

dente, separarnos de Elie Lescot, figura familiar

en

el

circulo diplomatico de

todavia,

por

en

el trato

el

Washington y mas,

grupo panamericano.

Nosotros,

frecuente con tan distinguido colega,

hemos podido apreciar

sus atributos, sus virtudes

y su vasta cultura, caracteristicas que lo hacen
elevado exponente de la elite haitiana.
El papel de Haiti, en la causa del Panamericanismo, desde la epoca de Petion hasta nuestros

ha venido siendo cada vez mas importante;
representativos de la Republica Antillana participan y contribuyen, eficaz y brillantemente, en
todas las reuniones en que se ventilan los negocios
del Hemisferio, Tanto es asi que, segun recuerdo,
uno de mis compatriotas, en reciente conferencia
panamericana, aseguro, con justicia, al referirse a
los delegados de Haiti que, sin la presencia de
dias,

estos, la familia del

completa.
fortuna,

En

la

Nuevo Mundo se sentiria inUnion Panamericana, por

hemos contado con

la

colaboracion del

hoy Presidente Electo de Haiti y en

la familia

ELIE LESCOT, PRESIDENT OF HAITI

no

ha faltado

la

de

representacion

la

Republica

legataria de las tradiciones y del idioma de
florida

rama de

una

nuestra latinidad.

La pesadumbre con

que, egoistamente, vemos

partida del distinguido compaiiero, se atenua

la

—

y hasta nos produce orgullo al considerar que
causa por la que todos laboramos recibira un

la

que el Presidente Lescot, en su calidad
de Jefe de Estado, actuando en una esfera mas
amplia y con mayor autoridad, es, desde ahora,
uno de los orientadores y paladines del Panamerirefuerzo, ya

canismo.

En
el

el

momento

vino que se

del brindis ritual,

estila

en

un caracter simbolico:
las

me parece que

las celebraciones,

es el

de

la

adquiere

Concordia entre

naciones aqui representadas y el de la amistad
que las representan.

sincera entre aquellos

Levanto mi copa para formular

los votos,

de

todos los presentes, por que Elie Lescot desempene
sus funciones en

forma

tal

que

se

traduzcan en

beneficios reales, en progreso para su patria, en

impulso y en apoyo para

la

mas rapida consecu-

cion del ideal panamericano y en honra y prez
para el diplomatico y estadista que hasta hoy ha
sido nuestro colega y sera siempre nuestro esti-

mado

amigo.

ELIE LESCOT, PRESIDENT OF HAITI
Por la prosperidad de la Republica Haitiana,
por el triunfo pleno del Panamericanismo y por la
Ventura personal y el exito gubernativo de Elie
Lescot, a quien, a nombre de todos los miembros
del Consejo Directivo de la Union Panamericana,
le ruego transmitir las expresiones de nuestro
carino

respetuoso

a

dama

estimable

la

que,

ha

participe de su hogar y compaiiera de su vida,
side,

y sera su mas

es

y su

fiel

mas preciada

colaboradora.

cres.
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J'eprouve done une certaine emotion en

Cependant, I'heure que Dieu a
choisi pour me placer a la tete de mon pays
m'inspire le devoir sacre d'etre plus que jamais
uni a vous. Les efforts conjugues de nos Gouvernements respectifs, ne convergent-ils pas a
cette heure vers un but unique, la sauvegarde et
au besoin la defense de notre Continent contre
tout danger qui pourrait venir de I'exterieur?
II est superflu pour moi de realfirmer devant
vous, la volonte inebranlable

speaking in his

President-elect Lescot,

native tongue, replied to these expressions
of

good

will

and

affection as follows

Monsieur le President du Governing Board,
Monsieur le Vice President,
II

m'est agreable de vous remercier pour les

paroles

si

que

bienveillantes dictees par I'amitie

me

separant de vous.

que je
d'etre

du Gouvernement

vais avoir le lourd privilege

un avec

les

de presider

votres dans ce sentiment et

qu'en consequence, la plus petite parcelle du
patrimoine national haitien est prete a etre le

champ

d'action de cette sauvegarde et au besoin
de cette defense continentale. Je parle en mon
nom et au nom du Peuple Haitien dont je suis
I'emanation et le plus haut representant desor-

mais.

vous avez eu la bonte de m'adresser.

que vous m'avez connu, devoue, sincere et loyal,
champion de I'union entre les

L'Union Panamericaine, creee pour les fins que
nous connaissons, est devenue par le fait des circonstances exceptionnelles que nous vivons, le
berceau du Bloc Continental Americain
ce

peuples de ce continent et

Bloc qui sera invincible

Dans

haute fonction ou je

la nouvelle et tres

viens d'etre appele par

mon

peuple, je serai

tel

I'indefectible

le

defenseur intraitable

des droits que nous conferent notre Independence
et

notre Liberte et constamment preoccupe a

accomplir,

dont

sans

I'interet

faiblesse,

les

moindres devoirs

de notre union continentale sera

I'objet.

Monsieur le President,

des

hommes

frappes

du

rappel fera fremir

les

de
dont

delire

destruction s'entrechoquent en des batailles
le

generations futures,

oii

des

races conduites par des mystiques d'un fanatisme

nom de la Civilisation,
nous ramener au chaos, les mandataires authentiques et autorises du Peuple Haitien, viennent de
m'appeler a la premiere Magistrature d'Haiti.

mortel semblent vouloir, au

S'il

est

un bonheur que depasse

tous les autres

pour moi, c'est celui de me trouver parmi vous,
malgre cette investiture, participant a cette agape
fraternelle que vous me faites I'honneur de
m'offrir en temoignage de votre satisfaction.
vous
Je suis profondement touche et je
remercie.

Je n'oublie pas

nos vingt et une nations.

c'est la la

volonte de

Rien ne doit

rien ne doit diminuer son action.

I'eflfriter,

C'est sur

un

de notre volonte agissante qu'aujourd'hui est place notre Union Panamericaine et comme
Chef d'Etat, j'entends apporter a notre Union,
toute la puissance de mon action afin que demain,

roc, le roc

lorsque sera ecrite I'histoire de I'epoque actuelle,

Messieurs,

Au moment ou

—

si

rUnion Panamericaine qui a son siege dans cette
Capitale ou depuis un demi siecle les idees les
plus genereuses sont sorties pour I'honneur et la

de notre continent, rayonne et brille comme
flambeau qui a dirige et qui a protege nos vingt
et une Republiques contre les erreurs ou les pieges
tendus tout en leur assurant un appui mutuel et
gloire
le

fraternel.

Dans cet esprit, la Republique d'Haiti salue ses
vingt Republiques Soeurs de cet hemisphere et je
leve mon verre en I'honneur des Vingt Chefs
d'Etat qui

respectivement president a leur ad-

ministration.

Je leve
le

mon

President

verre en votre honneur, Monsieur

du "Governing Board" de I'Union

Panamericaine, Honorable Secretaire d'Etat des
Etats-Unis, vous dont toutes les hautes qualites

y a a peine quelques
semaines, je m'asseyais encore parmi vous et

jointes a votre fermete dans la decision, forcent le

prenais part a vos travaux.

monde entier au respect et

qu'il

Cette participation

a Futile besogne de I'Union Panamericaine a ete
quatre annees durant une de mes plus agreables
et instructives occupations.

toute

ma

C'est tout

bonne volonte qui vous

mon coeur,

etaient consa-

a I'admiration.

Je leve mon verre en votre honneur, Monsieur
le Vice President, Honorable Ambassadeur des
Etats-Unis du Mexique, vous dont le nom rayonne
si lumineusement dans toutes les manifestations
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prestige garantissent les succes de tout ce a quoi

temoin de vos efforts et de la haute conscience
que vous mettez dans I'accomplissement des

vous participez.

labeurs parfois bien penibles qui vous sont con-

vous

interamericaines,

Je leve

mon

dont

science

la

et

mes anciens
vous dont Pamitie m'a 6te

verre a vous tous,

chers collegues,

le

et

fies,

Et

precieuse durant les quatre annees passees en votre

compagnie

et

dont

fraternelles

me

sera

le

souvenir de nos relations

un

puissant soutien au cours

au moment de prendre conge de vous, je
un public hommage.

tiens

a vous rendre

si

c'est

culiere,

nos

d'une fagon toute speciale, toute parti-

que je vous convie

tous, Messieurs, a lever

en I'honneur de I'homme qui, a
que nous parlons, occupe la pensee de

verres

des durs et penibles travaux qui vont etre desormais

I'instant

de mes occupations.
Je leve mon verre en votre honneur, distingue
et si devoue Directeur General de I'Union
Panamericaine, Honorable Dr. Rowe, et aussi a
vos non moin devoues et distingues collaborateurs,

I'Univers, sur qui toutes les consciences droites se

I'objet

reposent,

I'homme dont

les

sages et courageuses

nous indiquent la voie certaine, au
President Franklin Delano Roosevelt, le Grand
Protecteur du Continent Americain.

initiatives

Latin American Envoys in Washington

and the Presidency
ROGELIO
The

recent election of

M.

Elie

E.

Lescot,

Haitian Minister to the United States since
1937, to the presidency of his country^
calls attention

once again to the frequency

with which in the Latin American republics the post of diplomatic representative

Washington

at

serves as a preliminary to

the presidency of the country.

Within the

last

two years two other

Latin American envoys. Dr. Augusto

Boyd, Ambassador
eral Jose

of

S.

Panama, and Gen-

Felix Estigarribia,

Minister of

Paraguay, were called from their posts at
Washington to head the governments of

Boyd as
First Designate after the death of Juan
Demostenes Arosemena and General Estitheir

respective

countries,

Dr.

ALFARO
sentatives of their countries to the

United

Colombia leads the list of ten
Latin American republics with presidents
who saw diplomatic service in Washington,
with a total of nine. Panama comes next
with six and Ecuador and Nicaragua follow with four apiece. Chile and Paraguay
have had three each; Honduras and Argentina two each; and Bolivia, Cuba and
States.

The

Haiti one each.

men who

table includes both

Washington to assume
the presidency and those whose diplomatic duties preceded by some time, or
the

left

else followed, their presidential terms.

Although Dr. Fernando Guachalla

(father

of the present Bolivian Minister to

the

by election.
As shown by the accompanying table,
no fewer than thirty-six Latin American

United States) did not actually occupy the
presidency of Bolivia, he is included in the
list because he was elected chief executive
of Bolivia in 1908. He died just before he

presidents have also been diplomatic repre-

was scheduled

garribia

1

to take office.

The complete

See page 325.

fe'>

list

follows:

LATIN AMERICAN ENVOYS IN WASHINGTON

Name

Country

Argentina

Carlos Maria de Alvear
Domingo Faustino Sarmiento

Bolivia

Fernando Guachalla

Chile

Pedro Montt
Manuel Trucco
Carlos Davila

Colombia

Pedro Alcantara Herran

Manuel Murillo Tore
Santos Acosta
Santiago Perez
Eustorgio Salgar

Climaco Calderon
Jose Vicente Concha

Pedro Nel Ospina
Enrique Olaya Herrera

Cuba

Carlos

Ecuador

Antonio Flores

Manuel de Cespedes

Jose Maria Placido Caamano
Alfredo Baquerizo Moreno

Gonzalo
Haiti

Honduras

S.

Cordoba

Elie Lescot

Alberto

Membreno

Miguel Paz Barahona
Nicaragua

Emiliano Chamorro
Diego Chamorro

Juan

B. Sacasa
Carlos Brenes Jarquin

Panama

Domingo de Obaldia

Ramon

Valdes

Belisario Porras

Ricardo

J. Alfaro

Harmodio Arias
Augusto S. Boyd
Paraguay

Manuel Gondra
Eusebio Ayala
Jose Felix Estigarribia

President

1815

Diplomatic Representative
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Pan American Cooperation

in

Agriculture
JOSE

L.

COLOM

Chief, Division of Agricultural Cooperation,

Inasmuch

as agriculture

the basic indus-

is

Western Hemisphere, the Sixth
International Conference of American

try of the

States held at

Habana

in 1928 passed a

recommending to the Pan
American Union the creation of a special
resolution

division to handle the affairs of agricultural cooperation

among

the

member

na-

Pan American Union

Hemisphere, as

also the foundation

is

it

Without a rational
food supply there can be no culture. The
prosperity of the American republics depends essentially on the products of the
of

civilization.

all

land.

If

we reduce

agricultural produc-

tion in this part of the world,

fortunate nations.

lishment in 1929, the Division of Agricul-

Uruguay and southeastern

tural Cooperation of the

Union has served

as a clearing

member

information for the
tributed planting

Pan American

and other

house of

nations, dis-

material,

and

acted as an agency for the exchange of

shall

lower the scale of living to that of

and to strive to improve the conditions under which the farmers of the
American republics work. Since its estabtions

we

There are regions

less

Latin America,

in

such as that comprising Argentina, Chile,

may

Brazil,

which

be considered competitive agricul-

tural areas with respect

the United

to

States.
It

is

States

true that the farmers of the United

already competing with the

are

professors, students

and

workers

Argentines and Brazilians in world mar-

in agriculture.

has issued a series of

kets with respect to certain crops, partic-

It

scientific

agricultural publications in English, Spanish

and Portuguese,

as well as a

number

some
meat

ularly corn, wheat, barley, cotton,

types

of

deciduous

and

fruits,

may

of studies dealing with agricultural cooper-

products.

Western Hemisphere. It has
studied the problems of agricultural production in the different countries, examined diseased plant material and insect
pests sent by different correspondents, and

cause the farmers of this Hemisphere to

atives in the

given advice as to the control of such

and pests. It has published information on raising livestock in the tropics,
as part of its efforts to improve that industry, and has also devoted attention to the
problems of silviculture, with particular
reference to the production of hardwoods
in the tropical regions of America.
Agriculture is, as we have said, the
fundamental industry of the Western
diseases
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This situation

forsake the idea
scale

eventually

and practice of

large-

production of a single staple crop,

Lack of a clear
for crop diversification.
knowledge of the eff'ects of monoculture
has led to unwarranted expansion in the
production

of certain

crops.

All

the

agencies charged with improving agricultural production in the
lics

are striving to

American repub-

create a better bal-

anced agricultural output, and
every

way

agricultural
spirit that

possible

the

surpluses.

the

to avoid in

production
It

is

with

of
this

Pan American Union has
its program of agri-

been carrying forward

PAN AMERICAN COOPERATION
cultural cooperation in this Hemisphere.

Many

of the world's most important

IN

AGRICULTURE
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and many other ornamentals that are
familiar

to

horticulturists

all

over

the

cacao, quinine, potatoes, peanuts, straw-

Latin America has also given us
the domesticated turkey and that famous

coconuts and

animal, the guinea-pig, which has rendered

agricultural crops, such as rubber, corn,

berries, pineapples, tobacco,

numerous other
cal America.

fruits,

In the

originated in tropifield

of decorative

world.

such invaluable service to science.

The Congress of the United

States,

aware

America has contributed the
orchid, a wide variety of cacti, a large

of the need of promoting better agricul-

number

desirous of cooperating in

plants, Latin

of palms, petunias, bougainvillea

tural relations with Latin America,

and

the develop-

Courtesy of the U. S. Department of Agriculture

A GROVE OF RUBBER TREES
At present approximately 98 percent of United States imports of rubber come from the Far East, and
only 2 percent from tropical America. The United States Department of Agriculture, in cooperation
with the American republics where rubber-growing is feasible, is now carrying out a rubber development
program to insure a steady and satisfactory supply of this raw material, since "we are literally a nation
on wheels, and rubber is essential to keep those wheels moving."
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DRYING HENEQUEN FIBER
confined almost exclusively to the Yucatan Peninsula, Haiti,
in the manufacture of binder twines for tying sheaves of wheat,
oats, rice and other small grains.

Commercial production of henequen
and Cuba. The fiber is used chiefly

ment

is

of the vast agricultural resources of

those countries, has in the last few years

passed several laws authorizing the President to lend, whenever possible, the services of

Government

experts in

all fields

of

research, including agriculture, to Latin

American governments requesting such
services.

It

has appropriated the

sum

of

$500,000 to conduct investigations directed
toward the development of rubber production in Latin America, and has authorized funds for the establishment of a

resources of the Latin

and

to

American republics

help in the marketing of their

and the

products

stabilization

of their

economies.

As we

know, coff"ee is one of the most
commercial products of the
Western Hemisphere, inasmuch as it is
exported by more countries than any other
single crop. Of this commodity, there has
all

important

been a surplus

in Brazil for

many

years;

by $500,000,000 the amount of

Colombia and
The Coffee Agreement
other countries.
signed
at
the Pan American
recently
Union by fifteen nations establishes United

Bank may

States import quotas for each of the other

study center to be located on
Barro Colorado Island, situated in Lake
Gatun, Canal Zone. Another law in-

scientific

creases

have outstanding at any one time to
assist in the development of the natural

loans that the Export-Import

this situation exists also in

PAN AMERICAN COOPERATION
It is hoped that through this
arrangement the problems of coffee marketing may be simphfied.

signatories.

The Pan American Union
attention

special

has given

wide range of

the

to

products that can be grown in the tropics

Hemisphere

of this

complement and

to

not compete with those raised
regions, such as the

United

in

temperate

States.

It

has

up several commissions, such as the
Pan American Resources Commission, the
Pan American Soil Conservation Commission, and the Inter-American Commission
on Tropical Agriculture, charged with the
set

duty of promoting in their respective fields
the production and methodical utilization

and protection

Of

of natural resources.

work of the
Inter-American Commission on Tropical
Agriculture, whose duty it is to act in all
particular importance

.matters

relating

is

the

to

the

AGRICULTURE
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and Venezuela, while those in Chile,
Dominican Republic, Ecuador, and
other countries are being organized now.
Rico),
the

This Society will serve as a close

tie

be-

American
republics.
Its aim is to advance scientific
agriculture throughout the republics by
means of individual and collective effort;
tween the

agriculturalists of the

will act as the central organization for

it

coordination of the agricultural sciences in
the Western

Hemisphere.

It

will

hold

meetings, issue publications and otherwise

disseminate information on research find-

and provide for an exchange of ideas
and experiences among its naembers.

ings

Among
duced

the most interesting plants pro-

in Latin

America are those

ing insecticidal value.

possess-

The barbasco

or

cube, growing in Peru, Brazil, Colombia,

development of

rubber production in the Americas and to
establish the Inter-American Institute of
Tropical Agriculture.
serve as a research
all

This Institute will

and education center

for

the tropical countries of this hemisphere

and

will devote

its

energies primarily to

conducting research on those problems of
agriculture

long time.

whose solution

Among

will require a

these could be

men-

tioned investigations into the diseases of
cacao, coffee, and bananas, three of the

most important commodities of commerce;
livestock improvement and disease control;
technological problems involving the use
of agricultural machinery; and numerous
others.

Another

organization

recently

estab-

promote better inter-American
agricultural relations is the American

lished to

Society of Agricultural Sciences, created in

accordance with a resolution approved by
the Eighth American Scientific Congress.

The

Society has already organized chap-

ters in

Argentina, Colombia, Cuba, Pana-

ma, the United

States (including Puerto

Courtesy of Wilson Popen

FOUR- YEAR-OLD CINCHONA SEEDLING
There
to

is

man

probably no drug which is of more value
than quinine, obtained from the bark of
the cinchona tree.
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Courtesy of the U. S. Department of Agriculture

A NURSERY OF KAPOK TREES
The

insulators

GUATEMALA

IN

more buoyant than cork and more resiUent than
against heat and sound.
Its defense uses include airplane

fiber of this tree

is

cotton, and is one of the best
insulation and the filling of

life-preservers.

Ecuador and Venezuela,
useful plants in the
trol of

plant pests.

not to man,

is

a great

many others with which the average

con-

person

is

but

source.

one of the most

modern
Deadly

this insecticide

scientific

to insects

may

be used

on vegetables and fruits that are consumed
Formerly the insects that
are now controlled by rotenone (the derivative of barbasco) were destroyed with
copper compounds harmful to human

raw by man.

Hemisphere.
lows are

another important fiber

Many

made

the life-saving

Lately

is

the countries of the Western

in

its

mattresses

and

of this product, as

equipment used

is

pil-

also

in boats.

use has been extended to air-

plane construction, where

it

serves as

an

sound and temperature.
A field that has been as yet almost unexploited in the world of international
commerce is that of hardwoods. The
tropical countries of the Western Hemisphere produce some 4,000 species of timber, some of which are among the most
insulator for both

beings.

Latin America produces a great

many

and essential and
industrial oils of commerce. Latin America produces some of the most useful of
of the tanning materials

our fiber plants; these include henequen,
sisal, pita,

grown

familiar but ignorant as to their

Kapok

Manila hemp,

(from which

Panama

fique,

the toquilla

hats are made),

and

beautiful

woods known

to

man.

Difficul-

PAN AMERICAN COOPERATION

as

and transportation, as well
have kept most of

of logging

ties

tariff restrictions,

woods out
commerce.

of the ordinary channels

these

of

An

important plant

but

substitutes,

is

the vanilla, pro-

production

its

is

being

Mexico and Puerto

both

in

Rico.

Although the study of Latin American
plant species has received some attention

during the past, there remain regions and
groups of plants to challenge the botanist.
For many years after the settlement of

periodical expeditions into the wilds of

South and Central America to collect
and send them to German herbariums for identification and classification.
Among the most noted were Humboldt
and Grisebach, who were responsible for
the collection and classification of an

enormous number of tropical plants of
the Western Hemisphere, and even today
the principal collections of South American
plants are to be found in Germany. Latin
Americans interested in the flora of their
countries have been compelled to consult
German botanists and botanical works in
carrying out their studies.

Abaca, which is native to the
PhiUppine Islands, resembles
the cultivated banana,
to
which it is closely related.
Attempts have been and are
being

made

introduce

to

American
tropics. The largest and most
successful
plantation
was
started in 1924 by the United
abaca

Fruit

into

the

Company

Panama.

Thus

in

far

western

abaca has

not been produced in commercial quantities in America,

although

its

tough
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South America, German botanists made

OR MANILA
HEMP

ABACA

AGRICULTURE

plants

duced extensively in Mexico, where it is
an important cash crop. Unfortunately,
it has been largely supplanted by synthetic
increased

IN

fiber

is

used

more than all other fibers
combined in the manufacture
of cordage.
Courtesy of the United Fruit Co

Since plants
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form the

basis of agriculture,

it

can readily

and today

this science

is

on a

level

with

be seen that to a certain extent knowledge

other professions such as medicine, law,

of the flora of Latin America has depended

and engineering.

upon German

time

and

scientists,

that

for

reason the Latin American research stu-

dent has long looked upon the

German

botanical collections as the principal basis
for his study of plant

life.

This

only

is

one example of the neglect with which
the agricultural sciences in the tropical
regions of

America were treated by the

peoples of the Western Hemisphere.

we

find

many

Thus

the

present

men

devoting

at

brilliant

their entire lives to the science

and practice

of agriculture.

Luckily

for

all

the

countries

of

the

of agricultural production as highly as has

Until very recently the average Latin

this

With

country.

the recent increase in

American family considered agriculture an

the exchange of professors, students,

undignified profession, to the point that

scientific

man

it

make

was thought degrading

for a

farming

In a so-called good

his life

work.

was

be possible for

Hemisphere

to

all

become

and

life,

it

the nations in this
better acquainted

with the work carried out in the United

selected automatically to devote

and, whenever possible, to profit
by this acquaintance in fashioning their
programs of agricultural development. It is
with this hope that the Pan American Union
is engaged in executing a full program of
inter- American agricultural cooperation.
An improved and better balanced agricultural production throughout the American

his energies

to the

and

culture of the land.

Fortunately, however, with the develop-

ment of scientific agriculture and
improvement of educational systems

the
that

have brought a better understanding of
the value and importance of agriculture,

American attitude towards this
subject has undergone a complete reorientation during the last two decades,
the Latin

will

data pertaining to plant

least intelligent

family, the homeliest
child

to

this

United States is at
present the center of knowledge about
agriculture. There is no other nation in
the world that has developed all branches
Hemisphere,

States,

republics will help to bring about closer

understanding

among our

countries.

The

Influence of the United States

on Argentine

Institutions

ENRIQUE MARTINEZ PAZ
Director of the Institute of Americanist Studies of the University of Cordoba; President of the Cordoba
Chapter of the National Academy of History; Judge of the Supreme Court of the Province of

Cordoba; Professor in the National University of Cordoba

The theme

I

shall

attempt to develop

is

Ambassador of Argentina to the
on the judicial institutions
the federal capital, in which he upheld

Espil, the

not concerned with the technical aspects

United

of the influence of the Constitution of the

in

United States on the Constitution of Ar-

a theory that seems to find confirmation

gentina.

That circumscribed

subject has

the

in

States,

opinion of the most responsible

been brilliantly treated and
elucidated by distinguished writers.
As

juridical

current expressions of interest in this ques-

technical aspect of the subject,

already

tion,

I

before

may
the

cite

recent

the

address delivered

Bar

Inter-American

Association meeting in

Habana by

Profes-

United

and

judicial authorities in the

States.

that those of us

Finally, in respect to this

who

sit

may

as judges in

I

say

Argen-

tine courts of special jurisdiction use as

books of reference the Leading

Cases of

Dowling of Columbia University, and
the comprehensive, detailed, and excellent
book by the Puerto Rican professor Santos
Primo Amadeo.
The influence of the United States on the
Argentine Constitution is a patent and
proven fact. I might add, however, that
there yet remain to be explored some fields
where, to the honor of our country, Argen-

American jurisprudence and treatises such
as those by Willoughby and Cooley, whose

anticipated the solutions for

And

show how Argentina's entire
was a struggle between two opposing tendencies: on the one

me

hand, the centralist influence, inherited

mention also the study published some
years ago by His Excellency, Dr. Felipe A.

perhaps from colonial times and strengthened by the influence of French thought
and example, and on the other hand,
the federalist principle, which perhaps
stemmed in part from the Spanish munic-

sor

tine jurists

certain

constitutional

or legal questions

reached later in the United States.
while

I

am

referring to this matter, let

English version of an address delivered at the Pan
American Union on March 25, 1941. Dr. Martinez
Paz visited the United States at the invitation of th"
Department of State.
As Director of the Institute of
Americanist Studies, he is at present organizing the
of documents owned by the University of
Cordoba,
including
the
60,000 documents formerly
belonging to the historian Reverend Doctor Pablo
Cabrera.

collection

opinions are cited daily in court decisions

and even

newspaper discussions of cases.

in

My subject,
this

I repeat, does not deal with
important matter, which I have cited

only as one confirmation of my conclusions.
I

propose to present an historical interpre-

tation of the formation of our institutions.
I

shall try to

institutional

ipal system

mental
United

process

and which soon saw

aspirations
States.

The

country's

evolved subsequently in the

funda-

its

materialized

strife

in

the

history

between
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THE ARGENTINE CAPITOL, BUENOS AIRES
and

unitarians

were,

after

parties

federalists,

all,

which

only expressions of the

antagonism of tendencies.
After the independence movement of
1810, a select minority of Buenos Aires

initial

sincerely believed that the revolution

started there,

been the

and that

capital

since that city

of the

had
had

viceroyalty,

it

should continue, even after independence

had been won, to exercise its rights as the
seat of government and that the whole

bow to the influence of
The small resources of the

country should

Buenos

Aires.

interior

towns and the poverty and scanty

tragedy of Argentine political and social
life.

I

wish to present, necessarily briefly

and generally, the steps of this process as
shown in the diff'erent attempts at the organization of the nation, in order to de-

monstrate how undeniable is the fact that
our whole national life is simply the result
of that conflict which ended in the triumph

and
symbol of the influence of the United
States and its federal system of governof the federalist idea, the expression

ment.

The Assembly
up

more justification to that belief, since
no autonomy of any kind could be en-

the capital,

to

such towns.

Other circum-

our

1813,

who

in great part of deputies

who had been

the instance of Buenos Aires,

the

citizens.

people of the interior,

to extend their sphere of influence, until

a federal type of government,

they

became autonomous
resist

centers

that

with ever increasing stubborn-

in

some

deputies.

ness Buenos Aires' aspirations for control.

would

From

said.

that

antagonism

comes

all

the

by or

spirit

municipalities of the interior should begin

who

made
at

and who were

imbued with the unitarian
Nevertheless,

im-

resided in

elected

stances, however, ordained that the early

could

firsi

portant attempt at organization, was

education in some of the provinces gave

trusted

of

will

of

of

its

the

tended toward

was shown

of the instructions issued to their

A

study of those instructions

suffice to

confirm what

I

have just

UNITED STATES INFLUENCE ON ARGENTINE INSTITUTIONS
In the midst of the anguish and uncer-

who,
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There the

acknowledging its excellent
it had but a single fault:
like Orlando's mare, it was born dead.
These unitarian attempts were doomed to
have an unfortunate denouement. The
plan to impose on the country an inade-

Assembly, following the precedent of the

quate system of government was bound to

tainty following misfortunes of war,

the

Assembly of 1816, of revered memory, met
at

Tucuman;

a place in the interior of the

country had been chosen in order not to

awaken provincial
United

States,

suspicions.

proclaimed the independ-

sac

after

theories, said that

produce a reaction in the interior towns.

came

ence of Argentina as a preliminary step

After the Constitution of 1819

to national organization.

grim and distressing events that in 1820

The

labors of this Assembly were later

continued in Buenos Aires and then, freed

from

all fears

and

hopeful of imposing the

initiated

the

and

tional,

the

period of political, institu-

social crisis that

plunged the

country into chaos.

of 1819 in accordance with those principles.

The final attempt at organization was
made under the enlightened influence of
Bernardino Rivadavia. The Constitution

That charter was

of 1826

unitarian principles conceived in that

city,

the Assembly formulated the Constitution

drafted, however, with

such a fallacious conception

and incon-

ceivable ignorance of Argentine character
that, in spite of the

admirable perfection

of its articles, it

did not influence or govern

Argentine

even

life,

fleetingly,

and

it

fully

merited that penetrating dictum of Grous-

is

an admirable

historic

document,

the final result of the process of dissolution.

In the discussion of article 7 of that

constitution,

which referred

to the system

of government, the conflicting doctrines

that were to precipitate the crucial battle
in the constituent assembly

Photograph by Gervaert

THE COURTHOUSE, CORDOBA

were clearly
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set forth.

On

the one side were the par-

constitution

imbued with the
unitarian doctrine and informed as to
principles and the experiences of European
thought and nations; and on the other side

rejection

were the

federal

of Rivadavia,

tisans

federalists, representatives of the

and they did not want a con-

they rejected

stitution;

embody

not

it

because

did

it

the federal system that the

The documents on

people wanted.

make

their

clear their aspirations for a

which

system,

so

far

had been

country's historic tradition, and true sons

constantly disregarded.

The latter were
its soil and its ideals.
headed by Dorrego, who not only embodied their opinion but who had just
returned from a visit to the United States
encouraged by the experiences of that great

any reflection on
eminent Argentines whose memories the
judgment of history has hallowed. When
I speak of these antagonistic principles and

of

nation.

The minutes of the

sessions of that

It is

not

disputes,

my
or

this strife, I

purpose

now

to stir

up

old

cast

to

am

trying only to define the

memorable assembly make up a valuable
document that confirms my thesis. Riva-

factors necessary for the interpretation of

davia' s party, availing

considerations

prestige

and

our inability

of Portillo's

itself

learning, not only discussed
to organize

our country on

a federal system, but also disputed the
efficacy of the system

itself,

and even

its

United
States. These arguments were refuted by
Dorrego and Deputy Gomez with evident
practical

logic,

operation

as

in

the

but without convincing the assembly.

The debate made no vague

references

and

apart from all ethical
and without attempting to
fix responsibility or much less to place upon
one party or the other the burden of all the
unrest and tribulations that beset my
entirely

history,

country during the long period of our
civil

wars.

The

execution

leader of the

of

Governor Dorrego,
which was or-

federalists,

dered by the chief of the unitarian forces

on

his

return from the wars in Brazil,

and the

covered with glory, at the head of the

example of the United States; it turned
directly on the American Federation as an

national army, was really an attempt to
wipe out through terror the trend towards
federation which was dominant in the
country.
It was, however, a very grave

allusions to the federative idea

cannot be said that at this
men from the interior, repDorrego,
resented by
rejected all principles
example.

It

gathering the

mistake.

Unquestionably, the result of

Rather they advocated
a constitutional system that they were able

that terrible deed

to obtain only after sanguinary struggles,

the

which delayed for many years the adoption
of this form of government.
The 1826 constitution as finally adopted
was anoth^er victory for the advocates of

played an indispensable historical role in

of organization.

unitarianism.

An

Argentine

federation

patterned after that of the United States

was again defeated, and the process of our
national organization continued on its way,
with an accentuation of the clash of principles that began soon after our revolution.
The Constitution of 1826 was rejected
by the caiidillos, not just because it was a

was the appearance of

those barbarous chieftains

who

country for so long, but

devastated

who

also

the attainment of our present system of

government.

The long and infamous tyranny was
ended by the

efforts of

another

who

rose in

General Urquiza,

federalist,

arms and
overthrew Rosas, the tyrant of Buenos
Aires, with the patriotic purpose of organ-

izing a constitutional government.

The

Constitution of 1853, our present charter,
represents

the

federalist spirit.

triumph of the
was the example of the

ultimate
It

UNITED STATES INFLUENCE ON ARGENTINE INSTITUTIONS

United

that

States

about

brought
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its

adoption.

Unitarians

who had gone abroad

during

the tyranny of Rosas returned to place

themselves at the service of a federalist,

with

the

surprising

former

that

result

enemies collaborated in the task of drafting

new

the

In

constitution.

Carril's

magnificent address to General Pico, there

was a profound and proud expression of
historic truth.
It was the federalists who
gave

the

constitution

the

to

country.

Urquiza's overthrow of Rosas represented,
not the downfall of the federalist prin-

which Rosas had ostensibly stood

ciple,
for,

but rather

its

final

triumph.

The influence of the great philosopher
Juan Bautista Alberdi on the members of
the Constituent Assembly

is

indisputable,

but the disagreement which later brought

DOMINGO FAUSTINO SARMIENTO

Alberdi into opposition to Sarmiento, the

former denying and the

latter

acknowledg-

ing the influence of the United

States

may

Constitution on that of Argentina,

give a key to the extent of that thinker's

The

order that

em-

recognize

bodied in the Argentine constitution were

similar to

due in part to Alberdi. The system of
government was copied by the members of
the Constituent Assembly directly from
that of the United States. I have seen
letters written by some of them who men-

If there

influence.

liberal

principles

tion their effort to read the English text

and the

distress

they suff"ered because of

their difficulty in doing so.
fact

men

is

to

my mind

proof

This single
that

those

on turning directly to American sources and that they inspired the
insisted

Argentine system of constitutional govern-

The formation

ment.

was

concluded;

the

of the constitution

example

of

federated United States triumphed at

the
last.

curacy of

own

individ-

provinces

personalities

and
were

own.

were any doubt about the ac-

my

it would suffice
and unjust words of

conclusions,

member

of the Provincial

that province in the union, and suggest
amendments to the national constitution.
I
refer to Deputy Velez Sarsfield, who
asserted

that the Argentine constitution

was a copy of the American; that ignorant
men, under the pretext of fitting it to the
needs of the country, had disfigured it in
certain places; and that the work of the
Convention that he was addressing should
confined

meaning.

fondness for the idea of unity; in

their

its

Convention that met in Buenos Aires in
1860 to arrange for the incorporation of

be

its

its

sister

its

that

the reporting

had been necessary, in order that
under its influence Buenos Aires might
lose

might acquire

to recall the violent

All the misery of the long Rosas dictator-

ship

it

among

uality

The

to

restoring

the

original

constitution could not be sufficient

in itself to

complete the organization of
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the country.

was necessary

It

to think of

would

the organic federal institutions that

new

give form to the

nation.

Two

prac-

suggested themselves in the

topics

tical

proposed to transform the city, to promote
mechanical arts there by means of an
exposition,

and

to establish

ical observatory.

For the

an astronom-

latter

he brought

very beginning: education, and changes in

as director a learned friend of his with

the legislation that

whom

still

preserved the vices

he

had

become acquainted in
of Mrs. Horace Mann.
the Cordoba Academy of

and the customs of the old Spanish way of
life, which could no longer survive in the

Boston at the

independent nation.

Domingo Faustino Sarmiento visited

and founded schools with teachhe likewise brought from the
United States; and without actually being
anti-religious, or trying to initiate any

847 and later as

controversy with the established Church,

Argentine Minister from 1865 to 1868.
His enthusiasm for the United States knew

he even went so far as to introduce into
the country persons of the Protestant

the United States

no

He

limits.

first

in

1

wrote to Lastarria, express-

ing his fervent admiration for the country.

As

established

Sciences,

Education was another matter in which
action was taken under American influence.

He

home

was destined

ers

whom

in

faith,

national

eagerness

his

to

remake the

This transformation re-

spirit.

lately aroused great interest in the

from the influence of the United
by Sarmiento's genius
and brilliant mind.
The influence that I desire to emphasize

States, as

did not stop there, however.

President, Sarmiento

to

preside over the transformation of learning

and

politics in his country.

His work has

United
shown, for example, in the brief

Madaline W. Nichols
which, incidentally, we hope may find a
response and continuation among other
American scholars.
In the United States Sarmiento learned
to place boundless faith in the power of
study

Dr.

of

knowledge, of instruction, not only as a
means of moral and material elevation but
also as a

way

of achieving

human

welfare.

This idea which, according to Dr. Nicholas

Murray

President

Butler,

of

Columbia

one of the two great forces
that characterize the United States, was
the beginning of the transformation of our
University,

way

of

is

life.

The

religious policy of Argen-

tina tended to keep the Argentine

mind

in

a kind of immobility, of ecstatic adoration,

which made constructive knowledge impossible. Sarmiento set himself to change
it.
I have letters written by that illustrious
statesman in which, referring to Cordoba,
the

center

which,

a son

I

am

of

a

glorious

honored

—he said

in so

tradition

to say, I

am

many words

—of

myself

that he

sulted

States transmuted

In the matter

was more important
than the formulation of a new Civil Code
to replace the outworn Spanish laws.
This
work was accomplished by another son of
of legislation, nothing

Cordoba, the above-mentioned Dr. Dalmacio Velez Sarsfield, a man of admirable
talent and vast erudition.
In spite of
the influence of the Napoleonic Code on
his work, the American influence is also
evident.

The names

of

two great United States

Argentine
Code; they are Kent and Story, who,

jurists are cited frequently in the

Civil

according to the authoritative opinion of

Roscoe Pound, Dean Emeritus of Harvard
Law School, might be called the founders
of American law; one established the connection between old English law and continental tenets, and the other was the teacher
and judge who gave one of our jurists the
inspiration that, together with Savigny's
erudition,

was

perhaps for the
ject

to serve
first

him

in codifying,

time, the difficult sub-

matter of private international law.

UNITED STATES INFLUENCE ON ARGENTINE INSTITUTIONS
I

hope that enough has been said

prove

my

point.

The

facts of

to

our history

343

not be based on the assurance of
traits.

Two

common

nations that have followed the

are a definite revelation of the influence of

same path

the United States on the development of

growth, however, have in

in their institutional

and

common

a

social
spirit

might well be said that our

capable of being further developed and of

institutional evolution consisted of a con-

creating an indestructible union. Although

stant struggle to achieve a federal system

have perhaps contributed nothing abnew to this subject, I have attempted in this study to pay tribute to the
spirit of the United States, which day by
day is being accepted more and more
widely as an expression of the sentiment
and needs of the continent, and which I

our

life.

It

government similar to that of the United
States, and that our organization was the
of

realization of that ideal.

In this rapid

my

desire to reveal

summary

it

has been

some of the elements common

to

both

these great nations.
It has been said that diplomacy is banal
and ephemeral. It is indeed, when it can-

I

solutely

personally find

satisfies

my

pirations.

Drawing by Juan Kronfuss, from "Revista de Arquitectura"

THE ARGENTINE NATIONAL SHRINE

IN

TUCUMAN

In this house the Assembly of 1816 declared Argentine independence.
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The Inter-American Commission

Women

Meeting in Washington

ANA ROSA
Argentine

The

DE MARTINEZ GUERRERO

S.

Member and Chairman

Commission of
met in general assembly at
Washington on November 11-13, 1940.
Inter-American

Women

Members

representing

thirteen

of

the

American republics came to the three-day
meeting, all of them animated by a firm
resolve to work as effectively as possible for
the realization of the aim of the Commission: to become acquainted with the true
status of
try to

women

remove

in

all

America, in order

obstacles to their

plete

participation in

social

life

The
sion

to

com-

the political and

of their respective countries.

following

members

of the

Commis-

were present:

Argentina:

Seiiora

dinOj Vice Chairman

Senora Carmen Bustamante de Lozada
Senora Graciela de Schnake
Colombia: Senora Maria Currea de Aya
Cuba: Senora Elena Mederos de Gonzalez
Ecuador: Senora Piedad Castillo de Levi
El Salvador: Seiiora Elena de Castro
Guatemala: Senora Maria de Recinos
Honduras: Seiiora Mariana de Caceres
Mexico: Senora Amalia Gonzalez Caballero de
Bolivia:

Chile:

Ledon

The non-attendance

of

some

the governments to facilitate the journey

members not resident in Washingand they in turn bent every effort
toward making the trip. They arrived
filled with enthusiasm and good will,
ready to devote themselves to what proved
to be one of the most productive meetings
of the
ton,

Commission.

The work accomplished by

the delegates

1940 assembly went far beyond a

mere statement

of

women's organizational

problems; political and ideological problems, of concern to both the present

and

the future of the American nations, were
resolutely

faced.

The Commission

offi-

cially declared that the women of America
cannot remain indifferent or impassive in

the face of the necessity for continental
solidarity

and cooperation, but that they
foster a good neighbor

was

prevented

to

from

arriving for the meeting.

fense of the territorial integrity of all the

flying

her

social justice,

and peace in America. On this basis a
call was formulated to all the women of
America to unite in the defense of democracy, the existence of which is now menaced
by the world crisis. Furthermore, the de-

example, the grounding of the

Senorita Luisa Martinez,
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Most of them are mothers, who add social
and civic work to their family duties and
who play active and genuinely important
roles in the life of their countries. It was
encouraging to note the support given by

tion of democratic ideals,

of the dele-

plane in which the delegate of Venezuela,

This

occupy

policy as a firm guarantee of the preserva-

gates was due to unavoidable circumstances,

Washington.

of the delegates

can and must

Nicaragua: Seiiora Hena Lagos de DeBayle
United States: Miss Mary Winslow

as, for

The majority

posts of responsibility in their countries.

at their

Dominican Republic: Senorita Minerva Bernar-

such

of the Commission

in the history of the

Ana RosajS. de Martinez

Guerrero, Chairman

Castillo

of

American nations and the repudiation

of
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MEMBERS OF THE INTER-AMERICAN COMMISSION OF WOMEN
Those who attended the meeting of the Commission last November were: seated, left to right: Senora
Elena Mederos de Gonzalez, representative of Cuba; Senora Graciela de Schnake, representative of
Chile; Senorita Minerva Bernardino, representative of the Dominican Republic and vice-chairman of
the Commission; Senora Ana Rosa de Martinez Guerrero, representative of Argentina and chairman of
the Commission; Senora Carmen de Lozada, representative of Bolivia; Senora Maria Currea de Aya,
representative of Colombia; and Sefiora Piedad Castillo de Levi, representative of Ecuador; standing,
left to right: Senora Mariana de Caceres, representative of Honduras; Senora Elena de Castro, representative of El Salvador; Senora Hena Lagos de DeBayle, representative of Nicaragua; Senora Maria
de Recinos, representative of Guatemala; Senora Amalia Caballero de Castillo Ledon, representative
of Mexico; and Miss Mary Winslow, representative of the United States. Dr. L. S. Rowe, Director
General of the Pan American Union, and Dr. Pedro de Alba, Assistant Director, appear in the center
of the back row.

all

any
American continent were the

foreign expansion or conquest in

part of the

subject of another forceful resolution.
Practical

adopted in reference
travel,

A
to

resolution

was

inter-American

included
all

governments that

among

inter-American congresses.

other

women

be

the official delegates to

recommended

Still

an-

that the forthcoming

advocating a cordial welcome in

Ninth International Conference of Amer-

from another and

ican States give consideration to legislation

each country for

visitors

Second Inter-American
Congress in Mexico in 1941.

endorsing

Travel

gest to the

problems too received their

share of consideration.

Pan American Union to call an interAmerican congress of women and to sug-

the

Another important resolution asked the

that

would

status of the

raise

women

of greater equality

and political
America to a level

the civil
of

and

justice.

1
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As

for specific questions of

immediate

with

vital

problems, their efficiency and

importance to the women of America, the
assembly first approved the statutes and
by-laws of the Commission and then

their devotion to the task at

agreed upon a program for future activi-

morning, and except for short intervals for

that included the following projects:

lunch and for a tea given at the White

ties

To

1.

bring up to date the report on the

and poUtical

To

2.

tions in
3.

4.

To
To
To

women

rights of

in

civil

America.

study systems, regulations, and condi-

women's

prisons.

women.

report on labor legislation for

study juvenile courts and child welfare.

initiate a study of the problems of guid5.
ance and protection of young people.
6.

To

unify and coordinate

women's

activities

in each country.

To
women
7.

endeavor to secure the appointment of
as delegates to inter-American Confer-

and

To

compile bibliographies on women's status

activities

and on

may be

of biographies

of

for publication in

Pan American Union.

the Bulletin of the

work the Inter-Ameri-

can Commission of Women, in a spirit of
understanding and tolerance and with full
comprehension of the responsibility of
women in such crucial moments as the
present,

mapped out a

concrete program

Pan
American Union and the separate and
collective interests of all the American
that harmonizes with the aims of the

republics.

The

definite,

results

and the

program adopted
strated

as

time

of

the

goes

meeting

effectiveness of the

will surely

on.

be demon-

However,

should be pointed out that what

made

it

the

on observers was the
atmosphere of cordiality, insight, and industry that prevailed throughout the
deliberations. There always exists a certain mistrust of the utility of any purely
feminine activity. This assembly proved
such mistrust ungrounded, for it undeniably demonstrated that when women are
stirred by earnest purposes and confronted
greatest impression

at

ten

hand are im-

session

o'clock

of the
in

the

House in honor of the delegates, there was
no interruption until the session came to a
close at one o'clock the next morning.
During the course of the three-day sessions, each delegate submitted a report on
the status of

women, both

in existing legis-

and actual practice, in her respective
country. These reports, taken as a whole,

lation

gave the delegates a general picture of
women's problems in the Americas and

them

in acquiring a better

understanding of the work to be done in

Many

motions, concerning

important

subjects widely diverse in character,

were

presented. Seiiora de Lozada, the Bolivian

affirmed, in short, that after

three days of hard

were

assembly began

closing

the future.

social welfare.

To complete the series
noted women of the Americas
9.

It

The

greatly helped

ences.
8.

measurable.

delegate, proposed that

it

be suggested to

American governments that part of the
moneys now being spent on armaments
the

be allocated instead to public health, in
order to help in solving the problems of
malnutrition and child welfare, and recom-

mended that a Pan American corporation
be set up for the purpose of organizing
and facilitating the free distribution to
needy persons of all unsalable surplus commodities of the several nations.

Senora de Aya of Colombia presented a
motion asking the American governments
to authorize their representatives on the
Inter-American Commission of

Women

to

take steps to improve existing conditions in

women's

prisons.

Senora de Schnake of Chile submitted a
motion proposing an inquiry into conditions of labor for

women and

tion of children in each of the

the protec-

American

countries.

Senora de Levi, representative of Ecuador, presented a

number

of motions, in-
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To broaden wom-

women engaged
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in the

same kind of work.

public

Assuredly the labors of the assembly

to urge the American governments to settle all pending boundary disputes by pacific means as soon as possible,
in order to assure continued peace in
America; to petition the American governments to name a permanent commission

were oriented toward real needs of the
of America, with emphasis on
humanitarian and social problems above
political ones, and continental interests
above those of individual nations. So its
work was interpreted by the press and by
women's organizations in the United
States, which were at all times most cordial.
As a result, all America became aware of

en's

activities

in

the

field

of

health;

purpose of editing a history of the

for the

twenty-one American republics and publishing their national anthems, in order to

women

Commission and the resoadopted met with continent-wide
response and interest. Now there remains

improve mutual understanding among the
American nations; and finally, that all the
delegates attempt to intercede in any dis-

the

putes arising between nations, that they

before us the task of putting into practical

oppose any policy of conquest

effect in

or territorial

expansion, and that they actively combat
in their respective countries all

propaganda

against democratic ideals.

Senora de Castillo Ledon, the Mexican

and

make

of the

each country the plans and projBy doing

ects outlined by the Commission.
so,

we can demonstrate

that

women

are

more active part in the life
America
and
that the governments are
of
interested and willing to comply with the
really taking a

delegate, proposed that a committee be

named

work

lutions

a study of labor conditions

proposals that their official delegates ap-

social legislation pertaining particu-

proved at the Commission's 1940 meeting.
Difficult times lie before us. The world

to

larly to

women

in

each of the countries;

small in comparison with the overwhelm-

that each delegate assume the task of or-

is

ganizing a bibliography on the status and

ing load of problems that weigh

activities of

women

in

own country;
the women of

her

and furthermore, that
America unite to work for true democracy
in the Western Hemisphere.
To fill out the panorama of American
problems, as the delegate from Argentina
I presented two motions, one concerning
protection for adolescents and the other
concerning equality of wages for men and

upon

it.

America cannot isolate itself; it must turn
are
its eyes toward other peoples who
fighting

their

for

women

Similarly, the

ideals

of

freedom.

of today cannot limit

themselves to the mere defense of their

own

hearthstones; they must press forward

in a

widening

tarian service
as active

field of social

if

they are to

members

and humani-

fulfill

their task

of their communities.

Pan American Day
DOROTHY
Editorial Division,

On

April 14 of

this

year the Americas

Pan American
Pan
and
American Day's

joined in celebrating the

Union's

fifty-first

eleventh anniversary.

Union's

beautiful

Washington, the

In the halls of the

marble

officially

building

in

accredited repre-

of the governments of the
twenty-one American republics came tosentatives

gether

as

is

their

wont on

that

International gatherings of one

day.

sort

or

another have become almost a daily commonplace in these evil and desperate times;
so frequently do they occur, as crisis
follows crisis with lightning speed,

that

the world has difficulty in keeping abreast
of them, if indeed it has the fortitude to
withstand them and their too often sorrowful implications

When we

and devastating outcomes.

find, then, the representatives of

twenty-one nations meeting together, not
for the purpose of dividing spoils wrenched

by

force

from

free peoples, or

their neighbors, enslaving

imposing death sentences

upon independent peace-loving nations,
but rather to commemorate and give
thanks for bonds of understanding, friendship,

and

selves, it

solidarity that exist
is

among them-

truly a cause for rejoicing.

piThe fundamental spirit and significance
of Pan American Day were tersely summed
up in a statement made to the press by the
Secretary of State of the United States,
the Honorable Cordell Hull, Chairman of
the Governing Board of the Pan American
Union:

Washington, 194

in
M.

TERCERO

Pan American Union

ness

and appreciation of the high concept of

international relations developed in the Americas,

under the aegis of

Today, the anniversary of the founding

of the

the twenty-one republics

Western Hemisphere are joining in the
annual observance of Pan American Day. These
celebrations bring each year a renewed conscious-

of the

350

organ-

In these days ot brutal disregard of international!
morality in some sections

the

ot

American Day acquires a new

Pan

world,

and

significance

Americas an opportunity
unswerving devotion to those
ideals of mutual respect and sanctity of the pledged
affords the people of the
to reaffirm their

word which constitute the keystone of interAmerican relations.
On this memorable anniversary, may the
people

of

brothers

United

the
the

in

join

States

with

their

American republics in
thoughts and energies to the

other

rededicating their

and preservation of those high principles
and order under law, upon
which the independent nations of the New World

defense

of freedom, justice,

were founded.

To

inaugurate the

official

celebration in

Washington, Nelson A. Rockefeller, Co-

and Commercial
American Republics, entertained the members of the
Governing Board of the Pan American
Union at a luncheon in the Hall of Heroes
of the Union. In welcoming his guests,
Mr. Rockefeller spoke briefly as follows:

ordinator of Cultural

between

Relations

the

Mr. Vice President, members of the Governing
Board of the Pan American Union, and friends of
the Americas: I am very happy to welcome all of
you to this lunch celebrating the fifty-first anniversary of the founding of the Pan American
Union.
It is singularly gratifying at

Old World
of the

is

a

torn with tragedy

New World

can

sit

moment when
and

strife

the

that

together in peace

we

and

to observe this day that we have all set
an expression of our spirit of continental

harmony
aside as

Pan American Union,

this great international

ization.

solidarity.

Peace reigns

among

us because

we have a deep

feeling of international integrity, a sense of
trust,

and a firm determination

of life that

is

dear to

all

mutual

to preserve

a

way

the peoples of the Americas.

ki:

THE PAN AMERICAN UNION, WASHINGTON
For

all

the Americas "this place

is

home,

for

it is

of a

product of a
purpose."

theirs, the

common

common effort and the instrument
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Mr. Rockefeller then presented the Vice
Chairman of the Governing Board, Dr.
Francisco Castillo Najera, Ambassador of
Mexico,

who

in turn introduced the prin-

cipal speaker,

the Honorable

Wallace, Vice President

of

Henry A.

the

United
the few

Mr. Wallace, who in
months since he was elected to his present
high office has become known throughout
the continent as an able and engaging
States.

representative of the Roosevelt adminis-

and good
toward Latin America, addressed his
audience partly in English and partly in
Spanish. His remarks, which were broadcast over the networks of the National
Broadcasting Company and Mutual Broadcasting System and carried by the Columbia Broadcasting System via short wave
to Latin America, were as follows:
More significant, perhaps, than any national
tration's policy of friendliness

will

holiday

is

Pan American Day, which

since 1931

tion of Reader'' s Digest has

air-mail edition designed to reach Latin
at almost the
States.

reciprocal

understanding.

The people

of

is

the

United States today have an ever-growing desire
to understand their brothers to the South. Our
universities report an increase of about fifty percent over last year in the

Spanish and

number

of students

There has
been a similar increase in North American interest
in Latin American music and painting. Nearly
everyone in the United States has an increasing
studying

number

of friends

best

are traveling or intend to

America at the earliest opportunity.
American books are being translated

travel in Latin

Our

who

Portuguese.

a

America

reaches the United

new monthly magazine
somewhat

similar in ap-

become more familiar with North American
fairs.

af-

Steps are being taken to reduce the postage

on United States books to Latin America,
and thirteen of the twenty-one republics have
already agreed to reduce the rate from tweWe
cents to five cents a pound on a reciprocal basis.
Better even than the written word is the spoken
word. In recent months the great radio systems
of the United States have increased their interest
in Latin America.
Within a short time, short
wave broadcasting stations in the United States
will be transmitting programs to the other Amerirate

can republics with greatly increased power.
Arrangements are also being made for widespread
rebroadcasting of programs which will be transmitted to radio stations in the other American
republics

direct,

strength, not of weakness, provided only there

Brazil,

it

pearance to the Time Magazine, has been launched
for the purpose of making it possible for Brazil to

American Republics. Some day, I trust, there
a Pan European Day, but thus far it is
only in the New World that we have been able
to step beyond the puiely national consciousness
into an awareness of the needs and desires of a
hemisphere. World events since 1931 and the
ruthless acts of aggressor nations have drawn us
in the New World together in mutual defense.
Pan American solidarity for hemispheric defense
is one of the most vital forces in the world todayCritics of Pan Americanism claim that the Anglo-Saxon culture of the North can never understand the Latin American culture of the South.
We assembled here today know that the two great
cultures of the Western World are a source of
will be

In

same time

called Revista Americana,

which

1

Time Magazine has launched a special

reception.

4 by the twenty-one

has been celebrated on April

and Portuguese. The Spanish edimet with a splendid

into Spanish

by short wave.

will

Among

be broadcast in

will

be

educational

this

the programs
way, as well as

broadcasts

of

the

School of the Air of the Americas.

One

most splendid foreshadowings of the
that is to be is the highway that
extends south from Laredo, Texas, for 830 miles.
It is the hope of all of us, I am sure, that this
highway will soon reach the Guatemalan border,
where it will join the all-weather road across
of the

Pan America

Many excellent stretches of road
have already been paved in El Salvador, Nicaragua, Costa Rica and Panama. In recent months
road construction throughout Central America
has increased more rapidly than in any previous
period; and in South America, Colombia, Venezuela and Ecuador are entering upon vigorous
programs of construction. Peru has already built
a thousand miles of paved road on the Pan
American route and continues actively to push the
work. In Argentina the road from Buenos Aires
to the Andes is open and more than half of the
road is paved from Rio de Janeiro to the southern
It
border of Uruguay opposite Buenos Aires.
will be a proud day for all of us when an Argentinian can travel on good paved roads 9,200 miles
from Buenos Aires to Texas, and when a Texas
cattleman can travel a similar distance and confer
with his brother cattlemen on the pampas. I am
sure that one of the most significant exports from
that republic.

PAN AMERICAN DAY
Latin America to the United States will consist in
the tourist services: the filling stations

and

hotels
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Against commerce on any other plan,

we

are

forewarned.

than these services will be the ideas and under-

During the past year, the emergency has drawn
and brought us to a fuller realization
economic, social, moral and
of common interests

standing that will result from our travel.

political.

that they patronize, the handicraft

they buy, and so on.

But even more

In the world of commerce,

goods that
significant

has been very

it

us closer

—

In the great struggle for the survival of

we have

freedom,

United States has increased her purchases

selves to the role of idle spectators of

of

Latin American goods by 20 percent, and Latin
America has increased her purchase of United

by 28 percent. These increases are
but I have faith that they
will continue in case the United States furnishes
to Latin America the necessary capital and technical assistance. There is no reason why Latin
America should not go through an industrial
States goods

largely

due

to the war,

expansion during the next

fifty

years similar to

which the United States enjoyed from 1860
to 1910. Based on the experience of the United
States, it is quite possible that Latin America
fifty years hence will have a capital investment in
industry more than ten times that which she has
that

today.

It is

quite possible that the

wage earners may be

tripled,

number

of her

and the value of

manufactured output increased ten or fifteen times.
As a part of the industrialization of Latin
America, there should also come the more efficient
production

of

tropical

products

like

rubber,

rotenone bearing plants, and
tropical hardwoods. The utilization of the tropiabaca,

quinine,

cal resources of Latin

America

will

depend

in

human

not been willing to resign our-

gratifying during the past year to note that the

a scene whose
consequences must so affect our future. In witnessing the tragic downfall of small, peace-loving
nations, none of the American Republics has been

willing to wait its turn. We are building an
impenetrable defense, moral as well as material.

In expanding heavily the volume of interAmerican trade, we have broadened our grasp of
the principle that nations must buy as well as
sell; we have moved further towards an understanding of the true meaning of international
commerce.
In the negotiation of commodity
agreements, we have found a common ground for
the consumer and the producer; we have seen a
display of unselfish understanding of mutual
interests.

By planning for a more abundant life, by setting
up the machinery for effecting a fuller realization
of our economic potentialities, we have stressed
balance, and the capacity for economic stability,
rather than the doctrine of economic subordina-

Not

tion preached elsewhere.

for us the subser-

vience of neighbors to a dictatorial conqueror, but
instead

interdependence

the

of

inde-

strong,

considerable measure on the speed with which

pendent, free nations.

good roads and health facilities are made available.
We can, if we will, do a more scientific and skillful job of tropical production than the European
nations have been able to accomplish in the Far

In adjusting ourselves to the emergency, we
have held fast to the social gains for which all
the Americas have labored valiantly these many

The

challenge of the task

methods

for

is

to find satisfactory

providing the physical plant, for

training the directive talent,

We

and

for protecting

have abundant, unused natural resources and a young, virile population. Richer in resources per capita than other
regions, we can find and we will find the way to
use this wealth more effectively in terms of better
food, clothing, and shelter for all the people.
As always, the New World is building up, not
tearing down. We are building ourselves a
structure wherein we may be protected from
economic disturbance at home and be less vulnerable to economic disruption from abroad. We
intend to encourage that commercial intercourse
which arises out of good faith and peaceful purpose
and which is conducted openly and fairly.
labor's

years.

down the barriers to
we have found a rallying

In breaking

East.

participation.

standing,

better underforce for cul-

tural unity in our resistance to the enslavement of

the

human mind.

varied races and

In

the

stocks,

integration

of

our

we have continued

to

find a source of strength, rather than the threat

that such a mixture

the

is

termed in certain areas

of

Old World.

We

are

critical

fortunate

to

have come upon

period in our history with the

this

faith, the

confidence and the understanding that the doctrine of the good neighbor has engendered. God
willing,
lessly,

we

shall ride

through

this

storm, fear-

firm in our objectives, strong in our unity.

As we think of the magnificent destiny to which
our resources, our cultural backgrounds, and our
vigorous, expanding populations call us, I am
reminded of the statement bv San Martin, the
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great Argentine Liberator:

you ought

to be,

and

if

"You

will

be what

not you will be nothing."

If we, the peoples of the New World, do not
measure up to the extraordinary responsibility
which the events of the past 25 years have thrust
upon us, we shall in all truth be reduced to a
state of impotence and confusion. The torch of
civilization has been placed in our hands. We
have it in our power to realize Bolivar's great
dream of a Pan America whose glory should be
her sense of justice and liberty we shall perfect a
democracy in which respect for rights is balanced

—

by' the willingness to shoulder duties.

We

of the Americas have not been deaf to the

call of destiny.

Realizing the

common

peril,

we

have been meeting together in repeated conferences. Montevideo, Buenos Aires, Lima and
Habana have become historical names standing
for

the

peace, the security and the territorial

integrity

each

of

American

Republic.

The

obligations of the twenty-one Republics to each

As a citizen of the United
and a representative of this Administration^
it gives me great pleasure on this occasion to
reaffirm the profound interest of the United States
in building up and maintaining an impregnable

other are multilateral.
States

hemispheric defense.

We

on as a hemisphere but in so
doing, we shall hope that eventually the world
will again be one world, bound together by the
everlasting ties of peace and understanding.
shall carry

Later in the day the celebration was
continued by another broadcast to both
the United States and Latin America,
1.

transmitted from the

Room

of the

Governing Board

Pan American Union. The

Travel Division of the Union, on behalf of
the development of inter-American travel

and in anticipation of the assembly in
Mexico in September 1941 of the Second
Inter- American Travel Congress, arranged
a program featuring an address by Edw^in
C. Hill, the well-known news commentator.
A group of diplomats, government
officials, and representatives of all branches
of the travel industry gathered to hear

Mr.

Hill's timely Salute

to the

Americas.

In the evening, a large and distinguished

audience

the Hall of the Americas

filled

for a concert of

American music presented

by the United States Navy Band Orchestra,
with Lieutenant Charles Benter conducting and with Lila Cerda, Chilean soprano,

and Angel Reyes, Cuban
guest

artists.

violinist,

as

Miss Cerda's two groups of

delightful songs

were much enjoyed, and

Mr. Reyes, a young violinist of unusual
feeling and technical skill, was enthusiastically acclaimed by the audience.
The program, which was broadcast in
part over one of the national networks

and sent by short wave
was as follows:

to Latin

America,

Luis A. Calvo

Elegia

Colombia

(Arranged by Luis Guzman)
United States Navy Band Orchestra
Plante una

Mata de Rosa

El Encuentro (Tonada)

P.

J. Urrutia Blondel

Chile

Humberto Allende

Chile

R. Mercedes Ayarza de Morales

La Tisanera (Pregon)

Peru

Lila Cerda

Emerson Meyers
3.

at the

piano

Angel Reyes Camejo
Angel Reyes Camejo

Tambo
Yemaya
Angel Reyes
Angel Reyes Camejo at

4.

Punefias:

Cuba
Cuba

the piano
Isabel A. Thiele

Inca Suite

Argentina

Lento, Ocaso en los cerros

Andante, Pastores, llamas, quenas
Veloz,

Danza y

algarabia

United States Navy Band Orchestra
5.

Campo:

Poema

Sinfonico

United States Navy Band Orchestra

F.

Eduardo Fabini

Uruguay
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Sonata No. 1 in E Minor for violin alone
Largo Fuga, poco libre

6.

Mexico

Julian Carrillo

—

Angel Reyes
7.

Preludio

8.

Cancion de Cuna
Cangao do Mar

9

El Salon Mexico

Benone Calcavecchia
Uruguay
United States Navy Band Orchestra
Domingo Santa Cruz
Chile
O. Lorenzo Fernandes
Brazil
LiLA Cerda

.

Aaron Copland

United States

United States Navy Band Orchestra

The Star Spangled Banner
As

still

another part of the Union's

anniversary,

a

Pan American

philatelic

exhibition was held under the sponsorship

Washington
and the Washington

in his capacity as

Chairman

of the

Gov-

erning Board:
If the ideals of

Pan Americanism that began

to

of the Collector's Club, the

take form at the Washington Conference of 1889—

Air Mail Society,

90 had found their

we

way

into universal conscious-

feel sure that the civilized

Philatelic Society, in cooperation with the

ness,

Stamp Section

could have been spared

of the

Pan American Union.

own

In addition to the Union's

suffering.

quite

its

world of today

present misery

Let us work with

all

achieve peace and understanding

and

our might to

among men and

extensive collection, 122 frames of Latin

nations, thereby assuring the welfare of humanity.

American

some

My

silver

anniversary of the Pan American Union.

stamps

were

lent

by

twenty-five different collectors.

A

cup offered by the Union as a prize for the
best exhibit was awarded by the judges
to Mrs. Harry Gantz of Washington for
her unusually fine collection of South and
Central American air mail stamps.
While the Pan American Union, as the
official permanent organ of American
cooperation, was the focal point of the
Pan American Day celebration, this great
inter-American holiday was celebrated in
a no less enthusiastic degree by govern-

ment

officials, schools, civic,

cultural

and

social groups,

commercial,

and the general

public throughout the continent.
less

Count-

messages '^of good will from govern-

ments and from both official and private
organizations and individuals all over Latin
America were received by the Governing
Board and the Director General of the
Union. Typical of them was the telegram
sent by the Minister of Foreign Affairs of
one of the^South American countries to
the Secretary of State of the United States

most cordial congratulations on

The

this

new

Secretary of State, speaking again

not only for his colleagues on the Governing Board but for millions of citizens of
the Americas as well, replied:

Your eloquent testimony to the need for worldwide acceptance of the high principles of international conduct which characterize the relations
happily existing between the independent nations
of the Western Hemisphere is echoed in the hearts
andconvictions of all the peoples of the Americas.

Thus once more the nations of the
Americas have joined in their annual commemoration of and expression of gratitude
for the system of voluntary peaceful inter-

national
together.

and

cooperation
It is

that

binds

them

a system whose aims, ideals,

effectiveness

have been growing and

acquiring deeper strength and significance

through more than half a century, and in
terms of the mutual benefit and welfare of
the twenty-one nations that live under

it,

its benefits have never been more glowingly
apparent than they are today.

More Summer Courses
American
and study tours
the summer of 1941 and pub-

Supplementing the

summer

planned for
lished

of Latin

list

schools, seminars,

in

May

the

1941

Bulletin,

the

Division of Intellectual Cooperation of the

Pan American Union has compiled the
summary of recently

following additional

in Latin

America

designed especially for North American teachers

and

Varied courses will be taught in
and economic problems
of Cuba, diplomatic relations between Cuba and
the United States, etc.
and in Spanish there \\dll
be courses in grammar and literature, history of
students.

English

—

social, political

—

Latin American culture,

and

icthyology.

art, history,

ornithology

Visits to public buildings, places

of historical interest, sugar mills, tobacco planta-

announced programs:

tions.

For further information, address: Dr. Luis A.
Summer School, University of

BRAZIL

Baralt, Secretary,

University of Brazil Educational Field Trip,
Rio de Janeiro, July-August.
Six weeks in Brazil studying the Portuguese
language; lectures and discussions in English on
Brazilian civilization,

American

history, the social

Habana, Habana, Cuba.

MEXICO
Mexican Horizons, Mexico, D.

F., four

seminars:

and individual work, visits to schools and other
institutions, and daily meetings with men and
women who are making important contributions

June 30-July 12, July 14-26, July 28-August 9, and August 11—23.
During its second annual series, Mexican Horizons offers four two-week seminars during the
summer. The seminars, which are conducted

to the progress of their nation.

entirely in English, seek to

sciences, music,

who

and

art.

are authorities in their

Lectures by Brazilians
fields,

discussion hours

Expenses: steam-

ship transportation, from $320 to $535

round

about $2 per day or private families,
about $6 per week; university fee, $10; general

trip; hotel,

make

possible within

a limited period, a better-than-average idea of
the country. Each seminar includes six lectures
alternating

with

six

related

field

trips.

Each

fee, $25.

lecturer conducts a field trip in connection with

For further information, address: Dr. Leora
Secretary, University of Brazil Educational Field Trip, 205 Swarthmore Avenue, Swarthmore, Pa.

his particular subject,

James Sheridan, Organizing

which will include among
Mexican education, social conditions, economics, arts and handicrafts. Expenses: $30 fee
others

for

each two-week seminar. For further informaMiss Maria Bransford Heitner, 1710

tion, address:

COSTA RICA

Walnut

Pan American Fellowship Society Goodwill
Visit to Costa Rica, July 4 to August

Round

trip to

Expenses: $375, including transpor-

accommodations, all meals, taxes, etc.
For further information, address: Clarence E.

tation, hotel

Altenburg, President, Pan American Fellowship
Society,

200 Richton Avenue, Highland Park,

Mich.

CUBA

The

University of

first

Summer
35 6

Habana

1st,

Instituto Hispano-Mexicano "Ruiz de Alarc6n," Mexico, D. F., July-August.
The recently-established Instituto Hispano-

Mexicano "Ruiz de Alarcon" is planning to
its remarkable work by adding to its regu-

extend

a Summer Session. The many departments of the Instituto devoted to the natural

lar courses

sciences, music, law, physical education,

has just announced

School Session for foreigners,

and the

humanities have been entrusted to a competent
faculty which includes many Spanish scholars in
exile

University of Habana Summer School, Habana:
July 21-August 30.
its

June

3.

Costa Rica with stops in Panama,

Guatemala, and Cuba. Two-week stop in San
Jose. Cultural visits around San Jose and vicinity;
special series of lectures by professors from the
University.

Street, Philadelphia, Pa. (after

229 Avenida Alvaro Obregon, Mexico, D. F.)

and Mexican

authorities in the fields

men-

For further information, address: Dr.
Pedro Martul Rey, Director General del Instituto
Hispano-Mexicano "Ruiz de Alarcon", Cordoba
tioned.

48,

Mexico, D. F.

UNITED STATES TRADE WITH LATIN AMERICA, 1940
Field

The

Comparative

Education,
of EducaEvanston, Illinois, June 21 to August 16.

Course

in

members

of the

group in Mexico

tion,

City by Saturday evening, July 19, is $193.
For further information, address: P. R. Hershey

in carrying out
tional

and

is not

first

social

for the past

versity,

cultural history

and

heritage.

half of the session will be spent in

traveling in Mexico, visiting specialized

schools

and

sociological

Illinois.

Collective Farming, Torreon, Coahuila,
Mexico, August 4-6, 1941.
The theme of the Conference will be "The
Crisis in La Laguna and How It Is Being Met."
The work and problems of La Laguna will be

four weeks are spent in Evanston study-

its

Evanston,

Comparative Educa-

School, Northwestern Uni-

Fourth Lacuna Conference on Cooperative-

one of the most extensive educaexperiments of our times. Span-

Mexico, as well as

The Summer

twenty years

necessary for registration in this course.

The second

to join the

Director, Field Course in
tion,

ing the present educational and social program of

lic

who may wish

course

ment has been engaged

The

inclusive cost of the trip for

Northwestern University, School

For the third consecutive summer the field of
study of the School of Education of Northwestern
University will be Mexico, not only because of its
accessibility at this time, but because its Govern-

ish

357

tive leaders,

be field trips.
For further information address: Clarence
Senior, Avenida Chapultcpec 512, Mexico, D. F.,
Mexico.

centers of interest.

will

Expenses: $319, which includes the services of the
Course Director, first-class railway transportation,

lodging in the best hotels, admission

fees,

by peasants, doctors, teachers, cooperaand agricultural engineers, and there

discussed

and pub-

etc.

United States Trade with
Latin America in 1940
JULIAN

G.

Chief, Statistical Division,

According to figures recently issued by
the Division of Foreign Trade Statistics,
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, United States Department of Com-

ZIER
Pan American Union

gain

The

of $133,705,000,
total trade of the

the world last year

or

24.4

percent.

United States with

amounted

to $6,647,-

009,000, of which $2,625,445,000 repre-

merce, the trade of the United States with

sented

imports and $4,021,564,000,

American repubUcs for the
year ended December 1940, amounted to
$1,302,134,000, which was $235,614,000

ports.

Of

the 20 Latin

greater than the total ($1,066,520,000) for
the

calendar year 1939.

United States

these

values,

the

20

American republics accounted

for

ex-

Latin
19.6

percent of aggregate trade, 23.6 percent of
total imports,

exports.

and 17.0 percent

of total

In the calendar year 1939 United

purchases from these republics at the close

States world trade totaled $5,495,257,000,

of the last calendar year reached a total of

which $2,318,081,000 represented imports and $3,177,176,000, exports. The
share of the 20 Latin American republics
in these totals for that year was 19.4 per-

$619,465,000, as compared with $517,556,-

000 in 1939, an increase of $101,909,000 or
19.7 percent. United States sales to the 20
republics

amounted

to

$682,669,000

in

1940, as against $548,964,000 in 1939, a

of

cent of total trade, 22.3 percent of imports,

and 17.3 percent

of exports.
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Compared with corresponding

figures

from the northern
group of Latin American repubHcs in 1 940
increased by 1 2 percent and from the South
American repubhcs by 24.7 percent. Sales
to the northern group increased by 13
percent in 1940 and to the South American
republics by 32.1 percent. A comparison
of the 1939 trade between the United
States and the Latin American countries
with that of 1938 will indicate to what
degree commerce improved in 1940,
for

1939,

imports

except in the case of exports to the Latin

republics in North America. Imports
from the northern group of republics in
1939 increased by 5.3 percent as compared with 1938, and from the South
American republics by 21 percent. Shipments to the Latin republics in North
America increased in 1939, as compared

with 1938, by 21.5 percent and to the

South American republics by 9.8 percent.
With regard to United States trade with
it may be noted
September 1934 trade agreements have been negotiated with eleven of

the individual countries,
that since

United States Imports from Latin America
[Values in thousands of dollars,

Country

of origin

i.

e.,

000 omitted]

UNITED STATES TRADE WITH LATIN AMERICA, 1940
the Latin
Brazil,

dor,

American

republics.

They

are:

Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Ecua-

Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Nica-

ragua, El Salvador, and Venezuela.

The in-

creases ranged

from

359

0.5 percent for

to 159.5 percent for Bolivia.

Cuba

There was no

decrease in exports to any of the Latin
republics except Haiti,

where they declined

tention to negotiate agreements with Chile,

9.9 percent in 1940.

Argentina and Uruguay

ranged from 0.8 percent for Colombia to
117.5 percent for Uruguay.

The

is

announced.

show that
for almost all the 20 republics there was an
upward trend in both imports and exports.
tables published herewith

The

tables given

Increased shipments

below show the

distri-

For imports there were four decreases

bution of the trade of the United States
with Latin America, by values and per-

Nicaragua, 0.9 percent; Brazil, 1.9 per-

centages of increase or decrease, for the

cent;

Colombia,

2.9

percent;

Dominican Republic,

7.9

and the

percent.

In-

United States Exports

calendar year 1940,

to

[Values in thousands of dollars,

Country

of destination

as

compared with

corresponding figures for 1939.
Latin America
i.

e.,

000 omitted]

Bauxite in Brazil
The Earth

Aluminum

that Yields

Aluminum, which at one time was more
and costly than gold or silver despite
its
being one of the most abundant
elements on the earth, is one of the newer
metals and owes its wide industrial application to the discovery of a cheap and
efficient process of manufacture in 1886.
rare

worked, which represents about 10 percen
of the total available, shows from 60 to 65
percent
ite

aluminum oxide and is called gibbsclay.
The remaining 90

and bauxite

percent of the deposits contains from 54 to
60 percent aluminum oxide and does not
serve for the direct manufacture of alumi-

16 metric tons in that year, production

num sulfate, as is true of the former, but
could be used as raw material for alumi-

has steadily risen and in 1939, the world

num.

From

total

the small but significant output of

estimated to have exceeded 650,000

is

metric tons, the largest ever recorded.

The

efforts of C.

M.

were large

ly confined to cryolite as a basic

this

raw ma-

today, bauxite, a hydrated alumi-

terial;

num

oxide,

is

the predominant source of

important metal.

At present

it is

connection

this

it

not being worked.

may

be mentioned

that the former material contains 4 to 6

Hall, the discoverer

of the above-mentioned process,

In

In order of proba-

Hungary, Suri(Dutch Guiana), British Guiana,
the United States and Yugoslavia

percent ferric oxide while the latter has as

much

as 7 to 10 percent; less

cent ferric oxide
ful selection.

is

Approximately 220 persons

are employed in the deposits of this region,

which,

it

may

be noted, produce about 95

ble importance, France,

percent of the total of the

nam

fairly

Italy,

were the

largest producers of this clay in

1939.

is

It

worthy of note,

in this connec-

producers are found

tion, that three large

in the Americas.

put that country in

Brazil, export figures

The

1938.

state.

among world producers

in

larger part of the present out-

put of Brazil comes from the Pogos de

Other

important deposits in Minas Geraes,

Lagoa do Bamba
and Morro do Cruzeiro in the munici-

located in Saramenha,

pality of

ploited

Ouro

by three

Preto, are
firms,

now

being ex-

two of which work

the clay together with ochres.

In the absence of production data for
fourteenth place

than 5 per-

obtained only after care-

The

re-

serves are estimated to total 2,000,000 tons

and are
the

at present supplying mineral for

aluminum sulfate industry of Sao Paulo.

Production data of the State

Statistical

Bureau of Minas Geraes give the following

Minas

figures for output in the state in recent

Geraes, which contains two different types

years and although they do not represent

The ore is rich and is mined by
The reserves of these deposits

nish a partial criterion as to trends in this

Caldas

plateau

of mineral.

open

cuts.

in

the

state

of

the total production of Brazil,

they fur-

are estimated to be about 120,000,000 tons,

branch of

7,000,000 tons of which have already been

1937; 14,374 metric tons in 1938; 9,012
metric tons in 1939 and 10,000 (estimated)

studied.

An

analysis

of

the

ore

being

activity: 7,000

metric tons in

metric tons in 1940.
From

Trade Journal," published by the
Conselho Federal de Comercio Exterior, Rio de Janeiro,
^'Brazil

April 1941.
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There are over 80 deposits of bauxite in
and besides those mentioned above,

Brazil

BAUXITE IN BRAZIL

r^
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Among
Brazil

world

exporters

ports of bauxite from Brazil begin in 1936,
in

which year they amounted

to 70,000

Argentina being

metric tons,

the

sole

In 1937, Argentina was again

market.

the only purchaser, having bought 8,770

In 1938, of the

metric tons of this ore.
total of 12,928 metric tons,

One

bauxite,

of

Recorded ex-

in twelfth place.

is

shipments went

France and Uruguay, the
respective amounts being 12,905 metric
to Argentina,

reason for the absence of a reduction

plant in Brazil

is

the lack of capital for

investment, the factor of electrical power
(1

pound

of metal requires 10 to 12 kwh.)

being readily solved in the industrial region

As

of the Southeast.

the other raw

to

materials necessary in a minor degree, that
is,

soda ash, coke, tar and pitch, coal and

and lime, all except the latter must be
imported to a larger or smaller degree and
gas,

present additional difficulties to the estab-

There
augment

and 10 metric tons.
In 1939, Argentina again was the only

lishment of this industry in Brazil.

buyer, shipments having risen to 18,279

imports of

tons, 13 metric tons

In 1940, there was a drastic

metric tons.

is

thus an increasing necessity to

aluminum because

domestic consumption. In

an interesting development

decline to 82 metric tons, the markets being

there

Uruguay and Argentina.
The F. O. B. price of the exported pro-

composition of this trade which

duct shows the following variations over
the years: 1936, 146 reis per kilo; 1937, 213

num industry.

per

reis

per kilo; 1938, 193

155

reis

kilo,

the highest in the export history of the

per

reis

kilo; 1939,

and 1940, 369

kilo,

reis

per

mineral.

Despite the presence of large and rich
is

no aluminum

to

creased to 122 metric tons.
this decline

bars, wire

is

metric

tons,

sulfate,

is

limited to

aluminum
and a component of refractory ma-

terials.

It is

present

circumstances

because

of

the

limited capacity of the plants employing
this

raw

material.

ever, that there

is

It

may

consumption with the
phosphatic
fertilizer

be noted, how-

a possibility of increase in

bauxite

production.

of

utilization of the

the

North

for

1940,

or

520 metric tons

they aggregated

over

three

times

former quantity.

Aluminum Imports of Brazil

reported that domestic con-

sumption in 1936 was about 1,000 tons,
while in 1938 this had in all probability
risen to 3,000 tons. It is doubted whether
this can be increased appreciably under

aluminum, that

for the metallurgical in-

totalled

Thus consumption

of bauxite

[Quantities in Metric Tons]

Years

had de-

In 1930, imports of this type of

aluminum
in

for abrasives,

ingots of

raw material

dustry.

this

Contrasted to

the rise in the imports of

and

table);

viz,

In 1930, imports amounted

510 metric tons; in 1940,

reduction plant of importance in Brazil.
other uses,

in the

reflects the

trends in the domestic metallurgical alumi-

is,

deposits of bauxite, there

is

of rising

connection,

this

(see

1,638
their

Pan American Mews
Colombian - Venezuelan Treaty on
Boundaries and River Navigation
The church
the

First

at Rosario

General

Colombia met

in

de Cucuta, where

Congress

May

Greater

1821, was the scene

of another historic event

when

of

on April

5,

1941,

the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of

Colombia and Venezuela met there

to

all

differences in this matter are settled;

and the demarcations carried out by the
special commissions in 1901 and the Commission of Swiss

and that

Experts

appointed

in

be carried out by commissioners provided for by the treaty are
1922,

to

recognized as final and irrevocable.

boundary

line

is

The

described in detail in the

first article.

sign a treaty that settles the hundred-year-

Both republics grant, reciprocally and

old question of their joint boundary, pro-

perpetuity, the fullest rights of free naviga-

on rivers common
two nations, and envisages the celebration of new agreements on trade and
economic relations.

on the rivers crossing or separating the
two nations. Colombia and Venezuela
will draft identical tariff", health, and river
police regulations, to which vessels, crews,
and passengers will be subject, in order to
facilitate navigation and commerce.
Both contracting parties agree to prepare and sign as soon as possible a treaty

vides for free navigation
to the

The treaty declares that the boundary
between the two nations has been defined
by previous boundary treaties and demarcation activities and by the present treaty;

tion
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commerce and

based on

navigation,

principles of complete liberty of transit

by

land and water, and a boundary statute
to stimulate

economic

Any

and strengthen friendship and

interests.

relative

to

the interpretation or

execution of the treaty will be decided

peaceably according to international law.
After approval by each national congress

and

ratification

governments,

by the respective

ratifications

will

be

ex-

changed in Caracas within 30 days.
The two Ministers of Foreign Affairs,
Dr. Luis Lopez de Mesa of Colombia and
Dr. E. Gil Borges of Venezuela, signed the

pact in the presence of President Eduardo

Santos of Colombia and high

officials

of

two countries. President Eleazar
Lopez Contreras of Venezuela could not
witness the ceremony because the laws of
his land do not permit the President to
leave the country during his term of office.
Immediately after the signing of the
treaty, however, the two Presidents met
on the international bridge over the Tachira
River, which separates the two countries at
that point. The flags of the two countries
were raised, that of Venezuela by President
Santos, and that of Colombia by President
Lopez Contreras. Then President Lopez
Contreras delivered an address in which
he mentioned the historical ties uniting the
two republics, and stressed the importance
the

of the present occasion.
his

In the course of

remarks he said

Our two

countries here see the realization of

century-old aspirations, carrying to fulfilment the
ideals that the Liberator forged for

both amid the

Today
and we find

din of battle, for their mutual wellbeing.
those treasured ideals are undisturbed
ourselves motivated

by the same

policy,

stand on the line bounding these two

as

ofjustice.

.

.

."

traditions,

customs

religion,

inevitable the union that our fathers maintained
in the past, that

we proclaim

and that our
was not temporary

today,

It

expediency alone, nor the necessities of war, that
impelled our forefathers to act as a single nation

when they thought

the time had come to take up
the struggle with the holy purpose of winning

independence.

The

.

.

.

Colombia,

deeply

in a similar vein.

In the

President

moved, replied

of

course of his remarks, he said
This

not an isolated act in the course of our

is

international relations,

it is

a continuation of our

and logical consequence of
the heroic days that you have so skillfully evoked
and that give Venezuela and Colombia an inalienable claim to nobility. Those days inspired our
illustrious forefathers, when, in the Church of El
history, the inevitable

Rosario, they confirmed their desire for union,

already proclaimed at Angostura, and decreed it
as the result and guarantee of the Liberator's
effort.

The

.

.

.

we

results that

present to the world today

are the fruit of the seed

sown by the

creators of our

nation and matured in the course of a history

full

and splendid deeds.
The precise and irrevocable definition of our
boundary, reaffirmed and completed today with
exemplary fraternal spirit, makes it, not a line of
of noble sacrifices

.

.

.

separation, but a sign of rapprochement.

common

rivers,

the best vehicles for

Our

mutual commerce, will be
our growing cooperation and

open

to

the most effective factors in stable progress.

We

have indeed the right. Sir, to be witnesses of this
event, which embodies the desires and ideals of
our peoples, as a happy example of what America
believes relations between nations should be, of its
conception of the

spirit that

international

.

At the

life.

.

should preside over

.

close of the addresses, a

Te Deum was sung with

solemn

the Bishops of

Pamplona, Colombia, and San Cristobal,
Venezuela, participating.

we

sister lands,

where our Liberator and Father,
in 1813, uttered words with which God had inspired him to address the nations: "I have come to
bring you liberty, independence, and the reign
at the very spot

language,

sons will uphold tomorrow.

differences between the contracting

parties

Race,

and even the nature of the land in which we were
born and which has shaped our destiny, all make

Mexican- United States agreement
on the transit of military aircraft

An

agreement between Mexico and the
United States to facilitate the reciprocal

PAN AMERICAN NEWS
was signed by
Mexican Ambassador and the Under

transit of military aircraft

June

the

are

365

and December

1902,

25,

now

23,

Secretary of State of the United States at

ance with the terms of

Washington on April 1, 1941. Under the
agreement the military aircraft of either

mentary Extradition Convention.

country

may

transit the territory of the

other, over routes designated

by the

notice of the departure of such air-

official

craft at least

24 hours in advance, and in

the notice give full information about the

proposed flight.
Such transit
no more than 24 hours, except

shall take

in case of

force majeure.

The agreement
that led to

its

is

subject to denuncia-

whenever the conditions

tion unilaterally

negotiation have, in the

opinion of the denouncing country, disappeared.

Aircraft

transit at the

of

country

either

in

time of denunciation shall

have 24 hours within which

to leave the

The agreement was ratified in

the United

and by
and in
Mexico by the Senate on April 4 and by
President Avila Camacho on April 15.
The ratifications of the two governments
were exchanged at Washington by the
Undersecretary of State and the Mexican
Ambassador on April 25, 1941, and the
agreement became effective as of that date.
States

by the Senate on April

President Roosevelt on April

Convention

3,

8,

now

the

Republic and the United

Dominican

States,

signed

Washington on September 24, 1940
(see Bulletin for November 1940), went
into effect upon the exchange of notes on
March 31, 1941. It had been proclaimed
in the United States by President Roosevelt
on March 17.
The notes stated that both governments
had taken the necessary measures to put
the provisions of the Convention into
operation. One measure taken by the
Dominican Republic was the establishment
at

of a Depository Bank, to be the sole de-

pository of

money

revenues and funds of the

all

The bank

for the

will disburse

no

account of the Dominican

Republic until certain payments have been

made;

these include the transmission of

funds to pay interest and

amortization

charges on outstanding dollar bonds of the

Republic.

The Dominican Customs
administered since 1905

Receivership,

by

an

official

appointed by the President of the United

been terminated, and its funchave been transferred to the appropri-

States, has

tions

ate authorities of the

Mexican- United States

Supple-

effective

The Convention between

government.

territory of the other.

this third

Dominican Republic -United States

latter,

and enjoy the facilities of regular landing
points on land and sea.
Each government will give to the other

1925,

subject to extradition, in accord-

Dominican Republic.

Supplementary Extradition
Convention

On

April 14, 1941, a Supplementary Con-

Expropriation of foreign vessels in
American ports
Inter-American

vention to the Extradition of February 22,

At

between Mexico and the United
went into effect. Accessories before
or after the fact to any crimes made ex-

Financial and Economic Advisory Committee, held in the Pan American Union
on April 26, 1941, the following resolution
on the expropriation of foreign vessels in
American ports was adopted

1899,

States

traditable in the Treaty of 1899 or the

Supplementary

Conventions

signed

on

a

meeting

of

the
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Whereas: Subparagraph

(D)

of

Article

2,

Resolution IV, on economic cooperation, of the

Meeting of Foreign Ministers of the American
Panama in 1939 charged the InterAmerican Financial and Economic Advisory
Committee with studying and proposing to the
Governments the most effective measures for
mutual cooperation to lessen or offset dislocations
in the trade of the American republics resulting
from the present war;
The commerce of the American republics has
normally been carried on in large measure in
merchant vessels of non-American powers, many
of which are not available for such trade because
Republics at

means

of the increasing rate of destruction of the
of maritime

transportation

by the

belligerent

nations, the consequent increased diversion of such
vessels to other trades,

and the prolonged

station-

number

of such

ing by their owners of a large

in American ports interrupting
normal commercial activities; and
vessels

their

The

resulting shipping shortage has prejudiced

and is prejudicing the commerce of and among the
American republics, creating a very grave problem for the fundamental right of the nations of the
Americas to preserve the trade which is essential
to their normal existence;
Some of the American republics have already
been forced to take steps with a view to remedying this situation; and
Bearing in mind the recommendations of the
Inter-American Neutrality Committee, which
were adopted by Resolution I of the Second
Meeting of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the
American Republics at Havana in July 1940,
The Inter-American Financial and Economic
Advisory Committee
Resolves:

To recommend to the Governments of the
American Republics:
a. That they declare that the foreign-flag vessels
in American ports,
the normal commercial
activities of which have been interrupted as a
consequence of the war, may now be utilized by
the American republics in accordance with the
rules of international law and the provisions of
their respective national legislations,

manner
mies as

in

such a

promote the defense of their econowell as the peace and security of the

as to

continent.

The

may

be
effected by the American republics either through
agreements with the owners of the vessels or by
virtue of the right of each of the American republics to assume complete jurisdiction and control
utilization of said vessels

over such
b.

and

vessels,

to satisfy their

own

deem

as they

it

convenient

requirements.

That just and adequate compensation

utilization of the said vessels be

made

for the

in accord-

ance with the commonly accepted rules of international law and the national legislations of each
of the

American

In the determination

republics.

of this compensation, the

damages which might

have been caused and the other obligations

result-

ing by the presence of these ships in the ports in

which they may

be, shall be taken into considera-

tion.
c.

That they

reaffirm their full right to the free

navigation of those vessels, both in their national

and international trade, once they are under the
any one of the American republics, and that
they agree upon measures tending to facilitate the

flag of

effective exercise of said right.

American novels win prizes

Latin

The

prizes

in

the

Latin American un-

published novel competition, sponsored by

Farrar and Rinehart, Inc., through the
Division of Intellectual Cooperation of the

Pan American Union, were awarded on
April 14 as part of the celebration of Pan

American Day.

The

novel El Mundo

(Wide and Alien

es

Ancho

y

the World),

is

Ajeno

by the

Peruvian writer Giro Alegria, received the
prize. Three honorable mentions
were awarded: to Enrique Gil Gilbert of
Ecuador for Nuestro Pan, Cecilio J.
Carneiro of Brazil for A Fogueira, and
Miguel Angel Menendez of Mexico for
Nayar. These four novels will be wholly
first

or partially

into

translated

English

for

future publication.

In Mexico, the Secretary of Education

by decree of November

15, 1940,

awarded

prizes to the three novels judged best in the

national

competition.

that each year in the

It

was stipulated
of November,
be awarded for

month

a similar national prize

the best novel, story, biography or

poem

written in the course of the year.

Three hundred works in all were subamong which 21 were chosen

mitted, from
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AMERICAN NOVEL COMPETITION

Three of the prize winners of the unpublished novel competition organized by Farrar and Rinehart,
publishers, through the Division of Intellectual Cooperation of the Pan American Union, visited the
Union on April 30, 1941. In the center of the photograph are Cecilio J. Carneiro of Brazil, Ciro Alegiia
of Peru, Dr. L. S. Rowe, Director General of the Pan American Union, and Enrique Gil Gilbert of
Ecuador, together with Concha Romero James, Chief, and three staff" members of the Division of
Intellectual Cooperation of the Pan American Union.

twenty Latin American
and Puerto Rico, before the
International Jury in New York. Three of
the authors were women: Yolanda Oreamuno, of Costa Rica; Gaston Lahire
(pseudonym) of Honduras, and Telma
Leares (pseudonym) of Paraguay.
Un-

to represent the

republics

fortunately the
late to

Red Book Magazine. The latter also gave
an additional $2,500 to the first prize
winner for serial rights to the English
translation of his work, and $1,500 each
to the Ecuadorean and Brazilian for the
right to publish translations of parts of
their novels.

Three of the winners came

Uruguayan novel came too

be considered.

The decision of the jury, composed of
John Dos Passos and Blair Niles of the
United States and Ernesto Montenegro of
Chile, was announced by Farrar and
Rinehart on March 1, 1941.
The first prize of $2,500 was given jointly
by the publishers Farrar and Rinehart and

to the

United

States through the generous cooperation

Pan American Airways, the Grace Line
and Moore-MacCormack Lines, to receive

of

the prizes in person.

On

April 14 they

were present at a banquet at the WaldorfAstoria Hotel in New York, at which time
Mr. Archibald MacLeish, Librarian of
Congress,

presided.
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Giro Alegria has lived in Chile for some

cussed at these conferences the question of

Chilean

maintaining facilities for social and economic rapprochement adequate for the
present and future needs of the countries
members of the Postal Union of the
Americas and Spain.

1935

In

time.

the

of

Society

Writers conferred upon

him

"Premio
Literario Nascimiento" for his novel La
Serpiente de Oro, his first work, which has
since

the

brought him continental recognition.

This novel deals with Indian
interior of Peru, a
his

second important novel,

Hambrientos,

Mundo

es

and

Anchoy

life

in the

theme that reappears

in

Library Association

Ajeno.

On February 20 and 21 the Inter-American Bibliographical and Library Association, of which Dr. A. Curtis Wilgus of the

Latin American countries
arrangement between the
Post Office Department of the United
States and the respective Departments of
a

special

seventeen Latin American republics, books

mailed from

country

may now

be sent
pound. The
countries with which the agreement has
this

American Bibliographical and

in his prize-winning El

Special rate for mailing books to

By

Fourth Convention of the Inter-

Los Perros

at a flat rate of five cents per

been made are: Argentina, Bolivia, Chile,
Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador,

Guatemala, Haiti, Mexico, Nicaragua,
Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, and Venezuela. Packages of several books are
limited in weight to 22 pounds; there is no

George Washington University is presiits fourth annual convention in
Washington, with an attendance of 200.
Three of the sessions were devoted to
bibliography, libraries, and archives, redent, held

of important papers

being read, while at the luncheon and

dinner meetings addresses on various related topics

were delivered.

At the con-

cluding meeting two papers on research

needs were delivered, the proposed issuance

members was
announced, and resolutions were adopted.

of a quarterly magazine for

Uruguayan prints exhibited

limit for single volumes.

in

the

United States

Fifth Congress of the Postal Union

A

collection of 50 etchings, lithographs,

and woodblocks by 12 Uruguayan artists
was assembled in Montevideo by the

of the Americas and Spain
Rio de Janeiro

number

spectively, a

be the seat of the Fifth

Circulo de Bellas Artes for exhibition in

Union of the
Americas and Spain, which will open its
sessions on September 1, 1941.
A study of the laws and regulations

the United States under the auspices of

governing postal relations

between the

developed school of print making in Uru-

member

made urgent

guay, were Leandro Castellanos Balparda,

Congress

will

the

of

Postal

countries has been

by the European war, which has changed
or blocked the usual channels of commercial, social, and intellectual communication.

The

therefore

forthcoming

add

to the topics

Congress

normally

will
dis-

the

American

National

Committee

of

Engraving.

The

artists,

representative of the newly

Manuel Collazo Castro,Domingo de SantiaLanzaro, Adolfo
Antonio Pena, Carlos Prevosti, Hector Ragni, Guillermo Rodriguez, Juan A.
Tagliamonte, and Joaquin Torres Garcia.
go, Carlos Gonzalez, Jose

Pastor,

"FISHING," BY

ADOLFO PASTOR

'unloading," by guillermo

rodr!guez
Photographs by George R. Karfiol
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"WHEATSTACKS," BY JOSE LANZARO
The

prints

were

at the Riverside

first

shown

in

New York

Museum, from January

19

February 2, 1941, and then sent on a
months' tour throughout the
United States. In Washington they were
on display at the Pan American Union,
from March 15 to 31.
to

several

The American National Committee
Engraving has prepared an exchange
lection of prints
States, to

tion

by

artists in

of

col-

the United

be sent to Uruguay for presenta-

under the auspices of the Circulo de

Bellas Artes.

Three of the

August 11-25, 1941.
continental United

and the Virgin

prints

are

reproduced herewith.

Girl Scout Western Hemisphere

Encampment
The second Girl Scout Western HemisEncampment will be held at Camp

phere

Bonnie Brae, East Otis, Massachusetts,

from the

Puerto Rico,

by
from Argentina, Brazil,
Cuba, Guatemala, and Mexico, as well as
from British possessions in this hemisphere Barbados, Bermuda, British Guiana, Jamaica, Trinidad
Canada and Newfoundland, and the Dutch island of Curateen-age

Islands will be joined

girls

—

—

sao.

All

girls,

hostesses

and

guests alike, will

bring samples of their native arts and

and be prepared to teach some of
and dances. Problems
of the day will be discussed.
In August 1940, 22 girls from 13 American countries met with 82 hostess Girl
Scouts from nearly every state in the
Union for a two-week exchange of information at Camp Andree, New York. This
first Western Hemisphere
Encampment
was so successful that the second encampcrafts

Uruguayan

Girl Scouts
States,

their native songs
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ment has been planned for this year.
The encampment is made possible
through the Juliette Low Memorial Fund,
maintained by penny contributions from

will

the Girl Scouts of the United States.

sidered the site of a future village.

Brazilian agricultural

or in ten equal annual instalments, the

be divided into farming

The
resettlement

first

program

was
provided for by a decree-law of February
9, 1940, and extended by a second decreelaw of February 9, 1941, both dealing
agricultural

resettlement

with rural colonies.

A

rural colony

defined in the earlier

is

legislation as a collection of surveyed

demarcated

lots that

and

together form a group

Such colonies
may be established by the Federal Government, by states or municipalities, or by
of small rural properties.

or

rail

river

transportation

companies,

other associations, or individuals.

They

must be in the country and in a section
where the soil is good, means of transportation to logical markets are adequate and
accessible,

healthful

conditions

prevail,

is an adequate water supply, and
an area of at least 2,450 acres is available.

nical

and administrative

staff

and the

each colony will be provided
with a demonstration field where crops
workers,

appropriate for the region will be grown;
rural schools; small forges

ing

medical and pharmaceutical

shops;

services;

and wood-work-

and

sales,

consumers' and credit

cooperative societies.

Native Brazilians and foreign farmers

may

lots

be paid

for either at

In the

case, or

first

the outstanding balance

once

if all
is

or part of

paid in ad-

vance, a discount will be granted.

be provided with free food

Settlers will

their
first
three days;
paid work on community projects during

sufficient

their

for

year; free medical services until

first

the group becomes an independent entity;

medicines, plants, seeds,
cides,
first

and

fertilizers, insecti-

agricultural tools, also for their

year; the loan of machinery, tools,

and draft animals, during their first year;
and transportation from the nearest rail-

way

station or port to the colony.

Those who do not
to

fit

who fail
aims may be

community
its

or

into the

life

of the

adapt themselves
expelled from the

to

community.

Once

there

In addition to residences for the tech-

of 24.5

faUing due at the end of the third

year.

Brazilian

lots,

growing crops or
raising livestock, and urban lots, in the
community center, which will be conto 122.5 acres each, for

before

the settlers in a colony have

all

acquired

full

title

to

their property,

or

seems wise, the Government

if it

by decree, that the group
independent status. When that is
done, the government is empowered to

will declare,

has

grant to the agricultural cooperative so-

by the settlers the buildand machinery, livestock, and

ciety organized
ings, tools

other necessary material already provided.

The
when

agricultural

centers

in

existence

the decree-law was passed

become

auto-

are eligible for lots in the colonies under

matically

the following conditions:

The aforementioned 1941 decree-law
empowered the federal government, in
cooperation with state and local govern-

rural colonies.

they must be
and own no rural
property in the district; agree to live on
the lot granted them; be willing to work

ments and federal administrative bodies,

their property; and, at the time of appli-

to

at least 18 years old

cation, hold

The land

no public

office.

set aside for each rural col on v

establish

large

national

colonies for settlement

zens without

agricultural

by Brazilian

means who are

fitted

citi-

for

Courtesy of Alfredo Guide

STUDENTS'
Upper: Students

WORK AT THE ARGENTINE

FINE ARTS

ACADEMY

of sculpture work directly in stone or in clay, from which casts are made. Lower:
Prints include etchings, drypoints, lithographs, and woodblocks. The Fine Arts Academy in Buenos
Aires is a public institution under the supervision of the Ministry of Justice and Public Instruction; the
director of the school is Alfredo Guido. Instruction is given not only in sculpture, engraving, and
ceramics, but also in interior decoration and stage design.

STUDENTS'

WORK AT THE ARGENTINE

FINE ARTS

ACADEMY

Upper: One of the salons of painting; pupils study the different techniques for still lifes, landscapes,
and figure painting, as well as the elements of composition. Lower: Examples of ceramics at the annual
exhibition. Students win admittance to the Academy by competitive examination, which usually
consists in submitting samples of their work on a given theme.
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and,

labors

agricultural

under certain

circumstances, by qualified foreign farm
workers.

The

provisions of this decree-law are

graph of the owner,

his finger prints,

and

a personal description; and its presentation is necessary on such occasions as
taking any public

office,

appearing

in

very similar to those of the previous one.

court, registering at hotels, getting married

are

or divorced, entering the University or

In choosing a

charged

the authorities

site,

to see that

it

contains or

is

near

power. The area of
the individual parcels will range from 49
to 122.5 acres, and if the colony is in 3
waterfalls, to provide

wooded

naturally

must maintain a

region,

each

parcel

forest reserve of at least

any other

school, enlisting in the

army

or

joining the police force, obtaining em-

ployment, or depositing or withdrawing
money at a bank.

The new law

contains additional pro-

visions: Foreigners in the

country for 60

whenever pos-

days or more (previously 30 days) must

sible a large forest reserve of locally indig-

obtain a card; boys between the ages of

25 percent of

total area;

its

enous trees shall be preserved near the
colony;

and

in drafting the general plan,

12 and 16 must have a certificate showing
that they are not yet eligible for an iden-

card;

and instead of a

the natural beauties of the region shall be

tity

respected and the flora and fauna pro-

peso, a sliding scale

tected.

50 pesos

flat fee

of one

establish

from
to
one
peso,
according
down
position
of
the
owner.
Cerfinancial
the
tain civil, religious, military, and diplomatic officials are exempt from the pay-

by the

ment

In addition to primary schools for

all

children of school age, the colonies will

an apprenticeship system whereand their sons will receive
instruction in working iron, wood, and
leather and in other skills which rural
settlers

workers should have.

These colonies will become independent
under the same terms as the rural colonies, with the added proviso that when
they acquire independence the coopera-

is

established,

to

of the fee.

After the enactment of the law granting
full civil rights to

women,

the

years old.

The

howmen, and there is a

fees for the cards,

ever, are half those for

special provision

that domestic servants

salary of the agricultural expert attached

need pay only 25 centavos.
empted from the payment of

to

official First

tive

society shall be responsible for the

it.

Dominican

Congress extended the personal identity
card requirements to women 18 or more

Those exfees are the

Ladies of the Republic, the

mothers, wives, and unmarried daughters
of

Personal identity cards in the

accredited

diplomatic

and consular

representatives in the country, mothers of

Dominican Republic

more children born in the republic,
members of religious orders, and women
who have rendered distinguished and
ten or

On November

TronConcha promulgated a new law

coso de la

19, 1940, President

requiring every

man

over to carry a

The law
1938,

16 years of age and

personal

replaces that of

and

in the

main the

identity

card.

officially

recognized services in the

Cross in times of disaster.

The

Red

fees shall

21,

be used to create a special fund for the

provisions are

exclusive use of the services for the pro-

December

the same: the card shall bear a photo-

tection of mothers

and

children.

NECROLOGY
Dario

Enrique

Salas

Diaz.

— Chilean

Graduate of the
Normal School of Chilian and the Pedaeducator and statesman.
gogical

of

Institute

the

University

of

Chile; received his doctorate in the School
of

Education of

New York

University.

Teacher of education and languages in
various normal schools, Santiago, 1908-11;
education

Belisario Diaz Romero.

— Bolivian phy-

Graduate of
Medical School, San Andres University.
Medical officer of the Bolivar and Abaroa
sician, scholar, archaeologist.

Regiments,

1899;

Publicity,

and

1905; Director, National

Mu-

Statistics,

seum, 1905; Director, Meteorological Ob-

La

Paz,

1909; Professor, Na-

in

the

servatory,

Pedagogical Institute, 1910-20, and

full

tional Institute of Agriculture

professor,
Revista

of

professor

assistant

de

1920 until his death.
Instruccwn

Primaria,

Editor,

1910-14.

Inspector General of Primary Education,

1918-20;

Director

General

of

Primary

Education, 1920-27; Counselor, Ministry
of Education,
First

1928-29.

Pan American

Washington, 1915.
vice

president

Congress,

Director and former

and

Society of Professors;
Society of Chile.

Delegate to the

Scientific

president.

National

member,

Scientific

Translator of works on

National

Statistician,

Immigration,

Bureau of

and Veter-

inary Studies, 1909-12; Professor, School
of Medicine,
cian,

La

National

Studies,

Director;

La

Paz, 1919; Chief Statisti-

Center

Paz,

Director

of

1920,

the

of

member. Geographical

Paz, Bolivian

Academy

Honorary
Tiahuanacu

Museum.

National Archaeological
ter

Geographical

later

Char-

Society,

of History,

La

Geog-

raphy, and Letters; Anthropological SoSucre;

ciety,

and

others.

Member

of

learned societies in various countries of

education by John

Dewey and W. C.
Author of many books and
pamphlets dealing with education. Died
at Santiago on February 14, 1941, at the

Europe and America.

Bagley.

than

ao-e of 60.

in

a

score

archaeology,

of

books

botany,

Author of more
on agriculture,

philology,

natural

and other scientific subjects. Died
La Paz on August 2, 1940, aged 70.

history,
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The Pan American Union, now

51 years old,

is

an international organization created and maintained

by the twenty-one American Republics:

Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa
Rica, Cuba, the

nally

States,

known

Uruguay, and Venezuela.

as the International

American Republics,

it

Origi-

Bureau of the

was established in 1890

in

accordance with a resolution passed April 14 of
that year at the First International Conference of

American

States, held at

Washington

in 1889-90,

and presided over by James G. Blaine, then
United States Secretary of State.
greatly

Its

work was

expanded by resolutions of the Second

Conference, held at Mexico in 1901; the Third,
at

Rio de Janeiro in 1906; the Fourth, at Buenos

Aires in 1910; the Fifth, at Santiago, Chile, in

1923; the Sixth, at

Habana, Cuba, in 1928; the

Seventh, at Montevideo, Uruguay, in 1933; and
the Eighth, at

the United States

to a

Govern-

and representatives

in

Washing-

ton of the other American governments.

Lima, Peru, in 1938.

Administrative Divisions

Mex-

Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, the

United

by and responsible

ing Board composed of the Secretary of State of

Dominican Republic, Ecuador,

El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras,
ico,

Director, elected

April 14

The

Pan Ameri-

administrative divisions of the

can Union are organized to carry out the purposes
for

which

There are

was created.

it

sions dealing with foreign trade,

special divi-

statistics,

eco-

nomics, intellectual cooperation, juridical matters,

and labor and

agricultural cooperation, travel,

All these divisions maintain

social information.

close relations

with

in the countries

official

members

and

unofficial bodies

The

of the Union.

Columbus Memorial Library contains 105,000
volumes and

many maps. The Bulletin

Pan American Union, published monthly
lish,

Spanish, and Portuguese,

of the institution.

For a

list

is

of the

in

Eng-

the official organ

of other publications

of the Union, see the inside back cover.

is

celebrated annually throughout the Americas as

Pan American Conferences

Pan American Day.

The Pan American Union
Purpose and Organization

The purpose

of the

Pan American Union

is

to

promote peace, commerce, and friendship between
the

Republics of the American

Continent by

fostering economic, juridical, social,
relations.

The Union

is

serves as the per-

manent organ of the International Conferences of

and cultural

supported by annual

American

States, usually referred to as the

American Conferences.
the programs

and

Pan

In addition to preparing

regulations, the

effect to the conclusions of the

Union

gives

Conferences by

conducting special inquiries and investigations

contributions from all the countries, in amounts

and by convening or arranging

proportional to population.

technical conferences in the intervals between the

Its

affairs

are ad-

ministered by a Director General and an Assistant

International Conferences.

for

special or

'?&;*.»*
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Rockets, Flutes, and Marching Saints
DOROTHY REYNOLDS
Guatemala is a land of gorgeous fiestas,
mingling the colorful pageantry of Christianity

and pre-Conquest paganism

land where the inhabitants of

way

of-the
strictest

may

villages

economy

all

—

little,

out-

practice

the

year, so as to finance

a magnificent celebration on the day of
their patron saint. For such occasions
you must go zigzagging back and forth
across the country, the church calendar in
your hands, and even so, you will be
disappointed by fiestas that fail to materialize, and surprised by others where the

are

saints

weeks

still

marching

strong,

after the date assigned,

rising fragrantly

and

two

with incense

rockets bursting as

Pedro, a mile or so away.

marched

Little

girls

and small boys
filed past with wooden guns on their
shoulders. The voluntarios formed to protect the country from the menace of Hitlerism were out in force, likewise with
wooden guns; and a small company of real
in blue uniforms,

—

—

soldiers followed

proudly behind a blaring

brass band.

Then, out of the church of San Marcos,
and most important divi-

issued the final
sion

of

this

multiple

came men with

made

cohetes,

procession.

First

a kind of rockets

of very long sticks with colored bags

gunpowder fastened to the lower ends,
and after them the women, wearing ca-

of

merrily as ever.

nary-colored

Never have I seen so much parading as
at San Marcos, a place high up in the

outside of their yellow-and-orange plaid

mountains,

not far from

the

Mexican

All morning long, first one group
and then another kept passing along the
section of the Pan American Highway that
joins the town to its twin village of San

border.

huipiles

hanging ceremonially

and carrying lighted candles in their
A boy was bent nearly double
beneath a large drum which a man behind
him beat vigorously, and there were several smaller drums, each managed by a
skirts

hands.

single person.

Chirimillas, the

high-pitched
377
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PROCESSION BETWEEN SAN MARCOS AND SAN PEDRO
Figures of saints swathed in blue and white tulle, ornamented with sprays of silver leaves and pink roses,
were proudly borne along the broad highway by women whose canary-colored huipiles hung ceremonially
outside of their yellow-and-orange plaid skirts.

pre-Conquest

flutes,

kept playing their very

ficial

roses.

The Virgin

led the group,

simple tune over and over and over, not

dressed

quite in time with the drums, but in a sort

arms; then came the Nino de Corpus^ with

of syncopation, as shrill

and

insistent as the

Then came

the principal

ligious societies

known

bearing their long

rayed

men

of the re-

as cqfradias,

staffs

ornaments

proudly

of office,

with

Behind
them were the saints, bobbing high above
the heads of the marchers, each in its
silver

his

and

whirr of crickets.

at the top.

wooden carrying-frame,

profusely

rated with a froth of white and blue
sprays of silver leaves,

decotulle,

and garlands of arti-

all in

white, with the Child in her

smooth, youthful face, dark red cape,
silver-rayed halo;

and

after

Marcos, majestically holding up

him, San
his

Gos-

and a quill, and San Pedro, patron of
the day and of the town which bears his
name, with the key of heaven in his hand.
Down the highway they went, drums
beating and chirimillas shrilling all the way,
and a cohete being set off every minute or
two in a loud burst, while an excited crowd
of men, women, and shining^-faced children
pel

ROCKETS, FLUTES, AND MARCHING SAINTS

At the middle of the

kept beside them.

tree-lined avenue, they halted; the Virgin

and she and the Nino bowed

turned,

gravely to each other three times, and then

San Marcos and San Pedro greeted each
other in the same ceremonious manner.

black-shawled

woman

beside

her arms and shouted "Alto!"
she was trying to prevent

near

the

but

procession,

I

I

my
no

merely calling the saints to a

me

A

raised

thought

was

halt, so that

could take their portraits more easily.

The next
later at
far

procession

was a few days

another San Pedro, a village not

from the

capital.

already past, but

I

The

week or more,
on Sunday morning, I went down
to the bus stand in Guatemala City and
inquired when the camioneta would start.
The driver was most encouraging: "The
very moment it is full!" he assured me.
fiesta generally lasts for a

and

saint's

day was

had learned that a

so,

"Not more than a

little

half hour, at the

most."

getting too

—she

379

I

A

took a seat and settled

few passengers drifted

them

drifted out again.

down

in,

to wait.

and some of

The

little

half-

hour became a big half-hour, and then an
hour. A group of men fastened their
carrying-crates

on top of the bus and

climbed into the back
beside

me grew

seat.

restless,

and

The

senorita

finally

went

Photograph by Dorothy Reynolds

AFTER THE PROCESSION AT MOMOSTENANGO
Women

of the cojradias, in their ceremonial plaid shawls, sit down to watch the rest of the festivities,
still sheltering the candles in their leaf-and-flower holders from the breeze.

Photograph by Dorothy Reynolds

THE PROCESSION AT SAN PEDRO SACATEPEQUEZ
This was very gorgeous and very pagan, with rockets, clouds of copal incense, and women wearing
garments covered with ancient symbolic designs in vibrant crimson and purple.

ROCKETS, FLUTES, AND MARCHING SAINTS

Some village women who had been

home.

trading at the market packed themselves

among

in,

their

bundles

multitudinous

and baskets. The hour became an hour
and a half, and then two hours, and just
as even I was on the point of losing pabus driver

tience, the last seat filled, the

vaulted

in,

and

off

we went

in a cloud of

of

cohetes,

381

which they laughingly

with

threatened to shoot

The

me

if I

came

too close.

rockets soared into the air, a dozen at

a time, in a harmless but deafening burst,

and when the smoke
just as the

men

and the noise
had disappeared

rose

cleared away, the saints

intended

— into the houses

of their respective cqfradias, there to re-

the saints were

main as guests of honor during secret rites
which outsiders are rarely admitted.
It all seemed to me very gorgeous and

door,

very gay, but the

and a volley of honking.

dust

We

arrived in time, after

all,

exactly as

coming out of the church
and picking their way unsteadily
down the steps. It was a much more
pagan and more gorgeous procession than
the one at San Marcos, for the carryingstands were decorated with flashing mirrors,
double-headed eagles, and huge feather
sunbursts. And not
only were there
drums, cohetes, and shrill chirimillas the

—

to

time in Guatemala

—but

also copal,

pagan incense made from a
which the Indians offer alike to
wooden saints in the church and stone
idols on the hilltops and along forest
paths. Sharp and spicy it is, very different
from other incense, and the saints were

The
as

resin,

itself

it,

as

it

rose

out of the clay censers swinging beside

them.

But the real glory of that procession was
the

women,

in tight blue plaid skirts

and

and

San Francisco in
from all the rest
could possibly be, just as Antigua
is unlike any other pueblo in Guateprocession

Antigua was

the ancient

wreathed in thick clouds of

boys insisted that

it

really gay.

three things that are never absent during
fiesta

little

was triste, although yesterday, in
truth, it had been muy alegre. But that is
always the way at an Indian fiesta; today
is invariably sad; you should have been
there yesterday or the day before, if you
wanted to see a celebration which was
today

it

Now

mala.

of

as different

it

is

only a small town, but

ago it was the finest
between Mexico and Peru, filled
with magnificent churches and palaces and
stately houses. Then an earthquake came,
converting it into a mass of ruins, and the
government, together with the greater part
centuries

several

capital

the

of

population,

mountains

to

moved

across

the

found Guatemala City.

the peacock, and
As they streamed
out of the dimness of the church into the
brilliant sunlight, between rows of white
houses, it fairly made one dizzy to look at
them. Along the street and down the hill
they marched in stately array, with the
men and boys trailing along at the rear

was a very Christian procession I saw
and a very somber one, issuing out
of a little chapel in one corner of the
monastery of San Francisco, the largest
ruin of all. Even the marchers looked
mournful, the men in dark coats, the
women in faded gingham dresses with
black shawls draped over their heads and
about their shoulders. It was not a fiesta
at all, just the end of the Sunday afternoon

in a formless rag-tag.

rosary devotions

gorgeous

huipiles

servilletas

with ancient

symbolic designs in vibrant crimson and
purple

—the tree of

life,

the great white tapir.

I

followed until the procession rounded

a corner.
the way,

There a group
making ready to

of

men

set off

closed

a series

It

there,

Army

little like

a Salvation

and the alternate praying and singand a very little like a funeral, or

voices
ing,

—a

meeting, on account of the droning

Photograph by Dorothy Reynolds

HEADS OF THE COFRADIAS AT SANTIAGO ATITLAN
They marched along proudly with

their

gay banners and

glittering silver-tipped staffs of office.

ROCKETS, FLUTES, AND MARCHING SAINTS
rather, perhaps, the ghost of

long-ago.

of the

some funeral

The women dragged

keep the
flames of their candles from dying in the
fresh evening breeze. The men, with that
their feet slowly, vainly trying to

unwinking look one always sees
in the eyes of a cofradia group, seemed even
more serious than usual, perhaps because
there were no drums or incense, no fireworks or chirimillas to give a feeling of
intent,

perhaps because in the
back of their minds lingered the memory
carnival gaiety,

of

Hermano

to

own

Pedro, Antigua's

—not yet a
become one —lying

holy man^

saint,

his

sepulchre

many

centuries

in

within the church for so

special

but very soon

among

leaders

turesque

in

383

the

men

white,

looked very pic-

knee-length

trousers

and purple, dark coats,
and scarlet tzutes wrapped about their
heads. They marched proudly, holding
up gay banners and glittering staffs of
office.
The women who followed wore
bright red skirts, white blouses, and manycolored headdresses that stood out around
their heads like halos, and carried candles
whose flames were shaded by carefully
fashioned banana-leaf holders. Then came
an imported band, in the brown-and-tan
checked kilts of Solola, and after that the
Santos.
El Padre Eterno was the largest of
striped with red

these,

but

little

Santiago (Saint James),

must knock loudly, indeed, on
the outside of his tomb to awaken him,

hero of the day and patron saint of the

before pleading for his intercession.

Seated on a curious-looking horse with

that they

San Francisco himself looked thin and
mournful

in his ascetic

was, only

it

pink rosettes ornamenting

of peacock feathers, while with the other

he brandished a streamer-decorated sword.

again; a very Christian procession, with

Over

the priest singing lustily in the center of

the type

it,

—

and looking quite at home not at all
padre at San Pedro, who appeared
only once during the whole joyful affair
of dazzling white and purple and crimson,
of copal and flutes, beating drums and burst-

like the

Around the patio the procesand then back inside. The
darkness soon swallowed San Francisco,

ing rockets.

sion circled,

kling lights of the

quiet

fireflies in

The

I

saw the twin-

women's

candles, like

the black of a jungle night.

procession at Santiago Atitlan

one of the gayest and most colorful of

which was

to

lake village

way
saint.

it

is

be expected, for

famed

far

was
all,

this isolated

and wide

celebrates the fiesta of

Out

front knees

and back

the chapel, around the patio,

but through the doorway,

its

very short

A

down

most important.

the aisle of

robes, bob-

bing along in melancholy fashion above the
procession

clearly the

and long streamers flying from its tail, he
wore an obviously new coat of gorgeous
blue velvet, and in one hand carried a sheaf

brown

heads of his worshippers.

was

village,

its

for the

patron

of the church the marchers

came, just on the stroke of noon, and
the high, white semicircle of steps.

down
The

on

his

fringe

his

shoulder was a striped sarape of

worn by Mexican cowboys, and
head was a large Mexican hat with

around the brim.

who had
morning in the plaza
in front of the church, most of them dressed
in the traditional red and green velvet
suits, enriched with much gold and silver
Alongside went the dancers,

been performing

braid,

the

little

sun,

plumes.

all

mirrors to catch the rays of

strings

Chief

of beads,

and feather

among them were

Alvara-

do, the Conqueror, in a very pink

mask

with red nose and cheeks and gold hair

and mustaches; eagle-eyed, hawk-nosed

Tecum-Uman,

the leader of the Indians,

with a green quetzal perched above his
head; the vaguer os, with black suits ornamented by gaudy silk handkerchiefs hanging

out

of

all

the

pockets,

and black

cotton umbrellas tufted with vari-colored

BULLETIN OF THE PAN AMERICAN UNION
feathers

above

their heads;

who

or witch-doctor,

and the

brujo,

frighteningly shook

blood-red mask set in a fearsome grin,
he held out a symbolic hatchet and
crimson idol -doll.

interrupt them.

him

his

catch the

as

The

Accompanied by horns and
procession

moved through

flutes,

the

the streets, sur-

rounded by clouds of incense and bursting

When

rockets.

reached a small, open-

it

front shelter, the floor strewn with pine

was put down
and the others temporarily set in front.
The dancers danced, and a man intoned a
Latin prayer from a small black book.
It rained, and the performers, careless of
needles, one of the santos

own comfort, hurriedly rushed out
ponchos for the lesser saints, a real raincoat to drape about the shoulders of Santheir

and a large umbrella

tiago,
his

to hold over

The

rain stopped,

and the procession

continued, pausing at three or four other
shelters,

at

each of which the marchers

and offered incense.
Then it went back to the church. The
musicians and the men of the cofradia
danced,

prayed,

ranged themselves along the steps, very
impressive with their tall staff's of office;
the saints remained at the foot. Many

more prayers were
rockets set

off.

said,

and dozens of

rained again, and again

It

and umbrella were
was dry
under his silver canopy, Santiago was very
dry, with his raincoat and umbrella, the
faded velvet robes of the other santos were
ponchos,

raincoat,

rushed out.

The

Padre Eterno

enough, but their

safe

silver

very wet indeed though
ter, as

At

they were

last,

boat back across the lake.

last

celebration of Santiago Atitlan in

honor of

name-saint was on the proper

its

day, July twenty-fifth, but

which, in spite of

made

they were

this

crowns got

did not mat-

carried into the

church again, where their worshipers showered them with incense for the last time,
kissed their feet,

and hurried out

same patron, thoughtfully delayed
another week, so I was able to
attend it, too. It was the most dancing
procession of all those I had witnessed in
Guatemala, and even the small boys had
to admit that it was a very lively one,
though, as usual, they insisted it had been
much better the day before.
The masked dancers led it, prancing
along, all mixed up together and stopping
fiesta for

to

perform on every

Uman

street corner.

Tecum-

and Alvarado were among them,
were

others, besides

Mexicanos in khaki-colored
represent buckskin;

of

—the

suits fringed to

Salomon, the great

King of the Moors, who roared loudly
most of the time, in an effort to frighten
King

his adversary, the

of the Christians;

La Margarita, a buxom, flower-dressed
"lady," and a half-dozen frisky little bulls
with gay torero capes, shining silver horns,
and tiny bells tinkling about their necks.
Behind them came the saints, dressed
in velvet robes, on carrying-frames decorated with great garlands of

artificial roses

and borne on the shoulders of cofradia
members, whose feet tripped and bodies
swayed to the tune of the marimba, which
seemed to dance, too, as it moved along.

Then came

the

shawls

their

over

women, wearing plaid
heads, and carrying

to the

and

roses.

the

santos,

As

usual,

incensing

men walked

beside

them with

spicy

copal and setting off rockets, one or two at

a time, then half a dozen in deafening

A

second marimba appeared

plaza where the actor-dancers were mak-

succession.

ing

suddenly out of nowhere.

all

Momostenango

heathen name, has

candles in ceremonial holders of leaves

of metal.

all

its

the very

its

course, but there

head.

They were just putting
when I had to leave to

into his coffin

possible haste to finish the death of

Tecum-Uman before another shower should

eyes

I rubbed my
and looked again, and there were

ROCKETS, FLUTES, AND MARCHING SAINTS

bobbing along

three, all

they were

made

as lightly as

of feathers,

if

instead of

385

able to slide their feet over the cobblestones
in the prescribed shuffle.

One

of the con-

came on up the hill. It was a
long time making its appearance, for there
were many stops, and by the time it

overcome by heat and aguardiente, could not keep his balance, though he
tried desperately, and had to be escorted
home by two friends. The saints and the
marimbas lagged. Only the flames of the
women's candles were still dancing by the
time they reached the top, and even they
seemed to have grown thin and pale. Yet
that night everything was repeated about
two a. m., amid hours of bell-ringing and

reached the top, that dancing procession

rocket-firing that resembled the noise of a

had turned

lively

heavy wood.
Behind came a crowd of

quistadors,

villagers,

who

and then
was so narrow

kept falling in with the procession

dropping out.
that for
it

a while

The

But soon

myself.

street

even had to form part of

I

I

circled ahead, so that

again, as

squeezed out and
I

could see

it

pass

it

into a very tired one, indeed.

Tecum-Uman and Alvarado were

Photograph by William

B

.

Larsen

barely

New

midsummer.

Year's

Eve

celebration

in

The Pan American Highway
E. E.

The Pan American Highway
tion

VALENTINI

Confedera-

in continuous receipt of inquiries

is

which upon

analysis

resolve

themselves

into the following questions:

Can I

drive through to the

Can I

drive through to

The answer

to

both

Panama Canal?

"No;

this

is

not

American

A

paper prepared for

States held at Santi-

the

was passed "To

Pan American Highway

NORTH AMERICAN SECTION
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of automobiles
cities

.

.

.

by

and between

and the

capitals

of

neighboring States."

Highway Education Board
make this resolution
effective, with the result that the Pan
American Highway Confederation was organized. The activities following have
took the initiative to

had and

Confederation.

PAN AMERICAN HIGHWAY SYSTEM

means

facil-

cities

In 1924, the

In 1923, at the Fifth International Conago, Chile, a resolution

between their most important

the principal

practicable at this time."

ference of

rapidly as possible the transportation
ities

Buenos Aires?
is

recommend to the States members of the
Pan American Union ... to improve as

c-

will continue to

have astounding

Photograph by H. A. Radzikowski

THE PAN AMERICAN HIGHWAY
You can

IN

MEXICO

drive in comfort from any part of the United States to Mexico City and about 80 miles beyond.
Last year nearly 27,000 cars entered at Laredo alone.

Photograph by H. A. Radzikowski

A BIT OF LOCAL COLOR
Motorists on the

Pan American Highway

find

many charming

scenes.

•^
,..'•<**"

'^

Courtesy of Boaz Long

ON THE LEMPA RIVER
A

1

,

replacing the ferry used to cross this Salvadorean river, the longest
emptying into the Pacific between the Colorado and Cape Horn.

500-foot bridge

is

Courtesy of Public Roads Administration

THROUGH THE
Even

in the Torrid

PINE

WOODS

IN

HONDURAS

the vegetation along the Pan American Highway
for in the high mountains the climate is temperate.

Zone not

all

is

tropical in character,
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It was thus that the "Pan
American Highway" was born.
During the next sixteen years phenomenal progress was made in the construction
of modern roads and highways in all the
Latin American countries.
The primary need in these countries is for
roads that will open up their own lands

consequences.

to

main

This is not yet
be for some years to
come. Geography and topography have
something to say on this score. A simple
possible,

nor

will

it

study of maps of the North and South

American continents

Let us look at the capitals of the United

Mexico, Guatemala, El Salvador,
Honduras, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, and
Panama. You can run a continuous line
through all of them, as if you were string-

arterial

highways which

neighboring countries.

link

will

Eventually

all
all

States,

the capitals will be linked by highways, in

ing beads on a thread.

the seventeen continental countries south

in

of the United States.

highways which

is

It

is

this

network of

properly called

Pan American Highway System."
The American tourist has not
thought in these terms.

He

from

New

should

will afford interest-

ing light.

After that

the capital of one country with that of
its

or to Buenos Aires over the

Pan American Highway."

necessity for the designation of

automobile transportation.

comes the

Panama Canal

like to drive

"The

hitherto

York

"I

to the

is

not the case

In 1929, the First Inter- American High-

way Conference was
Panama.

thinks,

This

South America.

A

recommend
that

it

held at

Panama

City,

was passed "To
Pan
American
Union,
the

resolution
to

in turn

recommend to each of the
Panama and the United

countries between

A BRIDGE ON THE SIMON BOLIVAR HIGHWAY
some 14,000 feet high and others of less ahitude, the highway between Caracas.
Venezuela, and Quito, Ecuador, descends to about 2,700 feet near the attractive city of San Cristobal.

After surmounting a pass

THE PAN AMERICAN HIGHWAY
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AN ECUADOREAN VILLAGE
The

painter Yepes has thus depicted a typical Andean town, like many which will be
linked with larger centers through an extended highway system.

States that within a period of five years

The highway

they construct a road suitable for vehicular

yet

between the two countries."
Mexico and El Salvador had already
surveyed and commenced construction of
highways within their countries which
would serve as a thread for the beads.
Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, Costa
Rica, and Panama accepted the help of the

linked together.

traffic

United States in the surveys of such a
thread. With the exception of minor reroutings, it is known where this main-line
highway will run from the Mexican border
to the

Panama

Ganal.

This

is

the "Inter-

American Highway" and, as can readily
be seen, is the North American section of
an intercontinental highway, only.
Today you can drive in comfort from any
part of the United States to Mexico City
and to some 80 miles beyond. It is not
possible,

however, to drive through to the

next bead on the thread, Guatemala City.

in southern

Mexico

is

not

complete and the capitals are not

In each of the Central American countries

much work

has been done.

be remembered that there

is

must

It

no

inter-

what
any of these countries shall do within its
own borders. You can motor in any one
of them, but the only two capitals so far
linked by a motor road are Guatemala and
San Salvador, a distance of about 175
national authority that can dictate

miles.

Construction

in

Panama

is

ad-

vanced to within 50 miles of the Costa
Rican border, but it is not possible to
drive through from the Canal to San
Jose, the capital of Costa Rica.

say "to drive,"

I

mean

to drive

When

I

with the

comfort and safety expected by the American tourist. I am not telling hardy adventurers what they can or cannot do;

they would not believe

me anyway.

TORRE TAGLE PALACE, LIMA
Colonial architecture in Latin America

is still

almost

unknown

to students of art in the

United

States.

THE PAN AMERICAN HIGHWAY
In South America the geography does
not permit stringing beads on a thread.
It is more Hke making a chain with a
lavalHere

hanging from

(I

it.

am

not

very good at these lady-comparisons but

you know what
are involved,

dotted

all

I

mean.)

Ten

the capitals of

countries

which are

In the north you have Caracas, Vene-

and Bogota, Colombia. Then along
the western side you have Quito, Ecuador;
Lima, Peru; and Santiago, Chile. There is
a highway running from Caracas through
Bogota to Quito and then out to the west
coast at Guayaquil, Ecuador,

known

as the

Simon Bolivar Highway. Then there is a
transcontinental highway from Santiago,
Chile, to Buenos Aires, Argentina, and an
from Buenos Aires through
Montevideo, Uruguay, to Rio de Janeiro,
east coast road

There

will also

be a north-south

route connecting Buenos Aires with Asuncion,

Paraguay.

diagonal road from Buenos Aires to
Paz, Bolivia,

and on through

Not content with

La

to Peru.

this sort of criss-cross-

ing, there eventually will

be a transconti-

nental route from Brazil through Bolivia,

and another through Paraguay and Bolivia, to

the Chilean coast.

Driving from, say, Washington to Buenos

over the map.

zuela,

Brazil.
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Furthermore, there

is

a

Aires, the tourist will

number

have

his choice of a

Mexican border
Lima, Peru. Here

of routes to the

and then through

to

whether he wishes to go
through Chile or Bolivia en route to
Argentina. The road forks at Vitor, Peru,
a few miles from Arequipa, the second
largest city in that country, one branch
going east and south, through La Paz,
Bolivia, the other running south and east,
through Santiago, Chile, and both meeting
Despite the appearance
at Buenos Aires.
on the map, the difference in total distance
is only 324 miles, the Bolivian route being
he

will decide

the shorter of the two.

LLAMAS IN PERU
Many

parts of the Pan American Highway offer scenes of exotic interest to motorists from the United
States.
Festivals similar to those described on page 377 take place in other Latin American countries also.
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How

North and South America be
Someis a pretty question
where in the jungle of the Darien Peninsula runs the boundary line between the
republics of Panama and Colombia. Panama has pushed its road 40 miles beyond
the Canal; Colombia is pushing its section
of the highway to within 50 miles of the

These 300 miles are under study, but the
preliminary surveys for a highway between
the capitals of Panama and Colombia
have not yet been made in their entirety.
It would be nice to be a young engineer,
to engage in such an exploration. Planes
fly it several times a week, but no man travels it on foot, on horseback, by train, water,

Panamanian border. In between, over a
distance of some 300 miles, lies a fascinatOnly one white
ing, unknown territory.
man, to our knowledge, has ever made a

or motorcar.

will

linked?

This

!

continuous journey through

You can

this country.

piece the geography of

it

together

from the various accounts; the coast
is,

of course,

road

will

known

have

to

to mariners.

be built through

continental bottleneck

if

we

line

Still,

a

this

are to drive

Washington to Buenos
Aires and not ship the car from one port
to another somewhere along the coast.
through

from

When

finished

it

will

be the

most romantic three hundred miles of the
entire nine thousand within Latin America;
today it is almost exclusively Indian territory. The tourist from the United States
who wants to drive his car in South America today will have to ship it to La Guaira,
Venezuela, on the Caribbean, or else to a
west coast port on the Pacific. The overland route from North to South America
is closed and will remain so until the bottleneck in the Darien Peninsula is opened to
traffic.

HOTEL SUCRE, LA PAZ
A diagonal road from Buenos Aires through La

Paz, Bolivia, connects with the north-south
route in Peru.

Pan American

THE PAN AMERICAN HIGHWAY
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A BATHING BEACH, RIO DE JANEIRO
The

Atlantic beaches in Brazil, Uruguay, and Argentina will become more and more popular with
residents of other American countries as highway communications improve.

And what

is

the present status of this

and spent 80 million

highway?

tent

Between Mexico and Panama 62 percent
is paved or drivable in all
weathers, 16 percent of it can be driven
only in dry weather, and 22 percent of
it is composed of trails only, impassable

American

to vehicular traffic at this time.

The road

of the road

all

the trails

in process of

Practically

and dry weather roads are
improvement. Our Latin-

American neighbors have their differences
of opinion on many subjects, but on one
they are enthusiastically unanimous the
highway must be completed
The condition is more advanced in

—

South America.

You can

drive from CaraQuito and beyond.
To link up southern Ecuador with northern Peru is a matter now under study.
Much work has been done in Peru during
the past 4 years. The Peruvians approcas through

Bogota

to

priated 50 million soles for 3 years'

work

with

running

in 2 years.

a

route, they

Not con-

north-south Pan-

have pushed their

roads eastward over the Andes to the

headwaters of the
that

is

tion

is

a

trip

Amazon

worth making!

River.

And

Chile's sec-

open throughout; so is Bolivia's.
over the Andes from Chile to

Argentina goes over the Uspallata Pass,
12,600 feet above the sea, which is closed
by snow seven to nine months out of the
twelve.
Alternative routes are being
sought, as well as improvement of this one.
Argentina is practically all flat and has
done wonders in the way of opening up
her hinterland. Paraguay has lagged, but
Uruguay is doing
is now working hard.
splendidly, and Brazil is building roads as
rapidly as its finances permit. According
to reports from South America the highway is about 80 percent all-weather and
paved road, the balance dry-weather, with
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no trails to widen to roads except in Colombia and Ecuador.
You will notice that no mention is made
of roads in British, Dutch, and French
Guiana. These countries are European
dependencies and are not members of the
Pan American Union.
Every effort is being made to bring this
grandiose project to successful and early
completion. South America will probably
finish some kind of motor road to or near
to the

Panama border

before the corre-

sponding North American section
pleted.

comCosta Rica, Nicaragua, Panama,
is

Ecuador, and

Paraguay have received
highway construction, and other
loans are under discussion at this time.
Of one thing you may be certain. Each

loans for

of the Latin-American countries contains

adventurous blades
to drive to

who

Washington

be to drive south to

are just as anxious

as

you can possibly

visit their countries.

The Pan American Highway System
become an

will

artery for the diffusion of the

red blood of international understanding

on the American Continent and hence,
of international

and good

solidarity,

appreciation,

will.

Courtetiy of Argeutine Aliuistry uf A^^ricult

THE ARGENTINE PAMPAS PRESENT FEW DIFFICULTIES TO
HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION

Marina Nunez

del

Prado

Bolivian Sculptor
In the spring of 1940 the American Association of University

that

its

Women

announced

Latin American Fellowship for the

certain techniques of sculpture, especially

the

monumental,

for

which there was no

opportunity for instruction in her

own

ensuing year had been awarded to Srta.

country, and also to study in the field of

Marina Nunez

art education.

del Prado, a

young Bolivian

sculptor.

Srta.

Nunez

La

to this

Paz, graduated from the Bolivian National

studies

Srta.

del Prado, a native of

Academy of Art in

1930,

years, in addition to

she taught in the
the National

and

in the ensuing

doing creative work,

American

Academy

Institute

of Fine Arts

and
and

organized art work in the Indian schools of

She came to the United
autumn of 1940 to learn

her native land.
States

in

the

Nunez

del Prado brought with her

country

many

of her terra cotta

and wood carvings, which had
previously been exhibited in her own
country, in Argentina, Chile, Peru, Uruguay, and Venezuela, and in Germany.
The excellence of her work has received
widespread recognition. She won the
gold medal offered by the municipality of
La Paz, 1930; the first prize and gold me397
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DANCE OF THE CHOLAS

dal at the Indian Exhibition,

La

Paz, in

Union, Washington, D. C.

shown

At

these ex-

1931; the gold medal at the Bohvarian

hibitions

Competition, Caracas, Venezuela, 1934;

pieces, eleven in terra cotta, eleven

the

first

prize

and gold medal

for

non-

Argentine exhibitors at the Sixth Exhibition of

Women Artists of Argentina,

Aires,

1936; and the gold medal at the

carvings,

she

has

and one

twenty-three

wood-

All but

in cast stone.

one of these are Bolivian in theme; the

acquired pieces for their permanent col-

is a woodby her research into
Indian culture in the United States.
Even a brief study of her work shows
that, as the Association said in announcing
the award of the Latin American Fellow-

lections.

ship to her, "she has strikingly interpreted

International

Exhibit of Art

in

Buenos
Berlin,

The National Art Museums of Argentina, Uruguay, and Germany have
1938.

In the United States Srta. Nunez del

Prado has held three exhibitions: at the
biennial convention of the American Association of University

Women,

Cincin-

Grand Central Art Galleries,
New York; and at the Pan American
nati; at the

exception, American Indian Dance,

carving

inspired

the spiritual inheritance of the

ancient

Indian civilization of her country."

The group
noteworthy.

of dancing figures

In

this

is

especially

sculpture

none of the airy lightness of the
European ballet, none of the

there

is

classical

stately

MARINA NUNEZ DEL PRADO, BOLIVIAN SCULPTOR

As

dignity of the Greek dance.

is

true of

other simple civiHzations, the dances of the

BoHvian Indians are

religious

and symbolic

of

Five

life,

their intimacy

diff"erent

dances

granting his petitioners the opposite of

being white, the other black, in representa-

per-

Indians are a very

their requests.

tion of the dual nature of the god.

The Dance
religious

ancient race, which flourished in Tihua-

expressing

Mama

(Bolivia) long before the Christian era.

of the Condors

is

another

Aymara

dance dating from the Tihuanacu
culture; it is performed at certain seasons
ritual

in adoration of the sun,
striving after progress,

the heights.

an

and expresses a
effort to

reach

The Khusillos Dance is in honor

Huaka Takoris is a
dance of Inca origin,
veneration for Pacha

of the

fertility

nacu

The Dance

who works good
own amusement,

god,

portrayed.

are

forming the huayno, the typical folk dance

The Aymara

Aymara

evil solely for his

The dance is performed by
two masked Indians, one half of each mask

The Aymard Dance shows two women
of Bolivia.

and

with the earth.

in character, reflecting the dancers' philos-

ophy

of a perverse

399

deep
(Mother

Earth).

The

dancers

wear robes symbolic of oxen, the

beasts

with labor in the

fields.

closely associated

The

curves of the sculpture represent the

mountains,
skirts,

the

folds

of

the

the fertile furrows of the

The Dance of the Cholas

DANCE OF THE CONDORS

dancers'

fields.

(Indian

women

400
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INCA PRINCESS

TENDERNESS

more
movement,

of the Bolivian highlands) portrays a
festive
it

mood,

while

yet,

full

of

gives the impression of the ingrained

Indian

To

stolidity.

visited Bolivia,

and red in the women's
which sometimes

cerise, blue, green,

billowing

full,

number

skirts,

many

as

who have
memory of vivid

those

brings a

it

as fifteen,

according to

the wealth of the owner.
Srta.

Nunez

ness

and

Lullaby,

"simplicity

two terra cotta
motherhood. Tender-

del Prado's

figures representing

well

exemplify

combined with rhythm

ift

the

the

form and contour of her carvings, which
appears with a distinct sense of force and
originality," that
in the

New

an admiring

critic writ-

York Herald Tribune mentioned

in his review of Srta.

The same theme

is

Nunez' exhibition.

portrayed in three of

the four low reliefs in wood, which
artist's

show the

achievements in that branch of

sculpture.

AYMARA

Six

terra

cotta

heads of young and

MARINA NUNEZ DEL PRADO, BOLIVIAN SCULPTOR
a

and clay she uses

definite impression of the personalities of

close to the people

mature

Indians

the models, yet

give

all

the

spectator

are stamped with the

unmistakable characteristics of the Bolivian
Indian.

mingled things of

wood and

Back of many of the

indeed, the elemental with which

common

The very

is

usage and collective

texture ot her carvings in

among

she has found not merely detached subject mat-

Washington Star, Leila Mechlin

but universal rhythm and meaning.
Nunez del Prado seeks at all times the
universal, and through the individual strives to
give composite interpretation
as for instance, in

Nunez
those

aristocrats

to the present, Senorita

stone

is

ter,

.

.

.

Senorita

—

wrote:

Up

is,

she strives to inter-

del Prado's delightful

of

Andean quadrupeds.
In the

life

purposely significant, and in
every-day occupations, as well as religious rituals,

Alpacas, Srta.

portrayal

customs

and

are, she feels, elemental

and the

pret to an outside world.

familiarity.

Clearly Bolivian, too, are Llamas and

401

Nunez

del

Prado

Indian Mothers, Lullaby,

has speciaHzed in sculpture of Bolivian Indians of

essentially plastic.

the high Andes, for which reason her

relation to the

taken on a certain primitive simplicity.

work has

The wood

are excellent.

HUAKA-TOKORIS DANCE

Tenderness.

Her work

In the smallest piece, one

lump

mass.

Her

is

feels

portrait heads

The Lawyers of America Meet

at

Habana

WILLIAM ROY VALLANCE
Secretary General, Inter -American

An

Conference

of

Association

was

addresses by

the

Cuban

Association; Assistant Legal Adviser, Department of State
of the United States

event occurred at Habana,

historic

Cuba, on March

hall of the

Bar

24, 1941,

the

when

the

with

Bar

member

stirring

members of the bar in the
House of Representatives in

When

national capitol.

Dr.

Gustavo Cuervo Rubio, Vice President of
Cuba, called the meeting to order, there
were over six hundred delegates, observers
and guests representing 46 member bar
associations from 16 countries.
As these
representatives

stood

when

members was

called

by the Secretary

General,

a

thrill

of

the

roll

enthusiasm

of

swept

over the audience with the realization

new

that this

monumental code of private
and for his service as a
the Permanent Court of

international law

Inter- American

opened

Sirven for his

first

association, organized only

of

International Justice at The Hague.

Grat-

was also expressed for the vision,
courage and indomitable will of the
great liberators, Marti, Simon Bolivar,
San Martin, Hidalgo, George W^ashington
and other great leaders in the struggle for
freedom under law. The spirit of cooperation among our nations was stated to
represent no temporary sporadic effort,
but a constant and continuous interest
reflected in the creation of a permanent
organization, namely, the Pan American
Union, and in periodic meetings.
itude

In his presidential address, Dr.

Manuel

nine months previously at the close of the

Fernandez Supervielle of Cuba

Eighth American Scientific Congress at

the goal of the Association in part as

C, on May

Washington, D.

16, 1940,

had

already achieved hemispheric proportions

and included members from Canada on
the far North to Chile and Argentina in
the South.

Cordial words of welcome were expressed
by the Hon. Raul G. Menocal, Mayor of
Habana, by the Hon. Jose Manuel
Cortina, Secretary of State, on behalf of
the Cuban Government, and by Dr.
Natalio Chediak for the Colegio de
Abogados de la Habana. In responding
for

the

visiting

lawyers,

the

Secretary

General referred to the great contribution
that Cuban statesmen and jurists have

made
-world,

to

the

organization

of

a

better

and evoked prolonged applause

when he paid tribute, particularly, to
Dr. Antonio Sanchez de Bustamante y
402

set forth

follows:

The work

of the Association in this respect

may

guided toward the unification of the provisions of law that regulate a large number of
specific questions that do not raise great difficulties and that would lead to very important adalso be

vantages

of

different

kinds:

for

instance,

the

uniformity of the law on the subject of negotiable

instruments (principally the

bill

of exchange and

the check); of commercial associations (corpora-

and partnerships) and taxes on transmission
by inheritance (in order to prevent
double taxation); and in connection with the
tions

of property

protection of commercial trade marks, of factory

brands, patents of invention and copyrights; the
condemnation of property for causes of social
utility; the requisites for powers of attorney for
law suits; the collecting of commercial credits;
the execution of judgments handed down by
foreign courts; the proof of foreign law in law
While such uniformity would facilitate the
suits.
realization of the juridical purpose and the judicial

THE LAWYERS OF AMERICA MEET AT HABANA
it would also tend to increase economic
between the diflFerent countries, promoting the investment of capital in the needed channels, and would invigorate international com-

function,
relations

gate from Argentina and President of the
Buenos Aires Bar Association, contributed

a strong note of solidarity

make
sessions of the

Conference consisted

of plenary meetings with principal
dresses followed
jects

of

by round

especial

interest

groups

of delegates.

dresses

and round

unusual

Courtesy of

interest.

W. R.

when he

ex-

pressed the desire of Argentine lawyers to

mercial credit.

The

403

tables
to

Some

ad-

on sub-

particular
of

table sessions

the

ad-

were of

Dr. Enrique Gil, a dele-

the Association a practical force for

improving the administration of law and
justice in this Hemisphere. Great interest
was manifested throughout the Conference
in the subject of

Hemisphere defense

as

evidenced by the fact that 13 papers were
presented on the topic of The Role of

Lawyer

in the

Defense of the Americas.

the

Presi-

Vallanoe

SOME MEMBERS OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE INTER-AMERICAN
BAR ASSOCIATION
Raul Herrera Arango, Secretary of the Delegation ot the Bar Association of Habana (substituting for Dr. Manuel Fernandez Supervielle) D. L. McCarthy, President, Canadian Bar Association;
William Cattron Rigby, Treasurer, Inter- American Bar Association, Chairman, Organizing Committee
of the Association; William Roy Vallance, Secretary General, Inter- American Bar Association; Luis
Anderson, member. Organizing Committee of the Association, and delegate of the Bar Association of
Costa Rica; German Riesco, Bar Association of Chile; James Oliver Murdock, delegate, American
Left

to right:

;

Bar Association.
Dr.

Lacking are Dr. J. Honorio Silgueira of Argentina, President ot the Association,
de Miranda Jordao of Brazil, and Dr. Fernandez Supervielle.

Edmundo
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Courtesy of

W. R.

Vallance

THE OPENING

SESSION,

MEETING OF THE INTER-AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION

Cortina, Cuban Minister of State, is shown addressing the session, which took
place in the House of Representatives of the Cuban capitol.

The Hon. Jose Manuel

dent Jacob M. Lashly of the American
Bar Association stressed the fundamental

and

strategic value of

progressive

society.

law in an active and

He

accompanies the business

man

law

that

said

to his desk,

bench, the banker to his vaults, even

the doctor to his patient, the musician to
his platform,

He

and

the priest to his altar.

further pointed out that "there

difference in the ultimate aims
of the
said,

and

is

no

goals

two systems of jurisprudence," and

"Here Las

Siete

Partidas

of the

Spanish Republics reach across the channel of the centuries to clasp the

Magna

Carta."

hand

oi

Dr. Dantes Bellegarde of

Haiti stressed the significance of the pres-

ence of the representatives of the Canadian Bar Association. He discussed the importance of laws for the economic defense
of the Americas.

First:

Its

These discussions led

to

the adoption of the following resolution:

ot

the

Inter-American

unreserved devotion to the demo-

cratic principles

the statesman to his assembly, the worker to
his

The First Conterence
Bar Association declares:

on which the American Republics

were founded.

Second:

Its desire tor

the strengthening ol the

cordial relations existing between the countries
of America.

Third:

Its

allegiance to the principles of inter-

national law and the precepts of international

conduct

set forth in the treaties

and

resolutions

approved by the International Conferences of

American

Fourth:

States.
Its

determination to cooperate effec-

tively in the defense of the foregoing principles

and

precepts.

Judge Herbert F. Goodrich and Dr.
William Draper Lewis presented papers
on the work of the American Law Institute
in compiling the Restatement of the common law of the United States. On
motion of Dr. Luis Anderson of Costa
Rica, a resolution recommending the
translation

of the

Restatement into the

THE LAWYERS OF AMERICA MEET AT HABANA
Other languages of the American

Repub-

hcs so that lawyers there might more

become acquainted with the laws
the United States was adopted as

easily

of

follows:

The

First

Conference of the Inter- American Bar

Association

To

endorse the resolution approved by
American Scientific Conference, in
May, 1940, recommending the translation, into
the other languages of the American Republics,
the Eighth

Restatement

ot the

ot the

Law of the

United States

America formulated by the American

of

name

ot the Association,

governments of America to organize
immediately the National Commissions of Aviation recommended by the First Pan American
Conference of Aviation at Lima in 1937.
Second: That he also request the said governments to arrange to have their national committees collaborate with the National Societies
the

all

known

Resolves:
First:

officially request, in the

405

Law

as the Inter- American Aviation Squadrons.
Third: That he communicate this resolution
to the Pan American Union with a request that
it urge the national committees to undertake the
work assigned to them, and that the permanent
Pan American Aeronautical Commission be

organized as soon as possible.

Fourth: That he undertake
publicity that he

Institute.

Second: To recommend that the translation
contain, in addition to copious explanatory tootnotes, brief historical

and analytical introductions

may

all

the measures of

consider necessary

and

desirable tor the achievement of the foregoing

and that he report on the result thereof
Second Conference of the Inter-American

objectives,

to the

on the origin and nature of the corresponding
Latin American and Anglo-American legal concepts, principles and institutions.
Third: To express the opinion that the result
of this work should greatly advance and facilitate

Bar Association.

the successful completion of the important tasks

presented some interesting views in his

relative to the unification of

commercial and

law and uniformity and unification of
entrusted to official agencies

civil

legislation

by the International

Conference of American States.

Fourth: To recommend that once the volume
Laws of the American Law
Institute has been translated, official and private
legal agencies and organizations cooperate in a

relative to Conflict of

comparative study thereof with the
Bustamante Code of Private International Law,
for the purpose of examining the extent to which
the two systems may be reconciled.
detailed

Aviation law received careful consideration at a

round table under the chair-

manship

of Dr. J. Blanco Uztariz of VeneHoward S. LeRoy of Washington,

zuela.

D.

discussed

C.

Aeronautical

Trends

Law and

of

International

Dr. Antonio Sanchez

de Bustamante, after discussing The Constitution

ation,

of International Committees on Avi-

brought about the adoption of the

following resolution:

The

First

Dr. Alberto Ulloa, former Minister of

of

Law

at the University of

Professor

San Marcos,

address on the subject Observations on the
Present Condition of the

Law.

President D. L.

McCarthy, of the Canadian Bar Association, spoke about the method whereby
Canada has coordinated the development
of the common law in the Canadian provinces with the civil law in the Frenchspeaking province of Quebec.
Legal education was discussed at a round
table led by James Oliver Murdock,
Professor of International Law at George
Washington University. Professor Philip
C. Jessup of Columbia University spoke
on the subject The Importance of International

and Comparative

Law

Studies to Inter-

American Cooperation, and Mr.

George A.
Finch of the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace made a very inter-

esting address
the

Conference of the Inter-American

now

Foreign Affairs of Peru and

Study

on the subject Materials for

of International

significant address

Law.

A

highly

was delivered by Dr.

Bar Association

German

Resolves:

Bar Association, regarding the importance

First:

That the President

of this Conference

Riesco. delegate of the Chilean

of high ethical standards in the legal pro-
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His address was in part as follows:

fession.

Among
down

in

the objectives of our Association, as laid

its

constitution, there

one

is

that, in

my

and certainly easier than,
knowledge of the laws of the various
American countries and strive for their uniformity.
I refer to upholding the honor of the profession
and promoting cordial relations among the jurists
of the Western Hemisphere.
How shall we learn to know each other better?
Something, indeed much, is accomplished by
meeting here, by becoming acquainted socially in
this beautiful natural environment, welcomed by
the cultivated and cordial Cubans.
Something is accomplished also by reading
papers here and by telling each other what we
opinion,

as urgent as,

is

to spread a

•

.

think; but

plumb

we

.

should progress more rapidly and
if we could also show each

greater depths

we are doing in the exercise of our
Theory, constructive thought, sometimes is a blinding light that compels our admiration; but what attracts and captivates us is another's way of life, his spontaneous actions and
other what

profession.

generous deeds.
I recognize that

we

as

telling

difficult to see each other
But nothing hinders us from

it is

really are.

each other

how we

live

— for

example,

but also a ministry, a priesthood that has inherent
obligations towards the society in which he lives.
Those of us who believe that our countries are
doing something in this direction might learn that
others are doing more;

and doubtless we should

have something to learn.

A

.

.

.

resolution reading in part as follows

on the recommendation of the
group a resolution of
great importance providing for the establishment of an academy of comparative
and international law at Habana was
adopted on the motion of Dr. Ernesto
Also

legal

education

Dihigo.
for new material with which
law was strongly emphasized
at the round table on Inter-American
L-egal Documentation, at which Mr. John
T. Vance, Law Librarian of the Library
of Congress, presided. These discussions

The need

to find the

resulted in resolutions

recommending the

establishment of a journal for the Association; the establishment of

a legal center

on
com-

in each nation for a collection of books

formity in the material

and uniand standardiza-

tion in the production of

law books.

pilation of legal bibliographies;

The urgent need
intellectual

and

of further protection of

industrial property

was

considered at a round table under the

chairmanship of Dr. Camilo de Brigard
Silva of Colombia. Stephen P. Ladis of
New York read an important paper on the
status of copyright protection in America.
Resolutions were adopted recommending
greater copyright protection for the works

was adopted:
The

conference.

the laws of the various countries; the

what ethical education each country tries to give
to a young lawyer, how he is taught that our profession is not simply a means of earning money,

all

code of professional ethics, the results of which
shall be submitted to the Association at the next

of authors and a study of the patent laws
First

Conference of the Inter-American

of the various countries.

Bar Association
Resolves:

The
the

Second: To encourage the establishment, within the law schools of each country, of courses on
legal ethics.

Third To
:

express the hope that the law schools

of the Americas shall prescribe, as a condition of

entry and as a requisite for a law degree or of a

doctorate in jurisprudence, the satisfaction ot high

moral standards.

Fourth: The Executive Committee
courage

discussion

among bar

shall en-

associations

of

America on the subject of the formulation of a

historic fact that the constitutions of

Pan American

countries were drafted

of the United
model was brought out in an
address by Frederic R. Coudert of New
York on the subject of Comparative ConstiIt was further developed in
tutional Law.
a paper prepared by Professor Noel T.
Dowling of Columbia University, concern-

with

the

Constitution

States as a

ing a comparative study

made

of over

400 decisions of the Courts of Argentina

THE LAWYERS OF AMERICA MEET AT HABANA
interpreting

its

The Hon.

constitution.

Culbertson, former Ambassa-

William S.
dor to Chile, discussed The Reign of Law.
Dr. Lawrence D. Egbert of the United
States Tariff Commission read a paper on
the

subject

Commercial

American

Latin

and referred

Handbook of
Treaties
which he
Treaties
Commercial
Latin American
Commission.
for
the
prepared
recently
had
(Copies

are

now

a

available

He

desiring them.)

to

to

persons

pointed out some of

the problems encountered in the negotiation of commercial treaties.

the

requesting

executive

A

resolution

committee

to

study the desirability of organizing a section

of

treaties

customs

laws

and commercial

was adopted.

The climax of the meeting occurred on
March 27 at the closing plenary session
when three stirring addresses were delivered in the hall of the House of Repre-

and 22 resolutions were unanimously adopted, after having been presented by Dr. William Sanders, Chief of
the Juridical Section of the Pan American
Union, who served efficiently as Reporter

sentatives

The

timely address of the Hon. Robert

H. Jackson, Attorney General of the
United States, read in his absence by the
Hon. George S. Messersmith, American
Ambassador to Cuba, stirred the delegates
to a realization of the legal grounds supporting the strong action taken by the

United States in providing aid to the
Democracies in order to prevent their conquest by the Axis powers. In part of
his

paper,

advances

Mr. Jackson discussed

made by

nunciation

of

the

the Treaty for the Re-

War and

Anti-War Treaty and

set

the

Argentine

forth the im-

plementation of self-defense which began

Meeting of Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the American Republics in
1939 and was developed in relation to the
law of neutrality by the Inter-American
at the First

Neutrality Committee at Rio de Janeiro,

by the Second Meeting of

as endorsed

Foreign

Ministers

at

Habana

in

1940.

In closing his address he said:

The
time

only sanction that seems available in our

is

the freedom of the right-thinking states of

the world, particularly the states of the Western

Hemisphere, to give a material implementation
to their moral and nationally official judgments as
to the justice of a war. The American States have
done this officially with respect to the invasion of
A public
Belgium, Holland and Luxemburg.
opinion which can express itself only in sermons is
not likely to restrain the aggressive propensities of
any powerful state. If, however, that opinion may

command

measures short of war that are

likely to

prevent the success of aggression, it is certain to
have some deference even from the ruthless.
Short of war measures which enlightened opinion
may invoke include all forms of moral censure

and diplomatic disapproval, discriminatory embargoes or boycotts, as well as financial credits

and furnishing of supplies and material, weapons
and ships. These speak a language understandable to those deaf to the precepts alike of Christian

vised

and of legal obligation and scholarship.
upon these considerations that I have admy Government in the hope that its course

may

strengthen the sanction

civilization
It

is

against aggression

an,d contribute to the realization of our aspiration
for

General for the Conference.
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an international order under law.

Edmundo Miranda

Jordao, Presi-

dent-elect of the Instituto

da Ordem dos

Dr.

Advogados Brasileiros, pledged the support
of the lawyers of Brazil to the principles of

democracy and

said:

The twenty-one American republics can boast
to the civilized world of their unique and incomparable condition in the present state of the
world; they are free from any fear of mutual
aggression, thanks

American

to

the

sacred

principles

ol

solidarity, in contrast to the nations of

the other four continents, which are suffering

and consequences
war of extermination and conquest provoked by the madness of some and the
directly or indirectly the horrors

of the terrible

unrestrained ambitions of others.

At the end

ot the

eighteenth century and the

aura of liberty
pervading America was so strong and compelling
that the former European colonies, one after
another, broke their humiliating chains and won
beginning

ot the nineteenth, the
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their freedom,

becoming sovereign nations and,

own pohtical
moment until

invoking torce, proclaimed their

independence. And trom that
now, by force ot law and to the glory of America,
not one ot them has returned to its former status
as a subject nation, a fact due to the spirit of

democracy that has ever imbued the peoples of
this continent.

A

noteworthy affirmation of that historical
phenomenon occurred, curiously enough, in
Brazil, which then (1821) was under the regency
of Prince Pedro, the favorite son of

The

VI.

latter

ment

to Portugal alter

Rio

de

King Joao

seat of govern-

had returned the

having transplanted it to
Napoleonic
of the

because

Janeiro

invasion.

The

prince of the royal blood, unable to escape
Brazilians

and

by Jose Bonifacio, the apostle and

later

democratic

the

inspired

the

of

spirit

the patriarch of our independence, disobeyed the
orders ot his own father and issued from his

Palace in Rio de Janeiro a decree stating that,
unless previous consent had been given, any and
all

troops sent to Brazil from Portugal or else-

on any pretext whatsoever would be

where

considered as enemies, as well as
vessels

and marines,

all

the crews of

they tried to land; and,

if

in case said troops should dare attempt a landing,

they would be repelled with arms by the military
forces of the first and second line, and even by
the people, using
to

burn the

all

vessels

possible means,

and sink

if

necessary,

their small boats.

delegates was
by Dr. Victor Vega
Ceballos of Cuba, through his address
reviewing the contribution of the law in
maintaining justice and democracy in

The enthusiasm

of the

raised to a high pitch

this

hemisphere.

It is

regretted that the

of his address cannot be repro-

full text

The

duced.

following brief extract

is

of

well in organizing this

Inter-American Federation which gathers, as in a
temple, followers of their admirable profession,
and, at a time of profound disturbances such as the

endeavors to remove the

which might
the

obstacle

to

American

relations.

From
our

in

little

legal

any way constitute an

forward

march

of

early colonial times the study of

lartd

wrote a celebrated commentary on Civil

Law

work of
reference, on down to Antonio Sanchez de
Bustamante, that famous savant who has become
so great that he has ceased to be ours and has
become a citizen of the world a source of honor
to the university, prestige to the bar, and pride to
serving the attorneys of that era as a

—

the country.

Of

.

.

.

the two categories into which destiny has

divided

men

—the

one extolling the power of

material things and force as the only creative

and the other considering the power of
an incontrovertible tenet and
holding it the only means of creation and preservation —-it has been our good fortune to fall into
the latter. Strange to say, our slave-holding and
privileged society gave the world forceful champions of equality and ardent defenders of human

elements,
the

spiritual

dignity.

.

.

.

For some time we have noted a certain uneasi-

power of
which characterizes us and

ness in our countries and, in spite of the
spiritual absorption

which causes the foreigner among us to assimilate
our ideas and customs more or less completely,
certain propaganda of a well known type began
to be disseminated, tending to weaken the spirit of
tmity which always bound us together. Men of
America, with their eyes and ears open, perceived
a future full of danger and heard unwholesome
doctrines intended to undermine their institutions
being noised about. To combat these symptoms
of possible disintegration we have taken the
measures that seemed advisable at the time.
Sometimes Governments, farsighted and determined, discerned the certain danger and called
such meetings as the Conference for the Maintenance of Peace at Buenos Aires arid the Meetings
of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs at Panama and
Habana. At the latter meetings declarations

were made creating a neutrality zone

to protect us

and oblicombat all
propaganda contrary to democracy in the
Americas. In other gatherings outstanding men,

of nations

The lawyers have done

differences

in 1671 held the post of

against belligerent maritime activities on the part

exceptional interest:

present,

Arechaga y Casas, who

President of the Royal Audiencia of Mexico and

inter-

law in

has had a firm foundation and

practice veritable apostles, from

its

Don Juan de

engaged

in the present war,

gating the American

republics

as in the present conference,

to

made

suggestions,

and drew up programs
which, designed to bring into harmony the
private law of the American nations, tried also to
insure protection for and maintenance of the
planned orientations,

political institutions

common

The Cuban Government

to us all.

has not been indiffer-

ent to the latest events which are stirring European
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recognizes their right

Assistant Secretaries General:

government that pleases them, on
the other hand it believes that it cannot permit
ideas, methods or forms of political organization
foreign to our pyschology and to oui constitutional

Raul Herrera-Arango

Cuba

Walter Villegas

Argentina
United States

nations

although

and,

it

to the kind of

be transferred to our territory, to
the detriment of our sovereignty and to the grave
danger of the standards of living on which we
have traditionally based our happiness and welinstitutions to

fare.

The Cuban Government, with profound

respect for the opinions of others, but with full

awareness of

its

and needs,

best interests

and

the interests

aspirations of

its

as well as

people, has

promulgated a decree on national defense, which
is a reaffirmation of Cuban spirit and Americanism and constitutes a solid obstacle to the propagandizing of all doctrines tending to undermine
the democracy which our Constitution guarantees.

The famous

hospitality of the

was well exemplified

in the

Cubans

many

social

can
mention only the enjoyable reception given
by the President of Cuba and Senora de
events arranged for the delegates.

Batista,

the

delightful

reception

I

offered

by the Hon. Juan F. Edelmann, the Chief
Supreme Court of Cuba, the
dinner given by the Attorney General of
Cuba at the Miramar Yacht Club and the
dinner and dance arranged by the Habana
Bar Association. On the last-mentioned

Justice of the

occasion, Dr. Victor Lascano, Minister of

Argentina at Habana, and chief of its delegation,

made an interesting address express-

ing the hope that the next meeting would

be held in Buenos Aires and

this invitation

was

is

gratefully accepted.

It

accordingly

anticipated that the next Conference will

be held in Buenos Aires under the sponsorship of the Colegio de Abogados de Argentina,

about September 1942.

Assurance was given that the next Conference would be equally successful
J.

Honorio

.

The Hon

Silgueira, President of the host

was elected President of the Inter- American Bar Association,
association, in Argentina,

the other officers being the following:
Secretary General:

William Roy Vallance

United States

Curtis Shears

Dantes Bellegarde
Alberto Ulloa
Camilo de Brigard

Haiti

Peru

Colombia

Silva
Treasurer:

William Cattron Rigby
Assistant Treasurer:

Howard

S.

LeRoy

Executive Secretary:

Lawrence D. Egbert
Executive Committee:

Honorio Silgueira, President
William Roy Vallance, Secretary General
William Cattron Rigby, Treasurer and Chairman

J.

James Oliver Murdock
D. L. McCarthy
Luis Anderson
Manuel Fernandez Supervielle

German Riesco
Edmundo de Miranda Jordao
Vice Presidents:

Enrique Gil

Argentina

Tomas Manuel Elio
Edmundo de Miranda Jordao
D. L. McCarthy

Bolivia

Oscar Davila

Chile

Brazil

Canada

Colombia
Alejandro Gomez Naranjo
Costa Rica
Lie. D. Alberto Echandi
Gaston Godoy y Loret de Mola Cuba
P.

Manuel R. Balarezo

Ecuador

Felix Magloire

Haiti

Esteban Guardiola

Honduras
Mexico

Miguel S. Macedo
Pedro Moreno Correa

Manuel C. Gallagher
Jacob M. Lashly
Arturo Puigbo Ronso

An

Panama
Peru
United States
Venezuela

Executive Council consisting of the

following persons was also elected:
Enrique Gil
Walter Villegas

Argentina

Jose Philadelpho de
Barros Azevedo

Brazil

Edmundo de Miranda Jordao
Lucien Moraud

Canada

D. L. McCarthy
German Riesco

Chile

Carlos Esterez

Camilo de Brigard Silva
Miguel Moreno Jaramillo

Colombia
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Luis Anderson

Antonio Picado
Manuel Fernandez Supervielle
Natalio Chediak
Jose Luis

Tamayo

Costa Rica

Cuba

Emilio Portes Gil
Juan Bautista de Lavalle

Ecuador

S.

Culbertson

BuUington

E. Stanley

Emilio del Toro

William Draper Lewis
Haiti

Honduras
Mexico

Cristobal
J.

Peru

United States

Mendoza

Venezuela

Blanco Uztariz

In conclusion the hope
the

Alberto Ulloa

James Oliver Murdock
John H. Wigmore

W.

P.

Frederic R. Coudert

Eduardo Salazar
Dantes Bellegarde
Antonio S. Bustamante
Miguel S. Macedo

William

John

harmony and

expressed that

is

the spirit of cooperation

that pervaded all of the proceedings at the

Habana Conference may
significant

prophecy

as

and expansion

progress

John T. Vance

inter- American institution.

HABANA FROM THE WATER

constitute

the

a

future

of this important

George M. Morris

Courtesy of Cuban Tourist Commission

to

Week

Inter-American Music
CHARLES SEEGER
Chief oj the Music Division of the

National Music Week,
1924 largely by the efforts

established

of

in

Mr. C. M.

it

Pan American Union

became evident

that the enthusiasm for

Latin American music could not be con-

narrow bounds. So an
Music Week was an-

Tremaine, has been observed every year
since that time during the week beginning
on the first Sunday in May. This ob-

fined within such

by a permanent National Music Week Committee, of which
Mr. David Sarnoff is president and Mr.
Tremaine, secretary. The
Committee
comprises the heads of all the large music
and related organizations in the country.
The President of the United States is
Chairman of the Honorary Committee of
State Governors. Each Governor issues

National Music Week.

servance

is

annually

fostered

a

proclamation

setting

apart

Music Week for "the cultivation of friendliness through simultaneous participation in

the enjoyment of a
It is difficult to

common

interests.

to coincide

with the traditional

A

The

of the Library of Congress, prepared espe-

social

as to the quantitative results.

orchestras, bands, choral

and other per-

tor of

cially for the

occasion a thirty-six page

forming units of the public schools, the

Partial List of Latin American

National Federation of Music Clubs, the

able in the United States.

Music Program of the

Work

Projects

Administration, the National Youth Administration,

and

special Advi-

Committee for Inter-American Music
Week was set up under the chairmanship
of Dr. Leo S. Rowe, Director General
Support
of the Pan American Union.
by the Canadian Government and by
the Ambassadors and Ministers of the
countries of the Western Hemisphere was
sought and graciously given. Handsome
pamphlets in English, Spanish, and Portuguese were distributed by thousands.
The extra expense was borne by the Music
sory

Ameriand
But there can be no

heritage."

estimate of the

can kind of organization of

doubt

nounced

Committee of the Office of the CoordinaCommerical and Cultural Relations
between the American Republics, of which
Dr. Carleton Sprague Smith is Chairman,
Mr. Gilbert Chase, of the Music Division

make any

qualitative results of this typically

artistic

Inter-American

other

amateur

and

professional organizations prepare special

programs and hold music competitions in
numbers that thirty years ago would have
been considered astronomical. Broadcasts
are of course plentiful and some short wave
programs have been offered.
This year, 1941, it was planned for the
first time to set apart a day for Tatin
American music. As the idea took hold.

Music Obtain-

This was mimeo-

graphed by the Music Division, Pan American Union, and distributed widely, espethrough the biennial regional
cially
meetings of the Music Educators National
Conference.

During Music Week there were 150 radio
programs dedicated to the observance,
counting sustaining broadcasts only.

A

very large percentage of these featured the

inter-American phase of the celebration,
and contained Latin American music.

Included in the

list

were special programs
411
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from Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Argentina,
and Peru, and there were short-wave broadcasts to all the Central and South American
countries.

The

Director General of the

Pan American Union spoke on the opening radio program, and the President of the
Buenos Aires Philharmonic Orchestra on
the special program from that city. These
broadcasts gave widespread publicity to
the exchange of greetings.
As we look back upon the 1941 observ-

a pleasure to

visit

the Venezuelan

tific

institution

whose work is of great prac-

tical benefit to the

country.

Its establish-

ment was achieved after long and painstakeff'orts on the part of the Ministry of
Agriculture and Stockraising. The Ministry wished to provide means of aiding the

ing

Venezuelan
official

cattle

industry

through an

center for the study of diseases of

livestock

and

the

manufacture

of

the

and chemical
combat such of those

biological, pharmaceutical,

products necessary to
diseases as

were especially prevalent

in the

republic.

The

was opened on June 5,
work was carried
on by the Animal Industry Research
Service, which had established oflSces to
attend to the most urgent needs. These
offices
the Animal Industry Bacteriology
and Parasitology Laboratories, the Veterinary Clinic and Experiment Stables, and
the Control of Technical Services have
1

940.

Institute

Prior to that time

—

—

prep-

its

much was

of time regarding the amount
and support that could be expected. These have so far exceeded early
estimates that plans are now in the making
for the observance of Music Week in
May 1942 commensurate with the increasing importance of the event and the

known ahead
of interest

part

it

may

play in the cementing of cul-

tural relations

for Veterinary

Institute for Veterinary Research, a scien-

realize

aration was tentative, since not

The Venezuelan

It is

we

ance of Music Week,

between the Americas.

Institute

Research

now been

transferred from their inade-

quate temporary quarters and become an
integral part of the

new

institution.

Its

convenient buildings, whose plans were

drawn by the

director. Dr. Vladimir
Kubes, were erected by the Ministry of
Public Works on a beautiful site belong-

ing

to

Agricultural

the

and Livestock

Experiment Station of El Valle,
Federal District.

They

in

the

are kept in a state

of surgical cleanliness.

To

fulfill

was

the purposes for which the In-

it has been given a
good but not extravagant technical equipment and a well-trained staff, under the
leadership of an able and devoted director.
It also owns many fine specimens of
livestock and breeds its own animals for

stitute

established,

experimental purposes.

Numerous mice,

guinea pigs and rabbits are housed in a
building erected for the purpose and are

looked after carefully.

Various special

strains of animals are of particular interest.

The

administrative control of the In-

THE VENEZUELAN INSTITUTE FOR VETERINARY RESEARCH
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THE VENEZUELAN INSTITUTE OF VETERINARY RESEARCH
The

laboratories, stables,

and other buildings of

this useful institution are well

Board of Directors,
composed of the chief of the Animal
Industry Bureau of the Ministry of Agricukure and Stockraising as chairman, the

stitute

is

vested in a

director of the Institute as vice chairman,

and the heads of the four divisions into
which the work of the institution is divided. The Division of Animal Pathology
makes bacteriological, serological, pathological, histological, and other analyses
and diagnoses at the request of regional
technical services, and is carrying out a
systematic study of the most important
problems arising in connection with
eases

of

Division

livestock

of

in

Biological

dis-

The
Products manuVenezuela.

factures the vaccines, sera,

and

biological

preparations used for diagnosis and treat-

ment.

The

Division of Chemical Prod-

and Experimental Chemicotherapy
manufactures chemical and pharmaceu-

ucts

tical
is

planned and equipped.

products for veterinary purposes and

also

making experimental studies in
The work of the

chemical therapeutics.
Administrative

Division

is

self-explana-

tory.

months of 1 940, the work
on by the Institute was done
by the former Animal Industry Research
Service, whose director became the director of the Institute. In his annual report
to the Minister of Agriculture for 1940, he
summed up the activities of both organizations, as the Institute continued, under
For the

now

first six

carried

more favorable

conditions, the functions

of the Service.

The work

of the Institute

may

be

classi-

under two general headings, research
and the manufacture of products for
fied

veterinary purposes.

In addition to analyzing 653 samples,
received chiefly from veterinaries in re-
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ONE OF THE ANIMALS FOR EXPERIMENTATION
The

gional

offices,

the

stables are kept in a state ot surgical cleanliness.

Institute

carried

out

and experiments on matters
Venezuelan animal industry
Outstanding among these were

special studies

related

to

problems
{a)

.

Experimental inoculations to deter-

mine and

control the

immunizing power

facture of this vaccine will shortly be

on a large

The

{e)

control of

hog cholera by means
which

of Dorset's crystal violet vaccine,

not only gives satisfactory immunization,

but does not turn the inoculated animals

of various paralytic rabies vaccines pre-

into carriers of the infection.

pared by the Institute.
ib) Continuation
of

tute

observations

of

horses that, as a result of infections early
in

1938,

became

carriers

of pernicious

anaemia or pneumoenteritis; the virus is
becoming much less virulent. During
1940 no new outbreaks were reported.
{c) Further experiments on the treatment of trypanosomiasis in horses and
cattle,

with a study of the effects of vaccines

studied

the

manufacturing

this vaccine,

which

is

common

in Venezuela.

method
suggested by the Bureau of Animal Industry of the United States Department of

Tests of a vaccine prepared by a

way has been
found to control the disease, and the manuAgriculture indicate that a

will

of

soon

raising

in the country.
(/)

Studies on the standardization of the

arsenic content of cattle-dip preparations,

which a simple but sensitive
determining that content has

as a result of

means

for

been perfected, so that

it is

of

disease,

and

and thus encourage hog

generally

Division of the Institute.

on the control of Bang's

Insti-

be in a position to distribute the product

ascertain within 1/20,000

Studies

The

technique

delicate

and a medicine prepared by the Chemical
(d)

begun

scale.

arsenic

in

prepared

method has been
{g)

now

gram

officially

possible to

the

amount

solutions.

This

adopted.

Prolonged research preliminary to

the manufacture of
solution,

and

intestinal

parasite

which

hoped

it is

M.

A.

C,

of Neotripan

a cattle-dip

and

expellants.

will lead to the

Arsoxil,

Research
prepara-

tion of other chemicals of service to the

THE VENEZUELAN INSTITUTE FOR VETERINARY RESEARCH
animal industry

country's

going

is

for-

ward.
{h)

Biological analyses of concentrated

feeds, to

manufacture of products designed to keep
livestock free from disease and parasites,
the major efforts of the Institute have been
devoted to this problem. Indeed, when
considered

main

its

planned,

this

The

function.

Thanks

since

bio-

and delays

it

rapidly loses

also.

insti-

tutions and of livestock owners. This has
meant a large saving in money to Vene-

much lower

In addition to the preparations mentioned above, the Institute has provided
that

so

now

more than 500,000 animals have been
pneumoenteritis

vaccinated;

hemorrhagic

mined

septicaemia

in

and

calves;

undeter-

and undetermined infections in poultry; bovine
mastitis; equine encephalomyelitis; parainfections in hogs; cholera

A CHEMICAL
LABORATORY
The

production

of

chemicals by the Institute

for

use

in

the

treatment and prevention of animal diseases
is saving Venezuela a
large

amount

of the Institute,

it

more

its

immunizing power

in transit rendered

it

valueless.

Curative sera will shortly be produced

Institute
it

all been
was only when the

Until recently they have

and

moved

had the

it

into

its

facilities for

new

quarters that

making them.

It is

expected that soon sera for the treatment
of anthrax, hemorrhagic septicaemia, in-

than for imported products.

anthrax,

work

icant in the case of the last-named vaccine,

was

imported,

against

to the

anthrax, encephalomyelitis, and paralytic

degree the requirements of

vaccines

will soon
imported

rabies vaccines. This was particularly signif-

and chemical products manufactured during 1940 have met to a large

zuelan farmers, for prices were

the

has become unnecessary to import

logical

official

replace

to

vaccines on which the country has hitherto

In view of the great importance of the

first

available

depended.

determine their toxic action.

the Institute was

Tuberculin

lytic rabies of cattle.

be

415

of money.
Courtesy of Vlad

fectious

pneumoenteritis

undetermined

infections

of calves,
in

hogs,

and
and

tetanus antitoxin will be prepared.

During 1940, many sera and antitoxins
experimental use were prepared for
purposes of diagnosis and iinmunization.
As most of the livestock diseases of tropical countries are due to protozoic infec-

for

tions or the presence of internal parasites.
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an ample supply

of chemical or

pharma-

ceutical medications is necessary. For this
supply Venezuela has been wholly de-

pendent

upon

imported

products.

To

provide suitable preparations of domestic

manufacture,

the Division

has been functioning,

it

has manufac-

tured the three important products already
mentioned: the cattle-dip solution M. A. C.

and the

parasite

expellants

Neotripan

results
tests.

of

In

addition to their lower cost, they have the

advantage of being especially adapted to
the particular conditions in Venezuela.

The

of Chemical

Products and Experimental Chemicotherapy was established, and in the brief period
it

Arsoxil. These were the
hundreds of experiments and

and

Institute has also

begun

studies for

the manufacture of other chemical preparations, especially those

diseases

used in combating

caused by piroplasmas.

announce the
experiments

It

results of this research

will

when

now under way have been

completed.

Courtesy of Vladimir Kubes

SECTION FOR VACCINES
At

the back of the laboratory stand

to obtain the chick embryos employed in making
vaccine against encephalomyelitis.

two incubators, used

The Fourth Pan American

Red

Cross Conference
JOSEPH

R.

HAMLEN

Chairman, Boston Metropolitan Chapter, American Red Cross

The

flight of the American Red Cross

delegation to Cliile was literally breath-

taking in the tremendous variety of scenes
which came rushing three miles underneath us. There was a combination of
mighty mountains, green valleys, tangled
jungles, bare and arid deserts, fertile and
populated plains, miniature villages and
splendid cities, all of which fairly dazzled
us.
We found Santiago, where the Conference was held, to be a beautiful city
with the atmosphere of a great European
metropolis, surrounded by the incomparable snow-capped Andes. It is the
capital city of Chile, a long, narrow

country nearly three thousand miles in
length,

width,

wide;

beyond the Straits of
Cape Horn. At its greatest

stretching

Magellan

to

Chile
at

its

is

only

about

narrowest,

250

miles

only about 60

The Conference began by reviewing developments and progress since the last
Conference held in Rio in 1935. The
League of Red Cross

Red

International

ported on their work and introduced

or committees, to discuss the various questions

on the agenda

in the fields of Disaster

Relief, Nursing, Health,
First

Junior

Aid and Life Saving,

chapters in their

war

relief

will

form the

We were received by the officials of the
Chilean Government and of the Chilean
Red Cross, which was our host, with

the

next

meets again at Caracas,

hospitality.

especially heartening to

warmth

me

It

to find

was

such

and respect for
the United States. Upon no other visit
of mine to South America was this so evi-

a

of friendliness

dent.
Extracts from an address delivered on April 21, 1941,
before the annual American Red Cross Convention.

Red

Cross,

and
There
These

Relief

were over 100 delegates present.
delegates were much interested in the
exhibit which was sent down to the Conference by the American Red Cross, one
of the outstanding features of which was
the samples of garments made by our

important international position.

charming and constant

War

the various social-work programs.

were

It is

new

problems which had arisen. The Conference was then divided into five groups

more than half the length of
South America and is contiguous to Peru,
Bolivia, and Argentina; and it holds an
miles.

and the
Committee re-

Societies

Cross

production

programs.

The

results of the

1945.
to

into

distilled

5

Santiago Conference
45 resolutions which

work during

basis for the

years

Several

until

of these

the

Conference

Venezuela, in
resolutions

do with the training

of

The thirty-second resolution, for
"recommends that the National

instance,
Societies

provide scholarships to permit nurses
teachers

acquire

and
the

supervisors

experience

had

personnel.

and

of nursing

to

and knowledge

necessary for their mission as educators."

To

turn these resolutions into performances
417
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the National Organization of the American

Red

Cross

members
Cross

now making

is

Latin

the

of

Societies

come

to

States for such studies.

many

that

plans for staff

American Red
to the United
It

is

conceivable

may

of these representatives

be interested in taking courses in social
service, medicine, nursing, public admin-

and

istration,

Most of

collateral subjects.

told

and we have been
that we are the flesh and blood of the

Red

Cross.

us here are volunteers;

But

it is

the professional staffs

of the national organization

chapters that are

we owe much.

its

It

is

and

its

3,700

To them
who have made
of their Red Cross

backbone.
they

really great careers out
service.

One of the

resolutions passed at Santiago

recommended

that the Societies of the

Red

Cross organize courses of instruction in
first

aid; another

recommended

extend education in health to

that they

all classes.

Therefore, the feasibility of issuing Spanish
editions of our

Aid textbooks

is

Home
now

Nursing and First

being considered, as

being extremely helpful in the develop-

ment

work

in South America.
none of the Red Gross SoSouth America are popularly

of this

Practically
cieties

in

Many

of them are partly
Government appropriations
helped by Government lotteries.

supported.

subsidized by

and are
However, they

all

wish to broaden their

of sponsorship,

field

by

interesting

Only

people, financially, in their affairs.
recently,

and

the

as a result of certain resolu-

tions passed at the Conference, the

Na-

Headquarters of the American Red
Cross was requested to send sample sets
of our Roll Call material and an outline of
procedure to South America.
tional

It

is

interesting

and stimulating

to note

the differences between the various

Red

As a group, the Latin
American Societies concentrate much more
than we do on medical and child-welfare
Cross Societies.

activities.

Many

and dental

clinics for the underprivileged.

Some have

nurses' training schools; others,

of

them have medical

others, ambulance training
Colombia has built a new tuberculosis out-patient hospital. Child and

hospitals;

still

schools.

infant care occupies a large place in the

programs, especially in Bolivia, Paraguay,

and Uruguay, where they have estabThe Ecuadorean

lished children's homes.

Red

Cross has organized kindergartens

and day

Panama

The Red

nurseries.

has a prenatal

Gross

clinic,

of

home

a

and a canteen for children.
Each Red Cross Society is indeed an experimental laboratory with different programs
and different methods to meet different
conditions. As one of the speakers said in
visiting service

Santiago,

"The nature

of the universe

is

such that no two things are exactly alike."

There

is

civilized

great value in this statement.

man

learns to respect

the differences of others;

He

further.

The

and admire

and he goes even

wishes to profit by adapting

the best ideas of others to his

own

needs.

At Santiago, we all realized how much we
have to learn from each other and that
one of the most important ways of helpfulness lies in an exchange of ideas.
To me, perhaps the most inspiring example of true friendliness and generosity
to peoples of other lands is shown by the
children of the
Cross.

Red

For the

think, there

is

Gross

first

—the Junior Red

time

in history,

I

being developed in the very

young an understanding and an
in one another which is certain

interest

to

pay

large dividends in the future of the world.

The Junior Red

Cross in the countries of

the Western Hemisphere
the pillars of

who
Red

is

today one of

Pan Americanism.

Those

are familiar with the activities of a

Gross chapter

know

that there

is

a

constant exchange of albums describing
the personal lives of our Junior

members

in

Red

whatever countries they

Cross

may

THE FOURTH PAN AMERICAN RED CROSS CONFERENCE
live.

visible

Thousands upon thousands of
friends have thus been made

carry out

a cardinal

—

Americanism

When

need.

of

to

Pan

help

thy neighbor in

many

children were in-

to

so

principle

in-

jured and hungry and cold after the terrible earthquake in Chile two years ago, the

American Junior Red Cross members were
quick to send $1,000 to aid them. The
Red Cross is building a foundation

Junior

of goodwill in the hearts of the youth,

who

some day be the voice of the people.
It is my belief that one of the great forward steps in the education of the individual
will

reflected in the international activities

is

of the Junior

Red

Cross; for

it is

inculcating

in the youth of the world the fundamental

principle

of

the

Red

—unselfish

Cross

and they have

They

tutions.

similar political insti-

are, therefore,

our natural

partners in any enterprise for world better-

However,

ment.

these relations,

in the

we must

development of
with a realis-

start

some of the differences
hand there are
large foreign populations which are permanently settled in South America, whereas North Americans are considered, for the
most part, as transient or as temporary
residents with but little of permanent stake
in the countries in which they reside.
Therefore, the people in South America
have tended in the past to face Europe for
reasons of origin and cultural sympathy.
And for these reasons, it would be disturbtic

recognition of

between

ing

if

On

us.

we should

the one

build a policy of relation-

them without the strong support
of a popular understanding and sympathy
for their points of view. With the promoship with

service.

International disaster relief is at once the
most traditional and the most widely
understood example of help given by the
Red Cross. The South American republics

We

419

are unfortunately subject to such natu-

ral perils as earthquakes, hurricanes

and

am convinced that

tion of these relations, I

the

Red

much.

Cross can give

For

institutions

it

is

—the

much and can

gain

our

own

in the spirit of

principle of a fraternal

—

most important resolutions
adopted at Santiago was one setting up
an Inter-American Coordinating Com-

founded upon independence and mutual respect, that the
Red Cross can play such an effective
part. The problems between North and
South America are highly complex. But
their complexity should be taken, not as a
reason for doing nothing, but rather as

mittee on Disaster Relief further to organ-

giving us the assurance that there

with all their accompanying misOnly a year ago, Peru was visited by
an earthquake of unusual severity, which
floods,

ery.

15,000 people just outside Lima.

killed

One

ize

of the

and systematize

relief

measures

in

association of nations

times of disaster.^

has

have outlined only briefly our Pan
American Red Cross program, and how it
fits in with our notion of Pan American-

tunity.

I

ism.

Certainly both are founded

basis.
There is much in common
between us of North and South America.
Our Latin-American neighbors have a
history and a tradition much like our own.

This Committee, composed of representatives of the
Red Cross Societies oj Colombia, Chile,
Ecuador, Peru, and the United States rnet in Lima
in June.
Editor.
national

—

It

of us.

As

I

a problem which challenges

is

We

said in

Conference,
ference

much

the attractions of a genuine oppor-

should be not dismayed but

rather stirred by

upon the

same

1

all

all

is

The Pan American problem

to be done.

it

had a

its

my

magnitude.

address at the Santiago

seems to

me

that the

Con-

special significance because

occurred in one of the most tragic periods in all history at a time when the Red
it

—

Cross appears to stand out as a great ray
of hope to people in despair, to whom it
should bring a note of confidence and cour-
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age

— and

•which

still

because

it

an organization

is

gives expression to humanity's

best instincts

and

that

all

finest

is

in the teaching of religion.

and

best

It represents

hand of unselfish service,
upon which civilization has always been
built and will continue to be built in the
the outstretched

ages to come.

Social Legislation in Brazil
WALDEMAR FALCAO
Minister of Labor, Industry, and Commerce of Brazil

Protective Legislation

One

of the

visional

first

rights,

decrees issued by the Pro-

Government

after the creation of

the Ministry of Labor, Industry, and

Com-

was No. 19,482 of December 12,
1930, which stated that at least two-thirds

merce

^

by establishing

wage
had to make
and the worker

his status as a

earner, since the employer

certain annotations on it
was thus provided with the proper credentials for

admission to his respective labor

union.

This measure was amplified eight months

another law estabday or 48-hour week,
with a compulsory day of rest for every
six working days, for all employees in com-

later by decree 20,291 of August 12, 1931,
which provided that all individuals, enter-

thereof, as well as in business offices

of the employees of

all

enterprises having

contracts with national, state, or municipal

governments must be native Brazilians.

prises, associations, syndicates,

companies,

and commercial or industrial firms engaged in any branch of commerce or industry must comply with the same requirement.
The next important piece of labor legislation adopted by the Provisional Government was decree 20,303 of August 19,
1931, dealing with the nationalization of
the merchant marine; this was a significant
measure for national defense.

Then

the introduction of workers' identi-

fication cards

over

1

gave every Brazilian worker

6 years of age, irrespective of sex, the

documentation needed

to

safeguard his

Excerpts from an address delivered by Dr. Falcdo in
Rio de Janeiro on December 17, 1940, under the auspices of the Brazilian Department oj Printing and Publicity.

Reprinted in English through the courtesy
New York, February 1941

^'Brazil Today,'"''
1

By

decree 19,495, of

December

17, 1930.

of

Shortly

thereafter

lished the 8-hour

mercial

establishments

or

departments

and

industrial organizations.

The

from these wise

benefits resulting

measures were strengthened by subsequent
legislation

and

especially

tutional principles.

were extended

by definite

consti-

Later similar benefits

to other fields;

hours and

conditions of labor were regulated for bar-

bershops and similar establishments, drug
bakeries, places of amusement,
pawnshops, banks and banking institutions,
land transportation companies, warehouses
stores,

and

piers belonging to navigation

com-

panies and other such enterprises, packing
houses, cable companies, radio companies,

and employees of hotels, boarding houses,
restaurants, and like establishments.
Every one thus received the protection of
working hours and of specified

limited

conditions

of

labor.

In

addition,

the

SOCIAL LEGISLATION IN BRAZIL

agreed upon by both
employers and employees, complying with

fundamental rights of the worker as a
human being were safeguarded by giving

him

cal concessions, freely

time for self-improvement and

free

421

the legislation in force yet preserving the

reasonable interests of both parties and at

recreation.

same time preventing

Decree-law 2,308 of June

13, 1940, fol-

the

down

in the Consti-

misunderstandings

lowing principles laid
tution of

November

10,

1937,

standards thus set up are

combined

members

conflicts

and

The
binding upon

between them.

most of the existing legislation on the subject in a single measure, which governs
the working hours in any private employ-

all

ment except certain prescribed activities.
Compliance with this law has been assured
by detailed instructions issued by the Ministry of Labor to cover the problems most

fare of the worker.

frequently arising.

panies in general, newspaper and printing

became

possible to

make

The

right to annual

vacations with pay has been extended to

employees in

offices,

banks, industry, trans-

portation companies, public service

Collective labor agreements were insti-

thus

showed

equal zeal in caring for the physical wel-

offices,

tuted on August 23, 1932, by decree 21,761
It

of a given trade or activity.

Brazilian social legislation has

com-

and even private charitable organ-

izations.

To

recipro-

bring up to date our old law on in-

>
4
^^

c
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Courtesy of "Brazil Today"

THE MINISTRY OF LABOR, INDUSTRY AND COMMERCE, RIO DE JANEIRO
This large

new

building houses the ever-increasing activities of one of the most important government
departments.
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dustrial accidents,

adopted

24,637 of July 10,

in 1919, decree

was issued

1934,

to

guarantee compensation to workers meet-

work

ing with accidents while at

an occupational disease

tracting

or con-

at or be-

cause of their work.

women and

Protection for

whom

children, for

special labor legislation should be

provided, was granted by decrees 21,417—
of

May

3,

1932,

and 22,042 of November
which reveal a high regard for the
rights of women and minors employed in
industrial or commercial establishments.
17, 1932,

The Regional

Inspection Offices created

under the Ministry of Labor by the Provisional Government, to enforce the labor
laws in the states, have been supplemented
by Maritime Labor Offices, which inspect
labor at Brazilian ports and keep it in order.
The organization and protection of labor
in Brazil thus advanced remarkably during
the 10 years from 1930 to 1940.
Decree 24,692 of July 12, 1934, gave the
National Labor Bureau charge of all
relating

activities

to

the

supervision

of

labor, union organization, workers' identification cards,

and other numerous

details

connected with the various phases of our
social legislation.

Plans to reorganize the

Bureau are now under consideration, so as
to give it a wider scope and permit a more
efficient

administration

and complex
Besides

manifold

human

safeguard

the

rights of the worker,

it

and

to

guarantee the

stability of his

once he had completed a certain

period of employment.

Therefore law 62
was passed on June 5, 1935; it gives every
worker in industry or commerce the right
to continued employment after ten years
of effective service, and guarantees him
the right to receive from his employer
dismissal pay based on the highest wages
received, if no existing contract limits the

he

if

dis-

is

missed without just cause.

Although

this law, of

far-reaching social

implications, offers the worker honest

and

sound protection of his rights, it now needs
to be adjusted to the provisions of the
Federal

present

should

Constitution.

made

be

as

establishing, clearly

principles

to

Studies

wisdom

the

and simply, the

of labor contracts,

of

basic

thus pro-

viding legal protection for workers' rights

without seriously jeopardizing the measures
essential to the

maintenance of order and

harmony between employers
ployees.

A

and em-

commission

technical

pointed by the Ministry

is

studying

apthis

problem and obtaining practical suggesfrom the parties concerned.

tions

The Minimum Wage
The minimum wage has been

a matter of

long-standing concern to the present ad-

A

ministration.

included

in

plank on the subject was

President

Vargas'

platform announced January

2,

political

1930.

On

January 14, 1936, he had the pleasure of
signing law 185, which created Minimum
Wage Boards. The law outlined the fundamental standards to be followed and

minimum wage should be
minimum due a worker for a normal

stated that the

the

day's labor;

it

provided proportional re-

ductions of this

also necessary to prevent unjust dis-

missal
job,

its

duties.

taking steps to

elementary

was

of

worker's term of service, or

amount

for

minors and

possible increases for workers in unhealthful
industries.

To

effect, careful and
was made to determine
fair minimum wage scales in all sections
of the country, with due regard for local
economic conditions and geographical and
social differences.
It was decided that
the minimum wage should be sufficient
for such normal necessities of adult workers

put the law into

patient research

as food, housing, clothing, health protection,

and transportation.

cating

a

trade

or

Theories advo-

a family

wage were

SOCIAL LEGISLATION IN BRAZIL

abandoned, and

was setded that our

it

legislation would not adopt the rather

daring measure of a

social

wage, as advo-

more audacious legislators,
would be based on a living

cated by the

but that

it

with

wage,

minimum

a

of

rate

Brazilian employers, therefore,

pay.

would not

be subjected to demands inconsistent with
our economy, for we are still very far
from having that accumulation of capital

which

other

in

dictated a larger

countries might have
and more generous com-

pensation for labor.

Minimum Wage

Boards were

of Acre,

in

up in
and the

set

the Federal District, the States,

Territory

accordance with

decree-law 399 of April 30, 1938, which
prescribed their duties.

Under

their aus-

an inquiry was undertaken, and

pices

from the detailed investigations made in
connection with it many curious facts
about the prevailing wages paid in the
various sections of the country were learned.
At the same time even more important
information was collected as to the nutrition

of Brazilian workers,

aspects of their
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way

the principal

of living,

housing,

Labor Tribunals
It

would be

useless to expect reciprocal

by employers
and employees, under the aegis of the
law, unless ways and means were established to settle possible conflicts and misunderstandings. Such clashes of interest
would be even more serious in the case of
large groups, where greater numbers of
workers were affected, and their consequences would be prejudicial to the
interests of public order and national
economy, as happened in the past in the
case of strikes and lockouts.
The present administration met this
problem by decree 21,396 of May 12, 1932,
which created Mixed Conciliation Commissions in all localities where there were,
or might be, labor unions or associations of
employers officially recognized by the
respect of each other's rights

The Conciliation Comaway with lockouts

Ministry of Labor.

missions have done

by establishing a scale of fines ranging
from 500 to 10,000 milreis, and punished
strikes by the suspension or dismissal of the
The Commissions also ruled that
strikers.
any union or employers' or employees'

and other
The data thus assembled are an
facts.
especially rich source for studies by economists and sociologists and constitute some

a means of attaining the ends desired
would have its charter withdrawn.
The Mixed Conciliation Commissions

most unusual material in the Social
of the Ministry of Labor.

of true labor tribunals by proclaiming the

sanitary conditions,

clothing,

of the

Museum

Thanks

the patient effort of these

to

Boards and to the useful labor of the Social
Welfare and Labor Statistical Division,

we

had a

solid

for

setting

minimum wage scales in

of Brazil;

2,162 of

and accurate foundation

this

May

1,

was done
1940.

The

in

association using a strike or a lockout as

thus prepared the

anti-social

way

nature

for the organization

such methods of
between capital and

of

settling controversies

labor.

On November

25,

1932, decree 22,132

all sections

authorized the creation of Boards of Con-

decree-law

ciliation

signing of this

putes

and

Trial, to setde individual dis-

involving

union

workers.

These

law by President Vargas was witnessed by

Boards came to be the only courts for try-

workers at a memorable civic

ing labor cases; the Minister of Labor was
authorized to permit appeal at the instance

100,000

So far, the application of this
law has given satisfactory results with no
ceremony.

adverse effects
ture

of Brazil.

upon the economic struc-

of one of the parties to the suit

if

flagrant

on the part of the judges or a
clear violation of the law were proved.
partiality
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was because of the
vital role played by this first machinery for
settling labor disputes that President Vargas, after consulting the studies and bills
prepared by technical committees appointed by the Ministry, signed on May 1
1939, decree-law 1,237, which established
our present labor tribunals and outlined
Unquestionably

it

economy is still very superficial, social security had at first to be primarily preventive in character, since there was no great
clash between great fortunes on the one
hand and revolutionary social concepts for

the fundamental principles of their defini-

righting social injustice on the other. As
an eminently Christian nation, Brazil could
not neglect its duties in the realm of human
solidarity, and it was such considerations

Regulations for and

that inspired the social security system,

details as to the activities of these tribunals

timidly introduced in Brazil with laws

tive

organizations.

throughout the country have been

set forth

4,682 of January 24,

and 5,109

1923, for railway

December 20, 1926,
which gave port workers the same pension and retirement benefits granted to
workers,

in recent decree-laws.
Social Security

Social security institutions have also been
encouraged by the present administration,
with happy results. In a country like
ours, where the accumulation of wealth

has only just begun and the capitalistic

workers

Soon

in

of

private

railway

companies.

after the present administration

into power, decree 20,465 of

1931, was issued, which

came

October

1,

made changes and

improvements in the system of old-age penand extended them to all employees

sions

of public transportation, electric power,

telephone and telegraph, and waterworks

companies, and, by a recent extension, to
those of mining companies.
It was soon found, however, that the system needed to be revised, in order to group
all

workers of a given trade or economic

level together in

one organization national

in scope.

Decree 22,872 of June 29, 1933, created
and Retirement Institute for

the Pension

Maritime Workers, which has come to inail seamen and workers in related
A similar purpose was served
callings.
by decree 24,615 of July 9, 1934, which
established the Pension and Retirement
for
Bank Employees, which
Institute
clude

granted the same security benefits to all
employees of banks and banking institutions.
Another great fund came into
existence
Courtesy

of "Brazil

PRESIDENT VARGAS OPENING A
INDUSTRIAL PLANT
Brazilian industry

at

almost the same time: the

Pension and Retirement Institute for

Today"

is

NEW

constantly increasing

Com-

mercial Employees had been created by
decree 24,273 of
all

May

22, 1934, to benefit

workers in commercial establishments;
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Courtesy of "Brazil Today**

AN AUTOMOBILE ASSEMBLY PLANT
Brazilian workers are protected

the regulations that enabled

were

approved

it

to function

decree-law

in

183

of

December 26, 1934.
The Pension and Retirement Funds for
Coffee Pier and Warehouse Workers and
for Longshoremen were authorized on
May 22, 1934, by decrees 24,274 and 24,275. In 1938 they became the Pension
and Retirement Institutes for Transportation and Freight Workers and for
Longshoremen, respectively.
Finally, the Pension and Retirement
Institute for Industrial Workers was created by law 367 of December 31, 1936, to
include in its membership all industrial
employees and workers. This institute,
planned after a study of the experiences of
other such bodies,

is

one of the best labor

In order to unify the regulations govern-

membership

in

by many advanced

laws.

the scope of each, the government issued

decree-law 627 of August 18, 1938, which
who were included in such in-

stated just
stitutes

or funds,

and

at the

the various pension

and retirement organizations, and to

fix

same time

provided bases for decisions in doubtful
cases.

Thanks to this measure and to decreelaw 1,129 of March 2, 1939, the Minister
of Labor has been able to clarify the complex subject of the jurisdiction of each of
these

social

organizations,

security

by

decisions reached after consultation with

the interested parties.

In addition to these

six Institutes,

which

are nation-wide in scope, there are at pres-

Pension and Retirement Funds.
The number of workers protected by these
institutions is close to 2,000,000, so that a
ent 91

legitimate estimate of the total

welfare organizations.

ing

IN BRAZIL

persons in

all

Brazil

who

of

is about 6,000,000,
of two persons
average
an
we assume

the social security laws
if

number

are benefited by
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more

in

the

In 1923,

family

when

the

of
first

each

member.
Funds

of these

was estabhshed, there were 22,991

active

when the
first benefit payments were made, the num-

members

contributing.

In 1929,

ber had risen to 140,435 active members,

with 6,930 receiving retirement benefits

and

3,867, pensions.

Since 1930 the in-

crease has been as follows:

Membership
Year
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and Retirement Instiand Funds thus are an important
bond of solidarity between present and
Brazil's Pension

tutes

future generations.

It

has been possible

low average premium
each member, to the evident advan-

to set a relatively
for

tage of the insured in general

and of the

accordance with decree laws 454 of July
9, 1937, and 574 of July 28, 1938, which

empowered them to purchase bonds issued
by the Bank of Brazil to finance its Farm
Credit Division. They invested 80,000
contos in these bonds, with obvious benefits

both

the

to

and

investors

and other

farming,

to

rural activities.

government, which also contributes.

stockraising,

Care must be taken to prevent the return
on this accumulation of capital from being
lower than the actuarial estimates, lest a

tutes

decrease in the interest received force a re-

various sections of the country,

duction in the scale of benefits or an increase

vantageous

in

payments by the insured.
it was possible

The

general investment plan for Insti-

and Funds

also includes such projects

as the purchase of large tracts of land in

communities;

workers'

ad-

at

prices, for the construction of

long-term loans,

to limit

particularly to enterprises or firms con-

the investment of social security funds to

tributing to the Institutes, for the con-

government bonds; at present the extraordinary development of social security has

struction of dwellings for their employees;

made

the financing of low-cost restaurants oper-

In the beginning

tional

this

impossible,

economic

because even na-

interests

demand

broader policy so that the investment

a

may

short-term loans to insured workers; and

ated by the Social Welfare Nutrition Division or

by

industrial

and other companies

not be unproductive.

contributing to the Institutes.

At the same time, the intelligent social
policy of the government is conducive to
guaranteeing insured workers other advantages, among them the ownership of a comfortable and healthful home.
It has, therefore, been necessary to in-

Meanwhile, the advantages of centralizing the investment of reserves held by
the various Institutes and Funds in one

vest a considerable part of the reserves in
securities
to

paying a higher rate of

interest,

counterbalance the low-return invest-

ments made in accordance with the social
policy of the government.
This was the criterion followed in the
instructions issued

by the Ministry regard-

ing the real-estate portfolios of the Institutes;

such investment of reserve funds

should prove economically sound.

ments in other

fields

social-security organizations

by

existing laws.

1,186 of April

3,

Invest-

have been made by
as permitted

charged with determining

the policy for

and coordinating

vestments,

recently led

these in-

Ministry of

the

Labor to present to the President a project
on the creation of the National Institute
of Social Security Investments.

dent

and

The

its

approval

is

expected in the near

future.

The next step should be

to

make uniform

the benefits off"ered by the various socialsecurity institutions,

workers

may

so

that

all

This will be a measure of the utmost importance, for it will help bring about greater
financial stability, better services,

creased

amount

was subscribed by

social-security institu-

They made

similar investments in

insured

enjoy the same advantages.

1939, created the Rein-

at 30,000 contos; 70 percent of this

Presi-

is giving this project careful study,

For example, decree-law

surance Institute of Brazil, to be capitalized

tions.

organization,

improvement

in

and

in-

social-welfare

facilities.

Meanwhile, the Ministry of Labor

is

tak-

ing steps to organize a complete antituberculosis service for members of the Institutes
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At the same time the Minis-

and Funds.

The

overlooked.

first

measure

to benefit

the newly created Nutrition Division of

them was decree 19,646 of January 30,
1931, which modified the organization of

the Social Welfare Bureau and the estab-

the Social Security Institute for National

lishment of the above-mentioned low-cost

Civil Service Employees. Later on this
measure was amplified by decree 24,563 of
July 3, 1934, which reorganized the InstiMany other welfare measures have
tute.
been adopted for the benefit of public
servants, culminating with decree-law 288
of February 23, 1938, which created the
present Welfare Institute for Government
Employees, regulations for which were
recently approved by an executive decree.

try

is

also giving particular attention to

restaurants,

and

which are being organized

installed in

accordance with the best

technical advice.

This excellent project

is

coordinated with the installation of lunch-

and industrial centers,
by decree-law 1,238 appropriately issued on Labor Day, May 1, 1939.
As for the numerous group of civil-service
employees, they have by no means been
rooms

in factories

as provided

Candelas de Verano
JULIAN PADRON
Con

hombre baja

una tarde

mismo,

de verano.

El sol es rojo y tiene cara de

Blanca

luna llena.

Se aproxima

el

necessidad de

el la

del cerro

el

quemar

las

Lomo del caballo y lomo del cerro. Y
a ambos flancos la falda, que lleva su
vestido de paja, de fuertes pliegues, hasta
del valle.

De un

lado

el

pueblo y de otro una hacienda.
-Mano Blanca! ^ Alia viene una
candela del pueblo. Ah, Mano Blanca,

—

i

(ino te acuerdas que todos los veranos el
Pueblo quema sus alrededores para que
no lo asuste la candela que baja del cerro?

Y

de

la

hacienda viene otra.

Es por

Mano

Blanca

is the

name of a

horse.

alegre, y complaciente

Son

Los agriculporque se aproxima
el invierno y hay que aprovechar las primeras lluvias para que peguen las semillas.
Los criadores queman las sabanas porque
se aproxima el invierno y hay que aprovechar las primeras lluvias para que renazcan los pastos. Pero a pesar de las guardatores

las

candelas de verano.

queman

las talas

estas candelas se pasan, amenazando las haciendas y las casas de los
campos. Por eso los campesinos, a su vez,

rrayas,

queman

los

alrededores de sus propiedades

cuando empieza

el

verano, para que no

lo

Extract Jrom the story of the same name in "Antologia
Moderno Venezolano" (1895-1935), Tomo
11, Seleccion de Arturo Uslar Pietri y Julian Padron,
Biblioteca Venezolana de Cultura.
1

Mano

jRaspa,^

hombre de su casa,
y el dia en que menos piensa
llega la muerte y lo mata

los
del Cuento

Blanca.

sale el

rozas para

rojo de verano y tiene cara de luna lena.

hondonada

jRaspa

invierno y con

la siembra y la sabana para el reverdecimiento de los pastos. Candelas lejanas
devuelven su fuego al sol, que es un sol

la

Mano

i

sorprendan

Son

las

las candelas.

.

candelas de verano

.

!

.

Tan

peli-

Raspa here means get along. In the first line of the
verse Raspa alegre is equivalent to some meaningless
2

syllables like tra-la-la.

CANDELAS DE VERANO

una cascabel enrollada. Se
cuando uno viene
uno
piensa
que estan muy
y

grosas conio
las

ve por

por la

el

fila,

pie del cerro

y que tendra tiempo de llegar a su
casa sin encontrarlas. Pero de pronto
comienza a batir un vientecito y la candela
no necesitaba sino esto para envolver el
cerro. Primero se siente en la cara el
lejos

sabor del viento fresco, luego la brisa tibia

y cuando uno menos cree tiene
dor en la cara.

el

resplan-

...

El caballo baja con su paso apresurado,

pero

forzado de la cuesta lo ha banado

lo

de espuma. El jinete latiguea a veces la
grupa y otras arrima las espuelas a los

Mano Blanca, que cuando las
da un sal to y prosigue su marcha.
Pero que va, relancino
Al frente esta
la candela encimandose al pecho del caballo y al rostro del hombre. De ambos
flancos del cerro suben tambien las llamas
y amenazan arrollarlo todo con su crepiijares

de

siente,

!

i

tante voracidad.

^o/ef/n

de pendiente, pero esta viendo que con ello
lo que hace es meterse dentro del fuego.
Entonces concibe revolverse hacia

lsi///7o -/j/Ti^r/ci^no

^^ A7us/C3

Y

cienda.

la

ha-

todavia vacila un poco, pen-

sando atravesar

candela por alguna

la

parte, confiado en la velocidad de

Mano

Blanca.
El caballo forrea sofocado por

y por
pronto

rada

el

se

el

humo
De

resplandor de la candela.

espanta cuando una gran llama-

avalanza sobre sus patas, y da un
asustado de la sombra que le ordeiaa

se

salto,

hoguera.

la

Por

.

.

.

fin el jinete se

revuelve y clava las

espuelas al caballo, que parte hacia la
del cerro. Pero en algun pajonal han
azuzado tambien al viento, que latiguea la
candela comunicandole doble velocidad de
fila

la del

animal.

Adelante cortado
tada la retirada.

el

camino.

Invadidos

Atras corlos

flancos

del cerro.
i

Manuel Urpia arrea por un pedazo mas
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Manuel Urpia

dela!

esta

rodeado por

la can-

Pan American Mews
ments, for the purpose of surveying and

Boundary treaty between Costa
Rica and Panama

marking the frontier. A technical adviser
two commissions is to be named by

for the

On May

1941, at San Jose, Costa Rica,

1,

between Panama
and Costa Rica was signed by representatives of the two governments.
The new treaty, which on May 5 was
submitted to the congresses of the two
countries for ratification, fixes the deHmia

new boundary

treaty

tation line in the following terms: Begin-

ing at the

mouth

of the Sixaola River in

the Caribbean Sea,

follows the river's

it

thalweg upstream to

its

confluence with

and then continues upstream to 9°30' N. Lat. From that point
the Yorkin River

it

moves

in a southwesterly direction to

82°56'10"

W.

meridian

south

Long., and then follows that
the

to

that

cordillera

and Pacific drainage
boundary then continues

divides the Atlantic

The

areas.

along the cordillera to Cerro Pando, at

which point the

The commissions
have their headquarters at Panama
City and must be ready to start work
within four months after ratification of the
the President of Chile.

will

The

treaty.

delimitation will begin simul-

the Atlantic and Pacific
and the commissions are not to
cease their labors until the entire boundary

taneously

at

coasts

has been marked.

Any

difficulties that

happen

to arise in

respect to the delimitation are to be referred to the technical adviser,

who

in

turn will submit them to the two governments.

In case the governments

come

an agreement within ninety days,

to

to

fail

the disputes, at the request of either of the

two countries, are

to

the technical adviser,

be referred again to

and

his decision in

the matter will be final.

cordillera joins the coun-

Both governments are given perpetual

terfort that separates the waters flowing

identical rights of unlimited free naviga-

Dulce from those emptying
Charco Azul Bay. There the bound-

on the Sixaola River from its mouth
juncture with the Yorkin River, and
on the Yorkin from its confluence with the
Sixaola to 9° 30' N. Lat. In case either of
these rivers should change its course, the

into the Golfo

tion

into

to

ary follows the line of the counterfort to
termination

at

Punta

Burica

on

its

the

Pacific Coast.

The new boundary
of territory

the

in

effects

interior

an exchange
of the two

countries of approximately equal proportions

for

each.

The

area

involved

lies

between the Yorkin River at 9°30' N.
Lat. and the point where the meridian

its

frontier will continue to be the thalweg of

said river at the time the treaty

and the same equal

was signed,
and un-

rights of free

limited navigation are to prevail even

if

the river bed shifts into the territory of one

or the other of the two countries.

82°56'10'' joins the cordillera.

The

treaty

months

provides

that

after ratification the

of Costa Rica

within two
governments

and Panama are

to

name

two mixed commissions, to be composed
of two members for each of the two govern430

Inter- American Coffee

The Inter-American

Board

Coffee Agreement,

signed at Washington on

November

1940, by representatives of 14

28,

American

PAN AMERICAN NEWS
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cofiee-producing nations and the United

the Arbitration Convention of April 30,

by February 26

1909. The exchange of ratifications of the
new instrument took place in Rio de

provided that

States,

the signatories

all

if

had not deposited

their

instruments of ratification, those that had

could put

it

among

into effect

themselves

by means of a protocol.^

On April

15, 1 941

ten republics that

,

Janeiro on January

9, 1941, and the treaty
went into effect in Brazil on January 15,
and in Venezuela on January 14, 1941.

representatives of the

had already deposited

Brazilian Merchant Marine

their instruments of ratification signed at

Pan American Union such a

the

The

signatory countries were Brazil, Co-

lombia, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guate-

mala, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico, Peru, and
the United States.

Since then the

Domi-

nican Republic, Ecuador, and Nicaragua

have adhered to the protocol.
The Inter-American Coffee Board,
ated

to

cre-

agreement, has

administer the

is now functioning in
The members of the Board

been organized and
Washington.

Commission

protocol.

By a decree-law of March 7, 1941, the
Merchant Marine Commission
was established as an autonomous body
Brazilian

to supervise

and control

all river, lake,

and

maritime navigation in the republic. The
Commission consists of three members, appointed by the President.

A

subsequent

measure dated March 26 provided that
the Lloyd Brasileiro Company was to be
administered by the Commission.

are as follows: Paul C. Daniels, United
States,
zil,

Chairman; Eurico Penteado, Bra-

Vice Chairman; Rafael Montoya Perez,

Colombia; Manuel Montejo, Costa Rica;
Roberto Aguilar Tribueros, El Salvador;
Enrique Lopez Herrarte, Guatemala;
Jacques Carmeleau-Antoine, Haiti; Julian
R. Caceres, Honduras; Gustavo Schroder
de la Vega, Mexico; and Juan Chavez,
Peru. The executive committee of the
Board is composed of the members from
Brazil, Colombia, El Salvador, Guatemala,
and the United States.

Treaty on the Peaceful Settlement

National Railway Bureau in Brazil

On March
law

was

31, 1941, a presidential decree-

issued

in

Brazil,

to

become

on April 15, 1941, setting up a
new National Railway Bureau as a subdivision of the Ministry of Communications
effective

and Public Works.
The Bureau will have the following
duties and functions: To superintend the
railway communications program included
in the general plan of national communications, studying and planning the necessary
means for accomplishment of that program;
propose the establishment of general stand-

of Controversies in effect between
Brazil and Venezuela

On March

30,

representatives of

1940,

the governments of Brazil

signed in

and Venezuela
Caracas a treaty whereby both

countries agreed to have recourse to peaceful

means

arising

in the solution of

between them.

The

For a summary of the terms
Bulletin for January 7940.
1

ards for
try;

all

railway activities of the coun-

superintend the administration of

government-administered railways;

all

study

and finanrailways,
government
the

the granting of administrative
cial

autonomy

to

keeping in mind the advantages that such

any disputes

a system might entail; study and report

pact replaced

on the question of leasing government-

of the

agreement, see

owned

railways

to

private

enterprises

whenever such a measure might be proved
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upon the railway

advisable; report

that, in the opinion of the

lines

Bureau, are not

properly meeting the interests of either the

nation or the zones in which they operate
and that should, therefore, be taken over
by the government; revise or draw up
projects for the construction of

new

The Institute will be financed by taxes
on pine and other varieties of lumber.
President Vargas appointed Manuel Enrique da Silva, a member of the National
Economic Commission, president of the
Institute.

lines,

extensions, changes, branches, side tracks,

and buildings and report on those that
have been constructed by the governmentadministered enterprises; publish

all

kinds

on the subject; and draft
projects of laws, regulations, and other acts
of statistical data

relating to railways.

The new Bureau

is

composed

of the fol-

lowing sections: Administration, Finance,

Economic

and Plans and Con-

Affairs,

Coffee export regulations in

Nicaragua

To comply with the terms of the InterAmerican Coffee Quota Agreement, signed
in Washington on November 28, 1940 (see
Bulletin for January 1941), a special
Cabinet meeting was held in Nicaragua
on December 3, 1940, at which regulations
for

the

export of national

cofi'ee

were

struction.

adopted.

A Quota Board was established to superBrazilian Pine Institute

The National Pine Institute was estabon March 19, 1941, as an

lished in Brazil

organ to promote the interests
lumbermen, manufacturers, and exporters of pine lumber and other products.
In the Institute, whose headquarters will
be in Rio de Janeiro, the state governments of Parana, Santa Catarina, and
Rio Grande do Sul will be represented.
Among the matters coming under the
official

of

jurisdiction of the

new

in pine; pine protection; reforesta-

tion in pine-growing regions; the estab-

lishment of
setting

up

official

it

is

Nicaragua.

Every exporter of coffee, whether to the
United States or to some other market,
must deposit in bonded warehouses within
the country, at the order of the Board, a
certain percent of his exportable coffee

crop; for 1940-41, the decree sets a pro-

Institute are the

stimulation of foreign and domestic com-

merce

and control the exportation of coffee;
composed of one coffee grower from
each of the Departments of Carazo,
Managua, Matagalpa, and Granada, and
a representative of the National Bank of
vise

pine classifications; the

of registers of lumbermen,

visional "sacrifice

Emergency

of September 11, 1939.

manu-

and exporters; supervision of
new sawmills, box factories, and wood

New

processing plants; the creation of independ-

The Ministry

facturers,

ent industrial organizations for the

quota" of 10 percent.

The decree was issued as part of the program envisaged in the Law of Economic

manu-

highways in Ecuador
of Public

Works

of

Ecuador

recently entered into a contract with a

facture of by-products;

New York

tion of statistics

struction of approximately 280 miles of

information.
regional
states.

and the compilaand the dissemination of

The

offices

decree provides also for

in

the

pine-producing

engineering firm for the con-

new highways which, when completed,
will increase the country's total

mileage by about 12 percent.

highway
This will

PAN AMERICAN NEWS
be, naturally, a

marked improvement

transportation facilities and,
that

an important

economy

the

is

in

ability

beneficial

purchase

Bolivian tungsten

of producers

to

effects

are

antici-

On May

21,

1941, Jesse Jones, Federal

Loan Administrator, announced

Company

that the

United
Reconstruction Finance Corporation, created on
Reserve

Metals

(the

States agency, subsidiary to the

building program, which will

cost $900,000,

is

being financed from the

$1,150,000 loan made to the Government
of Ecuador by the Export-Import Bank of
the United States, and it is expected to
provide employment for 3,000 men. The
project, as planned by the Ministry of
Public Works of Ecuador with the cooperation of technical experts from the

embraces four stretches of

United States,
highway, as follows:
1.

to

factor in the country's

pated.

The road

United States

considering

send their goods to markets or to ports
for export,

433

June 28, 1940, for the purpose of acquiring
and carrying a reserve supply of critical
and strategic materials in connection with
the National Defense Program) has entered
into a contract with Bolivian producers
for the

years at a price of $21 per short ton unit.
It

miles,

com-

estimated that this production, which

is

will

Cumbe-San Lucas, 115

purchase of Bolivia's entire pro-

duction of tungsten for the next three

be in the form of ores and concentrates,

will contain 4,400 tons of tungstic oxide

The

contract

pleting the Cuenca-Loja highway.

per year.

Guamote-Tambo, 80 miles, completing the Riobamba-Cuenca highway.

the Bolivian Government.

These two roads, uniting the important
cities of Riobamba, Cuenca and Loja and
traversing a rich agricultural region, form
a part of the country's main highway
system and will complete the Ecuadorean
portion of the Pan American highway.
3. Santo Domingo-Quininde, 60 miles,
linking the capital city of Quito with the
port of Esmeraldas and crossing fertile
tropical areas that produce cacao, tagua,
rubber, sugar cane, fruits, and hardwoods. It is expected that this new road
will aid in bringing large tracts of un-

in

2.

Bolivia

is

guaranteed by

the largest tungsten producer

is

South America. The country's principal mines are located in the Departments
of La Paz and Oruro, and other smaller
deposits are in

Cochabamba and

Potosi.

In 1939 United States general imports

amounted
pounds containing 3,111,629

of tungsten or ore concentrates
to 5,894,995

pounds of tungsten.

Of

this total Bolivia

supplied 24 percent, second only to the 45

percent of China, which

is

the largest

source of tungsten ore in the world.

Except

for

such quantities of the Bolivian

tungsten purchases as the Metals Reserve

cultivated lands into active agricultural

Company may consider it necessary to hold

production and at the same time favor the

in the

exploitation of

numerous placer gold and

other kinds of mines in the Province of

Esmeraldas.
4.

Jipijapa-Montecristi-Manta, 25 miles.

This section, reaching the Pacific at the

last-named place, will

facilitate the

mar-

keting of products of the fertile Province
of

Manabi,

"Panama"

famous

hats.

for

its

so-called

is

to

government stock

make

this

pile,

the intention

material available to con-

sumers in the United States at approximately present market prices. Tungsten's
principal quantitative use

is

for the

facture of tools for metal cutting,
is

employed either

manu-

where

it

in certain types of steel

known

as high-speed tool steels or in ce-

mented

carbides, alone or with other ele-

ments.

Another important

use,

although
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not quantitatively so large,
light

and radio-tube

is

in electric-

Pan American

plans approved by previous

Child

filaments.

The Council

Congresses.

of the

and the Governing Board of the
Pan American Union proposed that the
Eighth Congress be held in the United
States; the suggestion was approved by
government officials, and the Congress of
the United States has made an appropriaInstitute

Brazilian immigration restrictions

By a decree
ing

March

of

temporary

of

19, 1941, the grant-

visas

to

foreigners

was suspended
except for citizens of American countries
or for those offering proof that they had
adequate means of support.
Visas for immigrants desirous of settling
permanently in Brazil will be granted
only to: Portuguese, or citizens of American nations; foreigners married to native
wishing to enter Brazil

tion available for the expenses of organizing

and holding the meeting.

On May

1941, the Secretary of State

1,

or rural industry or planning to join a

announced the membership of the Organizing Committee for the Congress, which,
with the collaboration of the Pan American
Union, the Pan American Sanitary Bureau,
the American International Institute for
the Protection of Childhood, and officials
of governments and private organizations,
is formulating
and perfecting plans for

government-approved colonization project
those who have transferred to the country,

mittee are as follows:

Brazilians; foreigners having children born
in Brazil;

agricultural workers or rural

experts finding

through

the

employment

Bank

of

in agriculture

Brazil,

funds

in

foreign currency equivalent to at least 400

contos de

reis

(about $20,000)

technical experts for

;

recognized

whom there is suitable

employment; outstanding foreigners who
will

make

a valuable contribution to the

country; those holding reentry permits;

and those coming on

official

missions from

The members

the Congress.

Katharine

of the

Com-

Lenroot, Chief, Children's Buof Labor; United States member
of the International Council of the American

reau,

F.

Department

International

Institute

for

the

Protection

of

Childhood, Chairman.

William G. Carr, Director
tional

of Research,

Na-

Education Association, Washington, D. C.

Henry F. Helmholz, Professor
Mayo Foundation of the University

of Pediatrics,
of Minnesota,

Rochester, Minnesota

their governments.

Warren Kelchner,

Chief, Division of Inter-

national Conferences, Department of State

Eighth Pan American Child Congress
to meet in ig42
Official invitations to participate in

Eighth Pan American

Child

the

Congress,

Washington, D. C. from March
28 to April 4, 1942, have been extended
by the Department of State of the United
States to the governments of the other
to

meet

in

The Reverend Bryan J. McEntegart,
Archdiocese of

Thomas

New

York,

Parran,

New

Surgeon

York, N. Y.
General,

Public

Health Service, Federal Security Agency
John W. Studebaker, Commissioner, United
States

Office

of

Education,

Federal

Security

Agency
Elizabeth Shirley Enochs, Office of the Chief
of the Children's Bureau, Department of Labor,
Secretary

twenty American republics.

The United States government is a
member of the American International

Cultural interchange between Brazil

and

Institute for the Protection of Childhood,

established in Montevideo,

Director,

Division of Children, Catholic Charities of the

Uruguay,

in

1927 and oraranized in accordance with

On

the other

February

Brazil,

the

19,

American nations
1941,

Center

of

at

Sao Paulo,

Inter-American

PAN AMERICAN NEWS
Studies was opened, for the purpose of
promoting cultural interchange with other
similar institutions throughout the continent.

president

Its

The

is

Center's broad

Leonardo Pinto.
program of activity

A

includes the following items:

American

course in

Amerihistory, and

culture, for the study of

can philosophy, literature,
the

related subjects;

Hour

American

of
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Recent child welfare activities
in Brazil

March

was celebrated through-

25, 1941,

out Brazil as Children's Day, in accordance

with decree-law no. 2024 of Februry

17,

That measure created in the Ministry of Education and Health the National Children's Bureau and established
1940.

Art, consisting of a weekly broadcast of

the bases for organizations concerned with

music of the Americas; a Department of

mothers, children, and adolescents in

make

Information which will

available to

interested persons all kinds of information

on

and a department devoted

Brazil;

publication

known

of a

series

of books

to

all

parts of the country; for cooperation with

juvenile

courts

by

state

and municipal

to

bureaus concerned with the same groups;

be

and

as Biblioteca de Estudos Inter-Ameri-

for scientific research in pediatrics.

Professor Olinto de Oliveira

was appointed

canos (Library of Inter- American Studies)

chief of the Bureau.

under the direction of Professors Leonardo
Pinto, Braulio Sanchez Saez, and Ildefonso
Pereda Valdes. The first volume of the

In response to an appeal by President
Vargas inviting "those who love their
country and its people, who have worked
and accumulated wealth, to cooperate
with the government in the task of prepar-

series will
la

be Los

Atiales del Inca Garcilaso de

Vega (Annals of the Inca Garcilaso de la

new

ing

Vega).
In addition

to

the library

series,

Center will publish a review,

and a

Coletanea de Artigos

the

Continente,

(Collection of

in

foreign cultural centers.

that

The Center

address of which

the mailing
Postal 1946,

of Inter- American Studies,

Sao Paulo,

contact with

Caixa

desires to establish

and cultural

all intellectuals

societies of the

is

Americas.

by the protection of

children,"

Brazilian

the

and held its first meeting on
Day. In an interview with

1941

society,

.

and

Child Welfare Society was organized early

by eminent thinkers of
the twenty-one American republics
These
will be distributed to all Brazilian and
Articles) written

generations,

mothers

Children's

members

of the press, the president of the

Conde Pereira Carneiro, stated
the society would work through

newspapers, books, radio, motion pictures,

and other organs

of publicity, seeking to

improve conditions for mothers and children in even the most isolated regions of
the country, and endeavoring especially to
bring about a decrease in infant mortality.

First

woman physician

For the

first

in

Nicaragua

time in the history of Nica-

ragua, a medical degree was recently conferred

upon a woman.

Senorita Celina

Benavides of Leon, after completing

five

The

Institute for Protection

and Aid

to

Children, opened in Rio de Janeiro 40
years ago,

now has

parts of Brazil.

1940 the Rio
sultations.

23 branches in different

In

office

The

its

annual report

for

reported 44,239 con-

variety of services offered

by the following

years of medical study at the University

is

of Leon, received the degree of physician

offered: prescriptions issued, 16,774; oper-

and

surgeon,

country's

first

and

woman

thus
doctor.

became

her

indicated

ations, 527; analyses

statistics

and microscopic

ex-

aminations, 2,780; dental services, 28.969;
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home

124; hypodermic injections,
and quarts of pasteurized milk

visits,

10,797;

distributed, 9,136.

First national park planned in

Nicaragua
By

a decree issued on February

tract of

3, 1

941 a
,

approximately 250 acres on the

outskirts of

national
Asososca.

Managua was

park;

the

area

set aside as

includes

Expropriation of

owned property

a

Lake

privately

The

REA program

for the engineers

was

arranged with the assistance of the Office
of Foreign Agricultural Relations of the

Department of Agriculture, the Division
of Cultural Relations of the State Department, and the Office of the Coordinator for Commercial and Cultural Relations between the American Republics.
The Department of State invited the
American republics to select for this
project candidates, to be between 20 and
30 years old, preferably single, and

in the area to be included

graduates of recognized engineering schools

was authorized, and the gov-

with some work in electrical engineering.

ernor of the district charged with carrying

The governments of Peru and Uruguay
have already appointed engineers, and
those of Argentina and Mexico have

in the park

out the decree.

Latin American engineers

to

study

suggested candidates.

The young men

rural electrification in the

and

United States

May

that a group of Central

will

work with

go to Washington

REA

trainees

United States engineering schools.

The Department of Agriculture announced
late in

start

and

South American engineers would spend the
coming year studying the methods and
techniques of the Rural Electrification AdThe various governments
ministration.
concerned have cooperated in sending such
a group to the United States as student
members of the REA staff in an effort to
facilitate and expand mutual understanding of technical electrification problems.

from

After a

short period of orientation, they will be

given training and practical duties con-

sonant with their experience and

ability.

During the year they will take inspection
trips, which will include assignments with
leading manufacturers of electrical supplies

and equipment, and before they
they will

visit

REA

parts of the United

with

REA

engineers.

leave,

systems in various
States in

construction

company

and operations
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The Pan American Union, now

^

D. C.

51 years old,

is

Director, elected

Assistant Director

by and responsible

to a

Govern-

an international organization created and main-

ing Board composed of the Secretary of State of

tained by the twenty-one American Republics:

the United States

Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa

ton of the other American governments.

and representatives

in

Washing-

Rica, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Ecuador,

El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras,

Administrative Divisions

Mex-

Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, the

ico,

United
nally

States,

known

Uruguay, and Venezuela.

as the International

American Republics,

it

Origi-

Bureau of the

was established in 1890

in

The

Pan Ameri-

administrative divisions of the

can Union are organized to carry out the purposes
for

which

it

There are

was created.

special divi-

sions dealing with foreign trade, statistics, eco-

accordance with a resolution passed April 14 of

nomics, intellectual cooperation, juridical matters,

that year at the First International Conference of

agricultural cooperation, travel,

American

States, held at

Washington

in 1889-90,

and presided over by James G. Blaine, then
United States Secretary of State.
greatly

expanded by

Its

work was

resolutions of the

Second

Conference, held at Mexico in 1901; the Third,
at

Rio de Janeiro in 1906; the Fourth, at Buenos

social information.

close relations with official

in

the countries

and labor and

All these divisions maintain

members

and

unofficial bodies

Columbus Memorial Library contains 105,000
volumes and

many maps. The Bulletin

Pan American Union, published monthly

Aires in 1910; the Fifth, at Santiago, Chile, in

lish,

1923; the Sixth, at Habana, Cuba, in 1928; the

of the institution.

Seventh, at Montevideo, Uruguay, in 1933; and

of the Union, see the inside back cover.

the Eighth, at

Lima, Peru, in 1938.

April 14

Spanish, and Portuguese,

Pan American Day.

Pan American Union

is

to

Republics of the American Continent by

fostering economic, juridical, social,
relations.

The Union

is

Eng-

the official organ

of other publications

Pan American Conferences

manent organ

promote peace, commerce, and friendship between
the

list

The Pan American Union

Purpose and Organization
of the

For a

is

of the

in

is

celebrated annually throughout the Americas as

The purpose

The

of the Union.

and cultural

supported by annual

American

serves as the per-

of the International Conferences of

States, usually referred to as the

American Conferences.
the programs

and

Pan

In addition to preparing

regulations, the

effect to the conclusions of the

Union

gives

Conferences by

conducting special inquiries and investigations

contributions from all the countries, in amounts

and by convening or arranging

proportional to population.

technical conferences in the intervals between the

Its

affairs

are ad-

ministered by a Director General

and an

Assistant

International Conferences.

for

special or
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Colonial Architecture in Guatemala
PAL KELEMEN
With

the closing of Europe

and

all

other

Eastern Hemisphere where

parts of the

of Titian in Venice to the refugee quarter

the

of

dying Goya in Bordeaux.

The

research and the study of archaeology and

Renaissance melted away, giving place to

were pursued by Americans,

and earthy works of
and Rococo, which in turn
were superseded by the neo-Classic.
In France and England, where the Ba-

art history

we have one

reason more to turn to the

artistic past of

our

own

pre-Columbian

its

continent.

civilization,

Besides
there

is

another period of art here which has re-

the

more

ostentatious

the Baroque

its two hunhundred years,
although not very constructive from the

roque did not flourish at its best, the people
remained generally indifferent, insensible
to the richness of more than two centuries
of art in many countries. In the United
States, appreciation of art was based on

sociological point of view, left a wealth of

the educational

ceived

serious attention.

little

The Span-

Colonial regime, during

ish

dred and

artistic

tion

fifty

to

three

material which

and must be

demands

classified as

recogni-

beyond

local

importance.

Contemporary with
in

America, the

a lively era.
the extremes,

arts in

this

Colonial period

Europe experienced

moved through
from the princely household

Artists' lives

The author is a widely known art historian who
turned some years ago from the study oJ early Christian
art to the esthetic aspects of pre-Columbian and Colonial
America.

He

has made several survey trips into the

oJ Latin America, to collect firsthand
material Jor hisforthcoming book on ancient American art.
Copyright reserved by Elisabeth Kelemen on all photographs {except Figure 7).
various

areas

France.

With

trends

this

in

England and

educational and tem-

peramental handicap, it is small wonder
that generations of Americans traveled in

Europe and Latin America doing
best to overlook the Baroque.

their

It is interest-

ing to note in this connection, however,
that the Georgian, a style
this

much

favored in

country, utilizes Baroque elements.

In Austria, Hungary, Poland, Bavaria,
Italy, and Spain, the Baroque became a
vitally interesting,

art

style,

vigorously productive

a natural continuance of the

Renaissance.

In

the

language of these
437
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Photograph by Eichenberger

FIGURE
countries,

the

word

does

"fantastic, grotesque," as

it

THE CATHEDRAL, ALMALONGA

1.

as "overladen, desolate,

Although these writings

may

to the general public,

the criticism and

one of the most used American dictionaries.
But while the architecture of the Classical ages, the Gothic, and the Renaissance
had its historians and esthetes, Baroque,
even in its European manifestations, came
to
be looked upon with contempt.
Johann H. Winckelmann (1717-68) initiated a school of thought with servile and
unrestricted
admiration of everything
Classic.
His principles of art appreciation,

unimaginative, dry, and pedantic,

have been kept

number
until
after

as

Holy Writ by a great

of similarly barren art historians

Karl Justi (1832-1912),
compiling his comprehensive biograour day.

phy of Winckelmann, turned
to Spanish art.

who

And

his attention

naturally, this author,

could not find praise enough for the

restrictor

of taste,

ran wild in abusing

the arts of the Iberian Peninsula after the

16th century.

Justi

and loathsome."

imply

defined in

not
is

speaks of Baroque

classifications

be unknown

have found their way into

guidebooks, textbooks, and general treatises,

How

and have influenced public taste.
could the Baroque of the colonies

be expected to fare better?

The Rococo
gant,

ously

—

no less
and exaggerated
attacked.

originated

The

playful, extrava-

—was
land

never

seri-

where

was always masterly

phasizing her great importance in

in
all

it

emthe

was accepted
with a smile of indulgence.
Italy, on the
other hand, had so many artistic values in
her past that the Baroque represented for
arts

and, for

this reason, it

her only a late chapter in a voluminous
history of art.

—
—

However, there are countries and here
where the
to Latin America
Baroque is the "grand style," where this

we come
period

is

the age of great architectural

COLONIAL ARCHITECTURE
Therefore, even

manifestation.

if it

did

not have such great variety, enjoyment,

and

satisfaction to offer,

its

appreciation

IN

GUATEMALA

The

ideologies.

439
ramifications

of

these

opposing forces have enriched Colonial
architecture

and

still

contribute fascinating

more dihgent furtherance.
After the pioneering work of certain
Latin American, European, and American

variety to the folk-art.

authors, there are encouraging signs of a

sumptuous Inca palaces, the conquerors
were confronted with the necessity of
substituting something as imposing. On

deserves

A

trend in this direction.

fraction of the

general pubhc has begun to look at
Baroque with different eyes. The May
1941 issue of this Bulletin brought an
important and excellent article by Mario
J. Buschiazzo on Indigenous Influences on the
of Latin America, clear

Colonial Architecture

evidence of the changing

attitude

and

Art historians and

interest in the subject.

brought up in the bleak neoand neo-Gothic campus buildings

esthetes,

Glassic

of our

own

universities,

need to emancipate

After the wrecking of the majestic
colorful

this

Maya and

and

Aztec temples and the

continent of more constant sunshine,

more lush

vegetation,

and more dramatic

landscape, the forms of a

came

new

architectural

more prodigal life. The
power over labor was absolute, an abundance of material existed and also an almost
style

to a

unlimited need for buildings.

The mother

country was already outgrowing the Classical traditions

and here the transformation

proceeded more

swiftly.

themselves to a high degree before they

can enter with enthusiasm into the study
of Baroque. Persons who can rave about
the beauty of a Classic or Gothic building
can also learn to realize that the Baroque
is

not the degeneration but a development of

By the

the given values of preceding styles.

middle of the 16th century the Renaissance
had reached a point where the variation and
its existing elements were
toward new possibilities.
The New World, which was geographically separated from the Old and bound
by no previous Christian architectural

permutation of
carrying

styles,

The

it

offered free scope for this trend.

ancient

their

own

Maya,

Aztecs,

and

religion

which the Spaniards

and Incas had
upon

civilization

tried to

superimpose

another.

We

of the

missionaries in trying to convert

first

can imagine the

the natives, for

with

new

it

is

difficulties

not easy to populate

ideas a brain already outfitted

with the complex of a relatively high
civilization.

The

icas retained

many

cepts

aborigines of the

Amer-

of their ancient con-

and customs and modified European

teachings

to

accord

with

their

own

FIGURE

2.

SANTA CRUZ, ANTIGUA
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FIGURE

Uniform

3.

HOSPITAL, ANTIGUA

in certain characteristics, dif-

ferent local schools of architecture

many new and

unrepeated

details.

added

Some

of these were brought about by pre-Contraditions of pattern and shape
which survived into the Christian centuries and found expression in the handwork of the native craftsmen employed.
Indigenous animal and plant life of

quest

America unconsciously entered into the
scheme, and ornamentation adopted new
symbols and forms of the pagan religions.
Another influence can doubtless be traced
to provinces in Spain from which the
colonists

ences.

brought their regional preferstimulus of trade with the

The

Orient also
tion of the

made

itself felt.

commerce from

A

great por-

India, China,

COLONIAL ARCHITECTURE

IN

GUATEMALA
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The lighter the roof construction,

and Japan came over the Pacific to Acapulco in Mexico, whence it was transported
on muleback to Veracruz and then transshipped to Spain. Numberless articles of
this trade were bought by the rapidly expanding wealth of this continent and had an
unchecked fertilizing effect on decoration.
Just as pre-Columbian architecture dif-

survived.

fered in the three regions

Baroque of each
developed on

gun in 1534, was ruined by a catastrophe
which swept the city seven years after.
As it now stands, rebuilt later by the Fran-

churches, convents,

ciscan Order, the church shows an ornate

Mexico and Peru have

fagade, an adaptation of the retablo, heav-

mala, and Peru

—

American

Latin

so the

country

The

individual lines.

—Mexico, Guate-

palaces of Colonial

the

less it

has

Tradition has

suff"ered.

make

intact arches

elastic.

it

Almalonga, the

capital of Guate-

first

mala, founded in 1527,
town.

Its first

is

today a small

cathedral (Figure

1),

laden with statuary and urns, between

ily

and a small but enthusiastic group
of able scholars and writers are devoting
themselves to making the architectural
jewels of these countries better known.

the right overture
two stocky towers
the richness to come.

In Guatemala, however, the landscape
customs,

picturesque

beauties,

chaeological remnants are

and

ar-

more generally

be-

^

already been "discovered" to a certain
degree,

it

was
mixed with cream, honey, and wine to
cement of the

that the

—

for

The second capital, Antigua, originally
named Santiago de los Caballeros, was
founded in 1541 and flourished for almost
two and a half centuries. It was during
this period that Baroque in Guatemala

appreciated than her Colonial architecture.

attained

Although she did not use multi-colored tiled
domes to the same extent as Mexico and
ent

cannot show the same number of resplendretablos, inch-thick with gilding, as

was almost destroyed by an earthquake, a site for a new capital was chosen
farther from the volcanic region.
The church of Santa Cruz (Figure 2),

Peru, this small country has a Baroque of

rarely visited

her own. She possessed no mineral wealth,

in the field of a coff'ee plantation,

was

but

land

the

of

the

Maya, who

ranked the highest artistically among the
pre-Columbian peoples. Their aptness
construction

in

and

skill

in

decoration

were put to good use by the conquerors
whose unbridled ambition found expression in

As

more and more

in all Latin

lavish building.

America, the

first

Chris-

Guatemala were simple
and restrained in ornament, but this soon gave way to a more
complicated ground plan and freer deco-

its

highest expression.

After the

city

now

as

it

stands off the road

was one

of the earliest churches to be built in the

Baroque style. Its rectilinear columns
from comparatively simple bases and
its unbroken triangles are compositional
elements retained from the Renaissance
Decoration is still restrained and
period.

rising

the fagade

mented.

is

not yet extravagantly orna-

The square window in the center
The stucco
quite traditional.

tian churches of

is

in construction

group on the pediment, from which the
church derives its name, represents Christ
on the Cross with the two Marys at His
The changing style, however, is
feet.
signified by scrolls and curving lines above

ration.

of

The

general architectural outline

Guatemalan Baroque was conditioned

by the ever-recurrent earthquakes. The
buildings were kept low, with extraordinarily thick walls. High towers were precluded and few expansive domes have

also

the portal and on the pediment, and the
six figures of saints

arranged in opposing

1 Villacorta C,
J. Antonio: "Prehistoria e Historia
Antigua de Guatemala," Guatemala, C. A., 1938.
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FIGURE

4.

LATERAL VIEW, LA MERCED, ANTIGUA

uneven size introduce
Baroque elements into the

pairs in niches of

Guatemala.

additional

today, but even

fagade.

The

statues themselves are bal-

anced and individually executed. In the
of the larger columns and the
friezes appear cherubs as atlantes.
On
both sides of the arch are found "rampant"
capitals

angels,

a favorite decorative feature in

Little
its

remains of Santa Cruz
ruins proclaim

it

one of

the most inspired buildings of Antigua.

The

Hospital de Santiago was a small

institution

when founded

centuries later

it

in

had grown

two-storied building.
ridors inclosed four

Its

1553.

Two

to a substantial

long white cor-

patios

where foun-

COLONIAL ARCHITECTURE

FIGURE

abundant water. ^ Figure 3
shows the main entrance with the chapel

The

architectural

and the plain straight columns are in no way extravagant. The
construction

stucco decoration with

its

play of squares,

and other abstract motifs
duces the real Baroque element

intro-

circles,

to

the

Compared with Santa Cruz,

fagade.

GUATEMALA
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THE CABILDO, ANTIGUA

5.

tains provided

adjoining at the right.

IN

it

donna

peak of a bracketlike arch that embraces the entrance
and binds the two halves. Among its
church treasures was another statue of
Our Lady of Carmen, three feet high,
bejeweled, and dressed in sumptuous velArches above and consoles below
vet.
the plain columns draw them together in
The whitewashed wall
groups of two.
figure stands at the

already shows a certain loosening of the

section supporting the entrance

structure.

tively recent addition to prevent further

El

Carmen

(frontispiece)

gives a lasting impression.

sion

of the

stroyed

in

century.

even in ruins

The

first

ver-

church was practically dethe beginning of the 18th

Reconstructed on the improved

and opened in 1728, it became one of the most favored churches of
the capital. The contrast of the tempered

original plan

simplicity in the lower half with the

upper

pomp

brought out effectively by
the play of light and shadow. The Ma-

of the

^

is

F. Kelsey and L. de Jongh Osborne:
New York. 1939.

Guatemala"

''''Four

Keys

is

a rela-

collapse.

Nuestra Senora de

la

Merced, new

at

the time of the most severe earthquake in
the latter part of the 18th century, with-

stood the shocks that
in ruins.

left

Figure 4 shows

side entrance.

older buildings
its

dome and

The windowless

side walls

retain the tradition of a massive fortresslike structure heavily buttressed.

Baroque

elements appear over the elaborate doorway and in the roof ornaments. The

dome
to

lions

of the building is guarded by gilded
and shows unquestionable Oriental

""^

FIGURE

FIGURE

7.

6.

MUSEUM

wimwgjlL
PATIO,

ANTIGUA

MUSEUM EXTERIOR, ANTIGUA

COLONIAL ARCHITECTURE

FIGURE 8.

WOOD

In general, the domes of Latin
America are constructed on vast octagonal
vaults supported by great stone ribs and
are more closely related to those of the
Near East than the more lightly built,
wooden-beamed cupolas of Western Eu-

They are not such a common

Guatemala

in

ered with brilliant glazed

gant use

is

made

feature

Mexico, where, cov-

as in

tiles,

extrava-

complement the Palace
the Captains-General across the main

was planned

of

to

square, and, since
as the

town

hall.

its

erection,

most rampant period
shows not only a complete
absence of ornamental motifs but also
some lingering Renaissance traits. It is
built entirely of stone with no stucco embellishment, and colonnades with twelve
in 1743 during the

of Baroque,

it

arches on each floor furnish the only decorative feature.

^

Kelemen, Pal:

''''

it

has served

Although constructed

Battlefield of the

It

has a sinister air even

without the martial watch towers on the

The Museum

of Antigua, once the Uni-

San Carlos Borromeo, holds first
place from an artistic point of view among
the secular buildings. Its main patio is

versity of

shown

in Figure 6.

the architect,
1937.

445

corners of the roof.

of them.^

Figure 5 is the Palace of the Royal Cabildo.
It

GUATEMALA

RELIEF IN MUSEUM, ANTIGUA

influence.

rope.

IN

Gods," London,

Moorish

style

Luis Diez de Navarro,

was influenced here by the
of southern Spain. Accord-
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FIGURE

CASA DE LOS LEONES, ANTIGUA

9.

ing to that tradition, a fountain plays in

Near-Eastern feehng

the patio.

also

is

demonstrated in the stucco decorations that

more or less abstract. These evident
Mudejar traits do not detract from but
are

rather

On

the

enhance the general harmony.
edge of the picture, the bubble-

left

has

like lantern

all

the elements of a large

dome with the grace of a small tower.
The street side of the Museum (Figure
shows octagonal windows

set

bluish-gray,

deep into

Its

is

relieved

are synchronized with the stucco elements

on the

walls, creating a

Among
wood

blended rhythm.

the treasures of the

Museum

is

post-Renaissance period of Italy, but the
larmoyant expression

a

already typical of

is

the sentimental ecstasy of the high Baroque
in

7)

masonry surface, painted
by white medallions with coats-of-arms
and conventionalized consoles. Pyramidal stone
ornaments at the edge of the tile roof

massive walls.

upon which a waxy polychrome finish
was applied. On the upper left above the
heads the burlap has begun to peel away.
In its fine and rhythmic composition, the
relief leans somewhat to the traditional

Spain and her Colonial Empire.

The Casa de

los Leones (Figure 9) gives
an idea of the Colonial splendor of Guatemala. It appears to have been built

in the first half of the

1

7th century,

when

Antigua enjoyed great wealth, and was
owned at one time by the high-ranking
Toledo family. A single-story structure,
it shows the favorite and practical type of
house in Colonial times. All the decorative

elements of the main entrance are

relief (Figure 8), representing

appar-

carved from stone

—unusual

members

of her

The heavy hand

of the local carver sim-

ently Santa Teresa with

The

was executed

in later days.

death of the great sculptor, Berruguete.

plified the floral pattern on the doorposts
and the smaller interlying panel. Although the entrance cannot boast a grand-

Over the wood

scale

Order.

technique

piece

perfected

in

Spain

carving, burlap

in

after

a
the

was glued,

composition,

it

possesses

medieval

COLONIAL ARCHITECTURE

The

vigor.

virtuosity

twisted columns are without
the

or

elaboration of capital

and base, so lavishly
more easily handled
The rampant lions
charm, as if they had

stucco

was used.

have Romanesque
been copied from a

It is interesting to

coat-of-arms.
all

present where the

note that

the elements are purely decorative

without functional purpose.

and

The columns

are actually supporting nothing, as they

end below the

made

roof,

and no attempt was

them with the latticed panel
jambs into a decora-

to fuse

447
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IN

created to be presented here.

This be-

comes more clear when the facade is compared with the cathedral of Almalonga
(Figure

1).

highlands of Guatemala the
Maya-Quiche Indians have retained many
of their customs as they were before ColumIn

the

bus arrived in the

New

World.

Here, in

Chichicastenango, "Place of the Nettles,"
the

Dominican Order

first

church

built

the

in the 16th century.

town's
El Cal-

vario (Figure 11), across the plaza from

main church and

or the carved door

the

tive unit.

date,

The section of the finely carved wooden
door on the extreme right gives an idea
of the high quality of workmanship at that

hardly

of a

somewhat

later

a naive but distinct imitation of

is

the earlier building.
less

applied.

It

is

so simple that

decoration could have been

Nevertheless,

its

straight

lines

This art replaced the original solidly

time.

wrought and often artistic grilles.
Chiquimula is a memorable place to
every one who has gone by road to the
ruins of Copan in Honduras since they
were visited by John L. Stephens, first
and
American pioneer archaeologist,
Frederick Catherwood, his English artist
friend. This large town is the last station
before the border. Remote from the
stream of
its

traffic, it

has retained

Colonial character.

of the

and

of

main square with the governmental
buildings

ecclesiastic

The church

unspoiled.

is

(Figure 10), erected after the

middle of the 18th century,
eral

much

The atmosphere

Baroque.

typifies periph-

to detail and
was then on the wane.

Attention

variety of decoration

Stereotyped urns are applied instead of

second and third orders,
ending in convolutes symbolize
engaged columns. The statues
stand in conventionalized poses and the
pediment scrolls are repeated without
pillars,

and

in the

vertical lines

variation.
tion,

Nevertheless,

this

main

sec-

standing between two massive towers,

has conserved enough of the power and
attraction

which flowed

into

it

from the

very distant centers where the style was

FIGURE

10.

MAIN CHURCH ENTRANCE,
CHIQUIMULA
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and unbroken fagade with the plain columns on either side of the entrance radiate
primeval

power.

Compared with

the

elaborate and lavish Baroque buildings in
the

country,

its

inclusion

might be questioned.

in

this

style

However, the high

pedestals of the columns, the protruding

cornices

dividing the fagade

into

three

uneven horizontal planes, and the small
domes on the two ends of the broken pediment are unmistakably Baroque. Side
walls and four posts with crosses frame
loosely the terrace in front of the church.

The

stairway approaching

it is

reminiscent

of the stepped temple-base of pre-Colum-

FIGURE

11.

bian times and ascends fromthreedirections.

The people

of

Chichicastenango,

in

blending their pagan religion with Catholicism,

produced a dramatic and
Perhaps this deeply

have

picturesque

faith.

human and

strangely mystic effort built

something of

its

arresting spirit into the

stones of this church.
If there

is

a Christian style which has

roots in Latin America,

and which

its

stands,

though often in ruins, in harmony with a
pagan landscape, it must be recognized
that it is the Baroque alone, that flower of
blood and gold, the most voluptuous creation of Colonial art in the New World.

EL CALVARIO, CHICHI-

CASTENANGO

General Isaias Medina,
President of Venezuela
The houses
met

of the

in joint session

elect, in

Venezuelan Congress
on April 28, 1941, to

accordance with

article

96 of the

Constitution, the President of the nation

ensuing

for the

was General
following

May

Their choice

five years.

Isaias

Medina, who on the
oath of

5 took the

office.

The inauguration ceremonies were held
in the

Palace.

famous Oval Hall of the Federal
The outgoing President, General

Eleazar Lopez Contreras, opened a casket

which are kept the proceedings of the

in

Congress of 1811 (which corresponds approximately to the Continental Congress

United States) and the key to the
urn in the National Pantheon containing

of the

Simon Bolivar, the Liberand handed to his successor the key
to the casket. Both Presidents made brief
addresses, and the symbols of office were
the remains of

ator,

new incumbent. PresMedina next went to the Pantheon,

transmitted to the
ident

where, before, the ashes of the Father of
his

Country, he

made

a

vow

of faithful-

ness to the ideals of Bolivar.

This was

duly inscribed in a volume for that purpose,

Libra

entitled

de

Juramento

de

Fe

Bolivariana.

President
Cristobal,

promoted

came
where

the

capital

Tachira, on July

6,

of

1897.

the

In

in
state

San
of

1912 he

the Military Academy, from
which he was graduated two and a half
years later with the rank of second lieutenant. He remained in the army, his
natural ability winning him steady advancement.

entered

As a junior

officer,

he served in various

departments of the army.

When

he was

for

groups of
studied

Medina was born

to the

rank of captain, he be-

instructor in the Military

a

number

Academy,

of years

selected

Venezuelan Army
Later he was ap-

officers of the

under him.

pointed instructor of the First Infantry

Brigade in Caracas, and

member

of the

commission to revise military regulations.
When former President Lopez Contreras
held the portfolio of Minister of War and
the

Navy, the present Chief Executive

was

his secretary.

On January 1, 1936, General Medina
was made Chief of Staff, but after three
months, he entered the Cabinet as MinHe resigned
ister of War and the Navy.
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on March

8,

1941, in order to

become a

Liberator;

candidate for the Presidency.

First

In May 1930 General Medina was
chairman of the military delegation that

the

visited Quito,

Ecuador, to take part in

the ceremonies held in connection with
the centenary of the death of Antonio
Josede Sucre, Grand Marshal of Ayacucho.
From January 15 to March 22, 1940,
General Medina visited the United States,
on an official mission from his government.
He has been awarded many decorations
by Venezuela and foreign nations. They
include: Collar of the Order of the

Abdon Calderon

Class,

Military Star,

Ecuador; Grand Officer of

Order of the Sun, Peru; Special Grand

Cross ofthe Order of Boyaca, Colombia; and

Grand Cordon

of the Order of Merit, Chile.
January 1, 1940, the officers of the
Venezuelan Army presented a gold sword
to General Medina.
The relations between President Medina
and General Lopez Contreras have always
been very close, and the former has declared that he will continue the democratic policies instituted by his predecessor
on taking office.

On

Progress and Problems of

Colombian Industry
JORGE ZALAMEA
When

some future time economists

at

how Colombia,

to

the

national

maintain the standard of living of

and a balanced budget, they

citizens

Funda-

tariff policy.

to rise

con-

most logical predictions,
above the world crisis
resulting from the European conflict and,
with its principal export markets closed
and the price of its coffee decreased, to
trary

managed

ated by a protective

mental questions of internal organizaamong others,
tion must still be settled

attempt to explain

its

will

—

raw

materials, national techni-

cians, greater diversification of products,

and lower costs.
must still be made
tribution problems

A

tremendous

effort

to solve essential dis-

—communications,

dis-

tribution zones, advertising, packing, trans-

portation costs, and so on.

crisis

phenomenal prosperity in a period of
was due to the development of the

But be that as
may, it is nonetheless certain that the
development of manufacturing industries
has given Colombian capital new outlets,

manufacturing industries of the country

created a greater

during the past decade.

raised the cultural

of necessity

great part

The

—

have to recognize that in
in greatest part, in fact

—

this

extension of the nation's economic

is a newborn phenomenon, a process of development that has been under way for barely

activities to the industrial field

ten

years

unlimited
business
It

and that consequently offers
prospects to the Colombian
man, technician, and laborer.

certain that within

is

our complex,

and unsteady economy, there
the moment no field that offers

disorderly,
is

at

better

the

not

nary development, not only in the number

that

This does

Colombia has reached per-

National industry

still

number

to

precarious

because of the

still

be solved;

and

all.

has problems withits

existence

is

and workers employed, but also in the
quality and diversity of production. Unfortunately,

when we attempt

counter two obstacles:

first,

en-

is

practicable only

lack of statistics on industry prior to 1934,

atmosphere cre-

and second, the material

Financiero

Bogota, Colombia.

we

the absolute

artificial

it

Condensed and translated by Dorothy M. Tercero,
from "Colombia en Cifrasj" edicion extraordinaria de

Mes

to get a

general view of this development,

organizing in six years a

"El

level of

Colombian workers, exerted a decisive
influence on the balance of international
payments, and in the play of economic
values has replaced other factors on which
the existence of the nation had previously
revolved as on a single pivot.
If the present volume of industry is
compared with that of twenty years ago,
it is plain that no other economic field in
Colombia has undergone such extraordithe

of enterprises established, capital invested,

fection in the industrial world; not at

out

for skilled labor,

and economic

possibilities

greater

manufacturing industry.

mean

demand

and a surer future than does

organization,

for growth,

it

y

Economico,^'

Numero

44,

that
trial

on

would

entirely cover national indus-

activity.
this

impossibility of

statistical service

part

Studies undertaken today
of our

national

economy
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must thus necessarily be based on a period
of scarcely more than five years and on
data for a group of industries that, although covering the more important establishments,

is

enterprises
It is

only a small part of the total

now

impossible at the present time, then,

study of industrial

development in Colombia. However, an
examination of the part for which nationwide statistics are now available will be
sufficient to arrive at

an approximate ap-

preciation of the importance of native industries, their

paramount

purpose in

this study,

soil

of transportation

difficulties

tation of

In the

may

raw

materials;

initial stages of

be

established

Colombia,

in

block

lack

of

of

technical

personnel and skilled labor.
to

necessary

and

to

train

slowing up of production and increase in

our

its cost.
But even when foreign technicians
have been replaced by Colombians and
when workers have served their apprentice-

with the invaluable

ship

and become
there

qualified in their special

a great difference between

national and foreign yield

shall try to define the

determining factors in the industrial de-

velopment of the past decade. Undoubtedly it was not a result of spontaneous generation, but rather of a series of circumcreated

supervisory

It is

hire foreign technicians

But before embarking on this analysis of
what we might call the visible factors of
Colombian industry as represented by

slowly

the

organizers immediately face the stumbling

lines,

that

the

and many others.
any industry that

of the Republic.

stances

within

their
is

statistics compiled in recent years
by the Office of the Comptroller General

we

of

and territory; the cost of
machinery, which is aggravated by the
Colombian

subordinate personnel, with a consequent

help of

statistical data,

the

characteristics

special

Co-

position in

lombian economy, and, naturally,
greatest faults and deficiencies. That

the

country; land values; the necessary impor-

in active production.

make a complete

to

man and

paredness of the business

worker;

conditions

is still

—a

difference

that influences prices for a long time and

makes competition

in

the open

market

with imported products impossible.
This same situation, but even

more

sharply accentuated, occurs in the production of

raw

materials.

If

bian cotton, for example,
tradictory facts, for

we take Colomwe find two con-

which

we have found no

at the present

On

the

favorable to national production and dis-

time

tribution throughout the entire republic.

one hand, foreign experts assure us that

The

three most decisive factors in this

series of circumstances, those that

had the

because of their length of fiber, their resistance, and general high quality, certain
types of Colombian cotton are as good as or

most direct and immediate influence on
industrial development, were, in order:

better than

the policy of tariff protection, the increase

posed to

in

and
and the extension of means of

agricultural

salaries,

and urban

wages

communication.

Undoubtedly, the greatest economicproblem that Colombia has to deal
with is production costs, whether of natural products of the soil or of manufactured articles. The causes of this problem
are as diverse as they are complex; they embrace such factors as the technical unpresocial

solution.

in

any

in

the world.

But op-

we

find that

this favorable

fact,

no cotton producing country

is

the cost

of production per pound of fiber higher
than it is in Colombia. That is because our
soil is not naturally rich enough for cotton
raising and it is necessary to fertilize it
artificially;

because the lack of technical

training of the grower leads to decreased

production per acre, thereby increasing
the cost of production; because the indispensable agricultural machinery

is

more
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Courtesy of Colombian Embassy

OFFICE BUILDINGS IN BOGOTA
The Colombian

capital

and the surrounding Department of Cundinamarca contain many

industrial

enterprises.

possible for us to see with absolute

costly here than elsewhere; because there

makes

no national production of fertilizer and
therefore it must be imported at high cost;
and so on. The result of all this is that
once the cotton needed by textile industries
is raised in Colombia, it needs a high tariff
protection in order to be able to compete
with foreign cotton. Obviously, under

clarity

these circumstances either the native cotton

the consumers.

must be ignored, thus doing grave injury
to our agricultural economy, or there
must be a new increase in the cost of textiles manufactured in Colombia through
forcing the factories to buy native cotton.
This example, which allows consideration of both the raw material and the
manufacturinsf industries at the same time,

ties,

is

for

it

how

in

Colombia

industry

to

it

was impossible
without

develop

first

planning a protective policy that would
enable national products to compete with
foreign ones.

is an empiriand contrary to the

Protectionism

cal solution, artificial

interests of the greatest

it

is

the

numbers; that

But, with

is,

all its difficul-

solution forced

upon any

Colombia, upon any nation
that reaches the industrial development
stage almost two hundred years behind
other producing nations. It is clear,
nevertheless, that although this empirical
solution has been forced upon us, we need

country

like

not accept

it

as a

permanent condition.
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Consumer interests are imposing more and
more every day upon the government the
duty of changing from the present poHcy of
of industry, which is
tariflf protection
detrimental to the interests of the greater

number

poHcy of technical

of citizens, to a

aid

and intervention.

we

shall

up

take

Later in

this

aspects

these

study

of the

problem.

The

other

prosperity
increase

determinant

great

national

of

communications

in

fifteen years.

If

we

recall

were

in this respect

1925,

we

a

industry

how

then

the

is

the

the last

conditions

no longer ago than

shall recognize that

nation

in

of

consisted

our unity as

solely

of

the

geographical continuity of our territory.

The country was

composed of
with no
economic bonds among them. But in the
last fifteen years the total highway mileage

fourteen

in

diminutive

fact

countries

of the country has increased nearly eightfold,

and national economic unity

is

being

determined in proportion to the communication routes that place the various
departments of the country in contact with
Until 1925 Colombia had

each other.
little

the

more than
Pacific

the

Magdalena River and

Railway, with the Quindio

Pass, as international traffic routes.

The

Departments of Narifio, Huila, Norte de
Santander, and Magdalena were practically isolated from the center of national
life, and among the remaining departments
there was no possibility of establishing any
voluminous commercial interchange. If

had existed in 1925, the textiles
Department of Antioquia, for
instance, could not have reached the
southern part of the country; the drugs and
industries

of

the

by pack mules,

likewise impeded the exchange of nationally manufactured products between those two zones. But the
country has slowly been discovering itself
and ordering its communications system
by a criterion, not political and electoral,
but geographic and economic. This process began in 1930.
The Departments of
Nariiio, Putumayo, Huila, Caqueta, and
Meta have all been incorporated into the
economic center of the nation. Direct
communication has been established to
the Pacific through the west, and to the
Venezuelan frontier through the northwest, thus opening up the consumer
markets of the two Santander Departments. Caldas opened an outlet to Magdalena and established communications
with Antioquia. The Departments of
Bolivar and Atlantico were joined by a
highway. Magdalena, the capital of which
was practically isolated from the rest of
the Department, laid out communications
routes to both east and south, thus unbottling the vast plains and permitting
the transit of merchandise to the interior.
And while these great main highways
cross the Departments, there are within
each one networks of secondary highways
and roads that connect almost all the

municipalities

within
centers.

and put

New

have been enough

basis

not have been
and Southern Santander. The communication established
between west and east by the Quindio
Pass, which in 1925 still had to be crossed

increases in

to create in

is

the purchasing

bian people.

Colombia

we are
The fundamental

the industrial development

and

could

and

industries

appear with almost mathematical regularity with each hundred
miles of new highway.
But neither the policy of tariff" protection
nor the increase in communica tions would

attempting to analyze.

Atlantico

markets

existing ones

food products of the factories in Bolivar
delivered to Northern

their local

reach of the nation's industrial

that

power of the Colom-

The most

rigorous customs

and a 30,000-mile net of highways
could not have created national industry
while farm wasres were 15 centavos and
duties
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other wages 35 centavos per day, as they
were some fifteen years ago.
Ultimately, all economic problems, and
therefore all social problems, have their
root in the price fixed

that

labor;

is,

by employers

In a simple

wages.

in

for

economy, in a primitive social organization,
it may appear logical, equitable, and suitable for an employer to fix wages with no
other limitation on his personal interests

than that imposed by the supply of and
for labor. But whenever the

demand

economic structure enters into a more
advanced stage and social organization
becomes perfected, wages tend to escape
from the arbitrary scale fixed by the employer and begin to be affected by the sum

wages

laboring

It is

not simply a

matter of the worker's receiving in ex-

change

his

for

money with which he may meet
requirements

immediate

The sum he
him a

clothing.

\vork should give

products

that,

necessity,

are

to

duced

receives

way

of

most

not

his profits.

economic stagnation
produced by decreased consumption will
limit and obstruct the credit operations necessary for elastic and progressive managein perceiving that the

ment

of his

He

aff"airs.

will find himself,

then, in a critical situation as a consequence

what he himself considered a

of

readjustment of his labor

Following

skillful

costs.

this trend of ideas, the sanest

contemporary economy inasmuch as
they are not the product of a Utopian
policy but rather of a mathematical analyof the economic contributions of social

groups,

how

it

is

not

a normal

difficult

to

understand

development of manufac-

turing industries

was impossible

in

Colom-

tural workers with

a daily

for

centavos and two million urban workers
with daily wages of 40 centavos were
economically not far removed from a tribe
of cave dwellers who had to limit their
commercial activity to the exchange of a

his

of

prime

This

is

not

only beneficial to the individual worker

basket of potatoes for a

wage

pound

of

of 15

salt,

a bundle

which he belongs. In the machinery of
economy no wheel gives greater velocity

Beyond that no greater contribution to
national economic movement could be

the

circulation

movement

to the

of money or wider
consumption of goods

acted;

oblige

him immediately

life

to convert the

money received

into

goods.

Therefore,

the

for his labor

lower

the

volume of wages, the slower will be the
economic processes, the greater the economic depression. The apparent and, in
all cases, momentary advantage which an
employer thinks he obtains by depressing

the
ex-

not only represented a negative

but became in fact a dead weight.
When the Liberal Party came into power

factor,

than do wages, for the worker's special
conditions of

it

or

of faggots for a pair of sandals.

but also to the entire national group to

to

the

bia prior to 1930.

indispensable

of living.

increased

shelter,

surplus for those

less

has

own enterprise and reAnd he will not be long

Five million agricul-

his

—food,

although

more or

our modern

sum

labor a certain

he

classes,

expenses of his

sis

for goods.

a

stricting

Apart from the purely commercial charwages
have a function of fundamental impor-

pay

Through

by lowering wages and thereby rethe purchasing power of the

that

in

tance: to

profits.

logical inversion of facts, he will discover

of activities of the social or national group.

acter of the price of merchandise,

be reflected in decreased

will soon

and shrinking

sales

economic conditions in
to change. During the
administration of Alfonso Lopez the government began to apply a scientific criterion
to social problems, taking into account the

in

1930,

these

Colombia began

purchasing power of the national currency,
indispensable articles of consumption of the

working

classes,

business profits,

cost of
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PLAZA BERRIO, MEDELLIN
Medellin

living,

is

an important manufacturing center, particularly of cotton textiles. The
skin) advertised by the electric sign is a favorite Colombian cigarette.

and other

valuation of

ment

factors that enter into the

human

The

labor.

readjust-

that followed the application of such

a criterion brought about an increase in

farm wages

and wages

to 70 centavos a day,

new levels that ranged,
December 1939, from 88 centavos in
paper and cardboard factories, 1.02 pesos

Piel Roja

(Red-

sumption that immediately began to benenational industries, from which the
Colombian workers could then purchase

fit

clothing,

canned

and

packaged food
and other commanner, what was re-

products, drinks, tobacco,

in industry reached

modities.

as of

garded by some interested persons as a
communistic revolution was in reality the

in

soap factories, and 1.03 pesos in chemi-

cal industries to 1.81 pesos in metal construction, 1.87 in

waterworks and

electri-

cal plants, 1.89 in mining, 1.93 in graphic
arts,

2.11 in beverage manufacture,

2.16

in

and

tobacco and leather industries.

The comparison

of such wages with those

paid in Colombia prior to

1

930

is

to give a clear understanding of

sufficient

one of the

determining causes of the country's industrial progress.

This readjustment of wages,

which cannot yet be considered

final

out committing a grave biological,

and economic

withsocial,

error, created in the great

majority of the people a capacity for con-

In this

factor

decisive

in

increasing

national

wealth and promoting the hundreds of

have made it
moderate the
disasters that the present European war
might have produced within the country
economy still depended
if its domestic
industrial establishments that

solely

Colombia

for

possible

upon

to

coffee exportation.

These, then, are the three determining
factors of the present expansion of

Colom-

bian industry: higher wages, extension of

communications systems, and a protective
tariff.

Now, within

the limitations

men-

tioned at the beginning of this study, an
analysis

may

be

made

of the present-day
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of

situation

the

principal

groups

asmuch

of

As has been

The economic and

said, in spite of the efforts

Comptroller General's Office

collect industrial statistics,

data at present

total of 1,378 establishments.

If

we

initiative of the

all

not too daring to assume that within

five

years

we may succeed

that

it

will then

be feasible

to

make

thorough study of our economy.

moment we must
conclusions
studies that

are

and

a really

The

For the

study.

have been possible; studies that
significant enough, in-

Industry

the fact that in

investments

paid

totaled

93 salaried employees,

5,1

14,919,310

activities

In Table

of

28

these

pesos

and

The

total

the

I

industrial

subject

interesting

for

numbers indicate

their ranking importance,

nevertheless

I.

shown by

capital

groups make an

the fragmentary

Table

is

was 174,489,246 pesos. Their consumption
of raw materials totaled 64,476,512 pesos,
of which 32,326,544 pesos were expended
for native and 32,149,968 pesos for imported raw materials.

limit ourselves to certain

drawn from

their

value of their production in the same year

in covering all

industrial activities of the country,

social significance of

8,840,470 pesos, respectively.

businesses,

it is

groups

1939

who were

the

investigation of

trial

wage earners and

Comptroller Gen-

government ordered a
compulsory registration of industries and a
Office,

statistical

principal

108,863,971 pesos; they employed 35,102

take

into account that at the beginning of 1940,

eral's

the

the 1,378 establishments of the 28 indus-

to

cover only 28 industrial groups, with a

on the

cover

they

industries of Colombia.

industries.

of the

as

457

descending

in

order, in five different categories:

Leading Colombian industries

Value

Capital

investment

of

production

Consumption
of raw
materials

Number

of

Number

of

wage

salaried

earners

employees

Textiles

1

1

1

1

Beer

2
3
4

3
7

5

4

Sugar

refineries

Cement
Cigars and

cigarettes

Flour mills
Metal manufactures
Chemical and pharmaceutical products
Vegetable oils and fats
Liquors, distilled
Tanneries
Carbonated beverages
Glass and pottery
Chocolate
Shoes
Biscuits and confectionery

Paper and cardboard

Cement

5

6
7
8

10
2
4

4
2

2
16

2
7

7

6
8

10

6

22

26

10

5

12

15

9

11

12
14
21

8

11

14

17
23

5

5

7

17

3

17

11

10
16
19
20

3

8

12
18
10
13
14

12

9

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

6
13
17

22

20

Hats

21

Rubber articles
Food products

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

26
20
23
24
27
25
28

Liquors, fermented
Buttons
Small leather articles (wallets, belts, etc.)
Brushes

15

13

Soap
Matches

Stearic candles

9

9
8
11

19
15
16
18

articles

6

11
21

9

24
14
25
18
15
26
27
22
28

20
23
19
21

26
24
25
27

3

21

13
16
18
19
25
22

20
23
27
24
28
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The 28

industries include only

no

turing groups, and

or

tive,

public

manufac-

agricultural, extrac-

service

(transportation,

electric light, etc.) enterprises.

A further

analysis of capital investments

interesting disclosures on the
volume of large and small industry. A

leads to

some

tabulation of the figures shows that of the

1,378

total

covered in

industrial

establishments

this study, 799, or 58.1 percent,

have a capital of

less

than 5,000 pesos;

268, or 19.4 percent, have a capital of
less

than 20,000 pesos; 271, or 19.7 perhave capital investments varying

cent,

between 20,000 and 500,000 pesos; 14
between 500,000 and 1,000,000
pesos; and 26 have invested capital totaling
more than 1,000,000 pesos.
Another angle for study is found in the
distribution by Departments of the number

range

of

industrial

amount of
breakdown

establishments

and

their capital investments.

the

A

of the figures (Table II) shows

that in six of the fourteen Departments are

centered 73.1 percent of the total 1,378
establishments and

86.2

percent of the

total invested capital of 108,863,971 pesos.

Table

II.

Six

leading

Departments

Department

industrial
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and economic characteriswould be justified in estab-

himself to the greatly prolonged importa-

lishing industrial plants for finishing or

wool, and other vegetable and animal pro-

such

ducts needed by industry to meet the food

scientific

and clothing requirements of our nation.
An even more complete survey of the
matter may be obtained by analyzing
certain types of imported products from

racial, cultural,
tics like

ours

semi-manufactures

assembling

vehicles,

as

lines

instruments,

machinery,

in

tion of copra, sugar, cacao, wheat, cotton,

armaments and ammunition,

and other similar products. In our
economic process, we are still in that
rudimentary stage in which the industries
that is,
of food, clothing, and shelter
those that meet man's elemental needs
have to rely on imports for half their raw
materials. Certainly the government officials and business men who in little more
than ten years have succeeded in establishing our small industrial power can be
proud of their work; but no Colombian
who studies these questions from a realistic
viewpoint and who hopes for the economic

viewpoint of Colombia's ability to
produce them. All items included in the
following table either are or could be
produced in Colombia and all the manufactured products are within reach of our
the

—

independence of

his

capital

industry does not yet satisfy, Table

IV

lists

imports for the years 1936 and 1939,

and

in the last

two columns the percentage

of national production that seems possible

and the value of such percentage.

country can resign

Table IV.

and technical ability. To show
demand, which national

the increase in

Possible additional Colombian production
Value

of

Imports

Percent that
could be

Articles

produced

Value

of

such

percentage

nationally

Aluminum

Pesos
\A1,91>1

Biscuits, confectionery

Cacao
Cattle

Chicle

Copra
Corn meal
Cotton and cotton thread
Cotton products
Fruit, fresh

Fuel

oil

Hides, cattle
Hides, tanned

Lard
Rice
Sausages
Sugar
Vegetables (beans, potatoes,

etc.)

Wheat
Total

In

ments

56,830
1,138,034
1,104,781
319,764
1,494,846
30,837
3,157,323
20,706,262
54,752
132,826
57,880
965,924
165,452
941,685
41,148
1,235,021
38,105
1,213,602

75
70
100
100
70
100
100
100
70
80
100
100
70
100
100
80
100
100
100

152,076
44,330
1,003,778
784,673
240,709
1,049,490
82,414
4,281,065
13,632,129
204,308
653,712
244,458
773,943
2,305,468
2,167,042
101,622
664,812
245,636
4,632,399

33,003,009

39,687,433

84

33,264,064

addition to these articles, requirefor

which ought

to

be

filled

by

domestic production in proportions varying from 70 to 100 percent, there are

Pesos

202,768
63,329
1,003,778
784,673
343,871
1,049,490
82,414
4,281,065
19,474,470
255,386
653,712
244,458
1,105,634
2,305,468
2,167,042
127,028
664,812
245,636
4,632,399

articles

some

dozen other items that should be nationally
produced in the proportion of 33 to 60
percent

of

requirements.

Chief

among

these are chemical products; woolen tex-
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paper and cardboard; silks; iron,
tin and enamel wares; and glass.

tiles;

steel,

The import
pesos

all

1939

and the value

duction

We

value of

during

products

these additional

was

24,754,170

of possible local pro-

figured at 16,712,094 pesos.

is

do not

these percentages,

believe

suggested as possibilities of national competition

with foreign products,

are

too

none of the lines of production are the problems of capital,
technical efficiency, or raw materials
beyond solution. This has been demonstrated by the development of national
optimistic, for in

industry during the past ten years.

preceding table shows again

how

chasing power of Colombians

is

The

the pur-

constantly

imported

in

1939

and
enough to

iron

amount

the

in

manufacture would

steel

age of that sum to the benefit of Colombian
business

men and

letting

weigh

it

workers,

instead

on our

so heavily

of

inter-

national trade balance.

But all these figures bring us again to our
primary point of departure: a national

We

supply of raw materials.

frequently

witness the spectacle of government trying
to

industry

aid

by

extending

greater

and protective tariff
At the present moment, also, a
facilities.
merchant marine plan is being put into
practice, and we are all awaiting with
credit, transportation,

natural eagerness the benefits of the

notwithstanding

Institute

progress, has not yet

be

transfer a considerable percent-

increasing, although industrial production,
its

of

Indeed, the initiation of

76,000,000 pesos.

Credit

Industrial

of

new

that will

reached the speed required to meet con-

function, not as a simple banking institu-

sumer demands. This disproportion between national production and increased
purchasing power is emphasized more
clearly if we establish some point of com-

tion,

parison, as for instance, the value of pro-

duction

in

Statistical

the

years

1938

and

1939.

data reveal that 20 out of 25 of

but as a promoter of new enterprises.
But on the other hand, it is not easy to find
any official activity directed toward the
solution of the basic problem of national
raw materials, in its double aspect of
production and

Thus

far, as

cost.

has been repeated again and

amounts varying from 20 to more than 40
percent. Carbonated beverages increased

all our modest industrial activity
on the transformation of raw materials of animal or vegetable origin; in other
words, industrial activity in Colombia is

the industrial groups increased the value
of their production,

several of

them

in

again,

rests

linked

with

the

progress

of

42 percent, rubber articles 38 percent, food

intimately

products 30 percent, and thread and knit

national

goods 28 percent, while soaps, vegetable

But this undeniable fact, in its simplicity,
seems almost to escape the notice of those
who are charged with directing and facilitating the development of agriculture and
industry. Government officials and newspapers ofifer congratulations on the fact

oils

and

fats,

and cement products each

increased 22 percent.

After even a superficial analysis of the
figures given in this study,

we

think

it

no

exaggeration to suggest that the activities

and profits of the industries now operating
Colombia could be increased no less

in

than

50

percent.

And we

should

also

consider what part Colombia might assume
in the following" industries:

Metals and the

manufacture of metal goods, machinery
and transportation material, which were

agriculture

that textile production

and

is

stockraising.

constantly in-

creasing, but behind those congratulations

they are hiding the unfulfilled duty of
creating low-cost cotton production.

Some

people express amazement that Colombian
ingenuity has been able to form the idea of
a merchant marine to lower freight costs on
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coffee exports; but they

and agricultural development

that such a benefit

precarious basis because of the high cost of

do not consider
would be insignificant
compared to the benefit that would accrue
to the country if our yield of wheat per
acre were stepped up to equal the yields
of

Argentina,

States.

Russia,

Some people

or

United

the

think that by broad-

ening the scope of agricultural credit, the

country has reached

its

desired goal, but

they ignore the fact that
agriculturists

production

is

in

money

lent to

invested in the most costly
the

world.

short, wishes to consider that

No

one,

in

our industrial

rests

production, and that a slight modification
of customs tariffs

would be

sufficient to

upset our whole economic structure.

The

progress

enterprise

achieved by Colombian

ten

in

years

considerable.

is

Thanks to the combined forces of capital
and labor, industrial organization has
enabled the country to

live

through the

recent critical months with comparative
ease, but

mand

it is

imperative to

for domestic

raw

satisfy the de-

materials.

PASEO BOLIVAR, BARRANQUILLA
Barranquilla not only

is

the

on a

leading seaport of Colombia but also has a wide
variety of industries.

Governing Board Luncheon

Honor of Raul de Roux

in

Minister of Foreign Affairs of
The Governing Board of the Pan American
Union held a
1941,

at

special

meeting on June

the termination of

its

4,

regular

meeting, to welcome to the Union Senor

Don Raul de Roux,
Affairs of

the Minister of Foreign

Panama.

At the close of the meeting a luncheon
was given in honor of the distinguished
visitor.
The Hon. Cordell Hull, Secretary
of State of the United States and Chairman
of the Board, greeted the guest of honor in

the following words:
462

Panama

Mr. Minister:

My colleagues of the Governing Board have enme the privilege of extending to you a
welcome on behalf of the Pan American

trusted to
cordial

Union.

From

the time of

its

earliest history, the

concep-

tion of inter-American solidarity has been asso-

ciated with the

name

of

Panama.

It

was there

that the historic conference of American Republics

was first called. The hospitality of Panama has
been many times enjoyed by all of us; and only
two years ago the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of
the American Republics met in Panama, and there
worked out the policies which have strengthened

GOVERNING BOARD LUNCHEON
the unity of purpose of the American Republics.
Since its founding, the Republic of Panama has
steadily cooperated in furthering the cause of the

unity of the Americas. This was a wise and
statesmanlike policy, since every consideration of
strategy, of economics,

makes

and of political relationship

Panama

clear that the attitude of

it

played a vital part in the
family of nations.

It

is

life

of the

natural

has

American

that

in

this

hour the American Republics appreciate
the cooperation of your country in assuring the
continued security and independent life of the
American Republics.
In welcoming you, Mr. Minister, let me also
offer our warmest wishes for the welfare of your
people, for the progress and prosperity of your
country, and for the continuance of the brilliant
role which it has heretofore played in the cause of
critical

inter-American solidarity.

Senor

Roux responded

de

cordial words of

welcome

these

to

as follows:

Mr. Chairman, Mr. Vice Chairman, Members
OF THE Governing Board:
It

welcome

deeply

offered

me by

I

the Governing Board of this institution, wherein
the fine
tion

and noble

among

union and coopera-

the twenty-one nations of our con-

tinent flourish

and

ideals of

and daily acquire new strength

vigor.

The

future

and the prosperity of America

rest

fundamentally upon solidarity and close bonds
among our nations. This the incomparable
genius of Bolivar comprehended,

ends the Congress of

Panama

HONOR OF RAUL DE ROUX

and

to these

in 1826, forerunner

and guiding light of Pan Americanism, aspired;
and thus have all men of good will in this hemisphere since understood. Today, the Good Neighbor Policy strengthens and gives new warmth to
continental solidarity and lets us hope that, applied with good will, it may guarantee mutual
respect and assure the rights and liberties of each
nation, as an effective means of bringing about
closer and more cordial relations among all.
A good will policy in the study and solutions of
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differences, either those that exist or those that

might arise between our nations, is necessarily a
complement to the Good Neighbor Policy, and
constitutes the only

way

of arriving at proper

Panama put

settlements of our problems.

with

its

sister

that

boundary negotiations
republic, Costa Rica, and those

policy into practice in

its

negotiations culminated satisfactorily in the sign-

ing and ratification of the recent Treaty. The
same policy guides Panama at the present time
in its cooperation in the general defense of the

hemisphere, and especially of the

Panama

Canal.

Such cooperation imposes great sacrifices upon
the Republic of Panama and entails great dangers,
but the Republic has not hesitated in offering and
giving that cooperation as far as

its

territorial

independence allow. And
Panama has faith that its generous attitude will
be understood and appreciated with an equal
good will in the negotiations that are going forward, so that those negotiations may develop in
a spirit of Pan American understanding that will
harmonize Panama's obligations in the defense
of the hemisphere and the Canal with the

integrity

and

political

own sovereign
The time in which we

country's

am

has been an honor, for which

grateful, to receive the

IN

rights.

are living, fraught, as

we

know, with dangers, intensifies the necessity
for good will and a sincere desire to smooth out
difficulties on behalf of better and deeper underall

standing.

Today

the cause of

Pan Americanism

asks

more

than ever for friendship without reservations, but
at the same time it also demands, as a necessary
corrollary, good will without reservations, in order
that the decision between opposing interests may
be just and equitable for all. Only so can con-

and cooperation effective.
Mr. Chairman, Members of the Governing
Board: The homage that through me you have
given to the Government of Panama brings forth
my deepest gratitude and it will be, I assure you,
a new stimulus in the work of national reconstruction and intercontinental fraternity in which
fidence be possible

the Chief Executive of
desirous as he
forth in the

is

my

country

is

engaged,

of giving i-eality to the aims set

new motto

of our national coat of

arms: "Honor, Justice, and Liberty."

Caricatiii

American
ANTONIO
Caricature

is

CARICATURES BY THE AUTHOR
Above: Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne.
Below: Diego Rivera.

Caricature

is

thus

able to

surmount not only the barriers of language, but of time and space as well.
The humorous concepts of the aboriginal
peoples of America before Columbus still
have the power to evoke mirth to-day.
The Eskimo took a few bits of wood, ivory,
bone, and a feather or two, and with
extraordinary ingenuity transformed them
into ludicrous human abstractions. The
Iroquois

made grimacing

false-faces with a

definite spirit of sardonic mockery.

Kwakuitl

and

their

neighbors

The

carved

complicated masks and totem poles that

have the bizarre, grotesque quality of a
monstrous joke. The ceramic- workers of
ancient Peru, who were deliberately
capricious with both their subjects and
The author recently exhibited at the National Museum,
Washington, under the auspices of the Bolivian Minister,
forty caricatures of outstanding men and women; four
are' reproduced on pp. 464-5. Leila Mechlin, writing in
the Washington ''Star," said: ''It is customary to
think of caricature as expression in line, but while
Sehor Sotomayor's line is rhythmical and flowing, the
heads he shows are three dimensional and in some instances as though hewn from a solid block."
Senor Sotomayor, who was born in Chulumani,
Bolivia, in 1904 and studied at the School of Fine Arts
in La Paz, has lived for some time in the United States,

Both his murals
is best known as a painter.
and his terra cotta fountain at the San Francisco Golden
Gate Exposition were greatly admired. The latter
was retained for permanent display at Treasure Island.
where he

||CI

that branch of humor which

employs graphic forms. Humor has always been a kind of human safety valve,
and visual symbols, unhampered by the
limitations of language, can express varieties of association that are universally comprehensible.

()

I

are

and

'aricaturists
OTOMAYOR
their material,

were past-masters

at plastic

humor.

Meanwhile, the Old World had been
producing caricatures. The works of the
relatively recent 'great master' caricatur-

ists—Hogarth, Goya, Daumier, Toulouse
everyone.
Lautrec are familiar to

—

There are, however, frequently overlooked
but just as obvious caricature-forms in all
periods of European history. Much of
the carving of the

is

was

distortion

whether the

consciously

certainly amusingly grotesque.

The ancient Etruscans, the predecessors
of the Romans, must have had a sense of
humor, to judge from the jovial expressions of their deities as portrayed on in-

The popRomans
humor. The allegor-

numerable terra cotta
ular

A

abounded

figures.

and

Greeks

the

of

art

in jocular

beast-forms so characteristic

ical

of the

Middle Ages are but the mockery of satire
directed against the ridiculous

,£

And

humanity.

of

tions

presump-

that principal

preoccupation of the time, the devil himself, is

but a caricature of man.

Caricature, in

modern

its

sense

practiced

separately

distinct,

as

a

art-form,

branched off from the other graphic arts
in

seventeenth-century

spread;

and

nineteenth

powerful

and

it

came,

political

Its

vogue
and

in the eighteenth

centuries,

weapon

Italy.

to

be

for reform.

abuses were

its

used

as

a

Social evils

victims.

CARICATURES BY THE AUTHOR

or

spontaneously,

arose

exaggeration

practiced,

Gave Men, whether the

The

Above: Dorothy Thompson.
Below: Carmen Miranda.
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With

the development of lithography in

the nineteenth century, there sprang
legions of pamphleteers.

um

This

up

new medi-

of publication stimulated a wider use

of caricature, bringing
Cao, the

play.
turists,

new

talents

into

dean of Argentine carica-

followed in the footsteps of Pelle-

and Spy of London's Vanity Fair.
In Mexico, besides Jose Guadalupe Posada,
who was poking fun at the middle classes
and lampooning the mighty in an acid
grini

Mexican, there were
and a host of
Later, the German Wilkes had

peculiarly

style

Hernandez,
others.

From

"Revista del

Museo Nacional," Peru

ANCIENT PERUVIAN
Ajar

satire

of the

Chimu

HUMOR

culture.

was directed
and the

caricaturists

of the

against the

Villasana,

pomp

of the church

In America, it
hypocrisy of rulers.
played a large part in arousing the people
during the ferment of the revolutionary
period,

when

it

was the

ideal

medium

for

reaching the semi-literate public of the
day. (In the United States, the almost

legendary Paul Revere was one of the

first

caricaturists.)

The Latin American artist has an inherent predisposition to caricature. The
original native artists of the continent were
possessed of an
tastic,

the

uncanny

sense of the fan-

exaggerated,

the

grotesque.
From

Add to that the extravagances of the artforms of the Conquistadors, plus their
lighthearted whimsicality,
is

often caricature at

its

and the

best.

result

*'Figaro

AN EARLY CARICATURE BY
MASSAGUER
The

subject

is

Cuban

Dr. Rafael Martinez Ortiz, then
Secretary of Agriculture

CARICATURE AND AMERICAN CARICATURISTS
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Molina Campos, and Claro

interpret

life

compelling and amusing graphic form.

in

In

Cuba, Conrado Massaguer, well known
United States, shows penetrating

in the

insight

the

into

Garcia Cabral
periodicals.

lives

Tono

of

his

subjects.

a favorite in Mexican

is still

Salazar (who achieved

his first recognition in Paris)

gay, piquant caricatures

and

is

producing

illustrations.

Santoyo, in Mexico; Bravo, in Montevideo;

and Gastelu,

in

La

Paz, are gifted with the

true vision of the caricaturist.
Brazilians there are
artists

many

Among

the

well-rounded

dedicating themselves to caricature—

Pederneiras and Carlos, to mention but
two.

In the United States the art of carica-

an important, remunerative offshoot the comic cartoon.
This development in turn has brought
ture has given rise to

—

From

"Excelsior''

"LOOK OUT FOR PARACHUTISTS,
BUDDY!"

A

recent cartoon by the

Mexican Garcia Cabral.

numerous followers in Latin America.
To mention but a few of the names of the
outstanding Latin American caricaturists
during the

first

quarter of the twentieth

century, there were

Malaga Grenet,

Peruvian; Alonso, Spanish-born,

devoted

himself

exclusively

who

to

painting; Alvarez, in Argentina,

the
later

serious

who had

a distinctive

style of his own; Valdivia,
and Coke (Jorge Delano) the
Chilean, who is an acute political analyst.
Since the World War, the trend has been
away from mere comic representation and
simple lampooning (that has been left for
lesser craftsmen). There has been much
interplay between the fine arts and caricature, and important European fine-art

the Bolivian;

tendencies
strongly

begin

felt

in

to

the

make
art

Cubism and expressionism

themselves

of caricature.
find great ex-

ponents in Miguel Covarrubias and Jose
Clemente Orozco. In Argentina, Palacios,

From "Mexican Art and

Life"

"OUR GREAT MEN ABROAD," BY
OROZCO
Tomb of the
Soldier in Paris.

Three poHticos at the

Unknown
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two unique American industries
the comic-strip and the animated cartoon.

forth

SeriaHzed

comic-strips

are

exported

to

an idea,

sign to dramatize

Ralph Barton, with

his fluid line, was one
most distinguished caricaturists of
his day. Auerbach Levy's work is fine,
simple, stylized. Birnbaum's nervous notations have a fresh, spontaneous character. Cropper is almost brutal, and his

newspaper syndicates in all parts of the
world. The animated cartoon holds high
place in the cinema industry. But these
also have undergone evolutionary metaThe comic-strips, which in
morphoses.
the earlier day of Bud Fisher, Opper, and
McManus were primarily comic, in the
last decade have evolved into pictorial

with social

serial stories principally of the adventure

contributors to The

type.

The

Winsor
and white

of

of the

caricatures are invariably heavily charged

make im-

Yorker

cature.

affair.

a simple black

To-day, thanks to the

Walt Disney,

it is

an

The concept

century.

century

story of caricature proper in the

United States follows virtually the same
general trend that has been traced for
Latin America. The progression was
from the eminent "primitives," like William Charles, to such astute, well-rounded
artists as Davenport and Nast. To-day
most of the political newspaper cartoonfollow the pattern of the nine-

teenth century, except for a few like Fitz-

who

utilizes

mass-forms and de-

of caricature has evolved

since the coining of the

sound and drama.

patrick,

New

McCay was

teenth

still

Frueh and other noted

portant contributions to the art of cari-

elaborate confection of line, motion, color,

ists

satire.

animated cartoon of the time

resourceful genius of

The

powerful

in

The American magazine has
brought to light a number of talents.

cartoons.

any

word

in the seven-

During the eighteenth

grotesque

exaggerated

or

representation was classified as caricature.

In

comicality

nineteenth,

the

criterion.

To-day the

tion,

while

must

also take into

upon

centered

was

his

account the

subject,
artistic

elements of design, color and form
short,
turists

artistic

its

caricaturist's atten-

excellence.

The

—

in

carica-

with keen eye and gifted brush, and

a sly suggestion of mirth, hold
phisticated

parade.

mirror of

humor

up

the so-

to to-day's

i

Disease and Population in Latin America
ARISTIDES

MOLL

A.

Secretary, Pan American Sanitary Bureau

(Part I)

The problem

of disease

may

Latin America

three stages: (1)

into

and

effects in

pre-Columbian
and

period; (2) colonial times;

pendence

its

be roughly divided
(3) inde-

Charruas seemed to
iards, their hair

longer than Span-

live

not graying until they were

80 years old or more.

According

Acuna, the Amazon region

to

(Peru to Para) was, save for the mosqui-

era.

toes,

The

native paradise

first the good
companions suffered from

a paradise, although at

father

and

his

Indians must have been, as a whole,

fevers treated with the cure-all, bleeding.

a healthy race,

Ercilla

salubrious,

and their camping grounds
with some places excepted, as.

oft-quoted verse, and Castellanos sang of

The

instance,

for

Garcilaso

Darien.^

indeed

speaks of the Incas' being able to conquer

by using two armies and
from the plateaus quar-

the coast only

relieving the troops
terly,

but

this is

a

phenomenon

of acclima-

Colombia

Two

Chilean climate in

the

praised

'^Tierra

huena!

Tierra

buena!''

was founded, San
Martin and Lebrija told the king there had
been no sickness so far. As to Brazil, all
the early chroniclers, Vaz de Caminha,
years after Bogota

Anchieta

Father Torquemada said of Yucatan that people died of sheer old age be-

Nobrega

cause of the absence of diseases prevailing

Vicente do Salvador in 1627,* Piso in

tation.

other

in
this

countries.

when he wished

Herrera

confirmed

to bring out the

heal thfulness oi the northern coast of
ico.

un-

Mex-

Jourdanet, in his notes on Sahagun's

history, speaks of the tierra caliente

country)

as

healthful,

and

(warm

Clavigero

in

Soares in

1549,

1587,

Lery

in

^

in

1600,^

1585,

Father

1637, Father Vasconcellos in 1668, Rocha
Gongalves, and D'Orbigny, referred

Pitta,

to the healthfulness of the country,

long

life

disease,^

of the people

and even

and the

the

scarcity of

much later date
many centenarians.
as much long before

at a

Sigaud spoke of the

(1780) mentioned the absence of cripples

Gomara had

at the time of the Conquest, the old age of

about Peru, stating that at the period of
the Conquest there was neither present
nor past evidence of pestilence, and Ulloa

and how long they kept their
Cuba no serious pestilence oc-

the natives,
hair.

In

curred from 1511 to 1648.

About Uru-

guay Ramirez wrote in 1 529 that the land
was very healthful and no one fell sick
there, and Azara added later that the
Presented at the Ninth Annual Aieeting of the Population Association of America at Princeton, N. J., May
16, 1941.

Veracruz was not considered unhealthful in 1519 by
Diaz del Castillo or Gomara, although found fault
with a few decades later by Bishop Marroquin and
Viceroy Enrtquez'

either

2

live 80, 90 years and longer, and the country
of old people
"Stronger than Europeans, less liable to disease, no

''Men

is full
s

said

.

lame, crippled nor deformed,

many 100 and 120 years

oldr
* " There

is never plague or any other common disease
^'
with the exception of yaws.
5 The story eventually changed.
The first medical
book published in Rio {1808) discussed ways of changing

Rio ^'climate,''' emphasizing that from an
age inhabitants showed a sickly color, and in
the

Bontempo discussed

early

1814

the causes of the unhealthfulness of

the city.
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much

later also bore witness to the lon-

Gomara

gevity of the people.

Landa

as did

mentions,

(1516), the long

life

of the

inhabitants of Yucatan, speaking of one

On

120 years old.

priest

Columbus'

first

none of his 90 men fell ill while they
remained in the West Indies (October
1492 to January 1493). Guayaquil, at a
trip,

later date to

become a

now redeemed,

nately

Monardes

as

pest-hole, fortuis

described

an Indian health

how

It is astonishing

little

by

resort.

sickness the

Spaniards had actually to cope with at
the

beginning,

outside

that

caused by

inadequate food and actual hunger, which

more than once decimated

Had any

ments.

their

settle-

epidemic stricken

real

them, they would never have reached
either

the

lagoons of

Anahuac or

the

Pre-Columbian epidemics
is,

and

arrival,

Lopez

de

told of a deathly pestilence

nearly a century before the Spaniards'

The later wanderings of the
Mayas and Toltecs and the final disap-

landing.

pearance of their empires suggest the presby either disease or hunger.
According to Padilla (1830) Diaz Gelinta
sure exerted

had

referred to a bubas (buboes) epidemic

before the arrival of the Spaniards, pre-

ceded by an outbreak of urethral bleeding
which in a short time killed kings and
commoners. Another outbreak killed the
last true Inca and divided the empire,
paving the way for the grim Estremaduran
in search of gold. An epidemic which
also killed an emperor (Cuitlahazin), completed the ruin of the Aztecs.^

It

seems to

be a fact that when Cortes and Pizarro

passed their halcyon days.

however, another and darker
In the Aztec calendar

side to this picture.

stone

some

of the

ToUan kingdom

signs indicate the destruction

by epidemics, and

Cortes'

Gomara was

marched on them, both the great northern
and southern native empires had already

temples of Cuzco.^

There

before

this

in the 12th century

may have been

the

Among
among

the

diseases

the Indians,

first

most common
rank belongs to

bone conditions, intestinal worms,
and gastro-enteric conditions,
and pneumonias and other respiratory
arthritis,

dysenteries

cause behind the southern migration of the

troubles, the last-named especially preva-

people inhabiting Huehuetlapallan during

lent

the 6th century.

words

for diseases,

contagious and
cocoliztle for

in

high regions,

for

instance,

the

such as matlaugh for

Mental disturbances may also be
identified with some assurance. As to

and

conditions of a local nature, such as curate

The

old Mexicans

tlalyoa, temoxtli, ehecatl

had

epidemics, cocoUztle eventually

meaning any plague, and

especially the

coast epidemics, probably including later

black vomit and smallpox.

About 1450

an epidemic, apparently of pneumonia,
ravaged Mexico.^ Herrera heard of mysterious epidemics devastating the land
s Ortega
Ricaurte has gone as Jar as to say that the
Indians had but little disease and they could cure that
little with their many medicinal plants.
7 However,
it seems to be a pact that up to 7493 no
epidemic or strange disease ever reached the magnitude
shown by a number op the new maladies introduced by the
Conquerers and against which no racial immunity
existed.
The susceptibility op the American Indian to
respiratory diseases is even now a well-known fact.

Andes.

or

pinto,

uta,

espundia,

there can be no doubt.

and verrugas,

Cancer, judging

from very incomplete old observations and
recent data, must have been rare, and
tuberculosis as well as rickets and dental
caries infrequent if not unknown. Cholera, plague and smallpox had apparently
never set foot on this part of the planet.
Infant mortality must have been quite
high. The harmful effects of maritime
lowlands on mountain people had been
8 When the Pilgrims landed on Plymouth Rock, they
were saved from extermination by the fact that a pestilence, which had probably descended from Canada, had
swept the Indian tribes from Maine to Rhode Island.
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noted by the Incas and were dwelt upon

and

by Father Cobo, Garcilaso

later

by

Montesinos.^

As

to other conditions, there are

no very
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definitely
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himself aff'ected, and more
by Chanca during the second

voyage (1494). In 1495 another outbreak
occurred and hundreds of soldiers died

Smallpox, measles, scarlet fever, malaria,

when
Vega

typhus fever, typhoid fever and influenza

people on the island were

were as yet vague entities in Europe,
disguised under various names, such as

unknown nature which, however, was

definite

facts.

The

reason

is

obvious.

chavalongo, chucho, modorra, tabardete, tabardillo,

and

calentura, malsito, contagio,

Under

those conditions

how, even

to this day,

is

it

we

peste.

easy to see

lack conclusive

data as to the pre-Columbian existence in
the

New World

of such diseases as malaria,

food got scarce after the battle of
Real.

In 1496, one-third of the
killed, according

Herrera, by another outbreak of an

to

overshadowed by the terrific one of 1515
which spread to the neighboring islands
and finally to the mainland. By 1502 out
of nearly 2,000 people brought over by
Columbus or deported from Spain, only
300 remained, and out of 2,500 who came

smallpox, leprosy, cancer, tuberculosis and

with Ovando in 1502,

typhus fever; while the origin of both

from

syphilis and yellow fever will probably
remain a source of dispute through the

very

centuries, although
to free

modern research tends

America from blame

for the intro-

duction of either scourge. ^°

fevers.

start

may

In

all

Panama

outbreaks

but 1,000 died
almost from the

occurred

which

variously be attributed to malaria,

yaws or jaundice. The 1514 epidemic at
Darien proved fatal to many. Of the
200 men who sailed with Magellan around
the world only 18 returned.

The white man's burden

It is

All other accounts pale, however, before

the destruction wrought by the new ailments imported from the Old World.
One reason why all Spanish settlements
developed at first so poorly in America
was the everlasting menace of disease.

The

and contact with new conditions

Panama, Veracruz (three
Habana, Apure, Buenos Aires and
San Juan. The first three towns in Jamaica had to be abandoned because of epidemics, perhaps of yellow fever, and early
attempts by Ponce de Leon to colonize
Puerto Rico failed for the same reason.
Peter Martyr d'Anghiera states that 150,000 Indians died in about the same period.

hardships

the

after

landing.

As

slaves

ported from 1503 in Santo

were im-

Domingo and

afterwards elsewhere, they brought along
three

for

centuries diseases

add

common

to

from Europe.
The first epidemic after the discovery was
the mild one of scurvy in Santo Domingo,
Africa,

Domingo

(from the northern to the southern side of

of hygiene,

favored the spread of disease, both on sea

and

of towns, as in the case of Santo

of

lack

travel,

almost impossible to estimate with

any degree of accuracy the losses caused
by disease throughout the colonial period.
Contemporary figures are mostly mere
guesswork. The death rate in some places
was such as to cause changes in locations

to

described

to

those

rather vaguely by Columbus,

the

island),

times),

Herrera mentions, perhaps rather guilethe unhealthfulness of Veracruz,

lessly,
of Panama {Nombre de Dios) that the
and domestic animals jailed to procreate and
the women able to bear children moved to Porto Bello.
10 Examination
of the Inca mummies buried in the
courtyard of St. Andrew's Hospital in Lima might cast
light on some of these diseases.
^

It

was said

chickens

which compelled Montezuma

to send

new

inhabitants every once in a while to the
coast to replace the losses.

Bishop

Zuma-

rraga (1536) spoke of one third of all

arri-
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and Bishop Marroquin (1537) places the number of deaths
there as high as 500 a year. Ulloa has

vals dying in Veracruz,

In the histories of Father

similar data.

Aguado and Simeon and more
and

Caulin's

in

also

succintly

of Ordaz' expedition in

way

to

1

532 on his

About 400 of his
from a fulminating disease
starting with a scratch or bite on the foot
or leg, which some physicians have identified as phagedenic ulcer.
The expeditions of Ojeda in northern Colombia
(1509), Almagro in Chile and Gonzalo
Pizarro and Alvarado in Ecuador suff'ered
the Orinoco.

soldiers died

terrific losses, often,

however, more from

actual hunger than disease.

was reduced from 300
in

15

to

Ojeda's force

40 and Nicuesa's

Panama from 800
months.

to

about

Malaria and yaws

weakened Pizarro' s forces, Las Casas
ing and Herrera confirming that
40,000 Spaniards died in

"bad

diseases" before Peru

stat-

fully

Panama from
was subdued.

Fear of epidemics practically stopped

as epidemics

the Spanish columns

blows
545

in

and

dug

^^

into

settlements, their

with infinitely more
According to Torquemada, the

felled the natives

severity. ^^

Castellanos'

in

be found to the

trials

100

Hard and deep

1

may

Elegies, references

followers in

The red man's doom

cocoliztle in

its

wake;

Mexico

that

left

of

800,000 dead

1576,

2,000,000.

Aguilar (1579) mourned the disappearance

Yucatan and could find
where as many thousands stood before. Motolinia had alwhole towns

of

in

barely 20 houses

left

ready (1541) drawn a sad picture of the
havoc wrought in Mexico by what he
called the "ten plagues of

New

Spain,"

headed by smallpox. If we may believe
Oviedo, by 1 548 not over 500 people could
claim kinship with the original million

Santo Domingo; indeed,
Las Casas had given in 1542 the smaller

inhabitants in

figure of 200.

DeMoussy

truly stated that

an epidemic wiped out overnight the

in-

crease in population accruing to the Para-

guay and Uruguay missions in 10 to 12
Governor Pimentel of Caracas,
in 1577, revealed that disease, and especially measles and smallpox, had killed onethird of the inhabitants. Calancha (1633)
years.

European immigration about the middle

grimly noted that for each dollar coined

of the 16th century.

in

Herrera (1601)

states

that a few years after the discovery

no

Spaniards would come to America after
seeing the sorry shape of those returning

home. In order to reclaim deserted Santo
Domingo, 300 outlaws sentenced to death
were reprieved. In 1573, 637 passengers
sailed for

New

Spain and the Antilles, and

official figures for

1600

list

probably 800 more had gone

and say
illegally.

in the late 16th century a reasonable

estimate places the

number

of Spanish

emigrants to America at not over 1,500 a
year,

and Humboldt believed that about

the year 1800 Spain annually sent fewer

than 800 to Mexico.

Pestilences fin-

tina,

Chile and Paraguay in 1590-1610,

according to Mallo's researches.

Epidemics
1597,

1633,

ravaged
1688,

Bogota

in

1558,

1739, smallpox alone

off"

90 percent of the Indians in

1587-89.^^

Herrera speaks of pestilence

killing

2,362 passen-

gers licensed in the past 2 years,

Even

Peru ten Indians died.

ished over 2,000,000 in Bolivia, Argen-

'1 Epidemics, especially
of smallpox and at a later
date of yellow fever, were also common in the United
States until the beginning of the 19th century.
The
mortality was enormous on ships from Europe and Africa.

12

Monte nnos speaks of

plagues,

as

aftermaths of

battles, destroying both contending armies.
IS The
1633 epidemic was
notary in town, Santos Gil, as

named after the only
was found afterwards
that a number of those dying had signed before him
instruments in his favor.
The 1630 typhus epidemic is
supposed to have killed about 80 percent of the Indians
on the sabana.

it

AND POPULATION

DISEASE

and hunger slaying 150,000 at Popayan in
the 16th century. Hernandarias told the
King in 1607, from Buenos Aires, that the
"plague" had rid many areas of Indians.
In referring to the Orinoco area Gilij comments that while the natives did not suffer
from the diseases of the whites, no people
could be sicklier than they. Unanue
(1796) explained the decrease of one

LATIN AMERICA

IN
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triumphal march through America, and it
so happened that Indians who had never
seen a white man's face died in remote regions from diseases brought by fugitives
from the advancing tide of imperialism.
The first physician to describe an epidemic in America was Chanca, and 200
years

before

elapsed

another

man, Ferreira da Rosa,

left

medical

on record

million in the native population of the

(1694) a similar event, his account being

Viceroyalty of Peru from the 16th to the

closely

followed

by

(1707)

Pimienta's

trasted the depopulation of the Peruvian

same occurrence. Bravo
and Hernandez had, however, mentioned
in the meantime the 1570 and 1576
cocoliztles observed respectively by them

coastal region in his time with

century

18th

partly

through

1720

the

"plague" which had killed numbers of
people. The same author (1792) con-

narrative of the

range.

Breton

Fathers

(1665),

its

flourish-

at

ing condition during the Inca era,

when an

Dutertre (1667) and Labat (1722) wrote
the first accounts of yellow fever epidemics

of over 100,000 men was needed to
subdue one of the local chieftains. Towns
and villages had been reduced to less than
half their previous number. On liquor,

army

by the slaves of strange
and smallpox and measles epi-

the introduction
diseases,

Unanue [blamed

close

the

in

West

1635 and

Indies in

layman
anticipated them (1648)
although

1640,

had

Cogolludo

the

in

Yucatan.

Yellow fever epidemics made history in
The 1798 outbreak finished

America. ^^

^the quasi-exter-

seven-eights of the 25,000 soldiers sent to

mination of the ^Indians and the small

conquer Haiti, and the 1803 recrudescence
ended all French hopes of regaining the
Island from the Negro rebels. ^^ Typhus
and yellow fever proved as hard on the
European troops with Bolivar as on the

demics,

Lack of physi-

families of the Spaniards.

and surgeons helped the decay.

cians

The ravages

of the 1759 epidemic had,

according to him, been

by the use of

spirits.

Of

made

worse

far

the five millions

the Spaniards found on their arrival in

Central America only 650,000 remained

by 1821.
Writing in

number

1778,

placed

Juarros

inhabitants

of

(about 800,000 at the time)
times
fact

below

the

original

to

at

several

figures.

that over 20 million red

cumbed

the

Guatemala

of

men

The
suc-

pestilence in three centuries

excuses further comment.^*

Disease thus

proved the Spaniards' best

ally in their

Spanish armies, but because of the more
uniform composition of the latter, told
more heavily on them. Out of the 86,000
employees of the French company of the
Panama Canal, 52,000 suffered from black

vomit and 22,000 died from either this
disease or malaria. The last Spanish
colonies were lost mainly through disease.
No sooner were Spanish troops landed in
Cuba than Yellow Jack prostrated them.
15

1*

Las Casas' and Mejia Ovando' s figures
much higher. Las Casas blames the

anything,

are,

if

deaths,

of two-thirds of the population oj Santo
Domingo on war, hunger, disease, overwork and sorrow.
From 1514 to 1530 the Indians in Puerto Rico decreased
from 5,150 to about 1,500.
in one decade,

Yellow Jever eventually was

mow down

to

travel to

the

Old

of thousands in both
Spain and Portugal from the 17th to the 19th century.
18 Jeanty has cast doubt on the diagnosis of yellow

World and

its

tens

Tropical fevers were
fever in Leclerc's case in 1802.
hard to diagnose at that time, all doubtful cases were
blamed on yellow fever, Leclerc had complained of being

and tired since his arrival 9 months
symptoms do not quite fit yellow fever.
sick

before,

and his
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At not

less

than 100,000 have been placed

the fatalities caused by the mosquito in

Cuba from 1854

to 1898.

Epidemics of smallpox, typhus fever and
water-borne diseases followed each other
closely for

many

a year, at a later date

were about 40,000 in 1690, and from that
year on to 1 820 800,000 more were brought
in, and yet only 340,000 survived at the
latter date. For Martinique, Cornilliac
stated that in the 6-year period 1857-62,

were imported and over
In Mexico out
of perhaps millions of negroes imported
throughout four centuries only small
groups may now be found, and these are
10,500

slaves

accompanied by
measles, diphtheria and scarlet fever, all
described under the comprehensive name
of peste. In Peru epidemics are recorded

4,000 had died by 1865.

in 1524, 1530-33, 1539, 1554, 1558, 1561,

mostly limited to seaports, barely one-

with

alternating

1586, 1618; in
in
so

or

Cuba

in 1519, 1530, 1572;

Venezuela in 1577, 161 1,1 61 4, 1626, and
on; in Buenos Aires repeatedly during

the earliest decades of

its

existence; in Brazil

in 1563, 1621, 1642, 1665, 1686, 1692, 1721

Guatemala in 1522, 1576 (over 4,000
and 1780 (when Flores introduced
inoculation and protected thousands of
persons). In Guadalupe in 1640, 3 out

in

deaths)

new

According
Barbados the living
were barely enough to bury the dead.
Dutertre said that the 1648 epidemic in
Guadalupe killed one third of the people.
This was also the year when the death rate
in Habana jumped from 19 to 121 per
1,000. In Colombia the first two epidemics of smallpox are alleged to have killed
of every 4

arrivals died.

to Lignon, in 1641 in

90 per cent of the Indians, and in Ecuador

more during the same
These scourges continued as
late as the end of the 19th century. In
1719 a smallpox epidemic killed 17,000
Indians in the Rio de la Plata area. In
1770 the death rate in Buenos Aires was
still above 40 per 1,000 and in Montevideo about 35. In 1792-95 deaths exceeded births by more than 50 per cent in
Lima, and both Lima and Queretaro, two
of the most important cities in all America,
had death rates of nearly 50 per 1,000.
It has been estimated that in the period
tens of thousands

century.

1670-1825, 5 million slaves were imported
into the

2

West

million

Indies,

and by 1825 less than
In Jamaica there

remained.

quarter of a million being found at the

end of the

1

9th century.

Out

of every 100

was accepted that 1 7 died within two months, and not more than 50 retained their physical fitness. In Argentina the negroes formed one-sixth of the
population at the end of the colonial
shipped,

regime,

it

but

gradually

disappeared

—

spurlos versenkt.

Mexico City was

for several centuries

a prey, in addition to smallpox, to such
conditions as typhus
enteric fevers,

and malarial and

especially because

of the

stagnant waters in the famous lagoons.

Between 1521 and 1572 there were nine
epidemics. In 1572 the Viceroy Martin
Enriquez explained rather lamely to the
King that the many deaths at San Juan
de Ulua were due to the fact that the
people were taken sick on the way to the
port and to get well they went to Veracruz,
which was very unhealthy. In 1648,
Father Lopez Cogolludo held that Torquemada's old description of a healthy environment no longer conformed to fact.
This situation projected
19th century.

known

As

itself far

late as 1847,

it

into the

was well

that out of each 20,000 soldiers sent

to Veracruz, 17,000

would

die while get-

The death

was a
During the
Mexican War, for each American soldier
dying in battle more than seven fell prey
to disease (1,549 and 10,951 respectively).
During a few decades of the 19 th century.
ting acclimated.

high as 116 per 1,000 in 1867.

rate

DISEASE

Mexican epidemics were

AND POPULATION
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the handicaps

which

pox, 1839-40, 1858, 1874; typhus fever,

faced the Spaniards and Portuguese in

1846-7, 1860, 1875-7, 1884; scarlet fever,

their colonization enterprises in

1836-40; measles, 1870.

down from about

Tampico went

6,000 people around

1830 to 4,000 in 1866. In Chile smallpox
27,000 people in 1890-98, and

killed

nearly 6,000 in 1905, and scarlet fever has

ravaged
Pereira
in

the

country

Rego wrote a

Rio from 1830 to

time

after

time.

history of epidemics
1870,^^

showing that

hardly a year elapsed without several out-

As

recently as in the

difficulty

was the

America.

scarcity of

women

accompanying either the white men or the
slaves, which on the one hand naturally
reduced their progeny, and on the other
practically forced a commingling of races.
Cogolludo points out the interesting fact
Merida epidemic in 1648 for

that in the

every 10 men, only one

woman

died.

Yet a notable reversal of conditions occurred early in the 19 th century, as will

breaks of disease.
J^

One

Chaco

disease fully equalled those

War

casualties

from wounds.

^o/s//n /.s^/no -Amer/ctano

<7<?

A7us/cr'S

from

be described in the second part of

paper next month.

this

Red

Cross Stamps in the Americas
BEATRICE NEWHALL
Assistant Editor, Bulletin of the

The governments

American repubinterest in and
appreciation of the Red Cross by issuing
postage stamps, some to commemorate a

lics

shown

have

of the
their

specific event, others to raise funds for

its

Pan American Union

To honor

respectively,

reis

each with a

surtax.

The first stamp on this continent to
honor a national Red Cross Society was
put out by the United States (1931), to

nurse

celebrate

of the International

founding of the American

Red

Cross.

entitled

Red

Greatest Mother.

Tlie

It

shows a

Cross nurse kneeling before the globe

with outstretched hands; beside her

emblem

of the

society,

its

Two

and

special

1930

in

and

Red Cross Society.
Red Cross nurse

That
cion

1932,

is

the inscription

Quincuagesimo Aniversario de la Fundacion de

Cruz Roja Costarricense (Fiftieth Anniver-

respectively.

The

Red

Cross

Cross).

that to

humane

a

is

obliga-

the right, Acuerdese de

(Remember

los

the needy sick)

Across the top of the stamp

is

the

Red

Cross motto.

The second Paraguayan stamp portrays
Red Cross headquarters in Asuncion.

sary of the Foundation of the Costa Rican

the

Other Red Cross postage stamps are
revenue-producing

also.

semi-postal variety, that

Some
is,

are of the

they bear the

Curving around the building are again
two legends, Ayuda a tus semejantes (Help
thy fellow men) and La caridad

regular denomination plus a surtax, which

al

goes into the funds of the national society.

side borders of the

Others are postal tax stamps, special

Los heridos y enfermos
wounded and sick

issues

obligatory in addition to reg-

hombre (Charity dignifies man).

ular postage; as in the case of semi-postal

Across

the

stamps, the revenue thus derived

legend

Republica

to the society.
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fifty-

to the left reads Beneficencia es obliga-

humana (Welfare

enfermos pobres

is

a

Roja Paraguaya, outside of which are the
words Republica del Paraguay. Below are
two legends, separated by the red cross
above and the coat of arms of the republic.

Red

whose use

bearing

former contains the head of a

tion);

Red

motto

Cross.

centavo surtax were issued by Paraguay

laying flowers on an altar draped with the

la

stamps

is

bello caritas

Nurse, surrounded by the legend La Cruz

portrays a

Cross flag; below

beside her

et in

in war, charity), the

Red

reis

Cross

the

is

Four years later Costa Rica, too, commemorated the semi-centennial of the

The stamp

(In peace

100

Red

a

recognized and

loved throughout the world.

establishment of

The design shows
by a wounded man;

the Latin legend. In pace

The

design reproduced the 1930 roll-call poster

government
and 700

of this event, the

issued three stamps, of 200, 300,

work.

the fiftieth anniversary of the

Red

In 1935 the Third Pan American

Cross Conference met in Rio de Janeiro.

is

given

top

dignifica

On

the

stamp run the words
merecen compasion (The
deserve

of the
del

compassion).

stamp runs the

Paraguay,

beneath

which, under the coat of arms of the re-

r^i/u^Ji^^

rlOO
Vimmam^mi mmiku u mi nmmh

SOME RED CROSS STAMPS OF THE AMERICAS
United States commemorative, 1931; right, Brazil semi-postal, 1935. Center: Paraguay
semi-postal, 1932. Lower: left, Paraguay semi-postal, 1930; right, Costa Rica commemorative, 1935.

Upper:

left,
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public, are the Red Cross motto and Cruz
Roja Paraguaya, while below the picture
are the words Edificio de la institucion (Build-

ing of the institution).

In 1922 Costa Rica surcharged with a
Red Cross and 5c, also in red, the 5-centimo

stamp issued

in

1910 and bearing the

Mauro Fernandez. This was
the benefit of the Red Cross

portrait of

done

for

Society.

In

the

six

last

Colombia has

years,

issued three 5-centavo postal tax stamps

help raise funds for

to

The

legend,

Red
iijhi.'Hti^itHiitunjMr.i

Roja

Cruz

Cross.

Nacional

(National

The 1935 stamp shows an

Cross).

allegorical

Red

its

but each bears the

design varies,

figure

succoring

against the background of the

the

needy

Red

Cross.

The 1937 stamp shows a mother and
and that

child,

Red

issued in 1940 depicts a

Cross nurse sheltering the destitute

with the folds of her robe,
allegorical figure stands in the

ii:'ri";jW:«

ti7yr>wlx«j'mrCTi
Lif

r»AC<o«*t

while

an

background.

Beneath the group is the word Proteccion.
use of these stamps on correspondence
is compulsory during National Red Cross
Week, which usually falls in May.

The

In 1930 the Dominican Republic was
struck

COR'REOS D£ COlOMBlii

by a severe hurricane, which devas-

tated the capital.

To

raise funds for suc-

cor of the victims and reconstruction of
the city, two postal tax stamps were issued.

The

1-centavo shows the wrecked bridge

over the river, with the

damaged

city in

the background; the 10-centavo the havoc

caused in the center of the

city.

Each has

the coat of arms of the republic in the

upper left hand corner and a red cross in
the upper right; below the design is the
name of the country, and under it the
legend: Devastacion de
L

Domingo, Ciclon

COLOMBIAN POSTAL TAX RED GROSS
STAMPS
Upper, 1940; center, 1935; lower, 1937.

del

3

la

Ciudad de Santo

de septiembre de 7930

(Devastation of the City of Santo Domingo,

Hurricane of September
are

not,

stamps,

strictly

since

the

3,

1930).

Red

These

Cross
proceeds did not go

speaking.

RED CROSS STAMPS
but they

specifically to that organization,

IN

THE AMERICAS

uine postage stamps.

are mentioned here because they bear the

used as such

of the society, which has become
synonymous with disaster relief throughout the world. As a matter of fact, most
of the relief work on that occasion was done
through the Dominican Red Cross Society,
and the quality of that work is still remembered. Women who have rendered distinguished and officially recognized serv-

local

emblem

ices in the

Red

Cross in times of disaster

are entitled to receive their personal identity

the

cards (established in 1940) without

payment

Red

Cross Society of the

its

is

ing the phrase La Caridad Ennoblece (Char-

Ennobles); in the lower corners
Habilitado

5,

Correos

20,

7933—

is

These stamps were

charged

—

Die.

20,

(Recognized

1932—January

5,

one-half centavo postage, says,
request the

"We

also

post offices throughout the

republic not to

sell

during the aforemen-

tioned fortnight stamps other than those
that have been authorized for the benefit

Dominican Red Cross."
Honduras will soon join the ranks

of the

tional

Red

of the

their

na-

Cross societies by the emis-

the right the legend Cruz Roja Hondureha

Stamp)

above, and beneath a curving scroll bear-

ity

New

1-centavo stamp on Christmas and

Year's greetings ordinarily requiring only

—December

the words Sello Benefico (Welfare

denomination.

newspapers of the time, which, in

addition to urging Dominicans to use the

—En.

The design is
name of the
a Red Cross, with

work.

formal; across the top runs the
society; in the center

But that they were

evident from a notice in the

stamps. The Congress
February of this year a decree
establishing a special fund entitled "Revenues from the Honduran Red Cross
Stamp", to be used exclusively for welfare
activities.
The Secretary of Promotion,
Agriculture, and Labor was therefore
authorized on April 21, 1941, to issue a
1-centavo stamp, whose use will be obligatory on all mail. The stamps will have the
emblem of the society on the left, and on

Dominican Republic issued its own stamps
in 1-, 3-, 5-, and 7-centavo denominations,
to raise funds for

is

countries that raise funds for

of the regular fee.

In 1932 the
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the
sur-

1932

1933— Post

Office).

Doubtless because they were not primarily

sion

of postage

issued in

(Honduran Red

Cross),

and bear the

inscription Decreto Legislativo No. 66, Feb. 7,

issued for the purpose of carrying the mails,

1941 (Legislative decree

they are not generally recognized as gen-

1941).

No.

66,

Feb.

7,

Pan American Union
THE GOVERNING BOARD
Committee on Peaceful Settlement of
Disputes

At the meeting of the Governing Board of
the Pan American Union on December 4,
1940, the report of the special committee
to study resolution

XIV

of the

Habana

Meeting of Ministers of Foreign Affairs of
the American Republics (July 1940), relative to the peaceful solution of conflicts,

was approved.

The

report

recommended

composed of repretwo countries of the northern
part of the continent, two of the southern,
and one of Central America or the Antilles,

NOTES

Inter-American Committee on Tropical
Agriculture

The Governing Board recommended at
its meeting on March 5, 1941, that the
governments of Costa Rica and the United
States each appoint an official representative to serve on the Inter-American Committee on Tropical Agriculture.
republics represented on the

The other
Committee

are Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador, El

Guatemala, Peru, and Vene-

Salvador,
zuela.

that a committee, to be
sentatives of

be established, with headquarters in
Washington, and that the Governing
Board indicate the countries to be represented. The United States, Mexico, Cuba,
Brazil,

and Argentina were

selected as the

Committee

to

Study the Subject of

Copyright

The Governing Board, at the same meeting, authorized the Chairman of the Board
to

appoint a committee to study matters

relating to

the subject of copyright,

Conference

American
Pan

countries to appoint representatives on the

International

committee.

States (Lima, 1938), requesting the

The

Inter- American

Commission of

Women

13, 1940.

report

recommended

that

these

Commission be transthe governments by their repreon the Governing Board for such

resolutions of the

mitted to
sentatives

consideration as
priate.
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of

American Union to consult the governments relative to a convention on copyright.

The Special Committee on the InterAmerican Commission of Women reported
on certain resolutions adopted at the meeting of the Commission held November 11The

in

accordance with a resolution of the Eighth

may

be deemed appro-

Pan American Highway and

Inter-

American Travel Congresses

The Governing Board passed a resolution
on March 5, 1941, confirming the action
of the Government of Mexico in fixing
September 15-24, 1941, as the time of
meeting of the Fourth Pan American
Highway Congress and the Second InterAmerican Travel Congress in Mexico
City, and urging the governments of the

PAN AMERICAN UNION NOTES
American

republics, as well as interested

unofficial organizations, to

be represented

481

Inter-American Financial and Economic
Advisory Committee,

now

in session at the

Pan American Union, and

at these Congresses.

since a

number

of governments have not yet submitted

and

Inter- American Conference of Police

suggestions for topics to be included in the

program

Judicial Authorities

of the

Second Meeting, the Board

decided to take no action at that time in
In accordance with resolution III of the
Second Meeting of the Ministers of
Foreign Affairs the Governing Board
requested the governments,

members

of

the Union, to submit topics for inclusion

on the program of Conference of Police
and Judicial Authorities. From the recommittee of the
Board prepared a draft program and draft

drawing up the agenda of the Quito
Meeting. The Director General of the
Union was requested to urge the governments to submit topics of a purely technical
or administrative character with relation
to the administration

and organization

of

Ministries of the Treasury.

plies received, a special

the

for

regulations

The

Conference.

Board voted on June 4, 1941, to transmit
these documents to the governments, with
the request that any observations thereon
be sent to the Union before October 15,
1941.

It

recommended

also

that

Conference be held in Buenos Aires,
government of Argentina approved.

if

LECTURES AND CONCERTS
Since the beginning of the year a

number

and concerts have been given
by distinguished Latin American visitors

of lectures

to the

United

Many

States.

of the lec-

the

turers

the

tion of the Division of Cultural Relations

came

to this country at the invita-

Department of State, and the Diand the Assistant Director
of the Pan American Union improved the
opportunity to afford Washington audiof the

rector General

Regulations for Aleetings of Ministers
of Foreign Affairs of the American
Republics
Pursuant

to

a

recommendation of the

Second Meeting, regulations for these
Meetings were prepared by a special
committee of the Governing Board. These
regulations were approved at the meeting
of June 4, 1941.

Representatives

program

of

the

considered at

Ecuador.

questions that

country

is

the key to an authentic under-

standing of

its

intellectual

The lectures were as

life.

follows:

Indigenous Influences on the Colonial Architecture of
its

Latin America

1941, the matter of the

Second

Meeting

of

Treasury Representatives of the American
Republics, which is scheduled to meet at
Quito,

well said that the mother tongue of each

own poems.

The Governing Board
4,

Spanish or Portuguese of various topics
pertaining to Latin America. It has been

The Gifts of Mexico i, by Rafael Heliodoro Valle,
a Honduran author who has lived in many other
American countries. He also read a few of his

Second Meeting of Treasury

meeting on June

ences the pleasure of hearing discussions in

Since

many

would be considered

a conference are being studied

of

the

at such

by the

2,

by Mario

J.

Buschiazzo, professor

of the history ot architecture in the University of

Buenos

Aires.

This was illustrated by

slides.

The Coast, Mountains, and Forests of Peru, by
Aurelio Miro Quesada, professor of Spanish

language and literature in the University of San
1

2

See
See

Bulletin, March 1941.
Bulletin, May 1941.
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— Giro Alegria of
and
Carneiro of Brazil— read chapters

Marcos, Lima, and exchange professor at the

American Novel Contest

University of North Carolina.

Peru,

Two Nations on One Island, by Emilio Rodriguez
Demorizi, Secretary of the National Academy of
History of the Dominican Republic and Director
of the National Archives.

that country

and

The

Ecuadorean Literary Lights,

Espinosa

lecture referred to

Haiti.

by Father Aurelio
on Virgil,

Polit, S. J., poet, authority

and head of the Colegio de Cotocollao in Quito.
The Brazilian Novel, by Erico Verlssimo, Brazilian poet, novelist, and translator of English and
American authors.
The Place of Peru in American Culture, by Victor
Andres Belatinde, President of the Philosophical
Society of Peru, and Professor at the University of
San Marcos and the Catholic University of Lima.
Influence of the United States on Argentine Institutions,^

E.

Cecilio J.

Gil

Gilbert

of Ecuador,

from their respective books.
Four concerts also took place in the first
In February the
six months of the year.
Minister of Uruguay, Senor J. Richling,
issued invitations to a recital by the well-

known Uruguayan pianist Hugo Balzo, who
selections by Bach, Beethoven,
Lecuona, Villa-Lobos and other composers.

played
In

May

the Minister of

Guatemala and

Senora de Recinos were host and hostess
at a concert by the famous Marimba Band
Guatemalan National Police.
of the

by Enrique Martinez Paz, Professor of Law in the
University of C6rdoba and Judge of the Supreme

Typical Central American music and

Court of the Province.
The Eloquence of Bolivar, by Roberto Cortazar,

much

Secretary of the Colombian

A New
America,

Interpretation

Academy

of History.

of the Conquest of Spanish

by Lewis Hanke, Director

of the Hispanic

its

by the Band evoked

execution

skillful

applause.

In the latter part of the same month the

noted

Salvadorean

giiello,

who made

soprano

Rosita

Ar-

her debut at the Opera

Foundation of the Library of Congress.

Comique

The Birth, Death, and Resurrection of Buenos Aires,
by Enrique de Gandia, an Argentine historian

ence invited by the Minister of El Salvador

whose research has been noteworthy.
The Brazil of Today, by Jorge Americano, President of the Bar Association of Sao Paulo and
professor in the University of that city. This
lecture was delived in English.
Brazil and the Sea, by Commander Didio Iratim
Afonso da Costa, a member of the General Staff
of the Brazilian Navy, in the United States on an

dave.

official mission.

The Ideas of Artigas and Continental

Hugo Fernandez
versity of

Security,

by

Artucio, professor in the Uni-

Montevideo.

On another evening three of the prizewinners in the Farrar and Rinehart Latin
^See Bulletin, June 7940.

in Paris, delighted a large audi-

and Senora de Castro. Her varied program included songs by Haydn, Verdi,
Schubert, Hue, Delibes, Ponce and Par-

On June 24 the garden of the Pan American Union was the scene of the 103rd
concert of Latin American music arranged
by the Union.
by the United

The program was
States

Army

given

Band, under

Captain Thomas F.
Darcy, the excellent Cuban tenor Francisco Naya and the Choral Society of
the

leadership

Washington

of

assisting.

Portuguese Page

O
O

BOI trabalhava

numa

Burro

olaria.

O

dia

vagarosamente rodava, preso ao
lenho que movia a atafona de amassar
inteiro,

barro. Sob a canicula, ia desconsolado.
Comovido, o burro se condoi do pacato

ruminante.

um

conselho para eu sair desta

encalacragao."

"E muito

fdcil,

mestre

boi.

Finja-se

doente."

Raia a manha

seguinte.

por sob o jugo ao

boi, e

O

patrao vai

admirou-se de o

ver mole, suspirando, lingua de fora.

"Ora

essa!

O

boi esta

doente?

rapazes, atrelem o burro ao

desta

moinho de

que temos servigo urgente."
E la se ficou a pobre da azemola a rodar
horas e horas debaixo do sol causticante.
"Convengo-me de que sou burro. Por
que fui dar conselhos, sem prever as consequencias? Tambem, o boi me dissera que
eu era inteligente.

E suava de

Acreditei."

cansado.

Passa dali o macaco.

meu

amigo

burro,

que

enrascadela.

Ihe

De um

para eu de novo empurrar o
servigo ao boi esperto."

"Gonte comigo."
Surge novo
reunir

os

dia.

O

patrao da chacara,

horas da manha, costumava

animals para os escolher de

com as
Comegou de

acordo

varias tarefas

do

dia.

afiar as facas.

"Sabe que e isto, caro amigo boi?"
"Nao, senhor."
"O patrao viu que Voce nao prestava
para trabalho algum e resolveuj que Voce
hoje vai para o corte.
Impreterivel.

O!

barro,

"Ola,

"Safe-me
jeitinho

ai pelas seis

"Olhe, burro, Voce, que e inteligente,

de-me

e o Boi

mente.

.

.

.

.

.

"Naodiga!"

O boi deu umas cambalhotas, correu
erguendo de alegre a cauda e inclinando
as armas ponteagudas, em sinal de gracejo,
contra o burro.

"Voce ja sarou?" zurrou este.
o boi novamente em torno da
atafona," bradou o senhor. "Vai devagar,
mas faz tudo muito bem. Nao e preguigoso como o burro."
"Antes assim," rebusnou o muar de

"Ponham

aconteceu?"

orelhas compridas.

From "Fdbulas do Sul" by Pe. Armando Guerrazzi, in
"Revista de Cultura,'' Rio de Janeiro, Brasil, abril de

Agora estou convencido de que o silencio
inteligente e melhor do que um conselho
mal previsto."

1947.

"Obrigado, macaco.
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Pan American News
of the government's interest in practical

Message of the President of
Nicaragua

cooperation

among

the nations of Central

before

America.
The Ministry of the Interior authorized

the Nicaraguan Congress on April 20,
1941, his annual message on the activities

the purchase of the house where Ruben
Dario was born, to be maintained as a

President Anastasio

Somoza read

administration for the preceding

of his

twelvemonth. His remarks were supplemented with reports of the several
ministers

on the work of

departments.
sented

to

the

their respective

The information
Congress

herewith.

Nicaragua scrupulously maintained the

Panama Meeting
the

and has joined
American nations in

in 1939,

other

of

10, 1940, the

Animals,

Code

for the

by a
was approved.

prepared

non-official organization,

Plans are being prepared for the construction of a general hospital in
to

principles of neutrality proclaimed at the

with

On December
Protection

thus pre-

summarized

is

national shrine.

meet the needs

Managua,

of the growing popula-

tion of the capital.

The

President

budget

pointed

out

for the current year,

that

the

amounting

to

25,530,200 cordobas, was approximately
5,000,000 cordobas

more than

that for

adhering to the principles of universal
The country not only has co-

the preceding year, and he stressed the

operated actively in strengthening inter-

fact

national relations, but will do

Treasury had closed every

justice.

for continental defense.

utmost
In that connecits

tion the President spoke of the strategic

location of the republic, referring especially

that during his

a surplus.

new system

communica-

of the

The

January

inter-oceanic canal.

pounds

tions

Nicaragua was represented at 13 interAmerican congresses and conferences; its
participation in the Second Meeitng of
Ministers of Foreign Affairs and the Third
Pan American Coflfee Conference was
described in detail.

A

Legation for Peru and

appointment

of

Sr.

Chile was

The
Manuel Francisco

established, with residence in

Lima.

Jimenez, Minister of Costa Rica to Brazil,
as

Nicaraguan Minister
484

also,

gave evidence

fiscal

year with

All revenues, including those

earmarked for special purpcses, are now
collected by the Treasury, and the results

between the Atlantic and the Pacific
Oceans by the dredging of the San Juan
River or the possible construction of an

to the possibility of additional

administration the

are highly satisfactory.

public debt of Nicaragua,
31, 1941,

amounted

as

of

to 22,011,770

which represented bonds in
dollars, and cordobas,
as follows: £434,547, $2,018,645, and
3,140,700 cordobas. The government has
maintained uninterrupted service on the
national public debt, making both interest
and amortization payments, the latter
amounting to 6,449,965 cordobas.
The government has endeavored to keep
the European conflict irom aflfecting Nicaraguan economy to too great a degree by
the adoption ol a program ot aid to agriculture, industry, and labor. One con-

cordobas,

sterling,

PAN AMERICAN NEWS
was the setting aside
from the $2,000,000 loan from the ExportImport Bank of the United States of
Crete instance of this
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to that specified for their positions, thus

rewarding those who have completed professional studies.

In the primary schools there were 1,294

$155,000 for the importation of agricultural machinery, to be sold to farmers on

teachers; in view of the fundamental need

favorable terms; another was financial aid

for

granted

received continued support

to industries especially established

to develop

new

products.

The

construc-

tion of highways has also been promoted,

more

ment, such as

Normal

normal schools have
and improvenew quarters for the Men's

teachers, the

School.

so that in the near future the country will

Textbooks, equipment, and furniture to

have a complete network of roads reach-

the value of S3, 600 have been provided for
primary schools, and many new buildings

ing into

all sections

of the republic.

To reorganize the monetary and banking
systems of Nicaragua, the services of Dr.

Hermann Max,

technical advisor of the

Central Bank of Chile, were employed.
After a study of the economic situation of
the nation. Dr.

Max

presented a

full re-

which contained the text of eight bills
whose adoption seemed advisable. On
October 26, 1940, therefore, the following decree-laws were issued: National
Bank of Nicaragua Law; General Law on
Banking Institutions; Law Reorganizing
port,

Company; Law
Reorganizing Exchange Control; Monetary Law; Law Regarding Interest; Law
Reorganizing the Mortgage Bank of Nicathe Foreign Mercantile

ragua; and

Law

Modifying the Organization of the National Pawnshop.
In accordance with Article
of these laws, the National

I

of the

Bank

first

of Nica-

ragua, Inc., incorporated on January

3,

Conand with headquarters in Hartford, became an independent organization
under control of the government, with the
name National Bank of Nicaragua.

opened.
Civic education has been stressed, with
emphasis on the functioning of democracy,
in accordance with resolutions passed at
the Eighth Inter-American Conference of

American

insect

studies

The

much

progress

appropriation for

public instruction in the current budget

is

30 percent greater than in that for the pre-

ceding year, and 70 percent of the total

Men

is

and
women holding teaching diplomas have
been granted additional pay in addition
going

for

teachers'

salaries.

scientific

at the

andega, the Agricultural Experiment Cen-

Masatepe, and the laboratory of the
Technical Division, have given constructive

results,

and the

situation

on the

is,

whole, encouraging.

A

commission from the United States

visited the republic to study the possibili-

of rubber growing,

States

education,

the

Nevertheless,

and other work carried on

ter at

ties

field of

pests.

National School of Agriculture at Chin-

1912, under the laws of the State of

In the

Lima.

it was
brought out that agriculture in
Nicaragua has suffered not only from upset conditions in the world, but also from
a long period of bad weather and from

necticut

has been made.

States at

In the report on agriculture and labor,

and the United

Agricultural Attache

in

Panama

spent some time in Nicaragua, his

spefcial

interest being abaca, a textile plant

whose
and

fibers are

much

in

demand

at present

whose cultivation might profitably be introduced into Nicaragua, [Abaca, or
Manila hemp, makes the best marine
cordage.]

The problem

of

employment and wages

has been given special consideration, and
the government has tried to increase
opportunities for work by inspiring con-
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fidence in foreign capital, a fundamental
factor

for

the

One

resources.

exploitation

of

natural

result of this policy has

been the development of mining, which
has given work to hundreds of Nicaraguans, under conditions in which the
rights and duties of labor have been safeguarded.

where necessary medical preparations may
be obtained by the people at little more
than cost. In the first twelve months
of the pharmacy's existence, its sales
amounted to 120,000 cordobas.

The National
ses;

Social security for

miners was estab-

by a law of June 20, 1940, and compulsory rest by that of August 8, 1940.
For recreation and leisure time activities
of workmen, social centers with libraries,
recreation halls, and other special rooms
have been provided. In Managua and
Leon labor organizations have good buildings of their own, and associations in
Granada, Masaya, Rivas, and Diriamba
lished

are doing constructive

work among

their

members.
Low-cost housing has been made available for laborers and office workers in the
Colony of
six units of the Workers'
Managua, and two more units of 96
dwellings will shortly be completed.

cc.

President mentioned the need for improv-

ing the existing prison system, and especial-

made

prepared 34,350

and paratyphoid
vaccine

of

A

Hygiene, in

107,399 analyof antityphoid

cc.

and B

sera,

and 428
and

smallpox;

against

administered 161 treatments against rabies.

The

division in charge of the

against intestinal parasites

campaign

made

64,866

laboratory examinations, and administered

treatment in 21,425 cases.

The School for Visiting Nurses graduated
first class, all the members of which

its

obtained positions with the General Health

Bureau.

Many

public buildings were constructed

Among

those cited by
were the National
Palace, where Cabinet members and other
administrative agencies will have offices;

during the year.
President

the

In speaking of the police corps, the

Institute of

three laboratories,

its

Somoza

Departmental Palace

and buildings

at

Bluefields;

at the medicinal springs at

Tipitapa.

The

construction of highways has been

On

ly for establishing a Juvenile Correction

carried on at an unprecedented rate.

Center to take care of minors who, while

the

not actually delinquent, require aid or

being built with the cooperation of the
United States, progress has been made on

discipline.

The government has continued
to prevent

its

efforts

epidemics and diseases that sap

the strength of the people.

Hospitals are

being built in Matagalpa and Ocotal, and
those in Chinandega, Le6n, Masaya,

and

Jinotepe modernized; a hospital for mental

Inter-American Highway,

Benito,

also

these,

The National Health Bureau
an

intensive

has under-

campaign

health

throughout the country, organizing several

new

health units,

nursing,

creating

a school

of

and opening a central pharmacy

beyond Tipitapa,

to Boaco.

Five important secondary highways are

being considered.
taken

is

two sectors, Managua-Matagalpa, and
Managua-Diriamba-J'inotepe. Work on
the most important internal trunk highway, from Managua to the Atlantic, is
also going forward on the sector from San

was opened on September 15,
1940, and plans for two new hospitals are

patients

which

being constructed or improved; of
the Santo Domingo-La Libertad

road in the Department of Chontales,
which will connect with the Highway to
the Atlantic, traverses an important mining

district,

and

its

completion will be of

great benefit to the country.
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which was reorganOctober 1940, has been improved

Pacific Railway,

ized in

by the purchase of new rolhng

More equipment,

stock.

the report stated, has
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democratic processes in the republic, the
measures adopted in 1940 to suppress subversive

activities,

the

difficult

financial

and the mainteand recommended

situation of the country,

been acquired during the last four years
than in the 20 preceding. Four tank cars,

nance of neutrality,

15 platform cars, 15 freight cars, 15 cars

earlier sessions.

banana transportation, 7 locomotives,
and 2 gasoline motor cars were purchased,
and 1 gasoline motor car and 3 first-class
coaches were built in the railway shops.
A Diesel-engine vessel for traffic on Lake
Nicaragua was also purchased, and at the
time of the message was in the San Juan

of the several Ministries during the year

for

River, waiting for high water to proceed
to its destination.

the passage of

many

bills

introduced in

A summary

work

of the

was appended.

The report of the

Minister of the Interior

was devoted largely to the activities of the
Police Corps and the Civil Guards, which
are under his jurisdiction. He asked for
an increased appropriation in view of the
additional work involved in carrying out
the recent Unlawful Associations Act and

The Railway now owns the Central
America Power Corporation, and expects
thereby to improve the light and power
service in Managua.
Construction on the prolongation to
Esteli of the northeastern branch of the
railway, now in service from Leon to El

still under study by Congress.
During the calendar year 1940, 2,291
foreigners entered the country from overseas, and 1,390 left.
From and to Buenos
Aires there were 148,926 arrivals and

Sauce, has progressed slowly, because of

of the latter

the difficult terrain.

Of

the total of 45

8

1939,

and

in

those

8

miles,

9

Army

air activities

perfect

achieved.
its

radio

record

previous year.

accidents

was

The National Guard, through
stations,

provides

continuous

weather information, which is of value to
commercial as well as to military aviation.

The growth

of commercial aviation has
been great; in 1940 the freight carried by
air
within the country amounted to
15,322,342 pounds.

Message of

the President

of Uruguay

At the opening session of the Uruguayan
Congress on March 15, 1941, President
Baldomir read a brief message in which
he spoke of the normal functioning of

number

to the fact that

spending the

bridges

have increased, and

of no

tourists

was due

guayan beach

have had to be constructed, the longest
being 120 feet.
a

153,821 departures; the greater

1,

have been built since April

miles,

the proposed general registration of foreigners,

resorts

summer

many
Uru-

at

had arrived

in the

The Minister of Foreign Affairs reported
Uruguay had been represented at 18

that

international

American conferences, consome conti-

gresses, or similar meetings,

nental,

others

regional

in

scope.

He

mentioned especially the Eighth Scientific
American Congress, Washington, May
1940; the Consultative Meeting of Ministers of Foreign Affairs, Habana, July 1940;
and the Regional Conference of the Rio
de la Plata Republics, February 1941.
The economic and financial condition
of the republic was discussed by the
Minister of the Treasury.

he

said,

had

in general

Foreign trade,

kept to the level of

previous years; the most important changes

had been the increase in wool and flaxseed
exports, and the temporary disappearance of wheat from the foreign trade
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picture because of the poor crop.
ports

had

not

sensibly

increased

Imin

volume, but higher prices and increased
transportation charges raised their value.

The

net trade balance was only about

300,000 pesos

less

than in 1939, as the

following figures show:
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ary roads have also been built or improved.

The Ministry

of Public Health has pre-

Pan American

pared, with the aid of the

Bureau,

Sanitary

a

Code, which was to
Congress for adoption.

The

be

presented

Special

was preventive in
were given

character.

public

for

health doctors, visiting nurses, and health

An

extensive health education

to

commodity

a difficult one for

agriculture, the Minister of that portfolio

reported.

many

The prolonged

rains

damaged

which a
compensatory price of 7.50 pesos was
established, while steps were taken to prevent undue price rises for flour.
Special
credit measurements were also adopted.
Campaigns against plant and animal
pests and diseases were intensified, with
crops, especially wheat, for

successful results.

To maintain
guayan

the

reputation

fruit in foreign

of

markets, the

UruMin-

and incorporated into a single
up for exports of
commodity.

istry revised

text the standards set
this

Instances

of

unjust

dispossession

of

tenant farmers led the Ministry to prepare
a

qualifying judges to act as arbiters

bill

and

friendly conciliators in such cases.

The

Minister of Industry and Labor pre-

pared for submission

to

Congress

bills re-

and bringing up to date existing
legislation on patents, industrial conces-

vising

sions,

labor accidents, the mining code,

and the post

office.

Among the measures issued by the Ministry

uary

were regulations
5,

for the

1940, protecting

law of Jan-

home

workers.

at a

normal

The

level.

prices

of the people, such as kerosene, gaso-

but
this

and
little

to

agricultural fuel

above pre-war

have

oil,

risen

although

levels,

has entailed losses for the A. N. C. A. P.

The
ported

The year 1940 was

been

of certain products necessary in the daily

secondary and normal schools throughout the republic.

have

and Portland Cement Ad-

Fuel, Alcohol,

line,

by 11,560 booklets issued

Uruguay must be

precautions

ministration) to keep reserve stocks of this

life

as well as

and

taken by the A. N. C. A. P. (National

radio talks, motion pictures, health ex-

murals, dodgers, and press releases,

of the distribution of

All petroleum used in

program was carried out with the aid of
hibits,

Departmental
Montevideo, to deal

of the
in

labor in the capital.

to

work of the

courses

officials.

and the creation
Labor Commission
with the problem

imported,

greater part of the

Ministry

Sanitary

national
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savings administration re-

postal

that

total deposits

its

amounted

nearly 15,305,000 pesos, credited to

79,508 depositors.

Work on

the geological

map

of

Uruguay

progressed by the publication of the sec-

Departments of
Paysandu and Rio Negro, which were
issued by the Geological Institute.
The National Institute of Labor and
Allied Services continued its work of
acting as mediator in labor disputes and
seeing that social legislation was enforced,
fines inflicted by the National Price Control Commission were collected, and laws
relating to weights and measures obeyed.
tions corresponding to the

The

of Industrial Chemistry

Institute

has prepared

preparations to

fertilizers;

combat plant

and diseases; disinfectants; insecticides; and other material
having industrial and therapeutic uses.
Tests are

pests

made

being

to

vitamin content of liver

ascertain

the

from

fish

oils

found in national waters.

The

findings of the Industrial Census

of 1936 were published by the Bureau of

Economic Statistics, and in June groundwork was begun for the taking of a second
such census and of a census of commercial
establishments.

been

issued

Quarterly

on

statistics

industrial

have

production,
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wage and employment levels, strikes and
lockouts, and the cost of living.
There were 1561 primary schools func-

Under

the auspices of the

tional opera Urunday,

SODRE

a na-

composed by Rodri-

guez Socas and dealing with incidents in

tioning during 1940; the 191,261 students

the early history of the republic,

was given

were taught by 4,926 classroom
teachers, assisted by 193 others who gave

its first

performance on August

25, 1940,

registered

music,

in

classes

physical

training,

manual

training,

languages,

art,

and other

special subjects in more than one school.
Adult courses were offered in 65 schools,
both in Montevideo and in the interior,
and 9,785 students were enrolled.
The increase in school lunchrooms was

Uruguayan Independence Day.
The Popular Arts and Culture Division
sponsored 35 meetings in Montevideo and

the

Uruguay, in Buenos Aires,
Santa Ana do Livramento (Brazil),
all of which were broadcast by the SODRE.
The National Library had 66,833 readers; it is open both during the day and in

other

and

cities in

in

marked, from 262, attended by 16,577
children in 1939, to 652, attended by 34,646

added

in 1940.

change, and

The normal

throughout the

institutes

country had an enrollment of 470 students;
94 were graduated in 1940.

Seven private secondary schools were

added

the

to

list

of

state-recognized

institutions.

The School of Dentistry of the National
moved into new quarters during

University
the year.

In the clinic administered by

the school, 10,839 patients were treated.

The

course in agricultural engineering

in the

School of Engineering was revised

The

in 1941.

engineers,

1

school graduated 17 civil

industrial

engineer,

and 16

agricultural engineers.

The National Fine

Arts Commission
two exhibitions in 1940, an
exhibition of French painting from David
to the present and the Fourth National

sponsored

Fine Arts Salon.

The

(SODRE)
activities.

has charge of

many

cultural

its

shelves through purchase, exgifts.

The

international ex-

change service has been enlarged; 1,150
books by Uruguayan authors were sent to
important libraries and cultural centers of
the Americas.

The National Museum of Fine Arts was
open 292 days in 1940, when it was visited
by 21,407 persons. It contributed pieces
from its permanent collection to exhibitions of sculpture held in the cities of Fray
Bentos, Paysandu, and Durazno.
The Child Welfare Council has opened
two new Departmental Shelters, at Flores
and Tacuarembo, and the Children's
Home at Salto. Construction on shelters
at Cerro Largo, Rocha, and Soriano has
been completed, and they will be opened
soon.

Each

shelter has a capacity of 30

children.

Through

the

citizen,

generosity

of

a

public-

a day nursery has been

built in Mercedes, at a cost of approxi-

mately 12,000 pesos.

The Symphony Orchestra gave

30 public performances, and concerts were
also

to

spirited

Official Broadcasting Service

Three thousand books were

the evening.

arranged for the N. B. C. Orchestra,

under Arturo Toscanini, and the American
Youth Orchestra, under Leopold Stokowski.
Fifty-seven chamber music concerts
were held; and the special chorus sang in
public seven times.

Message of the President of Venezuela

On

April 19, 1941, President E. Lopez

Contreras of Venezuela delivered to the

National Congress the
five-year

term.

final

message of his
not only

The message

covered the achievements of his adminis-
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tration for the year 1940, but to

were

it

appended detailed reports of the

several

governmental departments for the
years 1936-40,

and

ing

and a

highly

five

collection of interest-

informative

tables, graphs, charts,

statistical

and pictures

offer-

ing comparisons of economic, educational,
health,

vailing

that

is,

and agricultural conditions prein Venezuela in 1935 and 1940;
at the beginning and end of the

"Peace and harmony within the country,
and good faith in our relations
with the nations that honor us with their
friendship, normal functioning of national
institutions, an orderly freedom, moral
sincerity

and economic protection of labor by the
state, and coordination of effort between
government and private industry in all
that tends toward the social development

—

these, said the President

at the beginning of his message, were the

fundamental objectives of his Administration and he pointed to the copious reports
of

ministers

his

as

evidence

of

their

In reporting upon economic conditions,
the President said that "a nation's econis

made up

of an aggregate of

factors of production,"

of his government

its

own

and that the action

had been "concentrated

—

upon strengthening those factors improving agriculture and stock raising and giving security to capital and protection to
workers in accordance with
trends."

His

administration,

new

social

continued

the President, worked intensively to establish the country solidly

economic

bases,

and

all

upon

its

administrative

processes in

raisers, agricultural cooperatives,

ment

develop-

of specific products (such as tonka

beans, cacao, rice, and jxitatoes), premi-

ums and compensation

to

producers of

Venezolana (meat packing
and agricultural extension and

Industrial
plant),

advisory

services.

Similar

activities

in

—such

other lines of business and industry-

development of the petroleum reindustry mentioned elsewhere in
this summary
all clearly demonstrated
the economic progress sought and achieved
by the administration.
Total treasury receipts in 1940 were
329,006,000 bolivares, 20,900,000 below
receipts in 1939, peak income year of the
Administration; total expenditures were
as the

fining

—

366,656,000 bolivares, representing a de-

from the country's resources.

Citing figures to prove his point, the Presifive years

1936-40

maximum

efficiency in the

and

for scrupu-

management of public funds. The
European war naturally had serious effects

lous

on the national income and sharp budget
adjustments were necessary, but these
were equitably distributed among all
government departments so that none
suffered

technical

dent stated that in the

dent, strove for

collection of federal taxes

tioned

industry, in order to obtain the greatest
possible yield

balance at the end of
was 51,758,000 bolivares. The
Treasury Department, said the Presitreasury

the year

and

were directed toward
and systematic
agriculture, stockraising, and

new

The

own

financial measures

implanting

made

Department of Agriculture
and Stockraising, of which 37,372,000
still remained on hand at the end of 1940.
This money was used for various types of
loans and credits to farmers and stockavailable to the

crease of 12,500,000 from the 1939 figure.

fulfillment.

omy

a total of 257,426,350 boHvares was

export products, activities of the Ganadera

President's term.

of the nation"

491

The President mennew banking law and the

unduly.
the

establishment

of

the

Central

Bank

of

Venezuela to serve as "an auxiliary of the
government in the orientation and direction of the national economy." For the
purpose

of

alleviating,

if

not

entirely

averting, the difficulties of the country's

commercial

interests, the

Treasury adopted
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a "prudent"

in the Barquisimeto-Carora portion of the

treasury

Transandine Highway, the distance was

tariff system, even though
income suffered thereby. The
result of this poHcy, however, was the
prevention of any extraordinary increase

in

the

cost

reference

to

of Hving,

imported

On

necessity.

and

articles

and

prime

of

consumer,

behalf of the

regulation of prices

with

particularly

supplies of articles

prime necessity was undertaken by official control boards, with the
services of

that the inevitable effects of the

result

world economic

much

crisis

were leveled

off as

In 1940, the index of

as possible.

general wholesale prices was 12 percent

above and of food prices only 8.7 percent
above the 1935 index.
During 1940 approximately 76,650,000

were spent on public works.
Although the 1940 public works budget
suffered a reduction of approximately
14,600,000 bolivares, the accomplishments
bolivares

Department were most impressive.
of mention are the following:
pieces of road and irrigation construction machinery purchased; 31 water

shortened and seasonal interruptions to
greatly

traffic

advanced during the year.
In compliance with a decree of October
3, 1939, irrigation works in various parts
of the country were initiated soon thereafter;

upon completion

lan agriculture, according to the President.
the

in

Projects

and

work

intensive

is

tribution during 1940 of 777,700 bolivares,

of

life

money and

projects

Maracaibo almost completed

at

the end of 1940; the Caracas reservoirs in

and sewage

process of enlargement;

sys-

tems completed or under construction in a

The government

con-

centrated special effort on extending and

improving the nation's highway system.
About 100 miles of new paving (from
Maracaibo to Villa del Rosario and from
Motatan to Mene Grande), and an important

road joining

Portuguesa

to

is

claimed and agriculture will take on new

tem

of towns.

it

land will be re-

for systems in several

20

in

number

the irrigation sysregions where

all

much unused

needed,

completed,

being carried on in

When

extended to

other towns; the water purification sysof

is

and effectiveness.
Another interesting angle of the Government's public works program was its con-

approximately

others nearing completion,
stages

at

some 30 more
construction, and

completed,

under way

Miranda,

Farm have been

Agricultural

tem

various

of

State

Colonia de Chirgua, and at the Carora

other sections.

studies

these are expected

be of incalculable benefit to Venezue-

to

Worthy
186 new

in

new

being successfully terminated or materially

of the

systems

Fifty-one

curtailed.

permanent guarantees of traffic
movement, were also completed. Construction, extension, renovation, and new
plans for airports, ports, and railroads also
received due attention, many such projects

bridges,

the

Piritu

in

Estado

Highway

Western

agricultural

to

region,

were completed.

With

and

by

states,

munici-

charitable institutions.

detailed 5-year report of the De-

partment of Public Works that accompanied the President's message included
an informative table giving a breakdown
of total governmental public works expenditures,

first

for

the 66-year period

1870-1935, inclusive, and then for the 5
years

1936-40,

inclusive.

The

figures

show that during the entire first period
the government devoted to public works
668,521,669 bolivares, or 14.3 percent of
total governmental expenditures during

the open-

that time, while for the 5 years 1936-40,

products

ing of a 25-mile segment of a

The

undertaken

that

(Carretera Occidental), thereby giving an
outlet

palities,

materials, as aid to various

new

of

by-pass

public works accounted for 344,512,538
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and the other was exemption
amounting to 3,765,696
bolivares, on goods imported for use in
national industries. Recompense for the

bolivares, or 22.1 percent of total expendi-

bolivares,

tures. These figures plainly indicate the
government's increasing activity in the
field of public improvements.
The Department of Agriculture and

from

Stockraising continued
for the
tries,

its

work

untiring

wider development of those indus-

Government

said the President.

aid

duties,

involved in this exemption

fiscal sacrifice

was

to be found, said the President, in the

impulse to industrial activity.

resultant

Furthermore, simultaneously with an

in-

assumed various forms: For example, during 1940
27,781,500 bolivares were expended for
reimbursements, premiums, and compensation on exchange rates received by pro-

crease in the gasoline tax that fiscal re-

ducers for exports; 94 additional agricul-

In the months immediately preceding
and following the declaration of war in
Europe, Venezuelan oil production was

to farmers

tural

and

service

stockraisers

agencies were

number of such
up to 298; new

thus bringing the total
agencies in the country

were

granaries

built

established,

for

seven

the

of

agencies; agricultural machinery was pur-

chased for a number of others; 50 small
machines for cleaning rice were installed
in various parts ot the country;

and a

store-

house for corn with a capacity of approximately 2,200 tons was opened at Acarigua,
Estado Portuguesa.

The

Institute for Vet-

erinary Research was estabUshed for the
systematic study of animal diseases and

the manufacture of veterinary products;'

32 new cattle dipping stations were
stalled;

in-

watering places for cattle were

constructed at 41 places and 22 more were

under contract

at the

end of the year; and

with the aid of private

initiative,

32

new

breeding stations were opened and stocked

with

and

first-class

goats.

studhorses,

cattle,

sheep,

Various types of agricultural

experimental stations functioned, and seed
distribution reached a

new high

level.

As

a stimulus to producers, the government
also sponsored a
fairs

and

number

of agricultural

industries.

to

One was

during 1940,

See

necessary, there

duties on industrial fuel

was a

that proved of

oil

appreciable benefit to industry.

extraordinarily intensified, so

much so

that

an all-time maximum was reached in
October 1939. This was followed by a
decline, not only on account of restrictions
on civilian use of gasoline and difficulties
of transportation, but also because of the
slow progress of the war

early

itself in its

1940 was 10

Oil production in

stages.

percent below that of 1939 and the dollar
exchange paid by the petroleum companies
in 1940 suffered a reduction of nearly 16
percent from previous years. The increased petroleum taxes mentioned above,

however,

treasury

the

source,

percent.

an

prevented

on

effect

equally

receipts

decrease

being

severe

from

this

only

0.33

Since gasoline taxes are devoted

highway purposes, continuation of the
road-building program was thus assured.
Encouraging results have been obtained
from the government's efforts to develop
local oil refining. At refineries established
to

within the^republic, 3,987,000 tons of

oil

were refined during 1940, an increase of

As

for

mining

promote national

reported

the

slightly surpassed

extension

to

small businesses of credits totaling 741,900
1

made

reduction, virtually an exemption, from

98.25 percent over the previous year's figure.

expositions.

Two methods were adopted
said the President,

quirements

Bulletin, July 1947, pp. 472-416.

mond

that

in

activities,

the President

1940 gold production
that of 1939

and

production almost doubled.

government

is

doing

its

dia-

The

utmost to en-

1
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courage mining, and a commission was

ward production and labor

in th

fields."

Collaboration between parents, teach-

sent into the State of Bolivar to study the

ground and report on both the possibilities
and the means of extending and developing
the mining industry.
Notwithstanding economic difficulties,
the progress achieved in education during
recent years was successfully maintained

ers,

and various educational

and

associations has helped in extending

during 1940. Increases in the number of
schools and teachers have made the bene-

dren as one example of the cooperation

fits

of public instruction possible for 50

percent of the nation's school age populaa figure which the President called
tion

—

"eloquent," since until a few years ago
those benefits reached only 20 percent of

such

population.

School

building

con-

struction advanced during the year, several
urban and 96 rural schools having been
erected. Secondary education is now
served by 28 high schools and similar inAs an example of the progress
stitutions.
in this field,

the President cited the capital

city of Caracas,

which

in

1935 had one

high school with 47 teachers and 500
pupils and which now has three secondary
schools with 171 teachers

and over 1,000

Higher education, too, has enjoyed the same progress. The National
Teachers College, ^ the Central University, and the University of the Andes are
all well housed and equipped and are funcpupils.

tioning with notable efficiency.

The

gov-

ernment is aware, too, said the President,
of the need for industrial education and is
planning to establish technical schools in
Caracas and as annexes to the Universities

and Merida.
Rural education, which has been the
object of unwavering effort on the part of
the government, has advanced until it can
of Zulia

modern education and

the influence of

on the

social practices

institutions

life

of the country.

The

President referred to the government's

free

lunch program for needy school

chil-

between the schools and society.
Convinced, too, that the solution of the
educational problem lies not only in
building schools but also in training
teachers, the government has paid special
heed to normal school education. There
are now 19 such schools, official and
private,

in

the

country.

also spoke of the
for
last

teachers.

summer

Those

The

President

school courses

given

in

Caracas

year attracted some 500 teachers from

over the country and the summer school
San Cristobal was equally successful.
The President recalled the Govern-

all

at

ment's careful attention to labor problems, not only during 1940 but through-

out

his

entire

administration.

He

re-

ferred to the extensive preliminary studies
initiated in

1936 by the Social Security

Service, to serve as a foundation for the

establishment
social

of

an

security system.

major labor

disputes

adequate

national

During 1940 no
arose, which he

interpreted as indicative of the spirit of

understanding between workers and employers. The vast majority of minor labor
complaints were satisfactorily settled and

unemployment problems

of

some 6,000

workers were solved by the proper labor
authorities.

Late in 1940 the "Pro-Patria" workers'
cost housing project in Caracas was

be affirmed, said the President, that the
nation's rural schools are in line with

low

inaugurated.

The

project

modern educational tendencies and meet

small town in

itself,

with over 300 modern

is

in reality a

"the imperious need of creating in the

houses, wide tree-shaded streets, a club-

Venezuelan child a practical

house, sport

2

See

feeling to-

Bulletin, April 1947, pp. 199-204.

services.

field, and all the usual public
Other similar projects of from

PAN AMERICAN NEWS
20 to 80 housing units each were completed during the year in Carupano,
Crist6bal,

a

San

Cumana, and Maracaibo, while

400-unit

project

in

Puerto

Cabello
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economic
can

Statistical Institute

of the

Institute

who

to projects completed in Caracas in 1938,

the Eighth

make

a total of 1,160 low cost homes for

Imbued with

in

May

attended the sessions

American

1940.

the idea that collective as

and welfare are
sources of social and economic benefits to
a nation, the government of Venezuela
applied itself actively and efficiently to the
accomplishment of its health and public
the
year.
welfare
program during
Achievements were many; among them
the President mentioned the reorganization of the health services of Caracas; in-

was discussed by

International Statistical

Scientific

Sixteen

International Institute,

well as individual health

these

to

nations, establishment of an Inter-Ameri-

members

workers constructed during 1938-40.

common

problems

Ciudad Ojeda
and
completion.
These, added
nearing
are
a 59-unit project in

and

use of statistics in the solution of social

of

Congress

members

of the

representing Ar-

and the United
formed a preliminary organiza-

gentina, Canada, Mexico,
States,

took steps to extend the

tion,

member-

prepared and

approved tentative
statutes, and requested the United States
Arrangements Committee for the Twentyship,

Fifth Session of the International Statistical Institute (deferred

to serve as a

because of the war)

Temporary Organizing Com-

mittee of the

new

Institute.

In August

anti-

1940 the charter roster was completed,

malaria measures; establishment of tuber-

with 43 members from 12 countries. By
January 31, 1941, the perfected statutes
had been adopted, and the membership
increased to 62, from 15 countries, namely,
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Chile,
Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Mexico,
Peru, the United States, Uruguay, and

culosis

anti-plague

of

tensification

clinics

in

Trujillo

and

and Valera;

X-ray examinations; distribution of quinine; inauguration of the Civil Hospital at

Maracay and

the

Military Hospital at

Santa Teresa del Tuy; and installation of

two new child welfare centers in Caracas.
Over 70,000 visits were made by visiting
nurses during the year; 55,000 children
were given health examinations; and
136,600 gallons of milk were distributed
needy infants and children. Two
to
schools, the benefits of which are expected
to become more and more apparent in the
life of the nation, were established: the

Venezuela.

Among

improved methodology
and
publication of both official and unofficial
in the collection, tabulation, analysis,

encourage measures designed
improve the comparability of economic

statistics; to

to

National Nurses School, with capacity for

and

50 students, and the Social Service School

this

1

the specific aims of the Institute

are: to stimulate

social statistics

for the preparation of technical social wel-

professional

fare personnel.

ticians of the

Inter- American Statistical

To advance
istration

in

collaboration

with

Some
statistical science

the nations

medium for
among statis-

national

administration of

Institute

the nations of

American nations; to coopand international
organizations in advancing the science and

erate

The

among

hemisphere; to provide a

statistics.

of the activities in prospect for the

and admin-

Institute

include: Provision

western

advisory

services

of the

hemisphere, and to further the practical

to

of technical

governments

with

respect to problems of statistical organiza-
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and

tion

statistical projects

proposed or in

establishment of inter -American

process;

commissions to formulate

statistical

stand-

ards regarding such matters as international

indexes

trade data,

of production

and

prices, tourist travel, censuses, vital statis-

natural resources, nutrition, educa-

tics,

tion,

etc.;

conferences and congresses, at

Stated intervals, for the presentation

and

of service

files

activities of the

countries;

among

stimulation

of

a

the

and the

respective

of acquaintance

Americas, and

of interchange

of statistical

personnel between countries.
Oflftcers

of the Institute have recently

Teixeira

publication

nations,

of

and promotion

interim committees, and the development
policies;

and comprehen-

statisticians of the

been elected.

statistical

American

personnel

statistical

discussion of scientific papers, reports of

of

of current

sive information relative to the statistical

de

They

are: president,

Freitas,

Brazil;

M.

first

A.

vice

president, Stuart A. Rice, United States;

journal and of special reports; technical

second vice president, Carlos E. Dieule-

annual preparation and
publication of comparable basic data for
all the American republics; maintenance

fait,

advice

328354

in

—

1941

the

mon

Argentina; third vice president, Ra-

Mexico; and
Beteta,
Robert H. Coats, Canada.

treasurer,
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WASHINGTON,
ROWE,

51 years old,

is

an international organization created and main-

by the twenty-one American Republics:

Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa

ON

I

^

D. C.

PEDRO DE ALBA,

Director General

The Pan American Union, now
tained

J

Am E Ri C^irAJN

The
L. S.

\

Director, elected

Assistant Director

by and responsible

to a

Govern-

ing Board composed of the Secretary of State of
the United States

and representatives

in

Washing-

ton of the other American governments.

Rica, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Ecuador,

El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras,

Administrative Divisions

Mex-

Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, the

ico,

United
nally

States,

known

Uruguay, and Venezuela.

Bureau of the

as the International

American Republics,

it

was

Origi-

established in

1

890 in

The

Pan Ameri-

administrative divisions of the

can Union are organized to carry out the purposes
for

which

it

There are

was created.

special divi-

sions dealing with foreign trade, statistics, eco-

accordance with a resolution passed April 14 of

nomics, intellectual cooperation, juridical matters,

that year at the First International Conference of

agricultural cooperation, travel,

American

States, held at

Washington

and presided over by James G.
United States Secretary of State.
greatly

expanded by

in 1889-90,

Blaine,

then

work was

Its

Second

resolutions of the

Conference, held at Mexico in 1901; the Third,
at

Rio de Janeiro in 1906; the Fourth,

at

Buenos

social information.

close relations with official

in

the countries

and labor and

All these divisions maintain

and

unofficial bodies

Columbus Memorial Library contains 105,000

many maps. The Bulletin

volumes and

Pan American Union, published monthly

Aires in 1910; the Fifth, at Santiago, Chile, in

lish,

1923; the Sixth, at Habana, Cuba, in 1928; the

of the institution.

Seventh, at Montevideo, Uruguay, in 1933; and

of the Union, see the inside back cover.

the Eighth, at Lima, Peru, in 1938.

April 14

The

members of the Union.

Spanish,

and Portuguese,
For a

list

is

of the

in

Eng-

the official organ

of other publications

is

celebrated annually throughout the Americas as

Pan American Conferences

Pan American Day.

The Pan American Union
Purpose and Organization

The purpose

of the

manent organ

Pan American Union

is

to

promote peace, commerce, and friendship between
the

Republics of the American Continent by

fostering economic, juridical, social,
relations.

The Union

is

and cultural

supported by annual

American

serves as the per-

of the International Conferences of

States, usually referred to as the

American Conferences.
the programs

and

Pan

In addition to preparing

regulations, the

effect to the conclusions of the

Union

gives

Conferences by

conducting special inquiries and investigations

contributions from all the countries, in amounts

and by convening or arranging

proportional to population.

technical conferences in the intervals between the

Its

affairs

are ad-

ministered by a Director General

and an

Assistant

International Conferences.

for

special or

%.4£^:j
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GALLERY OF HEROES, PAN AMERICAN UNION

mt^j
IfA

STATUE OF ARTIGAS, INDEPENDENCE PARK, MONTEVIDEO
delegates to the Conference of American Associations for Commerce and Production paid tribute to
the national hero of Uruguay by laying a wreath at the statue erected to his memory in one of the principal
parks of the city.

The
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PAN AMERICAN UNION
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9
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Conference of American Associations
for

Commerce and Production
JOSE

at the Conference; Chief of the Division of International
Organizations of the Uruguayan Ministry of Foreign Affairs

the instance of the National

Chamber

Commerce
Chamber of National Production,
National Chamber of Industry, and
of

of

MORA OTERO

Pan American Union

Observer of the

At

A.

Uruguay, the Mercantile
the
the

American Associations for Commerce and Production convened at Montevideo, from May 28 to June 10, 1941. It
seemed particularly appropriate for representatives of the chief organizations of this

nature to meet at this time and study
together the problems arising from Ameri-

economic

now deeply
The Organizing

conditions,

Committee, under the chairmanship of Sr.

Uruguayan
Commerce, thus

Jose Brunet, president of the

National

Chamber

of

outlined the present situation:

based on an intelligent interis

one of the most

means for attaining a rapid and visible
improvement in the standard of living.
Mainly on this basis the American nations have
effective

ference of

disturbed by the war.

trade,

national division of labor,

Rural Association, and under the auspices
of the government of Uruguay, the Con-

can

Experience has shown that a flourishing international

encouraged their economic development for the
From their wealth of natural
last hundred years.
resources they produced foodstuff's and raw
materials in excess of their

own

needs,

and ex-

ported these products to the densely populated
industrial countries in

exchange

for

manufactured

goods.

As the

result

of this arrangement,

however,

Latin American countries became almost
entirely dependent economically on their foreign
the

markets and on a

minimum volume

of foreign

trade.

The war of 1914-18 brought in its train serious
dislocations that could not be wholly remedied;
on the contrary, they persisted so long that they
became chronic. The grave dangers of the
system then became evident, and the great de497
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of 1929

pression

gave

The

death blow.

its

it

was particularly serious for many
extractive industries and therefore extremely
prejudicial to the Latin American countries.
Because of reduced revenues from foreign trade,
the standard of living was lowered, and while the
depression lasted, emergency measures were
adopted that little by little altered the economic
depression

structure of our nations.

more

serious form,

making

harder to predict

it

when the conflict
future more uncertain.

the conditions that will prevail
is

and rendering the
Whatever the advantages or disadvantages
over,

herent in the old system,
the economic

tiie

now

it is

policy adopted

in-

imperative that

nations.

The

5.

regions,

the

new

economic

circumstances
efforts alone.

then, are of

general

two

and

necessary by

unattainable

The problems

types: those having to

questions,

which,

by

before us,

do with

although dependent

on the international order to be established after
the war, require a well-thought-out and mature
state of opinion,

and those pertaining

to concrete

problems linking the economy of two or more
American nations, and requiring immediate
solution, in spite of the fact that they, too, to

some degree, depend on how the war may
international economic relations.

The matters

affect

was deemed necessary to
discuss may be summed up as follows: a
general analysis of American foreign trade;

cai^

Standardization of specifications for Ameri-

raw materials and

chief

American export commodities;

and a study of the changes in the last
decade affecting the structure of producand of international trade.
The Organizing Committee made an interesting contribution by preparing monographs on various subjects coming under
these headings, among them the following

foodstuffs,

and the

estab-

lishment of uniform standards.

Pan American recommendations for stimumaritime and air communication and
transportation, and the Washington Maritime
7.

lating

Conference of 1940.

The Organizing Committee prepared the
agenda for the conference, with the following basic topics:
General economic problems affecting Amer-

ican trade.

Measures

2.

for

stimulating

inter-American

trade.

May

Related topics proposed before

3.

20,

by any member of the conference and
accepted by the Organizing Committee, or submitted later and approved by the Section on
General Proposals and the Preparation of Reso1941,

lutions.

From

was laid on
American co-

the beginning emphasis

the importance of increased

operation in the study of these subjects,
especially

it

a special examination of the economy of
the

creation
of coordinated
economic
and inter-American economic coopera-

tion.

1

made

stimulate the readjustments

World.

of capital and its influence
on the commercial development of the American

each country

in

evolution of production in the nations

New

The movement

4.

j5.

These changes, however, were neither lasting
nor efTective as far as new markets were concerned. There was a general return to the old
markets. And when the present war broke out,
the difficulties of former days recurred in a much

The

3.

of

by

official

organs,

such

as

general and special inter-American conferences, the

Meetings of Ministers of For-

eign Affairs of the American Republics,

and the Financial and Economic Advisory
Committee at Washington.
Opening of

the

Conference

tion

1.

tions

International

made

proposals

after the

and recommenda-

1929 depression, concerning

overproduction, underconsumption, and the distribution of
2.

The

raw materials and

situation

created

foodstuffs.

in

the

republics by government intervention.

American

On May
its

28, 1941, the

Conference held

opening session in the

offices

of the

Board of Trade in Montevideo under the
chairmanship of Senor Brunet. Delegates
from 20 nations, representing 46 American
Associations for Commerce and Production, were present.
Dr. Alberto Guani,
the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Uruguay,
welcomed the delegates in the opening
address. The other speakers were Dr.
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and protecting producand consumption. It was suggested

Ernesto Aguirre, President of the Board of
Trade of Buenos Aires; James Scott Kemper, chairman of the United States delegation; and Senor Brunet.
Later in the day the first plenary session
was held. Senor Brunet was elected by

should respect the free play of prices and

acclamation president of the Conference,

the natural possibilities of each country's

and Mr. Kemper honorary president. Dr.
Joaquin Villegas Suarez of Uruguay, who
had served as general secretary of the
Organizing Committee, was named sec-

economy.

couraged the creation of industries, provided they are beneficial nationally or

retary general.

regionally.

The

three

specified

in

of the

sections

the

then

— General Economic Problems

as follows:

Chairman: Dr. Ernesto Aguirre (Argentina)

(United

Batchelder

States)
Secretary:

ragua)

Prados

Arrarte

—

Chairman: Dr.

of

(Nica-

Inter-

recommended

It

joint official

financial support of research

and technical consulting buand consideration of industrial
financing by bond issues or by special inreaus

stitutions.

posing

A

of measures presup-

series

and private cooperation was

official

Antonio Junqueira

Botelho

Ignacio Pombo (Colombia)
Guillermo Escurra (Peru)

Vice Chairman:

—

Third Section General Proposals and the
Preparation of Resolutions

Ruben

materials, a fiscal policy designed to

and domestic capital, reducon machinery and raw materials not obtainable in the country, and
the development of industrial education.
(Recommendation 3.)
The inovement of capital was another
attract foreign

Vaccaro (Paraguay)
de la Guardia

Esquivel

(Costa Rica)
Acting Secretary: Alberto Crespo G.

To

topic considered.
ital

Chairman: Adolfo Ibaiiez B. (Chile)
Vice Chairman: Ladislao

raw

tion of duties

(Brazil)

Secretary:

(Recommendation 1.)
on manufacturing en-

resolution

advocated, including partial processing of
Dr. Jesus

Second Section Encouragement
American Trade

Secretary:

The

laboratories

were

First Section

C.

between the government and the groups
concerned and that coordinated measures

were

regulations

Chairman: C.

that there should be closer collaboration

and private

Their

Vice

tion

Conference

organized.

officers

aging, stimulating,

of

to Latin

national

attract foreign cap-

America, the establishment
entities

recommended

was

through which investments in industry
might be directed, and reports based on a

(Bolivia)

long view of the situation furnished and
interpreted.

Results oj the conference

The Conference approved

30 proposals:

capital

Permanent Council of
American Associations for Commerce and

fluctuations

in

the

(Recommendation

A

Production.

Central

movements and

29 recommendations and a convention for
the creation of the

The

Banks were

considered especially competent to direct

avoid

currency

brusque
markets.

4.)

solution put forward for the problem

same commodity by
was the making of agree-

of production of the
General economic problems

This

section

dealt

first

of

several countries
all

with

government intervention in business. In
view of the fact that economic changes in
recent years have accelerated this interv^ention, it was recommended that such
official

action should be limited to encour-

ments enabling exporting countries

to co-

ordinate their trade policies in cases where

unlimited competition might cause serious
damage, and encouraging importing countries to prefer products of American origin.
(Recommendation 5.)
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THE CUSTOMHOUSE, MONTEVIDEO

The

instability of

currency values and

the rigidity of exchange control are the

source of serious

difficulties,

and the Con-

ference advised inter-American cooperation,

such as might be furnished by the

proposed Inter-American Bank or a central

organization created to function as a

and investment agent, as
proposed by the First Meeting of Finance
Ministers of the American Republics.
clearing house

The Conference

expressed the desire that

advantageous to except from the scope of
this

clause the facilities granted to the

products of contiguous American countries,

especially in the case of inland re-

publics like Bolivia

ommendation

and Paraguay.

(Rec-

13.)

The subject of customs unions was introduced by the Buenos Aires Board of Trade.
It was the consensus of the Conference
that the several countries should study the
possibility of bilateral or regional pacts for

Financial and Economic Advisory
Committee at Washington complete the
study on a continental clearing house
entrusted to it by that Meeting. (Recommendation 10.)
The most-favored-nation clause was examined in the light of a resolution of the

reducing or suspending duties, and

Seventh

International

American

States

an inter-Amer(Recommendation 14.)
The final resolution presented by this
section recommended that American As-

the

Conference

of

and of recommendations
approved at the Rio de la Plata Regional
Conference this year, and it was declared

all

the

Central American governments were urged
to follow the

example of reciprocal

free

trade set by Guatemala and Nicaragua.

The Conference

also

hoped the idea of a

regional customs union considered by the

Rio de

la Plata

Conference would be put

into effect as a step towards

ican union.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATIONS FOR COMMERCE AND PRODUCTION
sociations for

Commerce and Production

suggested that cotton-producing countries

urge their respective governments to ratify

make

promptly as possible the treaties or conventions of a commercial or economic

and petroleum be refined
where they are extracted.

as

nature signed at the various general and

(Recom-

American conferences.
mendation 15.)
regional
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their

own

and that metals

textiles

in the countries

This section also presented resolutions on
studies of

new products

suitable for inter-

change; obstacles to the development of
inter-American trade, including unjustifi-

Measures for stimxdating inter-American trade
Since the problems of consumption and

under-consumption emphasize the need

of

Amer-

able sanitary measures; the functions of

and commodity exchanges; and the

stock

credentials of commercial agents.

(Rec-

chasing power was recommended.

ommendations 9, 11, 24, and 25.)
It was recommended that private trade
and production organizations be consulted
by consuls and commercial attaches when

also seek a reduction in the cost of pro-

economic

ducing and marketing raw materials, food-

they are stationed,

raising the standard of living of the

ican

people,

a

greater

development of

natural resources so as to increase purIt was
added that the American countries should

stuffs,

mianufactured goods, and building

materials,

and bear

in

mind

the

find-

they are preparing reports dealing with
aff"airs

where
and that the same

the countries

bodies receive the information that the

and commercial attaches have for
on their own countries. Conservices and consular fees were con-

consuls

ings of the various international agencies

distribution

and congresses that have studied
(Recommendation 2.)

sular

diet or

in

sidered factors of real importance in the

nutrition.

be serious factors in disturbing trade

development of commercial relations and
the Conference strongly urged the adoption of uniform consular fees and consular

raw

and were therefore the
(Recommendation 6.) It was suggested that studies be made of the problems arising from

invoices, in order to simplify procedure,

the use of synthetic fibers instead of cotton

requested by the Inter- American Maritime

Synthetic products, although recognized
as a technological advance,
to
in

were believed

materials,

subject of a special resolution.

and wool; that an attempt should be made
to

lower production costs of natural fibers

and

find

new uses for them;

that considera-

Ameriand that

tion be given to production in the

cas of basic materials for plastics;

a special study of petroleum by-products

be undertaken.
certain

Protective measures for

American products, such

as tan-

ning materials, were also advocated.

The
ards

specification of

commercial stand-

and the production and processing

of key products
coffee,

(such as cotton, sugar,

wool, lumber, metals, petroleum,

and tobacco) were treated in recommendations 7 and 8. It was especially

nitrate,

and requested the Inter-American Finanand Economic Advisory Committee

cial

to

undertake studies of

this question,

as

Conference, which met at Washington in

November
and

1940.

(Recommendations 26

27.)

The

organization of

duction

commerce and

pro-

through national trade federa-

that would include all spheres of
economic activity was considered desir(Recommendation 28.) The need
able.
for protecting the interest of the consumer
was also stressed. (Recommendation 29.)
Maritime transportation, as an integrating factor in American trade, was given
tions

special

attention.

Recommendation

16

began by emphasizing the importance of
maintaining inter - American maritime
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service.

It

went on

many

to discuss

other

Coun-

of the convention provides that this

related topics, such as routes, freight rates,

cil

and contracts, and requested the InterAmerican Financial and Economic Advisory Committee to consider the possi-

each country, permanently represent commerce and production, and that sign or

bility of

obtaining credits in the United

"will consist of the Associations that, in

adhere to the present Convention."

would

create, in effect, a

States to promote the organization of
merchant marines in countries able to

Chamber

support them.

vention expresses the hope of

A

of

Commerce.

resolution supplementary to the con-

tions that the

General proposals and the preparation

its

of resolutions

To
more

divide the
fairly,

work

section included in

this

its

tasks the consideration of various topics

that might have been treated

the other sections.

Thus

headquarters in

it

by one of

presented for

The

of the

officers

Conference were

and Executive Committee to carry forward
Permanent Coun-

the organization of the

new body, wholly

cil.

the

use

the

of

Warsaw-Oxford

Uruguayan

appointed to serve as Board of Directors

character, will therefore start

cating

have

institutions that organized the Conference.

approval the recommendations on comF. sales (advo-

will

Montevideo, as an

mercial arbitration, C.

I.

delega-

all

Permanent Council

expression of gratitude to the

of the Conference

This

Pan American

This

happiest

the

auspices

and

private
life

foster

in

under
closer

uniform regulations on bills of
exchange, credit against documents, com-

relations

pilation

and study of commercial practices, scientific and uniform organization
of statistics, and courses on American eco-

izations throughout the continent.

nomics,

The foregoing summarizes the achievements of the Conference, at which a select
group of business men from all parts of
the Western Hemisphere came together
and in an atmosphere of cordial good will

Rules),

to

be given successively in the

different countries (17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22,

and

23).

The

creation of the Inter-American In-

strengthened their
lient

Union

said:

of Plant

to hasten the

convention on

preparation of a draft

this subject,

and that

until

such a convention should be adopted, the
countries

represented at the Rio de la

Plata Regional Conference sign bilateral

conventions
as

provided

dealing
in

with

the

Resolution

24

subject,

of

that

gathering.
Finally, the Conference

approved a convention creating a Permanent Council of
American Associations for Commerce and
Production.

(Resolution 30.)

Article

1

among

effective cooperation

chambers of commerce and similar organ-

and Animal Quarantine
was also urged (Recommendation 12). It
was suggested that the Permanent Council
of American Associations for Commerce
and Production request the Pan American
stitute

and

aspects

of

common
the

ties.

The

conference

sa-

were

brought out by Dr. Alberto Guani, Minister of Foreign Affairs of Uruguay, in an
address delivered at a luncheon tendered
the delegates at the Park Hotel,

I

feel that it is

worth while

to point out

interesting feature of this conference:

ures that business

men

when he
one

The meas-

are today advising, far

from being at cross purposes with the conclusions
reached at most of the international meetings
held to discuss similar problems, reinforce and
consolidate the agreements formulated at conferences called by the American governments.

Your conclusions amplify, make more concrete,
and often give new scope to proposals recently
approved, for example, at the Rio de la Plata
Regional Conference in our capital. I also note
that your ideas are in harmony with the activi-

AMERICAN ASSOCIATIONS FOR COMMERCE AND PRODUCTION
ties

now

being carried on in Washington by the

Inter- American

Financial

and

Economic Ad-

and that they agree in the
main with the studies being made by the InterAmerican Development Committee.
Moreover, the recommendations that you have
visory Committee,

presented show,

America

at least

when taken
it is

as a whole, that in

not true to say that com-

merce, production, industry, and banking interests
are motivated only by selfish interests.

And what

is still

more important, the

effort to

secure a hearing for the American Associations for
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Commerce and Production in all matters in
which they are concerned will not cease when
this assembly disperses and the members return
to their respective lands.

Let

us,

gentlemen, drink to the economic devel-

opment and

to the welfare of all the nations of

America; to the personal happiness of their government officials; and to the peace we all cherish
may it continue to reign in the New World, and
may this American peace be strong and fruitful,
so that

its

influence

the world.

THE CAPITOL, MONTEVIDEO

may

spread to

all

parts of

Fernand Dennis

New
After M.

Minister of Haiti in Washington

Elie Lescot, the former Minister

of Haiti in Washington, returned to his

native land to assume the Presidency of
the republic, he appointed as his successor

M. Fernand Dennis.
The new Minister
of credence

to

presented his letters

President

on

Roosevelt

In the course of his
July 14, 1941.
remarks on that occasion M. Dennis said:

No

mission can be

more

than that of

flattering

representing one's country in the great American

democracy, at this time particularly wheti, guided
by one of its most illustrious presidents, it assures,
in these increasingly anxious hours through which
humanity is passing, its powerful aid, its generous
assistance in the struggle against those who are
leading the world conflict for the destruction of
liberty

and

the

justice,

democracies.

.

.

common

ideal

of all

.

both a great honor and a very great joy
to confirm here the full adherence of my
country to the common defense policy organized
and pursued by Your Excellency's government
It is

for

me

within the framework of Pan Americanism, a

complete adherence which the Chief Executive
of the Haitian nation proclaimed so solemnly on
May 15th last, on assuming his high office.

In welcoming the Haitian Minister to
his

new

post. President

Roosevelt said:

share with you the sense of the obligation of
the nations of this Hemisphere to join in the efforts

your mission aff'ords to assist in making more
our joint efforts to promote a still better
understanding between the peoples of our two

effective

countries.

I

to safeguard the ideals of liberty to

peoples of

American Republics owe
Your statements at this

the

all

independence.

when

those

which the

ideals

are

increasingly

their

time,

threatened

from abroad, are particularly heartening.
I look forward happily to the continuation of
the cordiality which characterized the relations
between the governments of our two countries
during the mission in Washington of your illustrious predecessor. His Excellency

You may be
government
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Elie Lescot.

has

held

the

positions

of chief of the

National Service of Bank Control in the
Treasury, bureau chief in the Departments
of Public

Works and Foreign

Affairs,

and

Secretary of Foreign Affairs and of the

Treasury.

that the officials of this

In the diplomatic service of Haiti he

welcome the opportunity which

has been Consul General in Italy, Charge

assured

will

M.

M. Dennis, a lawyer by profession, has
had wide experience in government service
at home and abroad. At various times he

I
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THE INTER-AMERICAN RED CROSS COMMISSION
Germany, and Minister to
a delegate to the Second
Cuba.
Conference, held
Financial
American
Pan
chairman of
and
in
1920,
Washington
at

States,

d'Affaires in

the

Haitian

delegation

to

Conference

International

of

the

He was

Habana, 1928.

member

He was

Haitian

of the

also

a

of the

section

Inter-American High Commission.

The

Minister

tive of his

Sixth

American

is

likewise the representa-

country on the Governing Board

Pan American Union.

of the

The Inter-American Red Cross Commison Disaster Preparedness and Relief

sion

JAMES
Vice

An

Chairman

in

L.

important inter-American

Red

Cross

Inter-American Commis-

gathering, the

sion for the Coordination of Disaster Pre-

paredness and Relief, met at Lima, Peru,
30, 1941, inclusive. It had
mandate and authority from
the Fourth Pan American Red Cross Conference, which was called by the League
of Red Cross Societies and met at Santiago,
Chile, in December 1940.
The countries designated by that Conference to name representatives on the
Commission were Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, and the United States. Their

from June 24 to
received

its

delegates were as follows: Chile, Hector

Pumarino, Agustm Benedicto;
Colombia, Eduardo Restrepo Saenz; Ecuador, Dr. Luis Barberis, Sra. Elvira de
Fuentes

Yoder; Peru, Dr. Miguel C. Aljovin, Srta.
Carmen Rosa Alvarez Calderon, Dr. Carlos E. Paz Soldan, Dr. Guillermo Fernandez Davila; the United States, James

its

Three
Chile, to attend the meetings.
American countries not represented on the
Commission appointed observers, as follows: Guatemala, Fred Valenzuela, Consul in Lima; Panama, Anibal Rios, Minister to Peru; and Costa Rica, Francisco
Ballen, Consul in Lima. Dr. John D.
Long,

who

has been for

many

years a rep-

of the Pan
American Sanitary Bureau, sat throughout
the meetings as an ex officio member.
The Peruvian Red Cross was an excel-

America

resentative in Latin

lent

host.

Many

and the inspection

special

entertainments

Red

Cross and other

of

welfare institutions were arranged.

The

deliberations of the Commission, on

behalf of

all

the

Red

Cross Societies of the

Western Hemisphere, were of
nificance not only

as

special sig-

a step forward in

providing means of self-analysis for each
society in order to

preparedness and

improve

its

relief structure

disasterat this

time, but also for the coordination of effort

L. Fieser.

The League

FIESER

Charge of Domestic Operations, American National Red Cross

of

Red

newly-appointed

Cross Societies sent

first

Latin American

resident representative, Sergio

Huneeus

of

between the nations on these continents in
time of any great disaster. It was the first
time that this particular subject has been
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Courtesy

of the

American Red Cross

AT THE OPENING SESSION OF THE COMMISSION
President Prado of Peru addressing the first meeting of the Inter-American Commission for the
Coordination of Disaster Preparedness and Relief in Lima.

given special consideration from a Pan
American viewpoint.
President Manuel Prado of Peru presided
af the convocation and delivered an
address
the

Red

emphasizing the importance of
Cross to the western countries

and the development of
tarian institutions.

their

humani-

Later in the week he

further evidenced his interest by receiving

the delegation at the President's Palace.

The Ambassadors and

Ministers

senting in Peru the countries on the

repre-

Com-

time of calamity, from the viewpoint of

both the national society and local chapters

in

our country.

This was encour-

aging to the Latin American members of
it showed the progress
development of an idea in so

the Commission, as

made

in the

brief a period.

Financial aspects, inter-

government authorities, and
popular copartnership were all considered.

relation with

The

countries represented at

Lima

and another

mission likewise showed interest by attend-

1939,

and other meetings.
Considerable time was devoted to a
review of the organization and growth of
the Red Cross in the United States during
the past quarter-century and to a detailed

The delegates were taken to inspect
damaged area in and around Lima.

ance

at the inaugural

consideration of the

technique adopted

in preparedness for disaster

and

relief in

all

have earthquakes as a common problem.
A serious one occurred in Chile in January

the

in

Peru a year ago.
the

In

main, earthquakes seem to present

the greatest problem to the South and

Central American countries.

Hurricanes

are centered mostly in the region of the

Caribbean Sea and the Gulf of Mexico.

THE INTER-AMERICAN RED CROSS COMMISSION

The American Red

Cross during the past

ten years has given evidence of
nal interest in Latin

its

American

frater-

disasters

through contributions exceeding half a
million dollars. Of the 23 disasters for

which

relief was sent,

by

and

close

president,

consideration

of

drafted various reso-

statutes for

its

organization,

be considered by all the countries included in the Pan American Red Cross
to

Conferences, the next of which will be

held at Caracas, Venezuela, probably in

1944 or 1945.

In order to take immediate

and relief,
a plan based on the recommendation of
the Peruvian Red Cross Society and suggesting certain provisional measures was
steps in disaster preparedness

referred for the consideration of
tries in

ica.

be

tation limited; supply bases
fore

The

considered.

were thereCommission ex-

each country might be encouraged to
develop a career staff for disaster relief
from its own people. Plans were also

Societies,

these regional problems.

The Commission

also

or explosions.

Commission information relative to a new and more complete consideration of Latin American needs through
Senor Huneeus, its resident representative.
His presence at the Lima meeting was a

lutions,

will

pressed the hope that, with the help of the

fires, floods,

the

relations

Distances are great, transpor-

experience gained by the United States,

sent to the

in

and government
taken up.

and 4 mis-

The League of Red Cross
through Norman H. Davis, its

milestone

Questions of relief supplies, transportation,

10 were occasioned by

hurricanes, 9 by earthquakes,

cellaneously
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all

coun-

North, Central, and South Amer-

The proposed measures

include the

for improved interchange of
between countries.
Dr. Long, the representative of the Pan
American Sanitary Bureau, pointed out
the interrelationship between health and
the work of the Red Cross, and explained
the similar problems of organization and
planning that the Bureau had been meet-

suggested

assistance

ing over the years.

The meeting was of exceptional signifimany ways. Leaders in medicine,

cance in

anti-tuberculosis work, sanitation, and
government were present throughout as
observers.

Provisional plans for the fu-

ture include the appointment of a resident

representative in

Lima by

the countries

on

the Commission, so that a continued review
of current developments

may

be possible

without delay. As one person said, in addition to inter- American cultural, business,

educational, and other cooperation,

much

useful in furthering the plans of the

can be done under the Red Cross emblem
in strengthening bonds of humanitarian
interest, understanding, and sympathy.
The desire now is for constructive good-

mission and

will action,

temporary
the Commission at Lima,

possible early establishment of

headquarters for

with such technical personnel as

its

parent body, the League.

The unanimous hope was
at

may be
Com-

expressed that

the outset a disaster-trained staff be

secured in the United States, and that

its

members visit, with Senor Huneeus, all the
American countries to analyze conditions
and recommend improvements in the respective

plans for disaster organization.

as well as good-will

confer-

was most inspiring to me to
experience at first hand the fine spirit,
grace, and intelligence of these fellowAmericans and discover their conviction
that saving lives and property in a world
marked by destructiveness held new hope
for rugged, affirmative Pan Americanism.
ences.

It

Immigrant Settlement

Possibilities for

Dominican Republic

in the

whether group or

If immigration,

vidual,

is

to

indi-

be of value to the country that

must be directed and
an immigrant group is
accepted, the implication is that the coun-

opens

its

doors,

it

When

controlled.

immigrants in their new home
under the conditions that will most rapidly
and efficiently lead to their absorption
lishing the

into the national

To

life.

attain funda-

mental, far-reaching, and lasting benefits

such a plan must envision

try seeks or rightfully expects certain bene-

on both

These benefits may be defined as
the creation or development by the immigrant group of new sources of wealth,
either through financial investments or
intellectual and technical skills that, if

the nation's economic and social develop-

fits.

placed

at

the

service

of the

country, will contribute to

and
It

its

religion,
political

race,

must be given due weight and consideration when selections are being made.
The aim of this study is to examine carefully the qualitative and quantitative factor of the immigration problem in the
Dominican Republic, with the hope of

immigrant groups, and
to orient them, at least on general lines,
along some previously formulated plan
based realistically on the country's natural
resources and economic possibilities. The
problems of selection, however, are not
economic alone. There are others ethnographic, political, and ethical— that

—

also be taken into account,

and

the years to come,

elements of occupation,

economic

necessary, then, to exercise fore-

possible ideological, racial,

the

grants will be obliged to adjust themselves,

sight, to select the

that must

and all
and
as well as the climatic, social, and
conditions to which the immi-

ment through

receiving

social growth.
is

sides,

if

religious

arriving at certain conclusions that

may

be of use to authorities of the country in
formulating a national immigration policy.
It

must be emphasized

at the outset that

because the data on which this study

based have not in
or entirely

up

all

cases

is

been complete

to date, the conclusions are

be precluded. In
determining
a counof
problem
the
short,

not mathematically exact and must be

capacity for immigrant settlement

a preliminary outline, rather than a final

disturbances

try's

are

to

may

be divided into three parts: the quantitative and qualitative factor; the ethnographic and political factor; and the eco-

nomic
is

factor.

When

contemplated,

important

it

group immigration
becomes even more

to formulate a

plan for estab-

Translated and condensed by Dorothy M. Tercero
from a report transmitted to the Pan American Union by
the Dominican Republic, in accordance with a resolution
of the Inter-American Conference for the Maintenance of

accepted as general, more in the nature of

and complete plan

for the regulation of

immigration.
In making a plan for controlled immigration, a

set.

For the

more or

less arbi-

time period must be

purposes of

this study,

a

trary period of twenty years has been
adopted on which to figure the total
immigration that the country can well
absorb. The same total number of immi-

grants could perhaps be admitted in a

Peace.
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THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

C Mn

A DOMINICAN COUNTRYSIDE
Both

level

land and mountains appear in this part of the tract placed at the disposal of the Dominican
Republic Settlement Association by Ex-President Trujillo.

shorter space of time,

and

the

socially

but economically

country could

effectively assimilate

them

as

if

not so

the stream

flowed more slowly over a longer interval.
After

the ultimate desire of a country

all,

that receives immigrants

ing population render
create

new

problems.

is

that the incom-

new benefits, not
The twenty-year

period selected as the basis for this study
is

regarded as conducive to a balanced and

progressive

rhythm

of assimilation

that will permit the entry of a

number
amount

of immigrants in the

of time in

and one

maximum
minimum

which they can be

land;

or

The

first

more

may

be regarded as

and usable

living

space, not only for giving the occupants

a plot of earth on which to build their

material

means

shelter,

but

offering

them

a

of subsistence as well.

The approximate determination

of this

living space involves study of such items
as the total

maximum amount

of land that

immediate use or that
could quickly be rendered usable; the
is

available for

living space that the national population
itself will

require during the twenty-year

period as a result of

amount

its

natural gro\vth;

of living space that could be

the determina-

placed at the disposal of immigrants after

immi-

deducting the requirements of the national
population from the usable land area; the

tion of the quantitative factor of

gration.

of land that

Lebensraum, or available

the

successfully established.

Many elements enter into

amount

consideration involves
specifically,

the

total

number

of

iminigrants

that

could

be
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on such land, taking due account
would vary
the
land
was irriwhether
to
according
gated or unirrigated; the kind of immisettled

of the fact that settlements

grants,

i.e.,

their occupations, considering

in this instance the needs of the country

up varying types
of agricultural, industrial, technical, and
professional skills; and the distribution by
occupations and between urban and rural
zones of both immigrants and national

for acquiring or building

Area of Dominican Republic by types of land
Type of land

Sq. miles

Agricultural land

(all

land devoted to

crop or livestock enterprises)

Rain

3,

forests

5,

Plains

Pine forests

2,

Coastal forests

1,

Thorn forests
Mangrove swamps
Mountain forests

4,

Total

19,

670
000
950
750
755
250
150
800
325

population during the twenty -year term.

According to published
total extent of the

19,325 square miles

divided

among

statistics,

the

Dominican Republic
(12,368,000

sixteen provinces.

is

acres),

From

These types of land

may

also be divided

into four groups, according to the possibility of their

being progressively put to

use for living space for both national

the agricultural point of view, this land

immigrant population, more or

may be classified

follows

approximately as follows

Land

Land groups

classification

and

less

as
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Courtesy of Dominican Legation, Washingti

THE IGUAMO RIVER, DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
The

wide-stretching view above embraces not only forests and pasture but level, cultivated land and
a sugar mill.

third zone presents pasture facilities in the
coastal plains region,

and

in

the thorn forest area there

is

a possibility

developments and,

for industrial

tion

is

about half of
if

irriga-

provided, for certain types of agri-

cultural activity.

The other half of the thorn

tion could materially

of

classification

that included

cially

change the present

some of the land,
in

the second

espe-

and

third groups.

A

regulated distribution of immigrants

over the entire country, to avoid over-

some areas and sparseness

must be regarded as nonarable.
must be stressed that these classifications of usable and nonusable zones are not

crowding

in

others,

the next point to be considered.

exact delimitations, but rather general in-

tion of the

forest area
It

dications of the portion of total territory
that

may

eventually be put to use.

The

is

Census figures
year as

for

in

1938 gave the popula-

Dominican Republic in that
1,616,500, which means a density

of 83.6 inhabitants per square mile.

Fig-

establish a technical

ured on the basis of past growth over a

point of departure, on the basis of avail-

period of some 75 years, natural increase

and prevailing conditions, for
figuring the rapidity and the extent to
which the total land area of the Domini-

may

purpose here

is

to

able data

can Republic
space.

Such

may

be utilized for living

factors as drainage or irriga-

be expected to bring the present
national population up to approximately
3,118,400, or a density of about 161.4 per

square mile, during the next twenty years
(that

is,

to 1958).
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Courtesy

of

Dominican Legation, Washington

COLUMBUS SQUARE, CIUDAD TRUJILLO
monument
The Dominican capital

In the cathedral toward which the
request.

Columbus

of
is

Eighteen percent of the country's present population

is

der, 82 percent,

tion

of the

is

urban, and the remainrural, living in that por-

above as
Furthermore, it must

country

agricukural land.

faces, lie his

remains in accordance with his
New World.

the oldest Spanish city in the

classified

of rice, potatoes, beans, tobacco,

and other

crops.

These principal products have accounted
approximately 86 percent of total export values in recent years. There is

for

be remembered that in view of the coun-

great potential

wealth in the country's

low index of industrialization, practically the entire Dominican Republic lives
from the proceeds of that cultivated area.
Exports, and therefore the national economy, are based principally on six agricul-

immense

but those resources have

try's

tural products

—sugar,

nanas, yuca, and corn
raised

cacao, coffee, ba-

— and on the stock

on the pasture lands.

The

3,670

forests,

not yet been fully enough developed to

assume an important place in the national
economy. The export value of lumber
and manufactured goods (furniture) is at
present less than 1 percent of the total.
It may be reaffirmed, then,
that the
3,670 square miles

of agricultural

land

square miles of agricultural land in the

actually in use today constitute the living

Dominican Republic today are used 35
percent for pastures and 39 percent for

population.

growing the

six

products just mentioned,

leaving only 26 percent for the production

space of the country's

With

all

sideration

present national

these data as a background, con-

may now

be given to what

will

IMMIGRANT SETTLEMENT

happen
years.

country within the next 20

in the
It

is

logical

assume that the

to

Dominican Republic

will not

develop so

IN

THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
ing paragraphs,

mined

it
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inay readily be deter-

that the living space required

nationals

at

the

end of twenty

by

years,

rapidly or change so radically within those

taking into account the land already so

become preponderantly

occupied, will be approximately 4,500,000

20

years

as

to

industrial or commercial.

indicate a

move toward

Present trends

greater industrial-

and there will no doubt be furdevelopment of certain important
mining activites that have already been
initiated, but certainly whatever increase
in industrialization occurs will be based
on national agricultural products, and the

acres.

If this

amount

the 5,543,800 acres

is subtracted from
which are estimated

be available for use, there

as living

ization

to

ther

space for immigrants a total of 1,043,800.

country's

economy

will

essentially agricultural.

that

if

the

agricultural,

country's
its

continue to
It follows,

be

then,

economy remains

population will also remain

largely agricultural.

On the basis of the estimated living space
and population

figures given in the preced-

Now,

in

determining the

immigrants that can be
after conveniently live

acres,

gation

is left

settled

the

of

and there-

on these 1,043,800

another important

—enters

number

element

picture.

—

irri-

Settlements

must vary according to whether they are
made on irrigated or unirrigated land.
In 1938, the latest year for which figures
are available, there were 69,000 acres
under irrigation in the Dominican Republic, of which 13,500 acres were watered by

A FARM NEAR SANTIAGO DE LOS CABALLEROS
The Dominican Republic

has capacity to absorb 379,000 agricultural and industrial settlers in the
next 20 years.
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government irrigation works and the
remaining 55,500 by private projects.
The irrigated areas were located in the
following

six

provinces:

Monte

Cristy,

Santiago, Trujillo, Azua, Benefactor, and

Barahona.

As compared

to

the

1928,

1938 total showed an increase in area

In

country.

this

connection

it

should be

pointed out that the ideal condition would

be for the government to be able to make
its

selection

that

is,

of immigrants

beforehand;

before the immigrants reach the

country.

On

the basis of present trends,

it

seems

under irrigation of 28,400 acres, which
represents an annual increase during the
ten years of approximately 7 percent.
A determination of the probable increase
in the extent of irrigated areas would be
useful in forming a policy on the admission
of immigrants, particularly a policy on the
numbers that may be admitted in specialized agricultural categories. Such a

not too sanguine to presuppose a progres-

determination would serve to coordinate

population over the next twenty years

future agricultural development with the

figured as 4,500,000 acres;

and

it

would

to enable the authorities to

average annual increase in irrigation

some
As has already

quite reasonably be anticipated as
9 or 10 percent per year.

been shown, present usable land

totals

2,348,800 acres; living space for national
is

and 1,043,800

development

acres of usable land are estimated to be

serve, further,

available as living space for immigrants.

know

With

industrial activity that such
will provide,

sive

works in the future at a slightly higher rate
than the 7 percent that occurred during
the decade 1928-38. The increase may

in

what

these data as a basis, the following

regions to settle the various special agri-

figures are offered for possible

cultural immigrants as they arrive in the

and unirrigated areas by 1958:

Land

area and irrigation

irrigated
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A HERD OF GOOD CATTLE
Stockraising

is

naturally result from the industrial
development forecast for the country.
But it seems preferable, from the economic
viewpoint, to base these calculations on
certainties; that is, an attempt has been
made to plan a living space for the immigrants, basing it on agriculture, the true
wealth of the country, rather than on

will

industrial

hazards.

In

other

seems safer to figure, at the
certain, sure
trial

mode

demands

of

words,
start,

it

on a

Then, as indussome of the immi-

life.

increase,

grants, with their living already assured

from the

At present considerable

an important agricultural pursuit in the Dominican Republic.
amounts of meat are being shipped to Puerto Rico.

soil,

may

be assimilated into

industry as needed.

P'urthermore,

such a transfer occurs,

when

when

agriculturists

gradually become industrial workers,

when

however,
to

it

admit

will

undoubtedly be desirable

for settlement a certain

of selected industrial immigrants,

of the

aspect

problem

will

when

later in this study

factor of immigration

is

number
and

this

be treated

the qualitative

discussed.

The next consideration, after the total
number of immigrants to be received over
a period of time

is

determined,

is

the

rhythm or annual rate of admission. From
the economic and social standpoint, it is
undoubtedly advisable for the Dominican
Republic to apportion its immigration on
a gradually increasing

scale,

rather than

upon a total number of immigrants and a total time period, and then
to receive annually ihe proportional num-

to decide

A

graduated

scale, progressively in-

rural population

ber.

cultural living

becomes urban, the agrispace thus freed will become

creasing over a period of several years,

available

receive

to

Notwithstanding

all

more immigration.
these considerations,

would undoubtedly
all

concerned.

give better results for

For one thing, the coun-
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try

could

better

prepare

itself

for

the

country

and economically
immigrant receptivity, all

ideologically

reception of immigrants; experience itself

adapts

would be a teacher and mistakes or

factors and circumstances will become
more propitious for a greater annual in-

possi-

itself to

from
year to year. The general plan would
thus become perfected and better adapted
to both domestic and foreign realities.

for

With a

period treated in this study

ble miscalculations could be rectified

first-hand insight into results ob-

In conformity to such a plan, the

take.

basic total of 315,000 immigrants proposed

during

acceptance

twenty-year

the

may

be appor-

tained with varying types of immigrants

tioned on a tentative sliding scale that

and varying needs of the country, the
government could change or adjust its

begins with the admission of 2,000 immi-

immigration policy or plan

imum

to

fit

the cir-

grants in the

cumstances, giving preference to certain

then

occupations, certain nationalities, certain

eighteenth,

groups.

years.

Lack of experience and limited economic
resources at the outset strongly indicate
the advisability of fixing low

numbers

for

all

first

year, increases to a

max-

of 29,000 in the sixteenth year,

decreases

20,000

to

nineteenth,

Such a

factors

again

and

rate seems to

that favor the

and

in

the

twentieth

conform

to

settlement of

immigrants and their best prospects

in the

As the available and usable
space gradually becomes occupied,

specified time.

the earlier years of the period of reception.

living

Later, as the immigrants themselves begin

and when the saturation point is finally
reached at the end of the twenty-year
period, it will no doubt be advisable to

to create
sels

new

wealth, as experience coun-

certain standards of procedure, as the

DOMINICAN PRODUCTS AT A FAIR
The wide

variety of Dominican farm products is shown above. Cacao pods are seen in the center front
at the bottom of the picture and coflFee berries on a branch at the extreme left.
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Dominican Legation, Washington

AN OCEAN LINER IN PORT, CIUDAD TRUJILLO
The

excellent dock facilities in the

Dominican

close the door, at least for a time, to

capital help to

any

Employment

considerable immigration, in order that the

immigrants already established

may

be

assimilated with the happiest results for

all

concerned.

With

the quantitative factor

more or

less

promote

its

foreign trade.

in various industries,

1936
Percent

Industry

Food

73.0

Textiles

4.0

Lumber

2.4

Chemicals

1.7

Tanned

6.5

leather

question of quality arises, or in

Electric goods

5.5

other words, the approximate determina-

Stone
Miscellaneous

0.6

settled, the

tion of occupations, crafts,

and

skills

that

6.3

be most beneficial to the country.

Except for technical experts, workers in

Generally speaking, there are two main

the sugar industry have not been included

be considered: agricul-

Such workers, of the
employed only during the
sugar harvests and because of their tem-

\vill

classifications

tural
latter
all

and

to

industrial, including

the professional,

among

the

commercial, and

kinds of skilled or semi-skilled workers.

year 1936 (the latest

Statistics for the

available) reveal that approximately 79,800
persons, or 13 percent of the total popula-

were classified as indusThese were distributed

tion at that time,
trial

workers.

among the

various industries in the follow-

ing proportions:
405134

— 41

4

these

in

peon

figures.

class,

porary

are

status

should

not

included in annual industrial
If the

properly

be

statistics.

assumption previously stated in

—

namely, that there
toward an increased
industrialization based on the country's
own natural resources it is highly important to give due thought to the need for
this

will

study

be

a

is

correct

trend

—
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experts

technical

Lack

and

workers.

skilled

of such trained personnel

one of

is

the elements that at present retards indusestablishment.

trial

It

a

is

difficulty,

however, that can largely be ironed out

by

a

immigration

selective

proper

choice

of

A

policy.

and spea more rapid

development of industry and consequently
of national wealth, in a shorter space of
time than would otherwise be possible.
In view of these considerations, it is suggested that a proportion of 20 percent in-

and 80 percent

agricultural

would

be an advantageous division for the basic
total of 315,000 immigrants proposed in
this

study for the twenty-year period.

There are certain
food

construction,

industries,

such as

processing,

agricul-

tural (flour, coffee, sugar, cacao, tobacco,

and

etc.),

textiles,

that

an increase

related to

are

intimately

in population

and

that will automatically develop in pro-

any such increase. Others^
and mechanical indus-

portion

to

such as

electrical

tries,

for

example, also tend to spread,

although somewhat more slowly.

A coun-

must be in condition to
attend to its prime necessities. The industries just enumerated are essential to the
shelter, food, and clothing requirements
try's

industries

of the

population,

national

as

well

as

immigrant, and the country must make
every attempt to assure such necessary
industrial activity.

To

aid in selecting the 63,000 industrial

workers (20 percent of the total immigrants) suggested for admission to the

country during the twenty years under
consideration,

among

the following distribution

prime and secworked out, after

industries of both

ondary importance

number

and

special-

ized workers

and the expected increase

in

number as a result of the establishment of technical and vocational schools
for training Dominican youth:
this

technicians

cialized workers will lead to

dustrial

taking due account of the present
of national technical, skilled,

is

Proposed industrial distribution of immigrants

Industry

Latin America in the

New

Education Fellowship Conference
ROBERT KING HALL

MARGARET GWENLLIAN STANTON

and

"Liberty and Democracy are not things
which may be defined, analysed, cata-

They

loged.

are not intellectual units in

a scholarly philosophy.
ultimate meaning

it

is

To know

their

necessary that one

and experience them." These
words of Major H. B. King, Chief Inspector of Schools for British Columbia
and Canadian delegate to the Eighth International Conference of the New Educa-

should

live

tion Fellowship,

were spoken

at

a pre-

Conference meeting held at Cranbrook

They were

School.

destined

to

set

the

In so large and complex a gathering

it

was inevitable that the Latin American
should

find

it

impossible

experience the Conference in

its

to

entirety.

There were, however, three very definite
phases in which the Latin American delegates were concerned. From July 3 to 6
they were guests of the Cranbrook Foundation in Bloomfield Hills. In both the
general sessions and the entertainment
program the American countries were
ably represented. And perhaps the most
valuable of the

official

divisions

of the

Conference were the discussion groups and

workshops

devoted

to

Latin

American

studies.

The
ings

setting of the pre-Conference

was one of great beauty.

follow

meet-

Cranbrook

is one of six institutions,
grouped on the four himdred acres of
rolling and wooded ground, supervised by
the Cranbrook Foundation. Founded in
1926 through the generosity of George G.

School for Boys

Booth, publisher of the Detroit News, the

individual

The

curricula

students

designed

to

prepare them for entrance into the University,

but at the same time great atten-

tion

given to their education in non-

is

academic fields. Much emphasis is placed
on the arts and crafts. The buildings
were designed by the noted Finnish architect, Eliel Saarinen, and the grounds of
the campus have become a setting of
beauty for the products of many noted
European craftsmen. Notable among this

group

keynote of the entire conference.

delegates

Cranbrook School today symbolizes progressive private education.

the

is

Swedish

Carl

sculptor,

Mr. Saarinen, is today
a member of the faculty of the Cranbrook
Academy of Art. Mr. Milles was host to
the Latin American delegates in his home,
where he has one of the finest private colMilles,

who,

lections

of

country.

like

sculpture

Members

that

exist

in

this

of the delegations also

visited the Institute of Science, the Kings-

wood School

for Girls, Brookside School,

and Christ Church, Cranbrook, which are

members of the group of instituunder the Cranbrook Foundation.
A novel and quite satisfactory translation system was adopted from tht practice
the other
tions

Pan American conferences, English
and foreign delegates were provided with
head-phones which were connected with a
microphone on the speaker's desk. When
at

a delegate spoke in Spanish, Portuguese,
or French the English-speaking

members

listened to a translation over the

system.

When

phone

a delegate spoke in Eng-

a Spanish translation was available.
Herberto Sein of Mexico City, Elizabeth

lish,
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Taylor of the Progressive Education Association, and Francisco Aguilera of the

Pan American Union were
lators.
Dr. Carneiro Leao
sisted

The
theme, "Democ-

practical details of school programs.

Many

educa-

in relation to the

educational structures of their
tries.

The Conference

as a

own coun-

whole seemed

confirm the stand so emphatically taken

to

by the Canadian delegates that democracy
involves not only rights and privileges, but
also duties and responsibilities. They felt
:

that this conviction should lead inescap-

ably to a determined program of service
for

democracy.

The Conference group

recognized the necessity of emphasizing

this

interpretation in educational programs.

Dr. Angel G. Hernandez, Assistant Secretary of State in the

of Public

Office

Education in Honduras, gave a brilliant
address in which he pleaded for the adop-

programs for Pan Americanism, which would include in school
tion of specific

curricula at

American

all

levels

selections

languages,

folklore,

civics, literature,

and

culture.

of

Pan

history,

The Cran-

brook meetings closed with suggestions
the improvement of inter-American

for

relations

in

education based upon four

activities:

2.

The translation of educational materials.
The compilation of complete and authentic

3.

The

1.

establishment of national organizations

and

diffusion of cultural

materials from the other

Pan American na-

tions.
4.

The encouragement

of student

exchanges with other nations.

and faculty

with the Uni-

12,

The

as host.

of general ses-

major educaworld to-

sions devoted to the study of

tional

and

day.

Quite as important as these general

problems

social

in the

meetings were those of the

six

lecture-

seminars and the 43 study groups, con-

cerned with the position of education in
specific fields.

The

University of Michigan

is

an

insti-

and

tution boasting a history of a century

a quarter, a body of living alumni exceeding a hundred thousand,
teen thousand in

Outstanding among

campus.

its

many

more than nine-

student body, and

more than seventy major buildings

rather

on

its

its

Horace H. Rackham
School of Graduate Studies, which made
its new Graduate School building availdivisions

is

the

able for the use of the Conference.

nearby

Ann Arbor High

The

School was the

locale of the study-group meetings.

The

official

was held

Rackham

opening of the Conference

in the

main assembly

hall of the

Building on Sunday afternoon,

with speeches of welcome from Alexander

G. Ruthven, President of the University of

W. Studebaker, the United
Commissioner of Education, and
Carleton Washburne, President of the Progressive Education Association. Dr. John
G. Althouse of the University of Toronto
replied for the Canadian delegates, while
Dr. Gustavo Adolfo Otero, former Minister of Education in Bolivia, Dr. Luis
Sanchez Ponton, Minister of Education in
Mexico, and Dr. Agustin Nieto Caballero,
Michigan, John
States

president of the National

bibliographic materials.
for the collection

Arbor,

in

Michigan acting
program embodied a series

terms of education, free-

dom, and democracy

Educa-

Ann

versity of

discussions at Cranwere concerned more with the
broad general backgrounds of educational
and political philosophy than with the

tors defined the

New

were held

of Brazil as-

The pre-Conference

were on the

meetings of the

Michigan, from July 6 to

brook

racy through Education."

official

official trans-

with Portuguese.

discussions

The

tion Fellowship

University in

Bogota, Colombia, replied for the Latin

American

guests.

of Teachers
sity,

Harold Rugg
Columbia Univer-

Professor

College,

acted as chairman.

Two

programs

in the succeeding sessions

LATIN AMERICA IN THE

NEW EDUCATION FELLOWSHIP CONFERENCE

the Conference served to illustrate
United States contact with the problems
of education and culture in Latin-Amer-

of

At the Monday evening general
session the American author and lecturer,
Waldo Frank, spoke on the subject
Mr.
Life Problems of the Two Americas.
Frank advocated widespread professor and
student interchange between the nations
of the Western Hemisphere, but warned
of the danger of assuming that such a
He
policy would in itself be sufficient.
ica.

stressed the necessity of a cultural

union

born of sympathetic understanding among
the American nations which must be
based on something more fundamental
than mere economic and military expe-

of

Women

in this

in Argentina,

who

521
is

lecturing

country on the subject of prison

reform for women, spoke on The Role of
Women in Latin America at the luncheon

meeting of the Parents' Day Program.

Noemy da

Silveira Rudolfer,

a brilliant

student of the social sciences and professor
in the University of

What

is

Happening

Gustavo Adolfo Otero,

Dr.

Brazil.

Sao Paulo, spoke on
Parents and Children in

to

Bolivia, delivered

notable

a

of

on

address

Education for Lnter- American Relations at the

general

Thursday

on

session

evening.

Despite the necessary pauses in his speech
for periodic translation,

which Dr. Otero

likened to "one of the tortures of Hell that

Following the address by Mr. Fisher, there

Dante forgot," his audience was captivated
by the eloquence and logic of his words.
He pointed out that our modern educators
must exert themselves to defend democracy and build good will between nations
with an enthusiasm and devotion equal to
that which the liberators displayed in
creating our democracies. He emphasized that only intellectual and spiritual
unity growing out of the "common denominator of a cultural philosophy" will

was presented a

be sufficient to unite the nations in an

Above all he emphasized the
more than superficial cultural

diency.

need

for

contacts
is

if

the good will of the hemisphere

be more than an empty phrase.

to

At the Wednesday afternoon general
Education and Radio Talks for the Columbia

session Sterling Fisher, Director of

Broadcasting
American

spoke

System,

Development

in

Pan

on

Classroom

Radio.

typical radio dramatiza-

tion, Ships on the Spanish

Main, taken from

Christian

New Horizons, written by Hans
Adamson of the American

Museum

of Natural

the series

effective

for

Waring

changes

of the School of the Air of the

Americas.

The

actors for the dramatiza-

on Education
morning general

livered a thoughtful address

and produced under the direction of Jane C.
History,

manner.

Dr. Luis Sanchez Ponton, of Mexico, de-

Democracy

session

at

the

on Thursday.
in

analyzing the

In

Mexican education

since the

beginning of their social revolution.

Dr.

were supplied by Station WJR in
and pupils of the Ann Arbor High
School were used to illustrate its class-

Sanchez Ponton stressed
Mexicans were "not trying

to

ideas or to destroy

the unshakable

room

principles on

tion

Detroit,

with

The

application.

an address,

session

closed

The Forthcoming Latin

America?! Conference of the School of the Air
in the

A

Americas,

number

addresses given

by

Latin American educators were outstanding in the series given at the Conference.
Srta.

Gisele

.

.

fact

that

import exotic

which freedom of thought
They are, on

of teaching are based."

the contrary, trying to "create a school

genuinely Mexican, one such as the people

by Dr. Sanchez Ponton.
of the

and

.

the

Shaw, of the National Council

need

to

improve

their hygienic, social,

and

cultural conditions."

On

the evening of

Wednesday, July

9,

Dr. Carlos Davila, Provisional President
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Am-

932 and former Chilean

bassador to the United States, spoke to

nar on The Arts of Latin America. A most
distinguished group of Latin American

over two thousand delegates on The Future

delegates

of Chile in

for

1

Democracy

in

Western

the

Hemisphere.

Speaking in English with an eloquence
of phrase, Dr, Davila care-

and elegance

fully outlined the historical

fundamental

background of
brought out

He

our respective cultures.
diflferences

in

our nations,

by
jectors founded the New England colonies
and Spanish and Portuguese soldiers of
fortune^ intent upon gold and personal
fame, were the founders of Latin America.
as indicated

the fact that religious ob-

In conclusion, Dr. Davila pointed out that

democracy is in reality a new experiment,
and must be actively fought for and nourished. It is not, as has been often assumed,
the

way

natural

beings.

governing

of

democracy

If

is

to

human
we

survive,

must first be certain ourselves that it is
worth saving, and then instill its concepts
deeply into the

We

education.

warned,

lives of

in

our children through

can not be indifferent, he

the

face

of

the

threat

ol

totalitarianism.

Twice a day during the period of the
Conference the 2,700 persons attending
the meetings broke up into small groups
for intensive study in specific fields.

Six

of these groups were organized as lecture-

seminars for the study of Latin American
culture.

Dr.

Waldo Frank,

of the

New

School for Social Research, led the group
studying The Culture of Latin America. The
of Latin America was discussed
under the leadership of Antonio Castro-

Literature

Leal,

editor

Mexicana.

of the

Revista

de

Literatura

Dr. Arthur S. Alton,

of the

History Department of the University of

Michigan, was in charge of the group
working on The History of Latin America.
Grace M. Morley of the San Francisco
Museum of Art and Robert C. Smith of
the

Hispanic

Foundation,

Library

of

Congress, were co-directors of the semi-

combined to lead the group
whose subject was Toward the Understanding
of Latin America. This group included
Ceigao Barros Barretto, of Brazil; Maria
Capdevila, of Cuba; Carlos Davila, of
Chile; Augustin Nieto Caballero, of Colombia; Marina Nunez del Prado, of Bolivia;
Salvador Salazar Arrue, of El Salvador;
B. de Sigren, of Chile.

and Cora

popular was the seminar
on The Music of Latin America.
Carleton Sprague Smith, of the New York
Public Library, was named chairman of
this group but had to return to New York
after the first two meetings. In his lectures Dr. Smith emphasized the lack of
an adequate text-book covering the field
of Latin American music and outlined the
works of the outstanding composers in this
Especially

group

field.

Much

was given

of the time of this seminar

to the audition

and

analysis of

had

primitive folk music that Dr. Smith

recorded

during

his

recent

studies

in

South America. The third meeting, devoted to the music of Brazil, was led by
Ceigao Barros Barretto, a Brazilian delegate

who

has a national reputation in

the music circles of her country.

The

final

seminar was conducted by Cora B. de
Sigren, former professor in the National
Conservatory of Music in Santiago, Chile.
Sefiora de Sigren analysed the musical
forms found in the primitive Indian chants
and dances of the Peruvian, Bolivian, and

Chilean

highlands.

ings of a

number

enous to those

Of the
four
areas.

She played record-

of the music types indig-

localities.

43 study groups of the Conference,

were devoted
Professor

to

Latin

Goodwin

American
Watson of

Teachers College, Columbia University,
led a group on Education in Mexico. Concha

Romero James, Chief

of the Division of

Intellectual Cooperation of the

Pan

LATIN AMERICA IN THE

NEW EDUCATION FELLOWSHIP CONFERENCE

American Union, and Pedro Cebollero of
the University of Panama were co-direcgroup studying Educational Dein South America. Francisco Agui-

tors of the

velopments

lera of the

larger organizacountries.

respective

the outstanding exhibits dealing

the University of Michigan Library Ex-

Educational

The Workshop on Latin America, attracted a
number of teachers eager to
possible

methods

of

introducing

Latin American units of study into the curown individual schools. Dr.

ricula of their

Bair, of the

Education Committee of

the Council of National Defense,

and the American Library
W. W. Bishop and Miss
Edith Thomas were in immediate charge

tension Service

of the fourth of these groups,

considerable

H.

Among

their

Develop-

studying

The work

F.

within

with Latin America was the collection of
books presented through the courtesy of

ments in Central America and the Caribbean.

study

tions

Pan American Union directed

group

the

among much

tural rapport

523

and Dr.

Dr.

Association.

of the exhibit.

was the
Three

List oj

Available to
Books for

all

delegates

the Children oj the

This bibliography,

Americas.

pre-

pared by the Extension Service, was designed to present in systematic form books
giving a sympathetic picture of the

life

Robert King Hall, of the Summer Staff,
University of Michigan, were co-directors
of the workshop. Because of the popularity of this project it was necessary to

and culture of our neighbor nations as well
as scenes of the United States suited to
Latin American juvenile readers. In the
field of art it was possible to collect,

into a number of groups,
own chairman and all workunder an executive committee. The

individual nations and their Ministries of

split

the

work

each with
ing"

its

purpose of the Latin American Workshop
was two-fold: 1, the preparation of an anno-

through the courtesy of the schools of the
Education, a notable exhibit of the work
of school children of the Americas.

Mexico

sent

two groups of

artists

who

of sources of teaching materials,

captivated their audiences both at Cran-

books, periodicals, recordings, motion pic-

brook and at the Ann Arbor meetings.
Dancing to the music of Silvestre Revuel-

tated

list

tures, microfilms, slides,

lectures,

sources of information,

and commercial

available

materials

in

the

teachers in the introduction of

full-length ballet of the Revolutionary pe-

2,

the preparation of

Latin American studies into their curricula,

and following the libretto of Gabriel
Fernandez Ledesma, Mrs. Waldeen, and
tas

Mexican Modern Dance
Group presented La Coronela. This is a

series of

to assist

teachers

suggested lesson units designed

United States; and
a

to

official

both on the basis of full-time courses

Seki Sano, the

riod based
artist

on

the prints of the

Jose Guadalupe Posada.

Mexican

Under

the

the Conference was the series of entertain-

Waldeen the group also
presented a number of modern Mexican
dances utilizing simplified costumes and
stylized scenery. A second group of Mexican artists was the Mariachi composed of
members of the famous Police Band of
Mexico City. Wearing the ornate costume of the charro, which is the uniform
of the band and playing on instruments

ments and exhibits designed

such as the

and

enrichment material to be used
in conjunction with existing courses. It is
also as

hoped that the rather extensive materials
gathered and edited by members of the

workshop

will

be published in the

minutes of the Conference and thus
available to

One

American

final

made

teachers.

of the most important features of

to

promote

the personal friendships of the delegates,

from which

may

ultimately

come a

cul-

direction of Mrs.

street

musicians of Central

Mexico use, they strummed out the syncopated and improvised "swing" music that
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currently growing in favor with

is

the

derived from the meetings are those that
at present seem merely incidental.
If,

International Center at the Uni-

however, each delegate returning from the
Conference can carry with him even a

masses.

The

under the direction of Prof. Raleigh
Nelson, gave a series of teas for the foreign
delegates.
During the Conference there
was a daily showing of educational motion
versity,

pictures dealing with social, economic,

and
Latin American

educational problems in

and European

An

countries.

evaluation

the

of

Conference

is

Language problems proved a
handicap in spite of excellent work

difficult.

serious

in

the

translating

principal

addresses.

Even with the finest of mechanical assistance the language problem could not be
said to have been perfectly solved.
In
some

the text of the address

cases

translated

was

and'-^ecorded ^on dictaphone

records prior to the lecture so that a polished and complete translation was immediately available.

In other cases,

when

small

part of the stimulation from

the

friendship

and understanding that were

evident in

Ann

Arbor,

it

may

well prove

of lasting value.

William H.

Dr.

Kilpatrick,

Professor

Emeritus of Teachers College, Columbia
University, pointed out in his closing address that if such international conferences
are to have permanent value they

must
government backing, both finanand in terms of recognition. He

have
cially

added thaL such a Conference could obviously represent only a minority group which,

when dispersed,-must necessarily lose much
of its force and value. The leaders of such
an educational movement must prepare a
very definite and practical program, specific in

character yet not loaded with petty

extemporaneous speeches
and discussion from the floor was of
necessity done without previous preparation, it was less accurate and frequently
too condensed. Meetings lacked the spontaneity of thought and expression that is
typical where persons of one tongue are

body of public opinion.
With these two elements, and only with
them, are governmental sanction and finan-

gathered.

often confused discussions of liberty

translation

A

of

second difficulty was that of organiza-

tion.

The program was

and
was
any delegate to do
so extensive

the projects were so diversified that

quite impossible for

more than

visit

hurriedly a small portion

Much

of the study groups.

was

general.

bit superficial.

it

Some
It

of
is

it

of the

work

was perhaps a

probable that the

greatest benefits that will ultimately be

detail.

It

must

also give

dence that the program

undisputed eviis

representative

of a considerable

cial assistance possible.

The Conference began with vague and
and
democracy as philosophical concepts. It
closed on a note of calm determination and
confidence in the democratic ideal as a
practical

way

Davila: "It

is

of

life.

In the words of Dr.

—the

the American's crusade

he thought was won, but that
realizes he must start anew in the

battle that

he

now

same

spirit that

of the

Wars

wrote the glorious chapters

of Independence."

The Second Inter-American
Travel Congress
The

First

gress,

held at San Francisco in 1939 on the

initiative

Inter-American Travel Con-

Pan American Union,

of the

voted that the Second Congress should be
held in Mexico City in 1941. The date
was fixed by the Mexican government as
September 15 to 24, simultaneously with
the Fourth Pan American Highway Con-

sources (national parks

and monuments,

arts

and

crafts, etc.).

Topic 10. Planning and development of Pan
American highway systems.
Topic 11. Completion of the Pan American
Highway.
Topic 12. Plans for the development of tourist
education in the schools.
Section Three

—

Legislation

Topic 13. Suggestions for unification of laws

ference.

Arrangements for the congress were
made by the Organizing Committee,
under the chairmanship of the Hon.
Miguel Aleman, Secretary of the Interior.
The Secretary General is Professor Rafael
Molina Betancourt.
The following program will be discussed
by the delegates:
Chapter

Section

One

Topic

2.

Exemption

carried

away by

of

and export
and crafts

import

own

personal

use.

Topic

3.

Topic

15.

Private Action

II.

One

—

Transportation

Improvement and extension

land transportation (railways, buses,
nections

Topic
time

of over-

etc.);

and

special rates.

16.

Improvement and extension
connections and

con-

of mari-

transportation;

special

Improvement and extension of air
and special rates.
Topic 18. Location of automobile and railway
stations and of sea- and airports. Improvement
17.

transportation; connections

articles of typical arts

tourists for their

Section

Topic

—Exemptions

Topic 1. Inter-American postal and customs
exemptions for travel publicity material.
customs duties on

Chapter

rates.

Governmental Action

I.

and regulations for the protection of tourism.
Topic 14. Codification of existing laws and
provisions on tourist travel.

Special permits for temporary impor-

tation of yachts, airplanes, automobiles

of their service.

Topic

Adequate organization of emergency

19.

accident services.

Topic 20. Coordination and improvement of
mixed transportation systems.

and other

Section

Two—Lodging

tourist vehicles.

Topic

4.

Concessions for the establishment of

tourist centers

Topic

5.

operation

on nationally-owned land.

of

new

tourist

centers.
Section

Topic

the establishment

Facilities for

Two

—

and

and

entertainment

Courdination

Topic 21. Problems of the coexistence of hotels
and tourist camps.
Topic 22. Organization of lodging establishments into trade associations.
Topic 23. Uniform lodging rates.
Topic 24. Reasonable discounts in certain
seasons.

6.

Coordinated

legislative action

by the

Federal or central government and the State,
Province or municipality in the promotion and

Topic
Topic
Topic

Room

25.

reservations.

26. Inns for families.
27. Hotel training schools.

protection of tourism.

Topic 7. Coordinated organization, aid and
encouragement of governmental travel publicity.
Topic 8. Establishment of uniform methods for
the compilation of travel statistics.

Topic

9.

Preservation of national tourist re-

Section Three

Topic

—

Travel Trade

28. Facilities for travel agencies

and tour

organizers.

Topic

29.

Regulation of commissions paid to

travel agencies

and tour organizers.
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Topic

and contacts among

30. Relations

travel

Chapter IV.

lodging establishments.

Topic

31.

Need

and automobile insurance.

wider scope of action.
Topic 33. Facilities for currency exchange at
for a

prevailing

Topic

bank

rates.

34. Facilities for

—Inter-American

redemption of

travelers'

52. Establishment of regional travel fed-

and

erations

an

of

Topic 53. Travel-promotion activities of the
Pan American Union.
Topic 54. Founding of an Inter- American FedTopic

Founding of inter- American federameans of transportation.
Founding of an Inter-American Fed-

55.

Promotion of commercial fairs, travel
exhibits, contests and other tourist attractions.
Topic 36. Guidance of private initiative as to

tions for other

investments in the travel industry.

eration of Hotel Associations.

Topic

35.

Topic 37. Hotel
Topic 38. Bases

56.

Section

between trans-

portation associations (automobile, railway,, etc.)

Topic

Topic

credit facilities.
for cooperation

in the field of travel promotion.
39. Facilities for investment of capital

Two

—

Inter-American Agreements

Topic 57. Action to raise the resolutions adopted
by the First Inter-American Travel Congress to
the category of international instruments.

Topic

in entertainments designed to attract tourists.

Convention

58.

for

inter-American automotive

Chapter
Section

One

Joint Action

III.

— Organization and Finances
and

of private

by government and
finance joint publicity cam-

42. Pooling of funds

private enterprise to
paigns.
Section

Two

— Information

Topic 43. Type of travel information to be furnished by official sources.
Topic 44. Type of travel information to be
made available by private sources.
Topic 45. Type of travel information for joint
distribution.

Topic

46. Part played

Topic
ist

by the inter-American
and other means of

regulation

of

inter- American tour-

Adoption of an

59.

the

traffic.

card.

Topic

40. National travel boards.
41. Functions of the State

enterprise in the promotion of tourist travel.

Topic

Travel

Inter-American

Confederation.

eration of Automobile Associations.

cheques.

Topic
Topic

Agencies

inter- American travel

Topic

32. Travelers'

One

Section

Promotion of

in special groups.

Topic

-Coordination of Inter-Ameri-

can Tourist Travel

transportation companies, guides and

agencies,

60. Reference

American

to

the

various

interna-

and conventions held

tional conferences

subsequent

countries

in the

the

to

First

Inter-American Travel Congress, for any resolution which may be in order.
Section

Three

Topic
Topic

61.

— The

Inter-American Travel Congresses

The Permanent

Secretariat.

each
country commissioned by the Permanent Secre62. Designation of a Delegate in

tariat to collaborate in the organization of the

Third Congress.
Topic 63. Seat of the Third Inter-American
Travel Congress.

press (as well as the radio

communication)

in the dissemination of tourist-

Chapter V.

Promotion and Publicity

travel information.

Topic

47. Relations

official agencies,

Section

Topic

48.

between consulates and other

and private

Three—

travel agencies.

Topic

One

64. Suitability

—Promotion
the

tourist

Improvement and extension

of pub-

of

treating

travel industry as a public utility.
Civic

Method

and Educational Aspects

for creating national con-

sciousness of the importance of tourist travel.

Topic

Section

and operation of civic
institutions for the development of tourist travel.
Topic 50. Training of guide corps and other
49. Establishment

personnel for tourist services.

Topic 51. Designation of citizens of the various
American nations residing in another country of
the Continent as auxiliary boosters of travel to
their respective nations.

Topic

65.

lic services.

Topic
case

66. Construction or completion, as the

may

Pan
American

be, of the various sections of the

American Railway

in

the

respective

countries.

Topic 67. "The Grand Prix of the Americas"
(Automobile race over the Pan American Highway).
Topic 68. Organization of inter-American pools
for tourist travel promotion.

THE FOURTH PAN AMERICAN HIGHWAY CONGRESS
Topic
Topic

69.

"Inter-American Tourists' Album."

70. Interchange

of

travel

publications, etc., between the

information,

Topic

American coun-

Topic
(a)

Topic 71. Establishment of tourist travel libraand archives in the American countries, and

{b)

compilation of a travel bibliography.

(c)

Topic

72.

—

Adoption of an

travel

74. Publicity media:
Neswpapers, magazines, and periodicals

inter- American travel

Pamphlets, posters, circulars,
Radio.

{d)

Films and photographs.

{e)

Lectures.

Publicity

slogan.

of

in general.

ries

Two

organization

publicity.

tries.

Section

73. Technical

527

Topic

75.

Calendar

of

festivals

etc.

and

other

tourist attractions.

The Fourth Pan American
Highway Congress
The Fourth Pan American Highway

Vicente Cortes Herrera, Under Secretary

Congress will be held simultaneously with

of the

the Second Inter-American Travel Con-

in

gress in

Mexico City from September 15

to 24, 1941, thus permitting joint partici-

same department, has been active
making preparations, and delegations
are expected from all the American re-

publics.

The

pation in programs of mutual interest.

The two

congresses are to hold their open-

ing and closing sessions together, the Presi-

dent of Mexico will address them both at
a meeting in the Stadium, and a great
spectacle called
will

The Messenger of

the

Sun

be presented in the same place.

It will

be recalled that the Third High-

way Congress took

place

at

Santiago,

Chile, in 1939.

Section

The Pan American Highway

has been

a position of preference on the
agenda of the Highway Congress and it is

1.

given

from

all

B.

de

la

routes; coordination with

General construction program; priority of
(a) Traffic service; {b) land and

routes:

industrial development;

(c)

defense.

C. Principles of highway location: Aerial surveys;

location;

mapping; right of way;

structure design; estimates of costs.
2.

Jesus

Highway Engineering

other communication systems.

on the development
of that great project, since the need for an
integrated highway system through the
Americas is increasingly evident.
The Organizing Committee, under the
General

I.

highway

isting

the countries of this con-

of

to be en-

A. Preliminary survey: Classification of ex-

tinent will be focused

chairmanship

is

Planning a Highway System

expected that the attention of the delegations

value of the Congress

hanced by the simultaneous holding of the
Pan American Highway Exposition. In
the National Stadium it will be possible to
view the latest developments in road equipment and technique. Special facilities
have been arranged for exhibits from the
United States.
The agenda follows in detail:

Construction and Maintenance
A. Specifications.

Garza, Secretary of Communications and

B.

Research;

Public Works, and the Secretary General,

C.

Hand and machine

soil

mechanics; laboratories.
grading operations.
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D. Sub-grade

drainage;

uniform accident reporting; inspection of

drainage;

surface

permanent

Culverts, temporary bridges,

vehicles; studies of causes of accidents.

E.

F.

and

rural areas; traffic courts; revocation of

surfaces.

Surface construction: Soil; surfacing with
materials;

gravel

untreated

banks, shoulders, drainage;

flexible

and

pavements.

Right of way development; roadside development; commercial advertising.
Roadside services ^emergency mechanical stations;

hotels

and

—

booths,

filling

location

stations,

information

courts,

tourist

their

telephone

stations;

first-aid

telegraph

offices

and architectural

design.

2.

Road

Organization

for

1941-1942.

Pan American Highway route

Statement of delegations and agreements on connecting points at Internaa)

Source of funds for highway construction
and maintenance: Motor vehicle revenue;
fuel taxes; increased property value taxes;
other taxes.

Federal bonds; local bonds; bond-issuing

tional Borders; b) progress in the construc-

tion of the

inter-American credit institutions.
D. Extension of Pan American Highway

Management
A. Organization and coordination of central
and local highway offices; independent

created under the Pan
American Convention of 1936: a) Finance
Committee; b) Technical Committee.
Development of Inter-American Highway system: Reports from the delegation
of each country on the present status of
construction and program for future

activities.

G. Conventions on the regulation of interna-

B.

Relation with other government agencies.

tional

C.

Cooperation with public and civic organi-

markers.

zations.

licenses;

registration;

B.

and on

bile Clubs; cooperation

of

Highways

special

rules
traffic

of the

road; vehicle

ordinance for

signs, signals,

and

Automo-

among automobile

clubs in the development of international

I.

Glossary of road and bridge terms.

Delegates

may

submit papers on subjects

cities;

and markers.

Administration of vehicle laws: Traffic engineering;

of

signs

traffic.

A. Legislation: Uniform vehicle codes; driv-

uniform

traffic

H. Inter-American Federation

— Operation and Safe Use

Legislation and Safety

ers'

sys-

to insular republics.

E. Organizations

F.

organizations.

Pan American Highway.
Pan American Highway;

C. Financing of the

tem

tion: national, international.

Section III.

Pan American

Report of the Executive Committee; b)
appointment of National Committee; c) pro-

and Management

C. Uniform highway accounting.
D. Diversion of highway funds.
E. Economic aspects of highway transporta-

1.

of

Congresses:

a)

organizations.

2.

traffic

Section IV. International Matters

A. Permanent

Finance and Economics

tolls;

in

dents.

gram

Section II. Finance

B.

enforcement

Education and Intellectual Cooperation
A. Teaching safety in the schools.
B. College courses in highway engineering,
transit, safety, and economics.
C. Public safety organizations and campaigns.
D. Exchange of professors, engineers, and stu-

B. Location of

A.

areas;

licenses.

—

and

urban

regulation.

G. Highway safety: Safety fences; elimination
of grade crossings; illumination of main
highways.
Roadsides,
procedures:
H. Maintenance
rigid type

in

D. Regulation of international traffic.
E. Survey of future development in

or

pavements.

1.

enforce-

ment

stone; flexible type pavements; rigid type

J.

patrols;

Stabilization processes: Subgrades, bases,

selected

I.

Highway

C. Enforcement:

bridges.

examination of new drivers;

not included in

this

program, provided the

matters are related to the general purpose
of the Conarress.

Courtesy of Dr. Herminio Portell Vila

CUBAN SCHOOL CHILDREN PARADE
The

flags of the

IN

THE PARQUE CENTRAL, HABANA

American repubHcs weie carried by pupils of the public schools of Habana
marched past the statue of Marti on Pan American Day.

as they

Festivals of Friendship
Pan American Day,
If you were taking part in a quiz program
on the radio and the master of ceremonies
propounded this question, "What have
Itaguassu in the Brazilian State of Sao
Paulo and Greenfield in Adair County,
Iowa, in common?" perhaps you would
be at a loss for a reply until a clue was
given you by the date April 14. "Oh,
April 14!" you might exclaim, "that is
Pan American Day and probably both

towns celebrated it." This
answer would be absolutely correct.

those small

Very

1941

likely

you read

in a

paper some account of the

United States
festivities

in

Greenfield, in the heart of the great mid-

western corn belt near the birthplace of

Vice President Henry A. Wallace, whose
interest in Pan American relations is well
known, and whose address at the Pan
American Union led Washington's celebration of the day this year, as described
in the Bulletin for June 1941.
Greenfield's festival was described in the
press as an "all out" observance of the
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Courtesy

of

H

A MID-WEST

TOWN CELEBRATES

In Greenfield, Adair County, Iowa, there was an all-day observance of April 14, in which 10,000 persons
from neighboring towns and counties for miles around took part. A parade, a pageant, speeches, musical
programs, and a pavement dance gave every one a good time.

day, and indeed

it

was, for into the town

of 1,800 inhabitants streamed

more than

10,000 visitors from ten adjacent counties.

—

Everyone took part farmers, business
men, women's clubs, civic groups, school
children. Homes, business houses, and the
public square were decorated with the flags
of the twenty-one American republics;
the citizens themselves donned Mexican
sombreros and
bright-colored
LatinAmerican costumes. Iowa State University sent its band from Ames,
Drake
University of Des Moines sent musicians
and dancers, numerous neighboring high
schools sent their bands, and merchants
cooperated by making special displays of
Latin American food and other products.

Dr. Luis Quintanilla, Minister-Counselor
of the

Mexican Embassy

in

Washington,

delivered the principal address of the day,

which was broadcast over a nation-wide
hook-up. There were musical programs,
a parade, and a pageant; the celebration
closed with a pavement dance in the evening.

Commenting upon

itiative in staging this

Greenfield's in-

unique celebration,

the Des Moines Register said:

community gets a
and then pioneers in something truly significant. The little town
and we stress the " little'
because in area and population it is small, but
deserves the more praise for proving itself, in more
important ways, big the little town of GreenOccasionally some American

vision

—

—

Adair County, Iowa, has committed itself to
something that puts it up front in pioneering.

field,

.

.
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we

Frankly,

not only the thinking that led

like

hard-working job by our GreenWe also like the "popular" aspect
field neighbors.
of it all the making of it a "big day," the attracting of visitors from miles around, the exu-

to taking

on

this

—

berant dramatizing.

For while scholarly speeches by scholarly
before small groups of studious people are

men
all to

the good, education of our whole people by that
process

is

Continuing to South America, we

fly

up the Magdalena River and over the
Andes to Bogota, on its lofty plain surrounded by mountains, where we are
especially pleased with the papers put on
board

be carried to other parts of the
In one of them El Liberal

to

—

country.

appears an editorial that says in part:

very, very slow.

And we have

a very strong idea that

if

people

America learn about what an Iowa community has done, out of honest concern for more
understanding in the Americas, in a genial and
"folksy" way, it may do more to convince them
that we of the northern continent are friendly and

in Latin

The

celebration of

Pan American Day

offers,

because of the various ceremonies in the capitals
of all the

American

republics, a

new example

the solidarity that has passed from literary

of

and

of the ablest discourses that our biggest personages

to a status where popular
more significant and more definite meaning. The European conflict has served
to highlight the belief of the American republics:

could give.

the

well-meaning people

.

So here's

.

themselves than a score

like

.

to Iowa's Greenfield.

More power

diplomatic

circles

support gives

necessity

it

of cooperating

effectively

in

the

to

you!

The

celebration in Itaguassu

The

simple.

tization in

republics

of the

which each of the Pan American
was represented by one of the

A

pupils.

was more

school presented a drama-

teacher explained the purposes

Pan American Union and composi-

day by the pupils
were read before the whole school.
Perhaps after all the best answer to the
quiz question about Greenfield and Itaguassu would have been, "They're both
American."
If we had been able to take an airplane
and fly from one American country to
another we should have looked down on
thousands of celebrations. Let us imagine
tions written for the

that

we

are doing so.

Circling over the

Mexico

City, perhaps
enormous stadium in
address
delivered
radio
picks
the
our
up
Avila
Camacho.
Manuel
by President
Flying over the mountains and lakes of
Central America we see many schools
with pupils in gala array and find many
stations broadcasting the words of speakers

expressing their faith in the solidarity of

the Americas.

in

In

Panama

similar meet-

and entertainments are taking place
numerous communities.

ings

Courtesy of Harmon, A. A. A,

A NATION-WIDE

BROADCAST FROM

GREENFIELD, IOWA
principal speaker on Greenfield's Pan
American Day program was Dr. Luis Quintanilla,
Minister Plenipotentiary and Counselor of the
Mexican Embassy in Washington (at left). Dr.
Quintanilla's address was broadcast over a

The

nation-wide hook-up.
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Courtesy

of

Escuela Normal No.

2,
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Rosario

PAN AMERICAN DAY PAGEANT AT ROSARIO, ARGENTINA
Young

students of the Practice School of Normal School No. 2, presented a colorful pageant as part of
the school's commemoration of Pan American Day.

task of defending interests
vival

fundamental

is

to

whose

sur-

International

of

our

pared a special Pan American Day edition
of its magazine, Juventud Unida, whose
cover bears the words, "The youth of

and

ideals

the

progress

countries.

we

Call, that charmCauca Valley, where
all the school children are parading, and
arrive at Quito, where the schools are also

Later

see

below us

ing city in the wide

On we go to Lima, passing
by massive Chimborazo and other shining Andine peaks, and find a notable program arranged by the Peruvian-American
Cultural Institute and attended by many
prominent people. Also the Minister of
Foreign Affairs is broadcasting, and perhaps is heard by his Mexican colleague,
who entertains the American diplomatic

celebrating.

corps at a great banquet,

A

from southern Peru takes us
into the Andes and across Lake Titicaca
to La Paz, the loftiest of the American
capitals, where the local branch of the
side- trip

Students Society has pre-

America swears today, tomorrow, and
always to keep closely drawn the ties of
friendship between our countries."
Back to the arid coast and then down
fertile

valleys

mount

we

continue until

we

sur-

the coastal range and reach the

lovely capital of Chile, behind

it

the

mag-

bulwark of the Andes. Santiago
and many other Chilean towns even to the
far south have always delighted in observing Pan American Day. The ChileanAmerican Institute and Normal School
nificent

No.

1

are

among

the leaders in the day's

observance in Santiago, while in Valparaiso the Circulo

Pro Paz arranges a

fine

program.
After rising about 18,000 feet

and

pass-
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ing close to Aconcagua, the mightiesi peak
on the continent, and over the Christ of
the Andes, we cross the wide pampas of
Argentina to Buenos Aires, the metropohs
of the southern continent.

pride to

all

A

source of

Argentines are the two great

direction of a

the

tion

American

which devote much space to the Pan
American holiday. A whole page of biographies and portraits of the founders of
Pan Americanism is found in La Prensa,
while La Nacion makes a special point of
giving an account of the many manifestations of inter-American friendship on Pan
American Day in the Rotary Club, the
Argentine-American Cultural Institute,
the Grupo America, and the Palace of
American Culture, to name only a few.

fly to

we

gram

of International

sent

a

20

other

and Paraguay Rivers we

is

and Pan American prose

put on the

air.

Across forests and over the great waterof Iguassu and the coffee plantations
Sao Paulo, we come to Rio de Janeiro,
the most beautiful capital that our hemi-

fall

of

sphere boasts.

Two

of the great Brazilian

learned societies, the Institute of Geog-

raphy and History and the Academy of
Letters, gather audiences to hear orators

Pan Americanism and what it
The Brazilian Association for
Advancement of Women has as speakAnna Amelia Carneiro de Mendonga,

praise

ers

Courtesy

of music

and poetry

that of the International Press Association,

Under

the

Asuncion, where another radio pro-

stands

broadcast throughout|the continent.

to

republics.

the Parana

where
one of the main celebrations of the day is
find ourselves in Montevideo,

celebrated

and famous authors

message of friendship

Up

Grossing the waters of the River Plate,

Edgardo

Col.

Grupo America,

of the

journalists

newspapers. La Prensa and La Nacion, both
of

poet,

Genta, president of the Uruguayan sec-

the

a poet

for.

and director of the university

stu-

Telephone and Telegraph Corporation

GREETINGS BY TELEPHONE FROM RIO DE JANEIRO TO FIVE OTHER SOUTH

AMERICAN CAPITALS
The mayors
phone

of Buenos Aires, La Paz,
in celebration of Pan American

Rio de Janeiro, Santiago, Lima, and Montevideo talked by teleDay in South America. The telephone conversations also marked

the inauguration for all telephone subscribers of international radio-telephone service at

La Paz.
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Courtesy of the Consul of Panama, Miami

SIMON BOLIVAR PLAZA DEDICATED AT MIAMI, FLORIDA
Pan American Day ceremonies at Miami were featured by the dedication of Simon Bolivar Plaza, under
the joint auspices of the city and the Women's Club. The new plaza is located on one of the city's
principal avenues, near the Pan American Airways airport.

dent residence, and Gabriela Mistral, the

One

famous Chilean poet, who is one of the
most illustrious figures in Spanish American literature and is now stationed as

celebrations, since children are thus early

consul in Rio.

recent years because of the imperative ne-

Northward
the

hump

saves a

flies

the plane, cutting across

of Brazil

day

the United States.

we go

to

by the new route that
between Rio and
On around the coast

in travelling

Venezuela, the birthplace of

Bolivar, the great pioneer in cooperation

between the Americas.

Here the

Presi-

dent pays a tribute to Columbus and the
nations of the continent that he discovered,

while

proclaim

of

them

made aware

especially praised the school

of the need to support the

united action that has been developed in

cessity

of

well-organized

a

front, intellectual,

continental

economic and

political,

against forces destructive to the foundations of the

American way

of life.

Across the blue Caribbean

lie

three of

the twenty sister republics, Haiti and the

Dominican Republic sharing one island.
In the Dominican Republic the university
and the Women's Normal School arrange
celebrations,

while in Haiti the

their fraternity with the students in other

President leads the

Pan American Day

American countries. The newspapers, as
might be expected, are full of editorials
commenting on Pan American subjects.

celebration

the

university

students

special

Deum

in

by attending a solemn Te
cathedral, followed by a

the

parade and meeting.

FESTIVALS OF FRIENDSHIP

From the capital of Haiti it is only a short
Windward Passage to

distance across the

Cuba, but

it is still

about 600 miles over

the mountains and rich fields of sugar cane
to

Habana.
Caribarien,

capital,

is

half

way

celebration,

comparable

although Caribarien

is

to

some two hundred

American

guests, including Latin

consular representatives, at

which the guest speaker was Dr. Robert
E. McNicoll, professor of Latin American
Aff"airs at the University of Miami.

Cuban

the

to

the scene of a truly

535

community

Greenfield's,

a city and not a

small town.
April

Habana,

14

is

indeed

for the

special session in

a

festive

Cuban Senate

day

in

holds a

honor of President Roose-

a portrait of

whom

is

unveiled in the

Senate Gallery of Honor.

President Ba-

velt,

tista

of Cuba, his Cabinet, the Justices of

Supreme Court, and the diplomatic
this occasion.
Around
the Tree of American Fraternity, planted
the

corps are present on

in

1928 at the time of the Sixth Inter-

national Conference of

American

States,

another impressive ceremony takes place,

and on the

steps of the university, near

the noble figure of

its

Alma Mater, still
The latter

another gathering congregates.

was addressed by the Hon. George S. Messersmith, the United States Ambassador.
Then back across the Florida Strait we
fly to the city of Miami,
airport for
travellers between South America and the
United States. Henceforth all of them
will pass by the Simon Bolivar plaza.
It was on Pan American Day that a
gesture of friendship, first proposed by the
Women's Club of Miami and sponsored
by the city to promote inter-American
good will, was completed by the dedication of the plaza, located on the highway
connecting Miami and the Pan American
Airways International Airport. The principal address at the dedication ceremonies

was made by Victor M. Avendano Losada,
Consul of Venezuela at Miami, who spoke
eloquently of the life and ideals of Simon
Bolivar.
en's

After the dedication, the

Wom-

Club gave a luncheon attended by

Courtesy

of

Dr. Herminio Portell Vila

PAN AMERICAN DAY EXERCISES AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF HABANA
S. Messersmith, Ambassador of the United States to Cuba, addressed the
faculty, student body, and their guests at the
University of Habana celebration of April 14.

The Honorable George
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In the United States the occasion was
celebrated from

Maine

to Cahfornia,

Puget Sound to the Florida Keys.
colleges,

and

mercial

organizations,

universities, civic

cultural

from

Schools,

and comsocieties,

museums, theaters, radio, the
even entire towns, all expressed in

libraries,

press,

varying mediums the nation-wide recognition

and support of the

effective

and

purposeful policy of solidarity and cooperation that unites the nations of the Western

Hemisphere today.
Throughout the State of California,
where the Governor officially proclaimed
April 1 4 as Pan American Day, observances
were particularly enthusiastic. Innumerable schools, universities, and churches
offered programs based on the folklore,
literature, music, dances, industries, and
arts of the Latin American countries.

Courtesy

of

Libraries,

museums, and commercial estab-

lishments arranged special exhibits of Latin

American books,

art,

city of Chico, in the

and products.

In the

northern part of the

mayor issued an official proclama"
week of April 14-20
as Pan American Week; in fact, most of
the month of April was dedicated to that
theme by Chico clubs, schools, and community organizations. The Pan American
Society of San Francisco, commem.orating

state, the

tion designating the

the day, as

is its

custom, in an impressive

fashion, arranged for fitting ceremonies in

the rotunda of the City Hall, which were

broadcast by short wave to Latin America,
and entertained at a luncheon in honor of
Latin American consuls stationed in the
city.

In Newark,

Museum

New

Jersey,

chose Pan American

Newark
Day for the

the

Belhaven Coll

A PAGEANT AT BELHAVEN COLLEGE
Miss Pan America and Miss United States were the leading figures in the pageant, "Old Glory and
New," with which Belhaven College at Jackson, Mississippi, commemorated Pan American Day.

AND POPULATION

DISEASE

inauguration of the

first

section of a spe-

LATIN AMERICA

IN

clusion

—that the
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citizens of the

Pan Amer-

dedicated to "Three South-

ican republics were unanimous in express-

ern Neighbors," Peru, Ecuador, and Bo-

ing their awareness of and enthusiasm for

cial exhibition

This

livia.

first

was arranged

section. Reviewing the Past,

museum

to give visitors to the

the existence of hemispheric friendship

good

and

will.

a synopsis of pre-Colonial and Colonial
civilizations

three countries by

of those

means

of art

maps.

The second

objects,

photographs, and
Viewing

section.

be opened in the

Present, to

the

of 1941,

fall

will

be devoted to contemporary

try,

customs, geography, and resources of

art,

indus-

the three countries.

These are but a few of many such celeand exhibitions. Limitations of space unhappily prevent the
Bulletin from making specific mention
of all. But together they lead to one conbrations, programs,

If you had made the flight around Latin
America and had entered the stadium in
Mexico City while President Avila Camacho was speaking, or with Brazilian women
had heard their much admired poet Ana
Amelia, would you have known what they
were saying? Don't you think it would

help inter-American understanding in the

broader sense

we

if

and learned each
is

true that

took

all

literally

it

other's languages?

we need

to

It

know what both

presidents and poets have to say.

Disease and Population in Latin America
ARISTIDES
Secretary,

A.

MOLL

Pan American Sanitary Bureau
(Part II)

As was
this

said at the close of the

first

part of

paper, a notable reversal in health

tendencies occurred early in the 19th cen-

Up

tury.

time the campaigns
had been haphazard and

that

to

against disease

when not

aimless,

actually harmful.

In

the 1584 typhus fever epidemic in Gviate-

mala,

Carriola

fires in all

non

all

recommended

the city squares

and

burning-

firing can-

day long, and the advice was sim1773-74 epidemic, which caused

ilar in the

thousands of deaths.

measure

in times of

A

seldom-neglected

epidemic was having

Presented at the Ninth Annual Meeting nf the Population Association

May
1941.

16, 1941.

of America at Princeton, N. J.,
For Part I, see Bulletin, August

the nuns cut off their tresses.

In 1714,

when Rodriguez Lindo was asked in
Caracas to suggest how to prevent the importation of yellow fever, his

was

to

pray to

St.

By

goes on, however.
to control

Aragua

among

Rosalie.

1809,

first

advice

The world
when trying

an epidemic of malaria in the

Valley,

Gomez

other things

and lagoons,

recommended
the swamps

filling in

as Lafosse

had done a few

decades before in Haiti.
This reversal tendency was influenced
by various factors. Spain closed its books
in America, at least in the medical field,

with a truly royal gesture. On hearing
of the ravages caused by smallpox at Lima
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in 1802, Charles

IV

decided to send the

famous Balmis-Salvany expedition (1804)
to

spread

the

throughout

the

vaccination

benefits

of

Spanish

colonies,

even

method had already been inhere
and there, more or less at
troduced
Through
this measure the dread
random.
white
and the red man was
the
of
scourge
control
and eventually
under
brought
wiped out in a number of countries.
Another telling development was the
organization, in the wake of the century-

groups as well as to white
immigration and negro slaves. Population and migration data have been rather
inal native

neglected. ^°

though the

old Protomedicates, of boards of health,

beginning with Unanue's,

Hernandez'

and

Vargas'

efforts in the early part of the

19th century, and practically synchronizing with the reopening of the medical
schools under

more enlightened

Let us take

first

the native group.

It is

a pity that no more definite information on
its

fluctuations

is

available than the lamen-

tations of historians as to the shrinking

population.

Data

as to

its

original

bers are of course unreliable

and

num-

at their

more or less rough estimates. For inMelendez computed at 8,000,000
the population of the old Inca Kingdom,
including Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia and part
best

stance,

of Northern Argentina, but

Unanue lowered these figures to not more than 4,500,000. Las Casas' reckonings of 3,000,000

Later occurrences that reacted favorably

Santo Domingo and 800,000 for Puerto
Rico are also gross misstatements, and

on morbidity and mortality were the con-

must probably be divided by

auspices.

firmation of Finlay's doctrine of the trans-

mission of yellow fever by a specific mos-

and the strengthening

quito,

of health

work.-^^

The

attention given by governments

peoples to public health
onstrated by a

number

is

and

very well dem-

of outstanding de-

velopments.^^

When
effect

it

comes

to

determining the actual

through the centuries of

reaching

mountable

movement,
difficulties

this

far-

practically

insur-

confront us.

Basic

population data for the early period are

both misleading and extremely incomplete.''^

This statement applies to the orig-

See the paper by Moll in the Bulletin, April 1940.
There was no lack of censuses during the colonial
period. In 1577 Philip 11 ordered a survey to secure,
among other things, data on the increase or decrease oj
Local
the Indian population and causes of the change.
polls were taken both before and afterwards, for instance,
in Puerto Rico in 7509, 1530, 1777, 1787, 1797; Lima:
1599, 1791; Rio de la Plata region: 1612, 1770, 1778,
1803; Quito: 1645, 1757, 1791; Colombia: 1770, 1778,
1803; Cuba, 1774, 1791, 1841, 1862; Guatemala: 1778,
1800; Rio: 1799.
The republican regime has maintained this tradition,
and censuses have been made as follows: Argentina:
1869, 1895, 1906, 1914, 1933; Bolivia: 1831, 1900;
Brazil: 1890, 1920, 1940; Chile: 1835, 1843, 1854,
1865, 1875, 1885, 1895, 1907, 1920, 1930, 1940;
in
1^

for

8 or 10, thus
bringing the total for both islands to be-

tween 400,000 and 500,000.^1 Mexican
population has been placed at 8 or 10
million. Spinden (1928) seems to have
been on the right track in asserting that
the aboriginal population reached its highwater mark in North America about 1200
and in South America about 1500. His

maximum

figure of 50,000,000 to 75,000,-

000 seems

to lie within the

realm of

possi-

and far above the total present in
Columbus' time.
Regarding the slave accretions the situa-

bilities,

tion

is

very

similar.

The number

of

negroes kidnapped from their homes in
Colombia, 1824, 1835, 1845, 1871, 1905, 1912, 1918,
1928, 1938; Costa Rica: 1939; Cuba: 1899, 1907, 1919,
1931; Dominican Republic: 1920, 1935; El Salvador:
1930; Guatemala: 1886, 1895, 1900, 1910, 1921, 1940;
Honduras: 1910, 1916, 1926, 1930, 1935; Mexico:
1895, 1900, 1910, 1921, 1930; Nicaragua: 1920;
Panama: 1910, 1930, 1940; Peru: 1876, 1936, 1940;
Uruguay: 1836, 1852, 1860, 1895, 1908; Venezuela:
1873, 1888-90, 1910, 1925, 1930.
20

The "Catdlogo

siglos

de pasageros a Indias durante los
1 (1509-1533),"

XVI, XVll y XVlll, tomo

Madrid, 1900, will when completed afford at
sound basis for further research.
21

Cuba and

the other islands

less densely inhabited.

seem

to

least

a

have been for

DISEASE
Africa after Las Casas

1511

^^

their

first

replacing

AND POPULATION
suggested in

Indians

the

as

laborers has been put at not less than

The annual

50,000,000.

mere hundred
into

the

quota, from a

went
and to-

in the 16th century,

thousands afterwards,

wards the end of the 18th century rose
over

100,000.

Humboldt

(1808)

to

esti-

mated the total negro population in SpanIn Brazil,
ish America at about 750,000.
however, it was twice as large. By 1550
the Indians had melted away in the West
but thousands of Africans
In New Spain (Mexico),

filled

Indies,
their

places.

perhaps 20,000 negroes or mulattoes were
to be found, mostly in the mines; in South

America the blacks were still a curiosity.
By 1570 the negro population in the Spanish colonies had risen to about 40,000, of

whom

about one-third lived in

Domingo.

Among

Santo

the 1,100,000 inhabi-

IN LATIN

tants.

AMERICA
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In Brazil the whites had increased

from about 2,500

1585 and 23,000 in

in

Humboldt gave

1600 to 430,000 in 1800.

as white 3,500,000 of the 17,000,000 in

the Spanish colonies.

Division by races

The

practically hopeless.

is

best data about the Indians are also

enumerated were

those

since

defective

only the "civilized", that

mass figures

ever, take

those accept-

is,

us, howsome idea of

Let

ing the foreigners' rule.^^

to get

The

the

demography

less

than 20,000,000 in Humboldt's time

of Latin America.

have multiplied sixfold, and the number
with over 100,000 inhabitants
has increased from a single one at the
end of the 18th century to 12 at the end of
of cities

and about 50

the 19th century

The population

up from about 1,000,000
18th

century

at present.

of Argentina has gone

to

at the close of the

1,830,000

in

1869

in

1914

11,000,000 in

1930

7,900,000

tants in Peru in 1791, the negroes totaled

5,000,000

in

1900;

about 100,000.
Barbados numbered 62,000. In Cuba
not more than 22,000 were to be found in
1763 in the entire island out of 60,000 imported since 1521. To these one must

8,500,000 in

1920;

add probably 700,000 more imported up
to 1853. Yet by 1862 the slaves totaled
about 370,000, and the freedmen probably
as many. While over 2,000,000 had been
imported into the British West Indies
from 1680 to 1786, Humboldt could estimate only 700,000 as living in 1809.

750,000 in 1700; 2,500,000 in 1800; 6,300,000 in 1830; 10,000,000 in 1872; 15,000,000

In that year the slaves in

The

third

human element

conqueror and

settler.

From about

lacking.

is

Again

the white
figures are

12,000 in 1509 the

whites had risen to about 36,000 in

all

America by 1550 (16,000 in Mexico and
8,000 in Lima, Quito and Bolivia), and
to over 100,000 by 1570, and about 200,000
at the close of the 17th century. Taboada's census (1791) classed as Spanish
140,000 of the 1,100,000 Peruvian inhabi22

As a

matter of fact, some of the slaves held in Spain
to trickle over long since.

had begun

12,000,000 in 1935; and over 13,000,000
at present.
tries

The population

of other coun-

has also risen rapidly: In Brazil,

grew from 55,000

it

in 1585; 70,000 in 1600;

in 1890;

18,000,000 in 1900; 30,000,000

1910;

45,000,000 in 1930; to nearly

in

50,000,000 at present; in Chile, from 800,-

000

in 1800; 1,000,000 in 1835; 1,400,000

in 1850; 2,000,000 in 1870; 3,000,000 in

1900; 3,730,000 in 1920; 4,300,000 in 1930,
to 4,700,000 at present; in

Colombia, from

1,500,000

in

1800;

1,700,000

in

1835

4,150,000

in

1905;

5,900,000

in

1920

7,900,000 in 1930; to 8,700,000 in 1940
in

Costa Rica, from barely 80,000 about

the middle of the 19th century; 250,000 in

1900; 475,000 in 1927; to 640,000 at present;

in

Cuba, from 272,000

in

1793;

The 7777 census showed 7,756 Indians in Puerto
While the 7787 poll showed 2,302 and the 7797
Rico.
one 2,372, this rubric was given up as valueless in follow23

ing enumerations.
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Argentina,

12.2;

Venezuela,

553,028 in 1817; 704,487 in 1827; 1,572,792

14.1;

in 1889; 2,004,900 in 1907; 2,889,004 in

Peru, 9.7; Bolivia, 8.2; Paraguay,

1919; 3,962,344 in 1931; to 4,227,597 at

from 700,000 in 1800
to 3,000,000 at present; in Guatemala,
from 369,164 in 1778; 512,120 in 1825;
present; in Ecuador,

1,190,750

1,842,134

1872;

in

in

1903;

During the

four decades

last

9.9;

5.8.2^

general

death rates also have shown most encouraging reductions. ^^

up
Amer-

Life expectancy has naturally lived
to this promise.

Nowhere

in Latin

13,607,259 in 1900; 16,550,000 in 1930 to
nearly 20,000,000 at present; in Peru,

it reached such high figures as in
United States, but it is mounting
everywhere: In Lima, it is 31 years;
Chile, 35.3; Caracas, 35.8; Uruguay, 39.2;
Mexico City, 42; Buenos Aires, 46 years.
The disease picture has also changed

from about 1,100,000

considerably, especially as to pestilential

2,004,900 in 1921; to 3,284,269 at present;

ica has

than 700,000 in 1800 to
perhaps 3,000,000 at present; in Mexico,

the

in Haiti,

from

less

from 4,483,569

in 1793; 6,000,000 in 1800;

in 1791; 2,700,000

in 1876; 4,000,000 in 1900; to 6,760,000 in

conditions, as vaccination

1940; in Uruguay, from 30,685 in 1793;

ventive measures have

74,000 in 1829; 131,969 in 1852; 915,647

felt for

and

in 1900; to 2,125,000 at present;

from

Venezuela,

800,000

in

1800

in
to

1,250,000 in 1845 and 3,500,000 at present.

The population

of Latin America,

which

lagged as compared with that of the United
States,

has increased faster in

the

last

On

and other pre-

made

their influence

the better. ^^

the other hand, malaria

and

diseases

loom
American trypanosomiasis, trachoma, onchocerciasis, and
undulant fever have come into the picture.
caused by intestinal parasites

still

large in the tropics.

Leprosy certainly has not yielded ground.

and the dysenteries con-

century: the percentages are 227 and 213

Typhoid

Immigration has played a
large role in the Latin American increase,
as it has in the United States. Yet it is
to be noted that an increment was found
even in countries with but little immigration, such as Chile, Colombia, Guatemala,

tinue to be a menace.

Poliomyelitis has

invaded

practically

respectively.

and

Density of population

The number

whole

of inhabitants per square

Haiti has

281;

El

Salvador,

Cuba, 96.8; the Dominican ReGuatemala, 68.0; the United
States, 35.9; Uruguay, 29.4; Costa Rica,
27.8; Mexico, 26.2; Honduras, 22.4; Co132.8;

public, 85.7;

16.8; Chile,

16.3;

Ecuador, 16.2; Brazil,

In reporting a population oj 70,000 jor 1776, Inigo
stated that Puerto Rico could support more than
The
four times as many people, namely 300,000.
present population, however, is nearly 27 times as large
(1,869,245).

free.

is

Interesting factors in the evolution of
races in the Latin

American melting pot

number

of countries, including

Uruguay, Cuba, Haiti and
and the gradual absorpPuerto Rico;

Argentina,

^''

tion or dilution of the negro in others.
of population^' as applied to an
meaning. It should take
into account the amount of land actually usable by man
Jor living and other purposes. It should also be given Jor
25

The term

^''density

entire country carries but little

the different geographical or political areas of the country.
26

lombia, 19.8; Nicaragua, 19.8; Panama,

2^

is

far

so

on the increase and as a
public health problem No. 1.

Tuberculosis

factor in a

mile varies a great deal from country to

Abad

areas

have been: the vanishing of the whites in
Haiti; the disappearance of the Indian

Haiti. ^*

country:

fever

See the paper by

27

Where

Moll

in the

Bulletin, April 1940.
own

the Indian survived he is holding his

His present numbers far exceed the
and even gaining.
25,000,000 estimated by Spinden in 1928. It was gradually perceived that the designation of ^^Indian" meant
When the 1808 census was
but little in some countries.
in Puerto Rico, the Governor ordered the omission
of the rubric "Indians" and the classification of pur.
breeds and mixed bloods as "pardoslibres" (free darkies)

made

DISEASE

AND POPULATION

Latin America as a whole never reached
in

its first

tiginous

century of independence the ver-

and almost incredible

rate

of

population increase shown by the United
States,

totaling about 1600 percent

and

representing about 30 percent for every

decade of that period over the one before.
Its increase was merely 300 percent in the

same period.

However, it has been runits overgrown sister with

ning abreast of

an average 20 percent increase
five

of the last six decades,

ahead in the

last

in the first

and forged

decade by maintaining
which has dropped in

this rate of increase,

the United States to a

mere

7 percent.

Isolated countries, however, have

matched

and exceeded the best United States
shown by the following: Increase from 1800 to 1900: Uruguay, 2990
percent; Brazil and Cuba, 700 percent;
Argentina, Costa Rica and Guatemala,

records, as

500 percent; Peru, 400 percent; Chile, 375
percent; Mexico, 320 percent; Colombia,

270 percent.

Increase since 1900: Uru-

guay, 6900 percent; Brazil, 2000 percent;

Cuba, 1600 percent; Argentina, 1300 perGuatemala, 900 percent; Costa
Rica, 800 percent; Peru, 700 percent;
Chile and Colombia, 600 percent; Haiti
cent;

IN
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and Venezuela, 400 percent; Ecuador, 350
and Mexico, 300 percent. ^^

percent;

What

the future will bring

is

a matter

and wonder. Will the end
of the present war see a tidal wave of immigration bound for Latin American shores?

for speculation

phenomenon dislocate present
new problems in government and health? Whatever is in
stock for Ibero- America we can confidently

Will such a

systems and create

assert

that

the

Latin Republics of the

Americas are better prepared than ever
to face any new responsibilities. Through
the extinction or control of such scourges
as smallpox, plague, yellow fever and
typhus fever, through the better knowledge

of

many

other

conditions,

through

a

health organization constantly increasing
in efficiency,

through the system of

inter-

embodied in the
Pan American Sanitary Bureau and the
Pan American Sanitary Conferences, all

national

cooperation

the Americas

may

glance fearlessly at the

and anticipate new advances in the
health and longevity of their people.

future

28

Gamio (1933) gave

these increases

for the 70 years

previous to 7932: Argentina, 500 percent; Costa Rica,
300 percent; Colombia, 170 percent; Cuba, 160 percent;
Peru, 150 percent; Mexico, 100 percent; and Guatemala^

85 percent.

Guggenheim
Twenty

Fellowships, 194

awarded to Latin
and artists in the
twelfth annual Latin American Fellowship competition of the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation were announced in June. The Foundation's Latin
American fellowships were established in
1 929 by former United States Senator and
Mrs. Simon Guggenheim as part of the
activities of the Foundation that they set
up in 1925, in memory of a son, to assist
scholars and artists carry on their research
and creative work free from financial
fellowships

American

scholars

worries.
All these Latin

come

American

fellows will

United States, while fourteen
fellows from the United States, appointed
last March, will work in various parts of
Latin America during the year.
The Foundation has awarded 128 fellowships with stipends of $257,000 on its
Latin American fellowship program during
the past 12 years and an almost equal
number of citizens of the United States
have worked in Latin America as fellows
of the Foundation during the same period.
This is in accordance with Senator Gugto the

the

of

Institute

for

Advanced

Princeton, Chairman; Dr.

Director of the

Study,

Thomas Barbour,

Museum

of

Comparative

Zoology, Harvard University; Dr. Percival

Bailey,

Professor of

Neurology and

Neurosurgery, University of
ical

Illinois

Med-

School; Dr. Americo Castro, Professor

and Dr.
Elmer Drew Merrill, Professor of Botany
and Director of Botanical Collections,
Harvard University. In making their
selections, this committee was assisted by
many eminent Latin American scholars
and authorities in the fields of the appliof Spanish, Princeton University;

cant's work.

The list for 1941-2 contains the largest
number of Latin American Fellowships
ever awarded by the Foundation in any

With the eighty-five fellowawarded to citizens of the United
States in March, it brings the total number
of fellows assisted by the Foundation this
one year.

ships

year to 105.

The purpose

of the Foundation

give opportunities to

is

men and women

to

of

the highest ability to further their work,
the Foundation's assistance being available

are distributed as follows: eight to Brazil,

working in any field of knowlartists working in any branch
of the arts. The fellowships are open
without distinction on account of race,
color, or creed, to men and women, married or unmarried. They are granted
only to persons who, by work accomplished, have already proven themselves
to be of the highest ability. Normally
the ages of the fellows are between 25 and

four to Mexico, three to Argentina, two

40 years.

genheim's

letter

of gift

establishing

the

Foundation's Latin American fellowships,
written in 1929.

The Latin American fellowships of the
Guggenheim Foundation are granted to
assist research and creative work in all
fields of art and scholarship.
The stipend
is

usually $2,000 for a year's fellowship.

The twenty

fellowships

awarded

this

year

each to Uruguay and Puerto Rico and one
to

Chile.

The Committee

consisted of Dr.
542

of Selection

Frank Aydelotte, Director

to scholars

edge and to

The

Trustees of the Foundation, in ad-

dition to Senator

and Mrs. Guggenheim,

are Francis H. Brownell, Carroll A. Wil-

GUGGENHEIM FELLOWSHIPS,
son, Charles D. Hilles,

Roger W.

Straus,

Charles Earl, John C. Emison, and Medley
G. B. Whelpley.

group of the new fellows
on
will work
scienwith
collaboration
research
in
their

The

largest

in medical fields, carrying

tists

and research

in universities

tions of the

United

They

States.

institu-

are:

Dr. Anibal Silveira, neurologist at the Juqueri
He will study the

electrical activity of the cortex of the brain

another neurologist awarded a fellowwill continue his investigations in the

is

He

field of

neuro-physiology.

Two

fellows will

in collaboration

Corner, Director of

the Carnegie Institution's Laboratory of

Embryology
They are:

Maryland.

in Baltimore,

Dr. Washington Buno, head of the Histology
Laboratory, Institute of Endocrinology, Montevideo, Uruguay. Dr. Buiio will conduct research
into

certain

problems in the

of primate

field

embryology.
Dr. Luis Vargas Fernandez, assistant head of
the Department of Experimental Medicine of the
National Health Service, Santiago, Chile. He
will carry on experimental studies in the field of

Also to further their work in endocrinology, the following fellows will

come

to the

States:

Institute,

Sao Paulo,

of the Section of Endocrinology in the Institute
of Endocrinology, Montevideo,

Uruguay.

For work in biochemistry the following
both of whom are members of the
staff of the Biological Institute of Sao

fellows,

Paulo, Brazil, have been appointed:

Rocha

E. Silva,

staff,

Sao Paulo Biological

work

at

Research,

the

National School of Biological Sciences,
Mexico. He will carry on studies of the electrical
stimulation of muscle at the Harvard Medical
School./

engineering sciences

Rockefeller

New York

City.

member

Institute.

Institute

for

following

the

fellowships were awarded:
Dr.

Augusto Jose Durelli, engineer, Buenos

Aires.

He will investigate the photoelastic method

method

and the application of

this

problems in reinforced concrete design, at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.
Nabor Carrillo Flores, professor of mathematics
He will
in the National University of Mexico.
continue his studies of soil mechanics in its application

to practical

the

to

buildings

construction

and dams,

For researches
were awarded:
Dr.

at

foundations

of

of

Harvard University.

in physics

Mario Schenberg,

two fellowships

of physics,

professor

University of Sao Paulo, Brazil.

He

studies of the application of nuclear

will

make

and atomic

physics to astrophysics.
professor of physics.

He

University of Puerto Rico,
studies in the field of

band

will continue his

spectra, with Professor

Arthur H. Compton at the University of Chicago.
fellows

will

work on botanical

problems:
Juan Ignacio Valencia

Brazil.

Dr. Americo Santiago Albrieux Murdoch, head

Dr. Mauricio

Dr. Efren Carlos del Pozo, professor of physi-

Three

Dr. Jose Ribeiro do Valle, professor in the Sao
Paulo School of Medicine and assistant at the

Butantan

quantitative chemical

Facundo Bueso-Sanllehi

endocrine pathology.

United

make

will

of determining stresses

work

W.

with Dr. George

He

immunity phenomena in collaboration
with Dr. Michael Heidelberger, at the College of
Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia University
New York City.

In

variations under pathological conditions.

Brazil,

Institute.

studies of

and

Dr. Nilson Torres de Rezende of Pernambuco,
ship.

Dr. Otto Guilherme Bier, Assistant Chief,
Department of Serology, Sao Paulo Biological

ology.

Hospital in Sao Paulo, Brazil.

its
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1941

of the

Darwin Botanical

Buenos Aires, Argentina. He will continue his taxonomic and morphological studies
of South American forage plants, in collaboration
with Dr. Agnes Chase at the United States
National Museum, Washington, D. C.
Agesilau Antonio Bitancourt, assistant director
of the Sao Paulo Biological Institute. He will
Institute,

make

and
on other economic plants,
Fawcett at the Citrus Experiment

a study of the virus diseases of citrus

of fungus parasites
of the

He

will

Medical

with Dr. H.

S.

Station of the University of California, Riverside,
California, and with scholars in the United States

Department

of Agriculture.
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Edgard do Amaral Graner, technical assistant
Agronomy and lecturer in the

in the Institute of

Luiz de Queiroz School of Agriculture, Piracicaba, Brazil. His project is to study the cytogenetics of corn and tobacco, chiefly with Professor

Dr. Lewis Ulysses Hanke, Director of the
Hispanic Foundation of the Library of Congress,
Washington, D. C, will continue his studies into

and

the ecclesiastical

legal aspects of the

T. H. Goodspeed at the University of California

New

Four other fellowships were awarded in
law, education, literature, and art, re-

of Latin American Studies.

The

spectively.
Santos

recipients are:

Primo Amadeo, professor of

political

He

will

complete a book comparing the constitutional
law of Argentina with that of the United States,
in collaboration with Professor Noel T. Dowling
at the Columbia University School of Law.
Victoria Olga Cossettini, Director of the Dr. G.
Carrasco Experimental School in Rosario, Argen-

She

will

make a study

Dr.

Hanke

is

editor of the Handbook

Dr. Isabel Truesdell Kelly, anthropologist of
the University of California,
State of Jalisco, Mexico, as a

science in the University of Puerto Rico.

tina.

World.

of elementary

and

investigations there.

and geographical materials for her proposed
book on Southwestern Mexico.
Dr. Maud Worcester Makemson, Chairman of
the Department of Astronomy and Director of the
Observatory of Vassar College, will attempt by
solve the riddle of the

art

galleries

of

Europe and Latin America.

Ramon

J. Sender, writer, Mexico City, also a
will work in the South-

refugee from Spain.

He

western part of the United States preparing a book
on the civilization resulting from the Spanish-

Indian amalgam following the Spanish conquest.
Sender is the author of many books, several
of which have been translated into English.
Sr.

Fourteen Fellows were appointed this
year for Latin American studies on the
Foundation's plan for exchanges of scholars

and

artists

with

the

other

American

Republics, begun eleven years ago. They
expected to undertake the following studies
Dr. Paul Theodore Ellsworth, Associate ProfesEconomics in the University of Cincinnati,

sor of
will

make a study

of the

economy

the years 1920 to 1940 in

its

of Chile during

readjustment to

Dr. Ellsworth, a former
economic analyst for the United States
Treasury Department, is the author of International
Economics and other studies of international trade.
Dr. Margaret H. Fulford, Assistant Professor of
Botany in the University of Cincinnati, will make
a taxonomic study of the Hepaticae liverworts
of Mexico and Central America, with the purpose
of filling a gap in the existing botanical knowledge
international change.
senior

—

of the region.

—

in the
fellow,

is

Miss Kelly travels on mule-

researches into problems of

museums and

who

back, with Indian guides, in search of historical

Antonio Rodriguez Luna, artist, Mexico City.
He will carry on creative work in the fine arts in
New York City during his fellowship year. Sr.
Rodriguez Luna, a refugee from Spain, is now a
Mexican citizen. His work has been exhibited
in

now

Guggenheim

has been granted a second fellowship to enable
her to continue her ethnographic and archaeologic

vocational education in the United States.

extensively

Spanish

and administration of the

discovery, exploration,

Maya

Maya

astronomy t®

calendar, which has

baffled students of the highly-developed chronol-

ogy of the Indians of Yucatan

Makemson

Dr.

for generations.

the author of The Morning Star

is

a study of Polynesian astronomy, and of
scientific articles on astronomical subjects.
Dr. Eduardo Neale-Silva, who was born in
Chile and is now assistant professor of Spanish

Rises,

many

in the University of Wisconsin, will

of

Spanish

the

American

social

make a study
novel,

with

particular reference to the works of Jose Eustasio

Rivera, a 20th-century Colombian writer.

Dr.

Neale-Silva will carry on his researches in Co-

lombia and Brazil.
Dr. Cornelius Becker Philip, medical entomoloU. S. Public Health Service, stationed
at the Rocky Mountain Laboratory, Hamilton,

gist in the

book on ticks and their
and human disease. He will
Mexico, Colombia, and Brazil.

Montana,

will prepare a

relation to animal

work

in

Miss Ruth Reeves, noted textile designer of
New York, who is now in Quito, Ecuador, on a
Guggenheim fellowship, has been granted further
funds to enable her to continue her studies of the
textiles, ancient and modern, of South America.
Miss Reeves proposes to translate the ideas she
from ancient Inca and Peruvian culture

derives

modern textiles. She also intends to bring
back to the United States an exhibition of South

into

American
Dr.

textiles.

Edward Holland

Spicer,

instructor

in

anthropology in the University of Arizona, will
prepare a comparative study of the influences of
contact with other cultures upon the Yaqui
Indian communities of Mexico and Arizona.

Spanish Page

La Comision Interamericana
de Coordinacion de
Hoy

en esta capital, en cumplimiento del acuerdo adoptado en la Cuarta
Conferencia Panamericana de la Cruz
se instala

Roja reunida en Santiago de Chile, a fines
del pasado ano, la Comision Interamericana de Coordinacion de la Cruz Roja. A
iniciativa de la Delegacion Peruana, en la
ultima asamblea de la filantropica institucion, se decidio la formacion de

la

Cruz Roja

hasta la proxima reunion panamericana,

En la reunion
pudiendo ser reelegidas.
fueron
designados
la
capital
chilena
de
los
siguientes paises: Colombia, Chile,
Ecuador, Estados Unidos y Peru para
constituir la primera Comision, decidiendose que su instalacion se realizara en
nuestra capital.

La Cruz Roja Peruana,

esta enti-

llenando

el

en-

fue discernido, convoco a las

dad de caracter continental destinada a

cargo que

concertar las gestiones de las sociedades

que debian acreditar
Comision
Interamericana de Coordinacion de la
Cruz Roja, y hoy se iniciara la fructuosa
labor de concertar con noble espiritu de
solidaridad, las actividades de las Socie-

de acuerdo con

nacionales,

el

proyecto

presentado por la senorita

Carmen Rosa

Alvarez Calderon, ya que

las desgracias

ocurridas en America durante los ultimos
aiios,

y

el

como

el

terremoto de Chilian (Chile)

de Lima, indicaban

auxiliar a las victimas

La Comision

la

necesidad de

de calamidades.

.

.

.

trabajara en estrecha co-

operacion con todas

las

Sociedades Nacio-

de la Cruz Roja del Continente
americano y con la federacion universal
que constituye la Liga de Sociedades de
la Cruz Roja, sobre todo en lo que connales

cierne al intercambio de informes, prepa-

racion

tecnica

de

las

Sociedades

para

le

instituciones similares

delegaciones para

integrar la

dades Nacionales del Continente para

los

casos en que deben prestar auxilios a los
pueblos que sufren los efectos de calami-

dades.

Como

es sabido,

en

la actualidad

la Cruz Roja no limita su funcionamiento
a los periodos de guerra, sino que durante

la

epoca de paz

padecimientos de

En

se

afana por aliviar los

los niicleos

humanos.

.

.

.

nuestro pais, desde su fundacion, la

Cruz Roja ha estado acompanada por

la

obra que debe incumbirles
como agentes ejecutivos en la accion de

simpatia popular, reconociendose su abne-

socorros en caso de desastres, llamamien-

grato que nuestra capital sirva de sede

realizar

la

tos internacionales

de un

en favor de

siniestro, etc.

las victimas

La Comision

estara

compuesta por representantes de cinco
Sociedades

Editorial from
See page 505.

designadas por
mandato
cuyo
durara
y

americanas,

la Conferencia,

"El

Comercio,'" Lima,

June 24, 1941.

gada mision.

Por

esto, resulta

en extreme

para la primera reunion de la Comision
Interamericana de Coordinacion de la
Cruz Roja, que lleva a la realidad una
provechosa iniciativa de una distinguida
compatriota nuestra. Es de desear que
logre el mejor exito en trabajos de tanta
trascendencia social.
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Pan American News
Highway agreements signed

by

Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, and

Peru

A

Conference of Highway Engineers from

Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, and Peru met
in

Buenos Aires

May

in

various aspects of the

way

system.

ments that

1941 to discuss

Pan American High-

On May

19 bilateral agree-

will serve as the basis for diplo-

matic conventions were signed.

Argentina and Bolivia agreed to make
integral parts of the

way

Pan American High-

Pan American Highway between
two countries. Subsidiary roads
will be those from Copacabana, Bolivia,
to Hunguyo, Peru, on the southern shore
of Lake Titicaca, and from Moto, Peru,
to Puerto Acosta, Bolivia, on the northern
of the

those

shore.

Chile and Peru agreed that the highway
from Arica, Chile, through Concordia on
the border to Tacna, Peru, shall be considered a section of the Pan American
Highway.
Representatives of other South American

system the two stretches south from

countries will be asked to hold regional

Camargo, in Bolivia, one passing through
Villazon and La Quiaca, on the border,
and continuing to Jujuy, the other
through Tarija and Juntas de San An-

meetings, so that the definitive routes of

Oran

tonio in Bolivia, to

The

in Argentina.

point where the latter section will

Bermejo river will be determined
by technical studies.
Argentina and Chile will consider as a
section of the Pan American Highway
system the road from Mendoza in Argentina to Los Andes in Chile, passing
through Cuevas and Caracoles; the dele-

cross the

the whole

may

Pan American Highway system

be traced.

Message of the President of Honduras
At the opening of a new

Honduran Congress,

Carias A. read his annual message on the
state of the nation.

After speaking at length

duras in various

open through the railway tunnel at
Cuevas until a special highway tunnel can

gatherings,

be built to replace

to cooperate

it.

Bolivian-Chilean highway that will

be considered part of the Pan American
system will

be

that

between

Ollagiie,

and
one passing
through Todos Santos, Bolivia, and ChinChile

Uyuni,
chillan

The

(northeast

of

Bolivia,

until

is

Antofogasta)
the

built.

international bridge between Bo-

and Peru on the Desaguadero River
was agreed upon as the point of contact
livia
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on the mainte-

nance of public order in the country, President Carias cited the participation of Hon-

gates expressed the desire to keep traffic

The

session of the

President Tiburcio

official

inter-American

from Montevideo (1933) on,
and the determination of his government
in the

common

efforts

for

continental solidarity.

Honduras was represented by

special

diplomatic missions at the inaugurations
of President

Manuel Avila Camacho

of

Mexico, Fulgencio Batista of Cuba, and
Arnulfo Arias of Panama.

The

President mentioned the govern-

ment's special interest in highway construction,

citing

the

completion of the

Olancho Highway connecting Juticalpa
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if the motto 'Peace and
which means also both union

with the Central District, and progress on
the Eastern Highway, which would soon

shall

Yuscaran, and on the Western
Highway.
The government has given preferential
attention to the economic development of

and democracy,

the nation, aid to agriculture, the encour-

Justice, in discussing the relations of El

agement of industry, and education. In
spite of decreased revenues, due to the

cially of Central

reach

restriction of foreign trade because of the

European war, many material improvements have been achieved. The President

work

cited especially the

Highway

of the

Bureau; new paving, sewers, and water-

works in the capital; the restoration of the
ruins at Copantl; the organization of military aviation;

and building construction.

Message of the President of
February

15,

Hernandez

miliano

Maxi-

1941, President

Martinez

read

his

annual message at the opening session of
the national Legislature. He spoke briefly

and

more

in general terms, leaving the

during

specific details of his administration

the preceding year for the reports sub-

mitted

at

members

subsequent

the

of

cooperation

with

mentioning

the

other

his govern-

Salvadorean

Foreign

Affairs

at

The

Minister of Foreign Affairs

Habana,

Financial and Economic Advisory

and

Salvador with other nations, spoke espe-

American

affairs.

The

Guatemala-El Salvador Mixed Boundary
Commission successfully completed its
task of fixing the definitive line between the
two republics, and was disbanded on
September 30, 1940. To encourage travel
from the other Central American repubspecial tourist cards with free visas
were authorized for travelers by air, and
the deposit required of nationals from
other countries when obtaining visas was

lics,

Tourists from the United States

who have

passage to and from El Salvador

have

been exempted from the deposit

also

requirement.

Argentina, Chile, and

the

first

Cuba each

offered

Salvadorean students,
for dietetic studies, the second at

two fellowships

to

the National University in Santiago, the

Advanced TechHabana.

third at the Center for

nological Studies in

portfolio of National Defense in-

cludes not only the

Army and

authorities, but also aviation.

the maritime

The Army

Air Corps was strengthened and the school

the

to train student pilots and mechanics
continued to operate successfully.
At the beginning of 1940 there were

Com-

three commercial air lines functioning in

partici-

pation in the Second Meeting of Ministers
of

the single aspira-

our every act."

The

Martinez emphasized the

American nations followed by
ment,

by

of his Cabinet.

President
policy

sessions

made

is

tion of our lives, the inner flame inspiring

waived.

El Salvador

On

succeed

Liberty,'

in

mittee sitting in Washington, and in the

Maritime Conference at Washington.
He went on to say that the government
has sought to improve economic, health,
and cultural conditions in the nation, and
closed with the words: "This continent
has developed under the aegis of peace
and liberty, and we should strive to keep
it free from all unhealthful contagion; we

Salvador: Pan American Airways,
Compania de Transportes Aereos Centro
El

Americanos, and Transportes Aereos SalThe last-named ceased opera-

vadorenos.
tions in

May

of that year, but the other

two continue to serve the republic.
Pan American Airways made 388 flights
into the country and the same number
out, the

Compania de Transportes Aereos
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Via these two

Centre Americanos, 244.
lines,

2,758 passengers entered El Salvador,

and 2,747 left.
While cities in the republic enjoy autonomy in local matters, the mayors are
appointed by the Ministry of the Interior,
and they are responsible for the administration of municipal funds.
cited public

principal

The

Minister

works carried out in 1 9 of the
These included
new

cities.

passengers and

Gold and
try in 1940

134,305

silver

tons of freight.

exported from the coun-

amounted

and 148,877

to 8,558

ounces, respectively.

The Ministry

of Agriculture carried

an intensive campaign

on

for diversification

of crops, in order to counteract the

eff"ects

due

to the

of the loss of foreign markets

war.

The Commission for the Protection of the
Sugar Industry reported that a quota of

improved waterworks, repair of
earthquake damage, paving, a new light
and power plant, and other civic improve-

equals 104.3 pounds) of sugar was set for

ments.

domestic consumption in 1940, and 71,514

Important in the work of the Ministry
of Labor were the activities of conciliation
boards, which functioned in 14 cities and
dealt with more than 1,700 cases or claims.

quintals

schools,

A major

which the Ministry
was concerned was the bridge
on the Inter- American Highway over the
Rio Lempa, one of the largest American
project with

of Promotion

rivers flowing

into

the Pacific.

A

con-

(Salvadorean

quintals

250,000

were

exported,

The

Coffee Growers' Association of El

improving the

tions for

tion with

its

sults of tests

form and distributed

vadorean government. The superstructure had been completed at the time of
the message, and the Minister of the
Treasury later reported that the firm had
been paid in full from a loan made by the

coff'ee

total cost of

culti-

and a school
managers as part of

one of the experiment stations. The reand experiments made by the
association will be printed in pamphlet

substructure were to be built by the Sal-

The

and

technical bureau,

of a suspension bridge having a central

Social Defense Board.

varieties

vation, a school for employees in connec-

for coffee plantation

The approaches and

for

Salvador maintains two experiment sta-

was signed on March 8, 1940, with
a United States firm for the construction
feet.

all

to increased

demands at home, the domestic quota
1941 was set at 300,000 quintals.

tract

span of 820

practically

Owing

going to Honduras.

quintal

The

men

free of

charge to

all

growers.
Association of Salvadorean Cattle-

is

another important independent

stitution

concerned with agriculture.

in-

In

view of the fact that national consumption
as a beverage or as
of milk in all forms

—

—

the bridge was 1,512,500 col ones.

butter,

The Departmental Highway Boards were
suppressed, as an economy measure, by a

quarter of a bottle a day for each inhabi-

decree issued in July

1

940,

and

their duties

transferred to the newly established
eral

Highway Bureau.

Two
the

Gen-

Railways

or ice cream

tant, the Association

of

Central

America and the Salvador Railway Company, Ltd. During 1940 the former
carried 438,767 passengers and 240,509
tons of freight, and the latter 446,365

is

only a

has started a cam-

paign for increased use of

this

commodity.

Besides seeing that the regulations regard-

ing the sale of meat

railways function in El Salvador,

International

cheese,

is

observed, the asso-

ciation has also established a veterinary

consultation section;

made

a study of

irri-

gation to determine the best system to be

used in raising fodder; established a pedigree register for horses, cattle, and goats;

made

the preliminary studies for taking a
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cattle census in the nation;

the

extermination

of

and aided in
pests and

cattle

ing economies of nearly 1,210,300 colones
in

The government imported a number

a

All

government obliga-

however, were scrupulously met.

The budget

of

pedigreed animals for improving domestic

budget.

the

tions,

diseases.
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full

for 1941

was prepared with
economic diffi-

realization of the

culties of the times, especially the decreased

stock.

Seeds of cereals and cuttings of

fruit

were imported to help diversify production, and new varieties of ornamental
plants that might be acclimated in El
Salvador were also introduced.
The Ministry of Public Welfare spent

nues for

1,090,000 colones in subsidies to the 22

market.

trees

hospitals

and

to other welfare institutions,

in addition to

proceeds

of

240,700 colones from the

the

national

and

lottery,

63,700 colones from the proceeds of per-

this

and

able to follow a sound

all

employees

money

policy

and

The

contract for the operation of the

La

Libertad, the chief port of the

was canceled and a new one,
more favorable to the government, was

signed.
will

Under

its

terms,

all

pier duties

be turned over to the treasury, and

the operating

company

for the administration

will

be responsible

and upkeep of the

property to the amount of 20,000 colones
a year.
El Salvador was represented at the Third

of the Health Bureau.

To

the sup-

prevent inflation of the colon.

republic,

serving as a school of

20,140,850

it

The government, with

Companies.
To improve public health standards,
the government induced the International
Health Division of the Rockefeller Foundation to establish in El Salvador an
advisory office, with a demonstration saniis

set at

port of the Central Reserve Bank, was

pier at

administrative practices for

year were

was hoped that there would
be a slight surplus at the end of the year.
The internal economic situation was
aggravated by conditions in the coffee

colones,

formances given by the National Theater

tary unit that

Estimated reve-

foreign markets for coffee.

attend to the most pressing needs

Pan American Coffee Conference,

at

which

had

tentative quotas for the coffee-exporting

Health Bureau,

of the republic, four special divisions

respectively.

American nations were adopted; the republic was third on the list, with 600,000
bags of 132 pounds. This figure was con-

In January 1940 the Rural Service Divi-

firmed in the coffee quota agreement signed

and by November
30 nearly 60,000 people had come for

on November

been

set

up

in the Public

dealing with malaria, tuberculosis, venereal
diseases,

sion

and child health,

began

to function,

advice or treatment.
of medical

attention

Because of the lack
available

in

rural

Rural Commissions do more curative than preventive work; for example,
more than 130,000 5-grain doses of quinine
were distributed.
areas.

The

Minister of the Treasury, Industry,

and Commerce began a summary of his
report by saying that the government
had closed its books for 1940 with a net
deficit of 1,530,855 colones,

notwithstand-

28,

1940.

To

fulfill

the

terms of the agreement, the Coffee Export
Control Bureau was established (see Bul-

May 1941).
Among the measures adopted to improve

letin for

trade mentioned by the Minister were the

exemption of imports from warehouse
charges and surcharges for 90 days, and
permission to consuls to visa

bills of

lading

whose dates had been altered because of
changes in shipping schedules.
The participation of the Salvadorean
Minister

in

Washington,

Dr.

Hector
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David Castro, in the labors of the Financial
and Economic Advisory Committee and
the Inter-American Maritime Conference
was highly praised.
The government was unable to resume
interest and amortization payments on the
foreign debt, but various payments, total-

ing nearly 300,000 colones, were

made on

registration

in

and

other

and

municipal,

official,

were included. In the
kindergartens 1,840 children were enrolled. There were 1,349 primary schools,
with 102,042 pupils registered in the reguprivate

schools

and 27,452

lar courses,

for

Of

illiterates.

in special courses

the

18,952

latter,

learned to read and write during the year.

the internal debt.

The Minister

showing
which

tables

data,

closed his

summary with

a

Two hundred and

eighteen students en-

normal

statement on the banking policy of the

rolled

government.

secondary schools, 1,685 students took the

The
its

Central Reserve

Bank has followed

policy of credit expansion to counteract

the effects of lower coffee prices in world

The minimum rediscount rate
member banks and for commercial,

markets.
for

In the

schools.

academic course, and 866 the business
course.

The

University

has

col-

five

—Law and Social Sciences, Medicine,

leges

Chemistry and Pharmacy, Engineering,

and

Of

Dentistry.

the

—201 —were

422 students,

paper was
kept at 3 percent, and for advances to
member banks at 4 percent. Loans out-

nearly half

standing as of December 13, 1940, amount-

students, of whom 267 received certificates

ed to 2,751,200 colones.
Foreign exchange was maintained at the

at the

agricultural,

and

the 4

in

industrial

College of

Rafael

Law and

registered in the

of

Music had 413

end of the year.

selling rate of 2.49 colones to the dollar,

The National Library had on
44,010 volumes on December

and

It

at the

buying rate of 2.51.

The Mortgage Bank

has increased

its

through credits guaranteed by
products in the cities, in official warehouses, and in the country, through the

The

Social Sciences.

Olmedo School

its

shelves

31,

1940.

was used by 33,091 readers during the

year.

services

rural

The

credit

banks established in 1940.

question of revising the moratorium

Bulletin for December 1935)
arose; it was decided that instead of new
legislation, the Mortgage Bank should be
given greater powers in granting loans, so
that it could take over, on a 20-year term
basis, at 5 percent annual interest, credits
coming under the moratorium law. The
statutes and by-laws of the Central Reserve Bank were therefore amended to allow
it to "purchase, keep in its portfolio, and
sell mortgages of the Mortgage Bank and
make advances with such mortgages as
law

(see

collateral."

The Minister
to

a

of Public Instruction

discussion

of

educational

added

theory,

Postal Congress postponed

The Government
that,

of Brazil has

announced

because of the present international

situation, the Fifth Congress of the Postal

Union of the Americas and Spain, which
was scheduled to meet on September 1,
1941, has been indefinitely postponed.
Special rate for mailing books to

Latin American countries
In the June 1941 issue of the Bulletin it
was reported that the postage on books
sent to 1 7 countries in the Western Hemisphere had been reduced to five cents per
pound. The Post Oflice Department of
the United States has recently announced
that that rate

is

now

effective

Latin American republics.

with

all

20
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Pan American

activities

through cultural programs which

tions

of the
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Art Department, Chicago

us

give

some

well

as

series of broadcasts, entitled Let the Artist

and dealing

particularly with

Amer-

ican countries, will be given weekly except
at school vacation seasons,

:

been prepared for teachers, giving program
notes, listing topics for discussion, provid-

and

of supplementary aids,

list

in-

cluding illustrations, usually in color, pertaining to the topic of each broadcast.

radio lessons are directed to Grades

The
6, 7,

and 9 but undoubtedly will be enjoyed
by adults as well.
Illustrated lectures on Pan American
8

supplement the broadcasts
available to Chicago schools

countries

to

be

will

through the local Pan American Council.

made up by

Special case exhibits will be

motion

Free

will

slides

will

Museum

Field

the

of Natural

be

borrowed.

be arranged at the Field

Art

at the

History.

and stereopticon

pictures

also

Lectures

Museum and

Institute of Chicago.

A report on

the radio project says: "Stu-

dents attending these special demonstrations will
objects.

have actual contact with the art

At the Field Museum they may

handle them,

feel

their textures,

on

try

This report con-

costumes, masks, etc."

and
shall

strive to tell the story of stirring artistic achieve-

ments, the very best criterion of any

and therefore the

best

means

people,

of establishing an

intimate acquaintance with them.

The

well-prepared radio project

only

is

one phase of the Pan American activities
of the Department of Art in the Chicago
Public Schools system, directed by Eliza-

beth Wells Robertson.

When Miss Robert-

son attended the World

Education

Habana

Associations

in

December

Federation

Conference

of
at

1940, she took with

her a representative exhibit of the art

work

of students

Schools.

several places in

and
As a

University,

country.

from Chicago Public

This exhibition was shown in

Habana, including the
toured the whole

later

friendly

gesture,

Senora

Maria Capdevila, professor of art at the
University of Habana, collected art work
of Cuban children and sent it to Chicago.
The two exchange exhibits were shown
there for ten days at Marshall Field and
Co. and visited by hundreds of people.
Arrangements are now being made for
two more exchange exhibits from Argentina and Brazil. Dr. William H. Johnson,
Superintendent of Schools, is convinced
that art will play a great part in building

up

friendliness

and good

feeling

Americas. The Cuban

the

between
was

exhibit

sent to the recent Conference of the

Education Fellowship at
be circulated through other

will

We hope that our

Pan Americana Series of radio
art appreciation broadcasts, produced by the Art
Department of the Chicago PubHc Schools
through the cooperation of the Radio Council of
Chicago, will succeed in being one of the most
demonstrations

of

the

ability

of

of listeners

vital,

human,

realistic

and

These are efforts to
promote better understanding and cordial relaintensely interesting reviews.

the United

New

cities in

States.

Meeting of Committees on
Intellectual Cooperation

a

progressive art department to transmit to thou-

sands

we

Ann Arbor and

tinues:

dramatic

lives,

by the Art De-

partment of the Chicago Public Schools
over Station WIND, 560 kilocycles, at 1 30
p. m., beginning September 17.
A remarkably interesting hatidbook has

ing a

their

In this work

sociology of their countries.

Speak

into

insight

customs, creative expression, and the history

Public Schools

A

not

will

only introduce us to our fellow Americans, but

Dr.

Antonio

President of

Sanchez

de

Bustamante,

the Cuban Committee on

Intellectual Cooperation, has invited the
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Other American Committees to the Second
American Conference of National Committees on Intellectual Cooperation, to
convene in Habana on November 15,
1941. The program is as follows:
1.

have the right

to participate in the de-

liberations of the Conference, but only the

delegates will have the right to vote.

Publications of the

Pan American

Union, January - July, ig^i

Examination and statement of the basic
upon which the existence of intellectual

principles

The Pan American Union

cooperation depends.

Improvement of inter-American copyright

2.

3.

Removal of obstacles to inter-American culand intellectual exchange, including high

duties

on books, customs formalities,

inter-American

change of

through exstudents, experts, motion

cultural

professors,

relations,

radio broadcasts, music,

and publications

art,

theater,

of all kinds.

adopted for facilitating and coordinating relations
between the American Committees on IntellecConsideration of the measures taken or that

may

be taken in fulfillment of resolutions and recommendations on intellectual cooperation approved by the International Conferences of American States, the First Conference of American
National Committees on Intellectual Coopera(Reports of
tion, and the Pan American Union.
the National Committees on their activities and
programs of work.)

Representation at the Conference will be
in

publications appear regularly, others are
special ones prepared

Special publications of the Division of

Cooperation

were: List

of

English Translations of Latin American Fic-

American Music,

tion; References on Latin

and

Bulletin of the
list);

the

Hundred

Three

A Few

Magazine

Dance; Latin America
Published

Articles

Pan American Union

(a

in

the
in

the

reading

References on the Aztec Indians;

Articles on Latin

American Anthro-

pology and Archaeology; References on the Position
ities

of

Women

in

Latin America;

for Summer Study

in

Opportun-

America;

Latin

Philosophic Thought in Latin America (a partial

bibliography); Magazine Articles on the

Present-Day

two categories:

on subjects of current

interest.

Theatre,

tual Cooperation.
6.

culture,

Intellectual

Consideration of the means that ought to be

5.

divisions,

American and inter-American
and relations. Some of the

aspects of
life,

Consideration of the means for developing

pictures,

has continued

several

its

public but also to specialists in various

cost of travel,

excessive postage rates.
4.

through

issue,

material of interest not only to the general

relations.

tural

to

Conditions

of Indians

in

Latin

and Motivos Americanos (selected
poetry and prose by contemporary authors, on the ideals of brotherhood and
on nature in the Americas).
The Travel Division has prepared two
pamphlets on inter-American travel staAmerica;

a) Delegates:
1)

Delegates of the

official

National

Com-

mittees
2) Delegates of

Governments that have not

established National Committees
3) Delegates of non-official National

mittees affiliated with the
Institute

b)

Com-

International

on Intellectual Cooperation

Members:
1) Representatives

of

the

Pan

American

in the Americas,

American

Travel

1938-39.

A

and

Travel

and

Inter-

Expenditures,

revised edition of the require-

Con-

will

Mexico, Peru, and Venezuela.

2) Representatives of other entities of official

ference

Both the delegates and the members

Movement of Travel

ments for the entry of aliens into the Latin
American Republics has been issued for
each of eight countries: Bolivia, Cuba,
the Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Haiti,

Union
or private character invited to the

tistics,

January-December, 1939 and 7940,

The ninth
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and enlarged, of Touring

edition, revised
to

Mexico

is

now

The "Travel

available.
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Pan America, a monthly review of
finance, was continued

mercial

commerce and

in the

with

Brazil, Chile,

numbers

Americas" pamphlets on Argentina,
Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico,
Peru, and Uruguay have been brought up
to date and republished.

The

Counselor's Office supervises the

the

appearance
in

English

of

and

the

following

in

Spanish:

International Economic Relations of Latin

The

by Jaime A. Zuloaga Z. (Janu-

America,

ary)

The United

;

States

by Frank

Market for Brazilian

E. Nattier, Jr. (Febru-

preparation and handles the distribution of

Exports,

the copious material prepared in English,

ary-March); and Annual Economic Survey
of Latin America-1940 (April-May-June).
Four pamphlets in the American Nation

Portuguese, and Spanish for Pan American

Day

and sent to schools,
and other organizations

celebrations

women's

clubs,

The new mate-

throughout the Americas.
prepared

rial

year included: English,

this

Inter- American Cooperation

(an outline of the

Series

have been revised and brought up

to

date. They describe the Dominican Republic,

El Salvador, Nicaragua,

and Uruguay.

Agricultural Cooperation.

— The

Americas (now out of print); Portuguese,

on agriculture printed by the
division was increased by two pamphlets,
La Pina, by John Wesley Coulter and
others (Nos. 134, 135, 136) and La Produccion de Fibras en America, by Lyster H.

Herois da America; Spanish, Las Americas a

Dewey

movement and

and

of the organizations

agencies contributing to the solidarity of

The

Americas),

the
Latin

and

America,

Heroes

National

Children

of

Other

of the

Spanish

series

To

(Nos. 137, 138, 139, 140).

the

de

on cooperatives were added one
publication in English and two in Portu-

a special

guese, Agricultural Cooperatives in Argentina,

album containing 24 views of the American

by Juan L, Tenembaum (No. 17) and
Cremerias Cooperatives, by Frank Robotka
and Frank Shefrin (No. 13) and Eletrihcagdo
Rural Cooper ativa, by Udo Rail (No. 14).
Intellectual Cooperation. The serbeen
ies issued by this division have

Vuelo de Pdjaro, America:

Nuestra America,
los Siglos.

The

Unidad de Trabajo,

and America

a

office also issued

traves

republics in four-color poster stamps.

The newly

established

Music Division

has issued the Biobibliographical Index of
Musicians in the United States of America,

prepared
Historical

The

by
Records
the

Columbia

of

District

W.

Survey,

P.

A.

preface, originally in English only,

has been translated into Portuguese and
Spanish,

and

will

appear in

all

three

languages.

A
and

paper on Legal Uniformity,
Codification in the Americas,

Unification,

presented by

series

—

continued with the following publications;
English,

No. 17; Portuguese,

Panorama,

{Um

Drama
and No. 2 {Os
MacLeish); and Spanish,
Irresponsdveis,
Correo, No. 21-22, and Lectura para Maestros,
Pontos de Vista, No.

1

Decenio do

Norte- Americano, Gassner)

No.

11.

Columbus

Memorial Library.

—The

William Sanders, Chief of the Juridical
Division, to the First Conference of the
Inter-American Bar Association at Habana
in March 1941, was published in mimeographed form by the division.

The Pan American Bookshelf, a mimeographed monthly report of accessions,
with notes on libraries in the Americas.

Additions to the regular publications of

An addition to the Bibliographic Series was

the divisions were as follows:

Division of Financial

Information.

—The

and Economic

publication of Com-

Library has continued the publication of

No. 25,

Children's Books in English on Latin

America, issued in April 1941.

Statistical

Division.

—The

Foreign
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Trade

Series

pubHcation

was

continued

with

of nine reports, dealing

the

with

commerce of Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Haiti,
Panama, and Peru, respectively, and with
the

sented to the Eighth International Conference of

American

States,

compliance with Resolution

prepared in

XV

of that

Conference.

—

mimeographed supplement for
Colombia, containing more recent figures

Latin American Stamp Section. The
four numbers in the Philatelic Who's
Who Series have appeared, for Argentina,
Bolivia, Brazil, and Chile, respectively.
Each pamphlet contains a reproduction of
portrait stamps issued by the country
and a brief biography of every one so

received after the publication of the regular

portrayed.

that

United States with Latin
These studies contain commer-

the

of

xA.merica.

cial statistical

and

year

data for the

comparisons

latest available

with

preceding

A

years.

report,

was

—The

of the chart,

American

Division of

also issued.

Juridical Division.
revision

first

and

Treaties

semiannual

mation.

Pan

Noticias

Status

of the
as

Conventions,

of

—The

Labor and Social Inforthird

and fourth

issues of

have appeared. These give notes
in Spanish on subjects within the field of

January 1, 1941, was duly issued. To the
series on the codification of international
law were added English and Portuguese

the Division.

editions of Improvements and Coordination of

are for sale at the

Pan American Union.

Inter-American Peace Instruments,

A

list

part

from the Chief Clerk.

1,

volume I,
a report on the documents pre-

Copies of the publications noted above

complete price

may

be obtained

NECROLOGY
Carlos Baca Flor.
portrait

— Peruvian

Studied

painter.

artist

painting

sculpture in the National Institute

Academy
and

and
and
and

of Fine Arts at Santiago, Chile,

1889 was

government
scholarship for study in Europe. Examples
of his work are to be found in the Metroin

politan

Museum

the Vatican,

given

of Art in

and

a

New

in various

York, in

museums

England, France, Spain, and

Italy.

in

He

was a Chevalier of the Legion d'Honneur
and a Grand Official of the Order of the
Sun of Peru, and during his long and
successful career was awarded many special
honors and prizes for his work. Died at
the age of 72 years in Vichy, France, in

May

1941.

Cecilio Baez.

— Paraguayan

lawyer,

educator, historian, diplomat and states-

man; former President
(1906).

Born

of the Republic

in Asuncion, 1862; gradu-

Law

School, University of AsunFormer member of the House
of Representatives, the Supreme Court,
and the Cabinet, and president of the University of Asuncion. Minister of Paraguay
ate of the

cion, 1892.

in

Mexico, the United States, Great Brit-

ain,

and France

1901 and 1919.

at various times

between

Delegate to international

conferences at Mexico City, Montevideo,

and Rio de Janeiro. Corresponding member of the Academies of History, Buenos
Aires, Caracas, Habana, and Tegucigalpa;
the Royal Academy of Madrid; and the
Societe des Gens de Lettres of Paris.
Author of historical, literary, and scien-

NECROLOGY
tific

works, of which the Historia Colonial

Paraguay

del

y

Rio de

del

and the

la Plata,

Corre

555
Vuela.

Selecta,

other publications.

Peneca,

Familia,

Member

and

of Chilean

Academy, Chilean Society

Jose de la Cuadra. Ecuadorean writer,
educator, and public official. Professor

of History and
Geography, Royal Geographical Society
of London, American Academy of Political
Sciences, and several other societies and
unions. His decorations and honors in-

at the University of Guayaquil.

cluded,

Cucstion de Limites entre Paraguay

June

of

Died

outstanding.

are

18, 1941, at the

y

Bolivia

on

Asuncion

in

age of 79.

—

of

Interior

the

Secretary

Department of

the

among

others,

the

Grand Cross
Crown of

of the British Empire, of the

Catolica,

Polar Star of

Guayas; Undersecretary of the Interior;

Italy,

Secretary General of Public Administra-

Sweden, Golden Crop of China, Poland
Restored, and George I of Greece. In
1940 received from Columbia University
the Maria Moors Cabot award for outstanding merit in journalism. Author of
many literary, economic, and historical
works. Died at the age of 63 years in
Santiago on June 18, 1941.
Antonio Jose Iregui. Colombian juFor many years
rist, writer, and teacher.
taught in the Universidad Republicana of
Bogota, where he was much esteemed both
for his gift for teaching and his personal

tion.

Author

of

short

novels,

stories,

poems, some of which have been translated
into other languages. Died in Guayaquil

on February 26, 1941, at the age of 37.
Agustin Edwards MAcCLURE.^Chilean
financier, journahst, diplomat.

His long

public career included the following activities:

National

president of

1900-10;

deputy,

Chamber

of Deputies

vice

and

chairman of Finance Committee, 1901-02;
Minister of Foreign Affairs, 1903, 1904,

1909-10; Minister of Interior, 1910;
Chilean Minister to Italy, Spain, and
Switzerland, 1905-06; Minister to Great
Britain, 1911-1924; Minister to Sweden,

1921-24; and Ambassador
Britain,

1935-38.

Chilean

to

Great

delegate

to

International Red Cross Conference,
Geneva, 1906; Assembly of the League
of Nations, 1920, and in 1921 chairman
of the League's Finance Committee and
vice president of the Second Assembly;
President of the League's Fourth Assembly

Isabel la

—

attributes.

Chamber

Served several terms in the
and in 1927-28

of Deputies

served in the Assembly of Cundinamarca.

Member of the Academies of Jurisprudence
and Rio de
Lengua of Bogota,
the Atq.neo of Guatemala, and the Geographical Society of Paris. Author of sevof Bogota, Madrid, Barcelona,

Janeiro,

Academia de

la

1923; chairman of Chilean

members

of

works on political econDied at the age
of 77 years in Bogota on May 26, 1941.
Miguel Lerdo de Tejada. Mexican
musician, composer, conductor. Began to
compose music at the age of 13. Gradu-

the Tacna-Arica

Commission,

ated from the Colegio Militar of Mexico

1924-25; delegate to Sixth International

but abandoned a military career for music.

in 1922.

President of Fifth International

Conference of American States, Santiago,

History Congress,
of

Plebiscite

Oslo,

1928; president

Second Inter-American Conference on

Education, Santiago, 1934.

Proprietor of

El Mercurio of Santiago, and founder and
publisher of El Mercurio of Antofagasta

and Valdivia, Ultimas Noticias of Antofagasta, La Estrella, Valparaiso, <!^?^-<(?^,

eral distinguished

omy and

social sciences.

—

Over period

of forty years

composed many

songs and other popular pieces that

won

him recognition and fame. In 1900 organized the widely known Orquesta Tipica
Lerdo de Tejada, and continued as its conductor to time of his death. Died at the
age of 72 in Mexico City on May 25, 1941.
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Alberto Munoz Vernaza.

— Ecuado-

rean jurist, historian, and diplomat.

gan

Be-

by occupying the chair of

his career

director of School for Nurses,

Caracas,
1913-19; director of School of Medicine,
1920; professor of military hygiene. Mili-

Uterature in the Colegio Nacional of Ecua-

tary School, Caracas, 1925.

dor and then acted as professor of public
law in the Universidad Azuaya. Served

Pan American Medical Congress, Habana,
1927; vice chairman of organizing committee for Pan American Medical Congress, 1934. Member of numerous medical,
pharmaceutical, and
scientific
academies and societies and recipient of many
foreign decorations and honors. Author
of several medical books and manuals.
Died at the age of 85 years in Caracas on

envoy

in Peru, Chile, Coand Uruguay. In
December 1940 the Government of Colombia bestowed upon him the Cruz de
Boyaca. Died in Cuenca on May 5, 1941.
Tancredo Nannetti. Colombian jurist, writer, and public man.
Received his
law degree in 1896 and practiced his profession in Cauca for some years. Founded
and published a liberal newspaper. La
as his country's

lombia,

Argentina,

—

Popayan, during the time of
Appointed justice of Supreme Court of Colombia in 1910 and
served continuously in that capacity until 1935.
Following retirement from the
bench, again devoted himself to his profession. Died at the age of 76 years in
Bogota on April 9, 1941.
Francisco Antonio Risq^uez. Venezuelan physician, surgeon, and professor.
Received his degree of doctor of medicine
and surgery from University of Venezuela,
1876. Served as deputy in State LegisImprenta, in

the Regeneracion.

—

lature of

rector

Nueva

and

Nacional

member

later

of

Esparta, 1877-78; vicerector

Nueva

Colegio

of the

Esparta,

1878-82;

of Board of Education, State of

Delegate to

July 10, 1941.

Joaquin

—

Tamayo

Alvarez. Colomand historian. Author of
many studies on various periods of Colombian history. Gave courses in Latin
American political history at the National
Law School and the Colegio Mayor de
bian

writer

Nuestra Senora del Rqsario at Bogota.
Owner of the weekly review, Cromos.

Died

at the age of 40 years in

March 29, 1941.
Alfredo Vasquez Cobo.

Army

engineer.

civil

and diplomat.
ing of the
Paris.

Universities

Member

of

— Colombian

officer,

Graduate
the

Bogota on

statesman,

in civil engineer-

of

London and

commission

of

engineers in charge of construction of the
Pacific Railway.

Minister of

War

in the

Cabinets of President Jose Manuel Marroquin and Rafael Reyes, during whose

Bolivar, 1883; rector of Colegio of Petare,

administration he also held the portfolio

1885; professor in University of Venezuela,

of Minister of Foreign Affairs.

and

In that

professor of

capacity signed the Vasquez Cobo-Martins

pathology since 1889; rector of University

Treaty, defining the boundary between

1887, vice-rector, 1888,
of Venezuela,

1898.

Delegate

to

First

Colombia

and

Brazil.

Served

several

Pan American Medical Congress, Wash-

terms in the House of Representatives, of

ington, 1892; to International Congress of

which he was presiding officer, and in the
Senate. Twice candidate for the Presidency of Colombia. Minister to France.
Commander in Chief of the Colombian

Medicine, Rome, 1894; to First Pedagogical

Congress,

Caracas,

1894;

to

Inter-

national Congress of Medicine and Con-

Medical Dentistry and Professional
Venezuelan consul
and charge d'affaires in Spain, 1901-10;
gress of

expedition sent to Leticia at the time of the

Medicine, Paris, 1900.

conflict

405134

—

1941

bia,

with Peru.

on February

1,

Died
1941.

at Cali,

Colom-
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United
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and representatives

Washing-

in

ton of the other American governments.

Dominican Republic, Ecuador,

El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras,
ico,

,^

PEDRO DE ALBA^ Assistant Director

Director General

The Pan American Union, now

D. C.

Administrative Divisions

Mex-

Panama, Paraguay, Peru, the

Uruguay, and Venezuela.

as the International

American Republics,

Origi-

Bureau of the

was established in 1890

it

in

The

Pan Ameri-

administrative divisions of the

can Union are organized to carry out the purposes
for

which

it

There are

was created.

special divi-

sions dealing with foreign trade, statistics, eco-

accordance with a resolution passed April 14 of

nomics, intellectual cooperation, juridical matters,

that year at the First International Conference of

agricultural cooperation, travel,

American
cind

States, held at

presided

Washington

over by James

G. Blaine, then

United States Secretary of State.
greatly

expanded by

in 1889-90,

Its

work was

resolutions of the

Second

Conference, held at Mexico in 1901; the Third,
at

Rio de Janeiro

in

1

906 the Fourth, at Buenos
;

Aires in 1910; the Fifth, at Santiago, Chile, in

Habana, Cuba,

1923; the Sixth, at

in 1928; the

Seventh, at Montevideo, Uruguay, in 1933; and
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Lima, Peru,

celebra'ted annually

in 1938.

April 14
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Republics of the American
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all
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and cultural
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proportional to population.
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Spanish, and Portuguese,

of the institution.

For a
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is

of the

in

Eng-
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of the

contributions from

members
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manent organ of the International Conferences
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relations.

the countries

is

Purpose and Organization

the

in

and labor and

All these divisions maintain

close relations with official

throughout the Americas as

Pan American Day.

The purpose

social information.

are ad-

ministered by a Director General and an Assistant

American

States, usually referred to as the

American Conferences.
the programs

and

of

Pan

In addition to preparing

regulations, the

effect to the conclusions of the

conducting special inquiries and

and by convening or arranging
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for
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AT SIDE:
XOCHIPILLI, THE AZTEC GOD OF FLOWERS,
THE GARDEN OF THE PAN AMERICAN UNION

:

'^

Courtesy of Cara Oneal

THE FLOATING GARDENS OF XOCHIMILCO
Through a labyrinth

of canals, the visitor floats along, finding constant delight in the blossoming, tree-

bordered

islands.

BULLETIN OF THE
PAN AMERICAN UNION
VOL. LXXV,

OCTOBER

No. 10

The Gardens

1941

of Mexico

CARA ONEAL
Pilgrimage Chairman, South Central Region Garden Clubs, Texas

Mexico, a land
visited in

March

was

Isthmus of Tehuantepec, where only 150

1941 by a group of garden

crow flies, separate the Atand the Pacific. We went to
Oaxaca, one of the most colorful states in
the country; and to the State of Veracruz,
that narrow strip of tropical land where
orchids hang from the trees, gardenias perfume the air, and palms wave their wide

of perpetual flowers,

members from

club

all

over the United

States.

The language

and gardens is
knows no barriers.
The Texas Garden Club members believe
of flowers

a universal one that

that
its

if

a nation

is

to

be best appreciated

flower world must be visited, and so

miles, as the
lantic

fronds in the

soft,

warm breeze. The

State

Michoacan was visited next, a beautiful
region famed for its mighty mountains, its

they annually invite other enthusiasts to

of

become acquainted with Mexico by accompanying them on their pilgrimage to
the country beyond the Rio Grande.
As a preliminary to Mexico, the 1941

deep sweet-scented forests, its calm, beauapproached through sturdy
tiful lakes,

pilgrimage off"ered an opportunity to see
the tropical plant

life

of southern Texas,

where the gardeners of the state met in the
Rio Grande Valley convention.
Mexico borders the United States for
more than 2,000 miles, and yet how little

many
of

its

of us

know of our neighbor outside
The 1941 pilgrimage itiner-

capital!

ary took us far and wide through that land
of enchantment.

We

went almost

to the

and evergreens.
Everywhere we saw gardens, for Mexico
has an infinite variety of climate and soil,
and its plant life is as luxuriant as any on
the American continent. Tropical flowers
are a world of beauty within themselves.
At a time when many European gardens
were disappearing as one of the results of
war, flower-lovers in this country were
glad again to pay tribute to the oldest
gardens on the North American Continent,

oaks, junipers, dark pines,

557
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Mexico City. Among them
some that were thriving before Columbus discovered America. That gardens
and flowers have ever been a part of
Mexico, no one can doubt. CoatHcue, the
earth goddess of the Aztecs, was a patroness
of flowers. One does not look upon the
beauty of present-day Mexican gardens
without calling to mind those that have

and even now,

those around

races,

are

decay, some of the steps leading to

them

remain in good condition. It is not difficult to imagine these gardens as they must
have been in the middle of the 15th
century, for there are

plantings along

still

the terraces; the natural instinct of the

Indian

is

not to depart from the work of
Certainly

his ancestors.

modern garden

lovers are indebted to the Indians for thus

long since vanished.

The garden

centuries of

after

of the

famous King of Texwas the oldest and

helping to create for the imagination the

coco, Netzahualcoyotl,

beauty of the gardens that flourished in

one of the most interesting that club members had the privilege of visiting. Netza-

that distant

law-giver,

hualcoyotl,

philosopher,

kingdom

poet, ruled over his flourishing
for forty-four years,

Historians

tell

and

from 1428

to

1472.

us that the arcades of his

palace led through "intricate labyrinths of

shrubbery into gardens, where baths and
sparkling fountains were overshadowed by
tall

groves of cedar and cypress."

Netzahualcoyotl's

favorite

^

hill

over-

looking Lake Texcoco, some thirty miles
from the Aztec capital, Tenochtitlan (now
Mexico City), on the opposite side. At
the peak of the hill, approached by a slope
from the south, are the remains of the
palace. The outline of two effigies, probably of the king and queen, can still be determined on the rocks, and there are
vestiges of what was no doubt a small
theater, as the poet-king frequently summoned his music council into session for
auditions and presentations of song and
dance. Extremely well preserved nearby
a large bathing pool with a stone seat

is

and small fountain,
porphyry.

all

One can

by the monarch.
mutability of

In a long lament on the

King Netzahualcoyotl,

life.

in his role of poet, expressed these thoughts

"Then weave
and sing thy songs
in praise of the all-powerful God; for the
glory of the world soon fadeth away. Rethat reveal his philosophy:

the chaplet of flowers,

joice in the green freshness of thy spring;

home and

garden were at Texcotzinco, a

day when there were thou-

sands of slaves to tend the blooms so loved

carved from native

for the

day

will

come when thou

for these joys in vain.

Iztapalapa,

into

tired

of looking at the diversity of the

and noting the scent which each one
had, and the paths full of roses and flowers,
and the many fruit trees and native roses,
and the pond of fresh water." ^
trees,

In the second of his

All

Vol. I, p. 178.

Em-

these

:

"There are many very

fine houses in this

City.

.

.

.

houses in addition to having

very fine and large dwelling rooms, have
2

William H. Prescott, ^^ History of the Conquest of
Mexico,^^ Harper and Brothers, fiew York, 1851.
1

five letters to

peror Charles V, Cortes wrote, in reference

down

of this royal retreat were planted in ter-

at

flowers and gardens. He thus recorded
what he saw: "We went to the orchard
and garden, which was such a wonderful
thing to see and walk in, that I was never

and

The gardens

Castillo's

before they arrived

Aztec capital

gardens below.

shalt sigh

^

Tenochtitlan, that they found wondrous

to the

to the

."

We know from Bernal Diaz del

large

the clear

.

description of the entrance of the Spaniards

waters of the fountain and pool cascading

visualize

.

Ibid., Vol. I, p. 174.

^A. P. Maudslay, "Bernal Diaz del Castillo: The
Discovery and Conquest of Mexico,'^ George Routledge
and Sons, Ltd., London, 1928. p. 270.
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Courtesy of Cara Oneal

NETZAHUALCOYOTL'S BATHING POOL AT TEXCOTZINCO
On

this hill the

famous philosopher, lawgiver, and poet king of Texcoco had his favorite home and
The pool, with its stone steps and seat, is remarkably well preserved.

gardens.

very exquisite flower gardens both on the
upper apartments as well as down below." *
And Bernal Diaz wrote again, speaking
of the palace of the great

Montezuma:

"We must not forget the gardens of flowers
and sweet-scented

trees,

and the many

take care of it there were

A map

Ignacio Alcocer's book,

clearly

gardens.
*

useful
It

and the medici-

herbs that were in the

was a wonder

Ibid., p. 281.

to see,

and

to

at-

in Dr.

Apuntes sohre

la

(published by

Panamericano de Geografia e
Tacubaya, D.F., Mexico, 1935),

the Instituto

arrangement of them and the walks, and
the ponds and tanks of fresh water where
the water entered at one end and flowed
out of the other; and the baths which he
had there, and the variety of small birds

and

and reproduced

Antigua Mexico-Tenochtitlan

Historia,

that nested in the branches,

many gardeners."^

Mexico-Tenochtitlan,

tributed to Cortes

kinds that there were of them, and the

nal

of

pictures

the

casa

y

jardines

de

Moteuzoma fuera de la ciudad (house and
gardens of Montezuma outside the city),
and again the palacio niievo de Moteuzoma
(new palace of Montezuma), with it?
adjacent garden,

National

was
5

first

today the

published

Ibid., p. 297.

in

site

of the

The map
Nuremberg in

Palace of Mexico.

Courtesy of Cara Oneal

CHAPULTEPEC PARK
This ancient moss-hung ahuehuete

and

his

tree,

hke scores of its kin at Chapultepec, took root long before Cortes
came to the Aztec Empire.

conquistadors
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1524, in one of the two Latin translations

made by Pedro de Savorgnani
second and third

letters to the

of Cortes'

Emperor.

the

years
the

of

site

Chapultepec

Castle,

presidential

palace

and

vice-regal

until 1934,

when on

the initative of

Gen-

Lazaro Cardenas, then president,

eral

it

was made a national museum.
As one walks in the gardens of Chapultepec, the memory of the ill-fated Empress
Carlota comes to mind, for the flowergrown patio and terraces atop the palace
were designed for her pleasure and private
use.
But long before Carlota's brief
years in Mexico, the gardens of Monte-

zuma

largest in the park, near the little lake,

Tree of Montezuma.

called the

over on the Tacuba Causeway

is

Far

another,

Sad Night, under which
us Cortes sat weeping as he

the Tree of the
tradition tells

watched the rout of

his

men when

x\ztecs rose in fierce revolt in

when they attempted
with
fall

many

it

bloomed

it

the

June 1520,

trees,

together

of their kin, witnessed the final

known

are the

flor de

as the rose of

for the design called the

bloom
and the

first to

mayo (may flower)

Montezuma.

Aztec rose that

has been and

for centuries

continues

still

be used by Mexican silversmiths and
The long stout canes of this
artisans.

to

plant are cut and carried by the Indians
to the

markets in the

city, to

be sold for

which other plants
The hardiness and vigor of this

and frames

trellises

may cling.

make

upon which

it

to

a very desirable stock

to graft fine cultivated roses.

Another of the brilliant wild flowers
grow on the slopes of Chapultepec
is
the dahlia. There are the single
dahlia and the gorgeous lavender one,
that

often

known

the

as

dahlia.

tree

The

sometimes grbws to a height
of ten to fifteen feet each season, and
the only means of propagating it is by
latter variety

means of

cuttings.

Outstanding among the
of

Mexico are the

many wonders

floating

gardens of

whose name

Xochimilco,

Xochimilco.

that subdivide

the

whom

This fragrant blossom was the inspiration

that appear with the rains at the

end of

for

In the barrancas one finds too a lovely

has

Among

and

so freely

means "the place where

of the Aztec Empire.

gardens,

commonly named.

is

From the heights of Chapultepec one
may look down upon the wild flowers
the dry season.

colonial

a reminder of the race for

is

it

wild rose

to repel the Spanish

These ancient

invaders.

whom

Mexican

the

in

where

wild rose

flourished there.

At Chapultepec one may see moss-hung
ahuehuete trees {Taxodium mucronatum) of
Montezuma's time. One of these, the
is

by the Aztecs themselves, also
grows wild, although it is found at its
oceloxochitl

best

The map also shows Chapultepec, the
summer palace of the ruler, and in later
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flowers

are,"

been called the Venice of

fittingly

Mexico because of the countless canals
According

was

its

flower-covered islands.

common

to

an open

originally

made

belief the

lake,

place

on which the

white amaryllis that closely resembles a

Indians

spider in shape.

withes that served as a foundation for

The
is

lily,

ever the exponent of beauty,

represented by the sweet-scented

llas,

or star

lilies,

the barrancas,

on long stems.

that

and

estre-

grow deep down

lift

in

their white faces

The lower

slopes of

Cha-

pultepec are dotted with their loveliness.

The

tigridia,

or

Aztec

lily,

called

beds
or

of

large

On

earth.

floating

rafts

beds,

of interlaced

those

they

chinampas,

planted

their

gardens of vegetables and flowers, moving
them about the lake to suit their con-

became

venience.

The

permanent

plots of land as they gradually

besran

to

beds,

however,

be surrounded and

anchored
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dahlias,

pansies,

violets,

and

carnations,

marguerites for only a few cents.

And now

for a

few words about colonial

and present-day gardens.
garden

lovers,

Fortunately for

many of the colonial gardens

exist in all their beauty and luxuriance.
At Tlalpan, one of Mexico City's suburbs,
the Casa de Moneda has an interesting
still

garden

in

surrounding

patio,

its

an

unusual fountain whose chief decorative
feature

is

superimposed upon

the circle

the square.

In historic Coyoacan, another suburb,
the famous garden belonging to the

is

man-

sion of Pedro de Alvarado, one of Cortes'

The

lieutenants.

celebrated Casa Alvarado

was built soon after the Conquest, when
Coyoacan was the favorite residential locality of the Spanish aristocrats, and it was
occupied for some years by the late Mrs.
Zelia Nuttall, flower lover and authority
on Mexico.^ Mr. and Mrs. Tom Miller,
the present owners of the house, maintain
it

beautifully.

of old, with

It

greeted us as in the days

pink fagade and

its

its

great

carved wooden door beneath a shrine.

The entrance
Courtesy of Cara Oneal

leads into a courtyard

where

a wealth of beauty, hidden from the out-

ON THE BALCONY AT CASA ALVARADO

side observer,

Like the fine Aztec houses Cortes described in
his letter to the Emperor, Casa Alvarado has
"very exquisite flower gardens both on the upper
apartments as well as down below."

heliotrope in soft exquisite shades, flower-

revealed.

is

There bloom

ing vines, Chinese forget-me-not, acanthus.

The arbor

is

covered with white

roses,

and

pink geraniums and honeysuckle are happily intertwined

by the

roots of a

resembles

that

species of tall willow

the

Lombardy

poplar.
rests

Every inch of the island municipality

is

productive the year around, and today,
as

in

past

centuries,

main source of supply
flowers.
Through the

it

is

the

capital's

of vegetables

and

succession of blos-

content with

long ago.

How

in

their

boats,

romance

members

A

visited

many

places

of

and received innumerable
memorable visit was made

visitor

Nearby paddle the Indians

flat-bottomed

history,

In previous annual pilgrimages, garden
club

courtesies.

floats along.

mystery and

Mexico

with native flowers, under trees that

lift

spells

store of secrets of the

Enchantment,

great interest

heavenward, the

its

they linger in those old gardens of

soming canals, between banks blooming
their green heights

In one corner an old well,

.

overrun with flowers,

offering

^ See ^'Mexican
Motif— Casa Alvarado," by W. P.
Flower, BtrLLETiN of the Pan American Union, April
1937, pp. 317-324.
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on one occasion to the garden of the
Mexico City home of Senora Amalia S.
de Cardenas, wife of the then President of
Mexico. At Cuernavaca, club members
were privileged to go through the gardens
of the late Ambassador Morrow's home,
and the house and gardens owned and
occupied as a summer residence by Plutarco Elias Calles while he was President
of the Republic. Probably nowhere in
Mexico may bougainvillea be seen in
greater profusion or perfection than in the

gardens and along the
vaca.

streets of

Cuerna-

This vine, which has vivid magenta

or red flowers, thrives in

was

many warm lands.

Brazil by BouFrench navigator and one time
aide-de-camp to Montcalm in Canada.
One variety of the night-blooming
cereus, for which Hawaii is now famed, was
taken there originally by a seaman from
Mexico, its native land. Mexico, too,
It

discovered

in

gainville, a

was the

first
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home

of the scarlet Christmas

flower, the poinsettia.
into

It

was introduced

the United States by Joel Roberts

Poinsett,

United States Minister

to

Mexico

during the years 1825-29, and was named
for him.

During a

visit to

the beautiful colonial

through which passes the
old road from Veracruz to Mexico City,
city of Puebla,

members were welcomed at the
government building by General Maximino Avila Camacho, then Governor of
the State of Puebla, and were later
received by his charming wife at her home
and given the opportunity to see her beauclub

tiful

gardens.

Garden club members who have visited
Mexico on any of our pilgrimages have
been unanimous in their enthusiasm over
Mexico's gardens, and surely all of them
have carried away happy and colorful
memories of that lovely land of

flowers.

Courtesy of Cara Oneal

A CORNER OF THE PATIO AT CASA ALVARADO
The

infinite variety of flowering vines, plants,

and

tropical foliage offers the observer

wealth of beauty.

an unforgettable

Inter-American Divergencies and
Opportunities
MALCOLM
Associate Director, Carnegie

Together with deep

divergencies from

each other, the repubhcs of South

America

and the United States share significant
traditions. As colonies they estabHshed
their existence, and then fought for their
independence

nations.

as

They

felt

the

new
Wagon monu-

impulsion of the pioneer spirit in a

world, of which the Covered
ment in Montevideo is a splendid symbol,
of like meaning to people from both the
Americas. It is a symbol for which one
could not find an equivalent anywhere in
the Old World. Yet these American similarities in spirit and tradition cannot suffice in

W. DAVIS

Endowment for

themselves to ensure a hemisphere

International Peace

large part of the production of

nations in South America

can not

fail

to

is

many

of the

a matter that

impress any thoughtful

visitor to those countries.

The

observer

is

be interested also by the evidence
that commerce and communications be-

likely to

tween the republics of South America
themselves have not been developed in any
larger measure than they have reached up
to now. Furthermore, it is to be noted
that there is on the whole less in the newspapers of the South American countries

about their nearby neighbors than there is
the United States in
North America, and markedly less than

frequently about

cans have too easily assumed to be readily

An explanation
is about Europe.
be found in the costs of gathering information in the field, as compared with

Conflicts of interest have to be

those of the established international press

by a continuing

services operating largely from North
America and Europe; but the contrast is
revealing and symptomatic.
In other words, the observer finds himself in contact with diverse and highly

solidarity

that

many

people south and

north desire but that some North Amerirealizable.

solved, not

and

difficult

will to find
is

slogans, but

examination of

is

facts

with a

common bases for accord.

a virtue of the

which
is

by

proving

Good Neighbor

itself

This
Policy

year by year, and

such progressive proof that

is

it

required.

there

may

individualized peoples,

many

of

whom

are

becoming clear,
however, that South and North Americans
would be hard pressed to solve all their

concerned and connected more with the
rest of the world than they are as yet with

problems among themselves, if indeed it
could be done. Their lives and their rela-

number

More and more

tions

it

is

with each other are greatly and inby their relations with

evitably influenced

other parts of the world, and particularly

with Europe.

The importance and indeed

the indispensability of overseas outlets for a
564

each other.
there

is

Moreover, in a considerable

of the South

American

republics,

a trend toward state regulation

and reinforced nationalism and centralization of authority, and this appears to be
It seems to spring from deep
intensifying.
roots of popular support, and to be motivated less by hostility towards foreigners
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Photograph by Malcoln Kirkpa trick

THE BRITISH CLOCK TOWER, BUENOS AIRES
The

ties

Europe are many, and its importance as an outlet for a large part of South
American production impresses every thoughtful observer.

of the Americas with

and foreign enterprises than by a desire
independence, which is historically ingrained and which all Americans have
reason to respect and understand. This
impulse for independence is one of the

for

conditions for cooperation, in developing

inter-American relations, for which due
regard has

to

be shown

if

there are to be

work for common
aims. This condition the Pan American
Union has consistently observed; and this

mutual

trust

observance

why one

is

and

real

among

finds

and value.

import

for

effort for full

independ-

condition of fundamental

inter-American relations

is

the

dependence of many of these nations, as
already indicated, on a large measure of
overseas trade, particularly with the markets of Europe. This fact has been driven
forcibly home again and again in these
times by the decrease of manufacturing for
productive purposes and by interruptions
In
in shipping and also in traffic by air.
turn, this experience has led to endeavors

everywhere of

exchange of materials and
products between South and North America; but experiments have once more emthe
that
Western
the
fact
phasized

evidence

and of faith

another

the primary reasons

esteem for the Union's
services,

Along with the
ence,

in

officers

its

and

their

high significance

to enlarge the
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Hemisphere countries have not evolved

in

a fashion favorable to the greatest possible
trade
the

among

Both parts of
have developed along lines

themselves.

New World

Europe quite as much as
In North America the
United States may have a natural need for

of exchange with

with each other.
purchasing

many

products of the tropical

America and for supplying
to them manufactured goods and technical
services. When it comes to trade with the
subtropical and temperate regions, however, the basis for exchange is much more

regions in South

limited,

while

many

products

—

—copper,

meat are in direct
competition with our own, and exports
have generally gone to Europe in the
amount of more than a billion dollars a
year. So expansion of South-North Amer-

cotton, fruits, grain,

ican

trade

implies

long-range readjust-

ments and reciprocal understanding. The
United States has been the chief gainer
from the emergency circumstances affecting South American trade during the past
two years, but will be likely to lose such
gains through unreadiness to purchase
more South American commodities during
a return towards normal times, when
natural and logical exchange with Europe
may be revived.

makes inter-American national
problem related to the results of
the struggle under way in the whole world.
One outcome might face the Americas with
This

policies a

the

necessity

nations whose

of

dealing

with

commerce would be

overseas
directed

and controlled in the channels of barter
and bargaining between country and
country, with dependence on exports deAnother outtermininsf the contracts.

Courtesy of Argentine Ministry of Agriculture

ARGENTINE WOOL AWAITING SHIPMENT
One

America is the manufacture of textiles. Cotton and woolen fabrics
raw materials to a considerable extent, chiefly for home consumption.

of the largest industries in South

are produced from national
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Courtesy of Grace Line

LOADING BANANAS AT GUAYAQUIL
An

American tropical products
on board a boat bound for New York.

endless chain carries bananas, one of the South

United

States,

come might mean a mixed

system., as in

past years, with centralized clearing of ex-

changes for some

states

ing methods for others.

come might
restrictions

and

freer

Still

market-

a third out-

offer the prospect of relaxing

on trade and progressively reopen on the same terms to

storing markets
all.

In such a situation, adjustment of

inter-American exchanges and relations

would present no grave difficulties. Yet all
alternatives have to be kept in mind as
possibilities by the American nations; and
all affect their attitudes and choices and
decisions regarding their policies here in

largely

consumed

in the

—

even if they
their own hemisphere, which
would they cannot hermetically isolate
and render satisfactorily self-sufficient.

—

Nevertheless, both for achieving greater
independence of inter- American policy and
for increasing the interchange of products

and

services

and

raising social standards,

there are wide opportunities for

achievement.

fruitful

Commerce and communica-

between the nations of South America
is shown, are far
from having been developed up to their
This has been due not so
potentialities.
tions

themselves, as the visitor

much

to lack of materials in these nations
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A HYDROELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT IN THE INTERIOR OF BRAZIL
Increased power production in South America will help to develop the resources of the continent.

as to their
to

economic development, adjusted

commerce abroad with other

rather than at

continents

home in their own continent.

No one region of South America has

all

the

elements essential for an industrial system;

but together the South American countries
possess

or

produce

among

many, even most, of such
have a rich variety not only
products

—cacao,

themselves

things.

They

of agricultural

coffee, cotton, flax, fruit,

wool

grain, hides, meat, nitrates,

silk,

also of industrial materials

—copper,

—but
iron,

and other minerals, coal and oil, rubber,
and timber. Large amounts of these commodities, in so far as they have been developed, have been exported, however, instead of being built into a South

American

Nowadays

this effort

economic

structure.

for more production related to requirements

in South America is getting thoroughly
under way. A first form is national regulation, adopted by a number of countries;
but a subsequent form may well be extension
of interchange
among South
American countries that find ways to supply more of each other's needs.
Better communications and increased
exchange of goods and services in South
America and a gradual growth of industries into
an integrated system would
tend to make each country less dependent
on conditions overseas and more stable
as a part of continental economy. This
implies manufacturing plants, power production, roads, and transportation, which
in turn mean investments guaranteed on
fair conditions by common accord.
In
such ways as would be welcome, the

INTER-AMERICAN DIVERGENCIES AND OPPORTUNITIES
United

many

States

reasons

cooperate

in North America has
and genuine interest to

with the repubhcs of South

America, conscious of their dignity and
worth, as they design and develop their

long-range

schemes

social well-being.

for

security

and

In the end, they would

improve individual levels of living, inand purchasing power
throughout South America, and thereby
broaden the base for interchange and
relationships between the Americas.
Meanwhile anyone who visits South
America observantly cannot fail to be
greatly impressed with the programs being
pursued for social stability and welfare.
There is much to be learned from the
legislation on pensions, savings for security,
and tenure of work, enacted in many of
the republics. In the field of education
there are admirable efforts to select and
crease population
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train the best teachers;

and

in

country

country the authorities are found

after

drawing some of the most intelligent and
patriotic young men and women into this
work and giving them the best preparation
that can be provided in new normal
schools, which are utilizing some of the
finest intellects of the continent and forming a group of high skill and noble spirit.
Moreover, books are made available at
low prices for readers and students
throughout South America; and the interest in book displays and fairs must
impress the thought of
lectual evolution of

visitors.

much

vitality in the arts, literature,

ship

is

An

intel-

significance

and

and

scholar-

taking place in these countries,

ways devoted
ideas and of
likewise,

friendship

al-

to endeavors in the field of
ideals.

that

may

eff"orts

It

for

is

in this

the

field,

growth of

be fostered and find

fertile

Photograph by William B. Larsen

THE NORMAL SCHOOL, SAO PAULO
In

many South American

countries

some of the most intelligent and
the admirable normal schools.

patriotic

young people are entering
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ground.
to

Good

will

is

not a commodity

be bought or bartered.

be an outcome of

common

It

with sincerity, with real respect for the

can only

enterprises

value in other views of the world, they

and

will

find

an understanding and a sym-

enthusiasms, of purposes shared and trust

pathy beyond what they had

won. In this sphere the peoples of the
Americas doubtless have before them
also most
their most perplexing and
rewarding task. They have yet to learn
much of each other's history and thought,
in order to distinguish clearly between
actuality and appearance, spirit and surpatient
face. Such knowledge requires
and persistent work, over a period of
years, by individuals and groups. To the

In their tradition of liberty and inde-

degree

that

they

enter

upon

the

felt possible.

pendence, both South and North Americans face the spreading struggle in today's

world with a

spiritual heritage in

their belief in

man

common

an individual

as

to

be

developed, in contrast to the concept of

man

as

an instrument

to

be dominated.

Despite their differences in environment

and evolution and experience, their faith
an idea like this still strongly ties them

in

task

together.

Agriculture in the

Sao Paulo-Northern Parana Region
IRWIN

P.

KEELER

Agricultural Attache, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

and

RICHARD
Junior Agricultural Economist,

F.

Agriculture

has always been Brazil's
most important activity, but unfortunately
it was for many years essentially a singlecrop industry, producing first sugar and
then coffee. The last 15 years, however,
have witnessed an intensive reform of
Brazilian agriculture. Special attention has

been devoted to the diversification of agri-

and to technical improvement in agricultural methods, with
the result that Brazil has been able to free
herself entirely from her one-crop handicap.
cultural production

Indicative of the progress in diversificaSlightly abridged

and reprinted from ^'Foreign Agri-

July 1941. Published by the Office of Foreign
Agricultural Relations, United States Department of
Agriculture, Washington.

culture,"

LANKENAU

Office of

Foreign Agricultural Relations

tion has been the steadily decreasing im-

portance

of

coflFee

and

the

increased

importance of other crops in the
value of agricultural production.
in agricultural

methods

is

total

Progress

indicated

the increased imports of agricultural

by
ma-

and the manufacture of such
equipment within the country. With
chinery

regard

to

number

of reproducers imported

the

livestock

industry,

the

and the

production of meat, milk, and dairy products

have increased

significantly.

The most important

single agricultural

area responsible for this effective diversification has

been the region comprising
and the northern

the State of Sao Paulo

AGRICULTURE

IN

The

part of the State of Parana.

object of

a review of the agriculture of

this

study

this

region in the Hght of

is

and future

THE SAO PAULO-NORTHERN PARANA REGION

its

recent progress

about 60 percent of the total

and

the current crop

live-

and northern
Parana are based on observations and
information collected on a trip through this
region, taken with a view to observing
representative farm and livestock areas, including the new areas in western Sao Paulo
and northern Parana. Particular attention
is devoted to the cotton situation in view
of its special interest to the United States.
stock situation in Sao Paulo

The

progress in diversification of agri-

by the trend

The importance

of the

Sao Paulo-North-

ern Parana region in the agriculture of
Brazil

and

in the recent developments in

diversification
cellent soil,^

its

may

be ascribed to

progressive spirit of
this section covers

its

percent

people.

Although

only about 3 percent of

the total area of Brazil

16

of the

accounts for about

and contains only

total

population,^

50 percent of

Brazilian agricultural production.
in recent years

ex-

its

temperate climate, and the

it

total
It

has

produced about 70 percent

is

indicated

in production of various crops

(tabulation below; table

In 1925 the

1).

value of coffee production accounted for
68.9 percent of the total value of agricultural production, but

by 1938

this

propor-

tion

had decreased

The

value of cotton production increased

to only 37.5 percent.

during the same period from 5.3 percent
to 28.5 percent of the total.
coffee production in 1939
in 1925, but

Importance of the region in Brazilian agriculture

frigorifico

(refrigerated) kill of cattle in Brazil.

cultural production in this area

possibility.

Comments on
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In volume,

was greater than

has declined steadily in re-

it

cent years, and in 1939 had about reached
the 1 930 level. Other important crops, with

show considerable
1 930; Sao Paulo
cotton production in 1939 was more than
30 times that of 1930, and production of
oranges more than 6 times the 1930 level.
This region has also been playing an important part in the program for the expanthe exception of beans,

increase in production since

new
The northern and western

sion of agricultural production into

areas in Brazil.

part of Sao Paulo and the northern part of

Parana have been

settled

and put under

of Brazil's coffee, 65 percent of the cotton,

cultivation within the past decade.

40 percent of the citrus

road

fruit,

25 percent of

and 20 percent of the beans.

the corn,

The

State of Sao Paulo has also produced 15

percent of the hogs and 8 percent of the
cattle,

and

is

one of Brazil's principal pro-

lines

have

of principal agricultural crops in
in 1925

and 1938

total value:

Matto Grosso, Goyaz, and Minas Geraes.
Sao Paulo packing plants account for

Coffee
Cotton,

The

of Sao Paulo has been characterized by a
Brazilian soil specialist as "chemically poor but physically excellent.''^
Though extremely friable, a large
percentage of silt and clay gives the soil a high waterholding capacity and very little leaching occurs. All soils
are red or violet in color.
2 In 1939 the population of Brazil was officially estimated at 45,002,176; of Sao Paulo, 7,305,407. The
area of Sao Paulo covers 95,458 square miles, or about
soil

61,093,000

acres.

Rail-

been extended into the

new areas to provide easy access to markets.
The following tabulation shows the value

ducing centers of dairy products. It is
even more important as a center for fattening cattle from the northwestern states of

'

also

Sao Paulo

as percentages of the

Product

1938

68.9

raw

.

.

.

Corn
Rice

Mandioca flour
Cane sugar ....
Oranges
Beans
Others
Total.

.

.

100.0
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Table

1.

Production of principal agricultural crops in Sao Paulo, for specified years
[Quantities in thousands of short tons]

Commodity

AGRICULTURE

new

THE SAO PAULO-NORTHERN PARANA REGION
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lands will insure the future position of

coffee as a leading agricultural crop.

The

principal municipalities producing

coffee are Ribeirao Preto, Marilia,

Cam-

pinas-Santa Barbara, and Northern Pa-

The Ribeirao

some 15 million

to

recent years.

The

573

for previous crops in

short crop

is

the direct

of the severe drought of

result

September 1940, which
affect the

will

May

to

probably also

1942 crop.

one of

Coffee prices have improved consider-

the older coffee regions, traditionally con-

ably due to the short crop and also in

rana.

Preto area

some

sidered as producing

The

qualities of coffee.

is

of the finest

old trees are not

and in
they have been destroyed and

anticipation of the effects of the coffee

quota system in the United

States.

Farm-

holding good-quality coffee from

generally being replaced, however,

ers

many

year's crop expect to realize a substantial

cases

The number

the land put to other uses.

from the

profit

sale of these stocks.

last

The

of coffee trees has declined from 36 million

short coffee crop should contribute to the

10 million within the last few years, and

attainment of an equilibrium in supply and
demand, which has been a government ob-

to

it is

likely that the

drought of last year will

The

cause a further reduction.
area

is

state,

considered

and the

among

shift

soil

of the

lands

from coffee to other

following a short coffee crop are expected

common

the

that

are

Since 1937 Brazil has been following a

past

is

par-

of coffee

their

prime,

where the trees will probably be removed
at an early date, and of the new coffee
plantations in the Marilia and Londrina
areas for the

first

planting the

three or four years after

Planters

trees.

recognize,

however, that the practice adversely affects
the trees

and

yields,

and

it is

not generally

followed in the case of plantations of an

economic bearing age.

The new

coffee lands in Marilia

Northern Parana have been
15 years.

The

good, being

soil is

much

the increased

so-called "competition policy" to increase

ticularly prevalent in the case

plantations

somewhat by

between the

This practice

trees.

offset

production of other crops.

practice of planting

cotton, corn, beans, or rice

rows of coffee

be

to

interesting feature of the old coffee
is

In addition, the usual

adverse economic conditions in this section

crops has therefore been successful.

An

jective since 1930.

the richest in the

rich

Under

this policy the

export tax was reduced by 75 percent, and

was a considerable increase

the result

exports in 1938 and 1939.
of the

in

The outbreak

European war, however, created
The European market, which

difficulties.

had been taking 30 percent of Brazil's
exports, was lost or extremely
restricted. Blockades and rationing systems were affecting belligerents and neutrals alike.
The United States is the only
remaining market where coffee enters
duty-free. United States imports have
coffee

about

increased considerably in the past three

yields are

years, but not to the extent of replacing

in use

and

and

her coffee exports.

higher than in the older

the

European

market.

However,

the

expected to become

prospect of the piling up of a large surplus

an increasingly important factor in Brazil-

production has been eliminated for the

areas.

This section

is

ian coffee production

when

recent plant-

commercial bearing stage.
The coming crop of coffee will be only
about 35 percent of average production in

ings reach a

recent years.

It is

expected that only 5 to 6

million bags will be produced, in contrast

immediate future by the effects of the
severe drought in 1940, which will greatly
reduce the 1941 crop and probably also
the crop of 1942.

—

Cotton. Until 1930 cotton production
was relatively unimportant. Up

in Brazil
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Courtesy of

Noemy

Silveira

YOUNG COFFEE TREES
In the

new

coffee lands in

IN

BLOOM

Sao Paulo and Northern Parana, planted about 15 years

ago, the yields are higher than in the older areas.

to that time, cotton
in districts

From

where

1930,

opened

had been grown only

new

however,

fields

to the cultivation of cotton,

cause of the

crisis in

Causes other than the coffee

Even

aided the increase in cotton production in

be-

Sao Paulo were: (1) expert agricultural
and commercial supervision; (2) improved

agri-

were well organized
commercially, such as Sao Paulo, looked
to the opening of extensive cotton cultivacultural states that

means

to soften the

blow

transportation; (3) a favorable distribution
of population; (4)

rate favorable to production; (6) a favor-

able period for harvest and export; (7)

machinery.

ton economy characteristic of Brazil, and

sured

The

Sao Paulo, today.

immigration; and

(8)

new

improved ginning

Technical supervision has as-

farmers

a

sufficient

quantity

of

providing greater yields;^

selected seeds,

increase in the production of lint

abundance and availan exchange

ability of interior markets; (5)

caused by the collapse of coffee prices.
Accordingly there began the period of cotespecially

that

crisis

were

the coffee trade and

the general world depression.

tion as the only

exports, to 1,198,300 in 1939, or 80 percent.

coffee did not flourish.

has provided an excellent organization

it

Sao Paulo during the past
decade has been phenomenal. Production
in 1930 amounted to only 18,400 bales, or

markets; and

4 percent of Brazilian production.

banks and commercial houses to insure

cotton

in

This
tremendous increase has raised Brazil to

fourth

position

among

the

cotton-pro-

ducing nations of the world. Exports from
Sao Paulo increased from 261 bales in 1930,
or less than 1 percent of Brazilian cotton

for classification of the crop, thus insuring

better distribution in domestic

3

it

and foreign

has provided a chain of

The Government of Sao Paulo distributes planting
farms on which it is grown under State super-

seed from

vision.
Purity of selected varieties is maintained by enforcement of the law requiring all farmers to purchase
seed from the State.
Government experiment stations are
constantly striving to improve both varieties of plants and
methods of cultivation.

AGRICULTURE
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Improved highways and

credit facilities.

In the Ribeirao Preto area, cotton

pounds of

planting and picking without

fertilizer.

difficulties.

is

being planted on old coffee lands, and

have aided in
increased railway
the
even distriand
the
crop,
marketing
population
has enabled
the
State's
bution of
facilities
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yields

are being realized of 300 to 350
lint

cotton per acre, without

Production

of cotton

in

this

Because of abundant and available interior markets, the small cotton grower can

area increased from 4,687 bales in 1932-33

always dispose of his crop and receive im-

from coffee to cotton has caused the large
estates to be broken up and sold in smaller
parcels of about 120 acres. Most of the
purchasers are former tenants, who grew
cotton on a cash-rent or share-crop basis.
One of the fastest- growing cotton areas

sale of the Sao
enhanced by the fact
that harvesting occurs between May and
August, a period that meets little compeNew
tition from the United States crop.
waves of immigrants, especially the Japanese, have aided the advance of cotton by

mediate compensation;

Paulo crop

also

is

their interest in

its

cultivation.

On

the

new markets in Japan and
China have been opened to Sao Paulo
cotton.
Finally, vast improvements in
ginning machinery have resulted in an improvement in the quality of Brazilian
other hand,

principal cotton-producing munici-

Sao Paulo area are Campi-

palities in the

nas-Santa Barbara, Ribeirao Preto, Marilia,

lies

This

shift

in the vicinity of Jaboticabal, west of

Ribeirao Preto.

Here production has

in-

creased from 1,109 bales in 1932-33 to

32,218 bales in 1938-39.
cotton in this area

is

Much

of the

produced on former

pasture land, but cotton production

to

is

also

on land formerly devoted
other crops and on woodland that has

of importance

^

been cleared since the beginning of the

cotton.

The

20,774 bales in 1938-39.

to

Jaboticabal, and Northern Parana.

is grown in the Campinas-Santa
Barbara section on land that has been in
use for many years and therefore requires

Cotton

to

fertilizers

obtain a satisfactory yield.

Only about 10 percent of the cotton grown
in Sao Paulo is grown with fertilizers, and
the bulk of this is grown in the CampinasSanta Barbara section. Very little crop

cotton boom.

Temporary cotton land is found around
Olimpia and Nova Granada, west of Barretos, where owners of pasture land rent to
cotton farmers for three or four years with

a view to obtaining cash income and to

having the pastures cleaned.

Similar ar-

rangements apply to woodland, which

after

being cleared and planted to cotton for

some years
land.

will

be converted to pasture

Rental of these lands ranges from

$1 .70 to

more than $2.00 an

acre.

Output

practiced, one farmer having

in this area has greatly increased in recent

planted cotton on the same land for eight

Olimpia having increased producfrom 97 bales in 1934-35 to 17,710 in
1938-39, and Nova Granada from 800
bales in 1932-33 to 25,263 in 1938-39.
The area about Marilia is one of the
newer cotton-growing districts, and has
developed remarkably since the beginning
of the cotton boom in 1932. Cotton pro-

rotation

is

years, using about 500

meal

pounds of bone-

to the acre (at a cost of $1.25 per 100

pounds).

Low

labor costs have enabled

the farmers to continue growing cotton

on

these old areas at

little

expense.*

Pro-

duction in the Campinas-Santa Barbara
area increased from 17,443 bales in 1932-

years,

tion

33 to 69,419 bales in 1938-39.
5
*

The usual wage

tion to living
raise food.

20 to 30 cents a day, in addiquarters and a plot oj land on which to
rate is

The importance of

cotton as a cash crop is further

indicated by the fact that

it is

sometimes seen planted in

former garden and pasture plots and even along
roadways between the fields and road.

the
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this area, which includes MaVera Cruz, Pompeia, and Tupan,

duction in
rilia,

seed sold for planting in Marilia for the

1939-40 crop was purchased by Japanese.

increased from 2,006 bales in 1933-34 to

The

129,444 in 1938-39.

Japanese interests in the Marilia area.
Another new cotton-producing area

area cotton is grown almost enon former brush and timber land,
which has been cleared for the express purpose of planting this crop. Yields have
been satisfactory during the few years the
land has been cropped. To the northwest

In

this

tirely

municipality of

Tupan

is

located in Northern Parana.

the center of

Most

cotton production in this area

is

is

of the
in the

new land

is

con-

and southeast of the town of
Londrina, near Jatai. The crop is grown
chiefly by Japanese, Brazilian, and South
European settlers. The future possibility

tinuing on an important scale and

is

pre-

of cotton production in this area

of Marilia, the clearing of

ceding

Two

the

extension

of

railway

lines.

cotton gins are already under con-

struction at points

beyond the

last

railway

Japanese colonists constitute an important factor in cotton production in the

areas in northwestern Parana
ularly in the Marilia area.

and

new

partic-

Official statis-

Thus

show

far,

is

uncer-

output has been relatively

low, the total production in 1939-40 being

estimated at only 24,840 bales.
still

in forest,

New lands

may be developed

into cotton-growing areas, but as yet
is

known

of the climatic

little

and other condi-

would affect cotton-growing.
Three principal factors have thus

tions that

far

by

operated against greater attention to cot-

that 67 percent of the

ton in Northern Parana: (1) the large per-

relating to cotton seed distribution

nadonalities

tain.

to the west,

stop.

tics

district east

Photograph by B. H. Hunjiicutt

"TEXAS BIG BOLL" COTTON IN SAO PAULO
One

of the reasons for the large expansion of cotton growing in Sao Paulo has been the careful selection
of seed under state supervision.
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centage of Central and North European

loans at specified levels to Sao Paulo mer-

immigrants among the farm population,

chants and producers.^

who prefer to grow crops other than cotton;
remunerative prices received for food

(2)

and

crops:

(3)

newly cleared
cotton

(that

forest
is,

common

the

as

land

is

belief that

too strong for

Many
usually

the

plant produces excessive vegetation).
factors

All

subject

of course,

are,

to

change over a long period, and it has not
infrequently been stated that Northern
Parana is likely to occupy an increasingly
important place in Brazilian cotton pro-

grown primarily

is

for the

it

in

has also been grown in con-

siderable quantity for the export market.

new

soil

— Corn

recent years

a result of excessive

quantities of nitrogen in the

these

Corn.

feeding of draft stock and hogs, but

varieties are

The hard

types.

as

classified

grown, but they are
"hard" and "soft"

type

port purposes because
to heat

preferred for exgreater resistance

and humidity enables

shipment

demand

is

its

better.

The

soft

it

to stand

types are in

as forage for cattle

because of

their higher nutritive value.

Sao Paulo produces about 25 percent of

duction.

A record-breaking cotton crop is expected
in Sao Paulo this season, estimated at
from 1,656,000 to 1,840,000 bales, a con-

the Brazilian corn crop, production in the
last

decade averaging about 1.3 million
Production in 1940 is esti-

tons annually.

weather

mated at 1.5 million tons.
Corn is grown principally in the Ribeirao
Preto area, where it ranks third, after cotton and coffee, as a cash crop,^ and to some

conditions during the planting and growing

extent also in the Campinas-Santa Barbara

siderable increase over last year's crop of

1,403,000 bales.
is

The

anticipated increase

partly a result of increased plantings

partly

of

season.

unusually

The

favorable

and

prospect of a short coffee

crop and the profit

from

realized

last

cotton crop led to the increased

year's

planting

cotton

this

year.

Prices

re-

ceived by farmers in 1940 for seed cotton
at gins in

Sao Paulo averaged 2.23 cents

and Northern Parana

districts.

tensive scientific attention

The

of government intervention characteristic

Sao Paulo have not
and yields are
high as might be expected.

of cotton production in

yet been extended to corn,
therefore not so

per pound, whereas offers this year by

As a general

ginners have not exceeded 1.58 cents per

orous growth, but the grain yield

pound.

in keeping with

The

outlook for the disposal of the cur-

rent record-breaking crop
is

is

causing some concern.

uncertain and
It is

believed,

however, that the lower price of Sao Paulo
cotton as

ton

is

compared

to United States cot-

likely to find favor in the cotton

port markets yet existing.

ume

of sales to the United

the Far East

is

anticipated,

A

im-

greater vol-

Kingdom and
which

will aid

On

In view of the large crop and the unsettled condition of the export

market, Sao
Paulo cotton interests have asked governmental financial aid in the form of cotton

rule the plant

its

size

a good farm in

is

of

tall,
is

vig-

not

and rankness.

this

area corn yields

are the equivalent of about 28 bushels per

acre

if

grown without

bushels per acre with

fertilizer,
fertilizer.

and 46

An

im-

provement in yields will depend on the
development of new varieties, especially
adapted to soil and climatic conditions,
that would have a lesser tendency to go to
In this connection, the Bank of Brazil has announced
it will advance against warehouse receipts 5.44 cents
per pound on lint cotton. Prices on the Sao Paulo Merchandise Exchange are currently 6.35 cents per pound.
^ The crop is generally regarded as one bringing a fair
return.
Prices have declined somewhat with the approach of the new harvest season and are now quoted
at $1.03 per bag of 60 kilos {about $0.43 per bushel).
^

considerably in the disposal of the crop.

ex-

and high degree

that
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[f
Courtesy of Sao Paulo Immigration Bureau

RICE
Of the

Stalk
is

Brazilian production of rice, the greatest in this hemisphere, Sao Paulo produces about 40 percent,
or 24.5 million bushels a year.

than the variety

now

planted.

Work

being carried on by the Institute Agro-

nomico

Campinas and

at

at various sub-

The

war has brought

present

several

changes in the export trade in corn.

The

principal markets in 1939 were Belgium,

Kingdom, Japan, the Netherand Germany. Only Japan is now

with a view to the development of
good hybrids and improved open-polli-

the United

nated

an assured market, with shipments to the
United Kingdom still possible but greatly

stations,

varieties.

In view of the export

possibilities that

appeared in recent years in Sao Paulo the

Government acted
tation difficulties.

lack of railway

to eliminate transpor-

The problems

facilities,

included

high freight

rates,

and port loading difficulties. These had
arisen from the fact that the harvest of
corn coincided with the cotton and coffee
harvests,

concentrating

a

demand

for

lands,

The other European markets
have been closed by the British blockade.
Rice.
In Brazil, rice, together with

reduced.

—

beans, constitutes the basis of the
diet.*

The

soil

human

and climate of the country

are admirably adapted to the cultivation of

and

this crop,

its

production has therefore

continually increased.

In the past decade

creating a shortage of facilities for

more than doubled her rice production, and has become the leading producer of this commodity in the Western

found

Hemisphere. Besides meeting increasing
consumption requirements, Brazil also increased her volume of exports considerably.

freight cars

from April to December and

movement of the corn crop. The port of Santos
was likewise congested at this time and

ment
ment

it

difficult to facilitate the

rapid ship-

of corn to foreign markets.

Govern-

action included reduction of rail

and

ocean freight rates, improvements in storage and loading facilities for corn, and
reduction
service fees.

or

suspension

of

processing

Brazil has

8

Rice

is

used in

many ways.

Besides being used as a

The
manufactured into flour.
Government now requires a certain percentage of rice
to
mixed
with
be
wheat
making
Rice
flour
bread.
flour in
straw is used as forage for horses and rice bran as forage
cattle
and
poultry;
also,
various
products
chemical
for
basic food,

and

it

is

also

beverages, such as rice brandy, are obtained from rice.
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Sao Paulo produces about 40 percent of

at $3.00 per

decade averaging over 500,000 tons (24.5
milhon bushels) annually.

per bushel).

Two

distinct varieties of rice are

grown:

Rice

very favorable.

the Brazilian crop, production in the past

and high

is

bag of 60

contributed to the

received for food crops.

water.

atmosphere and subsoil and rain

The planting season is in the spring,

between September and November.

Rice

grows quickly, and the usual harvest season
is

about two months

after planting.

Exports of rice are increasing steadily

but even in South America have not been
able to replace the oriental product.
principal reason for this

high production

is

The

the relatively

due to high rents,
and limited transporta-

cost,

scarcity of capital,

tion facilities.
Prices received

Citrus Fruit.

this

season are

and construcSao Paulo have

rise in prices

now

— Oranges are the

being

princi-

Sao Paulo, and are
chiefly grown in the Campinas-Santa
Barbara area. It has been estimated that
there are some 9 million citrus trees in
Sao Paulo, of which 87 percent are orange
trees, 11 percent grapefruit, and the remaining 2 percent tangerine. The position
of this area with respect to producing
areas elsewhere is advantageous because
of the low cost of land and labor, the
fertility of the soil, and a climate especially
pal

citrus

fruit

of

favorable to citrus cultivation.
tion,

by growers

(about $1 .07

levels of industrial

tion activity in the city of

permanently wet soil or irrigated lands;
and the upland variety, grown on the
plateaus, where it receives only the humidity of the

currently quoted

kilos

Increasing industrialization

the lowland, or paddy, variety, cultivated
in

579

the citrus industry

is

In addi-

being aided

by improved methods of picking, packing,

AN ORANGE-PACKING PLANT
Nine million trees producing
economic conditions

citrus fruit, chiefly oranges, are being grown
in Sao Paulo.
England has been the chief

under favorable climatic and
market for the fruit.
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Future plans include

and transportation.

Surpluses have not piled up, however, as

produced has been diverted

the construction of a large refrigeration

excess sugar

plant at Santos to permit precooling of

to the production of alcohol.

the
for

thus insuring a better quality

fruit,

shipment to foreign markets.

The development

of the citrus industry

Sao Paulo has received its impetus
from the export trade. Although prices
received have been very low, the low cost
of production has

made

it

Sao Paulo

in

in

possible for

been strengthened.
Beans. Beans, even more than

—

the

stitute

Exports

particularly

increased from

large

decade

has averaged about 14 million boxes annually.

pected

The

1941 crop, however,

be

to

considerably

is

smaller

ex-

1940,
of the severe drought
which extended into the first flowering

Estimates

September.

in

place

the crop at from 8 to 11 million boxes.

Growers, however, have not been greatly
disappointed because the United Kingdom,
previously the chief market for Sao Paulo

oranges

(taking

annually),

is

about 2 million boxes

expected to purchase relative-

is

—

Sugarcane. Although sugarcane has
long been one of the leading crops in
Brazil, its cultivation in Sao Paulo has
become an important industry only within
the past 15 years. Production in Sao
Paulo increased from only 10,199 short

Production of sugar in recent years has

been considerably in excess of consumption
needs.

markets
9

In

addition,

have

Boxes oj 32

been

kilos {about

exports

to

declining
70 pounds).

foreign
steadily.

is

for

about 20 percent

pounds were produced
Both dwarf and string beans
are grown in Sao Paulo. There are two
planting seasons, February for the winter
bean and September to November for the
In

1

939, 412 million

in this state.

rainy-season bean.

Harvesting takes place

from two to four inonths after planting.
Yields range from one to two thousand
one of the highest yields

acre,

per unit area in the world.
Prices received

by growers have been

very favorable in recent months.

Current

quotations for beans are $3.00 per bag of

60 kilos (132 pounds), or about 2.27 cents

per pound.

Mandioca.
both

in the

satisfactory, and high yields have
been obtained. The principal sugarcane
area in Sao Paulo is the Campinas-Santa
Barbara area.

So

districts.

that although

the third largest producer in the

Sao Paulo accounts

uses.

theless

con-

of the total Brazilian production of beans.

northern sugar-producing

are never-

rural

demand

rice,

of Brazilians,

small quantities are exported.

and climatic conditions in Sao
Paulo, though not as favorable as in the
states,

diet

necessary to meet consumption, and only

tons in 1926 to 184,529 short tons in 1939.
Soil

the

in

the local

pounds per

ly small quantities this year.

principal

world virtually the entire production

be-

in

cause

season

is

Brazil

Production of oranges in the past

deficiency in

been overcome, and

same time the sugar economy has

at the

1926 to

2,790,653 in 1939.9

A

in 1939.

fuel supplies has thus

growers to expand their acreage.
16,900 boxes in

About 12

million gallons of alcohol were produced

—Mandioca

as a food

is

cultivated

product and for industrial

As a food it is cooked, baked, or used
form of flour to make breads and

pastries.

To

poses

peeled and dried, and the starch

is

it is

prepare

then extracted.

starch

is

it

The

for industrial pur-

greater part of the

used in the laundry or bleaching

industries.

It

is

also used in the

manufac-

ture of dextrine, glucose, ethyl alcohol,

and

other chemical products.

In Sao Paulo mandioca

is

planted during

the rainy season from August to December.
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The

A MANDIOCA FIELD

tuberous roots of this plant, also called manioc and cassava, are used in various forms for food and
also for starch and other industrial products.

It is

harvested after the eighth month,

grown

for food purposes.

grow 20 months, because

this

tion doubles the yield of starch.
is

grown

principally

if

However, man-

dioca grown for industrial use
to

581

is

allowed

prolonga-

The plant

on the sandy clay and

the high cost of mechanical equipment
have prevented establishment of new mills;
however, a plan to form growers' cooperatives in order to purchase milling equipment is now being advanced. The Gov-

ernment has aided the mandioca

flour in-

alluvial soils of the plateau region in cen-

dustry by issuing a decree requiring the

and western Sao Paulo. Yields range
from 45 to 110 tons per acre. In recent
years production has averaged about

use of 8 percent mandioca flour in the

tral

Livestock

340,000 tons annually.

The mandioca
ganized.

flour industry

is

well or-

Production in Sao Paulo con-

about 10 percent of the total and
amounts to about 85,000 tons annually. ^°
The flour is manufactured either in small
ovens on the growers' property or in large
mills, though the mill flour is much better
in quality and is therefore more widely in
demand. Although the need for more
milling units is evident, lack of capital and
stitutes

1"

The flour yield

the root.

is

man-

ufacture of mixed bread and baked goods.

about 25 percent of the weight of

and hog

Cattle

principal

livestock

Paulo-Northern

raising constitute

industry

Parana

in

region.

the

the

Sao

Cattle

and are also
Hogs have been

are raised for dairy purposes
fattened for slaughter.

raised principally for lard, but interest in

various

meat types has been evidenced

in recent years.

Cattle,
raised

in

—Although
the

some cattle are
Campinas-Santa Barbara

area and in Ribeirao Preto, the principal
cattle district of

Sao Paulo

is

found around
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Barretos "

which

the

is

center

the

for

principal range grasses are jaragua {Hyar-

total,

and molasses or "fat grass"
Although considerable
tracts of grazing land have been sold or
rented for use in producing cotton and
other crops, there is an abundance of un-

almost half are slaughtered at a large

used land available for a great increase in

packing plant and at xarqueadas (jerked

pasture land.

fattening of cattle brought from the states

rhenia rufa)

Minas Geraes, Goyaz, and Matto
Grosso. About 500,000 head of cattle
are fattened each year on the natural

(Melinis minutiflora)

of

pastures

in

Of

area.

this

this

beef plants) in the vicinity of Barretos,

and

remainder is shipped
to packing plants in or near the city of
Sao Paulo.
When brought from the interior to the
pasture lands about Barretos at approximately 3 to 3^2 years, the range cattle
of the

inost

.

The Zebu (Brahma) breeds and
Zebu and the native

cross-

breeds of the

stock

have spread rapidly in Sao Paulo and the
states to the north and west. These breeds
and crosses have developed a natural re-

many of the insect pests and
common to the area, and are con-

sistance to

diseases

only

sidered to be better adapted to the tropical

about 660 pounds. The cattle are kept
on the pastures from 8 to 10 months and
are then ready for slaughter, at which time

and subtropical climate than are European breeds.
Meat. The meat industry in Sao
Paulo is centered around the cities of
Barretos, the cattle-fattening area, and
Sao Paulo, the principal market for meat
products. The principal meat product has
always been jerked beef, though in recent

are

in

averaging

poor condition,

they average about 1,000 pounds per head.

When

sold

slaughter they are paid

for

on the basis of their dressed weight,
which usually averages 55 percent of

for

their live weight.

Thin range
are

steers

now quoted

from Matto Grosso

approximately SI 2. 50

at

—

years

its

production has been replaced to

some extent by

refrigerated

meat prod-

such as frozen and chilled beef, and

months on the
fattening pastures, the same animal (at
current prices of 3.93 cents per pound,

ucts,

dressed weight), will bring about S 2 1.50.

creased considerably, both in volume

After 8 or 10

per head.

has been stated

It

the price of thin

cattle

has more than

trebled in the last six years

—that

only $3.50 per head in 1935.
steers in

range

brought

today for $12.50

selling

steers

that

authoritatively

Fattened

1935 brought $12.00 to $12.50

per head, in contrast to present prices of
$21.50

11

In 1930 Sao Paulo produced only 86,600
tons of meat, about 10 percent of Brazil-

ian production.

increased

its

By 1937

this state

had

production to 393,000 tons,

more than 30 percent

of Brazil's total

meat

production in that year.

—

cattle-fattening industry in the Bar-

along the rivers, because of the rapidity
with which forage grows on these lands
and the greater safety they offer against the

head

at

and

Barretos

is

ba sed entirely on grass.

The

Barretos had formerly been a great cattle-raising
but the rise in land prices in this area led to a

The states
new trend in the industry.
and west of Sao Paulo began raiising the
the

and

in percentage of total Brazilian production.

Dairy Products. The dairy farms in
Sao Paulo are located on the lowlands

retos district

center,

In the past decade the

of

per

$22.50 at Sao Paulo.

The

by canned meats.

production of meat in Sao Paulo has in-

Barretos area

final fattening.

the

north

cattle,

while

to

became engaged principally in the

occasional droughts which strike this area.

The

cows has progressed
Campinas-Santa
Barbara and Ribeirao Preto sections, but
raising of milk

steadily, especially in the

j

\
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CATTLE ON AN EXPERIMENTAL FARM
Between 1930 and 1937 the State of Sao Paulo increased

its

meat production from 86,600

tons to 393,000

tons.

it

is

of milk

carried out

on a small

scale.

has progressed steadily in recent years.

Holstein constitutes the chief breed

Within the city of Sao Paulo there are 10
factories manufacturing butter from cream
received from the many dairy farms in the
nearby areas. It is interesting to note that
the consumption of sweet butter in this

Still

The

cow

in

Sao Paulo, with an average

daily production of about 15 quarts for

two milkings.
with native

Crossing of the

Holstein

cattle, especially the

has produced good results,

Caracu,

the better

all

area constitutes 95 percent of total Bra-

consumption, which

qualities of the Holstein being retained.

zilian

Other breeds of milk cows

53 million pounds annually. ^^

Sao Paulo
and

in

are the Schwitz, Simenthal, Jersey,

Normandy.
Production of fresh milk in Sao Paulo
has been estimated roughly at about 2.5
million quarts daily, representing about 25

percent of the total production of cow's

milk in Brazil.

Condensed and powdered milk are manufactured for shipment to areas where fresh

milk

is

unavailable, though

still

on only a

and cheese

Consump-

Sao Paulo is therefore about 50
million pounds annually, or about 7
pounds per capita. This is about half the
per capita consumption of the United
States, which in 1939 was 17.6 pounds.
The per capita consumption of Brazil as a
whole, however, is only about 1 pound
per year.

Sao Paulo

also

manufactures cheese in

considerable quantities.
12

of butter

estimated at

tion in

small scale.

The manufacture

is

"Brazil,

The production

1939-40" Ministry

Rio de Janeiro.

of Foreign Affairs,
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of the finer cheeses
area.

is

concentrated in this

The manufacture and

sale of cheese

have been especially successful in Sao Paulo
and in Brazil as a whole, since this product
is

considerably

less

dairy products and

many

perishable than other

may

thus be shipped to

areas too far from the source of

supply to receive fresh milk or butter.
Hogs. Hog raising, though not a major

—

farm occupation, is of considerable importance as a supplementary source of
income to many farmers in the CampinasSanta Barbara and Northern Parana disSao Paulo contains about 2.5 miltricts.
lion hogs, or

about 10 percent of the total

Sao Paulo, which in 1937
produced 19,363 short tons, or about 30

of importance in

percent of the total production in Brazil.
Virtually

The

all

of the production

ket.

received

Prices

tively low,

due

as well as

by

Many

via

Macao and

Portugal.

and
and other external

of the hogs are almost hairless,

are less subject to lice

parasites than heavily coated breeds.

Current prices for well-finished hogs of
about 3.18 cents per pound, dressed weight,
at slaughter or shipping points, are con-

sidered good

by farmers

in this region.

In

calculating dressed weight of hogs, a uni-

form practice is followed of discounting 20
percent from live weight. Thus a hog
weighing 90 kilos (198 pounds) would
bring $8.40. The rather low percentage of
discount results from the fact that hogs
were originally produced and sold for lard
only, and that interest in meat types is of
recent development.

The

increased use of various vegetable

oils as substitutes for

lard has been an im-

portant factor in the recent trend toward
the production of meat-type hogs. As a
result of this trend, the

such as fresh and

salt

output of products
ham, bacon,

pork,

and sausages has more than doubled
past five years.

—

in the

Hides and skins. ^The production of
hides and skins has long been an industry

for

Brazilian

raw

number

of defects in

and other pests
methods in branding.
ticks

prices increased, however,

reaching SI 10 per short ton in 1940, an
increase of $39 per ton over the 1938 price.

The

following tabulation shows the pro-

Paulo in 1937:

of the original stock having

by

careless

With the war,

breeds have developed through natural

some

to a

the hides caused

duction

come from China

exported.

hides in foreign markets have been rela-

number in Brazil. Lard-type hogs are
most commonly raised. Several national
selection,

is

market in the past decade was
Germany, but with the advent of war the
United States has become the leading marchief

of

livestock

products

in

Sao
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plant diseases and indirectly by providing

mandioca,

improved transportation facilities and
improved marketing conditions through
commercial agreements with other countries and through stimulation of domestic

increased production and improvement in

consumption.

Old coffee plantations are being replaced
by cotton plantations, by citrus orchards,
or by pasture lands with the finest grasses,
thus establishing prospering

new

indus-

newly settled zones in
Western Sao Paulo and Northern Parana,
tries.

In

the

coffee cultivation

and increased
profits to

is

being greatly improved,

yields

permitting greater

growers have been realized.

In

beans,

and corn

also

show

cultivation methods.

The

cattle-fattening industry in western

Sao Paulo has also experienced considerable growth in recent years, necessitating
an expansion of lands devoted to pasture
and an intensification of the culture of
forage. The meat-packing industry has
expanded accordingly, and many new
slaughter houses and packing houses have
been established.
The Sao Paulo-Northern Parana region
has thus increased its importance to
Brazilian agriculture through a progressive

The

cotton cultivation the progress has been

program of increased production.

rapid and

factors influencing this increased

produc-

new

lands to

continued
increased
costs.

is

continuing, as a result of

improvement in the fiber,
and lower production

cultivation,

improvement

being cul-

cultivation,

diversification

yields,

Citrus

fruits

are

also

under more modern methods at
lower cost, and the improved fruit finds
a ready market. Other crops such as rice,
tivated

tion include the opening of

in

methods of

of crops,

im-

provement in transportation facilities, and
government aid in both cultivation and
marketing.

E
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UNIVERSIDAD DE SAN NICOLAs DE HIDALGO, AT MORELIA, MICHOACAN
University of San Nicolas, now a part of the University of Michoacan, celebrated its 400th
anniversary in 1940. Except for a brief period of suspended activity during the nation's struggle for
independence, it has played a prominent and continuous role in higher education in Mexico.

The

The Spring

Institute of Education,

Mexico
EDMUNDO LASSALLE
Research Assistant, Division of Intellectual Cooperation,

Pan American Union

The

celebration of the fourth centennial of

the founding of the Colegio de San Nicolas
de Hidalgo in Morelia was fittingly used to
initiate an experiment in education in
Mexico. On May 8, 1940, Lazaro Cardenas inaugurated the first Vasco de
Quiroga Spring Institute in Mexico with
the following words:

"A university student

loyal to his tradition

cannot

feel alien to

the necessities of the people, because the
586

true

aim

of science

is

to aid

master the external world.

mankind

to

Art and science

cannot be for the amusement or patrimony
of the few. Vasco de Quiroga is for us the
example of culture combined with love for

humanity.

Our

him because
kindness.

it

Indians loved wisdom in

went hand

Culture

without

in

hand with
a

concrete

sense of solidarity with the sufferings of

the people lacks fertility."

SPRING INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION, MEXICO
In these words the President of Mexico
expressed the ideal of the

new

which

and
and present to

Institute,

to bring together students

is

teachers from the provinces

them a cultural panorama of world
Nor is this ideal alien to that of the

587

whole country with intensive training
through a series of lectures in new theories
and ideas of world-wide significance, and
achieve an intensive student and
to

scope.

teacher interchange that will increase the

school

cultural

bonds

within

Mexico.

These

two sessions of the
The Colegio de San Nicolas de

aims, although idealistic, are designed to

Hidalgo is endowed with considerable tradition and a long history. It was founded
in Patzcuaro in the year 1540 by Bishop
Vasco de Quiroga, under the advocation
of Saint Nicholas, patron saint of Madrigal

in the field of higher education in Mexico,

chosen to house the
Institute.

first

de Las Altas Torres, birthplace of

A

Vasco.

meet

realistically

the cultural necessities

Don

royal charter was granted to

In 1580

the school in 1561.

it

was moved

with the seat of the bishopric of Michoacan

and has remained there since.
was a good school during the 17th and
18th centuries, broadening its early scope
as a seminary to include liberal arts and
to Morelia,
It

sciences.

A

prominent

role

was played by the

Colegio during the early 19 th century as a
center for the preparation of the outstanding leaders of the independence inovement.

Father Miguel Hidalgo was a rector of the

Rayon, Chico, and other
During the
struggle for Independence the school was
closed but opened its doors again in 1847,
thanks to the efforts of Don Melchor
Ocampo, a prominent figure of the
school; Morelos,
liberals

attended classes there.

Reforma period.

Since then the Colegio has

become a part of the University of Michoacan, and continues to carry on its valuable
work.

Don Vasco
spirit of the

de Quiroga was the guiding
Colegio at

its

inception; he

and imbued it with
his own humanistic and Utopian ideals,
characteristics which appear throughout
organized

its

long,

The
stitute

it

solidly

fruitful

aiins

are

professional

history.

of the
to

modern Spring

furnish

the

students

Inof

and technical schools of the

Courtesy of

Edmundo

Lassalle

DON VASCO DE QUIROGA, FIRST
BISHOP OF MICHOACAN
saintly Don Vasco, greatly loved and venerated for his humanitarian qualities, was the
founder and guiding spirit of the Colegio de San
Nicolas de Hidalgo.

The
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somewhat neglected

been

have

which

because of the more pressing elementary
needs

the

of

The

country.

higher education

in

schools

various

the

of

States

and poorly endowed, and lack

are small

the facilities for the teaching or discussion

The
of new theories and techniques.
whole tempo of Mexican life has been
keyed to converge in Mexico City as the
sole

and all-important

The

training of advanced students in the

interior
to the

cultural

neglected, often being confined

is

mere routine presentation of the

traditional disciplines; the

trends

center.

is

scarcely

of the provinces
revitalization.

is

impact of new

The

felt.

cultural

life

therefore in need of

Through

the

new

stimula-

tion of the Spring Institute the true spirit

of

Mexican nationalism may be expressed,
Mexico is the real

since the interior of

possessor of indigenous values.

The

in-

terchange of students and professors brings
together persons from the various regions
of

Mexico and they gain a knowledge not

only of each other but of the different

Teachers and

aspects of their country.

students

acquire

a feeling of unity and

enjoy a stimulating atmosphere of collec-

work.

tive

The

students attend on

which are supported by

lowships,

fel-

state

governments and universities.
The Spring Institute is to be held in
In 1940 and
different state universities.

during the present century in

fields

all

The new physics, the new
the new biology, sociology,

of endeavor.

chemistry,

economic

theories, the

concept of love, the

new

development of the

new

architecture, the

were the titles of some of the
In the second session
lectures offered.
socialism,

May

19 to

offered a

May

31, 1941

more complete

— the

Institute

series of lectures

grouped under the following headings:
Exact Sciences, History and Sociology,
Philosophy, Education, and Art.

An

in-

programs
with a fascinating folklore basis, and an
exhibit of painting and sculpture completed the program of the second session.
The Spring Institute has been able to
enlist in its faculty some of the leading
intellectuals of Mexico: the noted anthropologist Wigberto Jimenez Moreno; the
historians
Romero Flores and Silvio
Zavala; and the writers Alfonso Reyes and
Fernandez Ledesma, have lectured in
Michoacan. A large group of exiled
Spanish scholars from the Colegio de
teresting series of three nmsical

Mexico joined

forces

with

the

native

teachers, giving a fresh interpretation of

the

Mexican milieu combined with the
knowledge of some of the
minds in Europe. Jose Carner, a

vast store of
best

former

minister

plenipotentiary

of

the

Spanish Republic, the philosophers Jose

In

Gaos and Maria Zambrano, the literary
critics Bergamin and Diez Canedo, the
art historian Juan de la Encina, and many

at the

others conducted courses at the Institutes.

University of Guadalajara in combination
with the celebrations planned for the four-

This experiment, which combined the
European and Mexican intelligentsia, enters
the lethargic world of provincial Mexico

1941 the Institute was conducted at the
University of

1942

Michoacan

the Institute will

in Morelia.

be welcomed

hundredth anniversary of the founding of

—May

June 8,
Vasco de Quiroga Spring Institute offered a series of lectures under
the comprehensive title, "The Twentieth
Century," devoted to an analysis of the
great strides made by the human mind
In

1940

its

anew with the humanistic
and
economic convulsions of our century. The
to stir the intellect

that city.
first

—the

session

9 to

trends as well as with the political

importance of such an undertaking can
not be overestimated.

The Mexican

press

has followed the work of the Institutes

with

increasing

interest;

the

journal

SPRING INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION, MEXICO
devotes

Futuro

many

pages to a keen

to

see

589

how modern

the

ideas

Don

of

ries as

exemplified in the work of the Insti-

Vasco de Quiroga are. This sixteenthcentury bishop founded a school which

tute.

A

after

discussion of Quiroga's educational theo-

series

of volumes

will

soon be

400

years

issued with the materials presented in the

harmony with

lectures of the

fore

first

session.

In a world devoted

everything contemporary

Courtesy of

Edmund o

the

to
it

is

praise

of

interesting

finds

its

traditions

present needs.

It

is

in

there-

most suitable that the new project
been so auspiciously begun under
the benign influence of Don Vasco.
has

Lassalle

COLEGIO DE SAN NICOLAS DE HIDALGO, AT PATZCUARO, MICHOACAn
The

first

institution of higher learning in the Mexican State of
occupied this building until it was moved to

Michoacan was founded
Morelia in 1580.

in

1540 and

Mining
During

in

the past six years Argentine min-

ing activities

dence and

have enjoyed growing confi-

prosperity; following a steady

increase production reached the highest
figures ever attained.

The

exploitation

on

a large scale of some important metallic
deposits as well as deposits of non-metallic

Argentina
ucts

which previously were imported from

Europe;

also the

production of enterprises

which previously were operated on a reduced scale has been intensified.
The total value of mining production for
the years 1939 and 1938, excluding petroleum which in itself occupies a very im-

elements has played a part, as have the in-

portant place in Argentine extractive in-

creased prices of certain minerals and the

dustries,

constant rise in the domestic

raw

demand

for

materials necessary for the progressive

development of various national industries.
Because of these favorable conditions
many mineral deposits have been discovered, work in abandoned mines has been
recommenced and various new concentration plants have been installed. The inter-

amounted to 98,417,000 pesos
and 87,957,000 pesos, respectively. These
figures include Portland cement, lime and
gypsum. In 1939 mineral waters were
also included.

In Argentine mining, the production of
metallic minerals has been outstanding.

In 1939, 92,735 tons valued at 25,675,000
These figures are

pesos were produced.

national situation has likewise contributed

based on valuation at the shipping point

mining indus-

and represent an increase of almost 25 per-

new

cent in comparison with figures for the

to the progress of Argentine

try as

an incentive

to the search for

sources of supply, especially of those prod-

previous year.

Taken from an article prepared by the Argentine
Bureau of Mines and Geology and published in ''^Com-

minerals

ments on Argentine Trade" Buenos Aires, April 1941.

period from 1935 to 1939.

The production

Production of

is

of the principal metallic

given below for the 5-year

MINING IN ARGENTINA

Some

of

utilized for

these

mineral

products

domestic requirements.

excess, as in the case of lead, tin

has been exported.

and

are

The
silver,

Other concentrates

are disposed of abroad either partially or

completely, since some of

them cannot be
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utilized within the country

lack

of facilities for

owing

to the

treatment, as in the

case of tungsten, tin with silver,

The production and

and

zinc.

exportation of the

principal concentrates in the period 1937-

39 was as follows:

Production and exportation of metallic concentrates in metric tons
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Production oj non-metallic minerals in metric tons

Quartz
Feldspar

,

501

Asphaltite

Common

salt

.

.

234, 441

.

2,074
49, 473

Sodium sulphate

Gypsum

and

Non-metallic stones and earths

Production of stones and earths continues

development in
Argentina of various industries, such as
cement, hme, refractory materials, etc.
Also the use of such minerals in con-

to increase with the rapid

struction

is

a tonnage standpoint

being

production

Buenos

etc.,

Aires,

Refractory

Province

that of granite,

the principal centers of
in

the

Provinces

of

Cordoba and Entre Rios.

clays

of

is

are

Buenos

produced in
which

Aires,

clays in the

the
also

yields the largest quantities of quartzites

1939

6,704
7,442
620
709
264,150

10,

12,134
8,617
1,051
2,794
303, 321

4,851
378

1,841

70,813

82,

neighborhood of Tandil.
much used in Argentina,

Kaolin, a product

has in the past been produced in small
quantities.

Some

fuller's

earth

found

is

Chubut and in Mendoza, production
having begun in 1939 with 3,126 tons.
in

Reference should also be

increasing steadily.

The most important production from
sand, gravel,

1938

200
7,473
1,346
920
290, 084
3,011
68, 220

5,955
5,971
1,082
746
247, 433
3,018
55, 706

1,271
1,945
495

Borates

1937

1936

1935

made

to the

increasing production of different types
of marble and rock, especially of travertine,
which until lately were always imported.
These come chiefly from the Provinces
of San Juan, Cordoba and San Luis.
Ochre is being produced in the Provinces
of La Rioja and Jujuy in continually

increasing quantities.

Production of non-metallic stones and earths {including lime and cement) in metric tons

Rocks and earths

Sand

830, 398

1,

83, 175

103
322, 056
1,035,495
603, 496
226
1, 894, 720
250, 053
247, 088
2,686
11,556
8,552

Lime
Cement

258, 758

Gravel

356, 081

833, 631
464, 960

Ochre

238
105, 129
189,889

Granite

1,

Limestone
Quartzites and sandstone
Refractory clays
Fuller's earth

Marble

6,265

Mining
It is

040, 846

743, 129

8,942
273, 334

Clays

prospects

impossible to forecast the future of

the Argentine mining industry, since there

1,

292
626, 222
207, 886
123, 139
2,074
8,341
6,915

13,

1939

1938

1937

1936

1935

1,

034, 000

877
326, 286
1,160,706
677, 522
345
1, 393, 463
264, 950

,

283,055
1,932
7,594
8,700

288, 479
25,

12,

,

984

328, 248
127, 608
880, 658

457
475, 887
247, 305

849
1,527
9,894
13,076

99,

are vast zones only partially surveyed

by

Without doubt the great impulse which mining activities have experigeologists.
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enced in recent years has developed a

and the
some branches of mining
confidence

greater

of

feeling

belief that at least

expand, assuring thereby

will continue to

a source of supply for Argentine industries,

smelters, five of

largest of

international

present

the

situation.

Insofar as the non-metallic minerals and
commercial stones and earths are con-

in the

all,

in Puerto Vilelas (Ghaco).

In the latter plant concentrates from the
Aguilar mine are treated.

The group

particularly those created as a consequence

of

which are located

Province of Buenos Aires, the other, the

is

situated

of mines of the Aguilar range
about 32 miles southwest of

Huma-

Tres Gruces in the Department of

cerned, their production should continue

huaca, Province of Jujuy, at an altitude
varying from 15,000 to 16,000 ft. These

raw material

mines are the largest in operation in the

utilized in national industries in a con-

country and work various ore bodies in

to rise, for they constitute the

expanding

stantly

The

contact with limestone, granite, quartzites

field of action.

regular increase in the production

of lead concentrates will probably lead to

demands

greater exportation, since local

have been
percent

fully satisfied

of

the

—even

tonnage

today 50
produced is

The advantageous
reasons

are

situation of tungsten

high price and constant

why

demand

year after year their

production should be intensified.

It

is

mechanized
operation of some of the most promising
deposits will result in production on a
reasonable

to

expect

that

larger scale than in recent years.

The production

of tin and silver-tin ores
depend in great part on the degree of
operations and the extent of the reserves
in the placer and the veins in the Pircas
will

valley.

Deposits in the Province of Gata-

marca up to the present time have been
worked only on a small scale.

slate,

the principal ore zone developed

The

tin

and tungsten

Production of lead concentrates
metric tons in

1939— reached

—40,275

the highest

point in the history of Argentina.

Most

comes from the Aguilar group of
mines, considered to have one of the
largest lead reserves in South America.
of

it

Production
entirely

now covers domestic necessities

and permits large quantities to be
shown in the table on p. 591.

exported, as

Within the country there are

six

lead

faults.

chief ores are argentiferous galena,

blende and pyrite in varying proportions

and

gangue of quartz,
and other silicates of

in a

origin being igneous.

calcite,

pyrox-

contact, their

The average

content

whose cubication at the end of 1936 was calculated at
about 3.5 million tons, varies from 5.62
to 15.62 percent lead and from 14.88 percent to 18.81 percent zinc, and has silver
and 12 oz. The
values between 3
average of the entire developed ore body
shows between 1 and 1 2 percent lead and
14 and 15 percent zinc.
of the various types of ore,

After several years ol exploitation, the

Gompafiia Minera Aguilar in 1936 com-

menced

the active extraction

and concen-

tration of ore, producing in that year 8,228

tons of lead concentrates

of zinc concentrates.
Lead, zinc,

between two

to date being situated

ene,

exported.

ores, their

and

and 7,761 tons

The production

has

been increasing year by year and in 1939
reached 36,852 tons of lead concentrates
averaging 74 percent lead, 7 percent zinc,
and 47 oz. silver, and 42,262 tons of zinc
concentrates, anlyzing 52.77 percent zinc

and
lead

2.6

percent lead.

concentrates

consumption

The

treated

part of the
for

domestic

in 1939 at the Puerto Vilelas

smelters yielded 10,737 tons of pig lead

and 522,400 oz. of fine silver. The
Aguilar mines at the end of 1939 had an
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accumulated stock of 70,000 tons of zinc

reached 2,170 tons and

concentrates.

trates 1,402 tons.

About 500

tons of pig lead were produced

from other sources in 1939. The domestic
consumption of metallic zinc is in the
neighborhood of 10,000 tons.
Although tin concentrates were produced in early decades of the present century, tin mining acquired relative importance only recently, with the discovery of
the alluvial deposit at Pirquitas in the year

1933, and later with the discovery of silvertin veins

nearby.

Pirquitas

is

in the

De-

partment of Rinconada, Province of Jujuy,
about 14,000 feet above sea
production of tin concentrates

level.
is

almost

exclusively confined to this province.

1939,

as

shown above,

tin

The
In

concentrates

During the past

silver- tin

six years,

concen-

after a pro-

longed period of complete abandonment,

wolfram and scheelite (tungsten ores) were again placed in production.
This was brought about through an improvement in world market prices and
increased demand for these minerals, and

deposits of

resulted in the discovery of

new

scheelite

With few exceptions the mineral
deposits are small and worked by individuals, although some companies have been
deposits.

formed

for these operations, in the Prov-

inces of

San

Luis,

The production

San Juan and Cordoba.
wolfram and scheelite

of

concentrates with a
cent

WO3

minimum

of 65 per-

was 1,155 metric tons

in 1939.

Courtesy of Charles Will Wright

NATIONAL LEAD CO. SMELTER AT RESISTENCIA
The production

of lead concentrates in Argentina increased nearly twelvefold

between 1935 and 1939.

Spanish Page

Programa de Accion y Orientacion
de la Escuela Mexicana
Es especialmente grato para mi poder

actos

que la
nacion mexicana esta cumpliendo empefiosamente con la parte que le corresponde en esta hora critica para los

humanos y de
y politicas que
caracterizan la cultura de Occidente, y

ante

declarar,

destines

esta

Asamblea,

En

de America.

siones, el senor Presidente

de

diversas
la

oca-

Republica

de

los

gobiernos totalitarios, des-

tructores de los derechos

conquistas juridicas

las

que

encuentran profundamente arrai-

se

gadas en

De

el

alma americana,
capaz de herir

este contraste vivo,

ha expuesto el criterio que sustenta su
Gobierno acerca de la cuestion interna-

desprende, a la vez que la justificacion de

cional, ofreciendo la

nuestra actitud, la necesidad imperiosa de

mas

mas espontanea, la
y, tambien, la mas

defenderla contra toda agresion y contra

entusiasta cooperacion a todas las naciones

toda propaganda de ideas extranas, ya

del

desinteresada

Continente,

defensa

mutua de

para llevar a cabo
sus territorios

la

y de sus

provengan

medidas acordadas a ese efecto
se encuentra la participacion de la Escuela
en la obra de orientacion y preparacion
de las masas populares, para lo cual ban
las

recibido instrucciones

precisas

todos los

maestros del sistema federal, y se les ha
proporcionado una literatura accesible a

del

las

conciencias juveniles, se

interior o

sistira

como

Geografia, Historia y Ciencias
con temas destinados a dar a
conocer a los educandos la importancia
estrategica de los diversos territorios, sus
recursos economicos y humanos, sus traterias

Sociales,

diciones y actual organizacion, asl

mas

actitud del Estado ante

integridad y soberania.

presente conflicto.

el

de

segunda etapa de este trabajo conlos programas de ma-

las

muy

fuera

en adicionar

alumnos, destinada a hacerles comprender los motives que justifican la

los

de

nuestras fronteras.

Una

instituciones.

Entre

profundamente

politica,

en
en
y

ilustres figuras

en

las artes

la ciencia,
la defensa

como
en la
de su

especialmente, en

Por demas esta decir que

estas exposi-

que los maestros hagan resaltar los fundamentos del sistema democratico tales

ciones teoricas motivaran las

mas variadas

como

piensa intensificar la correspondencia inter-

Se ha

insistido,

—

de expresion y de asocomo las ventajas del regimen

la libertad

ciacion, asi

representativo

—frente

a

los

principios y

Trozo de un discurso pronunciado por el Secretario de
Educacion Publica de Mexico, licenciado don Luis
Sanchez Ponton, en la Octava Conferencia Internacional de la New Education Fellowship, reunida en
Ann Arbor, Michigan, del 6 al 12 dejulio de 1941.

actividades

escolares,

entre

las

que

se

ya iniciada entre varios paises, los
homenajes civicos, las exploraciones geograficas, el intercambio, en fin, de profesores, alumnos y publicaciones.
Otro aspecto importante del programa
trazado consiste en orientar la educacion
escolar,
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modo que colabore estrechamence

Finalmente, conviene advertir que en

de caracter militar que,
con
dentro de breve tiempo, sera impartida a todos los alumnos de las escuelas. Las aclivi-

materia de cooperacion intelectual, Mexico

dades deportivas que tanto se han desarrollado en Mexico, durante los ultimos vein-

entero, contribuyendo a la formacion del

fisica,

de

la preparacion

las

permitiran un paso rapido y facil a
tareas que demande la defensa del pais,

sin

detrimento del desarrollo normal con-

te afios,

cedido a las otras materias del programa.

viene laborando hace nueve afios con los
centres cientificos y culturales del

espiritu inter nacional, al

mundo

conocimiento de los

progresos efectuados en cada nacion y al

estrechamiento de
social es

de

los lazos profesionales

que deben unir a

la inteligencia.

PUBLIC SCHOOL CHILDREN IN MEXICO

y

los trabaj adores

ON PAN AMERICAN DAY

Pan American News
must extend

Joint American action on foreign
merchant vessels in American

to the allocation of particular vessels

to the several trade routes; to efficient scheduling

where more than one shipping

an

serves

line

individual port or nation; to the diversion of at

ports

minimum

least

The Inter-American

Financial and Eco-

nomic Advisory Committee has announced
that at a plenary session on August 29,
1941, it formally adopted and placed in

shipping

those nations

facilities to

not reasonably adequately served and in which
there

lie

no or not

sufficient inactive vessels to

and

alleviate at least partially the situation;

the

to

exchange or interchange among the ship-

operating nations of vessels of various types in

with the approval of the governments of all the American republics, a

order that each

plan for the effective use, in the interests of

appropriate to the type of commerce to be borne.

effect,

inter-American commerce, of the foreign-

merchant vessels lying inactive in the
American continent.
The Financial and Economic Advisory
Committee, it will be recalled, was created
in accordance with a resolution passed by
the First Meeting of the Ministers of
Foreign Affairs, which met in Panama
from September 23 to October 3, 1939.
The Committee, which consists of one expert in economic problems from each of
the American republics, was installed at
the Pan American Union on November

flag

ports of the

15, 1939.

The
1.

text of the plan

in

lying in

is

American ports

manner

that the
shall

be

as to

may

not desire to undertake to do

cases, the

The Government

been informed that the

In order to attain the

maximum

be the

closest cooperation

among

efficiency

must

the maritime

authorities of the ship-operating nations of the

Western Hemisphere in planning the most effecThis cooperation

tive use of all available vessels.

In such

States

and

of the United States has
British

Government agrees
from

to recognize the transfers of vessels resulting

plan of operation and to waive

its

belligerent

rights so long as the following conditions are met:
(a)

The

{b)

accordance with this plan.
The vessels are operated under the flag of
any American republic in inter-American

end there should be an immediate
transfer of such vessels to active service. Just and
adequate compensation for such vessels shall be
made.
3.

so.

Government of the United

United States shipping companies are prepared,
in the closest cooperation and coordination with
services provided by other ship-operating nations
of the Western Hemisphere, to operate for their
account or in any other appropriate way those
vessels other American republics do not operate
themselves. The Government of the United
States is also prepared to make appropriate arrangements to take over and operate any such

this

in the operation of available shipping, there

the operation of

efficiently

the appropriate organization to operate ships or

continent.

To

and which are

some or all of the inactive vessels lying in their
ports. Other American republics may not have

this

promote
the defense of the economies of the American
republics as well as the peace and security of the

2.

operate the type of vessels

recognized that several of the American

position to handle

accordance with the resolution of

April 26, 1941, in such a

It is

may

in a position to handle

vessels in general services.

as follows:

basic principle of the plan

now

utilized

4.

it is

nations operate merchant marines and are in a

5.

The

vessels

is

which

vessels transferred

trade,

or

by the

are operated in

Government

of

the

United States in general services in accordance with paragraph 4.
(c)

Such

service of the vessels

now

inactive

any
by
Governments or nationals of an American

shall not result in the diversion of

other

vessels

owned or

controlled

republic to services inimical to the interests
of Great Britain.
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(d)

Any

funds or proceeds from such vessels
be made available to the govern-

shall not

ments or nationals of the countries whose

the countries whose flag the vessels fly or
shall be comprised of officers and personnel
satisfactory to the Inter- American Finan-

cated support for the cause of liberty in

they flew until the present war

is

for

terminated.

Crews of the

cial

vessels shall

be nationals of

and Economic Advisory Committee.

United States is
prepared to render through the Maritime Com6.

policy of inter-American solidarity,

and hopes expressed during the struggle
independence.
He mentioned particularly Henry Clay's speech to the United
States House of Representatives on March
24, 1818, in which that statesman advo-

flags

(«)

The

he pointed out, was a revival of the ideals

The Government

of the

mission every possible technical assistance and
cooperation to the Governments of the other

American

respect for whatever form of government each new nation felt most suited

mended
to

is

continuing

its

study of

the details incident to the actual placing
of the vessels into service,

and

is

considering

especially proposals of the British govern-

time of danger by their scrupulous

this

eignty of each other.

In discussing the two conflicting philosoforced
that,

Message of the President of
Colombia

which the world

choose,

the

is

President

now

stated

not only because of the ethical ques-

means

of protecting

national sovereignty, security, and general

war

June
upon Colombia's foreign policy, the national defense bond issue, the political
situation in the country, and changes in
administrative organization.

The effects of the international situation
upon Colombia, he said, "are inescapably
bound up with our relations with the
with our concept of the
Pan American policy, and with the criterion that should guide the political and
States,

interests,

President Santos noted that the cordial

between Colombia and

his

government would support

wholeheartedly the cause of democracy

and continental cooperation. He specifically mentioned the Panama Canal, and
said that Colombia's geographical situation

imposed upon the country the obligation
to make sure that the Canal was never
injured or attacked from national territory.

Support of continental solidarity and
friendship with the United
States are the Colombian policy because
they are in harmony with Colombia's
most vital interests. If such a policy were

constructive

adopted only on the basis of exchange for
temporary material benefits, the price paid
for

much

such advantages would be

too

dear in the long run.

summary of the arrangemade for the conversion of

After giving a

ethical policies of our country."

relations existing

to

tion involved but as a

At the opening session of the Colombian
Congress on July 21, 1941, President
Eduardo Santos read his annual message
on the state of the nation, in which he discussed especially the recent boundary
treaty with Venezuela (see Bulletin for
1941), the repercussions of the

President

regard for the independence and sover-

phies between

5 of the plan.

cooperation

present

the American nations.

Santos remarked, has been strengthened in

ment for the implementation of paragraph

United

The

needs.

its

among

republics.

The Committee

other parts of the hemisphere and recom-

ment

recently

the 1927

and 1928

the United States are based not only on

p.

mutual respect but also on understanding
and the desire for cooperation.

negotiations for

610), President

dollar

bond

issues (see

Santos reported

that

bond

issue

the

defense

authorized by Congress were progressing
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had taken refuge in Chilean
was done according to interna[Chile was the first American
law.

smoothly, and that defense activities were

vessels that

going forward

ports; this

The

satisfactorily.

President discussed at some length

the political situation in the country,

then went on

to

recommend changes

and

nation to take such action in 1941.]

in the

organization of the courts, in various aspects of legislative practice,
legislation

on the

police.

and

He

the

in

tional

closed his

message urging the passage of a law to

implement article 103 of the Constitution,
which states that no citizen is eligible to
run for Congress who within the six months
preceding the election has had business

The government was

many

international

represented

at

most of

gatherings,

them scientific or technical in character,
in which matters and problems of deep
concern to the American Continent were
studied.

dealings with the government, either di-

At the invitation of the governments of
and Peru, the Minister of Foreign
Affairs of Chile visited the two countries
and began negotiations resulting in various

rectly or indirectly.

agreements

Bolivia

cultural,
result

Message of the President of Chile

the

in

of the

of

fields

and economic

political,

As a

relations.

conversations

La

in

Paz,

three important documents were signed:

At the opening of the Chilean Congress
on May 21, 1941, President Aguirre Cerda
began his annual message with the words,
"My government has directed its activities

the

confirmation of a protocol on the

establishment of a mixed commission to

study reciprocal relations;

an exchange
on the

of notes containing declarations

toward those matters it has considered
fundamental for national progress, both

condemnation of wars of agression, the

and materially; all responsibility for them should be placed on my
shoulders, and I assume it fully.
The government has given continuous

principal of non-recognition of the acqui-

spiritually

.

.

.

thought to strengthening a feeling of unity

among
Chilean

members of the family of
and to providing new
and opportunities so that men

the

citizens,

conditions

reaffirmation

of

sition of territory

agreements

by

force,

as

to

the

and the non-

interference of one nation in the foreign or
aflfairs of another; and an exchange of notes on the interchange of
teachers and students.
At Lima three instruments were signed.

domestic

One, relating

to the defense of the con-

modest circumstances may steadily
improve their social and economic status."

provided for coordinating the action
of Chile and Peru in problems connected

the Presi-

with the security of the South American
Pacific in the part over which each

of

In referring to foreign

dent

said,

affairs,

"The maintenance

my

of peace

and

tinent,

on
between

another,

constant concern,

country

has

jurisdiction;

hope that with the cooperation of
our sister nations of America we shall

political

and

cultural

succeed in preserving such a state of well-

nation of both governments to solve any

being as to enable us to continue our

disagreements arising between them by
peaceful means, in accordance with ex-

neutrality has been

and

I

cordial relations with the rest of the world."

In view of the

many

serious difficulties

with which Chile has been faced as a

consequence of the present European war,
the

government took over

five

Danish

relations

the two countries, reiterates the determi-

isting inter- American

treaties;

the third,

economic in character, states the bases
upon which the Chilean-Peruvian Mixed
Commission will work when it meets in
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Lima

to

prepare a trade treaty between

the two nations.

The government put
visionally three

into

pro-

effect

conventions signed with

September

Bolivia on

1937, dealing

18,

respectively with passports; the exhibition

of

artistic

intellectual

and
and

and

industrial products;

cultural interchange, in-

cluding that of teachers and students.

agreement was signed with Ecuador
by which a procedure was established for
carrying out the convention on the mutual
recognition of professional degrees.

The Information Bureau
of

task

of

new

Foreign

news

and

121,000,000 pesos, or 11.2 percent, over

its

publicity

Of

1939.

of

this

The

trade

balance

000 pesos

less

the

budget

pesos

for

1940,

in spite of the spread of the

also

prepared and distributed.

embassies, legations,

and

Bureau donated books
and cultural centers.

The need

nearly

than that in 1939.

Of

this

was

of

190,000,000 pesos was, however, 81,000,-

tural publications. Tourist travel information

imports

an increase of almost 4 percent.
favorable

about Chile to diplomatic and consular
representatives of the country through
newspapers, magazines, and
bulletins,
other commercial, economic, and cul-

Besides maintaining libraries in

sum,

amounted to approximately 507,000,000
pesos, an increase of about 23 percent,
and exports to more than 696,000,000
pesos,

Min-

continued

Affairs

providing

of the

conditions prevailing

European war.

Notwithstanding the closing of some
European markets and other difficulties
caused by the war, the value of Chile's
foreign trade in 1940 amounted to more
than 1,203,000,000 pesos, an increase of
that

An

istry

successfully the

at the close of the

51.53 percent,

total

of 1,771,000,000

913,000,000

pesos,

or

came from customs revenues;
European war,
pesos more

amount was 71,700,000

than the corresponding figure for 1939.

Chilean

In discussing commercial relations with

the

other American countries, the President

consulates,

to foreign libraries

stated that purchases

from Argentina

in

1940 were more than 34,000,000 pesos,

for finding

new markets

for

while sales amounted to nearly 19,000,000

Interchange with Brazil was in-

national exports led to modifications in

pesos.

the organization of the consular service

and many manufactured articles
imported from Europe were
obtained from that republic. A Chilean
commercial mission visited La Paz and

and the establishment

of a special Foreign

Service Training Course in the National

A

University.

the

special mission,

Secretary

Assistant

of

headed by
Commerce,

South
America, in order to stimulate economic
relations with them and pave the way for
the signing of new commercial treaties
to amplify or modernize those now in
visited the Pacific coast nations of

effect.

The

President pointed out that,

policy adopted by the
government has kept foreign markets for

although

the

it will be necessary
adopt a policy of price adjustments
and improved production methods to

surplus production,
to

reduce costs to the level of those in competing

countries,

if

Chile

is

to

meet

tensified,

formerly

signed

agreements

to

stimulate

trade,

with a special view to increasing Chilean

During 1940 Chilamounted to 4,800,000

imports from Bolivia.

ean

sales to Bolivia

from that country
were only 128,000 pesos.
The President announced that the Commercial Treaty with Colombia, signed on
November 27, 1936, approved by the
pesos, while purchases

Chilean Congress in January 1938, and
in 1941, would soon

by that of Colombia
go into

effect.

Trade Agreement
between Chile and the United States,
After the Provisional
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signed on January
tive

on January

5,

1938,

6,

became

Varieties of cereals were tested in order

effec-

1940, trade between the
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to give farmers accurate

various sections, and

more than 406,000,000

into the country

pesos;

trade, of nearly 649,000,000 pesos,

the total

information about

those best adapted for cultivation in the

two countries almost doubled. Imports
from the United States in 1 940 were valued
at nearly 243,000,000 pesos, and exports at

new

products, espe-

cially forage crops, suitable for introduction

The

was over

were studied.

Division

Cooperatives

of

of

the

316,000,000 pesos more than that for 1939.

Ministry of Agriculture gave government

production, the

and small producers through
Development Corporation, the Board
of Agricultural Exports, and the Agrarian

In

its

efforts to increase

government continued

its

policy of protec-

tion to agriculture, the chief national in-

dustry.

A

large part of the 21,000,000-

peso appropriation

the

for

voted to insect and disease control, agriculeducation,

The

last-named

and extension
utilized

services.

seed-selecting

equipment, demonstration and experiment
stations, laboratories,

and

the

Credit Bank.

The government made

Ministry of

Agriculture in the 1940 budget was de-

tural

aid to large

similar

means

to

continue

to

its

a special effort

policy of raising the na-

standard of living by increasing

tional

national income

and

about

tried to bring

a fairer distribution of wealth through in-

The

and

production

creased

higher

wages.

President said that while world con-

help the farmers in the different parts of

ditions

would doubtless make some

rise in

the country.

prices necessary, the administration

would

In the course of the year 60,000,000

use

all

means

in

powers to prevent un-

its

pounds of seeds were graded, several graindrying plants built to avoid loss of wheat
in rainy districts of southern Chile, and
3,000,000 young trees supplied for the
national reforestation program. An outbreak of endemic rabies in the south was
promptly brought under control, the campaigns against Bang's disease and tuberculosis in cattle continued, and the basis laid
for an animal quarantine convention with

justifiable increases,

Argentina.

trative

and

to that

end had

appointed a commission to study the question

and propose administrative measures.

In the

field of

education, one of the im-

portant problems facing the government
was the economic status of teachers. Law
no.

6773,

of

December

5,

provisions were retroactive to

that

year,

provided

many

1940, whose
January 1 of
benefits

for

and for the technical and adminisemployees of the Ministry of Edu-

teachers

Studies on the cost of production of cattle

cation, including a 20 percent increase for

and crops were continued, and a nutrition
study among farm workers begun.

every five years of service and more favor-

The

Schools of Practical Agriculture in-

creased in

number from 380

in 1940; in their

phasis

was put on

in 1939 to

420

curriculum special emagricultural economics.

Wineries were provided with selected
ferments and other means for improving
the

quality of Chilean

ministry also intensified
the planting of
cially

new

and the
campaign for

wines,
its

varieties of vines, espe-

those producing table grapes.

able retirement terms for teachers

who

have completed 30 years of service.
The number of primary schools increased
For
in 1940 by 283, from 3931 to 4214.
those who needed practical training with
their primary education, there were 42
workshop-schools and 7 farm-schools.

budget

included

an

appropriation

The
of

3,000,000 pesos for the establishment and

maintenance of 12 industrial schools.
To meet the serious problem of under-
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nourished students, 15,000,000 pesos were
set

aside

breakfasts

provide

to

15,000,000

school

and 11,000,000 school lunches.

To needy

students,

200,000

articles

of

clothing were also distributed.

The
had

President reported that the republic

suffered

no epidemic since the end of
prompt measures taken by

ported from abroad.

It also appropriated
$374,000 for the importation from the

United States of raw material for medicinal
preparations, and 3,000,000 pesos for the
establishment of the South American Biochemical Society, which will be a consortium of

firms interested in this field.

all

the public health authorities as regards

As of December 31, 1940, the Corporation
had pledged 153,000,000 pesos and paid

such diseases as scarlet fever, diphtheria,

out nearly 66,000,000 pesos for the con-

and typhus. Special emphasis
was put on public health projects that
would educate the public in habits of cleanliness, teach mothers how to bring up their
children, and instruct school children in

struction of low-cost housing.

1939, thanks to

typhoid,

the principles of health.

increase the
for the

The

intensified

number

its

efforts

to

of healthful dwellings

33 People's Restaurants continued

their excellent work.
1

1939,

had approved by February

28, 1941,

nearly 4,000 requests for loans, amounting

and commercial purposes.
Aid totaling 2,550,000 pesos has been
tural, industrial,

granted to 1,207 students in the earth-

To make

quake zone.

lowest-income groups.

4,000,000 meals to

Corporation, estab-

to 249,000,000 pesos, for private, agricul-

Through the Lowcost Housing Bank, the
government has

The Reconstruction

lished after the disastrous earthquake of

In 1940 they served

,200,000 persons.

The

sure that

homes

for

modest incomes would be rein accordance with modern standards,

families with
built

the Corporation financed, in various

restaurants responded whole-heartedly to

aged towns and

cities,

dam-

the construction of

the suggestion of the government that they

houses

cooperate with local authorities in provid-

37,000,000 pesos for this purpose.

ing school breakfasts and lunches and, pre-

to

pared more than 1,500,000 of these meals.

by the Corporation, more than 20,000
workers have been given employment in

The

President discussed at length the

achievements of the Development and the
Reconstruction Corporations.
these institutions

Although

have been in existence

the

from

approved

money

Thanks

put in circulation

thus

the earthquake zone,

spending

plans,

and

wages have
economic

their

been an important factor in

its

recovery.

The government

than two years, they have already contributed largely to the development of the

ance of a well trained and equipped air

country.

force to national security,

less

The Development Corporation

invested

fore taken

is

aware of the import-

and has

measures to attain

there-

this end.

In

nearly 12,000,000 pesos in a newly estab-

1940 the services of an aviation mission

affiliate of a United States tiremanufacturing plant; the Chilean factory
is expected to begin operations early in

from the United States were obtained;

lished

1942.

aged

The

corporation has also encour-

national

production

of

electrical

and
holds preferred stock worth

goods, such as motors, refrigerators,
stoves;

it

4,000,000 pesos in a corporation that will

manufacture raany such

articles

now im-

the

members

will give training in

flying technique to the
air

sent

corps.

on

Air corps

members

modern
of the

have been
Argentina and

officers

special missions to

Peru, and were shortly to leave for Brazil,

with that branch

to strengthen relations

of the

armed

republics.

forces

in

The United

the neighboring

States

government
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offered to officers

and men

in the

Chilean

air corps the opportunity to take special

theory and practice in that

in

courses
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general improvement in quality and
methods of preparation for market.

a

Cotton, another of the country's big export products, was seriously threatened by

country.

the boll weevil during the 1939-40 crop

On

February

12, 1941,

M.

that

Stenio Vincent,

then President of Haiti, presented his annual message to the National Congress
covering the

fiscal

year ended September

30, 1940.

The year was
said

the

a particularly difficult one,

President.

agricultural

and

Haiti's

The

were European.

economy

principal

its

and added to
was the almost complete closing of the
French market which formerly had ab-

year, stated the President,

Message of the President of Haiti

is

markets

absolute closing of

sorbed about 60 percent of total Haitian

But despite these difficulties,
amounting to about
6,845,350 pounds (about 14,260 bales) and
valued at 3,048,300 gourdes, was disposed
of through various other markets, and the
National Service of Agricultural Production redoubled its activities for rigorous
production.
the

entire

crop,

those outlets following the ward's outbreak

boll weevil control for the next crop.

presented the extremely grave and urgent

begin

Anxious to alleviate the war's adverse
economic effects as much as possible, the
Government has been working out a policy
of crop diversification, hoping to bring
about increased production and exporta-

attention toward estab-

tion of certain other agricultural products.

In

Cultivation of the fig banana is becoming
more and more popular among planters
and there is a steadily increasing and en-

problem of finding others

for the country's

exportable products, especially coffee.

With

rare foresight, the

not waited for
before

it

lishing

Government had

hostilities actually to

turned

its

other markets for

coffee.

its

undertook a practical campaign
advertise and sell Haitian coffee in the

1938-39
to

United

it

States.

couraging

Those

results,

for

efforts

had en-

32 percent of the

1938-39 crop was exported to the United
States

and only 26 percent

to

France.

thusiastic

new

demand

amounted

to

for

rhizomes for starting

The 1939-40 production

plantations.

approximately

2,271,000

bunches, an increase of about 12 percent

Unfortunately, before those efforts had
had time to bear full fruit, the war broke
and suddenly the United States market
was the only one open to all the fourteen

over the previous year.

coffee-producing countries of the Americas.

such as .basketry and cabinet work are

situation was met by the InterAmerican Coffee Quota Agreement ^ in
which Haiti's export quota to the United
States was set at 275,000 bags, an amount
which was quickly filled for the first year.

also expanding.

Disposal of the surplus, said the President,

market

most important
problem at the present time. Meanwhile,
the Government has been unflagging in
its attempt to help coffee growers achieve

established in various sections of the coun-

This

constitutes the country's

1

See

Bulletin, January 1941, pp. 56-57.

This crop

is

re-

garded by the Government as a good resource on which to rely if the war is greatly
prolonged and extended.

Small industries

For the past six years the Government has
been working to interest both Haitian and

and procup a foreign

foreign capital in the cultivation
essing of

try

manioc and

for

and

it.

to build

Experimental stations were

certain

regions

suitable for production of a

that

is

quality.

satisfactory

both

have proven
manioc crop

as to yield

The Government

and

therefore has
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confidence

great

the

in

future

of

this

the basis of tapioca, starch,

commodity,
and other products.
Cacao has declined in importance

as

an

is

and

cotton,

for, like coffee,

sugar,

one of the world's surplus crops.

it

The

value of the 1939-40 crop, 488,700 gourdes,

was considerably below the average during
In two of the
the preceding 16 years.
producing

principal

country's

regions,

Dame-Marie and Le Borgne, cacao has
been largely supplanted by

fig

bananas,

but nevertheless there are other areas, unsuitable for the latter but extensive enough
to

make

the relatively easy cultivation of

same time there were

able

new

During the year steps were taken to efan improvement in the general tax
system, to make it more practicable and

fect

equitable.
of

regular

Tax

Office

United States market is open and better
methods of preparation must be sought to
make Haitian cacao a good competitor

discipline.

All these marketing difficulties naturally
effects

on the nation's economy.
for 1939-40 was

budget

Internal revenue re-

24,755,300 gourdes.
ceipts

were

5,245,950

gourdes,

a slight

increase (233,930 gourdes) over the previ-

ous year, but a

sum

that nevertheless sup-

more than one-fifth of
budget requirements. Revenues from explied only a

little

port taxes, ordinarily a good source, natu-

were drastically reduced. The treasury balance, which on September 30,
1939, was 2,094,500 gourdes, dropped to
356,000 gourdes on September 30, 1940.
rally

The Government's essential operating services were reduced to a minimum, expendifrom budget allowgovernmental salaries reThese
to 25 percent.

tures cut 20 percent

ances, and all
duced from 5
measures were to be continued, said the
President, inasmuch as prolongation of the

war meant a

similar prolongation of the

country's financial difficulties.
cases the cuts

seemed most

the

In addition to the collection
fiscal

was

of certain

President

The

the General
charged with the col-

revenues,

also

special

praised

its

revenues, and
efficiency

and

President briefly summarized the

public debt situation of the last few years

In 1930 outstanding obligations on the

with that of other countries.

national

such

deficit.

lection

had serious

of,

the Third Meeting of the

Inter- American Union of the Caribbean,
and the repatriation of Haitians in the
Dominican Republic in accordance with
the Modus Operandi of November 21,
1939, and the Government made a great
and successful effort to avoid an operating

cacao an important activity. Of course,
here again, because of the war, only the

The

certain unavoid-

expenses to be taken care

elections,

as

exportable product, according to the Presi-

dent

the

In some

severe, but at

loan of 1922 totaled 78,941,550 gourdes,

but by 1939 that figure had been reduced
39,876,700. However, in 1938 the

to

Government entered into a contract with
the J. G. White Engineering Corporation
for a public works program amounting to
$5,000,000, and by September 30, 1939,
the debt had been increased on that account in the amount of 8,321,160 gourdes.
In view of the economic difficulties that
were becoming apparent even as early as
1938, the country in that year entered into

an agreement with the United States for a
temporary reduction of amortization payments on the outstanding debt.^
2 In February
1947 another agreement between the
Governments of Haiti and the United States allowed
Haiti to postpone the payment of one-third of the interest
due on the Republic's outstanding bonds on April 1 and
On September 5,\7947, however, the
October 1, 7947.
Fiscal Representative of Haiti announced the Republic's
intention to resume full debt service on October 7, 7941

at the same time to pay the balance of one-third of
The country's
the service still due on the April coupons.

and

ability to resume full payments on its obligations has resulted from a rise in the price of Haitian coffee, with a
corresponding increase in the Republic's revenues.
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The

National

Bank

Haiti

of

came

1939-40 with a net profit of
287,000 gourdes, an increase of 94,525

through

605

try's

464 agricultural,

and

village

schools

rural,

communal,

gave instruction

to

Educational work within

36,000 children.

was pursued by means of some

over the previous year.

Savings accounts

the family

totaled 5,71 1,000 gourdes

on December

90 parents' associations under the direc-

an

1940,

increase

of

31,

approximately

struction

the fact that interest payments on savings
were reduced in November 1939. The
Bank's affairs, said the President, were

methods, and civic duty.

and he added that
on the whole a
national commercial and economic situation as good as the circumstances pergenerally satisfactory,

who gave

tion of agricultural agents,

327,000 over the preceding year, despite

health

in

In the

in-

agricultural

habits,

primary education, the

field of

President stated that the general training
for teachers, as well as their attitude to-

ward

mitted, in view of the unfavorable situation

had been greatly imthe schools have
well-trained competent personnel and the
main difficulty no longer is that the public

had prevailed throughout the world

schools lack pupils but that the pupils

condition

its

that

reflected

during the year.

all

However,

despite

the

provement

efforts for

im-

in the secondary schools,

by

Unrelenting

such means as changes in personnel, re-

was a matter

concern and no effort was

couraging results were likewise evident

extension of high-

irrigation projects

vision of study programs,

work

spared to use to the best possible advan-

in

tage the modest allotments available for

schools for boys,

such

now

and examinations,
have raised the quality of that branch of
education throughout the republic. En-

The

accomplishments.
of primary

that

so

lack schools.

Government's
restricted budget, the President was able
to cite with justifiable pride its many

ways and

their work,

proved,

purposes.

The

list

of

the

year's

the

during

of the

16 special primary

which had a

year of 2,725,

the

registration

and

the

8

public works achievements was long and

trade schools and other educational insti-

included such outstanding items as the

tutions such as

construction, extension, improvement,

repair of highways in

many

and

parts of the

country, water and sewer systems in the
capital
bridges,

and several other towns, two
a wharf at Pestel, and irrigation

works in the Fesles River region, as well
as such other activities as completion of
the

National Library at Port-au-Prince

and construction of

libraries in five other

towns, repairs to the cathedral at Cayes,

and

construction

of

three

new

public

the

tien,

and the Rehabilitation School

Notwithstanding reduced budgets, the
National Health Service and Department
of

Public Assistance fulfilled their pro-

grams

in a

more than

said the President.

New
to

The

increased

hospital

governmental

service.

The coun-

manner,
an

in-

crease of 8.4 percent over the previous

extensions

fields of

satisfactory

Hospital admissions

during the year totaled 20,998,
year.

which was somewhat less touched by
budgetary cuts and restrictions than other

at

Carrefour.

Haitien.

President announced notable progduring the year in rural education,

School,

at Martissant,

School for Needy Children at Cap-Hai-

asylums and repairs to the one at Cap-

ress

Vocational

Farm Management School

construction,
hospital

repairs,

buildings

efficiency.

and

greatly

In

the

General Hospital a reservoir was installed,
the operating rooms modernized, and the
maternity

department

Jeremie a

much needed

renovated.

At

maternity depart-
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ment was added, and

the Justinien

at

Argentine Trade Promotion

Hospital at Cap-Haitien large scale re-

were made

pairs

The system

to the

main

Corporation opens

building.

in the

of local aid to the aged,

office

United States

and indigent was of great help
to the Public Health Service.
The 8 new
asylums at Port-au-Prince, Cayes, CapHaitien, Jeremie, St. Marc, Gonaives,
Port-de-Paix, and Jaemel sheltered some
2,000 persons who were clothed, fed, and
cared for at the expense of the Department

To

of Public Assistance. Public assistance taxes

manufacturing, and commerce.

infirm,

amounted

for the year

compared

100,865

to

increase being largely

to 313,925 gourdes,

1938-39,

in

due

the

an increase

stimulate Argentine trade with the
United States, the Argentine Trade Promotion Corporation was created early in
1941 by a government decree. The corporation is an independent organization,

composed of a large number of stockholders

who

are active in exporting, importing,

Although the corporation has an authorized capital of 1,000,000 pesos,

it

is

not

President praised the devotion and

dependent upon these funds to carry on its
work. By governmental decree it is authorized to purchase exchange from the
exporters of some 200 products not normally considered regular exports to the
United States. At present the corporation

loyalty of all Public Health Service ad-

pays these exporters at the rate of 421.89

ministrators, saying that thanks to their

pesos per $100,

to

in the tax rate.

Constant efforts were made for the
improvement of general health and sanitary conditions throughout the republic.

The

no epidemics occurred during

vigilance,

He

the year.

also

paid tribute to the

Pan American Sanitary Bureau

for

aid

rendered through William Boaz, Sanitary
Engineer, whose suggestions in regard to

drinking water supply systems were es-

and to the RockefelFoundation, which sent Dr. Harand

products this year will total $11,200,000.

ler

pesos per $100.

Paul

to

make a study

malaria

of

to

stressed

municipal
the

aff"airs,

estimated that several million dollars

the

their in-

a general exchange fund, to be distributed

year were 1,444,900 gourdes.

The

Presi-

dent outlined briefly a plan for the conthe

Congress

that

would

enable the municipalities, by means of a
general loan to be financed jointly by all
of them, to carry out their

public works programs.

This balance will go into

the corporation.

and

Total local tax collections for the

of

export of the articles under the control of

financial

ability, because of their extremely low
revenue receipts, to undertake even the
most necessary works of public improve-

sideration

sold at the rate of 455

difficult

situation of municipalities

ment.

It is

is

more than this figure will be created by the

Referring
President

the exchange to

automobile accessories, agricultural
machinery and spare parts, in accordance
with quotas set by the Argentine Exchange
Control Offices. Quotas on such American

The exchange

conditions.

sells

parts,

pecially profitable,

J.

and

importers of American automobiles, spare

much-needed

Bank of Argentina decides.
The corporation has two offices, one in

as the Central

Buenos Aires, which began to function on
June 1, 1941, the other at 610 Fifth Avenue,
New York, which was opened on August
14.
Mr. J. B. Thomas, formerly manager
of the United States Chamber of Commerce
in Argentina, is the New York representaThe Buenos Aires office keeps in
tive.
close contact with producers, and has prepared for the New York office full infor-

J
"
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mation on the products now available.
The Argentine Trade Promotion Corporation is believed to be the first instance
of a

movement

cooperative

betw^een

a

government and private business, with the
government financing operations and pri-

The

experience.

merchandising

providing

business

vate

functions of the corpo-

purely promotional, and will

ration are

not include the buying or selling of any

merchandise
ufactured

Markets for Argentine man-

.

agricultural

goods,

products,

and metals will be secured in the
United States, and Argentine producers

minerals,

put in touch with buyers,

and importers

Among the

distributors,

there.

Argentine products of special

cotton,

607
vegetable,

sunflower,

creeper,

peanut,

sudan
tung seed; yerba mate; medicinal herbs; sugar; spaghetti; honey; and tobacco.
Animal: livestock; poultry; canned meats; sausage; tanned leather; pigskin; wild animal skins;
gelatins; bone carbon or animal black; guanaco or

millet, turnip, rye grass, sesame, soy bean,

and

grass,

castor;

llama wool or hair; goat, rabbit, and cattle hair;
peptone; woolen goods; leather goods, including
shoes; felt and wool hat bodies; knitting wool;

and milk in general.
Miscellaneous: whale, fish, and

cheese;

seal oil; alco-

hol; sand; asphalt; matches; whale, fish,

and guano
mo-

soap; bricks; machinery; furniture;

fertilizer;

tion picture films, printed; fresh, frozen, dried,

and preserved

and molluscs; mineral products

fish

(excluding petroleum and

its

byproducts); coal

and pharmaceutical products;
medicinal and industrial vaseline; glassware and
residues; chemical

porcelain.

importance to the United States defense

program now are
tungsten,
its

vital minerals, including

output of tungsten in the

last

Argentina

requirements.

is

also

rich in other mineral ores that the United
States

is

having

difficulty

in

obtaining.

Many

vermouth,

champagne,

leather

and other commodities. The various
European types of cheese are proving

the opening

new

National

session

Economic

Council was held at the National Palace,

with President Avila
ance.

In addition

Camacho in
members

to

attendof

the

num-

The Buenos Aires office of the corporation
prepared in July a list of over 200 items
that could be supplied to the United
States.
It included the following products
Agricultural: vegetable

oils

and

fatty acids;

their byproducts; linseed

and wheat

it

will

Diario Oficial of

May

10, 1941.

The

pose that motivated the creation of the

pur-

new

Council was to establish an adequate consultative organization to coordinate relations

between the government and private

cellulose;

action in economic matters, to study and

and preserved; vege-

and preserved; rye, guinea,
and wheat straw; potatoes; lumber, excluding quebracho wood; seeds, including alfalfa,
tables, fresh, dried,

and

business interests, to unify governmental

and

including hemp, jacaranda, linseed, and
fresh, dried,

1933,

rye,

cereals, including rice, oats, barley, corn,

fruit,

dated July 31,
be administered accord-

seding a similar decree

ing to the regulations published in the

especially popular.

linseed,

1941,

commerce, labor, and professional circles
were also present.
The Council was created by a law that
became effective on April 17, 1941, super-

eggs,

wheat;

10,

erous representatives of industry, banking,

goods, cheese, packing-house by-products,

fibers,

Mexico's

United States are now
large quantities. These

being shipped in

and

June

of

Argentine products that formerly
sale in the

include

On

Council, the President's Cabinet and

(See page 590.)

had no

Council

few months,

and hopes soon to be in a position to
supply 25 percent of the current United
States

Mexican National Economic

Argentina has greatly increased

and adnaeconomic
ministrative measures of an
projects
or
legislative
ture, and to suggest
broader.
toward
a
amendments tending
investigate

the

effects

of laws

MEXICAN PRINTS
A collection of Mexican prints assembled
Mexico City by Inez Amor and Alshown in the
Pan American Union and is now touring
other cities under the auspices of the
American National Committee of Engraving.
Four lithographs in the collecin

berto Misrachi was recently

reproduced herewith: The Dance
by Jose Chavez Morado; The
'Wheelbarrow Man, by Jestis Escobedo;
Porters, by Raul Anguiano; and Tears,
tion are

of Death,

by Ignacio Aguirre.
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rational, and more advantageous development and use of the nation's economic

quirements of the judiciary branch of the

wealth.

chambers, court rooms, and

more

The Council

whom

of

members,

consists of 20

five

are official representatives of the

Ministries of the Treasury,

Agriculture,

Communications, and National
Economy. These five members constitute
the Permanent Committee. The other 15
councilors are chosen from the following
semi-official, business, and labor groups:
one each from the National Railways,
Petroleos Mexicanos (the oil industry),
National Cooperative Confederation, Organizations of Professional Men, and the
Bankers' Association; and two each, one
Labor,

representing employers and one represent-

ing laborers, in the public

munications,

transportation

and

railways, gas, light,

manufacturing,
Provision
its

is

other

electrical

than

power),

in

and collaborate with the councilors

Committee

will

The

hold

as-

in

Per-

weekly

meetings with the councilors of two or three
of the various economic groups in turn,

and every three months the entire Council
will meet in general assembly.

Mew

Supreme Court Building
in Mexico

On June

2,

1941, Mexico's

Court building was
capital city.

The

by the

Thieves'

Market near the Zocalo.

Its

great bronze doors are adorned with symbols of Mexico's four Constitutions,

the

Colonial Constitution and those of 1824,

and 1917; and frescoes by Jose
Clemente Orozco, depicting various aspects of the history of Justice in Mexico,
1857,

are

an important feature of the

interior

decoration.

Conversion of Colombian ig2y and

igsS dollar bond

issues

After the Colombian government

had

re-

officially

1940, a decree

1940,

was passed on July

17,

setting forth the bases for service

on that part of the foreign debt after the
temporary arrangement had expired.
They were as follows: Exchange of the
present bonds for new ones, which the

government was authorized to issue in
sufficient quantity and which would bear

more than 3 percent per
annum; funding of the unpaid accrued

interest of not

interest coupons, to the equivalent of not

more than 50 percent

of their face value,

the government to issue in

payment

there-

new issue

new Supreme

of bonds of the above-mentioned

opened in the

the annual appropriation for five years,

dedicatory ceremonies

were attended by President Avila Camacho,
his cabinet, and members of the Court,
the National Congress, and the diplomatic
corps. The principal address was delivered

of 5,000,000 pesos,

1928, as noted in the Bulletin for July

the solution of their problems.

manent

It

files,

both the law and

regulations for the appointment of ade-

quate technical advisory personnel to
sist

ing department.

offices, it will

and printwas erected at a cost
on the site of the old

house the Court's library,

commercial,

industries.

made

In addition to the judicial

sumed payment during 1940 on the outstanding dollar bond issues of 1927 and

extractive,

and agricultural

(com-

utilities

government.

President,

The new Court building is a splendid
modern structure, planned to meet all re-

SI, 800,000 for interest

more than
and amortization

new bonds; and

the appropriation,

beginning in
of the

from the

1941,

of not

sixth year on, of not

more than

$2,000,000 for interest and amortization.

In May Dr. Gabriel Turbay, Ambassador of Colombia in the United States,
reported to the National Loans Board the
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he had carriedon in

result of negotiations

the

latter

Compulsory SaviugS laW in

The Board, whose

country.

Paramav
^ -^

approval of the foreign debt transactions
is required by law, assented to the arrangements on May 10, 1941, and the Minister
of Finance thereupon signed contracts
with the United States bank that has
agreed to act as agent for the operations
of conversion of the bonds and authentication of the new bonds, and with the two

houses that acted in the same capacity

1927 and 1928

in the

issues, respectively,

which the government had
reached an agreement for the service of
amortization and interest of the bonds.
The Republic of Colombia will issue
bonds dated October 1, 1940, to the
and

with

amount

of $50,000,000, at 3 percent inter-

per annum,

to be amortized in 30
These bonds will be offered in
exchange for the 1927 and 1928 bonds in
circulation and for 50 percent of the
est
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A

recent presidential decree-law in Para-

guay put into effect as of January 1, 1941,
a system of compulsory savings for all men
and women, both nationals and foreigners,
who are permanently employed in commercial,
raising,

agricultural,

industrial,

and private business

stock-

enterprises of

any kind.

The Agricultural Bank of Paraguay will
have charge of the organization and adnew

ministration of the

During a

law.

period of 20 years, five per cent of each

employee's salary will be retained by the

employer and deposited monthly to the
credit of the employee in the Agricultural
Bank's Savings Department. Such decurrent in-

years.

posits will enjoy the Bank's

corresponding accrued interest coupons,

end of the
twenty-year period the employee may
withdraw the total sum plus the accumu-

as follows:

lated interest.
$18, 273, 500

lation

July

July

1939

1

elusive

2,

467, 000

25,443,000

lation
.

,

Value

-^

-

'

'
,

,

50 percent oi the accrued
interest coupons of the 1928 bonds,
oi

July

1,

1935—July

1,

3,

816, 500

$50, 000, 000

In cases where the total accrued interest

due the bondholders amounts

for

more than a
,

to fractions

certificates will

new bonds
amount are

Agricultural

$150,000 will be

appropriated every six months to pur-

be

open market, bonds that

amortized.

amount

will

After

that

•

5

against his savings for the

Bank

period,

be increased to $250,000.

will

the

is

The

given authority to

and conditions of such
law provides that the rate of

on the loans

shall not

exceed

six

annum and
must be proportional to the
total that the employee can save in
twenty years and must at all times be
covered by the sum remaining to his
per cent per

presented.
5 years,

his

regulate the form

interest

first

may withdraw

single purpose of house construction.

when

chase, in the

year, he

.

After ten years of saving, an employee

may borrow

loans, but the

During the

.

entire savings, plus the interest. In case
r ,,
j
^u u
s death, his savings are to
of the employee
^
'
^
be paid to his legal heirs as stipulated

be issued, exchangeable for the
certificates totaling that

20-year

m

"^°tal

than $1,000, special

full

savings period are provided; for example,

the decree-law.

1939, in-

elusive

less

the

^^^^ ^^^ employee reaches the age of 60,
^
or when he remams incapacitated for work

in-

Balance of the 1928 bonds in circu^,

at

....

Value of 50 percent of the accrued
interest coupons ot the 1 927 bonds,
1935

payments and

Certain exemptions from the

Balance of the 1927 bonds in circu-

1

terest

of a loan

credit in the Bank.

that the

amount
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Excluded from the provisions of the law

importers,

are directors, managers, trustees, profes-

executives

sional

men

(lawyers,

doctors,

dentists,

pharmacists, etc.), general laborers, farm
laborers in agriculture

and

stock-raising,

domestic servants, temporary, day and job
workers, and

and

firms

all

those

institutions

employed in private
which already have

pension plans in accordance with national
laws.

Paraguay previously had no old age or
security plan for employees of the type

covered by the

new

law.

The Govern-

ment, recognizing that a general lack of

economic education prevailed among the
people and recognizing it to be the duty of
the

modern
citizens

its

trade

exporters,

association

and trade press publishers, has
been formed to supervise the work of this

"new

trade link to smoother relations between the business men of the Americas."
The clearing house is designed to protect
buyers and sellers in America and Latin
America from trading practices that may
be inimical to hemisphere solidarity, according to Kenneth H. Campbell, chairman of the Committee, and director of the
Foreign Department of the National Association of Credit

Men.

Other members of the committee include: P. G. Agnew, American Standards
Association; P.

M.

Haight, International

state to insure the welfare of

General Electric Co.; Harry H.

by helping them

National Council of American Importers;

to

provide

Radcliflfe,

has taken this

J. E. Sitterley, J. E. Sitterley

&

means of stimulating saving habits through-

F. P. Cole, National Foreign

Trade Coun-

against the hazards of

out

the

republic,

life,

thereby assuring the

benefits of such a practice to both the

individual and the

community

as a whole.

Establishment
inter

-

of a clearing

American

house for

Morris

S.

Rosenthal, Stein, Hall

Oren O. Gallup,

Trade and Shipper;

Franklin
sift-

which wUl then be forwarded to government and private dispute - settlement
agencies for swift adjustment has been formally announced by the Inter- American
Commercial
Arbitration
Commission.
The Commission, of which Thomas J.
Watson, the president of the International
Business Machines Corporation, is chairman, maintains hemisphere-wide facilities
for settling commercial controversies between North and Latin American business
men and has now extended its work
through, the newly created agency, which
has an advisory board of government

Co.,

F.

Export Managers Club of

trade complaints

&

Budd, American Import and
Export Bulletin; Herman G. Brock, Guaranty Trust Co.; Thomas W. Ashwell, Ex-

John

Inc.;

port

Settlement of inter- American
trade complaints

ing

cil;

Sons, Inc.;

New

American

Johnston,

York;

Exporter;

George E. Quisenberry, Business Publishers International Corporation; and Frances
Kellor, American Arbitration Association.
In describing the work of the organization,

Our

Mr. Campbell
facilities

are free

outbreak of war, with

said:

and voluntary.

its

Since the

negative effect on Euro-

pean export trade, a great number of American
and Latin American business men have entered
the inter-American market.

Being

new

to

the

ways of trading in this new field, some of them
have run into trade difficulties and misunder-

Inter- American Business Relations

If these disagreements are allowed to
go unsettled, they create ill-will and hamper
governmental efforts at hemisphere solidarity.
One reason why many disputes have gone
unadjusted, is that business men genei-ally have
been unaware of the existence of the many competent agencies existing today which can settle
and adjust such situations. Therefore, in an

Committee, made up of thirteen leading

effort to centralize the disposition of complaints,

officials.

An

standings.
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this

new agency has been formed with a view to
and handUng such matters

studying, analyzing,

and

to take such action as

may

be necessary to

their solution.

Those commercial disagreements which can be
be sent to the Inter-American

will

arbitrated

published a booklet giving the bases for the

Their insignia

letters

be routed to those trade, business or government organizations best equipped to effect a
speedy adjustment with the utmost goodwill.

(vigor),

Inter- American
Committee will be in
of the American Arbitration

The headquarters of the
Business Relations
the offices

Association at 1230 Sixth Avenue,

M. Marrone,

York. Joseph

New

former special

is

in that country.

one large

V with a smaller

one within it and three still smaller letters
arranged in a triangle within that. The

Commercial Arbitration Commission, while others
will

5-V Clubs

creation of

esty),

stand for

Valor

Verdad (truth),

and

(courage).
Verguenza

An

Venezuela.

official

Vigor

(modof the

Ministry of Agriculture went to Puerto

Rico the following year to study the 4-H
movement there, and one result of his
visit

was the six-months' loan of a member
Rican Agricultural Exten-

of the Puerto

sion staff to assist in organizing extension

trade commissioner of the Department of

work

Commerce, has been appointed

10 clubs, with a total membership of 150,

of the

secretary

Committee.

were founded.
During January

The 4-H Club movement
and Venezuela

in

The 4— H Clubs speak Spanish

members

Cuba
in Puerto

and girls are now
Club members there follow a
program similar to that pursued by their
fellows
on the mainland they grow
patches of plaintain and bananas, care for
Rico, where 7,200 boys

—

their pigs or flocks of chickens, can, re-

their

own

rooms, and plan their

and February 1941
Motion Picture Section

United States went both to Puerto Rico,
to take motion pictures of 4-H Club activities there, and to Cuba, where motion
pictures were made of the last annual
convention of the 5-C's held in Colon at
the end of February. Both these pictures

are

available

Latin American
knowing what 4-H

to

countries interested in

Clubs are doing under tropical conditions.
publications of Puerto Rico

The Spanish

wardrobes.

Some

of the

of the Federal Extension Service of the

enrolled.

model

During that period

in Venezuela.

of the

4-H Club

bulletins in

New

and

New

Mexico, valuable aids in ex-

work

Mexico, where a large part of the popula-

plaining the

tion speaks Spanish, have

also available.

been issued in

of the organization, are

that language also.

Ten

years ago

—by a Presidential decree
—similar organizations

of January 30, 1931

Exhibit of club activities at
the

were established in Cuba, where they are

known

as the

5-C Clubs.

four-leafed clover that

the clubs in the

pointed star

is

is

United

used,

Instead of the
the

emblem

States,

and the

of

a five-

5 C's, one

each point, correspond to the Spanish
words Cuba, Cerebro (head) Corazon (heart)

for

Cooper acion (cooperation),

and Civismo

(civic

spirit).

In 1938 the government of Venezuela

A

Pan American Union

on display at the Pan
August and September
reflects the wide interest on the part of
women's clubs in the United States in the
study of Latin America. The exhibit
portrays the work done by clubs which
during the last two years have undertaken
special exhibit

American Union

in

a study of the southern republics.

In cooperation with the Department of
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Relations

International

of

Women's

Federation of

General

the

Pan

Clubs, the

"visitors" proceed to Brazil

coast

east

countries

and the other

of South

America,

year nearly 2,500 clubs, scattered through-

and return by way
of the west coast, through Central America
and Mexico, and thence to the island republics of Cuba, Haiti and the Dominican

out the country, had taken the course.

Republic.

American Union

in 1939 offered to study

groups a course on the other American
republics. Up to the end of the last club

At

the suggestion of the then

Department of International Rela-

tions,

Mrs. Frederic Beggs,

many

of the

which
on the countries that

contain material

some

of

were the subject of study, while others are
compilations on the United States. The
intended

are

latter

distribution

for

in

Latin America, and at the close of the
exhibit

will

be forwarded

to

The

Ghariman

of the

clubs prepared scrapbooks,

cross the

women's

Andes

to Chile

course of study

is

intended to be

more than a travel outline; it is designed
to give an intimate view of various aspects
of life in the American Republics. This is
achieved by including in each program a
subject peculiar to the country under consideration or one to

which that nation has

made an important contribution, and treating

it

not only from the standpoint of that

country but of the continent as a whole.

Documentary

organizations and educational institutions

material

covering

the

phases of

twenty programs into which the course is
divided has been included in ten volumes

States,

of

to

the

in Latin

America.

They

present different

life and conditions in the United
and are intended as a contribution
inter-American understanding by mak-

ing this country better

known

to the people

women's
by undertaking
the other American republics,

of Latin America, just

the

as

clubs of the United States,

a study of

have endeavored to improve their knowledge and understanding of Latin America.

Among

the

treated

subjects

scrapbooks are

home
and

States, schools

life

in the

colleges,

these

in

United

flowers

and

gardens, the evolution of music, and the

national parks

One

and other

scenic attractions.

of the most interesting collections

is

by the Evening Group of
the Women's Glub of Leonia, N. J.,
which illustrates three centuries of painting
in the United States.
The Good Neighbor "Tour" is being
continued by the Pan American Union,
and already more than 400 additional
clubs have registered for the course. The
"tour" is planned and organized as though
the members of study groups were on an
that compiled

actual

visit

America.

to

the

republics

Beginning at

New

of

Latin

York the

mimeographed material prepared by
Pan American Union. Clubs registering for the "tour" also receive the monthly
Bulletin of the Pan American Union for a
full

year.

The

registration fee

is

$2.00.

Advisory committees on inter-

American

affairs

The State

Department of the United
announced the appointment of
four committees, which will aid it in its
work of promoting inter- American cultural
States has

exchange.

The Advisory Committee on Exchange
Fellowships and Professorships will advise

on the

selection of graduate students

and

professors for the panels presented to other

participating governments

and from the

panels presented by other participating

governments, under the Convention for the

Promotion of Inter-American Cultural Relations (see Bulletin for December 1939),
as well as advising on matters relating to
the interchange of students and professors.
The committee consists of Stephen P.
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Duggan, Director of the

Institute of Inter-
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A. Ryerson,

Dean

of the College of Agri-

national Education, chairman; Albert L.

culture, University of California,

Barrows, Executive Secretary of the Na-

members

tional Research Council; Charles G. Fen-

of Foreign Agriculture Relations, Depart-

wick, Professor of Political Science, Bryn

ment

Mawr College; Waldo

Thomas Barbour,

American Council of Learned

of the

Arthur

ties;

G. Leland, Director

P.

Latin American

History,

Secretary of the

of

versity;

of

culture,

Science

Social

States will advise the

Department of State

Director of the

of Comparative Zoology,

Professor

Research Council.
The Advisory Committee on the Adjustment of Foreign Students in the United

Office

of Agriculture, executive secretary;

University

and Donald Young, Re-

Pennsylvania;
search

Whitaker,

Socie-

and the

Earl N. Bressman,

are

Museum

Harvard Uni-

Homer

J. Henney, Dean of AgriColorado State College; H. Harold
Hume, Dean, College of Agriculture, Uni-

Fred J. Kelley, Chief,
Higher Education, Office

versity of Florida;

Division

of

of Education,

and

J.

Federal Security Agency;

G. Lee,

Jr.,

Dean

of the College of

Agriculture, Louisiana State University.

on problems involving the adjustment of
students from abroad to their new environment and on plans for more effective guidance and hospitality. Its members are:
Edgar J. Fisher, Assistant Director of the

on general policy

Institute of International Education, chair-

has also been appointed.

man; Rollin

a coordinating body for the other advisory

Atwood, Acting Director,
Institute of Inter- American Affairs, University of Florida; Gladys Bryson, Smith
College; Ben M. Cherrington, Professor of
International Relations, University of Denver; Charles

S.

W.

Hackett, Professor of Latin

American History, University of Texas;
Charles B. Lipman, Dean of the Graduate Division, University

of

California;

Martin McGuire, Dean of the Graduate
School of Arts and Sciences, Catholic University of America; John L. Mott, Director of International House, New York; and
J.

Raleigh Nelson, Director of the Interna-

tional Center, University of

Michigan.

The Advisory Committee
American
Education

ment

of

Cooperation
will

in

on

inter-

Agricultural

not only advise the Depart-

State

regarding

agricultural

To

advise

through

execution
relations,

Department of

the

State,

Division of Cultural Relations,

its

planning and
program of cultural
a General Advisory Committee
of

committees.

in the

the

It will serve as

The members

Advisory

Committee

Caldwell,

Dean

of the General

Robert G.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Ben M.
Cherrington; Stephen P. Duggan; Waldo
G. Leland Archibald MacLeish, Librarian
of Congress; Carl H. Milam, Secretary of
the
American
Library
Association;
are:

of Humanities,

;

Beardsley Ruml,

Dean

of the

Department

of Social Sciences, University of Chicago;

James T. Shotwell, Chairman of the
National Committee of the United States
on International Intellectual Cooperation;
George N. Shuster, President of Hunter
College; John W. Studebaker, Commissioner

of

Agency;

Education,

Federal

Security

and Henry A. Wallace, Vice

President of the United States.

education, but also stimulate the interest of
the

land-grant

States

in

students,

colleges

of

inter-American

the

United
and

Inter- American Cooperation in

studies

Indian Affairs

and explain the aims of the pro-

posed Institute of Tropical Agriculture.

A

The chairman

has been created in the Office of Indian

of the committee

is

Knowles

Division of Inter- American Cooperation
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and

Department of the Interior, through
which collaboration will be maintained

of governments

with administrators of public services to

the

Indians and with Indian scholars in other

health problems

Affairs,

American republics, and with the InterAmerican Indian Institute provisionally
established in Mexico City.
The new division will function under
the guidance of a policy committee con-

Oscar L. Chapman, Assistant
Chairman;
of the Interior,
the
Laurence Duggan, of
Department of
State; and M. L. Wilson, of the Departof

sisting

Secretary

ment

The

Division of Inter- American Cooper-

monographs

in Spanish

on aspects of Indian administration in
the United States, and will work with
learned societies and scholars in the
development and coordination of studies
which will contribute to a better understanding of the problems of the Indians

throughout the Western Hemisphere.

The

Office will

work

in close cooperation

with the Inter-American Indian Institute

which has been provisionally created pursuant to resolutions adopted at the First

Inter-American

Conference

on

Indian

Life held at Patzcuaro, Mexico, in 1940,
411328

—

41

and

Americas.

for collaboration

interested citizens in

economic,

social,

in the

medium

and

educational,

common to the Indians
An international agree-

ment awaiting ratification by the several
American republics establishes the InterAmerican Indian Institute as a permanent
body financed by the signatory governments and calls for the creation of collaborating agencies in each country.

been

signed

Ecuador,

by

Peru,

Bolivia,

Costa

United

the

It

has

Rica,

States

of

America, Venezuela, Cuba, El Salvador,

of Agriculture.

ation will publish

serves as a

Honduras and Mexico, and

ratified

by

the four latter countries.

Pending additional
stitute
basis.

is

ratifications, the In-

on a provisional
United States Com-

functioning

John

Collier,

missioner of Indian Affairs,

is

a

member

of the Provisional Executive Committee,

and the Provisional Director of the Inis Dr. Moises S^enz, a well-known
educator and expert on Indian life, who
is now the Mexican Ambassador to Peru.
In several American republics the Indian
population is predominant, and the grand
total of Indians in North and South
America exceeds thirty million.
stitute
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The Pan American'Union
WASHINGTON,
L. S.

ROWE,

PEDRO DE ALBA,

Director General

The Pan American Union, now

51 years old,

is

and main-

an international organization created

'-^

D. C.

Director, elected

Assistant Director

by and responsible

to a

Govern-

ing Board composed of the Secretary of State of

and representatives

tained by the twenty-one American Republics:

the United States

Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa

ton of the other American governments.

in

Washing-

Rica, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Ecuador,

El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras,
ico,

Nicaragua,

United
nally

States,

known

Panama, Paraguay, Peru,

Uruguay, and Venezuela.

as the International

American Republics,

the

Origi-

Bureau of the

was established

it

in

Administrative Divisions

Mex-

1890 in

The

administrative divisions of the Pan Ameri-

can Union are organized to carry out the purposes
for

which

it

was created.

There are

sions dealing with foreign trade,

special divi-

statistics,

eco-

accordance with a resolution passed April 14 of

nomics, intellectual cooperation, juridical matters,

that year at the First International Conference of

agricultural cooperation, travel,

American

States, held at

Washington

in 1889-90,

and presided over by James G. Blaine, then
United States Secretary of State.
greatly

work was

Its

expanded by resolutions of the Second

Conference, held at Mexico in 1901; the Third,
at

Rio de Janeiro in 1906; the Fourth,

at

Buenos

close relations

with

in the countries

and labor and

All these divisions maintain

social information.

official

members

and

unofficial bodies

Columbus Memorial Library contains 105,000
volumes and

many maps. The Bulletin

Pan American Union, published monthly

Aires in 1910; the Fifth, at Santiago, Chile, in

lish,

1923; the Sixth, at Habana, Cuba, in 1928; the

of the institution.

Seventh, at Montevideo, Uruguay, in 1933; and

of the Union, see the inside back cover.

the Eighth, at Lima, Peru, in 1938.

April 14

Spanish, and Portuguese,

Pan American Day.

of the

Pan American Union

is

Republics of the American

to

Continent by

fostering economic, juridical, social,

The Union

contributions from

all

is

and cultural

supported by annual

the countries, in amounts

proportional to population.

Its

affairs

Eng-

the official organ

of other publications

Pan American Conferences

manent organ

promote peace, commerce, and friendship between

relations.

list

The Pan American Union

Purpose and Organization

the

For a

is

of the

in

is

celebrated annually throughout the Americas as

The purpose

The

of the Union.

are ad-

ministered by a Director General and an Assistant

American

serves as the per-

of the International Conferences of

States, usually referred to as the

American Conferences.
the programs

and

regulations, the

effect to the conclusions of the

Union

gives

Conferences by

conducting special inquiries and

and by convening

Pan

In addition to preparing

investigations

or arranging for

special or

technical conferences in the intervals between the

International Conferences.
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On the site where Pizarro laid the cornerstone of Lima's first church in
erected late in the 18th century.

In a side chapel

is

territories to the

the

tomb

of the

Spanish domain.

1535

rises

the neo-classic Cathedral,

famous conqueror, who added vast
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School

at the University of

San Marcos

FRANCES M. BURLINGAME
Dean, Elmira College

In the field of economics, rivalry can

all

On

June

6

the

first

contingent sailed

learning inevitably leaves both parties to

from New York to Callao. This group
was part of the Catholic seminar at the
University of San Marcos, organized by
The Sign under the leadership of the
Reverend Dr. Joseph Thorning. The
second left New York on June 20 under
the leadership of the writer, who had

the transaction richer than they were in

general charge of the United States party,

up between competing
In the field of culture, how-

too easily spring
countries.
ever,

the situation

Countries

may

is

entirely

different.

give freely to each other

without diminishing what they have for
themselves.

International

the beginning.

The

exchange

of

ninety-three citizens

who traveled to Lima
summer school of the

of the United States
to

study at

the

University of San Marcos found this to be

They returned
with new ideas, with

and the third sailed two weeks later.
Although membership in the summer
school was limited to those having some
intellectual reason

nevertheless

for

the

particularly true.

to the

it,

United States

stimu-

viduals represented in

lating

intellectual

contacts,

with

points of view and, in so doing,

left

visitors'

countrv.

for

indi-

many ways a cross
United States. They came

fresh

section of the

some

from every section of the country, from
within sight of the Canadian border to
the Rio Grande, from the Pacific to the
Atlantic. Some of them were under-

Peruvians with a corresponding increase of

knowledge of and sympathy

wishing to attend
participating

their
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Courtesy of Frances

M.

Burlinga:

A PATIO OF THE UNIVERSITY OF SAN MARCOS
Law

students throng this part of the oldest university in South America, founded in 1551.

graduates
others

in

were

colleges

graduate

and

universities;

students,

college

who had retired
There were men and
women, boys and girls. A few of them
teachers

professors,

or

from active

service.

Spanish as fluently as they used

used

English.
first

Some stumbled through

their

phrases in the classes held on the boat

There were lecturers, writers
and teachers from all levels of our educa-

going down.
tional

system.

Naturally,

their

interests

spread over a wide range of subjects and

which the University of San
Marcos had made generous provision.
There was one bond that unified them,
however. Everyone wished to learn Spanactivities, for

ish;

everyone was eager to

about our

sister republic,

Immediately

after

know more

Peru.

sailing

from

New

York, seven classes in Spanish and one in
international relations were arranged for
the students on the Santa Clara.

The

uni-

versity professors from the United States
were most generous in continuing their
year-round task of teaching during the
days we spent at sea. Moreover, our
newly-made South American acquaintances on board took over the task of
helping us with language difficulties with
a friendliness and energy that gave us a
vivid demonstration of their activities as
good neighbors. They had infinite pa-

SUMMER SCHOOL AT THE UNIVERSITY OF SAN MARCOS
tience with the slow
tions that

many

and painful conversaNorth Americans

of the

on with them.
Immediately upon our arrival in Callao
the courtesy and hospitality of our hosts
began to be demonstrated. Arrangements
had been made to send all our baggage
carried

through the customs without examination
a

as

concession

special

school students.

to

directly to the Bolivar Hotel in

we were welcomed and
ant rooms.

the

summer

Cars met us and took us

Lima where

assigned to pleas-

Immediately we were given

part of the group

that stayed

say the work began, but

more

in

our

lives

to

Friendly advisers were at the hotel

explain the subject matter of the courses

and

to

show

us our

way through

the mazes

of registration in a foreign university.
rectly thereafter the

Courtesy

of

Frances

M.

work began

Di-

for the

I

should really

can we expect

of time than

were provided

to

have

Lima.
was able
to accept for us was so great that no one
person could possibly keep pace with them
all.
I know from my work with the Sum-

The number

for us in

that the University

mer School ofRce

that countless invitations

from extremely interesting individuals or

had

the fact that days in

sity.

I

cordial invitations in a given length

organizations

four-week course of study at the Univer-

Lima

say the work and the entertainment began.

Never

the opportunity to register for the prelimi-

regular

in

while the remainder went to Cuzco.

nary two-week course and

the

619

to

be refused because of

Lima have after all
The most beauti-

only twenty-four hours.

homes in Lima were opened to us.
Senora de Prado, wife of the President of
the Republic of Peru, entertained us at an
ful

impressive tea given in the
Palace.

We

were taken

Government
museums,

to visit

Burl:

A CLASS IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Dr. Victor Andres Belaunde, director of the University of San Marcos

Summer

School,

is

the professor.
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Courtesy of France- M. Burlinjrame

A FIELD CLASS IN ARCHAEOLOGY
Dr. Julio Tello, a famous Peruvian archaeologist, introduced students to some of the previous civilizations
of Peru in a series of weekly trips.

we

looked at Lima's famous churches until

work and

in class

we came

in extra-curricular ac-

began to blur before our eyes.
Poets read and lectured for us; dancers
displayed their art; we were invited to hear
the best music in Peru; we were asked to
the horse races; we were entertained at

To

various clubs.

courses in that language, for elementary,

their details

Actually,

a year's enter-

tainment was compressed into those short
six

weeks.

Since
classes

tivities,

acquaintance with

The

were no summer school
on Saturday, each week we were

taken in large busses, provided by

Automobile and Touring Club,

to

the
visit

courses

have at

least a

nodding

this rich past.

offered

the

in

Summer

School were of great interest and value.

our Spanish there were four

help

intermediate and advanced students and
for

there

to

teachers.

were given
those

who

Lack

of

Some

of the other courses

in English for the benefit of

did not understand Spanish.

knowledge of Spanish was not
necessarily a handicap in the summer

archaeological excavations near the city.

school, but being able to use that beauti-

The order

ful

of these trips must have been

very carefully arranged because

we gasped

with admiration at the earliest sites visited,
but each succeeding expedition was more

tongue was a very great advantage.

go to a

in the future to spend as

exciting than the previous one.

Modern

possible

Peru, as you know,

a whole

language.

series of

is

built

upon

previous civilizations.

Bit

by

bit,

1

anyone who is planning to
Spanish American slimmer school

strongly urge

the

acquiring a

much

fluent

use

time as
of

The more Spanish one

the
has,

more opportunities open before one.

SUMMER SCHOOL AT THE UNIVERSITY OF SAN MARCOS
of us discovered that the courses

Most

gave us an introduction

new

fields

and

art

in

hardly realize

to

how much

almost entirely

We

literature.

of the element of

and surprise has been removed
from the study of our own literature because we have always heard so much
freshness

about

We know

it.

literature

the

which we were being introduced. Moreday we were exploring a hitherto unknown land of folklore and legend
which gave sudden illuminating insight
The
into different ways of thinking.
freshness and vitality of the prehistoric
art forms which we were seeing for the
first time gave our imaginations a stimover, every

them

in directions they

had not formerly taken.
School there

was an interruption of four days to celebrate the national holiday. For several
years now Lima has had a great national

From

fair at this time.

wide

a

course we, in

of

variety

common

with

topics.

all

Of

the other

people in Lima, bought countless

basketry,

furs,

silverware

The whole range

articles.

were on

and

sale,

pottery.

was
were
native dances and music. It seemed to
me that every day, all day, there were
huge parades of one kind or another.
The work in economic geography and the
lectures concerning population problems
of native handicraft

In the evenings

displayed.

suddenly became living

there

realities.

have hardly mentioned the
thousands of kindnesses that were shown

As yet

to us

I

by our

instructors in the

Summer

Dr. Victor Andres Belaunde of

School.

the Catholic University, as Director of the

Summer

School, worked tirelessly to

our stay pleasant

Summer

In the midst of the

cerning

together with a wide variety of weaving,

usual opinions concerning the books to

ulation that sent

their

what we

know beforehand

to

them about

classics

general or Peruvian

particular

to talk with

All kinds of food products

There are few
to think about it.
North Ainericans, however, who have
studied enough South American literature in

had a chance

products and to exchange opinions con-

begin to

ought

in

grounds we could watch them care for
and cook their meals. We

their children

we

before

read one of our English

fair

621

faculty

and

profitable.

make
The

was drawn both from the Catholic

University and from the University of San

every corner of the

country huge trucks loaded

down with

poured into the city.
Most of the trucks were gaily decorated,
some with fruits and vegetables, some with
bright weaving and some even with fesproduce

typical

toons

made

swaying
people

of pieces of meat.

tops

the

in

were

perched

regional

On

their

groups

costumes

of

char-

In
bands were playing
queer primitive instruments. For these
acteristic

some

of the different provinces.

cases

native

four days the students in the

had

all

summer school

of Peru brought to their very door-

We

walking from
booth to booth in the huge outdoor ex-

steps.

hibits.

spent

hours

Since the exhibitors lived on the

Courtesy

of

Frances

M. Burlingamo

AN INDIAN WOMAN AND CHILD FROM
THE ANDES
Fair held in Lima at the time of the
national holidays, July 28-30, brought all Peru
before the students in the Summer School.

The National
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Marcos, under whose auspices the school
was held. I do not dare to mention individually the professors

members

emphatically

why

so,

only of great value in preparing for the

name

examinations but also provided us with

did so
if I

had neglected

I

be to return in future years.

would inquire

who

of the school

will

At the end of the courses each student
was given a mimeographed resume of the
work he had taken in class. This was not

kind things for me, because
other

sure,

many

did

to

we may use in the
came back loaded with

who had been especially kind to
them. If you wish to know the names of
university professors who gave not only
time in class but many hours outside of

reference notes that

North American students,
have to consult the complete list
of faculty members. It grew to be quite a

winter.

the ones

class to

you

their

will

joke with us

when

it

each person in the

became evident

Summer

that

School was

advising every other person to take the
courses

The

which the former had chosen.

only answer to that problem,

Courtesy of Julia

MacLean

I

am

Most

future.

We

books.
to

fill

of us

have planned enough reading

our spare time during the coming

We

are filled with enthusiasm for

the experiences

we have had

in

Lima.

We

are anxious to provide reciprocal experiences for as

many

of our friends

on the

continent to the south as possible.

This

experiment in the cultural exchange of
students proved to be highly successful
pleasurable.

V:

UNIVERSITY OF SAN MARCOS

and

Ethnical Composition of the

Population of Argentina
CARLOS LUZZETTI ESTEVARENA
The

study of population problems

political

and economic future

closely related to the
tion.

It is

The

of nations

movement

make a

evolution

of popula-

of

statistical

immigration

development of the population,
of the

has

the

of

origin

ethnical

ants of this

topic

is

of great interest, in the case of

Argentina, to
the

of

is

unquestionable importance today.

and

also

latter

and
the danger

is

war with

at

the

in

those

less

who

the white

hand,

other

the

in

Spanish conquerors

interior provinces the

their

as

On

invader.

found

inhabit-

represented

races,

were constantly

study of

importance

timely interest, since there

Indian

regions by a few indomitable tribes

and the

The

young Republic.
particular

the

bellicose tribes

who

accepted

domination more readily. The Spanish element mixed with these Indian races
in the northern and western provinces of
Argentina, and a half-breed type was born
which predominated in the interior during

The

the period of independence.

African

problems,

element never loomed large in importance,

now confined to Europe and Asia,
may spread to the American continent.

in the principal cities of the country, the

that certain social

political

till

I

refer especially to the

phenomenon

of

and immigrants of

the

The

the population of

Argentina

today occupied by the

territory

inhabited

when

the Spaniards

commenced

their conquest in the 16th century.

Dur-

ing the period of the Spanish domination,
the growth of the population was very

slow and immigration from Spain practically

non-existent.

In

1810,

at

the

beginning of the era of independence, the
total population of Argentina amounted
to

405,000.

In

the

provinces

of

19th

negroes

Argentine Republic was practically un-

the

Spaniards, particularly the
Basques, had mixed relatively little with
littoral,

Translation published in ^'Argentine News'' {issued
by the Argentine Ministry of Foreign Affairs), Buenos
Aires, September 7, 7947.
The study originally appeared in "Revista de Economia Argentina,'' Buenos
Aires, January 7947

only

majority of the colored people becoming

At the beginning of

domestic servants.

racial minorities.

Growth of

this race settled

century the

and

total

mulattoes,

number

according

of
to

Martin de Moussy's estimate, amounted
and they were rapidly
decimated by tuberculosis. The first revolutionary governments abolished slavery
and prohibited the importation of slaves.
Consequently the negroes gradually beto thirty thousand,

came absorbed
habitants,
and

into

the rest of the in-

have

now

completely

the

population

disappeared.

From

1810

to

1857

continued to increase, in spite of civil wars,
but few immigrants arrived.
period

came

families

the

first

During

this

contingents of Basque

and a few Scotch farmers, who

laid the foundations of the future livestock

industry of the country.

Once

the nation

was

finally

organized
623
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1895

1869
Spaniards

Spaniards
Itdlidns

1940

1914

Courtesy of Argentine

News

NATIONALITIES CONSTITUTING THE POPULATION OF ARGENTINA

and the Constitution at present in force
drawn up, a tremendous volume of immigration commenced. The political and
economic situation of Europe caused this
movement and steam navigation permitted
its development on a vast scale.

The

first

1863, while

was
of

national census took place in

Domingo Faustino Sarmiento

President,

and returned a

1,877,000 inhabitants.

total figure

Foreigners

amounted to 212,000, or 11.3 percent of
the total, and these were settled principally
in the city and Province of Buenos Aires.

Since large-scale immigration from Europe

began

after 1853,

many

of the Argentine

children under fifteen years of age were

European immigrants. It
worthy of record that in Argentina, as
in all the nations of the New World,
nationality is determined by the place of
birth, that is to say, on the principle of
jus solis, as opposed to that of jus sanguinis,
followed by European countries.
The following table shows the composition and ethnical origin of the population
the offspring of

is

of Argentina in 1869.

ETHNICAL COMPOSITION OF THE POPULATION OF ARGENTINA
Argentine population classified according

Nationality

to nationality

and

sex in

1869
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Argentine population classified according

587, 497
512, 742

Italian

Spanish
Russian

French
.

.

British

Swiss

Scandinavian, Dutch, and Belgian

Other European
Latin American
Others
Totals

4,

In the

ten

years

between

1920 and 1930 immigration started again,
but from 1930 till the present time the

world situation and political and economic
crises have almost entirely paralyzed it.
At the beginning of January 1940, accord-

made by the National
Department, the total population of the Argentine Republic amounted

ing to the estimates
Statistical

and according

to 13,130,000 inhabitants,

to Alejandro E. Bunge, 19.06 percent of

are foreigners.
Immigration

should be noted that

It

when speaking

pens

it

often hap-

quantitatively of the

racial contribution of different nationalities,

that immigration statistics are errone-

ously interpreted.

not

settle

Many

permanently

returned to their

home

immigrants did
but

in Argentina,

country.

Thus

for

example, 50 percent of the total number of
Italian

immigrants returned

went

Uruguay or

to

Brazil.

table shows the differences

to

Italy or

The

following

between

arri-

and departures of immigrants according to nationalities during the period comprised between 1857 and 1939.
vals

From

the table one can form a clear

appreciation of the racial origins of present-

774, 071
342, 366

19,210
8,897
9,425
21, 078
116,268
5,171
227, 023

3,658,214

42, 350
52, 194

.

2,

316,959
38, 678
35, 470
22, 768
12,175
8,860
5,448
4,722
4,214
90, 180
2,303

54, 956
44, 021

emigration.

in

1974
Total

2,753,214

Argentine

German and Austro-Hungarian
Ottoman

and sex

Males

Nationality

them

to nationality

527, 285
929, 863
829, 701

7,474

70.1
11.8
10.5
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.8
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.3
2.6
0.1

885, 237

100.0

93, 634
79, 491

65,118
64, 369
28, 070
345
147
25, 292
206, 448
14,
14,

7,

Percent

between arrivals and departures of
immigrants according to nationality from
1857 to 1939

Dijference

Nationality

ETHNICAL COMPOSITION OF THE POPULATION OF ARGENTIN.\
included

is

from

that

in

627

and

France

Spain.
All these different
in

immigratory elements

the course of the past 80 years have

gradually merged and amalgamated, creating a

new

racial type, the Argentine, in

whose veins the blood of diverse
circulates

a

to

stocks

greater or lesser extent.

Frequently one finds amongst the ancestors
of an

Argentine bearing a

Spanish or

surname not only hardworking
Lombardy peasants or fishermen from
Italian

Spanish

but

Galicia,

the

also

sons

of

Courtesy of Argentine

News

Switzerland or the industrious citizens of

ARGENTINE IMMIGRATION ACCORDING

Germany and England.
This extraordinary fusion of races

may

A

great

be explained on various grounds.

number

of the immigrants

country

in

isolated

came

to this

Forced

groups.

economic circumstances, they had

to

by

work

with native Argentines

in direct contact

or with foreigners from other countries.

Frequently

married

they

women

of a

Immigration organized by groups of families who have formed
separate nucleii, isolated from the general
national environment, has been numeri-

TO NATIONALITIES,

One

1857-1939

can immediately appreciate the

that there

number

was a considerable

of

men

the immigrants,

over the

which of

fact

excess in the

women among
necessity

must

have brought about considerable fusion of
nationalities

by marriage.

different nationality.

Such cases as
Chubut; the Danes in the

cally scanty in Argentina.

the

Welsh

in

Tandil and Tres Arroyos regions of the
Province of Buenos Aires; and the Germans
in Misiones

were exceptions

to the general

Even

rule of total fusion of races.

the

children

settlers

grandchildren

or

thus,

of these

are incorporated into the spiritual

due to the action of the
government schools and of commercial
activities, which have gradually withdrawn
such children from the influence of the
alien atmosphere into which they were

life

of the Nation,

-

born.

These

facts are

borne out

the following tables.

The

by
shows the

statistically
first

foreigners in Argentina classified

by sex

in

the national censuses of 1869, 1895, 1914

and Dr. Bunge's estimate

in the year 1940.

Percentages of foreign males and females returned
by the national censuses

Years
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and

from which

may

the country, particularly in the capital,

1928

were being incorporated into national life,
the proportion of children of mixed marriages amounted to approximately 33 per-

observe, in addition to the logical decrease

cent of

all

The

births.

in the

1939

number

one

of children born of foreign

parents of the same nationality, that the

proportion of children of mixed marriages

following table

remains constant.

gives the figures for the federal capital in

Births in Buenos Aires classified according

to parents'' nationality

^

Nationality

Period

Percent

Percent

1895-1903

Percent

Mother

Father

Argentine

Argentine

290

12.3

689
844
5,254

35.7
11.4
1.9

34,

580

32.0

6,412
6,851
34

15.1
16.2
0.1

85
43
261

0.2
0.1
0.6
3.0

13,

432

50.7

2,719
2,883

7.5

19,

Father and mother oj the same nationality
Italian

Italian

99,

Spanish

31,

French

Spanish
French

Uruguayan

Uruguayan

English

English

German

German

Russian

Russian

Ottoman

Ottoman

Other

Other

nationalities

nationalities

Total

1,135
1,102
1,917

0.4
0.4
0.7

12,188
153,129

4.4
54.9

494
7,618
1,655

7.0
2.7
0.6

7. 1

0. 1

1. 1

19
38
53
321
193
514

2.4
38.8

646
7,386

1.8
19.3

2.669
1, 838

7.0
4.7

53
173
122
53
597
2. 663
2, 796
12, 377

7.7
5.4
0.2
0.7
0.1
0.4
0.3
0.1
1.4
6.3
6.6
29.2

49
186
142
182
335
68
815
217
997
11,498

5.8
7.8
30.0

383

100.0

38,316

100.0

1,253
479
1,008
16,426

0. 1
0. 1

0.8
0.5
1.

3

Mixed
Argentine
Argentine
Argentine
Argentine
Argentine
Argentine
Argentine
Argentine
Argentine
Foreign

Italian

Spanish

French

Uruguayan

German
Russian

Ottoman
English

Other

nationalities

Argentine

.

19,

420
2,717

0.2

558
2,566
15,205
40, 960
91,193

0.3
1.0
5.5
14.6
32.8

278,612

100.0

.

Total

1

total.

All births included

between 1895 and

91

293

Different nationalities

Grand

3,246
2,290

1903; legitimate births

In the interior of the Republic, in the

1.1

42,

only between 1928 and

It is

Province of Mendoza, which in view of its
economic and social progress can be taken

of the

whole country,

there

exists

0. 1

0.5
0.4
0.5
0.9
0.2
2.1

1939.

undeniable that a certain tendency

towards marriages between persons

births in the year 1939 classified according

same nationality or racial origin, but
is also no doubt that a great number
of immigrants marry Argentine women or

to the nationality of the parents are given

women

as

an

average section of the

in the table

obtain

below.

From

this

one can

a fairly clear idea of what has

happened

in the provinces of the interior

that received large

numbers

of immigrants.

own.

of nationalities other than their

The

elements

is

fusion of the various ethnical

consequently rapid and pre-

vents the formation of exclusive minority

groups.

In addition, this process of fusion

ETHNICAL COMPOSITION OF THE POPULATION OF ARGENTINA
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AVERAGE FOR THE PERIOD
1895- 1903

Courtesy of Argentine

1928

1939

News

BIRTHS IN BUENOS AIRES ACCORDING TO NATIONALITY OF PARENTS

Legitimate births in

the Province of

Mendoza

classified according to parents'" nationality

came from countries
which public instruction was compar-

education, since they
in

atively undeveloped.
Nationality

Percent

The

Mother

Father

Argentine.

72.2

407
239
37

3.8
2.3
0.4

9

0. 1

minority.

65
757

0.6
7.2

fusion of races

nationality

Spanish
ItaUan

Spanish

Ottoman
German

Ottoman
German

Italian

.

.

.

.

action of the Argentine schools in the
place,

7,543

Father and mother of the same

Other nationality
Total

these there

complemented in many cases by
compulsory military service, has inciilcated
Argentine sentiments of nationality in the
descendants of immigrants of different
first

Argentine

Among

was a considerable proportion of illiterates.

races.

In Argentina there

The

nation

is
is

no kind of racial
the product of a

and the vestiges of all the old
Europe which still remain
are becoming ever more diluted.
nationalities of

Mixed marriages
Spanish

Argentine.
Argentine.
Argentine.
Argentine.
Argentine.

648
463
94

6.2
4.5
0.9

11
11

0. 1

Argentine.
Foreign
Different nationalities ....
Total

242

2.2
3.9
2.7
20.6

Italian

Ottoman
French

German
Other

0. 1

nation-

alitiy

Argentine

Grand

.

total

401

.

2,

10,

270
146
446

100.0

Foreigners

The foreign population in the Argentine
Republic at the present time amounts to
approximately 2,500,000 inhabitants, according to Alejandro E. Bunge's estimates.
In this foreign population the most important group

is

the Italian, which totals

approximately 779,000. Of these 55 percent consist of people over 50 years of age.

was favored by the fact that the majority of
the immigrants were readily absorbed into
their new environment. It must be borne
in mind that the immense majority of these
were humble people who had very little

It is

estimated that within twenty years the

Italian population will
to

have been reduced

377,000 inhabitants, of which 86 percent

will

consist of

years of age.

men and women

over 50
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Foreigners

disappearing

rapidly

are

from the panorama of the country.

It

is

estimated that within 20 years they will

only 1,526,000

total

souls.

It

is

interesting

whole group of

to point out that of the

foreigners in the country at the present

832,000 persons, or 33.2

time,

are over 50 years of age; and

percent,

up

to 30

since over 95 percent of the population

European origin; therefore
is, and will continue to be
of her inhabitants

tion

nationalities of their, in

ancestors.

Every nation

16.5 percent of the total foreign popula-

formation of a

foreign element,

immigrants

of
it

in the future,

on the

in Europe, to a

has off"ered

and cultural contribution

new

of

basis

many cases, remote

greater or lesser extent,
racial

Within 20

is

present

quite impossible to attempt any classifica-

years of age there are only 415,000, or

tion.

at

its

the

to

human

being

years, the aging of the

which today populates Argentina.

This

unless fresh streams

type represents the

of

be considerable.

type of

many

millions of hard-

Seventy-seven percent of that population

working, industrious inhabitants dreamed
of by the founders of our fatherland when

people over 50 years of

they drew up the preamble to our Consti-

will

arrive,

consist of

will

age.

today nearly one hundred years old,
and affirmed that its rights and guarantees
were not only for th^ir descendants, but
also for all men of other nations who would
tution,

The

racial reality of

clearly set forth.
classified

Argentina

is

thus

Professor Carr-Saunders

Argentina

which he describes

among
as

those countries

"Europe overseas,"

be absorbed into the

life

of the nation.

Registration of Treaties
in the

Pan American Union

WILLIAM SANDERS
Juridical Division,

and

MANUEL CANYES

Pan American Union

In order "to establish adequate means for

keeping the Governments of the Americas

and fully informed on the treaties signed by them
", a plan was
submitted by the Chilean Delegation to
regularly

.

the

.

.

Eighth International Conference of

American

States, held at

the registration

Lima

of treaties

in 1938, for

in

the

Pan

American Union. This plan was approved
by the Conference in its Resolution

tion of the inter-American consultative system in

which it may be applicable in
accordance with the respective stipulations, the
those cases in

said

the

XXIX.
The plan

Animated by the desire to establish adequate
means for keeping the Governments of the
Americas regularly and fully informed on the
treaties signed by them which go into effect,
information which should be useful and should contribute to the organization and prompt applica-

American Governments agree
Pan American Union all of the

they
is

as follows:

may

States

to register in
treaties

which

sign between themselves or with other

and which may take

effect in the future.

REGISTRATION OF TREATIES IN THE PAN AMERICAN UNION

no influence whatsoever on the effects appertaining

II

Each treaty should be registered by the signatory Government, which may be also a signatory
of the present agreement, by means of a communication addressed to the Director General of the

Pan American Union transmitting a certified copy
of the respective treaty and of the official resolutions relating to its promulgation and entry into
effect issued by the registrant government.

to the said treaty.

In accordance with the procedure
eral

Governments, members of the Pan

American Union, have
the

treaties,

which

into

which modify,

new

stipulations are entered

clarify or

complement previous

stipulations already in effect, the

the former shall be

registration of

made by adding to

copy of the same the

text

the certified

of the preexisting

stipulations.

IV
The Pan American Union, which

shall

be

entrusted with the Register of Treaties referred to
in the present agreement, shall send in

each case

since

registered

conventions or agreements

have

they

The method

Ill

set

forth in the plan above transcribed, sev-

themselves or with

In the event that

631

concluded

between

non-member

States.

followed in each case

is

for

government to transmit
to the Pan American Union a certified
copy of the treaty to be registered, tothe

respective

gether

with

copies.

The Pan American Union

21

additional

uncertified
there-

upon sends a certificate of registration to
the Government registering the document,
and certifies the other copies, communicating them to the various members of

The two remaining

Union.

a certificate of the registration to the Government

the

making the registration and shall inform the other
American Governments of the same, sending them
certified copies of the official documents referred
to in Articles II and III.

are filed in the Library
Division,

Union.

copies

and the Juridical
respectively, of the Pan American
Here they may be consulted by

students.

As of June

V
The Bulletin of the Pan American Union
shall

publish at proper intervals a

treaties registered in

list

of the

accordance with the present

agreement.

103

30, 1941,

The registration or failure to register a treaty in
conformity with the present agreement shall have

(

The

list

con-

or multilateral character, were registered

with the Pan American Union.
pliance with Paragraph

VI

treaties,

ventions and agreements, of a bilateral

these instruments are

Subsequent

V

listed

issues of the

In com-

of the Plan,
hereinafter.

Bulletin

the treaties registered after

June

of registered treaties, conventions and agreements begins on the next page.)

will

list

30, 1941.
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Juan Carlos Blanco
First

The

Ambassador of Uruguay

Ambassador of Uruguay

first

to the

United States

to the

United States, Dr. Juan Carlos Blanco,
who was also first Ambassador of his
country to Argentina and Brazil, presented his letters of credence to President

Roosevelt on September

3,

1941.

On that

occasion he said, in part:
States is a great and powerful
animated by an idealistic and cordial
spirit, and Uruguay is a highly progressive nation
situated on a commercial route of the greatest

The United

nation,

importance.

The fact that both countries are essentially
democratic and love individual liberty, honesty of
electoral suffrage

and administrative uprightness,

has created the mutual sympathy that binds our
two nations together and has led them to cordial
cooperation.
I consider it a privilege to have been designated
by the President of Uruguay, General Alfredo
Baldomir, to be the first Ambassador of my country in the United States. I am well aware of the
honor it is to cultivate friendly relations with the
great President who is a symbol of personal virtues
and whose actions now represent the conscience

of

men
I

of

many

wish to

tell

countries.

you, Mr. President, that the Re-

public of Uruguay, which has lived for long years

and prosperity, wishes to bind even closer
its political and commercial ties with the United
States, as well as to contribute faithfully and
in peace

decisively to the collective defense of our continents.

The

policy of the good neighbor incarnated in

the person

and

in the generous purposes of

Your

Excellency has had a deep and happy effect on

my

mind, particularly appropriate that
Uruguay and the United
States should be marked at this time by the exchange of Ambassadors. This raising in the formal
rank of the representation exchanged by our two
Governments is a reaffirmation of the deep spirit
It

is,

to

the relations between

and cooperation which has long
between our peoples and Governments,

of friendship
existed

out in

and is a recognition of the still greater significance
which has been given to those close relations by
the mutual efforts of our two Governments for the
defense of the American continent and its peaceful
economic development.
I am deeply appreciative of Your Excellency's

the United States by Washington, and in Uru-

generous statement concerning the participation

guay by

of the

my

country.

I

wish to say also that the Govern-

ment and people

of

Uruguay

port that policy, which
assure a happier

life

is

are disposed to sup-

undoubtedly destined

to

for the nations of these con-

tinents, thus realizing the destiny pointed

Artigas.

United States and the officers of this
in efforts toward better international

Government

In the course of

his reply to the

sador, President Roosevelt said:
642

Ambas-

relations.

There are indeed great

similarities

between the

JUAN CARLOS BLANCO
and aspirations of the peoples of Uruguay
and the United States, both of whom cherish

ideals

deeply in their hearts the spirit of democracy;
both are determined to defend that essential right
of free men to govern the national life through

You may be

Mr. Ambassador, that it will
always be a pleasure for me and for my collaborators to discuss with you the many matters that
are of mutual interest to our peoples and Governments, and every endeavor will be made to
cooperate with you in facilitating relations between our two countries.
I

sure,

wish to take advantage of

Royal Audiencia of Lima and another ancestor of the same name was Captain-General of New Granada.
The public offices held by Dr. Blanco
in

freely chosen representatives.

opportunity to

this

request you to inform your distinguished President,

General Alfredo Baldomir, that

I

send him

my

warmest personal greetings and wishes for his
well-being, and also that the Government of the
United States as one of the twenty-one American
governments deeply concerned with the safety of
the Annierican continent—is profoundly appreciative of the very constructive actions of the Government of Uruguay toward the consolidation of the
moral and material defenses of the Continent.
These actions are, I believe, extremely effective
means of perpetuating for our descendants the
happy benefits which our forefathers won under
the leadership of those great patriots, Artigas and
Washington.

—
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Uruguay

include: director of the port

member

of Montevideo;

of the

Chamber

Minister of Public Works;

of Deputies;

acting Minister of the Interior; and, on

two occasions, Minister of Foreign
In the foreign service of

Affairs.

his country,

he

was Minister to France for nine years;
chief of the Uruguayan delegation to the
League of Nations for four years; member
of the Council of the League; and member
of important League committees.
Other
posts
is

have already been mentioned.

Dr. Blanco's second

visit to

This

the United

States, for

he had been in Washington

earlier

Minister

as

Plenipotentiary

on

Special Mission.

Dr. Blanco

is

among them

the author of several books,
Sistemas

de

puertos; Puerto s y zonas francas;
de la guerra.

He

explotacion

and

de

Lecciones

has also contributed to

magazines and newspapers.

The new

representative of

Uruguay has

had a distinguished career as a statesman
and diplomat, in keeping with family
tradition.

Forebears of Dr. Blanco played

prominent

roles in the administrative

of colonial South America,

cultural

life

and

father

his

was Minister of Foreign

Affairs of his country.
side,

and

On

his paternal

Juan Carlos Blanco, who

settled in

Argentina in colonial times, was the found-

and

first rector of the ancient UniverCordoba, while in the maternal line
one Tomas Alvarez de Acevedo was Cap-

er

sity of

tain-General of Chile and President of the

In the UniMontevideo he has been proof literature and constitutional law.
has received decorations from many

versity of
fessor

He

foreign governments, including the

Cross of the Legion of

Honor

Grand

of France,

the Grand Cross of the British Empire,
Grand Cross of the Southern Cross of
Brazil, the Grand Cross of the Liberator
Bolivar of Venezuela, the Grand Cross of
Polonia Restituta, and the Order of Merit
of Chile.

Dr.

Blanco

is

the

representative

Uruguay on the Governing Board
Pan American Union.

of

of the

Industrial Peru
The

National Society of Peruvian Indus-

tries

recently

made

a study of the indus-

trial development of the republic, based
on the latest available figures. The re-

published in outline form in the

sults,

magazine of the

society, Industrie Peruana,

rise

aluminum goods; electric light fixtures;
and pipes; and enameled iron.

lead tubes

All the factories are well equipped.

Outside Lima are two large airplane

are the chief source of this article.

The Andes, which

wide variety of articles, such as rolling
doors of wire mesh; nails and screening;
bottle tops; steel beds and other furniture;

sharply from the

construction

factories;

the

planes

built

Pacific

and divide the narrow, dry coastal
lands of western Peru from the tropical

there are equipped with imported motors.

valleys of the east, contain untold mineral

foundries,

The mining produc-

which specialize in spare parts
They have been called
upon, also, to furnish mining equipment.
Peru is supplied with electricity from
208 power plants, and several factories
make electrical supplies and equipment.
The production of automobile, bus, and

by the National

truck bodies has become a progressive

The products

wealth.

of Peruvian mines

have been sought since early colonial days,

and are
defense

especially in

needs

demand now

other

of

for the

countries.

Of

Peruvian exports in 1940 60.5 percent was
mineral products.^

tion for 1939, as reported

Bureau of

Statistics,

272,392 ounces;

was

silver,

as follows: gold,

18,804,173 ounces;

copper, 35,616 metric tons; lead, 46,283

metric

tons;

metric tons;

zinc

concentrates,

31,351

bismuth, 454 metric tons;

vanadium, content V2O6,
tungsten

tons;

In Lima and Callao are four important

1,950

concentrates,

159

metric
tons;

for

machinery.

industry.

Peruvian

oil wells

barrels of 42 gallons

of petroleum

ports

amounted

produced 13,500,000
each in 1939. Ex-

and

its

to 1,448,600 tons

byproducts
(one metric

ton equals 6.8 barrels of crude
barrels

of gasoline,

The

or

7.875

oil,

8.55

barrels

consumed

of

antimony, 1,554 metric tons; molybdenum
concentrates, 342 tons; tin, fine content,

kerosene).

48 metric tons; and coal, 147,968 metric

national consumption was 45,436,500 gal-

tons.

lons.

Little refining

is

done

the case of copper.

in Peru, except in

The two

blast furnaces

and the two reverberatory furnaces deal
almost

exclusively

with

that

mineral.

do not exist in the country,
but the government has signed a contract
with a United States firm to establish such
a mill. There are, however, many metalworking plants. These factories produce a
Steel plants

"Economic Survey of Latin America, 1940" in "Commercial Pan America" for April, May, June, 7947, published by the Division of Economic Information, Pan
American Union.
1
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gasoline

in the

republic in 1939 was domestically refined;

Two

hundred thirty thousand gallons of benzene were also refined and
consumed during that year. The counpetroleum production 17,600000 barrels, was reached in 1936.
The single cement factory in Peru is
situated in Lima, and is equipped to
try's highest

supply the entire national market, but in
many parts of the republic it is unable to

compete with imported cement because of
the high cost of transportation from one
section of the country to another.

The

output has increased from 25,220 metric

INDUSTRIAL PERU
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COPPER SMELTER AT CERRO DE PASCO
The Peruvian Andes

are a storehouse of valuable minerals, including gold,
copper, zinc, vanadium, tungsten, and antimony.

tons in 1930 to

124,480 metric tons in

Studies are

1940.

tablishment

under way

additional

of

for the es-

factories

in

Arequipa and Chiclayo.

A

large part of Peruvian industry'deals

with agricultural products or byproducts,
especially

in

the

manufacture of food-

stuffs.

The factories producing artificial marble,

To supply the nation with bread, there
many large flour mills. Three of the

and decorative figures have
whose
annual value is estimated
an output

largest, in

at 400,000

000 tons of wheat in 1940.

building

Eight
bottles,

tiles,

soles.

factories

in

Lima manufacture

and glassware, their total
amounting to some 2,500
There is also some produc-

flasks,

production
metric tons.

tion of fine glassware.
Plaster is made in 20 factories, which
produced 15,655 metric tons in 1939.

The demand
tion industry

for bricks in the construc-

met

is

entirely

by domestic

production.

A

factory for

been

built

are

recent

making porcelain plumb-

and equipped, and

start production.

fixtures

has

will shortly

Lima and

Callao, ground 140,-

Although in
government has been enincreased wheat production,

years

couraging

nearly 80 percent (120,725 tons) of the

wheat ground was imported. In all the
wheat-growing regions of the republic
there are small primitive mills that supply

the local

demand

for flour,

and bakeries

everywhere in the republic.
The average annual production

exist

spaghetti

ing equipment and similar

silver,

and macaroni

is

of

estimated at

more than 20,000 pounds.
rice were conAs only 57,800 tons of
were produced during that

In 1939 83,800 tons of

sumed

in Peru.

polished rice
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year, about one-third of the national sup-

had

ply

to

be imported.

To

stimulate

production, the President signed a law on

June

1,

1940, creating a tax of 20 centavos

per 300 pounds of unpolished rice grown
in the

La

Departments of Piura, Lambayeque,
Cajamarca, Ancash, and

Libertad,

I.ima.

The proceeds

will

be

used

to

obtain the services of experts from rice-

growing countries, who will work at the
Experiment Station at Lambayeque.^
Peru produces enough sugarcane not
only to meet the domestic demand for
sugar but also to supply exports.
until 1921

it

In

fact,

was the leading agricultural

commodity exported, but

since

has yielded that position to cotton.

1924,

it

Sugar

2 Sociedad Nacional Agraria, annual report for 1939—
40, Lima, 7940.

Courtesy

of l^eruviuu lufuriuation

production in 1940 amounted to 470,524
metric tons, a sharp increase over that in
1939, which was 403,546 metric tons.
There are 14 mills which grind the cane
for the surrounding districts. White and
brown sugar and molasses exported in
1939 were 68.5 percent of the total production, or 276,600 metric tons, valued at

41,094,156

soles.

Practically

all

in the country

the alcohol manufactured

made from

is

sugarcane,

amount comes from
cereals.
Production in 1939 amounted to
2,523,000 gallons of pure alcohol and
although

a

small

516,000 gallons of industrial alcohol, the
latter

being a government monopoly.

Meat products
the National

are prepared chiefly

by

Packing Plant (Frigorifico

Nacional), which produces sausages, hams,

Bureau

A PERUVIAN HYDROELECTRIC PLANT
The fall of Peruvian rivers as they How from the mountains to the sea offers a good

source of electric power.]
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Courtesy of the Peruvian Information Bureau

OIL TANKS AT TALARA
Peru has not~only"coal but also large deposits of petroleum, considerable amounts of which are refined
for

and tinned meats

of

all

kinds.

home

use

During

1939 the livestock slaughtered there was
as follows:
Livestock

and export.
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independent manufacturers.

also small

In the lakes and rivers of the Andes,

fish

Puerto Rican who went
miner and stayed to devote

to

Peru

a

as

his life to agri-

hatcheries have been established to im-

culture, a wilt-resistant long-stapled varie-

prove and increase the food supply from

ty that bears his

this source.

in 1940 practically two-thirds of the cotton

Candies, beverages, chocolate, crackers,

grown was

name was

developed, and

(For a fuller dis-

Tangiiis.

cream are widely manufactured.
The output of 30 factories amounts to

cussion of this subject, see The Cotton In-

3,000 metric tons a year.

in the

and

ice

In practically every important town of
Peru carbonated beverages are manufacIn some factories in

tured.

water

distilled

Many of the min-

also produced.

is

Lima

be found throughout the

eral springs to

by Manuel Montero Bernales,
Bulletin for December 1937.)
Cotton production in 1940 amounted to

dustry in Peru,

The

being bottled.

production o

total

carbonated beverages in 1940 was 1,930,-

000 gallons, while that of mineral waters

was 780,600 gallons.
manufactured in Lima, Arequipa,
Callao, Cerro de Pasco, Cuzco, Huancayo,
Huaras, and Trujillo. The national consumption in 1939 was 4,042,000 gallons.
Other industrial establishments dealing
with foodstuffs include four margarine
factories, producing an estimated 1,280,000
pounds per year; coffee-roasting plants;
fruit and vegetable canneries; and olive oil

in 1939

Beer

is

Among
place

other agricultural products,

first

taken by cotton, which ranked

is

second in value (75,191,200

soles)

of

all

exports in 1939.

was

Cotton
Peru, as

days

many

The

testify.

as "full

used

rough,"

although today
nificance.

in

pre-Conquest

beautiful fabrics

Many

after

used for domestic consumption, leaving a

The manufacture

surplus),

a

of the

1

940 crop used for domestic

and 57,841,660 yards

of cotton

were manufactured. Among the
materials produced are sheeting; shirting
in white, plain colors, stripes, and checks;
drill; canvas; underwear material; denim;
goods

and batiste; towelling; and table
and napkins. Cotton knit goods
are also made in some of these factories, as
well as in some of the 22 factories producing cotton or woolen materials of this
type. Most cotton goods manufactured

has no commercial

sig-

of the coastal valleys are

was given

to

this

crop.

dimity,

cloth

Peru

in

such

Thanks

is

industry.

consumption representing part of the 1939

cotton growers were faced with ruin, as
wilt

of cotton textiles

There are
seven cotton mills in Lima, and one each
in Arequipa, Cuzco, lea, and Sullana.
These 1 1 plants represent a capital investment of some 40,000,000 soles; they employ more than 4,000 workers, and have
over 4,800 looms and 116,000 spindles.
From the middle of 1939 to the end of
1940, more than 800 looms were imported,
and a proportional amount of auxiliary
machinery. During 1940 7,590 tons of
selected cotton were used by the mills (the
difference between this figure and the

Early in the twentieth century, however,
cotton

and growing

recent

cotton flannel; pique; gabardine; crepe,

adapted to cotton growing, and
Peru became independent, increas-

attention

amount,

known

ideally

ing

this

and 7,360 tons

grows in the country,

native variety,

still

it

from Inca

Of

surplus of 24,919 tons.^

amount

presses.

tons.

50,751 tons were exported

country have been analyzed, and the water
is

metric

83,030

swept over the plantations.

to the efforts of

Fermin Tangiiis, a

as

are
are

of

the

worn

3 "Algodon," Boletin de la
Peru, February 1941

coarser

by

the

varieties,

working

Cdmara Algodonera

del
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PERUVIAN COTTON
EXPORTS
The

long-staple cotton
in Peru is used for
manufacture not
textile
only at home but also in

grown

other countries.

Courcesy of the Grace Line

but

population,

some

fine

excellent quality, are also

The 138,368

goods,

of

made.

article,

metric tons of cotton seed

and Peru

tion to export this

The 13

is

now

in a posi-

commodity.

factories operating in the

partments of

Lima and

7,780,000

pounds;

lea process

De-

more

—

the native population at

the industrial year 1939-40

estimates.

as follows:

vegetable shortening, 16,233,000 pounds;
odorless

oils,

3,140,000

oils,

There is a well-developed industry based
on livestock products. Seven factories
two in Lima, one in Huancayo, and four
in Cuzco
manufacture woolen goods.
They have 443 looms and 18,024 spindles.
During 1940 they used 6,537,500 pounds of
sheep's wool and 53,800 pounds of alpaca.
Some 4,400,000 pounds more are woven by

than 90 percent of the cottonseed subject
to industrialization. Their production for

was

and crude

5,731,000 pounds.

produced in 1940 were put to industrial
use. Vegetable shortening manufactured
from cotton seed has replaced the imported

oils,

pounds;

refined

home

or in small

establishments, according to authoritative

The annual production

is

cal-

culated at 1,421,700 yards of cloth, 60,000
blankets,

and 660,000 pounds

of

combed
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woolen yarn.
cashmeres;
terial;

The

various textiles include

fancy weaves;

overcoat

ma-

are

tanned

in

60

Socks and stockings are
tanneries

established throughout the republic; the 10

wool, and

They supply

the 10 large

and

myriad small shoe manufacturers, who
produce annually approximately 5,000,000
pairs of shoes, thus meeting practically all
requirements.
Other leather
domestic
goods produced in the country include
articles of morocco leather; gloves; luggage;
footballs; wallets; puttees; and saddlery.
The manufacture of silk goods is a comparatively new industry in Peru, and has
figured prominently in domestic

only in the

last

four years.

economy

There are

at

present nine silk mills, with 550 looms,

and an annual output of 3,280,000 yards.

Some silk is

also used in the cotton, woolen,

At present 90 percent of national consumption is supplied
by domestic production. Four million

and knitgoods

mills.

made

of cotton,

annual production amount-

silk,

ing to 120,000 dozen pairs.

Rayon

most important are in Lima, Arequipa, and
Sullana.

and rayon yarn was

silk

imported in 1940.

tweeds; and knit goods.

Hides

worth of

soles'

is

not yet manufactured in Peru,

but a large company

is

being organized

produce rayon yarn.
The clothing manufacturing industry
makes chiefly overalls, men's and women's
underwear, and infants' clothing, although
to

some
also

knit

underwear and bathing suits are
Men's suits and women's

produced.

dresses are largely tailor-made.
Felt hats for

women's
tories in

of

men, caps, and unblocked

made in four facLima and one in Huancayo, all
felt

hats are

which use wool.

One

of these factories

manufactures straw hats. Toquillastraw hats, known in the United States as
also

Panama

hats, are the

industry in Catacaos.

product of a home

A

factory for

mak-

ing fur-felt hats has recently been established.

A GOVERNMENT TOBACCO FACTORY, LIMA
The

cultivation, importation,

and manufacture of tobacco are under government control

in Peru.
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THE CHOIR STALLS, LIMA CATHEDRAL
From

the fine

woods abundant

in Peruvian forests artists have carved beautiful ahars

and choir

There are two button factories in Peru.
One, in Lima, has an output of 8,000 buttons a day, the other, in Iquitos, of 70,000.

The

Iquitos factory uses tropical products,

such as tagua nuts, as raw materials.

The

cultivation,

and

the importation,

manufacture of tobacco are under
government control. The Revenue Bureau estimates annual production at
the

700,383,000 cigarettes,

1,217,400 cigars,

stalls.

18 sawmills and plants for working wood,

seven of which are in

valued

100,000

soles.

consists

of

A

cases.

new

factory

bags,

woods, especially cedar, but also imported
lumber, principally Oregon pine.

of a tire

The
fine

is

The

square feet

the sawmills passed 47,800,000
(thickness

not

specified)

of

ordinary lumber, 150,000 square feet of

planed lumber, and 49,000 square feet of
fine woods. The gross weight of lumber

gov-

cut for other purposes included the follow-

considering the establishment

ing: 593 metric tons for poles; 1,923 tons

ufacture of rubber-soled shoes.

ernment

is

Most of the
toys, and
has begun the man-

at

production

in Iquitos,

Through

of rubber goods

Callao,

two in Arequipa, one in
Huanuco, one in Tingo Maria, and one
in Cuzco. In addition, in Pisco and
Huacho there is wood-working machinery.
The sawmills on the coast and in the
mountains use not only the tropical native
six

and 4,300 packages of pipe tobacco.

The annual output

Lima and

and inner-tube

tropical forests of

Peru abound in

woods, which are exported to Europe

(chiefly

Great Britain) and the United

States.

In the foothills there

is

generally used for local needs.

and mahogany; 10,637 tons for
knocked-down boxes; and 6 tons of veneer
of cedar

factory.

also

wood

There are

woods, besides 83,000 railway

With a supply

of fine

ties.

woods and a nota-

ble heritage of colonial craftsmanship,
is

to

it

be expected that furniture of high
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quality should be

made

Much

in Peru.

done by cabinetmakers in
small shops. Recently the manufacture of
veneered furniture has been begun. In
fine carving

Lima

there

is

is

a

factory that

is

ing cellulose plants in eastern Peru, where

an unlimited supply oicetico, a

tree

growing

available.

Cetico

pulp

is

perfumery,

toilet

stick,

talcum

and

face

powder,

toilet

creams, shaving soap, and toothpaste.

Drugs and pharmaceutical supplies are

manu-

and other synthetic silks.
There are four factories where paper and
cardboard are made. One of them, in
Paramonga, uses bagasse (sugarcane after
the juice is extracted) as its raw material.

wood pulp

are being

The annual production of
paper and cardboard is estimated at presinvestigated.

ent at 16,000 tons.

soaps,

toilet

water, shampoos, brilliantine, rouge, lip-

being produced on an increasing scale.

facture of rayon

possibilities of

abrasive

rivers,

source of alpha cellulose, used in the

The

of

an excellent

along the shores of the great tropical
is

and other ingredients.

manufacture

Cosmetics are widely manufactured, and
include

considering establish-

the

powders, primarily for cleaning metals,
has been begun.

produces

wicker and fiber furniture.

The government

caustic soda, potash,

Recently

Five factories

make

paper bags, and another manufactures
cardboard boxes.
There are many printing establishments
in Peru, most of them for newspapers and
periodicals. Some, however, do job printing and produce office supplies.
Sixty- two factories manufacture some
15,000 tons of laundry soap a year, using
domestic cottonseed oil and animal fats
and imported coconut oil, perfumes,

From domestic raw
quinine,

castor

oil,

materials

and

made.
Three well-equipped

factories in

prepare various kinds of paint.

and

paints, glue,

cocaine,

insecticides are

Lima

Varnish,

similar products are

made

in other factories.

The 12 candle factories have an estimated annual output of 15,000 metric
tons.

The

candles are used for religious

purposes and in isolated regions where
electricity

is

not yet available.

Miscellaneous chemical products, such
as

sodium carbonate, sulphuric

acid, ether,

made by
Another large chemical plant
is being set up in Chimbote.
Synthetic resin, floor and furniture wax,
and other polishes are also manufactured
oxygen, and carbonic gas, are
six factories.

in Peru.

Exports of Brazilian Manufactures,

1940
Exports of Brazilian manufactures showed
a marked increase in 1 940 over the amount
shipped in 1939, for they were 272 percent
as great by value, increasing from 47,554
contos to

129,802 contos.i

Until

1934

manufactures were not reported separately

Table

1

.

in the table of Brazilian exports, but since

that time they have been of

enough im-

portance to be singled out for
tion,

and

in 1940

amounted

cent of the country's total,

shows.

Brazilian exports, 1934-40 ^

classifica-

to 2.61 peras

Table

1
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The

principal manufactured item

ported in 1940 was cotton

textiles,

ex-

valued

at 67,904 contos, or 52 per cent of all
manufactures sold abroad. Brazil has of
course a large supply of cotton of its own
production for use as raw material, but
still

imports some yarn.

of Brazilian

shown

cotton

The

chief takers

goods in

1940

are

Table 3. Argentina, it will be
observed, bought more than three-quarters
in

of the total exports of these goods.

This

market has been made still more favorable
by the terms of the commercial agreement
between Argentina and Brazil signed on
April

9,

Table

1941.

3.

Exports of Brazilian

certain countries in 7940^

Country

of destination

textiles

to

Export-Import Bank Loans
to Latin
Because of the great importance of the
Export-Import Bank of Washington in the
commercial relations between the United
States and Latin America, the Bulletin re-

America
5. Will the Bank's participation tend to develop American business in a "natural" sphere

of trade?

In accordance with these

policies,

both

America

produces herewith a table of the Bank's

exports to and imports from Latin

and commitments to other American
republics. This table was first published
in Foreign Commerce Weekly, Department of

have been promoted by the bank's loans,

loans

Commerce, Washington,

A

part of

Report

to the

in

the

second

American People con-

and September
of that weekly by Warren

tributed to the August 30
6,

1941 issues

Lee Pierson, president of the Bank.
Mr. Pierson states in the first part of his
article that since the Bank was founded by
act of Congress in 1934 it has created
$560,000,000 worth of American trade and
earned a profit of $12,000,000. Among
its achievements is counted the fact that
provided to American firms doing

credits

business abroad enabled

them to meet the
European and

competition of subsidized

general criterion for the bank's ac-

tivities

formulated as follows by Mr.

is

Will the Bank's participation in a proposed

American applicant and our
economy? Is it designed, also,
aid the economy of the foreign country?

transaction aid the

national domestic
to

2.

tain

Will the Bank's participation help to main-

an established market, or

to create a

new

one, for the product involved?
3.

Will the Bank's participation further friendly

relations with the foreign country concerned, or
will the effect

default in

be to encourage

payment

it

to continue to

of obligations already held

by Americans?
4.

Will the Bank's participation put an addi-

upon the foreign-exchange position
and result merely in delaying paymerchandise sold or to be sold by other

tional strain

of a country

ment

for

porters

Americans

in the future?

and

future,

Small American ex-

and importers have been helped;

long-term financing in Latin American
countries

is

developing

plies of essential

and

new

or larger sup-

strategical materials

that the United States needs to import;

a

number

of Latin

American banks have

been enabled to import essential products
from the United States, including machinery and equipment for general growth, for
private enterprises, and for the development of national potentialities. For example, the financing of highways (in several cases built

by American

contractors),

a steel mill, railway equipment, rubber

and the

rehabilitation of an

area devastated by earthquake

is

conduc-

economy
concerned, assisting them

ive to strengthening the internal

of the republics

Pierson
1.

trade, present

has been fostered.

plantations,

Japanese imports.

The

and increased

weather the economic difficulties caused
by the European war, and providing
credits for essential imports from the

to

United

States.

Because of the cutting off

European supplies, the demand for such
imports became much greater than the
total of any products available for export
to the United States.
Reference to the table will show the
of

variety of activities promoted.

"Unlike the credit agencies of European
governments," remarks Mr. Pierson, "the
Export-Import Bank has never financed,
in any manner, the sale of munitions or of
arms or implements of war."
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Santa Teresa, a Colina
Santa Teresa,

neste ultimo decenio, tern

apresentado aspectos absolutamente novos.

Ate o arranha-ceu invadiu a colina.
custo. Mas, o progresso

Nao sem grande

dominou a tradigao.
O movimento da estatistica
.

com

forme verificamos

mos

oficiais,

.

.

predial, con-

a ajuda de algaris-

na repartigao competente,
Assas animador.

surpreendente.

e

Os capi-

tais

em.pregados nessas obras sao avultados.

No

periodo de

um mes,

apenas, a dinamica

Rio de
quadrados
Ao fenomeno economico emparelha-se
o social. A cifra de populagao tambem e
da

construgao

Janeiro) subiu a

(no

residencial
1

7 mil metres

notavel.

E porque
construgao?
pressa o

essa atividade tao

Porque

acentuada de

aumenta

tao

de-

numero de moradores na bela

colina?

Pensamos nao estar muito longe da verdade se atribuirmos a causa a um fenomeno economico-financeiro urbano. Em dez
anos, como todos nos vemos, o volume de
negocios tem crescido extraordinariamente.
Dezenas e dezenas, centenas de grandes
edificios
construidos na cidade, nesse
periodo,

tem nos

seus bojos varios

mundos

Sao escritorios de representagoes, magazines variados, que ha
nessas pequenas cidades de cimento armado. E a vida moderna, apressada, ai palpita, estua.
E o homem de negocios, o que
comercia, o que produz, o que representa,
de transagoes.

Que Se Moderniza

compreende, sente que a sua assistencia e
reclamada permanentemente nas lojas, nos
escritorios.
Como resolver o problema?
Reunir o util ao agradavel. Morar em
Santa Teresa e um regalo para vida. Dez
minutos, no maximo, de viagem.
E o homem de negocios resolve o seu
problema de morar com conforto sem o
menor prejuizo de tempo no seu escritorio,
na sua loja.
Ir a Santa Teresa, percorrer-lhe os
caminhos, envolver-se nas suas belezas
vale por um espetaculo preparado, representado especialmente para o espirito.
Entre arvores seculares, muros vetustos,
mansoes graves, a arquitetura moderna,
audaciosa, forte de cimento e ago. Parece,
porem, que a civilizagao caminha, ai,
com cuidado para nao pisar, molestar o
passado encantamento. E o contraste
perde a violencia, suaviza-se na delicadeza
dos cenarios verdes das ramagens, na luz
que banha toda a colina.
Ha, em Santa Teresa, uma rua que corre,
serpenteia, toda a montanha. E a antiga
Aqueduto, hoje Joaquim Murtinho e
Almirante Alexandrine. Pode-se-inclui-la
nas primeiras abertas
Sabe-se disso porque,

em terras
em 1673, o

cariocas.

governa-

dor Joao de Sousa e Silva iniciou a canada agua para a cidade, do Carioca,

lizagao

com
Ihe

a construgao do aqueduto, de que

vem

o nome.

Essa obra

tada, ainda, por Bobadela,

foi

em

comple-

1750.

Os

Arcos sao a maior obra de engenharia dos
From "Os Morros Cariocas no J^ovo Regime," by
H. Dias da Cruz, Rio de Janeiro, 1941.
Santa
Teresa is one oj the Rio de Janeiro

hills.

tempos colonials e por eles se ligam os
morros de Santa Teresa e Santo Antonio.
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Argentine pacts with Brazil, Chile

of surpluses from each other

average exports of each

and Paraguay

modity

Two

commercial conventions between
Argentina and Brazil were signed in
Buenos Aires on April 9, 1941. By the
first, both governments will reduce grad-

now

up

to the other in the years

Such purchases

1939.

made through

the

1938 and

will preferably be

regular

export trade channels.

to the

surplus com-

import and

The commodities

thus purchased will be stored in ware-

ually the use of substitutes or adulterants

houses in the producing country, which

in the foodstuffs imported from each other,

will be responsible for the storage costs;

so that

from 1944 on such commodities
and

20 percent annually will be offered for

markets of the purchasing

will be sold according to the standards

sale

specifications in force in the country of

and reexportation is forbidden
unless expressly authorized by the country

origin.

Brazil agrees to limit to a maxi-

mum of 15 percent in

1941, and 10 percent

of origin.

in

1942 and 1943, the mixture of other
flours with that of wheat, and Argentina

local

will forbid the sale of adulterated coffee.

ing

Argentina will also encourage the importation

and

trial

commodities from

and other indus-

sale of textiles

Brazil,

with special

and steel and
manufactures, lumber, and rubber;

the

in

country,

This rate

demand

is

greater amount;
all

may

be increased

if

capable of absorbing a

if it is

incapable of absorb-

the 20 percent, the liquidation of the

balance will be begun

when world markets

are reopened.

On

April

16,

and

Argentina

Chile

attention to purchases of iron

signed in Buenos Aires a protocol pro-

their

viding that a

and

Brazil, in turn, will similarly facilitate

the

importation

and

sale

in

Brazilian

markets of Argentine products. The Central Bank of Argentina and the Bank of
Brazil will conduct the final operations
relative to the transfer of the funds resulting

from the exchange of products.
The second convention deals with surpluses. The government of Argentina
one of

banks
the opening of a credit of not more than

will arrange with

50,000,000 pesos for the

its official

Bank

of Brazil for

the purchase of Argentine surpluses.

The

government of Brazil will arrange with the
Bank of Brazil for opening a similar credit
in Brazilian currency in a bank to be designated by the Argentine government for the
purchase of Brazilian surpluses. The two
governments will encourage the purchase
660

Mixed Commission would be

appointed to replace boundary markers

had disappeared or been damaged
up additional ones wherever
necessary to indicate more clearly the
boundary between the two countries.
The dredging of the Paraguay River was
the subject of a convention signed by
Argentina and Paraguay on February 10,
that

and

to set

1941.

The

common

part of the river

both countries was divided

into

to

three

from its confluence with the
Parana River to the city of Formosa; from
Formosa to the mouth of the Pilcomayo
River; and from the Pilcomayo to Asun-

sections:

cion.

The dredging of the

first

section will

be done by and at the expense of the

Argentine government; that of the second
section

by Argentina, but the

costs will

be

divided equally between the two govern-

PAN AMERICAN NEWS
ments; and that of the third by and at the

On

expense of Paraguay.

were exchanged

in

Ministers

respective

June 25 notes

Buenos Aires by the
Foreign

of

Affairs

providing that the course of the river on

which the dredging was to be based
should be that shown on the map prepared
by the Ministry of Public Works in
January 1939.
On June 25, also, a convention on
facilitating navigation on the Rio de la
Plata and the Parana, Paraguay, and
Pilcomayo Rivers was signed by the two

The convention

countries.

reduces

red

tape for vessels, passengers, and cargoes to

minimum, and should be effective in
promoting intercourse between the signa-

a
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The Convention on the Exchange of
Books and Publications provides that each
government will send to the National
Library of the other one copy of every
official publication, and each library will
create a special section devoted

to

the

material thus received.

The

third

convention deals with the

establishment of a free deposit warehouse
at the port of Santos.
a

warehouse

there

Brazil will provide
for

the

reception,

and distribution of merchandise
of Paraguayan origin as well as for the
reception and transshipment of goods
imported by Paraguay. The government
of Brazil will arrange for the equipment
storage,

of the building, the Brazilian customs au-

finance it, and any other
be performed by the Port
Authority of Santos. Paraguay may maintain representatives at the warehouse.

tory powers.

thorities

will

services will

Ten conventions signed by Brazil
and Paraguay
During the

visit

The Convention on Boundary Trade

of Senor Luis G. Arana,

puts into practice

the

principles

incor-

the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Paraguay,

porated in the resolution on that subject

June 1941, ten conventions

approved on February 6, 1941, at the Rio
de la Plata Regional Conference. Both
governments will exempt local trade between border towns from the payment of
import duties.
Problems of navigation on the Paraguay
River in waters under the jurisdiction of
the two countries and the establishment of
Brazilian-Paraguayan merchant fleet
a
will be studied by special mixed com-

to Brazil in

improving commercial and cultural
relations between the two countries were
for

signed.

The ceremony took

June 17

in

Janeiro,

the

on
Rio de

place

Itamaraty Palace,
building

of

the

Brazilian

Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

In the Convention on Cultural Intercourse,

both

governments approve

the

establishment, in their respective capitals,

permanent organization that will
such intercourse and grant
annually ten exchange scholarships and
ten exchange fellowships. The Brazilian
government agrees to send regularly to
Paraguay professors of Portuguese. At
the time the convention was signed, it was
of

a

centralize

recalled that Sr. Arana,

when

Minister of

Public Instruction, was responsible for the

Paraguayan law

making

required

in

country.

subject

the

Portuguese a
schools

of his

missions provided for in the

fifth

conven-

The commissions will consist of
members each, two of whom will be
tion.

five

ap-

pointed by the government of Brazil, two

by that of Paraguay, and the fifth by
agreement between the two governments.

The

sixth

convention

authorizes

the

mixed commission to prepare a treaty of commerce and navigation
to be signed by the two countries. The
commission, composed of three delegates
from each country, will meet in Asuncion
creation of a
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month

within a

been

ratified,

after the

convention has

and must present a report

on its labors, including a draft treaty of
commerce and navigation, three months
thereafter.

The Convention on

Purchase of

the

Message of the President of
Guatemala
President Jorge Ubico began his annual
message to the Congress of Guatemala on

March

1,

1941, by stating that his govern-

Pedigreed Cattle provides that the Bank

ment had continued

of Brazil will grant special credits to the

of friendly relations with the other nations

Bank

of the Republic

Paraguay

of

in

connection with the purchase of Brazilian
cattle

by Paraguayan

stockraisers.

The exchange of experts for the improveof administrative services and for the
economic development of both countries

ment
is

provided for in the eighth convention.

In accordance with the convention on
the granting of reciprocal credits designed

between

its

traditional policy

He went on

of the world.

final report of the

to say that the

commission charged with

marking the boundary between Guatemala
and El Salvador was then in press, that the
works
the

in connection

frontier

with the reopening of

with Mexico north of the

Department of Peten and the replacement
boundary markers were progressing
Guatemala having comsatisfactorily,

of

two
and the
Bank of the Republic of Paraguay are

Britain over Belize (British Honduras), he

authorized to grant such credits for the

reported that a Belize Office had been

facilitate

to

countries,

the

trade

Bank

the

of Brazil

pleted

its

part.

Referring to the controversy with Great

purchase of each other's products.

The

established in the

amount

and

Affairs.

be

Britain

of these credits, their terms,

the periods for

which they

shall

run

will

arranged directly by the two banks.
The final convention deals with the
construction and operation of a railway
in

Paraguay, to run between Pedro Juan

Caballero, on the boundary with Brazil,

and Concepcion, on the River Paraguay,
more than 100 miles north of Asuncion.
The Paraguayan government will grant
a concession for the railway, without a
reversion clause, to an individual desig-

nated by the government of Brazil, who
form a 30-year corporation under

will

Paraguayan law

for the construction

operation of the railway.

The

and

Brazilian

government will supply the necessary
capital by purchasing stock in the corporation. At the expiration of five years
after the railway has been built, the government of Paraguay will have the right to
rescind

the concession,

but

it

may

not

transfer the railway to a third party without

the consent of the Brazilian government.

Department of Foreign

"Because of the fact that Great
is

at

war," he

because of the cause

said,
it

is

"and

especially

defending,

my

government has decided to suspend for the
time being any discussion of the matter
through diplomatic channels." He added
that in the meantime documents to uphold
Guatemalan claims are being copied and
published as supplements to the White
Book on the boundary question, in both
English and Spanish.
The Inter-American Financial and Economic Advisory Committee in Washington
drew up a Coffee Quota Agreement,
which was signed in Washington on
November 28, 1940 (see Bulletin for
January 1941). The Guatemalan quota
was set at 535,000 bags of 132 pounds
each. Although this figure was not enthe government of
tirely
satisfactory,
Guatemala signed the agreement, to prove
its willingness to cooperate in economic
matters.

Government revenues

for the fiscal year

PAN AMERICAN NEWS
July

1,

1939-June

30,

12,200,000 quetzales,
for the

same period
a

giving

zales,

1940 amounted to
and disbursements
11,000,000 quet-

to

surplus

of

1,200,000

quetzales.

Imports for the year 1940 were valued
12,600,000 quetzales, and exports at

at

The unfavorable

12,000,000 quetzales.

trade balance of 600,000 quetzales was

due

to conditions in foreign coffee markets.

The

public debt was reduced in 1940 by

nearly 737,000 quetzales, which brought
the internal debt to 4,188,000 quetzales.

The

foreign debt, of £1,520,000,

same on December
been a year

As a

earlier.

result of the general

census taken on April
of

was the
it had

1940, as

31,

7,

Guatemala was found

The

inhabitants.

population

1940, the republic
to

have 3,284,269

President stated that the

work of tabulation and summary was being
completed, and the results would be pub-
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ways of the republic now total 4,000 miles.
During the year work on 200 additional
miles of roads went forward and 180 miles
were opened. Five hundred miles are
now under construction, and 240 more
are being planned for.
During the year the public works
program, including projects in both the
capital and the departments, was given
special support by the government. In
Guatemala City the Men's Normal School,
the central section of the Bureau of Communications, and the Reformatory for
Minors were among the buildings completed. Paving of the streets and avenues
in the capital and its suburbs was continued.
When the work of grading and enlargement is completed at La Aurora Air Field,
just outside Guatemala City, the nation
will have an up-to-date field approximately a mile and a quarter long, and a
quarter of a mile wide.

On November

lished shortly.

In order to aid coffee growers, the Presi-

quimulilla Canal, was formally dedicated.

dent signed a decree reducing the maximum rate of interest for credits guaran-

The

teed by mortgages on coffee plantations

coast of the nation,

and the rate for chattel mortgages on tools and equipment used by

tropical

to 4 percent,

coffee growers, to 2 percent.

The revenues of the Department of Communications were 47,000 quetzales more
than the expenditures.

This figure did

1940, the Southern

12,

Canal, which includes the former Chicanal parallels the southern Pacific
scenery

and

of

passes through

great

In

beauty.

addition to the dredging of the

main

canal,

which required the excavation of more
than 1,000,000 cubic yards of mud and
sand, secondary canals will be dug to
adjoining

drain

marshlands.

It

is

ex-

not take into consideration the 207,000

pected that some 115 square miles will

quetzales spent in the construction of the

thus be

Communications Building; this sum was
taken from the postal revenues account in
the Central Bank of Guatemala, which
still

has

quetzales.

a

balance

of

nearly

136,000

The National School of

Teleg-

and Radio, opened in January
1940, had a very successful first year. At

raphy

the time of the message,

a

new

5,000-

telephone exchange was under construction in

The

Guatemala City.
national and departmental high-

made available for
The National Fair, held

cultivation.
in

November
new

1940, gave proof that the planting of

crops

having markets abroad had been
Cardamom, cinchona bark

successful.

(from which quinine

is

derived), soy beans,

and essential oils are among
the products whose cultivation has recently been begun in Guatemala. Plantings of the grains most consumed in the
country were increased, the President said,
as were those of oil-producing plants and
cashew

nuts,
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fruit

Studies of large-scale

trees.

culti-

vation of rubber trees were made, and

were imported
This plant
the source of derris powder, a valuable

5,000 plants oi Denis
from the Philippine
is

eliptica

Islands.

The 2,751 schools throughout the nation
were attended by 150,861 students. Because of the larger

number

of children

between the ages of seven and fourteen,
14 more rural schools were opened in the
and 2 primary
various departments,
schools in the capital.

was

1 1

The appropriation

a

National University.
The national broadcasting station La Voz

programs special
educational broadcasts; these were prepared by the Departments of the Interior,
the Treasury, War, and Agriculture, and

de Guatemala

added

to

its

one?

.

President

concluded

his

message

by stating that health conditions in the
country were satisfactory. The recently
established Antituberculosis Division was
very active, and outbreaks of endemic or
epidemic diseases were prevented from
spreading.

Message of

adopt.

tarily

which

my

is

.

.

.

the President

of Bolivia

"Those who
and economic
the European conflict will

with the words,
the political

repercussions of

mistaken.

.

.

possible in these times.

.

.

not reach or affect
is

us, are

witnessing

the

we
.

and

faith

one can break,

did not volun-

And

this

belief,

certainty, as

it

is

and which no
both strength and our

is

President, after his eloquent exposi-

went on

to dis-

cuss the foreign affairs of the country dur-

While the
government remained strictly neutral as
regards the European war, it has coing the preceding twelvemonth.

operated wholeheartedly in carrying out
continental policies,

and declared

its

un-

equivocal adherence to American juridical principles because, as he said,

country more than for Bolivia

"For no

is it

neces-

become realities,
because they are the supreme guarantee of
its existence and therefore must be the
foundation of

breakdown

.

.

of

its

international policy."

Getulio
At the end
Vargas of Brazil visited Bolivia for the
opening of the first section of the Corumba—
Santa Cruz Railway. Affairs of state
of July President

it

impossible for President Pefiaranda

to meet him and to return the visit.
The message went on to refer to the Rio

de

believe that

.

.

support."

Bulletin

are

present

that of the last Bolivian,

annual message to Congress on August

Everything

affected

the

are democrats.

system that

political

President Enrique Pefiaranda began his

We

We

we be

like

crisis

would fight to the end any attempt to
impose upon us, directly or indirectly, a

made

1941,

.

.

insti-

sary for those principles to

the Public Health Bureau.

6,

degree shall

spiritual

men and

principles.

tion of the Bolivian credo,

May

The

"To what
by

The

education for the year 1940-41

percent of the total national budget

1940 the Dental School, established by a decree of February 21 of that
year, opened its doors as a part of the

In

and

We

insecticide.

for public

Everything seems unstable:
tutions; ideas

Plata

la

1941

for

the

May

1941),

(see

held early in

suggestion of Bolivia and
While the conventions signed

the

at

Paraguay.

by

Conference

Regional

participating

countries

should

prove of mutual benefit, the fact that
Bolivia was recognized as one of the Rio
de

la

Plata

principles hitherto considered immutable.

gratifying.

Humanity is experiencing a dramatic
moment, perhaps unique in all its history.

sion,

The

countries

Bolivian-Brazilian

was

especially

Mixed Commis-

created by a convention signed on

I
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February

25,

industrial

possibilities

1938,

to

investigate

the

has been equipped with electricity

petroleum

de-

agricultural machinery.

of

sub-Andine Bolivia, began its
on January 3, 1941, and expected
in

posits

labors

665

shortly to conclude the studies

made

in the

region between the Parapet! and Grande

road

connects

An

its

Cochabamba.

natural market, the city of

The Central Bank

with

settlement

the

and

all-weather

has granted a loan of

1,000,000 bolivianos for the organization

an

cooperative

agricultural

Rivers.

of

The demarcation of boundaries with
Brazil and Paraguay has continued. On

there.

April 29, 1941, Bolivia and Brazil approved

Province of Santa Cruz, was created by a

marking that portion
not yet completed, and the mixed commission charged
with the task started work on June 15.
On the boundary with Paraguay, a
marker was set in place in the Bahia Negra
section on May 28 to mark the conjunction
of Bolivia, Brazil, and Paraguay.
At the end of July subversive activities
made it necessary for the government to
proclaim martial law throughout the
country; a report on the events leading up
to the proclamation and of events occurring
since, the President said, would be sub-

decree-law of April

the regulations for

of their

common boundary

mitted to Congress so that

upon

could decide

it

the advisability of continuing the

measure.

The second

been wholly

Among

the bills to be presented to Conby the President during this session
was one on the revision of all the various

codes in effect in Bolivia.

None

of the

national codes has been revised for

more

1937,

4,

been made during that period.
\vould require the services of

20 authorities in the various

The

task

more than
fields to

be

covered.

and Colonization authorized the Panagra (Pan American-Grace Airways) to construct two
landing fields in the Department of Oruro.
of Defense

The experimental

colonization centers

have been established by the government.
In January 1940 the Presidente Busch
settlement at

Chapare was founded, and

the

and has not

The government

successful.

Yapacani valley and

to reorganize

the administration of the colony, in an
eflfort to

rehabilitate

it.

The world demand
the war,

is

for metals,

due

to

bringing a certain measure of

prosperity to Bolivia,

warned

but the President

that unless the government plans

carefully, this prosperity will be followed,

at the conclusion of the war,

The

collapse.

national

be so planned that as the
to supply

its

needs from

by economic

economy should

exports decreases, the nation
its

demand

may
own

raw

for

be able
agricul-

materials,

and manufactures. While mining will
remain for some time the basis of Bolivian
economy, the production of metals other
than tin, such as tungsten and antimony,
should be encouraged.

The

President

went

on

to

mention

measures that are being or should be

remedy the situation. The
to
highway from Cochabamba to San Antonio

taken

should be prolonged to stockraising areas
so

The Ministry

in

plans to build a highway from Santa Cruz
to the

than a century, and no ordered compila-

amendments and changes has

Ichilo

at

ture, fuel supply, industrial

gress

tion of the

colony,

society

that

the high plateau region of the

country could be supplied with domestic
meat, to replace purchases of some
35,000,000 bolivianos' worth from Argentina

and Peru.

Rice to the amount of 170,000 quintals
quintal equals 101.43 pounds) is
(a

Rural credits granted
by the Central Bank and the purchase of
imported annually.

I
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machinery

expected

are

stimulate

to

domestic production to such an extent
that the country should supply

own

its

needs within two years.
Similar plans are under

way

encour-

for

aging the production of petroleum, cotton,

and wheat.

sugar,

The
30,

public

of Bolivia

foreign debt,

follows:

as

on June

60,816,923 bolivianos and £2,979; internal

and £785,048;
and floating debt, 2,913,244 bolivianos.
During the year July 1, 1940-June 30,
1941, service payments on the debt
amounted to 32,105,887 bolivianos. In
July 1941 special amortization payments
of about 160,000,000 bolivianos were
made.
Although the Central Bank of Bolivia
was authorized by decree-law of February
debt, 447,046,545 bolivianos

29, 1940, to establish a special section to

provide

credit

for

and

farmers

cattle

the President advised the organ-

raisers,

ization of

raising,

ance with a law of November

The government has

an Agricultural and Industrial

cattleraising, in

the belief that these are

its

permanent

It

prosperity.

1940.

8,

systematically en-

couraged agriculture and

debt

1941, was

and StockMines and Petroleum, and Industry and Commerce were centralized in the
Ministry of National Economy, in accordthe Ministries of Agriculture

true sources of

has done so

es-

pecially because of the instability of the

extractive

The

industries.

three

funda-

mental needs of agriculture and stockraising are transportation

facilities,

technical

cooperation and mechanization, and

irri-

gation.

Among

the measures taken were the fix-

ing of retail prices to the producer and

consumer

for Bolivian wool, rice, barley,

wheat, and cattle on the hoof, with bonuses
of from 30 to 50 percent over the latest

quotations.

The sum

of 10,500,000 bolivi-

anos has been appropriated,
chasing

agricultural

pedigreed

cattle,

tools,

also, for

machinery,
drugs,

pur-

seeds,

and other

Bank, to be financed jointly by the state,
the Central Bank, and agricultural, cattle,

supplies during the second half of 1941.

and

ing for the organization of cooperative so-

industrial interests,

effect

was ready for submission

The new bank would
and

and a

liabilities of

bill to

to Congress.

take over the assets

the Rural Credit section

of the Central Bank, which, on
1941,

that

had loans outstanding

May

to the

31,

amount

of nearly 8,700,000 bolivianos.

The

1

receipts

727,000,000

bolivianos,

amount 22.18 percent more than
collected in 1940.

This increase

cieties

for

22 a decree was signed providsmall landholders,

who

indi-

vidually would not be eligible for credit
or able to acquire necessary machinery.

The Mexican

engineers

who went

to

Bolivia under government contract to super-

intend the installation of irrigation works

941 budget was based on estimated
of

On May

is

an
that

due not

have had their contract extended. They
had charge of the project in the Angostura
valley in

Cochabamba, and

ervoir has been

filled,

only to the normal growth of income, but

distribution of water.

to the prospects of profit to the

made

Treasury

after the res-

will supervise the

The

mission also

irrigation studies for the

Pilcomayo

from contracts, guaranteed by the State,
between mining companies chiefly of
tin and tungsten
and the Metals Reserve
Company, and to the monetary policy
recently adopted by the government.
In order to provide uniform administra-

and Viscachani Rivers, has under way a
similar study for the Desaguadero River,
the outlet of Lake Titicaca, and in prospect
one for the Achacachi River.

tion for all sources of national production,

the President said, should provide an op-

—

—

The fact that Bolivia produces metals
now in great demand in world markets,
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portunity for the country to obtain capital

and

credit for stimulating the

mining

in-

called

reduce the cost of exploitation, so that

at the end of the war Bolivia may compete
more favorably with other producing nations.

He mentioned

especially the five-

on November 4,
which 18,000 tons of

signed

States,

1940, according to

to pass legislation to

Geological studies

made

in the

Sanandita

and Camiri districts by scientists engaged
by the government indicate that the prospects for development of the petroleum
industry in that region are very bright.

New

year convention on the sale of tin to the

United

upon Congress

foster the industry.

dustry by introducing technical processes
to

667

wells will be drilled in those dis-

tricts as

soon as machinery, already pur-

chased and at the time of the message in

smelted tin will be exported to that nation,

transit to Bolivia, has arrived.

With the

and the ten-year contract between English
smelters and the Patino companies, signed
on August 8, 1 940, for the purchase of the

loan of 25,000,000 bolivianos,

made by

entire output of the organization.

Central Bank at the request of the

the

government, the Y. P. F. B. has been able
to improve its equipment, but additional

The Metals Reserve Company of the
United States signed a contract on May
21, 1941, with producers of Bolivian tung-

refinery at Sanandita, for example,

sten for the sale of the total production, at

enlarged

per short ton, for three

the rate of $21

years; the convention

may

be renewed for

two years.

New

and intensive exploitation

will

make

it

produce the 4,400 tons to be
exported annually to the United States
under the terms of the contract.
Gold mining is still in a pioneer state
possible to

because of the lack of means of communi-

with the regions richest in

several
posits

this

Contracts have been signed with

mineral.

companies
in

zation

is

is

urgently needed

to operate

in

without a

June

1939

refining of industrial

if

the organi-

The

deficit.

to

permit

and Diesel

fuels,

was
the

but

production has been irregular because the
plant has been unable to obtain a constant

deposits of tungsten have been dis-

covered in several parts of the country,

cation

machinery

Bolivia

introducing

to investigate gold de-

and the

possibility

of

modern machinery.

supply of crude petroleum to keep
ing at

A

full

work-

commission was created by a
December 11,1 940, to study and
recommend effective industrial legislation.
special

decree of

Among

the projects under consideration

are the establishment of the Agricultural

and Industrial Bank, mentioned earlier in
the message, and the formation of a fund
to

encourage the production of national

raw

materials.

In discussing the
try of Public

State exploitation of Bolivian petroleum

it

capacity.

activities of the

Minis-

Works and Communications,

the President emphasized the importance

country of more and better roads.
of Public Works has

has an importance beyond mere economic

to the

government revenues
are derived largely from taxes on the min-

The General Bureau

ing industry,

it

that should receive preferential attention;

ministrative

dependence

benefits.

from a

Because

single

is

advisable to lessen ad-

source.

upon
The Y.

income
P.

F.

B,

(Bolivian State Petroleum Deposits) has
been handicapped in developing national
petroleum resources by lack of machinery
and other equipment, and the President

prepared a table and
this

was

map

of the highways

a preliminary step in

planning a

national highway system, to be the basis
of future highway projects.

The

President referred to the Bolivian

section of the

which was

Pan American Highway,
decided upon in

definitely
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June

meeting

a

at

Argentina,

representing

of

engineers

principal Bolivian link in the transconti-

Chile,

nental railway connections joining Santos,

Bolivia,

and Peru (see Bulletin for September
1941), and then went on to mention 14
stretches of highway throughout the nation
which had been built or improved during
the

He lamented

year.

the

and Arica,

Chile,

is

the Vila Vila-

whose construction
was studied by a commission of engineers
from the United States. Their report
Santa Cruz

stretch,

that

stated that that part of the railway could

intensive

be built in four years at an approximate
cost of $33,000,000, but also pointed out

fact

funds prevented more

limited

Brazil,

to
According
highway development.
studies by qualified organizations, Bolivia

that an all-weather highway, as a sub-

should spend at least 50,000,000 bolivianos

stitute for the railway,

annually on
priation

its

roads; the present appro-

less than 22,400,000 bolivianos.

is

Penaranda went on to say
that the government had signed a contract
with a Mexican construction company for
further highway construction. The company offered to spend in Bolivia for this
President

sum

purpose the
raised

by a bond

of $10,000 000,
issue

An

government.

to

be

guaranteed by the

initial

investment

of

Public education, a basic problem of the

nomic

the works

than

conditions advantageous to Bolivia.

amount

as

less

To improve domestic air services, the
government suspended the Lloyd Aereo
Boliviano and signed a contract with
Pan American Airways. According to
the terms of the new contract, the company agreed to provide new planes under

government,

be increased

little

$7,000,000.

$2,000,000 has been authorized, and this
will

could be construct-

ed in three years for a

faced with

is

A

difficulties.

eco-

serious

high percentage of

completed require, to the extent of the
sum. The company agreed to study

school-age children are receiving no edu-

and construct

faciHties

full

six

highways, in the follow-

order: Tarija

ing

Fortin

to

Campero;

La Paz to Apolo, by way of Sorata;
Cochabamba to Puerto Mamore; Santa
Cruz

Camiri; Sucre to Camiri; and

to

Cochabamba

to

Vinto.

provide

all

the

will

materials,

The company

machinery,

tools,

and other equipment necessary,
and these will

to the value of $600,000,

serve as a basis for future extensions of the

The bonds

contract.
interest,

10 percent annually.

been bonded

The

will

pay 4 percent

and be amortized

at the rate of

The company has

for $300,000.

construction of the

international

Corumba, Brazil, to Santa
Cruz, and from Yacuiba, Argentina, to
Santa Cruz, has meant a reorientation of
to

benefit

especially

dustry, agriculture,

the

and

now

designed

petroleum

stockraising.

in-

The

because the government has no
for

providing

percent of public

it.

Although

revenues

is

11

used for

this purpose, the

funds are insufficient to

meet the needs.

The

recommended

President therefore

that Congress try to create

the necessary funds to

remedy the

situa-

tion.

During the year many new schools were
opened. These included the Eastern Rural
Normal School at Portachuelo; the School
Center of Rural Cooperation at Sapoco; the
Indian Education Center at Huachacalla;
97 rural schools throughout the republic;
six

railways from

the national railway policy,

cation

experimental schools in La Paz and

two in each Departmental

capital;

an

evening secondary school at Potosi; and
the Pedro Domingo Murillo National

Vocational School at La Paz, which will
be the model for institutions of that type
in Bolivia.

The Ministry

of Education called a con-
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ference of the six university presidents to

study curricula, standards, and organiza-

The

tion.

of Bolivia

constitution

stipu-

be inde-

lates that the universities shall

but in view of the
law schools and three
medical schools, but only two schools of
mines in a country whose economy is
based on mining, and two struggling

pendent

institutions,

fact that there are six

the Ministry felt

schools of agriculture,

that cooperation by the institutions con-

cerned would prevent unnecessary dupli-
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The Labor Bureau prepared

four impor-

which were signed by the
President on August 2, 1940. They dealt
with mining company stores, which now
must stock staple supplies; protection of
women and children in unhealthful occupations; health and industrial security
measures to be observed by mining companies; and government supervision of
housing constructed by employers for their
tant decrees,

employees.

The government

policy as regards labor,

on three

cation or multiplication of courses and

he went on to say, will lay

give the country a well-rounded university

capital points: codification of the stand-

ards to be observed in relations between

system.

A

wide-spread

teach

stress

literacy

men and women

campaign

to

over school age to

and write is sorely needed, but
economic conditions have prevented the
government from undertaking this activity.
The Fine Arts Bureau is cataloging and
restoring works of art, and has completed
this task in Sucre, Potosi, and Oruro.
The Inca ruins and the Minor Basilica
at Copacabana, and the ruins on the
Island of the Sun on Lake Titicaca have
been declared national monuments because of their historical significance, and
the Bureau has been entrusted with the
task of inventorying and evaluating them.
The Bureau of National Libraries and
read

employers and employees; strengthening
of inspection services;

and a thorough and

scientific supervision of industrial

hygiene

He

difficul-

and

security.

ties in

recognized the

the execution of this policy,

among

which are the isolation of many regions,
inadequate means of communication, and
lack of trained

personnel.

In order to

solve these problems as quickly as possible,

the government hopes to engage, with the

cooperation of the

Labor

International

Office, the services of experts in the field

of industrial hygiene

The government

is

and

safety.

interested in the wel-

fare of Bolivian children.

The

build-

first

ing for a school-home for minors and

war

Archives has continued the publication of

orphans has been completed, in La Paz,

volumes in the collection

with a capacity of 700 children.

Bo-

Biblioteca

school-home

liviana.

The standard

of living of the worker in

Bolivia cannot be raised, said the President, without solving serious problems of
health, education,

ernment considers
lish

and income.
it

minimum wage

The

gov-

imperative to estabscales for all

workers

throughout the republic.

The need for a Labor Code
realized,

has long been

and a commission appointed

to

in

Cochabamba

ready for occupancy, and a third

way in Potosi.
The President lamented
Bolivia has

no

The

nearly

is
is

under

the fact that

special legislation for chil-

dren, but stated that a study on the es-

tablishment of juvenile courts was under

way.
Housing

Councils,

created

by recent

legislation, are already functioning.

They

study the matter has prepared a draft,

are to encourage the construction of low-

which

cost housing, preferably in

will

be submitted to Congress dur-

ing this session.

and provincial

capitals.

Departmental
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Bids have been asked for the construction

La Paz and 50
may be increased in num-

of 150 workers' houses in
in

Oruro; these

ber to 200 and 100, respectively, if the
funds deposited for the purpose in the

Workers' Security and Savings Bank are
sufficient.

A decree-law was signed

instituting con-

sumers' cooperative societies

Mutual

in

Bolivia.

have
and one

benefit organizations should

state support, the President said,

such project urgently needed

is

general

Therefore the Organizing

social security.

United States agreement with
Brazil on strategic materials
Under date

May

of

agreeing that for a period of two years the
Brazilian government

issuance

of

export

would through the
and other

licenses

adequate control regulations

United

the

States

the

restrict

to

exportation

of

certain strategic materials to a

Committee of General Social Security was

of certain specified amounts.

created,

amended on May

subject

to

legislative

approval.

Oswaldo

1941,

14,

Aranha, Minister of Foreign Affairs for
Brazil, and Jefferson Caffery, Ambassador
of the United States in Rio, exchanged notes

21,

is

maximum

This

Hst, as

as follows:

In meeting public health problems, the

government has put

special emphasis

preventive medicine without curtailing

on

Materials

Specifications

Bauxite

All grades

up

annual

to a total

its

quantity of 100,000 tons.

curative services.

Field service

is

carried

on through mobile units, consisting of
sanitary trucks and wagons, which visit

Beryl ore

All grades

Chromite

All grades

such centers in other capitals throughout

Ferro-nickel .... All grades

for this

up

to a total

annual

up

annual

to a total

quantity of 600 tons.
Industrial

All grades

dia-

monds.

Manganese

up

annual

to a total

quantity of 300,000 carats.
ore

.

All grades

up

annual

to a total

quantity of 500,000 tons.

Mica

All grades

up

annual

to a total

quantity of 2,000 tons.

Quartz

crystals

.

All grades

up

annual

to a total

quantity of 2,000 tons.

Rubber

All grades

up

to a total

annual

quantity of 12,000 tons.

Titanium

(ru-

All grades

up

to

a total annual

quantity of 800 tons.

tile).

Zirconium

up to a total annual
quantity of 1,600 tons.

All grades

the nation.

The budget

annual

to a total

quantity of 6,000 tons.

isolated sections of the republic.

For protection against epidemics and
endemic diseases, the construction of
tuberculosis hospitals and clinics has been
begun, antimalarial campaigns have been
intensified and the national quinine factory has been enlarged, and a vigorous
campaign against intestinal parasites is
being waged.
Preventive medicine clinics have been
opened in La Paz and Cochabamba, and
the President urged the establishment of

up

quantity of 1,600 tons.

branch of govern-

ment administration was increased from

In case purchases by private American

27,000,000 bolivianos in 1940 to 43,000,000
for 1941, the increase going to the Sanitary

do not absorb all of the materiwas agreed the Metals Reserve Company and the Rubber Reserve Company
would undertake to acquire all of the sur-

Service.

A

mended

for

further increase

1942,

in

was recom-

order to provide

additional mobile sanitary units.

The

President closed his message with a

tribute to the

members

of his Cabinet for

their active cooperation in

welfare of Bolivia.

promoting the

industries
als, it

plus

existing

in

Brazil

at

prices

to

be

agreed upon between these companies and
the Banco do Brasil. The United States

government agreed to continue to facilitate
the shipment to Brazil of materials
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essential to Brazilian industry, the exporta-

the fullest possible development of inter-

which is dependent on government
permits and other formaHties.
In a letter of the same date to the Am-

tional

tion of

bassador, the Minister of Foreign Affairs

was understood that shipments from the United States to Brazil
would be facilitated insofar as compatible
with the national defense program of the
United States.
Brazilian export restrictions on the
materials listed went into effect on June
stated that

national trade on a multilateral uncondi-

most-favored-nation basis,

Mexico's surplus strategic materials

it

Announcement was made simultaneously
Washington and Mexico City on July
15, 1941, of an arrangement whereby the
Federal Loan Agency, acting through the
Metals Reserve Company and the Dein

fense Supplies Corporation, in conjunction

with the United States Department of
State, will make available to the United

13, 1941.

States or other countries of the Western

Tariff reductions between
contiguous countries

The Inter-American

Financial and Economic Advisory Committee, at a meeting
held at the Pan American Union September 18, 1941, took action on a proposal
designed to promote trade between contiguous countries.

The

months the
exportable surplus of specified Mexican
strategic and critical materials.
The commodities, all of which are
Hemisphere

action of the

Com-

for the next

18

needed in the defense program, are:
henequen, lechugilla ixtle, maguey ixtle,
mezcal ixtle, palma ixtle, pita, and similar
and rope
fibers; binding twine, cord,

mittee was based on a resolution adopted

made from such

by the Seventh International Conference
of American States, which recommended
to the Governments of the American

bismuth, cadmium, cobalt, copper, fluorspar, graphite, lead, manganese, mercury,

Republics

dium, and

the

study

of

a

contractual

formula permitting the granting of exclusive

tariff preferences, in

that

any

order to be an

instrument for sound promotion of trade,
should be

made

effective

agreements embodying

through trade

tariff

reductions

or exemptions; that the parties to these

agreements should reserve the right to reduce or eliminate the customs duties on
like imports from other countries; and
that any regional tariff preferences should
not be permitted to stand in the way of a
broad program of economic reconstruc-

Under

down

the

tin,

tungsten, vana-

mineral form as well as

and metallic form.
terms

of

the

agreement,

Defense

commodities not sold to private industry
in the Western Hemisphere.
Preliminary to the agreement the Mexican Government issued a decree on July
10, 1941, prohibiting the export of any
commodities to non-American
countries or to any other country that has
not established export limitations similar
of

these

up in the decree in question.
decree stipulates that the Mexican

to those set

The

Department
cgnsultation

to

antimony, arsenic,

Supplies
and
at
current
price
market
will buy, at the
these
of
surplus
time of purchase, any

and

and other trade preferences with a view

;

Reserve

or elimination of tariff

tion involving the reduction of tariffs

the scaling

zinc, in

in concentrates

Metals

The Committee recommended
such

mica, molybdenum,

commercial advantages by neigh-

boring nations.

fibers

Foreis^n

of National

with

Affairs,

the
shall

Economy, after
Department of
determine what
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countries are not included in the prohibition,

and charges the former Department

It was expected that
change would make it

this

administrative

possible,

on a

basis

1940 imports, for more than 85

with estabhshing the necessary regulations

of the

for fulfillment of the decree.

percent of imports from whatever country

The agreement between
tries

further

provided

the two coun-

that

the

United

of origin to enter the country without
limitation, leaving

about

1 1

any

percent sub-

States will facilitate shipments to

Mexico
raw materials and equipment needed
by Mexican industry. The activities and
development of many Mexican industries
that depend upon imported raw materials
and supplies have been seriously menaced

ject to flexible limitations as to quantity,

of

and

because of defense priorities in the United

made

States,

but under the

new agreement

the

two governments hope to coordinate their
requirements, and exports of materials
and equipment for essential Mexican

less

cluded

than 4 percent temporarily exuntil

the

exchange

Argentine

position improves.

The

transfer of other funds, including

capital investments, will continue to be
in the free market, without restric-

tions of

any kind.

Exhibits at the

Pan American Union

industries will receive preferred treatment

Residents of Washington and visitors to

by the United States, insofar as is compatible with the national defense program.
The arrangement between the two

the city will enjoy the exhibits that will

be on view at the Pan American Union

countries represents a practical applica-

November

tion of their

mutual
each

desire to cooperate

and

fully in assisting

other's defense

economy during

the present emergency.

during November.
Latin American

silver,

abolished in Argentina

With

the abolition of the prior exchange

14 to

shown examples

of

including pieces of

the early colonial and republican periods,

and some
work of native
silversmiths. This exhibition was arranged
by Mrs. Hugh A. Greenwood, who lived
a few

pre-Columbian

modern examples
Prior exchange permits system

From October

15 will be

objects,

of the

many years in Latin America.
From November 17 to December

for

5

and

permits system in Argentina, which took

there will be on view 300 watercolors

effect

on July 1, 1941, the Exchange ConBureau went out of existence. All
foreign exchange transactions are now
handled by the Central Bank of Argentina.
Inspection operations will be made,
according to the nature of the case, by the
Customs Bureau or the Income Tax
Bureau. The Foreign Exchange Committee will continue to act in an advisory

drawings of pre-Columbian art

trol

fied

capacity to the Ministry of the Treasury

Announcement has recently been made of
plans for a Pan American Exposition to be
held in Mexico City during the period October 12, 1942-May 30, 1943. The opening

in such

import exchange matters as come

within the jurisdiction of the Ministry, and
in questions arising from importers' claims,
which are not within the province of the

Central Bank.

in

Peruvian

pottery

as

and

exemplitextiles.

These are the work of Professor C. Malinovsky,

who

has

made

a close study of

ancient Peruvian cultures from the artistic
viewpoint.

Pan American Exposition

in

Mexico

date coincides with the 450th anniversary
of

Columbus' discovery of America and

/^v

^^W.ifVa>v<l^^>^1Vv<^\,<r\vC!^''

Courtesy,

Museum

of

Fine Arts, Boston.

SOUTH AMERICAN SILVER
More than 100 pieces of South American silver were recently acquired by the Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston. The greater part of these were the gift of Mrs. Samuel Cabot, Miss Ellen Graves, and Mrs.
Roger Ernst in memory of their father and mother, Mr. and Mrs. Edmund P. Graves, who collected the
silver while living in Argentina, 1898 to 1913. The pieces are of Chilean, Paraguayan, Brazilian, and
Bolivian origin, as well as Argentine, and some date from the pre-Columbian era. Above are shown:
left, three topos, pins used by Indian women of the Andes to fasten their shawls; at the right, a
silver-mounted gourd, supported by mermaids, and the accompanying bombilla for drinking mate; and
below, a lady's stirrup. Native motifs of plants and birds may be seen in several instances.

At the

A

loan exhibit of Latin American silver, arranged by Mrs. Hugh A. Greenwood, will be on view at
the Pan American Union until November 17, 1941.
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the purpose of the Exposition

is

twofold:

demonstrate the progress and achieve-

to

ments of the American republics in induscommerce, the arts and sciences; and
to give the exhibiting countries opportry,

mation of any kind; to grant or obtain
and traveling expenses, and
to promote exchange of students and
scholarships

round table
and other gatherings, special

professors; to sponsor lectures,

meetings,

become acquainted with the

emphasis being given to the literature of

goods each has to offer, in the hope of
equitable,
and
a broad,
establishing

publish works of genuine scientific, literary,

tunity

to

the two nations; to give publicity to or

mutually advantageous commercial inter-

and

change.

Brazilian

artistic value,

Invitations to participate in the Exposi-

tutions;

American
Mexico,
of
GenThe
President
republics.
honorary
Avila
Camacho,
is
eral Manuel
chairman of the organizing company and
former President Pascual Ortiz Rubio is

library;

tion

have been sent to

all

the

known

as well as a guide to

and United States cultural instito maintain an American reference

make each country

to

in the

and

other;

better

to suggest

to

public and private entities measures that
will

help

about greater cultural

bring

exchange.

chairman.
Inter- American

Brazil- United States Cultural

Union
The
of

in

Sao Paulo

The

Brazil-United States Cultural Union

Sao Paulo has announced

for the

its

officers

The

two-year period 1941-1943.

president of the

Union

is

Professor A. C.

Pacheco e Silva of the University of Sao
Paulo, and the first vice president, President B. H, Hunnicutt of Mackenzie Col-

The chairman

lege.
tors

of the board of direc-

who

Professor Jorge Americano,

is

Economic Institute

established in Buenos Aires
Inter- American

Economic

Institute,

and commercial relations between Argentina and
the rest of the Western Hemisphere, held
its opening meeting on June 30, 1941, in
Buenos Aires.
Dr. Dimas Gonzalez Gowland, president
established to intensify economic

of the Institute, outlined the aims of the

new

entity in his address at the inaugural

session.

In the

place, he

first

Institute will offer

Department; the
United States Consul General is ex officio

government
Any producer, business man, or

invitation of the State

a

member of the board.
The Union was established

matters

alist

in 1938 as a

non-profit organization to promote better

who

cooperation in

its

requiring

is

present his

a

member

the

said,

recently visited the United States at the

industri-

may

of the Institute

problems

or

all

action.

difficulties

for

consideration or criticism by the organiza-

United

tion as a whole,

include

interest, the Institute will present to the

graduates of Brazilian and United States

it finds most suithave the backing of a
responsible and impersonal body. In the
second place, the Institute will work as a
private institution and corporate with
similar entities, many of which are in

cultural
States

relations

and

Brazil.

between

the

The members

universities, students, leaders in intellectual
circles,

and business men

developing

understanding

interested

between

in

the

two countries.

The main purposes

of the society are

:

to

receive visitors from the United States to
Brazil

and help them obtain desired

infor-

and

if

they prove of general

authorities the solution

able,

which

will thus

process of organization, in other
nations.

Members

American

of one Institute

may

PAN AMERICAN NEWS
therefore obtain information from those of

another and embark on

through the good

new

transactions

offices of these bodies.
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interior of the

of the

New Homestead Law
March

effective in

Ceramics of the Americas shown at
Syracuse
October 18 an exhibition of contemporary ceramics of the Western Hemi-

Mu-

sphere was opened at the Syracuse

under the joint sponsorship of the museum and the International Business Machines Corporation.

seum

of Fine Arts,

For the

first

time at a national exhibi-

museum

tion, the

shown

points out, ceramics are

contemporary interiors. Part of
the gallery has been transformed into two
in

In one, authentic period furniture

rooms.

and decorations are used and the other is
in a modern scheme, with furniture and
decorations designed and executed especially for the exhibition. Thus the suitability of contemporary ceramics in both
settings

The

is

art director of the corporation,

Miss

Marinobel Smith, spent several months
in Latin America collecting pieces for the
ture
tiful

Her

acquisitions include sculp-

and mural decorations

as well as

beau-

pottery designed primarily for

utili-

At the close of the exhibition in Syracuse,
on November 16, a selected group of ceramics will be sent on circuit to the following
pany,
23,

New York, W. & J.

Sloane

Com-

December 8-24, 1941; Chicago,

The Art

Institute,

January 20-February
C, Corcoran

1942; Washington, D.

March 4-25, 1942; Cincinnati, The Art Museum, April 3-26, 1942;
and Philadelphia, The Art Alliance, May

Art Gallery,

6-27, 1942.

Homesteads

Other bookings are pending.
in

became

defined a homestead as property

to 1,000 balboas in value, comprising

a dwelling and a plot of land not exceed-

ing 25 acres, which must be devoted exclusively to agriculture

and

is

for the

common

of the family.

mortgaged,
ments,

or

and stock raising
all members

use of

The land cannot be sold,
attached. Farm imple-

animals,

and other goods per-

homestead are not subject
attachment
up to the sum of 500 balto
Homesteads are extheir
value.
of
boas
empt from all national, provincial and
local taxes. In case of the death of the
father and mother, the property is to be
maintained for the benefit of any surviving
minor children through the services of a
competent guardian appointed by the
taining to the

The homesteaders must

agree to im-

prove their lands, and the law requires
that at least half the 25 acres must be

under cultivation within four years
the owner receives the land.

after

Population of Peru in 1^40

tarian purposes.

galleries:

that

1941.

court.

dramatically shown.

exhibition.

The law
up

On

Republic hundreds of acres

of land in compliance with the provisions

Panama

The Government of Panama is engaged
in distributing among poor farmers of the

According to the national census taken
in Peru on June 9, 1940, by the Census
Bureau of the Ministry of the Treasury,
in fulfillment of

Law

no. 8695, the total

population of the Republic on that date

was 7,023,111 inhabitants, placing that
country fourth
ing

nations

among

of

this

the Spanish-speak-

hemisphere,

after

Mexico, Argentina and Colombia.

The

inhabitants

6,207,967.

To

this

enumerated

totaled

number were added

465,144 to cover possible omission or error,
and 350,000, the estimated figure for
individuals living at a distance from the

populated centers.
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This census

the

is

first

that has been

taken on a nation-wide scale since 1876.

The

following table,

figures, gives the totals

drawn from census
by sex and race.

and the vice president the historian Pedro
Calmon, who recently visited the United
States

at

the

invitation

the

of

State

Department.

Population of Peru by sex and race
Inhabitants enumerated

.'

6,

207, 967

3,

067, 868

3,

140, 099

White and mestizo

3,

283, 360

Indian

2,

847, 196

.

.

Men
Women

^^

°^

'

7h ^ . r
41, 945

Negro

6 412

Unclassified

ReStfictionS OH foreign propaganda
in

Micdrapua

By a decree of June 25, 1941, the government of Nicaragua prohibited propaganda
advocating
political and social doctrines or
^ ^
systems

contrary

to

the

principles of the country,

.

7

n

•

7

o

lished social order.

•

Economic, and Social Sciences

On

^he

July 26 the Institute for advanced

Studies in Economic, Political, and Social

held

Science

its

first

meeting

at

the

National Institute of Political Science in

Rio de Janeiro.

The new

republican

and democratic regime, and the estab-

Brazilian Institute of Political,

„

constitutional
its

institution

was

creation

parties

and functioning of political
members of any inter-

that are

national organization or form part of or
are

dependent

upon

foreign

political

parties, the existence of associations that

in

any way spread propaganda, and the

created to encourage and carry on re-

use of emblems, uniforms, or insignia of

search in international politics and eco-

foreign political parties are also forbidden

nomics;

political,

economic,

and

social

geography; pure and applied economics;
political,

economic, and cultural history;

philosophy; the social sciences; political

and

science;

social

administration.

president of the Institute
417819

—

1941

is

The

Pedro Vergara,

by the decree. All such parties and assowere ordered dissolved. Foreigners

ciations

disobeying the decree are subject to deportation,

nationalized citizens will lose

their citizenship,

and native

be ineligible to hold public

citizens will

office.
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Director General

The Pan American Union, now

nearly 52 years

an international organization created and
maintained by the twenty-one American Repubold,

is

lics:

Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia,

Cuba, the Dominican Republic,

Costa Rica,

^

D. C.

and private

Assistant Director

are admin-

Its affairs

citizens alike.

by a Director General and an Assistant
Director, elected by and responsible to a Govern-

istered

ing Board composed of the Secretary of State of the

United States and representatives in Washington

Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Hon-

of the other

Panama, Paraguay,
Peru, the United States, Uruguay, and Venezuela.
Originally known as the International Bureau of
the American Republics, it was established in 1890

The administrative divisions of the Pan American Union are organized to carry out the purposes

in accordance with a resolution passed April 14

for

American governments.

duras, Mexico, Nicaragua,

of that year

by the

First International

Conference

American States, which convened at WashingApril 14 is celebrated anton in October 1889.
nually throughout the Americas as Pan American
of

Day.

Administrative Divisions

which

it

ics,

with foreign trade,

intellectual

matters,

There are

was created.

sions dealing

cooperation,

agricultural

maintain close relations with

The work

of the

Union was

greatly

expanded

by resolutions of the Second Conference, held at
Mexico City in 1901 the Third, at Rio de Janeiro
in 1906; the Fourth, at Buenos Aires in 1910; the
;

bodies in the countries

English, Spanish,

Habana

organ of the

1933; and the Eighth, at

Lima

Montevideo
in

1938.

in

The

juridical

travel,

and

All these divisions

and

official

members

unofficial

of the Union.

The Columbus Memorial Library contains 1 10,000
volumes and many maps. The Bulletin of the
Pan American Union, published monthly in

Fifth, at Santiago, Chile, in 1923; the Sixth, at

in 1928; the Seventh, at

econom-

music,

cooperation,

labor and social information.

special divi-

statistics,

and Portuguese,

institution.

lications of the

For a

is

the official

of other pub-

list

Union, see the inside back cover.

creation of machinery for the peaceful settlement
of inter-American

disputes

is

one of the out-

standing achievements of these Conferences.

of the

Pan American Union

is

to

promote peace, commerce, and friendship between
the

Republics of the American Continent by

fostering constructive cooperation

The Union
from

is

among them.

supported by annual contributions

all the countries, in

population, and

its

also serves as the

permanent organ of the International Conferences
of American States, usually referred to as the Pan

Purpose and Organization

The purpose

Pan American Conferences

The Pan American Union

amounts proportional

to

services are available to officials

American Conferences. In addition to preparing
the programs and regulations, the Union gives
effect to the conclusions of the Conferences by
conducting special inquiries and investigations

and by convening or arranging

for

special or

technical conferences in the intervals between the

International Conferences.
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THE PALACE OF FINE ARTS, MEXICO CITY
The

sessions of the

Fourth Pan American Highway Congress were held in

this

handsome

building.
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More Highways

for the

1941

Americas

The Fourth Pan American Highway Congress
E.

W. JAMES

Chiefs hiter-American Regional Office, Public

With

Roads Administration, Federal Works Agency

Mexico
and action taken there represented still

American Republic reprePan American High^vay Congress which convened in Mexico
City on September 15, 1941, the stage

the time the delegates convened at

may

at Santiago to consider

every

sented at the Fourth

be considered

set for great

progress

further progress.

The Argentine Committee appointed
and report on a

in road-building

plan for a permanent secretariat or central

has long been thoroughly road-minded;

committee to make the Pan American
Highway Congresses a permanent entity

South and Central America have now

placed

The total official registration
in the Highway Congress was 148; 63
delegates came from countries other than

Section

throughout the Americas
in the immediate future. North America

become

so.

Mexico.

The successful achievement of the Fourth
Congress continued the promise of the
preceding meeting in Santiago, Chile, in
January 1939, and the outstanding character of the Mexican conference was the
obvious continuity of interest and action.
Projects

started

at

Santiago

carried forward to significant

had been
results by

its

report before the appropriate

of the

Congress.

The

proposal

for a technical committee to be created
under the Pan American Highway Convention signed at Buenos Aires in December 1936 had been anticipated during the
interval between Santiago and Mexico
and meetings had been held by technical
South America to
in
representatives

inaugurate the work of such a group.

This technical committee will ultimately
represent

all

sponsible

for

the

republics

formulating

and be
standards
677

re-

of
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Photograph by R. E. Harper

THE ZOCALO, OR MAIN SQUARE, MEXICO CITY
This square has been the heart of the

construction

meet

the

and

for

different

topographies

of

the

city since before the

adapting them to

and varying

needs

several

countries.

This Committee will also be responsible
for the final selection of

points in the

tem, several
established.

common

frontier

Pan American Highway sysof which have not yet been

The proposed

Spanish-English

glossary

of

Portuguesetechnical

Technical interest in the Congress was
evinced by the long

concrete

Such a glossary has been
needed not only by industrial interests in
the United States but also by engineers
hemisphere.

in all the

American Republics.

Forty-

one papers were submitted by Mexico;
46 by Argentina and 22 by the delegates
from the United States. These covered a
wide range of subjects of which soil stabilization,

general use throughout the western

of papers submitted.

referred to the Technical Section.

an official group, through the
Pan American Union as an organizing
agency, to act as a permanent institute to
consider and issue a glossary acceptable
for

list

There were 121 papers and memorials
filed of which 78 were of a character to be

terms received recognition by a resolution
to create

Spanish conquest in 1521.

road construction and
pavements received predomi-

low-cost

nant attention.
that

among

descriptive

It

is

a

significant

fact

many

of a

the papers were

nature

reporting

highway and bridge

projects

important

completed

recently in one or another of the Republics.

These reports covered topics ranging over
the whole field of highway activities.
Among those especially interesting were
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the papers describing the layout of the

Since the Second Inter- American Travel

Mexico and the

Congress was meeting simultaneously with

Federal

road

net

methods adopted

in

to perfect

it,

the con-

struction of earthquake-proof bridges in

pavement construction as
Mexico and Argentina, the

the

Highway Conference,

Chile, concrete

to study matters

practices in

The

use of Telford in Peru for base construction,

the development of field and office manuals
in several countries
safety

in

several

evidence

modern type

of

for

and the construction

countries.

in

papers

the

is

presented

Chairman

Carlos P. Anesi, Argentina

Vice-Presidents

Hugo V. de
Uruguay

Pena, Minister of

to

Mexico

Rodolfo Soriano, Bolivia
Teunis Stolk, Venezuela

that

in

committee were the

following

ample

most of the republics are
keeping thoroughly informed of the advances made in the science and art of
engineers

common to the two bodies.

officers of this

intersections

There

was pro-

there

vided a Mixed Coordinating Committee

Secretary

Stephen James, United States
Tomas Eduardo Rodriguez,

Announcer

Juan

Technical Adviser

Chile
B.

Amezcua, Mexico

highway building.

The

organization of the Congress

lowed conventional

being divided to provide for
four sections:

1,

fol-

program
meetings by

the

lines,

Technical;

2,

Financial

and Administrative; 3, Operation and
Safety; and 4, International.

The
made

a special session held

chairmen of

all

preliminary matters had been effectively
disposed

of.

The

efficient officers elected

as follows:

Technical Section:
President
Vice-President
Secretary

Announcers

E. W. James, United States
Oscar Tenham, Chile
Teunis Stolk, Venezuela

Vicente Cortes Herrera, Assistant Secretary of Communica-

President

tions

and Public Works, Mex-

ico

Jose Mariano Ponton, Mexico

Alberto Dovali Jaime, Mexico

Vice-Presidents

The chairmen

of the national

delegations, the order of pre-

Mauricio Urdaneta, Mexico

cedence chosen by
2.

Financial and Administrative Section:
President

Rodolfo Soriano, Bolivia

Secretary

Juvenal Monge, Peru
Ernesto Jaen Guardia, Panama

Announcer

Jose Carlos Ornelas, Mexico

Vice-President

3.

Operating and Safety Section:
President

Antonio Flores Vega, Nicaragua

Vice-President

Julio Fajardo, Colombia

Secretary

Rafael Garcia Bango, Cuba.

Announcer

J. Francisco

Rodriguez Cabo,

Mexico
4.

by the

delegations, with the re-

at the first plenary session all

sult that

were
1.

organization of the Congress was
at

International Section:
President

Emilio Lopez Frugoni, Argen-

Vice-President

Van

Armando

Assistant

Arturo Zuniga Latorre, Chile

Secretary

Luis Felipe Donoso, Ecuador

Announcer

Sergio Cu^llar, Mexico

Secre-

Most

Santacruz,

Jr.,

Mexico

Federico Capurro, Uruguay

taries

Leon

Cuellar, El Salvador

J. S.

Williamson, United States

of the delegations arrived in

ico City

on September

1

Mex-

4 or 15 in time to

official celebration of the Cry
Independence
at the National Palace,
of
where the members of the Congress met
and were welcomed by His Excellency the
President of Mexico. On the following
day, the 16th, the parade and ceremonies
incident to the occasion furnished an im-

attend the

tina

Ness Philip, United States

lot

Secretary General

pressive

example of a Mexican national

celebration.

The Mexican Government through

the
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Secretariat of the Congress provided inter-

concrete floor has been laid, providing a

form of trips to
attractive parts of Mexico City and to
Toluca and other places of interest in the
valley of Mexico, plane flights to the south
along the line of the Pan American Highway, a luncheon at Xochimilco, and two

large area for indoor displays

vals of relaxation in the

The

pageants at the national stadium.

and

in the

grounds adjacent to the stadium there is
ample room for outdoor displays where

equipment can be operated and demonstrated to excellent advantage.

The

Congress

of the

findings

official

were embodied

in a series of 39 resolutions.

of these, on the 17th, was a parade of

In sharp contrast with, for instance, the

form of mass dancing and calisthenics so popular in Mexico, and the
other, on the 21st, an historical pageant
depicting the Messenger of the Sun, set in
a huge replica of the ceremonial plaza at
Teotihuacan that had been erected in the

Rio de Janeiro Congress in 1929, which
adopted a large number of resolutions

first

flags in the

amphitheater of the stadium.
social event

was an

official

The

final

reception at the

dealing with detailed technical questions,
the resolutions of the last Congress include

a great

many

having distinctly interna-

tional significance-

Among

these subjects

for international consideration

ment may be

cited resolutions

and

and treaton uniform

Palace of Foreign Relations on September

traffic

24.

parking; uniformity of licensing require-

The

presence at the

Highway Congress

United States Senator and three
members of the United States Congress
among the United States delegation was

rules

including

regulations,

ments and of accident

statistics;

uniform

common

of a

rules for vehicle

the occasion of several special events of

financial plan for constructing the Pan
American Highway system; the creation of
an international institute to prepare a

marked courtesy on the part of the
Mexican Government. There was a special

session

of the Senate

to

greet

the

Spanish-Portuguese-English
technical terms related to

ment and

United

classifications

States.

At the stadium, in the suburbs of the
a highway show was held simultaneously with the Congress. Although there
had been some misgivings as to the success of such a show at this time, the event
justified itself beyond all expectations. It
was probably the largest of the kind ever
held in Mexico City. It was estimated
city,

that

not

less

than

sixty

carloads

of

machinery were exhibited, much of it
heavy specialized equipment. Most significantly every piece exhibited was sold
from the floor. The Mexico City stadium
is well adapted to commercial and industrial shows.
Below the seating structure a

a

of

glossary

highway and

bridge engineering, construction, equip-

and other opportunities
were arranged for contacts between the
respective officials of Mexico and the
visiting legislators

inspection;

materials; the construction of

international bridges; the standardization

highway

of

signs

statistics
;

and

of

highway

the standardization of road

and markers; the adoption of an
on the circulaof motor vehicles and their passage

international convention
tion
at

common

of the
for

frontiers;

the

organization

Technical Commission provided

by the Pan American Highway Con-

vention (Conference for the Maintenance
of Peace, Buenos Aires 1936); the formal

inauguration of the Pan American High-

way System on October
will

12, 1942,

which

be the 450th anniversary of the

dis-

covery of America; the extension by ferry
of the

highway system

other insular republics;
protect the supply of

to

Cuba and

to

a resolution to

motor

fuel through-

MORE HIGHWAYS FOR THE AMERICAS
out the non-oil-producing countries; and
the establishment of an

Inter-American

Federation of Automobile Clubs.
The place for the next Congress was
fixed

by unanimous agreement

as

Lima,

Peru.

The

highest praise should be given to

the Mexican organization which arranged
for the Congress and carried it through
smoothly and without loss of time, kept
pace with the demands of the sections and
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had ready at the close of the Congress a
resume of the proceedings and resolu-

full

tions.

The

officers of the

Congress have

been named. The Secretariat
that accomplished the preliminary task so
well was composed of the following Mexialready

can

officials, all

engineers: Vicente Cortes

Herrera, Secretary General, and five Assistant

Secretaries: Leonel

Rivera R.,

R.

Pacheco,

Manuel Garcia M., Jose
and Armando Santacruz. Jr.

Carlos Bazan,

Sculptures by Maria Martins
POWELL MINNIGERODE

C.

Director,

The Corcoran Gallery of Art

The Corcoran

she studied music in her

ton,

in France,

Gallery of Art, in Washingwas the scene of a brilliant opening on
the afternoon of October 14 when an
exhibition of sculpture by Maria Martins,
wife of the Brazilian Ambassador to the
United States of North America, was
placed on view. Attended by representatives from the American Republics, other
diplomats, and many officials of the United
States Government, as well as artists,
critics, and connoisseurs, the exhibition
received favorable and enthusiastic comment on every side.

The

sculptures,

executed

in

own country and

with the intention of becoming

a pianist, and later was a student of draw-

and painting at the Academies des
Beaux Arts in Rio and Paris. Madame
ing

bronze,

and various native
Brazilian woods, were handsomely displayed in one of the large second floor
terra

cotta,

plaster,

museum

galleries of the

ground

of

vegetation.
invited

palms,

The

guests

against a back-

and

ferns,

artist

and

tropical

greeted the

many

with

them

talked

throughout the afternoon regarding her

Immediately following the openMadame Martins enter-

work.

ing at the Gallery,

tained at a delightful reception and tea at

Embassy for artists, critics, and special
Most of those present knew her
a charming official hostess, but few had

the

guests.

as

realized that she

is

great

well.
j!^

as

ability

a serious sculptress of

Her

boundless

energy [apparently

possible for

Madame

two

—that

lives-

seemingly

upon her

creative artist

it

Emmany

of chatelaine of the

bassy of an important power with
calls

makes

Martins to carry on

its

time, and that of an active
whose twenty exhibits in the

current showing are the fruit of many
months of work.
Born in Minas Gerais, Brazil, and educated in a French school in Rio de Janeiro,
682

Courtesy of the Corcoran Gallery of Art

SALOME {BRONZE)

SCULPTURES BY MARIA MARTINS
Martins studied sculpture under Catherine Barjanski and also with Jespers, well

known

in Brussels

and

She lived

Paris.

a time in the Orient, which stimulated
her interest in various forms of Chinese

for

and Japanese art, though it cannot be said
that any appreciable influence of the
Orient

found in her work.
were amazed at

is

Visitors to the exhibition

the variety

and breadth of the

sculptress'

Upon entering the room one found

eff"orts.

a charming

little

portrait

head in bronze

of the artist's daughter, Nora, sensitively
full of the charm of childAt the far end of the gallery, one
was amazed to see, in contrast, the creative power in her great standing figure of

modelled and
hood.

carved

Christ,

in

jacaranda,

a

native

wood. This figure is full of
strength and power, and the simplicity and
vigor of its carving caused many to comBrazilian

ment

that

striking

this

piece

Maria

is

most notable work. The inscription on the base of the figure, '^Vae
Martins'

vobis,

scribae

Pharisaei,

et

hjpocntae!'''

("Woe to

you, scribes and Pharisees, hypo-

crites!")

is

indicative of the spirit of this

militant figure.

The

grain of the

wood

has been used to excellent advantage to

enhance the

eff"ect.

This stunning carving

occupies one end of the

room by

and

itself

seems to dominate the whole exhibition.

The

artist's interest in

vealed in a

number

the dance

is

re-

of her sculptures, a

native dance of Brazil, the samba, being

the subject of several pieces.

One

of these,

carved in mahogany, depicts a young

man

and young woman, he with a stringed
musical instrument, and in the interesting
rhythms of this piece one feels a moving
expression of the dance. The famous
dancer of Biblical times, Salome, so popular

with

artists

of

all ages, is

the subject of

one a standing bronze in
which the dancer holds at arm's length
the head of St. John, which she examines

several studies,

Courtesy of the Corcoran Gallery of Art

CHRIST (JACARANDA)
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Courtesy of the Corcoran Gallery of Art

Courtesy of the Corcoran Gallery of Art

NOSTALGIA {BRONZE)

SAMBA {MAHOGANY)

with calm detachment; one a small seated
terra cotta with a soft pink patina;

and one

which the

tinted

The

which occupies the center of the
room and which was completed only a day
or two before the exhibition opened.
Another phase of the dance is revealed in

and

a

large life-size

seated

figure

in

plaster

the large standing figure in bronze of a

young woman,

full

of

life

and movement,

artist calls Nostalgia.

patina of this work

is

dancer's hair

is

is

The green

particularly pleasing.

decorated with grapes

drapery around her waist
gracefully held, and her lithe body has
leaves, the

action

and

In

Tar a

poise.

{Watersprite)

a

female figure

from a fountain, the base being
decorated with fish and other sea forms. A
rises as

SCULPTURES BY MARIA MARTINS
rich

mark her

as an artist of unusual creative
and ability. The Corcoran Gallery
was honored to present to the public the
interesting work of this able artist who,
through happy circumstance, is now resi-

background of palms and ferns showed
work to particular advantage.

talent

this arresting
Still

another phrase of the

artist's

varied

expression was found in Refugee, a small

wood

carving of a seated

woman,

full

of

simple dignity and the quiet resignation of

dent in Washington.

one who
In striking contrast was a gay and amusing
work depicting the vivacious dancer, Carmen Miranda, carved in wood, gilded and
colored. This unusual piece has been
purchased by a New York collector.
Another work in lighter vein was a charm-

Maria Martins has been

has faced privation and hardship.

ing

little

of

Madame

sculptural

Machines

in various

United States

Corporation

sculp-

be

to

museums throughout

after

opening

at the

the

Cor-

One of her wood

carvings in the current showing entitled

Samba has been chosen to represent Main the coming exhibition,

Martins'

dame Martins
because

not only
gives

is

representative of her

an interesting interpreta-

tion of one of Brazil's native dances.

Galler.\

NORA

it

work but

mediums

Courtesy of the Corcoran

by the International

coran Gallery next May.

was strikingly revealed in this
showing, and her cornpetent handling of
varied subject matter and her accom-

many

Pan American

ture being assembled

shown

sculpture

plished use of

portant exhibition of
Business

girl entitled Adolescence.

The wide range

selected as one

of the artists to represent Brazil in the im-

figure in red terra cotta of a

standing young
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{BRONZE)

''Malazarte"

A New

Opera by Lorenzo Fernandez

Brazilian

LUIZ HEITOR CORREA DE AZEVEDO
Professor of Folk Music, National School of Music, University of Brazil; Editor, "Revista Brasileira
de

On

September

Musica;" Consultant, Music Division, Pan American Union

30,

1941, the curtain of

piece that has just been given to the public

the municipal theater in Rio de Janeiro

of Rio de Janeiro.

on a new BraziUan opera, Malazarte,
with a libretto based on the text of a well
known play by Graga Aranha and music
by Oscar Lorenzo Fernandez. The cast
was headed by the United States tenor,

and composer spent much time

rose

Frederick Jagel,

who

sang the

role;

title

the composer in person directed the

performance
unqualified

of

his

success.

first

was an
The composer was
work.

It

cheered as he took innumerable curtain calls; he was later
feted in various ways by his admirers.
enthusiastically

Malazarte

is

new work.

not a wholly

It

had its genesis ten years ago when the
young composer met at one of his concerts
the noted thinker and author of Estetica da
Vida and Chanaan. Lorenzo Fernandez'
star was already rising in the Brazilian
artistic

firmament,

thanks

to

his

first

great symphonies, Suite sobre temas populares

and Reisado do
Graga Aranha had long

(1925), Imbapara (1929),

pastoreio (1930).

been recognized

as

the

leader

modernists in Brazil and the

of the

presiding

genius of a literary and musical group in-

cluding Villa-Lobos, Ronald de Garvalho

and many

It was Graga Aranha
charmed by the musicianof Lorenzo Fernandez, thought him

others.

himself who,
ship

peculiarly fitted

meaning of
symbolical

his

to

interpret

drama

the

inner

Malazarte, subtly

but distinctly Brazilian.

therefore requested the

composer

He

to col-

laborate in this literary-musical master686

working out plans

For a year the author
together,

for their collaboration.

The

libretto of the opera was the last work
undertaken by Graga Aranha before his

He had
been unable to finish it, and Lorenzo
Fernandez found himself alone with the
incomplete literary framework of the
opera, for which he had partially the
musical material. "The death of this

untimely death early in 1931.

was a tremendous shock to me," said
composer in an interview recently

friend

the

published in a Brazilian paper.

"I under-

went a period of real discouragement; for
a time I was unable to proceed with the
opera." Later, however, he returned to
it, and because Lorenzo Fernandez is also
a poet, who has written the words for
many of his own songs, he adapted the
remaining scenes of the original Malazarte
to the libretto for the opera.

The plot centers around the legendary
Mediterranean character of Pedro de las
artes (Rascally Peter), who has been
transmuted by Brazilian tradition into the
rogue Pedro Malazarte, a man of many
vices but the utmost fascination.

malas

Scene 1 of the first act takes place in the
garden of an old colonial house, the home
of Eduardo, an impulsive and generous lad

who

is

Almira.
cated,

is

deeply in love with his fiancee
Malazarte,

somewhat

intoxi-

recounting his exploits to Edward's

mother and the old nurse; the poor

souls

A

NEW

BRAZILIAN OPERA BY LORENZO FERNANDEZ

are terrified at his deviltries.

He makes

advances to Filomena, a madcap

who

is

engaged to Raimundo, the son of the nurse
and a servant in the house. The scene ends
with Malazarte playing on his guitar an
irresistible batvque that sets everyone to dancing and makes a superb symphonic close.
The second scene takes place on Christ-

We

687

radiant group seen as the curtain went up.

They begin

to talk of the old

legends that

Eduardo's nurse used to tell him when he
he was a boy. Almira shows jealousy of
the

Mae

(TAgua (Watersprite)

the bottom of the well

claims to have seen

very hour

when

and

who

whom

many

lives in

Eduardo

times at that

seated on the well-curb.

Malazarte appears

As night deepens Almira peers down into
the bottom of the well and then, as though
drawn by a magnet, she throws herself in
as a greenish radiance rises and the watersprite appears, gleaming and smiling.

arm in arm with Filomena
who, frightened, slips away from him when
she espies Raimundo. The two men plan

The first scene of the second act shows
an inconsolable Eduardo in the large and
gloomy drawing room of his home. His

a fishing expedition for that night over the

by the death of
Raimundo, enters pursued by a noisy
crowd shouting "Old Mother Moon! Old
Mother Moon!" A protector suddenly
appears and dominates the multitude with

mas

eve.

see the processions of shep-

herdesses winding through the streets of the

old colonial

accordance with cus-

city, in

tom, the maidens bearing flowers for the

new-born

Christ-child.

in the procession

who

recalls the tradi-

fishes

on that sacred

protests of Filomena,

tion that

whoever

night will be drowned.

enter; she

Courtesy

of

is

laughs

drowned on the fatal
Then Eduardo and Almira

at the legend but

expedition.

Raimundo

is

the prettiest shepherdess in the

old nurse Militina, crazed

strange authority.

who

has

taken

It

the

is

the watersprite,

guise

of Dionisia,

Luiz Heitor Correa de Azevedo

THE GARDEN OF EDUARDO'S HOME
Setting for Act

I,

Scene

1,

of Malazarte.

All settings were designed by

Jayme

Silva.
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A

A STREET IN COLONIAL RIO DE JANEIRO
Setting for Act

I,

Scene

2,

of Malazarte.

fisherwoman. Dionisia approaches
Eduardo, and speaking to him of sweet

boat and woos Dionisia,

who

cumbs

this incorrigible

and

Don Juan. As they set out together

a

mysterious

things,

The two disappear from

enchants

him.

to the

charms of

at last suc-

for the

the stage, which

mysterious palaces of Dionisia, which seem

gradually darkens while a symphonic in-

to rise on the horizon in clouds encarmined
by the sun, Eduardo enters. Overcome
with surprise and overwhelmed by despair, he tries to prevent the departure of
his beloved. But Malazarte's boat sets
sail for the open sea, to the accompani-

terlude introduces the second scene.

This

takes place on a moonlit shore. The
whole scene is a love duet between Eduardo and Dionisia, with interpolations
from behind the scenes by a chorus of

Undines of Brazilian tradition.
and last act shows Boa Viagem
beach on the other side of Guanabara Bay
and the familiar landscape of Rio de
Janeiro, with Sugarloaf, Gavea and Corcovado in the background. It is night,
and the twinkling lights outline the old
laras, the

The

third

colonial city.

The

nisia lying asleep

curtain rises

on a

rock.

upon Dio-

The

songs

of fishermen are heard as they leave for

the sea before sunrise.

The

rays of light.

of the song / shall he

the eternal voice of

Eduardo, fascinated by the mysterious watersprite, walks down toward the
water while the laras sing with voluptuous
love.

and

ironic mirth, continuing their

deceit

and

work

of

destruction.

These three

acts of a primitive

poem

deep-rooted in Brazilian tradition gave

Lorenzo

Fernandez

an

opportunity

to

laras dance in

emphasize, with that incomparable power

by the

of suggestion which music has, the folk
and dramatic meaning of this drama.

the moonlight, but are dispersed
first

ment

Malazarte enters in a

A

They

BRAZILIAN OPERA BY LORENZO FERNANDEZ

are to be found, for example, in the

infectious

at the

NEW

end of the

herdesses'

by Malazarte

played

batuque

first

choruses,

scene; in the shep-

sung in a winding

In the three following

richest in folklore.

scenes the action

is

of fantasy;

that

procession punctuated with multi-colored

Lorenzo Fernandez

and in the authentic linha (Tagua
(a magic incantation) of a catimbo from
northeastern Brazil, which serves as the
theme for the chorus of laras in the last
The two scenes of the first act, beact.
cause of their picturesqueness and highly

his

lights;

decorative

quality,

are

those

that

are

gradually transferred

to a plane of unreality,
full

creative

689

is

finds

mysterious and
the field which

most

fertile for

imagination at the present

artistic development.
The
Rio de Janeiro are unanimous in
maintaining that these are the best and

stage

of his

critics in

strongest

moments

in a crescendo
nificent finale.

Courtesy of Luiz Heitor Correa de Azevedo

A BEACH ON GUANABARA BAY
Setting for Act III, Scene 1, of Malazarte.

of the opera,

whose climax

which ends
the mag-

is

Jesus Maria Troncoso
jsTew Minister

When,

of

the

Dominican Republic

in

Washington

early in August 1941, Sefior Andres

who had

Pastoriza,

served as

Envoy Ex-

traordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary

Dominican Republic at Washington
December 1935, was recalled to
Ciudad Trujillo to fill the post of Secretary
of State for Communications and Public
Dominican
Works,
the
Government
named Dr. Jesus Maria Troncoso as his

of the
since

Dr. Troncoso

successor at Washington.

presented his letters of credence to Presi-

dent Roosevelt at the White House on

September

23, 1941,

and on that occasion

expressed in the following terms the senti-

ments of the Dominican Government and
people in regard to their relations with the
United States:
could have no greater satisfaction than that
I feel in appearing before Your Excellency,

I

which
for I

am fully

persuaded that

I faithfully

interpret

Dominican people and
Government in affirming that that people and that
Government in this, humanity's hour of crisis, are
de^eply inspired by the ideals governing the life of
sentiments

the

nation which, because of

this great

has

virtues,

of the

won

civilized nations.

its

a place in the front rank of

At

its

head the figure of Your

Excellency stands out as a symbol of the
that
I

am

state

Your Excellency

by

my Government

that

the

to

Dominican

bound to the principles
of preservation, liberty, and mutual assistance
under the aegis of law, which constitute the bond
of solidarity among all the American republics and
Republic

feels indissolubly

give impetus to their efforts in the preparation
of continental defense; for

it is

thus that the con-

quests, spiritual as well as material, that

so far achieved will be preserved

humanity assured,
world

of

man

has

and the future

of

be guided toward a better
understanding and fraternity. The
to

Dominican nation is profoundly convinced that
free America is the land chosen by God for the
690

new

generation whose aspirations

be more in harmony with divine plans.

President

Roosevelt

replied

to

Dr.

Troncoso's remarks in part as follows:

especially charged

to

will

spirit

incarnates.

it

germination of a

exceptional

I

highly appreciate the sentiments which you so

generously express.

I

am

also gratified

by the

message which you bring that the Dominican
people and Government share the ideals of the
people and Government of the United States of
America, as well as their faith in the principle
of hemispheric solidarity in the defense of the
Americas and of our continental heritage of
liberty.

You may be assured, Mr. Minister, that it will
be a pleasure for me personally and for all the
officials concerned in this Government to continue
with you the close and effective collaboration in
matters of mutual interest to our Governments

TRADE AGREEMENT BETWEEN ARGENTINA AND THE UNITED STATES
which has happily characterized our

relations

with your predecessor.

The new diplomatic representative of the
Dominican Republic, who

is

the President of that nation,

the son of

was born

in

Ciudad Trujillo on May 18, 1902. He
was educated in his native country, receiving a degree in philosophy and letters
from the Normal School of Santo Domingo
and later a degree in law from the University of Santo Domingo. Among the
various public posts that he has occupied
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have been the following: Secretary of the
Land Claims Office; Secretary of the
Dominican Legation in Santiago, Chile;
Secretary to

Assistant

1939;

member

President in

the

of the Consultative

Com-

mittee of the Department of State; Under-

Secretary of State; and professor at the

University of Santo Domingo,

Dr. Troncoso has also taken his place as

Dominican Republic
on the Governing Board of the Pan
American Union.
representative of the

Trade Agreement between
Argentina and the United States
A

RECIPROCAL trade agreement between

tariffs

on

specified products of the other

Argentina and the United States, designed
to improve trade relations between the

country, the binding of certain tariff rates
against

increases,

two countries both during the present
emergency and after the war, was signed
by representatives of the two Governments at Buenos Aires on October 14,
The agreement went into effect
1941.
provisionally on November 15, 1941, and
will enter into full and definitive force
thirty days after exchange of the instrument of ratification of the Argentine Government and the proclamation of the agreement by the President of the United States.

specified

commodities on the free

products

benefited

Subject to certain special provisions,

greater.

These

will

it

remain in force until November 15,
and may be continued in efTect

1944,

and

the

freezing

of

list.

United States agricultural and industrial
exports will receive benefits covering 127
tariff items, on 39 of which the
were reduced and on 88 of which the

Argentine
duties

present rates are

during the

life

bound

against increases

of the agreement.

Although

number of tariff items listed is 127,
many of them cover groups of products,
and therefore the number of individual
the total

to

is

in

reality

much

benefits are also subject

a special provision stipulating that a

specified proportion of the full tariff reduc-

trade between the two countries and in-

by Argentina to the United
become effective until
Argentine customs revenue from imports
again equals at least 270,000,000 paper

clude reductions by each country of

pesos in a calendar year.

indefinitely thereafter.

The

tions granted

reciprocal concessions granted in

the agreement cover a large portion of the

its

States

shall

not

This

sum

is
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approximately the annual average customs

worth, or 30.2 percent, of total United

revenue of Argentina in the decade 193140, and is about 40,000,000 pesos more

this

than receipts from customs in 1940.
Products benefiting from duty reductions are:

Prunes; salmon and mackerel;

apples; pears; grapes; raisins;

canned

dines;

specified

trucks,

buses and parts;

linings;

rubber hose; white cement; auto-

brake

asbestos

matic refrigerator parts and accessories;

unplaned oak, spruce, Douglas fir, and
pitch or tea pine lumber; specified general
machines and spare parts; certain radio

and ordinary

sets

portable

tubes; vulcanized fiber;

electric

tools;

storage

battery

cases; wallboard; liner board; turpentine

and

rosin;

and unexposed motion picture

Items bound against

Dried

fruit;

tariff increases are:

chewing gum; walnuts; ciga-

and tobacco; other specified types
of passenger cars and parts; several kinds
of agricultural implements and machinery
rettes

(plows, tractors, sowers, harvesters, thresh-

ing machines, etc.); pumps; casks; auto-

matic refrigerators and mechanisms; comboiler

pressors;

removers;

scale

roofing

asbestos

felt;

asphalt

razor blades;

implaned white pine lumand Douglas fir plywood;
specified small industrial machines and
parts; office machines (typewriters and

fixed wrenches;
ber;

spruce

parts, cash registers, dictaphones, adding,

calculating,
oil

Of

represents prod-

from duty reductions
and $12,752,000 products on which duties
have been bound.
Argentina in return

is

granted reductions

in duties or assurances of the

continuance

on a list of 84 United
States tariff items. These cover products
which in 1938 and 1939 accounted for
about 93 percent of total United States
imports from Argentina, and in 1940 accounted for about 75 percent of such imof existing duties

ports.

The

decreased proportion in 1940

was due largely
fine
is

to the fact that in that year

grade wool, on which no concession

made

in the agreement, constituted a

greater percentage of total United States

film.

and

amount $19,354,000

ucts that will benefit

sar-

automobiles,

passenger

States exports to Argentina in 1940.

and accounting machines);

burners; windmills; refractory earth in
specified

blocks;

radio

wind-driven

tubes;

erating

devices;

fittings;

small

sets,

electric

fluorescent

electric

principal
is,

—

from the trade value standpoint upon
which United States duties are reduced
include flaxseed, canned corned beef,
casein, cattle hides, coarse wools, and quebracho extract. Still others are oleo oil
and stearin, tallow, meat extracts, neatsfoot
oil and stock, onyx, willow or osier for basketmakers, certain furs and skins, specified
prepared foods, jams, jellies, broom corn,
canary seed, and certain manufactures of
reptile leather.

The

on asparagus,
and prunelles are

duties

grapes, plums, prunes,

reduced during seasons when domestic
marketings of these products are light.
Existing

duties

are

bound on

glycerin,

power genbulbs and

or pulverized mica, fresh pears, and alfalfa

motors;

copying,

and sanitary paper; fountain
varnishes and enamels;
exposed motion picture film; and photographic dry plates.

The

—

The

principal, that

processed mate, unmanufactured, ground,

sulphur;

products included under these spe-

cific tariff

Argentine commodities

and

parts,

blotting,

pens;

purchases from Argentina.

items accounted for S32,106,000

commodities bound on the free
carpet wools, crude mate,
several kinds of animal by-products, quebracho wood, and specified furs and skins.
seed, while

list

include

A special separate schedule of concessions
granted to Argentina by the United States
applies to commodities

which the United
from coun-

States ordinarily obtains chiefly

TRADE AGREEMENT BETWEEN ARGENTINA AND THE UNITED STATES
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accorded by either country to a third
country

be

will

immediately

extended

and without compensation

to

The

party to the agreement.

the other

only ex-

Government

the

of the United States will

not invoke the most-favored-nation provisions of the

agreement

in respect to

Ar-

gentine exchange or quota treatment of

Kingdom

ceptions to this provision are the special

imports from the United

trade advantages accorded by the United

as proceeds of Argentine exports to that

States to

Cuba, and,

exchange

of

an

as set forth in

accompanying

notes

agreement, certain special

tariff

the

advan-

tages granted by Argentina to contiguous
countries.

The agreement furthermore

extends the

principle of nondiscriminatory most-fav-

ored-nation

treatment

generally

to

the

country are blocked.

as long

Argentina, on the

other hand, gives assurance that exchange
will

be

allotted, at least in limited

amounts

accordance with its exchange availabilities, for every one of the United States
in

imports

listed in the

agreement.

A

similar

exception as to exchange and quota preferences granted to the contiguous countries

other country in case the government of

and Peru

either

one establishes or maintains any
form of international exchange control.
One of the notes forming an integral

notes exchanged.

part of the agreement refers to Argen-

and one that has not previously been included in agreements negotiated under
authority of the Trade Agreements Act,

tina's present inability to

ling

balances

into

convert

its ster-

Reand payments

currencies.

free

cently the Argentine trade

Still

is

is

also

provided in one of the

another feature of the agreement,

the provision for consultation regarding

all

matters affecting the operation of the

principal markets for Argentine exports;

agreement through the medium of a mixed
commission consisting of representatives
of each of the two Governments.
This trade agreement between Argentina
and the United States is the twelfth that
the United States has concluded with

and

American

position has been aggravated to a very

important extent by the trade and financial controls

adopted by the belligerents

in

the present European war, notably the

United Kingdom, which
as a result of those

is

one of the

measures Argen-

republics,

and

it

is

generally

tina has been unable to convert freely into

hailed in both countries as a significant

dollars the proceeds of

its

called "sterling area."

Assurance

forward step in carrying out the broad
program of cooperation between the de-

in the

sales to the so-

exchange of notes on

this

is

given

point that

mocracies of the Western Hemisphere.

The Democratic Concept

of Bolivar,

or the Negation of Dictatorship
PEDRO DE ALBA
Assistant Director of the

Pan American Union

In the strong and complex personality of
elements

the

Bolivar

types were united.

of several

The

human

statesman,

the

the reformer alternated with the

Bolivar personified the negation of dictatorship;

he was the very antithesis of
he never regarded him-

dictators, because

American continent during its century
and a half of independence. In addition

because he was acutely
aware that the people have a sure intuition. He was always ready to recognize
errors, and to share responsibilities.
He had a passion for glory, but even
greater was his love for liberty. Entrenched in the depths of his soul was a
holy horror of anarchy and demagogy.

to the legacy contained in congressional

He

messages, speeches to the army, proclama-

young republics, and desired
forth to meet those perils with

soldier,

man

of

letters,

the sociologist, the legis-

lator.

philosophy embraced

Bolivar's

doctrines

have

been

tions, manifestoes,

and

the

constitutional plat-

bequeathed

he

forms,

all

and political ideas that
expounded throughout the

social

to

posterity

the

treasure of his personal correspondence,

which abounds
his

in revealing illustrations of

discernment and vision, his nobility of

and

knowledge of men.
was wonderfully complex and inexhaustibly rich.
Endowed with great sensitivity, he could
perceive all the nuances of the human soul.
While possessing a keen eye for reactions
in his fellow men, he followed a system of
spirit

The

his

Liberator's intelligence

self-criticism to

own

analyze his

visible acts

It was he himself who
documents and in inti-

or hidden thoughts.
in various public

mate

letters

to his friends laid

bare his

doubts and contradictions.
that the figure

upon the present

generation stems from that comprehension,

that

heights

impulse

to

realized the dangers that threatened

the

determination.

The

to sally

valiant

cap-

viceroyalties,

and intendancies that for three
centuries had lived under monarchical
dominion and despotic compulsion offered

taincies,

a

fertile

When

field

for

all

sorts

of uprisings.

the bonds with the mother country

were severed, a spirit of revenge against
the former oppressors began to germinate.

From

the four cardinal points of the

com-

pass arose the winds of rebellion.

Bolivar fought to
nations of the

New

give

liberty

World.

He

to

the

deeply

desired the economic

improvement of the
working classes and the prerogatives of
independence and dignity for all citizens
without distinction of race, position, or

The growing magnetism
of the Liberator exerts

self as infallible,

understand

and the depths of the

spirit,

the
that

atmosphere of energy or of indulgence
which radiated from his personality.

origin;

but at the same time he demanded

new republics discipline themby work and base their life on a sound

that the
selves

ethical system.

Bolivar was not only a soldier and states-

man

of genius; ideas for social reform and

the economic betterment of the oppressed
695
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PEDRO DE ALBA, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF THE PAN AMERICAN UNION

DR.

Dr. de Alba stands before a replica of the equestrian statue of Bolivar presented by Venezuela to
York City and unveiled in Central Park on April 19, 1921.

also occupied his

and

slaves

serfs,

He

mind.

liberated the

not only his

own but

as well. He held that the communal lands of the Indians should be
respected, and ordered that Indians who
had no such lands should be given them.
He upheld the principles of a more equiothers'

table distribution of wealth as one premise

of the

new

social order,

and asked that

the light of knowledge and education be

made

available

to

the

emancipated

nations.

In his address to the Congress of Angostura

in

1819,

after

analyzing from

all

imaginable angles the political problems

of the time, he turned his

New

mind toward

the future and declared that the foundation

stone of the greatness of the

World

New

nations ought to be the education

of the masses.

He

declared:

Popular education should be the first concern
Morality and knowledge ate the
two poles of a republic; they are our first necessities.
Let us borrow from Athens her Areopagus
of Congress.

and her guardians of customs and laws; let us
borrow from Rome her censors and tribunes;
and, making a holy alliance with these moral
institutions, let us renew in the world the idea of
a nation that is not content to be free and strong
but wishes also to be virtuous.

Bolivar had a classic culture and

men-

THE DEMOCRATIC CONCEPT OF BOLIVAR
tality.

Victor Andres Belaunde, the Pe-

ruvian writer and fervent eulogist of the

may

Liberator, has well said that he

be

considered one of the outstanding geniuses

would be appropriate

if I

had been

less

697
praised," he seemed to

recognize that he himself had sometimes
lost his

head.

His delicate

sensibilities

led

him

into

exponents of the Greco-Roman tempera-

an analysis of the pros and cons of any
enterprise he sought to undertake, and
thus we see him oppressed by harrowing

ment; not the Greece of the tyrants or the

contradictions.

Rome

the discipline, greatness,

of the Latin race.

It

add that he was one of the

to

greatest

of the Caesars, but the early re-

publics of Hellas

He

and Latium.

spoke

and tribunes of the people, of
and guardians of republican institutions, because he had the same honesty
as the heroes of Greece who, after saving

His boundless passion for

him to

of archons

ence obliged

censors

proposals for a strong

the

republic, justified

their

before

acts

He also
Rome of the

the Councils of the Elders.

par-

took of the

con-

when,

suls

spirit of

the

in the midst of the triumphal

evil

"Remember that thou

art mortal."

and humanistic style
pervaded all the documents issued by
Bolivar as statesman, soldier, and legislator, and left their traces even in his private
correspondence and personal notes. In

and

all

His

paths.

stable executive

life, and a restricted suff'rage
were motivated not by any desire to impair
democracy, but rather by his eagerness to
find formulas that would prevent disintegration and libertinism in the newly es-

tablished republics.

classic sobriety

explore

power, a hereditary senate, a president

the people could be heard saying to the

A

of

elected for

entries of victorious generals, the voice of

victors:

and well-being

the nations to which he had given independ-

He

recognized their

inheritance from three centuries of

during which the
and arrogance of the conqueror
engendered in the conquered a deep current of hidden rancor and poorly dissimuSpanish

domination,

privileges

lated resentment.

The number and magnitude

of the prob-

a letter to General Francisco de Paula

lems bequeathed by the colonial period

Santander, dated April 15, 1823, Bolivar

were destined to lead the nations of Hispanic America into the most contradictory
acts and absurd experiments. Neverthe-

said:
I have admired from afar what you have done,
but have not said anything because I believe there
is nothing so corrosive as praise; it delights the

palate but destroys the vitals.
to

something

How

if I

had been

impressive

Liberator

upon the dangers

He

this

is

when he

I

might amount

less praised.

.

.

.

attitude of the

us to reflect

invites

of flattery

and adulation

understood that indiscriminate praise

could corrupt the founders of the young
republics;

he realized that in the wake of

obsequious eulogy followed
sonal ambitions.

He knew

daring per-

that adulation

and that an inconpower and command

the bitterness of the Liberator's last

less,

years were invested with heroic grandeur.

He

could not accept defeat; his strong

character rebelled against discouragement.

He

impelled to leave in writing his ac-

felt

cusatory reflections, so that future generations

might see from

solve

if

tage of his

mem-

that

he

own temperament. He knew

tinent appetite for

ous

When

delicacy"

recognized in Marshal Sucre was the herithat sensitivity

he asserted "I might amount to something

example

they were to be faithful to his

The "supreme

ory.

begets excessive pride,

leads to the rise of dictatorships.

his personal

the import of the problems they should

traits in

and delicacy were danger-

time of war, and he achieved

self-control in order to

battle

more

be able to wage

eff'ectivelv.

his

The most amaz-
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THE STATUE OF BOlIvAR
ing thing

is

that the attributes of

dreamer

and intellectual, which at times make him
seem a true poet, did not in the least
weaken his character.
Conclusive testimony to the sobriety of
the Liberator's character

is

found in the

IN CARACAS, HIS

BIRTHPLACE

emphasized by the epoch in which he
seized the sword to liberate America.
His energies were unflagging during the
long years of struggle to bring order into
the institutions of the

new

nations.

Never

did he use his energy, his character, his

judgment of that noble gentleman, the

prestige,

great Captain of the Crossing of the Andes,

always before him was the idea of service,

Jose de San Martin,
It

may

who

What

characterized

him above

accom-

all else

and, to

extent, constituted his special genius,

constancy that was proof against any

was a

trial.

Al-

though beset by difhculties, he never let himself
be disheartened by them, no matter how great
the dangers into which his ardent spirit led him.

The

militancy

of

his

satisfy

of helping to

stated:

be said that Bolivar's military

plishments earned for him the right to be called the
most extraordinary man America has produced.

some

to

character

was

tinies

of the

who

concealed ambitions;

achieve the glorious des-

New

World.

him

There were

found a dynasty,
to put on a crown. But he had no wish to
emulate Iturbide's example, and rightfully so, for between those two diametrically opposed personalities there was a
wide and deep abyss.
As early as 1815 Bolivar had expressed
those

invited

to

the opinion that a Creole

monarchy would

THE DEMOCRATIC CONCEPT OF BOLIVAR
probably be established in Mexico

when

had perfected its independence,
and that was precisely what happened.
Iturbide, a soldier of fortune, was enmeshed in a web of flattery, fell victim to
his own lack of political sagacity, and
eventually had to pay before a firing
that nation

squad

for his

attempt to obstruct the course

war

of Mexico's

for

independence. Bolivar

Thus he spoke

699

and

Peru,

when

military

his

litical

genius had not been crowned by the

convening of the
of

Panama.
Some day the

Continental

history of

had previously
lived for and accomplished. To him the
title of Liberator was more precious than

who

that of monarch.

chain of responsibilities.

him

still

Junin, and Ayacucho, and his works of po-

will

On

saga

lacked the climactic events at Pichincha,

declined the offer of a crown as an off"ense
against everything that he

cam-

in 1821, before the

paigns for the independence of Ecuador

Congress

Simon Bolivar

be written as the tragedy of the

man

could divest himself of neither mili-

nor

glory

tary

claimed by

all

civil

powers.

He was

honors and held by a long
Nevertheless, as

with

has just been said, in 1821, the year in

anguish and drama, he felt obliged to
assume dictatorial authority and to govern
with full powers, in order to curb the fires

which the independence of several American republics was finally consummated,
he entertained the fond hope of becoming a
simple citizen. A month before he ex-

occasions

fraught

for

of disorder, anarchy, and dissolution. He
was always eager to turn over the power
with which the congresses had invested

him
of

to

governmental juntas or to councils
Power enveloped him at

patriots.

times

the

like

deadly

legend of Hercules.
to

He

garment in the
wished to retire,

become simply one more

citizen at the

service of his country, but the

of events would not permit

whirlwind

it.

He was

pressed

that

desire

to

the Congress

Cucuta, he had written a

letter

to

of

Dr.

Pedro Gual couched in similar language:
History will say,

Bolivar

took

command

to

and when they were
be governed not by his will,

liberate his fellow citizens,
free

he

left

them

to

but by law.

Those words

link the democratic thought

of Bolivar with that of Jose

Maria Morelos,

the leader of nations, consumed in the

the reformer, hero, and martyr of Mexican

burning bush.

independence, a

In Bolivar's brief address to the Congress of Colombia at Cucuta, we find an
admonition worthy of a Roman consul:

This sword

is

my

free.

I

who

at the closing session of the

the

of Servant of the Nation,

of no use in time of peace,

self

could well have signed

of their own powers. A man like myself is a
dangerous citizen in a popular government; he is
an immediate threat to national sovereignty.
I wish to be a citizen, so that I and all others may

be

Morelos,

Congress of Chilpancingo asked for him-

last

and this
day of power. Thus have I
sworn to myself and thus have I promised to
Colombia, because there can be no republic
where the people are not assured of the exercise

should be

man of continental stature,

worthy of a place beside the Liberator.

prefer the

title

of Citizen to that of

Liberator, because while the latter originates in

Cucuta

title

in

the

message of

which Bolivar asked only the

Good

For his part the
have been satisfied to
declare with Morelos that good law must
be superior to any man. The letter of
Simon Bolivar to Dr. Pedro Gual and the
title

of

Citizen.

Liberator would

message of Jose Maria Morelos to the
First Mexican Congress were written in the

war, the former derives from law and order.
Let me exchange all of my titles for that of Good

dramatic hour when democracy in Hispanic

Citizen.

America was born.

Pre-Columbian Art

in

Peru and

its

Significance for the Americas
CONSTANTINO MALINOVSKY
In the field of art the American continents,

north and south, have been slow to avail
themselves of the rich inspiration to be

found in pre-Columbian
ular

mind

art.

To

the pop-

the history of the American con-

drawings of pre-Coauthor of this article, depicting
pottery and textiles of various cultures found in Peru,
will be on view at the Pan American Union until
December 5, 1947.
tra

exhibition

lumbian art
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by

of

the

watercolor

began with Christopher Columbus;
many and practical reasons for this. The Spaniards and Portuguese in South America and the pioneers
in North America were at first occupied
with the immediate struggle for existence,
for gold and fabled riches, or for liberty.
Centuries ago European art reached a
high level, and students in the Americas,
tinent

there have been

PRE-COLUMBIAN ART
mindful of their European heritage,

IN

PERU

701

followed the masters of the different schools,

America did not begin with Columbus.
We must learn the history of the continent,

Spanish, Dutch, Italian, French.

understand

Still

Thus

on this continent,
in the art realm, a sort of Euro-American
Since the Discovery American art,
art.
there developed

ignoring the nourishment of its
roots,

now

has until

own natural

not created anything

own, remaining oblivious
to the opulent and original art of preColumbian America with its countless
styles and patterns, rich material for the
establishment of our own American schools.
The whole of Europe and parts of Asia
and Africa now are at the mercy of the
distinctively

its

we

elements of destruction and

decay of

The fate
its

all

moral and

families,

left by the great North
and South American peoples as a basis for

the fulfillment of America's responsibility
as light-bearer in the

and moral and

in

Peru and

its

importance

continent today,
several things.

First, this art

symbolic expression in sculpture, painting,

Churches,

spiritual incentive

ceramics,

With such condiwhere can the American

textiles,

advanced

which had no
These symbols were not

civilizations

written word.
superficial
life

decorations for the every-day

of the ancient peoples

pulsion to express

that the

march

progress

stand

while

mal

life

it

of cultural

its

come
and

to

Europass

intellectual

halted, must the New World
and adhere to traditional forms

waits for the reestablishment of norin

Europe?

No, because America

has an inexhaustible supply of spiritual

power, and the time has come
citizen of

the

when

every

American continent

feels

new

entrusted with

responsibilities.

We

created

and

to execute in beauti-

forms the creed and philosophy of life
of their makers. Art was an instrument
for transmitting

and explaining

spiritual

impressions of surrounding phenomena.

In those ancient times art helped the

is

still

it

should

who

them; they were born of an innate comful

And

and other mediums.

remains today the history of highly

tions prevailing,

continent find the patterns for

American
in mind
was not art

to the

we must bear

alone, but served as a written language:

are being destroyed.

America?

coming darkness.

In order to understand the unique and
exceptional value of pre-Columbian art

values.

America

Havoc is being wrought in countries
whose museums and libraries contained
priceless cultural treasures, created by the
generations.

its

highest cultures

It

many

recognize

values,

it was a code of laws, a Bible, the moral
and spiritual way of life, which had

mission.

genius of

its

the

see

artistic

of these continents shows

all

sequences, and accept the models of the

primitive

man

of America to conquer the

in social and domestic
gave him landmarks on the

chaos

natural
relations.

It

road of his spiritual development and
assisted

him

to create the series of states

whose structure was not

inferior to

the

so-called classical states of ancient Egypt,

must be not only custodians of the cultural

Greece, or

treasures of the embattled countries, but

This ancient art formed a religion based
not upon material but upon moral values.

creators of

great

and

new works

of art based

rich past of our

Unfortunately

own

this past is to the

of us literally a

on the

hemisphere.
majority

terra incognita.

Lack of knowledge must not prevent
America from carrying out its great mission. We must understand that life in

Rome.

framed a code of law founded upon

It

high respect for the individual.
its

own

skills,

city planning,

It created
such as medicine, irrigation,

and weaving,

for the benefit

of the people.

Are the culture and

civilization created
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Water color by Constantino Malinovsky

Figure

The man's

by

1.

A JAR OF THE MOCHICA CULTURE

figure closely resembles the Sphinx, but

these ancient peoples to be regarded as

specifically

ucts

American, or are they prod-

of physical

influences of the

worn question

ties with and spiritual
Old World? The time-

arises,

completely

groups

whether
isolated

in

human

from

each

other and from the rest of the world,
learning
lines as

and

art develop along the

same

they do in groups of people living

touch with other groups.
This question must be answered affirma-

in constant

tively

because progress, material as well

as spiritual,

advanced similarly

in all parts

of the earth, irrespective of place, time, or

intercommunication.

is

not copied from

it.

and divergencies between culand the development of learning in the Old World and in pre-Columbian America are marked by common probParallels

tural forms

lems of relationship between the inner
logic of things

and inner causes on the one
life on

hand, and the outer conditions of
the other.

Some

outer resemblances between culon the American continent and Old
World civilizations, particularly in the
Near and the Far East, gave rise, when
viewed superficially, to numerous theories
concerning contacts and influences between
the two continents.
tures

PRE-COLUMBIAN ART

Water

color

The

if

PERU
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by Constantino Malinovsky

Figure

But

IN

one looks a

2.

ANOTHER JAR OF THE MOGHICA CULTURE

potato

little

is

here interpreted to symboUze the cycle of

deeper and takes
meaning, one

into consideration the inner

can see clear evidence

for progress

similar lines irrespective of isolation

along

from

or of contacts with one or another group
of peoples.

For example, there is a huaco {Figure 7)
from the Mochica culture of ancient Peru
on which the figure of a reclining man has
the same pose as that of the Egyptian
Sphinx, and the same inexplicable gaze
into eternity, beyond time and space.
This composition indicates that an artist
wanted to express a symbolic idea, something more than merely a man in an un-

life.

comfortable position.

The

realism of the

pre-Columbian epoch, especially
among the Mochicas, would not have permitted the artist to depart from actuality.
But where could the artist have found a
model for this composition?
At first glance it might seem that its
model was the Egyptian Sphinx, and
therefore we could come to a ready conclusion
the artist was under the influence
of Egypt. But we must remember that
for the ancient world nature was the sole
source for art; hence we must look to
nature for the model. We can find it
without difficulty a well-fed and conart of the

—

—
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tented feline, before
takes the pose

we

often

it|falls asleep,

see in the picture,

which

has a striking similarity to the Egyptian
Sphinx. We can observe the beautiful

body frozen

lines in the pose of the

to

with unwinking eyes fixed in the

stillness,

direction of the other world, seeing noth-

ing about them.
All these considerations
artist

the

of the Old

World

American continent

pose, familiar to

us

in

prompted the

as well as that of

the

it

tionality in the

This

is

main

and free from any foreign influAmerican classic styles of still life
were derived from the same abundance of
original

ence.

models, but with the single distinction that
this

genre on the American continent did

does not have the materialistic quality of

would vary only

in certain details, preserving

imitative art in

Sphinx, as

composition had resulted from an

alien influence then

all

the Americas) are absolutely individual,

not come into being through gluttony and

symbolic of his philosophy.
If this

vegetables (as well as

this

create

to

arises only from the fact that the models
were supplied by obliging nature. These
compositions of fish, crustaceans, fruits and

its

conven-

features.

particularly clear in all pictures

produced by Near Eastern cultures. A
striking parallelism of ideas and similarities
in composition suggest an easy conclusion
about various influences, but this obscures
the main fact, that the model was taken
from surrounding life and seen through a
unique prism of local spiritual creeds

low greediness that it had in the Old
World.
The native American was inspired by
his own creative genius and he attached a
spiritual, noble, and elevated character
to all growing things, however insignificant.
If one ponders over the problem of creative power, one will find that this question

posed by

is

all

Parallels but not influences

can be found

real

what he touches he always transfigures it
and to everything he gives a special character: he can "extract from commonness"

The

almost any interpretation.

and philosophy.

The

primitive art.

always true to himself; no matter

artist is

able

to

catch

the

vital

artist

significance

commonplace or ugly phenomena
an
ordinary man.

in all aspects of pre-historic art everywhere.

various

Until very recently historians of art ignor-

that escape the eye, ear, or insight of

antly held, disregarding the art of the

American continent, that so-called still
life had its origin in the amazing Pompeiian
frescoes and mosaics. But as a matter of
The work
fact, this is far from being true.
of American artists of the pre-Columbian
epoch shows that this genre was known to
them and that they reached a real perfec-

is

in

A

striking

example

to

is

another Mochica huaco

be found in

{Figure

2),

an

adaptation of the potato motif to which
the

artist,

while not wholly disregarding

outer form, gave also a symbolic meaning.

In the portrayal of this common vegetable
he personified the idea of the family as a

shores of the Mediterranean sea are the

symbol of the cycle of life in man and in
the body politic.
In this huaco each knob is made a
human image. The two large heads

birthplace of classical art," again suggests a

symbolize the dual basis of the family, the

hasty and shallow conclusion, that the Near

father

East exercised a certain influence on the

their

tion in

it.

Similarity of styles, as interpreted in such

a history of

art of the

As

art,

which teaches us that "the

American continent.

in the preceding example, parallelism

and the mother.
larger

shaped.

which

It is

child,

its

Between them is
head completely

ready to begin

its

own

life,

in turn will serve as a source for

BRAZILIAN MINERAL RESOURCES

new

Only a very thin neck
main body.
mother's breast is an infant and

generations.

head

fastens the

On
there

the

to the

another child not yet wholly

is still

formed; they signify the perpetuity of life
brought forth for the benefit of society.
At first glance all designs in pre-Colum-

bian art give

an impression

of being

thoughts hardly reasoned; each seems to

be only a spark of fantasy, a whim, or a
thoughtless sketch. But if you look at

them

a

little

tice that

more

magnificent

skill

skill

that

and

to genuine,

From

attentively

you

will no-

beneath the obvious simplicity a
is

begins to disclose

closely allied to

burning

itself,

a

deep thought

artistic feeling.

one receives the impression
of something greater that is hidden under
the visible casualness and lightness.
Contemplating the creations of the obscure artists of that faraway epoch, one
experiences a feeling of joy, peace, and
faith in the immortality of pure and profound art. In ancient times the artists
worked not for the sake of attracting the
all this
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attention of critics or the public, but with

a desire to express their personal poetic

and comprehension through one
image or another.
Those artists succeeded in making the
feeling

strings of human souls vibrate with yearning for unattainable ideals or with the joy
of existence.

The
art

is

particular

charm

of pre-Columbian

complicated in character;

by the

fascinated

we

are

delicate lines that illus-

trate the unlimited flight of fancy of their

and by

creator,

which

their simplified technique,
us of their complete freedom

tells

of spirit.

This art in

its

the very souls of

various
its

moods

lays bare

creators in the simple

but vital compositions in which ancient
generations have so beautifully incarnated
their cherished thoughts

Herein

and

feelings.

the particular value of pre-

lies

Columbian art, which is awaiting a still
more magnificent renaissance because of
the great talents of

its

heirs

on the Ameri-

can continent.

Brazilian Mineral Resources
Brazil has approximately half the land and
half the population of South America.
Like the continental United States, which
exceeds in area,

it

resources,
interest to

it

is

rich in mineral

some of which are of particular
the defense industries of this

country.

The Bureau
States
lished

of Mines of the United
Department of the Interior pubin

the July

1941

Foreign Minerals Quarterly

issue

of

prepared by
Wright, Foreign Mineral Specialist,

Preduction and Trade of Brazil,

W.

of Mines, the

sulate General in
local

mine

pages

are

American ConRio de Janeiro, and the

managers.
excerpted

The succeeding
from

that

study,

which should be consulted by any one
interested in technical details, mining
laws, labor and federal controlling organizations, and taxes.

the

an interesting and

extensive study of the Mineral Resources^

C.

of State, in collaboration with the Brazilian

Department

attached to Foreign Service, Department

Brazil

is

an agricultural country which

has shown significant growth in mineral
industries during the past decade, and

Government and

business

minds

in

the

country today are fully aware of the need
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expand her industries so as
to depend less upon imported products and
thus increase the standard of living by
wider use of domestic raw materials.
This expansion is evident at Sao Paulo
and Beio Horizon te.^

for Brazil to

The

industrialization of Brazil did not

really get

under way

until the

World War

of 1914-18.

Brazil then realized the ex-

tent of her

dependence on supplies from
and forthwith took steps

foreign countries
to

augment

local output of products in

practically every field.
ress

has been

made

Much

real prog-

since that time, yet

depends on foreign sources

Brazil

still

large

volume of

that

articles

for a

could be

In accordance with the revised spelling now official
the following new forms oj place names are
used in this article: Baia {Bahia); Belo Horizonfe
(Bella Horizonte) Goias (Goyaz) Lafaiete {Lafayette)
Mato Grosso {Matto Grosso); Minas Gerais {Minas
Geraes); Santa Catarina {Santa Catharina); Vitoria
1

in Brazil,

;

{Victoria)

—^Editor.

;

;

produced

at

home, and

probable that the present

now seems
will

have

the effect of administering a second potent

stimulant to Brazilian industry, particularly

with reference to iron and steel goods;
abundant raw materials of high quality for
their

manufacture are available

locally.

and larger
quantity of mineral products than most
South American republics, but because of
inadequate transportation facilities from
mines to seaboard, only the more favorably situated properties have been exdevelopment in Brazil
ploited. Mine
would have been more extensive, in the
opinion of the author of the study under
discussion, had the Mining Code of 1934
and the amendments that followed been
less drastic against investment by foreign
Brazil has a greater variety

capital.

The

following

table

gives

the

chief

mineral exports of Brazil in 1938-39:

Chief mineral exports of Brazil, 1938-39
[In metric tons]

Commodity

it

war

BRAZILIAN MINERAL RESOURCES
ChieJ mineral exports of Brazil, 1938-39
[In metric tons]

Commodity

— Continued
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Courtesy of Charles Will Wright

BELO HORIZONTE, CAPITAL OF THE STATE OF MINAS GERAIS
The

central part of this State,

whose name means General Mines,

is

the most important area in Brazil for

mineral deposits.

ducing and purchasing quartz crystals
would probably permit doubling the annual output. Both the United States Government and Great Britain are interested
in acquiring Brazil's output, and their
interests could well be combined to prevent
competition.
Brazilian mica, though second in quality
to

that from

India,

is

nevertheless im-

portant for the United States, and the

output of the producing areas could be

more than doubled were funds and
nicians

Beryl

made
is

in great

Geologically the most important area
for

mineral deposits

Minas

for the

ores.

demand, not only

the central part of

Iron ore

demand today

ores, rutile

is

and detailed geological
studies have been extended where the
iron, manganese, and gold mines occur.
Considerable geological work has also been
done in the coal fields in the states to the
southwest and in the oil fields northeast of
Rio de Janeiro.
Gerais,

tech-

be encouraged by extending purchases
from the small producers and by developing concentrating methods for low-grade

The titanium

Their output should also be en-

couraged.

available.

production of beryllium, used in alloys for
airplane parts. Its output in Brazil should

are also in

steel.

and

ilmenite,

for the

manu-

facture of white paints but as an alloy for

Brazil's iron ores are

its

most valuable

mineral raw materials and one of the
world's

outstanding

supply.

Iron-ore deposits are present in

reserves

for

future

nearly every State in Brazil, but mine
developments have been confined largely
to the State of Minas Gerais, where
mountains of high-grade low-phosphorus

hematite ore occur.
In the State of Minas Gerais alone the

BRAZILIAN MINERAL RESOURCES
iron-ore reserves are estimated
tons

1,500,000,000

follows:

with

hematite

over

be as

to

compact

of

percent

65

iron;

A.

Thun &

east

from

60 percent iron; 10,000,000,000 tons of

these

low-grade ores with 30 to 50 percent iron.

tons,

The

Itabira district lies about equally

distant

—225

miles

from the port of Rio de Janeiro to the
south and Vitoria to the east.

The

Cia., which is 5 miles northCongonhas do Campo, supplies

exploitation of this district awaits ex-

During the

Brazil.

averaged

exports

last

about

4

years,

200,000

most of which was shipped to the
The mountain

Stahlunion in Germany.
of ore being

a straight line

in

of

the greater part of the iron ore exported

3,500,000,000 tons of itabirite ore with 50
to
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mined

consists of a massive,

irregular deposit with a north-south trend

12,000 feet long, averaging 2,000 feet in
width, with a bulge 4,000 feet wide at

The known

tension of the Vitoria and Minas Railroad

the southeast end.

from Drummond,

serves are estimated at 60 million tons of

a distance of 25 miles

by automobile road from the Gaue.
railway

is

narrow-gage

(1

This

meter)

and

Several thousand

about 300 miles long.

month are being loaded on
and transported to Drummond
and thence by rail to Vitoria, where it is
delivered on board steamers at about
tons of ore a

trucks

$3.00

a

ton.

When

extension

this

high-grade hematite plus a
of probable reserves

like

ore re-

amount

and a few hundred

million tons of canga itabirite ore.

During the

first

9

months of 1940

shipments were 91,225 tons.

Two

total

grades

is

completed and more locomotives and cars

more switches and
road-bed made, the capacity

are available as well as
repairs to the

of this railway could be increased to a

million tons or

more a

new broad-gage

year, while with

which

is

under

consideration, the annual capacity

is esti-

a

mated

The

track,

at a possible 4 million tons.
fact

that this

ore

is

a hematite

easily reducible in the blast furnace

and

far superior in this respect to magnetite,

the prevailing ore in
places

it

Sweden and

Chile,

in a privileged position in the

international market for iron ore.

Recently arrangements were

made

be-

tween the Cia. Brasileira do Mineragao
e Siderurgia, S. A., and the Bethlehem
Steel Co. for the sale of 40,000 tons of

month from this group of mines
and the problems of financing the 25-mile

iron ore a

railroad extension, providing rolling stock,

and preparing the mine to increase output
are being studied by American and
Brazilian capitalists.

The Casa de Pedra mine, operated by

rica

Will Wri-hl

CLIFF OF SOLID IRON ORE, ITABIRA
Brazilian iron ores constitute one of the world's
outstanding reserves of that mineral.
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of product

being shipped

are

—a

high-

Exports, however, will depend on trans-

grade hematite with 68 percent iron and
0.06 percent phosphor, which goes to the

port

Bethlehem Steel Co., and a 65 percent
hematite with 0.1 percent phosphor, which
goes to Canada. These ores contain
about 0.4 percent manganese and 2 per-

factor.

cent

silica.

The output

of this mine is handicapped
by the inability of the Central do Brasil
Railway to transport the ore. If ore cars
and locomotives were available, several
times present shipments from this mine

on the Central do

facilities

Brasil

Railway, which today are the limiting

Another deposit being exploited by A.
Cia. lies 3 miles from the Feixo do
Funil station. Here a mixture of detritai
hard hematite and canga ore is being
shipped, and the ore reserves are said to
be large. Shipments from this railway
station during the first half of 1940 were
1 7,290 tons. Other groups of deposits being

Thun &

exploited for export trade

along the

lie

could be exported.

divide several miles south of the Sarzedo

Due north of Congonhas do Campo
about 8 miles by automobile road is the

railway

Fazenda do

do

Brasil.

the

first

half of 1940 were 11,725 tons from

Sarzedo

and 20,025 tons from Bruma-

is

to

Pires mine,

where the surface

covered with rubble ore or canga, said

comprise 170,000 tons of

known

ore

station

Brumadinho

and

station,

northeast

of

the

both on the Central

Shipments

for export

during

dinho.

reserves.

The northern

from
Itatiaiussu to Sahara (about 40 miles) and
toward Santa Barbara to the east; in
places it is several miles wide. The Minas
series may be followed along it practically
without interruption. Besides the numerous surface deposits of canga ore, which
is mined and sold to the local iron and
steel plants, deposits of the hard hematite
ore are being developed and mined for
export. One of the largest of these hematite masses, said to have an ore reserve of 5
million tons, is at the Saraiva mine on the
west side of the Paraopeda River Valley,
2 miles from the Feixo do Funil railway
station and 350 miles from Rio de Janeiro.
This mine is operated by the Minas de
iron-ore belt extends

These are the mines that

new

steel

major

its

tonnage of iron-ore requirements,

mated
traffic

at 550,000 tons a year.

on the Central do

To

starting at

Camapuan, on

new

line

the railway 30

miles south of Feixo do Funil.
will

esti-

relieve

Brasil Railway, a

project has been prepared for a

This line

go up the valley 140 miles through

on

Rios

Entre

to

Andrelandia.

Andrelandia a railway runs

Angra dos

Reis,

From

to the port of

which passes within 6

miles of the proposed location for Brazil's

new iron and steel plant at Volta Redonda.
The question of financing this new railway
project

is still

to be solved.

Iron and

Ferro, S. A.

This ore brings a high price
because of its high iron and low phosphorus and sulfur content.

will supply the

plant in Brazil with

steel

^

under

and steel industry has been
minor importance in the past, even
though this country is endowed with the

construction from Feixo do Funil to the

world's largest reserves of high-grade iron

mine, including a 4,000-foot incline at 18°.

ore.

A

branch

When

line

two miles long

is

completed the present output
capacity will be increased from a few
hundred to a few thousand tons a day.
it

Brazil's iron

of

As

far

back as 1806 iron was smelted

is

^

H.

See

" The Story
of Iron and

W. D. Mayers,

in

the

Steel in

Brazil" by

Bulletin of

American Union for October 1938.

the

Pan
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Photograph by Charles Wll Wright

A MANGANESE MINE NEAR LAFAIETE, MINAS GERAIS
Brazil has agreed with the United States to restrict to the latter until May 1 943 the exportation of
ganese ores up to an annual total of 500,000 tons.

Minas

in

and

Gerais,

since then

many

small furnaces were built to manufacture
pig

1860

In

iron.

Monlevade

started

with a rolling

a
the

Belgian

but

first

steel

demand

for iron

steel nor transport facilities encouraged investment of capital in large steel

plants.

In recent years increased domestic derising iron

greater expansion

the erection

Redonda,* south of Rio de Janeiro. This
plant has been made possible by the
combination of Brazilian and United

and

mand and

still

—namely,

plant

it

high price of available fuel (charcoal)
and of imported metallurgical coke. Moreneither domestic

A

in progress

of a blast furnace and steel plant at Volta

to the

over,

now

is

named

was not until
1934 that the more pretentious program
at the town of Monlevade and the new
plant at Sahara of the Belgo-Mineira got
under way and a real industry was begun.
This apparent neglect has been due largely
mill,

records show.

man-

States capital

The new

and

technical experience.

plant will have an annual capac-

of 300,000 tons of steel products and

ity

will cost 45 million dollars, of

Export-Import Bank

is

to

which the

supply 20 mil-

lion.

When

make

Brazil less dependent

completed in 1943

it

will

on imports of
structural steel, plates, rails, and other
heavy-steel products that have been imported, largely at high prices, from
Germany, Belgium, and England. Present

the desire to be independent of

and

expansion of

steel

this

imports have aided

industry,

as

statistical

Loan for Brazilian Iron and
Mill" in the Bulletin of the Pan American
Union for December 7940.
^

See ''^United States

Steel
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high prices, however, are partly the result

imposed on

of duties

steel

products by the

Government plus freight, inand the difficulty of securing

Brazilian

surance,

The imported products during

exchange.

1939, in percentages, were:
Imported products

Percent

Rails

17

Structural

5

Rounds and

flats

Wire products
Tin plate
Sheets

and

plates

Tubes
^^^^^

fQj.

shortage of rolling stock and of coal
^he

could be tripled

15

available.

m Brazil will enable consumers to
m milreis, unhampered by

purchase

The

.

.

production
of i^
piar iron has
^
grown
steadily
from
35,000
tons
in 1930
i^-^v^ to
uw
°
^
160 000

m

'

1939 and

to

is

be increased

by the Gia. BelgoMonlevade, which today

further, particularly

Mineira

at

makes about one-half of the total output.
Today Brazil's annual consumption of
iron and steel raw and manufactured
products

about 500,000
which 70 percent is imported.
totals

tons,

of

ore

Minas Gerais, Baia, and

Meridional de Mineragao near Lafaiete

Minas
In

1

Gerais.

be about 20,000

since

state

The annual output during

the

4 ^^^^^ ^^^ averaged about 220,000
^^^^^ ^f ^^:^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^l^-pp^^

United States of America.

to the
•

is to become an
manganese ore rfor ^u
the

^^^^ent that Brazil

j^ ^^

,

,

important source
States,
j

c
01

the world's largest conj
u
is already

^
^
sumer, and keen interest

^1
taken

m
•

1

•

•

•

1

being

'
^u
-u-iv
c
the possibilities
01 acquiring large
•

•

1

,^^^^^^, over a period of years for con-

^^^^^^ ^^ ^^e United States.

The new

be bulk in Brazil

will utilize

steel plants to

^^out 6,000 tons annually, while present
shipments of about 20,000 tons a month

^e more than doubled for export
^^^^^

^^^j^ ^^^

^^ 1914-18, the

.

.

.

.

i

•

production in Brazil reached nearly half a
million tons.

After the war, because of

very poor railroad

facilities,

the tax on

manganese-ore exports, and higher ocean
freights than those enjoyed by the African
and Russian producers, Brazil could not
overcome these disadvantages, and during
the depression of 1931 to 1933 most of the

940 practically

all

exports of

man-

ganese ore went to the United States of
America. Production at present is said
to

man-

^^^^

.

Mato Grosso. The largest producing
company is A. Thun & Cia., Ltd., while
the largest mine is that owned by the Cia.
in

producing

the only

Gerais,

j)^;.^^ ^^^

Deposits of manganese ore are numerous, the largest reserves being found
in the States of

best-known

output of manganese ore was stimulated
^
..
^^^^
by the high market price, and in 1916

,

Manganese

and

biggest

United

'

National

it

ganese deposits are in the State of Minas

exchange control, and at prices comparable
to those prevailing in other steel-producing
1^
°
5

production

that

uu^-ij-rj

1933.

products

been acute. It is
and exports
adequate transport was

has

railway

17
14

Large-scale national production of steel

the

available for export to the United States).

The

believed

100

through

Stocks of manganese ore in September 1940 were 20,000 to 25,000 tons
in the hands of exporters and 35,000 tons
at the Meridional mine (which tonnage is

16

6

clear

Baia.

10

Total

percent

97

exports,

port of Rio de Janeiro and the rest through

'tons

a month.

Of

the

manganese mines ceased producing. In
recent years the greater demand in Europe
and now in the United States has caused
increased interest and activity, and many

BRAZILIAN MINERAL RESOURCES

abandoned mines are being

of the

opened.

for

re-

Tungsten

also

is

and because of

country

United

States,

The United
depends on overseas sources for

nearly

half of

in the

imported, largely from

The most important
is in the manuferrochrome used to make

Africa.

chromium steel for gasoline-motor parts
and in alloys with other metals for tool
steel and "rustless" steel.
There is also a
consumption of chromite
manufacture of refractories for
large

in the

lining

furnaces.

All production

and exports of Brazilian

chromium ore are centered in the
Baia, and the ore is shipped from

State of
its

port

Sao Salvador. These deposits were
developed extensively during the World
War, and in recent years renewed interest
is being taken in them.
The deposits are said to be extensive, but
present mining operations are confined to
the Cascabulhos mine near Campo For-

of

moso.

Future output depends on improvements
reorganization

of the

with the addition of
1

and repairs

-meter gage,

286 miles.

be

company
much more rolling

to the

The grade

which means

railway

road bed, with

throughout

its

its

length of

of the product

much improved by

may

a gravity concen-

trating plant.

If

tungsten

tool steel

its

is

Grande do Sul and some
unimportant deposits in Minas Gerais and
Goias.
Nickel

Nickel

another highly important alloy

is

metal for use in armor plate, for the production of stainless steels, and for special
parts. The United States depends almost entirely on Canada for its

machine

supply of nickel.
Nickel in Brazil occurs chiefly in the
regions of Sao Jose do Tocantins in the

the

and
Minas

LivTamento and

State of Goias

at

Ipanema

Gerais.

in

be

could

increased

greatly

and

transportation

Production

by

additional

better
electric

power.
Gold
Placer mining was the source of gold in
Brazil's greatest period

1700 to 1800

—^when

worked by

—from

of output

the

deposits

slaves.

were

In the 19th

century the discovery of gold in California,

South Africa, and other countries detracted

and
During the present

attention from the mines in Brazil,

production decreased.
century more attention
the

gold

Jaiscadores,

is

being given to

lode

deposits,

or

prospectors,

be very active,

still

although

the

continue to

using their primitive

Tungsten

methods along the gold-bearing streams.
This activity has been encouraged by the

alloyed with high-speed

higher price for gold since 1932.

hardness

is

not destroyed by

high temperatures, making
in

this

Small deposits of tungsten ore occur in

extensively

in transportation facilities,

requirements of

its

the State of Rio

application of chromite ores
of

efficiency has replaced

metal.

such overseas sources as Turkey, Rhodesia,

and South

its

manu-

in the

other filament materials.

because 99

chromium consumed
is

employed

States

all

chromite deposits are of especial

percent of the

stock

one

facture of filaments for electric-light bulbs

interest to the

facture

classified as

and maintain the American
manganese ore against overseas

Chromium

latter

is

of the most important strategic minerals.

producers.

Brazil's

reason alone tungsten

has the opportunity

Brazil

secure

to

market

now

713

it

machining of metals.

invaluable

For

this

Gold

in

important amounts was

dis-

covered in Minas Gerais as far back as
1700,

and estimates indicate that the value
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PLACER GOLD MINING NEAR DIAMANTINA
Prospecting for gold along streams has been encouraged since 1932 by

of the annual output from 1700 to 1750
was $1,000,000 to $1,500,000, and from
1750 to 1775, $1,750,000, with even
greater amounts in later years. Up to
1800 all gold-mining operations had
been the washing of surface deposits.
Among the first lode mines worked was
the Gongo Socco mine of the Imperial
Mines Association, 18 miles east of
Sahara in Minas Gerais; this mine is
reported to have yielded 11 tons of gold
between 1826 and 1829.^
Statistics show that gold output from
the lode mines increased from 3,659 kilos

1934 to 4,612 in 1939, 95 percent
coming from the mines in Minas Gerais.
In 1939 the total amount of gold purin

its rise

in price.

Lead

The production

of lead in Brazil

is still

comparatively undeveloped, and only in
recent years have exploitation of the lead
ore deposits and erection of a lead smelter
been undertaken with encouraging results,
largely

annual

by Government aid. Since 1924
statistics show exports ranging

from 100 tons of lead ore to a maximum
of 1,146 in 1931, after which they declined
to under 100 tons in 1935.
Lead-silver ores occur along the Paranapiacaba Range in the southern part of

Sao Paulo.
The Usina de Chumbo e Prata, operated by the Instituto de Pesquisas Tec-

chased by the Bank of Brazil was 9,023
kilos, valued at about $11,000,000, the

Government of
Sao Paulo, was planned by a Brazilian
engineer, based upon the studies and

difference of 4,411 kilos, including scrap

experiences of a recent trip to the United

gold, being
5

Bain,

in South

from the placer mines.

H. F., and Read, T. T., "Ores and Industry
America": 7934, p. 713.

nologicas for the

and Canada.

States

1939

State

is

The

mill,

built

in

near Apiai near the communica-

tion systems of the region

and

is

centered
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over the deposits of lead and

silver,

which

are situated in an area within a radius of

from all the
national companies, which work the deposits of the Ribeira de Iguape Valley in
the State of Sao Paulo as well as Parana and
transform them into refined lead and silver,

The

recovering

made
and

receives

mill

all

ores

Charges are

the byproducts.

only for the cost of the concentration
thus assuring the national

refining,

companies of

profits

and enabling them

to

divert the necessary capital to the develop-

ment

The

building

of this

authorized mill

important

The

the

mill.

estimated to be 2 million tons, enough to

and extensive areas have been

explored in the States of Minas Gerais,

on by the

State of Sao Paulo.

from

The output

of Brazilian bauxite

as a source of

is

pla-

not

aluminum, but

in

water at city reservoirs
aluminous quick-setting cements.
The exports of bauxite to Argentina are
for purification of

Titanium occurs profusely in Brazil in
two minerals, rutile (in Minas Gerais
and Goias) and ilmenite (in the beach
sands along the coast of Baia, Espirito

and Rio de Janeiro)

Because of the increasing use of titanium
oxide and the market demand for titanium
minerals for its productoin, Brazil could
easily become an important source of

and ilmenite

pres-

is

on the Pogos de Caldas
Minas Gerais.

employed

and

these sources

were

developed and exploited on a larger

scale.

rutile

At

the local production of sulfate of aluminum

Titanium

Santo,

and Maranhao.

Espirito Santo,

ent most of the bauxite production

teau in

Geografico e Geologico of the

years.

The aluminum ore bauxite occurs widely
in Brazil,

and genetic
Institute

many

Bauxite

the deposits

the region have been carried

in

The mineral reserves
known zirconium ore deposits are

Simultaneously, prospects and geological
studies of certain deposits of

zirconium

of Pogos de Caldas,

supply industry for

to

of

deposits

Minas Gerais on the plateau

development of the home mineral industry
on a sound basis but also realization of the
plan to place the industry on a wellorganized basis, by construction of a network of communication lines between the
more important deposits and a system of
highways to permit easier exploitation and
ores

electric

the ore in veins.

is

chief

of the

of the

lining

for

Other uses are in
hardening steel, clouding glass and enamels,
and purifying water and as a substitute for
bismuth in X-ray work. Combined with
carbon it is used as an abrasive for cutting
The largest tonnage of ores comes
glass.
from alluvial sands as rolled ore; next are
the alluvial pebbles; and last and least

through the action of the Government not
only reflects a desire to bring about rapid

transportation

greatest use

in the preparation of

furnaces and crucibles.

Brazil are in

of mines.

is

materials

refractory

70 kilometers.

The

Holland, and Germany.
of this mineral

if

for

for these
It is

made

same

uses.

reported that contracts have been
to ship large

tonnages of ore to the

aluminum industry
and that plans are being considered to
United States

for the

install electric

furnaces in the State of Sao

where cheap power is available
for the production of aluminum, thus
replacing present imports amounting to
Paulo,

1,500 tons a year.
Zirconium

The

Exports of zirconium ores are for the

most part

to the

United

States,

Norway,

Brazilian bauxite trade

initial stages, despite its

during the

last

is still

in

its

rapid development

4 years.

Domestic con-
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MINING BRAZILIAN MICA
Brazil holds eighth place in the world production of mica, a strategic material in the defense
of the United States.

sumption may be expected to increase
with establishment of improved facihties
for the water supply of Rio de Janeiro
which has been under discussion for the
last

for

10 years and might provide a market
an additional 10,000 metric tons a

year.

As

for the export trade,

it

is

not

believed that Brazilian shippers can com-

pete

in

the

international

market

at

present, principally because of high freight

and lack of transport

which
offset the natural advantages of low extraction costs and large reserves.
rates

facilities,

of this mine, installed the plant,

now

turned

company on

Only
ginning

The Government

initiated

development

a royalty basis.

in the 20th century

made

was a

real be-

producing mica of com-

in

mercial quality in Brazil.

Output

of this

maximum development
World War of 1914-18. It de-

product attained
during the

clined afterwards but in recent years

its

output for export trade shows a notable

in-

crease,

At Ipanema, west of Sorocaba on the
Sorocabana Railroad in the State of Sao
Paulo, is an extensive deposit of apatite.
The product is dry-ground to a powder
and sacked for sale on the local market
for manufacture of superphosphates.

and has

operation over to a private

Mica

and today Brazil occupies eighth
list

of mica-producing coun-

tries; in fact, its

output amounts to 4 per-

place in the

Phosphates

its

program

cent of world production.

Brazil's

main

production and best-quality mica come

from the State of Minas Gerais. Total
exports in 1940 amounted to 624,436 kilograms, of which the United States took
215,801, and Japan 220,623.

BRAZILIAN MINERAL RESOURCES
Quartz

Most Brazilian

crystals

and almost the

principal

source worthy of mention

and

part of the State of Minas Gerais,

sole source of sup-

The

Baia, Goias,

only other

Export

of the quartz crystals exported

been found suitable

and

for optical

but

increas-

statistics

are the only guide to

production, and these during the

that place only a very small percentage has
so far

and Mato Grosso are

ingly important as producing States.

Madagascar,
from

is

exported until

crystals

recently were obtained from the northern

For a number of years Brazil has been the
ply for quartz crystals.

717

last

4

years were as follows:

electrical purposes.

Exports of quartz

crystals, in kilos

[Kilo equals 2.2 lbs.]

193S

Destination

Japan
Great Britain

Germany.

.

.

.

United States
Other
Total

.

.

1937

1938

8 mos., 1940

437, 844
163, 805

382, 441
163, 456

222, 504
343, 041

201
396

92, 241
28, 058

8,062

16,626

11,356

10, 129
42, 258
27, 630

299, 785

746, 872

677, 552

153,038
12, 725
23, 132
12, 396
23, 185

204, 355
40, 131

224, 476

29, 806
17, 421

96,
32,

1

645, 562

1 During the first 8 months of 1940, 23,273 kilos of quartz crystals were shipped to Italy and 5,228 kilos to
the Netherlands and
these are believed to have been reshipped to Germany. Besides the crystals for optical and electrical use shipments of crystal
fragments for fusirg purposes amounting to 292,919 kilos were made to Great Britain and 23,000 kilos to Italy from January to

August

1940.

Brazil

now

is

at

maximum

output from

the productive areas; this output

mined by the number of
prospectors in the

field.

deter-

is

garimpeiros or

Increased output

depends on opening up of new

fields or

ditional labor in the present areas.
total

output

for

1940

may

ad-

The

reach 1,000,000

kilos.

Most of

the

crystals does not

tions as to

Brazilian

production

meet American

of

specifica-

weight as but 18 percent of good

quality crystals are above 3 pounds,

only part of this will meet the
specifications of the

United States Treas-

ury Procurement Division.
largest
in part

A

and
and B

In the past the

and

inferior

grade.

Recently,

however,

there has been greater competition for the
best-quality crystal

by the Japanese and

it

is

believed

that

large

many

either through Japan and Russia or
by the Italian air service from Rio de

Janeiro.

Of

Brazil's

total

shipments of

and optical use, about
20 percent goes to the United States; of the
crystals received in the United States, only
crystals for electrical

about one-quarter

is

used in the optical

industry and one-quarter in the electrical
industry, while the rest

purposes.

is

resold for other

In 1940 the average

price for good crystals weighing

and

over, suitable for optical

use,

was $6.50

and best-quality crystals were sold
on the American market and in

part to Great Britain, while Japan took
most of the smaller crystals and large stones
of

Italians,

portions of these purchases went to Ger-

to S7.50 a

New York
1

% pounds

and

electrical

pound.

Diamonds

The output

of diamonds in Brazil is
more than 3 percent of the total
world production and represents 0.5 perslightly

cent of the total value of Brazil's exports.

As

to quantity,

Mato Grosso was

the
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SORTING OUT DIAMONDS FROM GRAVEL
AFTER PRELIMINARY
WASHINGS

Brazilian industrial diamonds
are considered to average
much better than those from
South Africa.

Photograph by Charles Will Wright

place in value of stones

producer of diamonds. The stones won
an excellent reputation for unequaled

Estimates show that about 60 percent

even terms with the diamonds of Hydera-

leading producer

Gerais in the

first

in

1939,

with Minas

produced.

clearness

of the diamonds sold

is

for industrial use

bad,

and

India,

brilliance

and competed on

whose mines

at

but that only about half of these meet

served as a standard for Brazil.

United States procurement specifications.
The United States, which was only a
small importer during the last few years,
in 1939 was Brazil's largest customer.
Because of the increased demand for
industrial diamonds in the United States
there probably will be a still greater
demand for Brazilian diamonds in the

said that

Golconda
may be

It

worldwide popularization of

gem was due

to

its

this

discovery in Brazil.

Until that time diamonds were a monopoly
of the Orient,

and

their use

was

restricted

to the aristocratic class.

Brazil

and India, the principal diamond
18th and 19th centuries, later

fields in the

yielded their position of leading impor-

future to offset the loss in part of the

tance to Africa, which later became the

European market.

Diamond Continent with

On

average,

the

Brazilian

industrial

diamonds are considered much better than
those from the Cape, owing to the constant
attrition they

have undergone

the streams, which removed

and

all

for ages in

impurities

incidentally provided for survival of

the hardest and most flawless stones.

Diamond

deposits were discovered in
and
their
exploitation from that date
1729,
in Minas Gerais was one of the most

important

activities of

Colonial Brazil.

The

country soon became the principal world

discovery of the

Cape Colony, Transvaal, and the Orange Free State. In
1870, with the discovery of large diamond
reserves in primary deposits, the Union of

precious gems in the

South Africa began to exert an enormous
on the diamond market. From
that time on, diamond regions dependent
on alluvial production dropped to a
secondary position. The latter group includes Brazil, which since that time has
never been able to regain her former
dominant position.
influence
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However,

975 tons, or 43 percent.

Coal

one

if

Interest in a domestic coal supply began
with the construction of railways in 1854
and was encouraged by steam power-plant

considers the calorific value of domestic

and by the use of gas for
lighting and cooking. Houses in Brazil
are seldom heated, and little is needed for

calories,

installations

this

purpose.

The

Brazilian coal fields are confined to

—Rio Grande do

averaging 5,000 calories, and that of

coal,

imported

about

averaging

coal,

domestic output

8,000

only about

is

one-third of consumption.

The known coal reserves at the Sao
Jeronimo and Butia mines are estimated at

much

25,000,000 tons, with a

larger ton-

Santa Catarina, Parana, and Sao Paulo.
Various attempts were made to exploit
these fields during the last century but,

nage of probable and possible reserves in
the surrounding area. In the Santa
Catarina fields the tonnage of developed
coal is small, but that of probable and pos-

except for use on the local railways in

sible coal reserves

the southern States

these States, the coal could not

Sul,

compete

Of

with that imported.

Without government protection,

Brazil's

One

coal industry could barely survive.

reason for this protection

world wars

it is

that during

is

important to have domestic

sources of coal supply, even though the

quality

is

inferior to that imported.

In most parts of Brazil

wood

is

plentiful

and is used to replace coal as well as coke
whenever the coal or coke price is excessive or there

is

hundred million

is

estimated at several

tons.

future interest

the possibility of

is

using the coal from the Santa Catarina

manufacturing the coke neces-

fields for

and

sary for the iron

established in Brazil.

steel

industry to be

This coal

furnaces

being investigated.

is

and

iron

Coal production in Brazil in 1915 was

said to

The new

plant will require about

steel

400,000 tons of coke annually, and
anticipated that part of this

a coal shortage.

is

have given good results in the coking tests
made thus far, and its possible use in blast

may

it

is

be sup-

plied from domestic sources.

15,000 tons and increased to 300,000 tons
in 1920, to 400,000 in 1930,

and

tons in 1935, passing the million-ton

1939.

in

1940

the

During the
output

first

6

increased

mark

months of
further

to

643,377 tons— 515,587 from Rio Grande

do

125,548 from Santa Catarina,
from Parana, and 866 from Sao
Paulo. The grade of the coal can now be
greatly improved by a modern washing
plant installed in 1939 at the Sao Jeronimo
mine, and it is planned to introduce such
washing plants at the other mines.
Coal production is now centered at the
Sao Jeronimo and Butia mines in Rio
Grande do Sul, which supply about 80
Sul,

1,376

In 1939 Brazil consumed 2,429,446 tons,

which domestic mines supplied

Geologically speaking most of Brazil
too old for

1,046,-

oil

horizons.

There

are,

is

how-

ever, three areas of prospective value:

The Parana synclinal
of the Amazon Basin

(1)

basin, (2) a section
in the Territory of

where there are numerous slate
outcrops, and (3) part of the coastal belt
from Marau in the State of Baia to the
Acre,

State of Alagoas.
All

but

remote from
and offer little
venture large sums in ex-

the

transportation
incentive

to

last

are

facilities

ploratory work.

A

circular area with a radius of 60 kilo-

around the discovery
was declared a
national reserve on February 9, 1939, by

meters

percent of the total output.

of

Oil fields

to 840,000

centered

well at Lobato in Baia
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the well settled back to a daily production

which undertook an extensive
campaign in September 1939.

cementing the casing and installing pumping equipment is under consideration.
All oil recovered to date has been em-

In June of that year,
operations were
petroleum
Government
Petroleum
National
the
to
transferred

Decree

Council,
drilling

The

Drilling

&

Exploration Co., Inc., of

Los Angeles, Calif., was employed to
conduct drilling operations, and new drilling equipment was imported from the
United States. This company was expected to drill 9 to 12 wells during the
contractual period of 18 months at well
locations to be established

by the National

of

11

or

12

barrels.

The

question

of

ployed in further drilling activites.
The Government has indicated that the
oil

discovered at Lobato has a paraffin

base with a specific gravity of 0.844 and
yields approximately 22 percent paraffin,

18 percent gasoline, 10 percent kerosene,
7 percent gas

products.

oil,

The

and the remainder heavy
is said to be

sulfur content

Maximum

production

Petroleum Council.

only 0.13 percent.

Between November 28, 1939, and September 12, 1940, the National Petroleum
Council in this manner completed seven

attained was about 55 gallons in 12 hours.

leum

wells in the vicinity of Lobato, with a total

Geophysical Co. of Pasadena,

of 15, 370 feet drilled.

conduct seismological geophysical surveys
of areas in the States of Baia and Alagoas.
This company is actively pursuing such

At

least

two of the

wells drilled

Council at Baia struck

sedimentary beds.

oil

by the

in Cretaceous

Complete information

with respect to the quantity of oil recovered and the potential production of
such wells has not been divulged by the
Government. However, one well is known
to have entered an oil horizon at a depth

There was some showing
and an initial flow of 24 barrels in
24 hours was indicated. After flushing,

In December 1939 the National Petro-

Council

studies with

contracted

United

the

Calif.,

to

one portable and one motor-

ized unit.

Other minerals discussed in the Bureau
Mines study from which the foregoing
pages were taken are copper, zinc, merof

magnesite,

kaolin,

asbestos,

of 1,190 feet.

cury,

of gas,

precious stones and barite.

semi-

Some pages

are devoted to cement production.

The Inter-American Summer University
San Jose, Costa Rica

at

FLETCHER RYAN WIGKHAM
Secretary of the University, Executive Secretary of the

How

FITTING that the picturesque, peace-

ful Httle republic

boasts of

rightfully

which

of Costa Rica,

more teachers than

should be the seat of the First

soldiers,

Inter-American

Summer

University

in

Central America

Owing

Pan American

Student

Forum

received hearty approval from the audience.

Twenty students from seven states in the
United States matriculated in the numerous courses that were offered by Costa
Rican professors. These included Spanish

to difficulties in obtaining trans-

phonetics; beginners' courses in Spanish,

was only one term of four
weeks this past summer. The session was
officially inaugurated on June 23, 1941,
in the National Theater before an invited
audience of two thousand people by
Alejandro Aguilar Machado, the Director
of the Liceo de Costa Rica (the boys'
secondary school in San Jose) and Director of the Inter- American Summer University. The principal address was given
by the Hon. Luis D. Tinoco Castro,

phonetics and conversation; two lecture

portation, there

who

Minister of Education,
cultural

and

intellectual

project.

The

visiting

stressed the

of the

aspects

teachers from the

United States, who occupied the stage,
were welcomed by Sefiorita Maria Cristina
Dittel,

the only

Liceo.

A

woman

response was

professor in the

made

in

Spanish

by Miss Fletcher Ryan Wickham,
tary-registrar of the University.

secre-

Delight-

musical selections were rendered by the
chorus of the Colegio Superior de Sefioriful

and the a capella choir of three hundred voices from the Liceo; these songs
brought forth admiring applause from
tas

the entire audience.

The

closing

number

was God Bless America, sung in English
and Spanish by the group from the
United States, who interpreted the chorus
to include all the Americas.

This number

courses on inter-American relations in the

Caribbean, one on the history of Central

America, and an outline of Spanish-American literature,

all

given in Spanish.

The

were given by the following professors: Roberto Brenes-Mesen, who taught
for many years at Northwestern University;
classes

Rogelio Sotela, secretary of the National
University and an outstanding poet and
writer;

Raul Chacon, former director of

the Liceo and a leader in Costa Rican

educational

Machado,

circles;

Alejandro

Aguilar

director of the Liceo, former

of Education, and diplomat;
Miguel Davila, professor of English in the
Liceo; and Maria Cristina Dittel, a young
woman who has become prominent as an

Minister

educator.

Two hundred five Costa Rican students
and teachers took the following courses
offered by teachers from the United States
survey course in United States literature,

Lee Hornbeak, Sunset
methods in physical
education (Jessyee Smith, James Bowie
School, Dallas); methods in library science
for primary schools (Mary Elizabeth Hambright, Lida Hooe School, Dallas); courses
first

half (Hattie

High School,

in

Dallas);

English conversation

(Fletcher
721

Ryan
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Wickham,

Forest

Avenue High School,

So hospitable were the Costa Ricans

when

came time

Amer-

Dallas).

that

were held on weekdays from
Tuesday through Friday. An enjoyable
program of excursions was prepared for the
weekends, to give the students an oppor-

icans departed with the keenest regret.

Classes

tunity to
this

become

better acquainted with

charming country.

The

closing ceremonies of the University

were held on July 16. The presentation
of certificates by Sefior Aguilar to the students from the United States was followed
by a gala dinner.
The Minister of Education and the
American Charge d' Affaires and Mrs.
H. P. Dwyer entertained the entire group
at two delightful functions; the Rotary
Club held a luncheon for members of the
group; the Faculty of the Liceo gave a
jolly picnic and swimming party in the
country at Ojo de Agua; and many other
individuals and organizations helped to
make the group's stay in Costa Rica
agreeable.

it

No one was

prepared

to leave the

for the gifts

and bou-

quets of fragrant flowers that were presented the

members

bade farewell
this

of the group as they

to this pleasant people

beautiful

country,

set

as

a

and

jewel

Many acquaint-

amidst green mountains.

anceships were started, which no doubt

and many
were formed, which will help
promote American solidarity.
For the summer of 1942 a more extensive
program of studies will be off'ered. One
section, designed to meet immediate eduwill ripen into loyal friendships,

cultural ties

cational needs, will doubtless appeal to

many

teachers

of

already obtained

Spanish

who have

Master's

their

with a major or minor in Spanish.

program of

studies

is

degree

This

offered to give the

teacher a thorough knowledge of the history

and

acquaint

literature of the

him

with

Americas and

Portuguese.

to

The

Courtesy of Fletcher R. Wickham

A GROUP OF FACULTY AND STUDENTS AT THE COSTA RICAN SUMMER SCHOOL

THE INTER-AMERICAN SUMMER UNIVERSITY AT SAN JOSE
courses will follow in sequence, so that,
the teacher wishes, he

may

if

receive the

degree of Doctor en Letras Hispanoamencanas,

on

satisfactory

completion of the

Those not interested in
working toward an advanced degree will
doubtless desire to take some of the subjects, all of which will be given in Spanish.
For next year they are as follows: survey
of Spanish- American civilization; interAmerican relations (1821-1900); and Porfull

program.

tuguese (beginning course). No beginning classes in Spanish will be offered, and
no student who has not had the equivalent
of twenty hours in Spanish

may

be en-

rolled or audit classes.

The

classes to

be offered in English

for

Latin Americans will be selected before
next spring to meet the needs of those who
have enrolled by that time.
For qualified teachers and students who
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Arrangements are under way

to

make

a

Spanish House, under the management of
cultured Costa Ricans, available to a
small group.

For those

who

wish to

an approved

in a private family,

boarding places will be available.

live

list

of

There

Gran Hotel
Rex and the Hotel Europa, which are
entirely modern in their accommodations.
are also two good hotels, the

Various all-expense tours have been
arranged under the auspices of the W.

Arthur Strain Travel Service, The Stonemeet individ-

leigh Hotel, Dallas, Texas, to

ual requirements.

All inquiries for travel

service should be directed to

Mr.

Strain.

For information as to courses and credits,
write to Miss Fletcher Ryan Wickham,
Secretary of the Inter-American Summer
University, 225 South
Dallas.

Windomere Avenue,

Illustrated leaflets will be ready

are not interested in the course leading to

by November 1, 1940.
Lack of transportation facilities by boat

a higher degree, the following classes will

or apprehensions as to travel conditions

be offered in Spanish for the summer of
1942: elementary conversation; advanced

should deter no one from attending

conversation; directed

reading in Latin

and conversation;
Spanish phonetics and diction; and advanced grammar and composition.

American

The

literature

student

who

attends this

summer

for distribution

second

session

Summer
ways

the

of

University.

the

Inter-American

Pan American Airand efficient travel

offers direct, safe,

moderate expense from BrownsTexas to San Jose, Costa Rica, with

service at
ville,

optional

stop-over

privileges

at

every

America and Mexico

school has the advantage of living in a

capital in Central

climate of perpetual spring (the elevation

on the northbound passage. This arrangement should be of immense value to

is

3,800 feet).

He

will

be immersed in a

Spanish-American atmosphere, where he
can hear the language spoken constantly
in

his

daily

contacts

motion pictures,

if

and

he cares

also

at

to attend

the

them.

every teacher wishing to acquaint himself

with
first

Central

hand,

America and Mexico

for this

opportunity

bv no other mode of

travel.

is

at

offered
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casa,

nobre gente,

Escutai e ouvireis,

La

das bandas do Oriente
Sao chegados os trSs Reis.

Do

letargo

em que

caistes,

Abri a porta,
Se quereis abrir,
Que somos de longe,

fieis na sorte,
Vinde ao Menino aplaudir;
O seu virtuoso exemplo

Queremos nos

Deveis contentes seguir.

ir.

Sabei que e nascido

um Deus,

Mortals, nao

Ora deem,

Despertai, nobres senhores,

Soberano e Onipotente,

Vinde ouvir

Adorado das nagoes

Se t^m o que dar,
Que somos de longe,

E da mais

Queremos andar!

Que

noticias belas

vos trazem os pastores.

Selected stanzas

bravia gente.

and music from "Canqoes Populares do Brasil" J. Ribeiro dos Santos, Ed., Rio de Janeiro, 1911.

In Spanish and Portuguese songs when one word ends with a vowel and the following word begins with one,
vowels are as a ride, combined and sung as one syllable.

the

two
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Words and music from "Los
where it was reprinted from "Novena
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Buenas noches, Mariquita!
Buenas noches, no Jose
Buenas noches, Mariquita
Buenas noches, no Jose
Como ha amanecido el Nino?
Como ha amanecido Uste?
Ay! Niiio e Dios,
Como ha amanecido Uste?
Senora Mariquita,
Yo la vengo a saludar,
A saludar a su hijito
Como pajita en el aire.

ni

rloe^

•

-

co
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D

D
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mohnit'

Ay Nino e Dios
Como pajita en el
el

Y

aire.
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///
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a su Nifiito

Unos zapatos
Seiiora

los pastores,

estrella lleva

•

^not

te

Senora dona Maria
Yo vengo del otro lado,

Para calentar al Nino
Que ha nacido entre las

La

p
••'•

mcineci

portal de Belen

Hacen fuego

r

.Auf
,A,!

"ff

Estribillo

En

•

^

^^?=>
/77f?

I

r
Mrtri

#

#M

ho Jo

pue-

r •

los

flores.

Reyes

A ver al recien nacido,
A saludar a Maria
Y al Mesias prometido.

le traigo

calados.

dona Maria

Yo vengo

de la Angostura,

Y a su Nifiito le traigo
Un canasto de verdura.
Seiiora doiia Maria,

Cogollito de Aleli,

Encarguele a su

Nifiito.

Que no

de mi.

se olvide

Musical en Chile" by Eugenia Pereira Solas, Santiago, 1941,
del Nino Dios," collected by Alfonso Letelier Llona.

rigenes del Arte

Pan American News
Message of the President of Mexico

He

sponse in Mexico.

revealed that nego-

between Mexico and the United
States leading to a clear, just, and equitable
settlement of various pending probletas
have been almost concluded. The technical character of the matters under consideration required long and careful study,
but the President stated that he hoped to
be able soon to announce a solution to those
tiations

On

September

1,

Camacho,

Avila

1941, General

Manuel

President

Mexico,

of

reported to the Congress and the nation on
first nine months of his administration.
was a long and detailed message, sum-

the
It

marizing the principal events of his govern-

ment

December

since

1940,

1,

and

outlin-

ing plans for future activity in practically

every

field of

—foreign

government

affairs,

national defense, economic, industrial, and
agricultural problems,

ways,

education,

Indian

affairs,

oil,

labor,

and

mining,

social

rail-

welfare,

Recalling that since the

first

day

difficulties.

anew Mexico's
tinental

full

defense

in

pledged

order

maintain

to

own territory and the
own institutions, but also

inviolate not only

sovereignty of

He

collaboration in con-

its

its

"the integrity of America and the sacred

government.

local

long-standing

of his

right to think

and work

as free

men

in a

inauguration his Government has advo-

hemisphere in which the great ideals of

cated national unity and a sincere forget-

liberty

of

fulness

and

all

the

hostilities that are

and

justice are affirmed."

differences

In relation to national defense, the Presi-

incompatible with

dent stated that the principal aims of his

political

true democracy, the President stressed the

government were

Government's tolerance and respect

peace, in order to insure the tranquillity

for

to consolidate the public

human liberties. Mexico has offered frank

and confidence of the

and open hospitality to the victims of racial
and political persecution, he said, the only

to take the necessary steps at

being

bars

those

necessary

to

protect

national institutions and liberty from subversive elements.

deems

it

He

stated that

Mexico

a privilege to maintain a firm

stand for democracy and to defend the
postulates of equality
free peoples.

with Europe, he
is

and sovereignty of all

Referring briefly to relations

made

it

plain that

Mexico

determined not in any case to recognize

conquests

As

for

made by

at

being

first

able

of

to

relations,

the

all his satisfac-

emphasize

the

strengthening of friendly relations with the

United States, adding that the Good
Neighbor Policy has always found a re726

torial

in

the

in

integrity

defense

of

and continental

its

terri-

security

conformity with the country's inter-

national promises.

More emphasis

is

to

be given during the coming year to modern
methods and equipment in the preparation
of army officers,

and the law of compulsory

military training will be put into effect as

soon as the necessary preparations are
completed.

According

force.

inter-American

President expressed
tion

cooperate

and
any time to

entire nation,

standing

to

the

President,

phenomenon

of

the

the

out-

nation's

economy during the period in question
was the constant repatriation of capital
and the entrance into the country of new
wealth. The Bank of Mexico experienced
the greatest annual increase in

its

metal

PAN AMERICAN NEWS
reserves since

its

foundation; up to July

Bank

cent.

totaling

had

for

deposits increased 44 percent,

New

enterprises

585 million pesos on the above
in circulation in-

creased only 13 percent,
ness in the

why

movement

and

this slow-

million pesos.

2,950 workers.

in a smaller

proportion than did deposits.

The Bank

Mexico reduced

credit operations

its

with private business and those with
associated banks were cut in half.
latter in turn increased

their short-term

by about 30 percent.

credits thus

its

The

Commercial

maintained equilibrium with
resolved, said the

is

the

in

a

total

entire

icy, said the President,

economic pol-

has been directed

toward solving in a practical manner

all

these grave problems of production, distri-

and consumption. Ordinary probmade more difficult by
the adverse effects of the war. European
markets, which formerly absorbed approxibution,

lems have been

mately half of Mexico's exports, are

now

virtually closed, receiving only 0.9 percent

the general trend of investment.

The Government

with

year

and a probsome 34
They give employment to

The Government's

Commercial loans increased

credits

the

of 16,925,444 pesos

went up only 7%

wholesale prices

industries.

able annual production value of

of deposits explains

percent.

of

capital

necessary

were established

during

country

and exemp-

fixing privileges

new and

tions

However, money

date.

was passed,

risen 119 per-

1941, the reserve

31,

727

of present exports; the United States takes

and other countries of

President, to stimulate investments, being

90.6 percent,

convinced that Mexico's greatest need at
this time is a well directed increase in

continent 5.8 percent; and the total volume

A

general production.

ened credit

facilities

practice that will be of

system of broad-

is

to

be put into

immense

benefit to

both industry and agriculture. A new
law governing credit institutions, the
organic law of the Nacional Financier a, S. A.,

and amendments to the organic bank law
were passed with the principal objective of
facilitating credit for production.
Mexico
has an uneven trade balance, with a great
surplus of imports over exports, and since
the war has cut off many former markets
and raised new problems of transportation, the situation has become even more
critical.
The Government's plan is, therefore, to initiate, develop, and expand
basic industries as

much

as possible,

in

itself

has undergone a considerable de-

crease.

The import

situation

of the greatest possible

firm

desire

to

cooperate

in

the

inter-

American solidarity movement, determined
the Government's action in expediting the
recent export control measure and the
commercial agreement with the United
States.
(See page 671 of the Bulletin for

November

1941.)

Several other economic problems of a

domestic nature were touched upon by

and explanations given of

the President

For the purpose of attracting capital, the
law regulating manufacturing industries

quantity of ex-

remain open and the country's

nels that

attempts at adjustment.

open.

analogous,

portable products through the only chan-

volumes of imports; and at the same time,
it is hoped to establish industries for the
manufacture of merchandise that can be

now

is

coming from the
United States, 4.5 percent from other
American nations, and only 1.7 percent
from Europe. The necessity of disposing
94.5 percent of imports

order to avoid the necessity of such great

disposed of in markets that are

this

These included

such items as the deficiency of national

wheat production, which the Government
is making decided efforts to remedy; the
creation

of the

Sociedad Nacional Distri-

buidora y Reguladora (National Distribution
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and Regulation Corporation), with a

capi-

of 2,161,800 pesos, for the purpose of

tal

equalizing and stabilizing prices; the control of

monopolies; and the coffee quota

agreement.

to

income and on August

new

credit

and bank-

had a

Recognizing that Mexico, without reitself to being an exclusively agri-

signing

cultural country,

Preliminary to the

31, 1941,

treasury balance of 20,738,267 pesos.

agriculture

is

is still

a nation in which

of fundamental importance,

ing laws, the

Government took steps to
with the Bank of Mexico
by funding the loans that it had previously

the

arrange

directed toward facilitating the

obtained for operating expenses.

duction, due weight has been given to the

its

affairs

Fifty-

Government's

activities

use of natural resources.

have

been

maximum

In planning pro-

year public works bonds were offered for

requirements

and the Bank received enough bonds
to cover the advances made to the Government up to December 31, 1940. To
finance certain public works which could
no longer well be postponed but which the
Government's current resources could not
cover, it was decided to resort again to
public credit. A debt conversion plan was
formulated for the 1936 and 1940 highway
bonds and to date practically all the outstanding bonds have been converted,

the transitory conditions that prevail in

sale

which, said the President, demonstrates
public confidence in the Government's

bond

Debt

new

on these bonds
during the current year amounts to 5,814,issues.

service

A new loan of 50

000 pesos.

million pesos

was authorized for continuation of work on
the Pan American, Tampico, Zihuatanejo,
Durango-San Diego, and San IgnacioMazatlan highways. To continue the
work of the previous Administration on

new

railway

lines,

a decree of

December

31, 1940, authorized a loan of 12 million
pesos.

To meet

electrical

the problem of scarcity of

power, a loan of

1

million pesos

was authorized on the same date

for con-

commerce

foreign

consumption,

domestic

of

at present,

and Mexico's

prospects once world conditions resume a

more normal
sirable,

trend.

It is particularly

said the President,

to

de-

stimulate

production of such items as wheat and
corn, that
effort

is

now must be

No

imported.

being spared to modernize agri-

cultural methods,

and

increase crop produc-

improve

cattle
production
through the importation of selected stock.
The 1 940 budget allocation for large scale

tion,

projects

irrigation

million pesos

and

1.5 million pesos

allotments.

Of

was increased by 20
by

for small scale projects

over the previous year's
the

8,350,000

pesos

of

advanced by the National Bank of
Agricultural Credit, 6,176,000 pesos were
for equipment, with preference being
credit

given to funds destined for cotton, corn,

and wheat cultivation. The National
Bank of Ejidal Credit during the year
authorized

transactions

credit

totaling

55,460,662 pesos.

In regard to agrarian reform, the Gov-

ernment's action has been motivated by

struction of a hydroelectric plant in the

the general purpose of concluding as soon

State of Mexico.

another loan of 50

as possible the land distribution program,

million pesos was authorized for irrigation

with due attention at the same time to the

Still

credit services

projects.

Treasury receipts during the

first

six

months of the year were 268,139,300
pesos, which surpassed estimates by some
36,278,000 pesos. The Government adhered to

its

policy of limiting expenditures

and

ejidal organization that

should accompany such distribution.
agrarian

program's

maximum

The

intensity

was reached in 1937, said the President,
and it has necessarily been decreasing in
volume since then. During the year Sep-
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tember

1940-August 31, 1941, a total
was distributed among

1,

of 2,075,535 acres

310,000

persons,

36,340

acres

of

this

amount being increases of existing ejidos
and the remainder new distributions.
The Government has tried in every way
mining con-

to facilitate the granting of

and has appealed to military
and State governments to give

cessions

authorities

the necessary protection to

At the same time
authorities

try

to

holders.

has urged labor

it

reach

to

equitable solutions of

title

quick and

mining

all

conflicts.

and
mining laboratories have been established. Mining production in the first
quarter of 1941 was at approximately the

Explorations have

been

intensified

official

same

level

miners

as in

work

to

To

1940.

assist

small

their mines, the Comision

(Mining Development
Commission) has acquired two development plants and has two more under con-

de Fomento Minero

The

struction.

production

present

pacity of these plants

is

ca-

250 tons daily,

and when the new plants are completed,
this figure will be increased by 150 tons.

The
power
is

production of electrical

national
is

500,000 kilowatts, a figure that

the

sum

Problems of the oil industry have been
loss of markets because of reprisals

many

—

on account of the expropriation, difficulties
of getting machinery, and finally, lack of

which

least 90,000 kilowatts

by the end of

ment

private enterprise

aid in the installation of

by government

new

plants.

The

National Power Commission during the
12

power

months completed

lines in

a vast area in

and
Michoacan,
plants

is

a

in

the

totaled 20,068,231

half of 1941

first

barrels,

than the average in

little less

1940, but the present tendency toward an
increase in exports, which has been considerably helped

by the recent additions

maritime transportation through govern-

to

mental seizure of 12 Axis ships in Mexican
harbors, imposes the necessity for an
increased production.

Exports in

1

940 were valued at approxi-

mately 16 million dollars and in the
at

may

be considered

first

This

6 million dollars.

half of 1941
latter figure

satisfac-

view of circumstances. Domestic consumption has been
increasing the past three years, having ad-

tory, said the President, in

vanced from a value of 154,664,000 pesos
in 1938 to 191,368,000 pesos in 1940,

the

first six

The

1942, and steps have been taken to supple-

Production

transportation.

necessary to increase existing systems

by at

was met from

9,425,000 from state

funds.

pesos.

It is

of 14,742,000 pesos

funds and

federal

meet new requirements.

insufficient to

last

7,780 miles, cost 24,167,000 pesos, of which

months of 1941,

to 106,338,000

Mexiimproved
order and

refining plants of Petroleos

canos have been put in
to

and in

an extent that has increased

their

capacity, in spite of delays in obtaining

much needed

equipment.

Daily produc-

tion has been increased from 89,000 barrels
to 93,750 in the first half of this year.

The Government

also took steps to

im-

independent

oil

Tepic, and Morelos, and plans for future

prove the

under way.
During the year work on Federal highways either surveying, road laying, sur-

producers by means of a contract effective
until the end of March 1942, providing
that Petroleos Mexicanos would acquire

installations are well

—

facing

mately

or

— totaled

miles

of

approxi-

at satisfactory prices the oil that these pro-

and represented a

ducers had on hand and thereafter take

resurfacing

4,000

situation

Federal expenditure of 15,206,000 pesos.

a certain percentage of current production,

Work

amounting

on 91 federally-aided State roads,

with a total extension of approximately

to about 3,500 barrels daily.
Considering the importance of proper
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functioning of the National Railways in

and economic development of the
country, one of the first steps of the Administration was to modify the law governthe

life

partment of Public Education was undertaken immediately after the new Administration took office, for the purpose of
seeking a unification of the educational

ing their administration, placing adminis-

system,

hands of the
Government after its having been entrusted
to the workers since passage of the law of

correct errors,

trative control again in the

April 23, 1938.

Three fundamental aspects of the railway
problem required simultaneous attention:
The material situation of the system,
adjustment of its economic problems, and
of the

relations

railway

with the employees.
cluded

1,800

miles

administration

Equipment needs
of

new

rails,

in-

con-

siderable track repairs, 3,000 freight cars,

300 locomotives, and an unspecified number of passenger, mail, and

express cars.

At the beginning of 1941 the Railways had

to

sibilities

establish

of

teaching standards,

and define concrete responeducators.

In

cooperation

with local governments the Federal Government worked to extend the facilities of
primary education. There are at present
13,358 primary schools supported by the
Federal Government; 7,420 supported by

and municipalities; 977 supby federal, state, and local
governments; 991 supported by mining
and industrial enterprises in accordance
with Article 123 of the Constitution; and
the States

ported jointly

—

445 private schools a total of 23,191,
with a teaching personnel of 46,653 and a
In
total attendance of 2,037,870 pupils.

a deficit of 19.5 million pesos for goods

the majority of these schools there are

and

night courses for adults, and there are also

services

already received and 20.5

more

for materials in warehouses.

million

Accounts due have now been decreased to
15 million pesos
available
rails

for

and

5 million pesos are

imported

materials.

demands them; 1,000 modern

freight cars

are on order in the United States

more

New

are being laid where traflac most

and 1,000

are being manufactured in Mexico;

250 locomotives have been repaired and

arrangements are under

way

to obtain 50

modern new ones

91 federal schools dedicated especially to

that purpose, with 488 teachers

and 8,760

students.

The

federal

education

budget in the

present year amounts to 77,850,000 pesos.

Complementary educational work
being carried on in special

fields

is

also

under the

direction of the Departments of Public

Welfare,

Agriculture,

National Defense,

Health, Indian Affairs, and the Federal

The

in the United States.
Although the Railway's general financial
system has been improved, the Govern-

District.

ment

local governments, bring the total educa-

has

out waiting to correct certain labor con-

tional expenditures of the nation up to
more than 135,000,000 pesos.
The present Administration changed the
status of the Labor Department from an
autonomous bureau to a cabinet unit and,

ditions that hinder administrative progress,

as

and the settlement of these labor problems
is
now being sought by every possible

federal

still is not fully satisfied with what
been accomplished, being anxious
to guarantee the needed investment of
200,000,000 pesos for new equipment. It
took steps to furnish such financing with-

means.

A

complete reorganization of the De-

activities of these divisions

Government, together with the
regular Department of Education and the

of the

a step toward regulation of labor
problems, initiated certain reforms of the
labor | law relative to strikes.
These reforms, while not affecting the
right to strike that is guaranteed by the
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were aimed toward regu-

Constitution,

lating the negative social effects of the
exercise of that right. The Department of
Labor was given broader administrative
authority than the old autonomous body

thus

enjoyed,
carry on

better

work

its

capacitating

to

it

in behalf of the laboring

masses, industry and society in general.

The Government

River region of Guerrero; for the Otomi
Indians in the Mezquital Valley of

most
urgent and fundamental objectives. At
its

Aztecs

another for

Hidalgo;

meapan

in

the

de

Sierra

at

Coyoand

Puebla;

another for the Otomies at Comalco, State
of Mexico.

These four

had

success.

great

various

regards improvement

of health standards as one of
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atives,

fields,

institutions

They

have

function

in

having consumers' cooper-

dress-making shops, mills for grind-

ing the corn, and nursery schools for preschool children.

—D.M.T.

the beginning of the Administration, the

sum

added

this,

workers
the

to

Local governments agreed

approximately

contribute

to

was assigned

of 2,725,000 pesos

public health.

as a part of their cooperation in

of rural

services

medicine,

made

health and social

a total of about 3.2 mil-

lion pesos in local funds for the current

year's

health

public

sum was

theless, that

President,

give

to

all

Never-

program.

too small, said the

the efficiency de-

and therefore attempts were made
to map out a program that would supplement in good will and zeal for service what
was lacking in funds.
In the field of social welfare, government
sired,

aid to the indigent, the under-privileged;

the blind, sick,

and aged,

is

being given in

In addition to these usual

various ways.

kinds of aid, assistance to poor students

has been put into

effect.

The Depart-

ment of Public Assistance budget
million

pesos was

President,

and

order to meet
to

improve

it

insufficient,

was

its

of 21.8

the

said

later increased in

new demands

Troy,

2,000,000;

to the contributions of rural

for service

and

efficiency.

Government has continued its
educational and economic improvement
efforts on behalf of the various indigenous
groups of the nation. There are at present

Whereas, the City

Now,

is

desirous of promot-

Frank

J.

Hogan, Mayor of

New

York, in the United States
of America, do hereby proclaim and appoint the
week of October fifth to twelfth in the year of our

Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and FortyOne as Inter-American Week and I do recommend that all the people of the City join with our
distinguished
countries

in

guests

the

from the Latin American
and celebration

observance

thereof.

excerpt from the proclamation
by Mayor Hogan on October 1,
1941, introduced a week in which the
whole city expressed its awareness of the
unity of the Western Hemisphere.

This

issued

The

general activities touched the life
The streets and buildings

of every citizen.

were decorated with flags of the
American republics. Special Latin
American programs were carried on in the

of the city

public schools.

educational centers were established,

as

Mexcala

Two

exhibits

of literary

material were held, the one at the Troy

Public Library consisting of books, posters,

rial

Aztecs in the

Troy

of

its

Therefore, I,

the City of Troy,

and

the

both within

Republics which are essential to peace, prosperity
and progress in the Western Hemisphere,

Last January four

for

at

Tork

borders and throughout the
nation, that mutual respect, confidence, understanding and good will among the American
ing,

30 vocational agricultural schools for In-

follows:

New

the 21

The

dians in the country.

Week

Inter- American

pictures lent

by the Columbus Memo-

Library of the Pan American Union,
the other at the Spanish House of Russell
Sage College showing books on Latin
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America from sixty different publishing
houses.
Pre-Columbian art from the

prano, of Brazil, and Jesus Maria Sanroma,

Museum

pianist,

of Natural History of

New York;

from the Brooklyn Museum;
the sculptures by Srta. Marina Nunez del
Prado of Bolivia (see Bulletin for July
1941); Latin American costumes from the
Museum of Costume Arts of New York;
and Latin American postage stamps and
coins were to be seen at the Masonic
Temple. The city's stores not only had
colonial art

window

displays of agricultural products

from other American nations and of material furnished by transportation companies
to and in Latin America, but also offered
for sale merchandise from the "Good
Neighbor" countries.
From the 8th through the 11th there
were special ceremonies, centering about
the 25 th anniversary of Russell Sage
College, in which other educational institutions

of the

city,

Polytechnic Institute,

and

Emma

notably Rensselaer

La

Salle Institute,

Willard School, cooperated.

Distinguished guests participating in the

program included Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt; members of the diplomatic corps and
leaders in business and educational circles

can music was given by Elsie Houston,
Puerto

of

Rico.

so-

radio

Special

WTRY

programs from station
dealt with
the music of Latin America, a round-table
discussion of education, sports, and customs in the 21 republics, and interviews
with the Latin American guests.

The climax

of the celebration at Russell

Sage was the college convocation, at which,
after addresses had been given on Pan
American relations, Mrs. Roosevelt presented the following candidates for hon-

orary degrees: Master of

Humane

Letters,

Marina Nunez del Prado (Bolivia) and
Maria Josephina R. Albano (Brazil);
Doctor of Laws, Ana Rosa S. de Martinez
Guerrero (Argentina) Doctor of
;

Humane

Mandujano (Chile) and
Concha Romero James (Mexico); and
Letters, Graclela

Doctor of Pedagogy, Ester Neira de Calvo

(Panama).

The week

closed

on a gay note, with a
of Sage Park and

illumination

special

public dancing in the streets to

American music; the dancers were

Latin
invited

States

to attend in appropriate costume. There
were exhibitions of Latin American dances
and conga and rhumba contests, with
prizes for the latter and for the best

sicians;

costumes.

of Latin America; officials of the United

Government; Latin American muand members of the Pan American
Union. Three general meetings were
held, devoted respectively to the culture

and

art of the Latin

American

countries;

the economic relations of the 21

American
improve them; and
education, social welfare, and labor problems in the other American republics. A
special meeting for women discussed the
women of the Americas and their part in
promoting inter-American understanding
and good will. Mrs. Roosevelt led the
discussion, and the panel was composed of

republics

and how

to

representatives of Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil,

Chile,

United

Mexico,

States.

A

Panama,

and

the

concert of Latin Ameri-

Cuban Child Study Laboratory
Regulations for the National Child Study

Laboratory of Cuba, which was authorized
by a decree of January 14, 1941, were
issued by President Batista on July 22, 1941

The

field

of the Laboratory

elementary school age.

is

It will

children of

study and

report on the physical, psychological, artistic,

and other development of Cuban

school children; their

and
any

its

home environment

on education, especially
between rural and urban

influence

contrasts

surroundings; the standards to be applied
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school buildings

in

and equipment; the

type of school suitable for each town;

and the system to be used in
and credits; and
changes in methods of teaching.
Although the Laboratory was created
especially to improve public education,
curricula

promotions,

grading,

its

services will

schools

and

be available to private

individuals,

provided

that

such cooperation does not interfere with
its official

Cuban

duties.

Institute

of Health
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infectious diseases

and supervise the stand-

ards of food, beverages, and medicaments
offered to the public, created
5,

Health

to carry

new

by a decree

1941, the National Institute of

of July

out these functions.

The

organization will take over the activi-

and the necessary equipment and documents of the National Health Laboratory,
the General Vaccine Center, the Finlay

ties

and the Pharmacobiological
Institute,
Laboratory of the National Tuberculosis
Council. The Oriente National Laboratory in Santiago, Cuba, will continue its
work as a branch of the National Institute

of Cuba, feeling that one

of Health, and the various laboratories,

of the prime duties of the Ministry of

such as bacteriology, anatomopathology,

Health and Social Welfare

and bromatology, of the Finlay

The government

is

to prevent

Institute,

Courtesy of the Pan American Society of San Francisco

GOVERNOR OLSON ENTERTAINS LATIN AMERICAN CONSULAR CORPS
AT THE CALIFORNIA STATE FAIR
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and the Biological Laboratories of the

other

Veterinary Service of the Army, are in-

Minors may select.
Immediately upon the passage of the
1938 legislation, day nurseries, training
schools, homes for orphans and neglected
children, fresh-air camps, and other institutions were created. The request of
any community for one or more of these
services was promptly granted. As the
Minister of Social Welfare and Labor
pointed out in his annual report dated

structed in the decree to cooperate with

new Institute.
The work of the

the

by four

Institute will

sections, of biology,

and

hydrology,

be done

bromatology,

pharmacology,

lespec-

tively.

Child welfare institutions
in

Ecuador
and care of

Institutions for the protection

—such as day
neglected children —were

nurseries, convales-

children

cent homes, orphanages, and
first

homes

for

definitely

made

a form of government activity in
Ecuador by a decree issued on January
27, 1938, and made retroactive to the
first

of the year as regards special taxes to

provide

the

necessary

orders have done

funds.

much work

Religious

of this kind

as the National

cities

Council for

June 1941, the experience of the last three
years shows that such action was hasty,
and the results, on the whole, were disappointing. The institutions were housed
in rented and often unsuitable quarters,
and there was a dearth of adequately
trained persons to take charge of them.

The government would have
start all

over again, with an

liked

to

initial three-

year period in which the funds established
for this

purpose would be used

for con-

since early colonial days.

structing throughout the nation buildings

With the adoption of the national code
minors on August 1 of the same year, a
definite administrative program for child
welfare activities was provided, under four

especially designed for the various activi-

for

The National Council
standards

bodies and issues
the welfare

for
all

other

Minors

It

and medical and allied
services established to care for them is
under the Bureau of Public Welfare.
The General Bureau of Institutions has
charge of day nurseries, orphanages, correctional schools, camps, playgrounds, and
all hospitals, clinics,

underprivileged,

and delinquent minors.
Courts, each composed of a
lawyer, an educator, and a physician, will
function in Quito, Guayaquil, and such
neglected,

Juvenile

for the

view of the

of the institutions already

services that could not be discontinued
without causing suffering and undoing

health of mothers and children and

for

in

administrative

regulations concerning

and protection of minors.

institutions

many

But

functioning were rendering valuable public

including those of private organizations.

similar

men and women

special tasks involved.

sets

for

also administers funds for such purposes,

The

envisaged in the program, and for

training a staff of

fact that

organizations.

the

ties

good, the following program was adopted
late in 1940:

No new

institution will be established

for the present,

and those whose

have been unsatisfactory

Wherever

will

possible, services will be

gamated, to cut overhead

costs,

necessary

be

positions

The money

amal-

and un-

abolished.

thus saved will be used for the

construction of

on those now

The

will

results

be abolished.

new

buildings

and

repairs

in use.

savings of ten months, while con-

siderable,

proved

insufficient to construct

the needed buildings at once.
a loan of

more than 1,500,000

Therefore
sucres

was
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arranged

with

Employees'

Private

the

and Laborers' Security Fund, through the
Central Bank, to be repaid by monthly
installments of 30,000 sucres over a period
of four years.

From

the proceeds of this

loan the Vocational School at Quito will

be finished and similar schools in Guayaquil

and Portoviejo constructed, and three

children's shelters will be built in Quito,

and one

three in Guayaquil,

each of

in

The

735

Juvenile Courts are considered to

have the double function of prevention
and of cure. Three are at present functioning, in Quito, Guayaquil, and Portoviejo.

Comparatively

such as lottery ticket venders or

bootblacks,

Welfare said that

it

have

its

inspection of

all

was planned

members make a personal
the institutions under

its

care,

to

each

ber to be responsible for one or

mem-

more types

In this task they will be aided
by the physicians attached to the institution and by the members of the local
of service.

Juvenile Court.

The

office

statistical

of

Council

the

reported that as of 1941 the Council
responsible

day

for

20

is

such institutions: 12

nurseries, 6 rehabilitation schools,

convalescent home, and the

home

one

for the

aged, the blind, and deaf-mutes.

The

task of the director of medical social

been aided by the appointment
of 25 social workers, who completed early
service has

in 1941 a special

two-year course, started

the help of

Labor Bureau, statistics
are being compiled on minors plying street
trades,

Minors, the report of the Minister of Social

With

the

in

officials

the republic.
respect to the National Council for

although a be-

far,

ginning has been made.

thirteen important cities in other parts of

With

has been done in

little

preventive work so

and

social

workers will pro-

vide data on the conditions under which

such children
children

live

and work.

who cannot be

linquent,

a

system of placing them in

been

selected families has

The Juvenile Courts
have

aquil

For problem

considered de-

been

in

instituted.

Quito and Guay-

especially

active.

In

Quito, from September 1940, 190 minors

were committed to institutions and 130
placed on parole; 38 cases were dismissed.
During the first four months of 1941, 13
of the cases brought before the Court in
Guayaquil were dismissed; of the others,
89 minors were committed, and 6 sent to
Quito.

Working

in close cooperation with the

polyclinics

and the Juvenile Courts are

the observation homes, where children are
sent for a preliminary study before decisions

on

their

cases

are

re'ached.

At

homes

present these institutions, so far established

were established. Careful inspection has
kept children with communicable diseases
from the day nurseries. The records of
weight, growth, and diet kept at the nurseries have been an aid in educating the
mothers as to proper methods to be followed at home.
There are two polyclinics for children,
one in Quito and one in Guayaquil.

only in Quito and Guayaquil, are working

as

soon as the

first

child welfare

under

difficulties, for

they have no separate

quarters and have been forced to function
in separate

The

wings of the vocational schools.

re-

schools have been
on the theory that rehabilitation comes first and education second.
Emphasis therefore is on handicrafts,
manual trades, and small industries, rather
than on academic subjects. The children

spectively with social background, medi-

are given special training in diet, health,

Each has four departments, dealing
cine

and anthropology, mental

related information.

tests,

and

rehabilitation

established

and personal hygiene.

The

success

of this

system has been
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particularly evident in the school for boys

Each has

at Quito.

his

and the products of the

own garden

class in

plot,

soapmaking

are not only used by the other rehabilitation schools but also sold to the public.

The Ministry has

offered an annual prize

objectives of the

new Dominican Com-

mittee will be to widen the sphere of

women's

activities

in

the

Dominican

Republic and to strengthen international
relations in the Americas by cooperating
in the development of the program and

of a box of tools for the outstanding student

duties of the Inter-American

in each subject.

of

In the girls' schools, the emphasis is on
sewing and laundry work. In the former
classes, the girls make clothing for them-

Only those women who are sympathetic
aims and purposes of the InterAmerican Commission of Women and who

selves

and

and

for children in other institutions,

in the latter they

do some work

for the

to the

have been previously designated are eligible
membership in the new Committee.

for

Senorita Bernardino, because of her status

public.

Many

children

living

in

the

coastal

areas need to stay for a period at a higher
altitude

rid

to

themselves

of

tropical

ailments or to improve their health.

such a special
110

Commission

Women.

children

camp having
has

been

For

a capacity of

established

at

Gonocoto, in the Province of Pichincha.

months of 1941 four
children
were
sent there, and
groups of
has had to be
the
camp
capacity
of
the
B. N.
stretched to the utmost.
During the

first

four

—

Committee on Inter- American

her country's representative on the
Commission of Women, is automatically
chairman of the Dominican Committee,
and the other members are: Sefioras Isabel
Mayer, Marina Trujillo de Garcia,
Celeste Woss y Gil, Floripez Mieses de
as

Carbonell, Consuelo de Gonzalez, Silveria
de Rodriguez Demorizi, Julieta de Medrano, Nieves Trujillo de Castillo, Matilde
Garcia de Ricart, Milady Felix de I'Ofi-

and the Senoritas Margarita Peynado,
Josefita Amiama, Carmen Lara Fernandez,
Lidia Pichardo, Lolita Patino, and Amalia
cial,

Aybar.

Cooperation in the Dominican

Republic

Erratum

A

The

frontispiece

eration

May

1941, illustrating the article Indige-

Committee on Inter- American Coopwas established on August 18,
1941, in Ciudad Trujillo on the initiative
of Senorita Minerva Bernardino, Vice
Chairman of the Inter-American Commission of Women, and in conformity with
a regulation of that organization.
424540

—
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